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March 2, 1948 

Mr. Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. 

Carleton Gollege 
Northfield, Minnesota 

Dear Olin: 

I find it hard to generalise in favor of any one 
meeting date from the standpoint of attendance . 
by wildlifers. Any spring meeting ia in competi- 
tion with the North American conference, and any 
fall meeting in this region is in competition 
with the Midwestem. ven when dates do not 
conflict, it is difficult to get official sanction 
for two conventions in a row. 

Midwinter is of course still worse because of 
tion with the AAAS. My guess la that 

nidsus would have the best chance as far 
ag wildlifers are concerned. 

Speaking for myself as a profesgox, April is 
ainost the worst matte for any extra curricular 
trips. . ‘ é 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold 

P. S. I have, of course, been sitting in on the 
Kumlien meetings which culminated in your acceptance 
of cur invitation. The ey for our Madison 
group to meet the Wilson Club will of course be 
valuable, and we are going to do our best with the 
arrangements. ‘The committee is a good one, and I 
am glad to serve on it.
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February 23, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424, University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
ida digon, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

As you know, our "traditional" meeting time has been the weekend 

following Thanksgiving, but we are seriously considering holding our 

next annual meeting in the spring, -- and perhaps making it a custom, 

For the wildlife people would spring (i.e. April or early May) 
be a more convenient time than late November? Because we are anxious 

to encourage the attendance of wildlifers, we should not like to select 

a meeting time that would be inconvenient for them. I should very much 

appreciate having you express an opinion on wat you would consider to be 

the more convenient time. It is possible, of course, that fall and spring 

are both inconvenient and that winter or summer would be preferable. 

Yours sincerely, 

7) ee) OS Fie Mh a 
Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. 
President
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February 19, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
uel University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

At our Twenty-ninth Annusl Meeting in Columbus last November we 

received the kind invitation of the Kumlein Club to hold our next 

meeting in Madison. This invitation was accepted with great enthusiasm 

end I can assure you thet we sre looking forward to the occasion with 

keen anticipation, Not only will it be our first meeting in Wisconsin 

but it will elso be for many of us the first opportunity to become 

acqueinted with the personnel and facilities involved in the ornithologicsl 

and wildlife progrems of the University of Wisconsin and the Department 

of Conservatinn. 

The success of the Madison meeting will depend largely on our Local 

Committee on Arrangements. I have appointed Dr. John T. Emlen, Jr., Chair- 

man and I em teking the liberty of eppointing you a member. I hope very 

much thet you will be willing to serve. 

A complete list of persons whém I em appointing is enclosed. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Olin Sewell Pettineill, Jr. 
President
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LOCAL COMMITTEE ON ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE THIRTINTH ANNUAL 
MEETING OF THE WILSON ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB 

John T, Mmlen, Jr., Chairman 

Leon J, Cole A. W. Schorger 
Nicholas E. Collias . Walter H, Scott 
Frederick Greeley Daniel 9, Thompson 
Jemes B, Hele Doneld R. Thompson 
J. J. Hickey Harold Rh, Wolfe 
Aldo Leopold | ; Howard Young 
Robert A, McCabe Fred R, Zimmerman
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Jamary Jl, 1948 

Dy, Olin S.Pettingill, dr. 
Garleton College 
Northfield, Minnesota 

Dear Pettingill: 

I have been trying to mike a rule to ageapt no 
more committees, but your proposed appointment 
to Albert Hochbaun's comaittee is too good to 
turn down. I not only agcept with pleasure, but 

I heartily enforse the proposed change in the make 
up of the Bulletin. Under the old form the committec's 
material was almost necessarily confined to negative 
protests on matters of legislation and policy, whereas 
Ee ee a ee 
contributions Sf wildlife managegs via the reseureh 
route and otherwise, 

IT, too, look forward with pleasure to the Wilson 
Olub meeting here next your. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALapm Aldo Leopold
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January 9, 1948 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

One of my first actions in taking over the presidency'of the WOC was the 

appointment of Albert Hochbaum to the chairmanship of the Conservation Committee. 
I have unqualified confidence in Al's ability, judgement, and leadership and am 
convinced that there is no person who can handle the job more effectively. 

Following the appointment, Al and I have been giving careful consideration 
to the composition snd the objectives of the committee. We feel that it should 
be small and representative of both American and Canadian wildlife circles; and we 
feel that it should have as its main objective the narrowing of the existing gap 
between the"ornithological ornithologists" and the"game management ornithologists". 

In order to carry out this orime objective we propose to encourage for the 
Bulletin and our forthcoming Annual Meeting the preparation of ornithological papers 
that have information of pertinent interest to conservation. We plan to drop the 
conservation section in the Bulletin and to substitute original data in the form of 
full-length papers. Obviously, to carry ovt any such objective, we need on this 
committee persons who have the very widest acquaintance with the field of 
conservation and who are thus best cualified to determine and encourage worthy efforts. 

It would be most gratifying to Al and me if you were to allow me to appoint 
you a member of this committee. Three others whom I am seeking to appoint are 
Clarence Cottam, J. Dewey Soper, and John M. Anderson. A committee thus composed 
would form not only a small,congenial group, but one that wovld also command 
consideratle respect and influence. The duties, except for those of the 
chairman, would be neither arduous nor time-consuming. 

Please let me herr from you soon and, I hope, favorably. 

We are looking forward with keen enticipation to our next meeting, to be held 
in Madison. We hope that it will bring about a closer acquaintance with our 
affiliate, The Wisconsin Society for Ornithology, end with your group of associates 

in wildlife work. 

With warm regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

CS Fate pon 5 
Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. 

osp/er President
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May 29, 1947 

Be. George Mikech Sutton 
University of Michigan 
Museum of Zoology 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

‘Dear George: 

Referring farther to your letter of March 30, suggesting 
that I take mt a life membership in the Wilson Grnith- 
@logionl Club, IT have tried to work this ont, but I am 
forced to the conelusios thet I can not do it at the 
moment. I am not dropping the idea, and aay be able 
to get around to 14 sometime In the future. I admit 
all the argusents in your almirable campaign, ond 
regret that I ean’s go alSne at this moment. 

With personal best wishes, 

: Yours ag ever, 

Abs? ldo Leopold



April 3, 1947 

Dr. Goorge Milrsch Sutton 
University of Michigan 
Museum of Zoology 
4nn Arbor, Michigan 

Dear George: 

: I am delighted to hear from you and to imow that 
you are again in ciroulation. Your suggestion of 
@ life membership is an entirely proper one, and 
I will cogitate on it and let you know later. 
Granted the bani belance, I would like to take 
one to celebrate your recovery. . 

I will transmit your message in due course. 
Please do not pass us up if you get within 
striking distance. 

Yours as ever, 

ALSPH ; ALDO LEOPOLD
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March 30, 1947 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Had there not been a very heavy program of writing and drawing 

ahead of me, as well as this proposed swoop into Mexico, I'd have been 

seeing you in early May. Indeed, I had fondly hoped that might be possible. 

Why? Well, partly because I know that seeing you and talking with you 

would inspire me. I'm afraid I continue to be somewhat below par. But the 

work is moving forward. There never were such opportunities to express myself. 

Today I wish to ask you to consider carefully the matter of helping the 

Wilson Club Endowment Fund with a Life Membership. I have decided that I am 

the world's worst (or best) beggar. The fact is that I greatly believe in this 

Club. A letter I have just had from a French member, and which I am passing on 

to Johnny Rnlen, convinces me that we are, as an organization, a force for 

possible good in international understanding. Thus realistically do I view 

ornithology and my part in it. If I cannot see my love for birds flowering in 

this way it becomes repellent and wholly selfish to me. Do you not see what 

I mean? The Club's newly formed Research Committee promises to get good work 

sterted. Van Tyne is doing a whole-souled editing job and setting a standard 

which is, as I see it, all-important to the futute of American ornithology. 

All I'm asking is that you back all this up, with me, my good friend Aldo. 

Best wishes to Mrs. Leopold, to Starker when you write, and to the Schorgers. 

Sincerely yours, - he Ti
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Minnesota Museum of Natural History 

University of Minnesota 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

November 21-24, 1940 

Visitors Are Welcome



Thursday, November 21 

7:30 P.M. 

Meeting of the Executive Council 

Friday, November 22 

9:00 A.M. 
Registration, Auditorium Lobby 

When registering on this day members and visitors are urged to purchase tickets 
for the Annual Dinner on Saturday evening. Tickets may be obtained at the Regis- 
tration Desk. 

9:30 A.M. 
Opening Session 

This session and all succeeding sessions will be held in the Museum Auditorium. 

Address of Welcome. 
THomas S. Roperts, Director of the Minnesota Museum of Natural History. 

Business Session. This occasion will involve the reading of the minutes of the 
previous meeting, reports of officers and committees, appointment of temporary 
committees, and the election of members. 

Papers Session. At the conclusion of each of the following papers a period of five 
minutes discussion will be invited. 

1. Maurice Brooxs, West Virginia University. 15 minutes. 
Swainson’s Warbler in the Mountains of West Virginia. 

2. THeopora NEtson, Hunter College of the City of New York and 
the University of Michigan Biological Station. 10 minutes. 

Incubation Patches as Breeding Evidence in Shorebirds. 

3. F. W. Haecker and R. ALtyn Moser, Omaha, Nebraska. 15 minutes. 
Present Day Bird Life Along the Missouri River Compared 

With Say’s and Audubon’s Findings. 

4. J. Van Tyne, University of Michigan Museum of Zoology. 10 minutes. 
Bird Distribution Among the Islands of Northeastern Lake Michigan 

5. C. Epwarp Cartson, University of Minnesota and the Minnesota 
Division of Game and Fish. 15 minutes. 

A Record of Several Unusual Pheasant Nests from Minnesota. 
(2"x2" Kodachrome Slides). 

6. Arwnotp B. Erickson, Division of Economic Zoology of the 
University of Minnesota. 15 minutes. 

A Study of Wilson’s Snipe. 

7. Harry H. Wucox, Jr., University of Michigan and the University 
of Michigan Biological Station. 15 minutes. 

An Ecological Survey of the Birds of Reese’s Bog, Cheboygan 
County, Michigan. (31%"x4” Slides). 
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12:30 P.M. 
Luncheon Hour 

Luncheon may be secured in the Center for Continuation Study which is con- 
nected with the Museum by an underground passage. Obtain directions for reach- 
ing this passage at the Registration Desk. Luncheons may also be secured at sev- 
eral restaurants in the immediate vicinity of the Museum. 

1:45 P.M. 
Afternoon Session 

Papers Session. At the conclusion of each of the following papers a period of five 
minutes discussion will be invited. 

8. Mites Davin Pirie, W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, 
Michigan. 15 minutes. 

Identifying Waterfowl. (2”x2” Kodachrome Slides). 

9. Louis A. Friep, Division of Economic Zoology of the University of Minnesota 
and the Minnesota Division of Game and Fish. 10 minutes. 

A Local Outbreak of Botulism in Western Minnesota. 

2:30 P.M. 
A Symposium on Wildlife Management 

Apo LEopo.p of the University of Wisconsin, Chairman. 

For the list of speakers and topics to be discussed, obtain at the Registration 
Desk a supplementary program entitled “A Symposium on Wildlife Management.” 

4:00 P.M. 
Informal Tea 

Members and guests of the Wilson Ornithological Club are cordially invited to 
a tea in the University Galleries in Northrop Auditorium. This building is two 
blocks from the Museum. For further direction, inquire at the Registration Desk. 

The tea will be held in the rooms containing the Bird Art Exhibit. (See 
page 6). 

7:00 P.M. 
Informal Reception 

The staff of the Minnesota Museum of Natural History and members of the 
Minnesota Bird Club and Public Library Bird Club will give an informal reception 
to members and guests of the Wilson Ornithological Club. The study collection of 
the Museum will be open for inspection. There will be an exhibit of some rare bird 
books including first editions of Audubon’s double elephant folio, Wilson, Catesby’s 
“Natural History,” Swainson’s “Fauna Boreali” from the Museum and other libra- 
ries of Minneapolis and St. Paul. 

8:15 P.M. 
A Show of Natural Color Motion Pictures 

Museum Auditorium 

Migrating Geese and Booming Prairie Chickens. 
Ratpy A. Woo sey, Minnesota Department of Conservation. 

Bright Feathers of the Prairies. 
Outn Sewatt PETTINGILL, Jr., Carleton College and the University 

of Michigan Biological Station. 

With the Greatest of Ease. 
CLEVELAND P. Grant, Baker-Hunt Foundation, Covington, Kentucky. 

aan



Saturday, November 23 

9:00 A.M. 

Morning Session 

Papers Session. At the conclusion of each of the following papers a period of five 
minutes discussion will be invited. 

10. Evapene Burris Swanson, St. Paul, Minnesota. 10 minutes. 

The Minnesota Nestings of the Passenger Pigeon. 

1!. Apert F. Ganier, Nashville, Tennesssee. 15 minutes. 
Notes on the Sycamore Warbler. 

12. J. Murray Speirs, University of Illinois. 20 minutes. 
Robin Movements. (314"x4” Slides). 

13. Rosert B. Lea, Carleton College and the University of Michigan 
Biological Station. 15 minutes. 

A Life History Study of the Cedar Waxwing. 
(2"x2" Kodachrome and 3%4"x4” Slides). 

14. S. Cuartes KENpEIGH, University of Illinois. 20 minutes. 

Territorial and Mating Behavior in the House Wren. 
(3%4"x4" Slides). 

15. Marcaret M. Nice, Chicago, Illinois, and Joost TER PELKWyk, 
University of Chicago. 15 minutes. 

Some Experiments on Enemy Recognition in the Song Sparrow. 

16. Georce Mixscu Sutton, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell 
University. 20 minutes 

First Impressions of the Bird Life of Southern Arizona. 
(Illustrated with Numerous Field Sketches by the Speaker). 

17. Doris Huestis Speirs, Champaign, Illinois. 20 minutes. 
Facts and Fancies Concerning the Evening Grosbeak. 

(3%4"x4” Slides). 

18. O. A. Srevens, North Dakota Agricultural College. 15 minutes. 
Relation of Autumn Migration to Weather. 

(314"x4" Slides). 

19. BerNnarp W. Baker, Marne, Michigan. 20 minutes. 
Michigan Birds in Color. (2”x2” Kodachrome Slides). 

12:45 P.M. 

Group Photograph 

A group photograph will be taken immediately after the Saturday morning 
session on the steps of the Museum. All members and visitors who pose for the 
picture are very earnestly requested to retain their respective positions after the 
photograph is taken so that the proper identification of each person may be secured: 
Your cooperation in this matter will be greatly appreciated by your Officers and the 
Local Committee. 

E 1:00 P.M. 

Luncheon Hour 
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2:00 P.M. 

Afternoon Session 

Natural Color Motion Pictures Session. 

20. Eart G. Wricut, The Chicago Academy of Sciences. 30 minutes. 
Birds of the Arid Southwest. 

21. Lawrence H. WatkinsHaw, Battle Creek, Michigan. 30 minutes. 

Some 1940 Crane Observations in Mississippi and Michigan. 
(3%4"x4" Slides). 

22. Lawrence I. GrINNELL, Laboratory of Omithology, Cornell 
University. 30 minutes. 

Birds of the Hudson Bay Tundra. 

23. A. TREVENNING Harris, Gary, Indiana. 30 minutes. 
Nesting of the Ring-billed Gull and Caspian Tern in Wisconsin and 

the Red-headed Woodpecker and Bluebird in Indiana. 

24. Murti Deusinc, Milwaukee Public Museum. 25 minutes. 
Nesting Studies of the Marsh Hawk. 

Final Business Session. The occasion will involve the reports of temporary com- 
mittees, election of officers, and formal adjournment. 

5:00 P.M. 

Business Session of the Inland Bird-Banding Association 
There will be no formal program. 

7:00 P.M. 

Annual Dinner 

The Annual Dinner of the Wilson Ornithological Club will take place in the 
new Coffman Memorial Union. Tickets must be obtained at the Registration Desk 
before Saturday noon. Price $1.50 each. Dress will be informal. 

After the dinner WALTER J. BRECKENRIDGE of the Minnesota Museum of 
Natural History will show his natural color motion picture film— 

Minnesota Cinemacaptures 

Sunday, November 24 

TOURS 

On Sunday morning a tour throughout the Twin Cities area will be arranged 

to include historic Fort Snelling, Minnehaha Falls, the scenic Mississippi and Minne- 

sota Rivers and the beautiful lakeside boulevards of the Minneapolis Park System. 

Tt is too late in the season for worthwhile bird hikes but a trip will be arranged on 
Sunday for a visit to the State Game Propagation Farm at the Carlos Avery 
Refuge. It is 35 miles away. Private cars will be on hand throughout the time of 
the meeting for those who wish to make shorter trips about the Twin Cities. 
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Bird Art Exhibit 
During the entire meeting a Bird Art Exhibit will be held in the University 

Galleries in Northrop Auditorium. 
The University Galleries have been cooperating with the Wilson Ornithological 

Club’s Special Committee for the 1940 Bird Art Exhibit in obtaining and arranging 
this display of art pieces. Material representing all the well-known bird artists 
will be seen here. 

The Special Committee consists of the following members: 
George Miksch Sutton, Chairman 

Roger T. Peterson, Walter J. Breckenridge, Mrs. Ruth E. Lawrence 

Headquarters 
The Headquarters of this meeting are in the new Minnesota Museum of 

Natural History, located on the Main Campus of the University of Minnesota. The 
Museum was formally opened in September of this year. 

Adjoining the Museum is the new building known as the “Center for Con- 
tinuation Study” which includes living and dining quarters. This building is 
placed at the disposal of the Wilson Ornithological Club for the duration of its 
meeting. The Center is connected with the Museum by an underground passage 
and provided with a large underground garage available to the Club. 

The Officers of the Wilson Ornithological Club 
President, Lawrence E. Hicxs, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State Uni- 

versity, Columbus, Ohio. 
1st Vice-President, Georce Mixscx Sutton, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell 

University, Ithaca, New York, 

2nd Vice-President, S. CHartes KenpeicH, University of Illinois, Champaign, 
Illinois. 

Secretary, OL1n SEWALL PETTINGILL, Jr., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota. 

Treasurer, Gustay Swanson, University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Editor of “The Wilson Bulletin,” JosseLyn Van Tyne, Museum of Zoology, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. 

ELECTIVE MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
Maurice Brooxs, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia. 
Mus D. Pirniz, W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, Michigan. 
Lawrence H. WatkinsHaw, Battle Creek, Michigan. 

Program Committee 
Oxin SEWALL PeErrinciLL, Jr., Chairman, 

Endowment Fund Committee 
Gustav Swanson, Chairman 

Membership Committee 
Burt L. Monroz, General Chairman. 

Wildlife Conservation Committee 
Mus D. Pirniz, Chairman 

Committee on Affiliated Societies 
Maorice Brooks, Chairman. 

Index Committee 
Tuomas D. Hinsuaw, Chairman. 

Library Committee 
J. Van Tyne, Chairman. 

The Local Committee 
Miss Lulu May Aler Tuomas S. Roserts, Chairman Cyril W. Plattes 
W. J. Breckenridge William Kilgore Gustav Swanson 
Arnold B. Erickson Mrs. Ruth E. Lawrence Milton P. Thompson 
Mrs. David B. Green Mrs. G. R. Magney Mrs. Rollo H. Wells 
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Middleton, Mass. 

September 4,1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison,Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am enclosing some corresponderce which 

' I have had with Hawkins. I should appreciate having you return 
his letter when you are through with it. 

As soon as I return to Northfield I shall be sending 
out the Annual Letter. In it I should like to make some 
reference to the planned symposium. It will not be necessary 

: to name the persons taking part in it except that you are to be 
its chairman. In a couple of weeks would you kindly send me 
the symposium title and a brief statement of some of the matters 
to be discussed. 

I am asking that all titles for papers be in by 
October 19 in order that the program may be printed and 
sent to members by November first or thereabouts, Will it be 
possible for you to have final plans for the sympostum at this 
time?i should like to have the titles of all the matters to 
be discussed and the participants included in this program, 

Needless to say we are all looking forward to this : 
symposium. If I can help you in any way toward lining up speakers, 

please do not hesitate to call on me. 

Very sincerely yours, 
aS = 

Olin Sewall Pet@Jingill,Jr.,Secretary.
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URBANA August 9, 1940 

Dr. 0. S. Pettingill, Jr. 
Carleton College 
Northfield, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. Pettingill: 

As you know, the Sixth Midwest Wildlife Conference will be 
held at Urbana November 14, 15, and 16. 

An objection to many conferences in the past has been that 
the general sessions were not stimulating. The arrangement committee 
for the Midwest Conference this year hes in mind a program which we 
know will be stimulating. Its theme is "new ideas for unifying con- 
servation." The logical chairman for such a discussion is Professor 
Leopold. 

Professor Leopold, I find, would be very willing to act as 
chairman for this symposium were it not for his tentative agreement 
with you to serve in a similar capacity during the Wilson Club meet- 
ing, a week after the Urbana meeting. He feels that the préssure of 
other duties would make it impossible for him to assume responsibility 
for two symposia so closely related and only a week apart, unless (1) 
he could give approximately the same program at both meetings (with- 
out need for added preparation). I think you will agree that in the 
past there has not been a large degree of duplication at these two 
meetings. (2)He could give a talk (rather than an organized sympo- ~ 
sium) on some theme less difficult to prepare for at the Wilson meet- 
ing, (3) he could be relieved entirely from participating in the 
Wilson Club meeting. : 

Our committee would greatly appreciate it if your committees 
will agree to one of the above stipulations so that Professor 
Leopold can appear on the Urbana program. 

Very truly yours, 

Arthur S. Hawkins a 
Game Technician 

ASH#GCI
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September 4,1940. 

Mr. Artinwr S. Hawkins, ; : i 

State Hatural History Survey Division, : : a 

Urbana, lllinois. ne oe ; 5 

Dear Mr. Hawkins: 

: { have referred fhe proposals in your letter of 

August 9 to the Program Committee. After considerable delay,I am 

now able to report on the Committee's reaction to theme 

The Committee fecls very strongly that under no condition 7 

should we abandon our present cherished plan to have Professor 

Leopo} 4 conduct a wildlife management symposium at out fortheoming 

meeting in Minneapolis on November 22-25, At the same time it sees 

no outstanding reason why the Mydwest wildlife Conference should not 

engage Professor Leopold to give either approximately the same 

program or a talk along the same line since there is little 

duplication in attendance at these meetings. The only disadvantage 

that the Committee sees in such an arrengement is that the : 

Conference holds its meeting before the W.0.C.'s and thus is the 

first to give a program which,by 211 rights,is the privilege of 

the W.0.0. to give first since the W.0.C. was the first to propose : 

ite However,the. Committee is not willing to provoke a quarrel’ on : 

this point since it sees no appreciable harm to the success of the 

W,0.G, meeting but rather a still wider infusion of Professor 

Leopold's enthusiasm and philosobhies. pee 

I am sure you will agree that it is highly for an organization 

like the W.0.G. to be given a.sound understanding of the methods 

and’ theories of wildlife management. The W.0.Ce is. working with 

wildlife; it should be made aware of wildlife management. Wildlife 

management is without question a steadily rising and important 

profession. The quicker all persons working with wildlife become 

acquainted with it,the better for the wildlife profession and their . 

- ‘9wn professions as well. 
: : 

fhe above idea was expressed by the Executive Council at its - : 

meeting in Louisville last year and I was instructed to carry it out.
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é Last winter I invited Professor Leopold/a symposium and plans 
: were formmlatei. Both the Council and the Program Committee 

~ would feel very sopry if these plans were in any way interrupted, 
; thus deprittigg the Wilson Ornithological Club of an understanding 

; and enthusiasm for wildlife management which are highly desirable. 

i “ape Very sincerely yours, | : 

Loe eS oe Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. ,Secre > 
pe ae "gna Chairman of the Program eottiss: 
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hol University Farm Place 
September 10, 1940 

Mr. Arthur 8. Hawkins 
General Delivery 
Havana, Illinois 

Dear Arthur: 

Pettingill, in a letter just received, declines 
to budge. He turns the thing around and offers you the 
chance to repeat the Wilson Club program at Urbana! He 
evidently does not distinguish between explaining manage- 
ment and unifying conservation. 

I can't take on two such orders at once. I am 
still willing to be a participant in but not the leader of 
the Urbana presentation. Should Dr. Prison wish to go 
ahead, the only available leader I can think of is Rudolf 
Bennitt. Let me kmow. a 

Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



4ol University Farm Place 
July 10, 1940 

Dr. Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. 
. Biological Station 

University of Michigan 
Cheboygan, Michigan 

Dear Pettingill: 

Your confidence in Delta and in Hochbaum is, of 
course, pleasing to me. 

I haven't done a thing on the symposium, and the 
chances for doing anything seem to grow worse rather than 
better. If you have any alternates or alternative plans, I 
would certainly advise you to use them. If not, I will do 

* my best, tut I doubt very mich whether the rather ambitious 
undertaking I outlined to begin with, especially the plan 
for publishing a rounded presentation of the whcle subject, 
will be possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
BIOLOGICAL STATION 

CHEBOYGAN, MICHIGAN 

July 2, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm: Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

From June 15 to 19 Mr. Edward F. Dana of Portland, 
Maine, Mr. Dwain Warner of Cornell University and I 
visited the Duck Station at Delta, Manitoba. 

I was, indeed, greatly impressed with the endless 
opportunities for research and the manner in which 
these opportunities were being utilized. Certainly 
this Station must be unique both in its location and 
accomplishments. 

I believe that no more capable.a person could have 
been chosen for the director of the Station than 
Albert Hockbaum. He has an enthusiasm for his work 

which permeates the entire group under him. Most 

important of all, his enthusiasm does not run rampant; 
instead, it seems to be producing results of a very 

high calibre. I am looking forward to some fine 

papers from this Station very soon. 

How is the Symposium lining up? I truly hope that it 

will work out according to your plans. We are count— 

ing on it as being one of the high spots of the Wilson 

Club meeting. 

With kindest regards, 

i Very sincerely yours, 

Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. 
Instructor in Ornithology 

OSsP/FW



42k University Farm Place 
Jamary 17, 1940 

Mr. H, L. Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: 

I think I made a mistake in specifying that the 
management symposium for the Wilson Club should be published. 
I do not have time to prepare a epecial paper for publication 
and I imagine you and most of the other participants may be 
in the same boat. Moreover, a published paper might tend to 
preclude the free use of pictures, whieh would be the best way 
to convey an image of management to the Wilson Club members. 

I ean well understand your inebility to promise to 
eppeer in person. I suggest we let the matter hang as a plan 
to be carried out if possible, and thet we think more about 
pictures than about manuscripts. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Pettingill Professor of Wildlife Management 

Vogt



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

January 12, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

Your letter of January 8th enclosing the outline of 
your proposed symposium for the next meeting of the Wilson 
Ornithological Club has been received and gone over With great 
interest. 

I would like very much to participate in this sym- 
posium and cover the subject assigned by you, but cannot pro- 
mise definitely to do so. The expense of a trip to St. Paul 
may be more than I can stand when the time comes. Whether I 
can come or not will probably depend on the developments of the 
year. However, I will be glad to prepare a paper on the subject 
assigned for the meeting if that will serve in lieu of a defi- 

note promise to be present. 

I think the idea a most excellent one and have been 
very glad to note in the last number of the Wilson Bulletin the 
new department dealing with matters of current interest in con- 
servation. I would like very much to see something similar 
presented to the A. ©. U. meeting. I eam very sure that few 
ornithologists have any conception of the general beneficial 
effect on birds and mammals of, for instance, the Southeastern 

game preserves. 

I am very glad to hear that you had a nice quail 
shoot in Missouri, as well as a good visit with Starker. I 
am only sorry you cannot come down and shoot with me this Win- 
ter, and if anything should turn up to bring you into this sec- 
tion before March lst be sure and plan on at least a couple of 
days* shooting. 

With kindest regards and best wishes to you and the 
family, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

HIS srp Lob



koh To Place 
Jamary 8, 1 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: 

The Wilson Club has asked me to organize at their proposed 
St. Paul meeting at Thanksgiving time, 1940, a symposium on management. 
The idea is that ornithologists are not adequately informed on what 
management is, and this symposium is to tell them. If a good enough 
string of papers can be obtained, it is proposed to publish the set, 
probably as a reprint, as an ornithological definition of management. 

I have drawn up the tentative program attached, but before 
proceeding with it I am anxious to find out whether there is any chance 
of you and Bill Vogt participating. If you cannot participate, I may 
revamp the whole thing. 

My thought in suggesting your subject was to set forth the 
effects of your preserves not only on quail and turkey, but also on 

raptors and bird life in general, using some photographs if you so 
desire. As far as I know, you have not presented this particular 
angle in any paper for the general public. 

Let me know what you think. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Pettingill



yok ere Place 
January 8, 1 

Mr. William Vogt 

Compania Administradora del Guano ; 
Lima, Peru 

Dear Bill: 

The Wilson Club has asked me to organize at their proposed 
St. Paul meeting at Thanksgiving time, 1940, a symposium on management. 
The idea is that ornithologists are not adequately informed on what 
management is, and this symposium is to tell them. If a good enough 
string of papers can be obtained, it is proposed to publish the set, 
probably as a reprint, as an ornithological definition of management 

I have drawn up the tentative program attached, but before 
proceeding with it I am anxious to find out whether there is any chance 
of you and Herbert Stoddard participating. If you cannot participate, 
I may revamp the whole thing. 

I realize, of course, that this would depend on the chance 
of your making a trip back to the states at that particular time. You 
mentioned some time ago the possibility that you might be running back 
for a short visit. I also realize that you could not begin to cover 
your findings in a single short paper. However, I am necessarily 
looking for the most important examples of management, and yours is 
certainly one of then. 

Will you let me know what the chances are? 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Che Wilson Ornithological Clk 
FOUNDED, FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS, DECEMBER 3, 1888 

OLIN SEWALL PETTINGILL, JR. Che Wilson Bulletin JOSSELYN VAN TYNE 
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LAWRENCE HARVEY WALKINSHAW, BaTTLe CREEK, MICHIGAN 

December 19,1939. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am not only pleased with the rough 
draft but I am also pleased with the quicimess with whida 
you drew it up. 

The draft is exactly the kind of program the Club has 
in mind. The symposium now needs a good title to cover the 
diversity of papers included and possibly snappier titles 
for each of the papers. 

The program as it now stands does not seem too long 
unless,perchance,you plan to have each paper a half-hour long, 
An afternnon session is generally 24 hours long and a morning 
session 3 hours long. If the present papers listed were to 
run between 15 and 20 minutes each,you could get them in easily 
and have ample time for discussion. In fact you could still 
get them in,if some of the papers(perhaps two or three of them) 
were to run 30 minutes each. 

If it were necessary to do any cutting,then I would 
suggest having one person give papers two and three. Beyond 
this I can suggest no cutting although I fear that either 
Vogt or Stoddard would cut their own,perhaps both of them 
would have to cut their own. Indeed Vogt and Stoddard are 
"rare birds" -- to bag them both in one meeting would break 
all possible limits,legal,logical,or otherwise! 

The selection of speakers is certainly to my liking. 

I can mention two or three more speakers -- persons that you 

can use perhaps,if you do not land Vogt and Stoddard. It seems 

to me Bennitt could be worked into the prmgram somehow. Fannye 

A.Cook frequently comes to our meetings and always gives a good 

account of herself. Since we are meeting in Minnesota,it might be



a good idea to work in some state game man Such as Swanson 
or Fredine. Possibly there is a local aspect of some game 
problem that might fit into the general theme of the 
symposium. 

I can suggest one paper that might serve to 
tie together the papers in Section I. It could be used as 
an introduction or conclusion to the section. A possible 
title might be: The Present Status of Wildlife Management 
in the United States and Canada. The paper would be 4 
tough one to prepare but nevertheless it might serve 
to give a quick picture of just what progress is be ing 
made in wildlife management and where and by what organizations 
and institutions it is being practiced, 

as chairman of the symposium I presume that you 
will make a number of introductory remarks. I hope particularly 
that you will define at the beginning:wildlife management and 
the scope of the symppsium, There will be a large number of 
persons pressnt who, need to be orientated to this occasion. 

The date of the Meeting will undoubtedly be 
Friday and Saturday,November 22,and 24,1940. 

The whole symposium is in your hands,so there is 
no need of submitting any drafts to the Officers or Council. 
The Club customarily turns dver to me the arrangements for the 
Annual Meeting. I in turn pass over some of the more detailed 
arrangements to the Local Committee. Only when some difficult 
situation or radical change of policy arises,or when I need 
counsel,do I turn to the Officers and Council. The so called 
.Program Committee serves aa a buffer for the Secretary. i 

I should like to be kept informed of any progress 
that you are making and I shell be glad to help you in any way 
that I can. When,and if,plans do take shape, 1 should like a 
brief account for publication in an early issue of the Bulletin. 
I want to play up this Symposium sky high for 1 know it wéll 
@ great drawing card. , : 

I will be away during the next two weeks. Please 
accept my very best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year. 

Very sincerely yours, 

CX. Stones GEA. 0s RT 
Olin Sewall *ettingill,Jr.,Secretary. 

OSP/ee 

P.5. The officers for 1940 are listed correctly on 
the letterhead.



42k University Farm Place 
‘ December 13, 1939 

Dr. Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. 
Carleton College 
Northfield, Minnesota 

Dear Pettingill: 

First of all, will you look at this rough draft of a 
symposium and give me your criticism, especially on these points: 

1. Is it the kind of program you had in mind? 

2. It is too long for a half-day by about three papers. 
Which would you cut? 

3. Are the selections of speakers to your liking? Note 
I have opened the door of discussion to some of our 
"hereditary enemies," namely Ducks Unlimited; had we 
better give this topic to Pirnie? Gan you think of 
better selections for any particular item? 

I of course can't be sure of getting Stoddard, Vogt, or 
other "rare birds," but no harm trying. 

It is my thought that Groups I and II would be illustrated 
papers so the whole symposium could be published as a separate with 
some popular appeal. 

Do you want the comment of your president before I go ahead? 
If so, extra copy is attached. I don't know who was elected. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

i
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Eroposed Symposium on Management and Ornithology on. ; ow 
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i. Gane fest dn Practice? what is the net effect on bird 
an ae wi ein mb lake, Mast the conservationist discriminate : 
between good and bad game management? If so, by what oriteria? 

The Game Preserves of the Southeast Herbert L. Stoddard 

The Farmer Cooperatives of Ohio Lawrence 8. Hicks 

i The Farmer Cooperatives of Wisconsin Arthur S. Hawkins or 
H. Albert Hochbaum - 

Waterfowl Management in Canada B. C. Cartwright 

ql. Ton sens WiLtiitar” > TOE Hate and Shteatened Bints, and For Other 

Rare and Threatened Birds Richard EH. Pough 

Wildflower Management John T. Curtis 

Int. 288 SE Le opens. What new ways of thinking shed light upon 
em? 

Predation, Conservation and Management Paul L. Brrington 

The Biotic Concept of Conservation Aldo Leopold



Che Wilson Ornithologiral Club 
FOUNDED, FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS, DECEMBER 3, 1888 

OLIN SEWALL PETTINGILL, JR. The Wilson Bulletin JOBURLYN VAN TYNE 
eee eae OFFICIAL ORGAN UNIVERSITY oF WiGHIOAN 

PRESIDENT, LAWRENCE EMERSON HICKS, onIo WILDLIFE RESEARCH STATION Se meeeeatiaas 

GUSTAV SWANSON rinsr vice-rnesioent, GEORGE MIKSCH SUTTON, conwat. univenstry, Linnanian UNIVERSITY FARM ITHACA, NEW YORK FRANK RIDLEN HARRELL 
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COUNCILLORS, MAURICE BROOKS, UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA, 

MILES DAVID PIRNIE, w. eas SANCTUARY, BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 
LAWRENCE HARVEY WALKINSHAW, BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 

December 9, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

May I place in writing certain of my remarks made in our recent 
conversation. 

On the Friday and Saturday following Thanksgiving in 1940 the 
Wilson Ornithological Club will hold its 27th Annual Meeting in the 
Museum of Natural History of the University of Minnesota. This is 
the first time that the Club has ever met in the "Northwest." : 

At our Council Meeting in Louisville the Program Committee was 
strongly advised to hold a Symposium on some phase of Game Management 
and to invite you to take charge of this Symposium. I was more than 
delighted to carry out the Council's advice in behalf of the Program 
Committee. 

Will you be willing to take charge of this Symposium? Will you 
invite the speakers and will you serve as Chairman of the Symposium? 
You may have as much time for this Symposium as you wish. In fact, 
a whole morning or afternoon session can be turned over to you, if 
you so desire. The exact subject of the Symposium is for you to choose. 

Personally, I feel that such a Symposium would be of great impor- 
tance to the Wilson Club. In my estimation, the organization should 
be more than a group of persons interested in birds as such; it should 
be an organization of persons vitally interested in the conservation 
of birds, in ornithological education and in the economic relationships 
of birds to man. A Symposium on some phase of Game Management should 
do much to stimulate interest along these lines. 

I sincerely hope that you will find it possible to take charge 
of this Symposium. You are the person to do it. You may be assured 
that I will do all in my power to help you in arranging this Symposium 
as you see fit. 

Very sincerely yours, 

hn. Seek Cah. Zo “SR 
Olin Sewall Pettingil19 gr. , secretary. 

OSP//rr : A



Proposed Symposium on Management and Ornithology 

Wilson Club - Minneapolis - Nov. 1940 

I. What is Game Management Like in Practice? What is the net effect on 
bird life and wildlife in general? Must the conservationist discriminate 
between good and bad game management? If so, by what criteria? 

The Game Preserves of the Southeast Herbert L. Stoddard 

The Farmer Cooperatives of Ohio Lawrence E. Hicks 

The Farmer Cooperatives of Wisconsin Arthur S. Hawkins or 
H. Albert Hochbaum 

Waterfowl Management in Canada B. C. Cartwright 

II. What Can Management Do For Rare and Threatened Birds, and For Other 
Non-game Wildlife? 

Rare and Threatened Birds Richard H. Pough 

Wildflower Management John T. Curtis 

Guano Bird Management in Peru William Vogt 

III. Moot Questions in Management. What new ways of thinking shed light upon 
them? 

Predation, Conservation and Management Paul L. Errington 

The Biotic Concept of Conservation Aldo Leopold
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INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 

December 27-28, 1937 

HEADQUARTERS AT THE ENGLISH HoTEL 

SESSIONS IN THE BALL Room oF THE 
CoLumBia CLuB 

Visitors Are Welcome



PROGRAM 

Monday, December 27 

9:00 A.M. 

Registration, Vestibule, Ball Room of the Columbia Club 

When registering on this day members are urged to purchase tickets for the 
Annual Banquet on Tuesday evening. These may be obtained at the Registration 
Desk. 

9:30 A.M. 

Opening Session 

Address of Welcome. 
Richard Lieber, President, National Conference on State Parks. 

Business Session. This occasion will involve the reading of the minutes of the 
previous meeting, reports of officers, appointment of temporary committees, 
and the election of members, 

1. The Contributions of Life History Studies to Taxonomic 
Ornithology. 15 minutes. 

Mus D. Pirniz, W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, Battle Creek, 
Michigan. 

2. Interesting Bird Observations at Lexington, Virginia. 10 minutes. 

J. Sourneate Y. Hoyt, Lexington, Virginia, 

3. The Sense of Smell in the Turkey Buzzard. 15 minutes. 

Victor Cotes, Laboratory or Ornithology, Cornell University. 

4. Woodcock Nesting Studies in Maine. (Lantern Slides). 15 minutes. 

Gustav Swanson, Division of Entomology and Economic 
Zoology, University of Minnesota. 

5. Effects of Drouth on Wild Life. (Lantern Slides). 10 minutes. 

Dovetas E. Wane, University of Wisconsin. 

6. Remarks on Vernacular and Subspecific Names. 10 minutes. 

O. A. Stevens, North Dakota Agricultural College. 

7. Recording, Sounds of Wild Birds, Its Study and Uses. 
(Lantern Slides and Phonograph). 20 minutes. 

Apert R. Brann, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell University. 

12:30 P.M. 

Luncheon Hour 

Suitable places for noon lunches near the Columbia Club are the Canary 
Cottage, one square away on Monument Circle, the Betsy Ross Candy and Tea 
Shop, one square away on Ohio Street, the Russet Cafeteria, one square away on 
Washington Street, near Meridan, and several department store tea rooms one 
square away. 

ee



2:00 P.M. 

Afternoon Session 

8. Konrad Lorenz and Bird Behavior. 20 minutes. 

Marcaret Morse Nice, Chicago, Illinois. 

9, Recent Observations on the Greenland Wheatear in Baffin Land. 
(Lantern Slides). 10 minutes. 

Joun Riptey Forses, Ithaca, New York. 

10. Mississippi’s Quail Conservation Program. 15 minutes. 
Fannye A. Coox, State Game and Fish Commission, Mississippi. 

11. Further Notes on the Nesting Habits of Spotted Sandpipers. 
(Lantern Slides and Motion Pictures). 15 minutes. 

Tueopora Netson, Hunter College of the City of New York. 

12. Behaviorism of the Murre in Relation to Gull Damage on the 
Nesting Ground. (Motion Pictures). 20 minutes. 

R. A. Jounson, State Normal School, Oneonta, New York. 

13. Sandhill Crane Studies in Michigan. (Lantern Slides and 
Motion Pictures). 20 minutes. 

Lawrence H. WatxinsHaw, Battle Creek, Michigan. 

14. Tropical Birds. (Motion Pictures). 15 minutes. 

P. J. Rempet, University of Southern California. 

15. Bird Islands of Peru. (Motion Pictures). 15 minutes. 

P. J. Rempet, University of Southern California. 

Tuesday, December 28 

9:00 A.M. 

A Symposium on Alexander Wilson 

16. Alexander Wilson as an Ornithologist. 
Apert F, Ganier, Nashville, Tennessee. 

17. Alexander Wilson as a Poet. 
Gorpon Wison, Western Kentucky State Teachers College. 

18. Alexander Wilson as an Artist. (Lantern Slides). 
Georce Mixscu Surton, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell 

University. 

10:00 A.M. 

Morning Session 

19. Variation in the Abundance of Birds in Northern Ohio. 
(Lantern Slides). 15 minutes. 

S. Cuartes Kenveicu, University of Illinois and Baldwin 
Bird Research Laboratory. 

age



20. Factors Involved in the Economic Status of Predatory Birds. 
(Lantern Slides). 15 minutes. 

Freperick M. BaumGartner, Department of Conservation, 
Game Division, Michigan. 

21. Nocturnal Bird Vocalization in a Beech-Maple Forest. 5 minutes. 
J. C. PLacce, Department of Zoology, University of Chicago. 

22. Shore Birds Attracted to Streams Polluted with Sewage. 5 minutes. 
Epwin Lrncotn Mosetey, Bowling Green State University, Ohio. 

23. Social Hierarchy in the Canary. 15 minutes. 
Hurst H. Suoemaxer, Department of Zoology, University 

of Chicago. 

24. Individual and Specific Reaction to Color among Birds. 15 minutes. 
A. L. Picxens, Paducah Junior College, Kentucky. 

25. Does Castration Affect the Migration of Birds? 10 minutes. 
Harry W. Hann, Zoology Department, University of 

Michigan. 

26. Traveling with the Migrant Birds. 10 minutes. 
Frep T. Hatt, Crawfordsville, Indiana. 

12:30 P.M. 

Luncheon Hour 

At the beginning of the Luncheon Hour a group photograph will be taken. 
All members are urged, to be present. 

2:00 P.M. 

Afternoon Session 

27, Experiments in Feather Marking of Tree Sparrows for Territory 
Studies. (Lantern Slides). 15 minutes. 

A. Marcuerite Baumeartner, East Lansing, Michigan. 

28. Birds of an Earthquake Lake. (Motion Pictures). 20 minutes. 
Karu H. Mastowsxt, Cincinnati Society of Natural History. 

29. Some Minnesota Birds. (Motion Pictures). 15 minutes. 
W. J. Breckenrivce, Museum of Natural History, University 

of Minnesota. 

30. An Ornithological Survey of Oklahoma. (Lantern Slides and 
Motion Pictures). 20 minutes. 

Grorce Mixscu Surrton, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell 
University. 

31. Ornithological Work at Little America, Antarctica. (Lantern, 
Slides and Motion Pictures). 30 minutes. 

Axton A. Linpsey, Biology Department, American University. 

32. A Season with Camera and Microphone. (Sound Motion 
Pictures). 30 minutes. 

Arruur A. Atten, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell Universiy. 

Final Business Session. This occasion involves the reports of temporary commit- 
tees, election of officers, and adjournment. 

=e



6:30 P.M. 

Annual Banquet 

The Annual Banquet of the Wilson Ornithological Club will take place in the 

Columbia Club, the exact room to be announced. Tickets must be obtained at the 

Registration Desk before Tuesday noon. Price $1.75 each. Dress will be in- 
formal. 

After the Banquet Mr. Cleveland P. Grant of the Baker-Hunt Foundation 

will show his motion picture film entitled: “Birds of Prairie and Woodland.” 

Alternate Papers 

The following papers will be given as substitutes for vacancies that may occur 
on the program: 

The Role of the Amateur in Bird Geography. (Lantern Slides). 15 minutes. 

Jossetyn Van Tyne, Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan. 

1937 Explorations on the Missouri River. (Lantern Slides). 10 minutes. 

T. C. Stepnens, Morningside College, Iowa. 

Peregrines of Percé. (Motion Pictures). 25 minutes. 

Crevecanp P. Grant, Baker-Hunt Foundation, Covington, 
Kentucky. 

The Birds of Machias Seal Island. (Motion Pictures). 20 minutes. 

Orn Sewatt Perrincit, Jr, Department of Zoology, 
Carleton College, Minnesota. 

A Late Summer Adirondack and New England Coast Bird Trip. 15 minutes. 

Wutiam C. Baker, Salem, Ohio. 

The Rate of Growth of English Sparrow Fledglings. 15 minutes. 

Ricwarp Lee Weaver, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell 
University. 

A Unique Shorebird Population in Northern Ohio. (Lantern Slides). 15 minutes. 
Lawrence E. Hicks, Ohio State University. 
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OFFICERS OF THE WILSON ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB 

President, JosseLyn VAN Tyne, Museum of Zoology, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

1st Vice-President, Marcaret Morse Nice, 5708 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois. 

2nd Vice-President, LAwreNcg E. Hicks, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 

Secretary, OLin SEWALL PETTINGILL, Jr., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota. . 

Treasurer, SAMUEL Ettiotr Perkins, III, 709 Inland Building, Indianapolis, 
Indiana, 

Editor of ‘The Wilson Bulletin, T. C. StepHEens, Morningside College, Sioux City, 
Towa. 

Additional Members of the Executive Council 

Avpert F. Ganier, Nashville, Tennessee. 

Atrrep M. Battey, Colorado Museum, Denver, Colorado. 

S. Cuartes Kenveicu, University of Illinois, 

Champaign, Illinois. 

The Local Committee 

SamueL Extiorr Perkins, III, Chairman 

Grant Henperson FRANK JoHNSON Marcaret R, Knox Ratpu M. Krieser 

Harotp A, ZIMMERMAN 

INDIANAPOLIS ATTRACTIONS 

The home of Benjamin Harrison, former United States President, is located 

at Delaware and Thirteenth Street, and is now remodeled as a shrine. James 

Whitcomb Riley’s long-time home is to be seen’ on Lockerbie Street. Other points 

of interest are the John Herron Art Institute, Henry Smith Library, and the 

State Historical Building. Members wishing to visit the Woollen’s Gardens of 

Birds and Botany, ten miles northeast of Indianapolis, may secure directions from 

any member of the Local Committee. 
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November 7, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

President, Game Policy Committee 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear My. Leopold: 

I have read with a great deal of care the pamphlet which you have 
sent me regarding a proposed American game policy. I endorse this policy 
unreservedly, It is by far the best proposed policy that has ever come to 
my attention. I shall gladly bring it to the attention of oyr members at our 
annual meeting in Columbus, Ohio, the Fridey and Saturday f@ionisesving. 

By the way, you are a member of the W.0.C. - why not come down to the 
meeting at Columbus and present a paper before the organization and perhaps 
also talk with the members about this policy that your committee is working on? 

Sincerely yours, 

\ 7 Me 

sxe fi. Shaver, esident 

son Ornithological Club 

JMS; AL 

le q 

facet re 

Cpved .
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: Nine siARGARET Ac Gaiam.  ecaaee 31, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have read with a great deal of pleasure the very 
interesting paper which you had in the Wilson Bulletin for Septem- 

ber on the Decline of the Jacksnipe in South Wisconsin. The 
thought occured to me that doubtless you have collected quite a good 
deal of information about bird life that will be a great deal of 
interest to our Wilson Club members. 

Now the next meeting of the Wilson Ornithological Club 
will be held in Cleveland on December 29th and 30th in connection 
with the Christmas meeting of the Americen Association for the Advance- 
ment of Science. I should like to extend to you a special invita- 
tion to attend this meeting and present a paper before our organiza- 
tion. , 

Perhaps you have some films of birds that you have taken 
or that have been taken under your supervision, which you would 
care to show, at our Tuesday afternoon meeting. Tuesday afternoon 
will be given over entirely to the showing of films of bird life. 

An early reply will be much appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jesse i. Shaver, Secretary 
(Milso Ornithological.Club. 

Sa 

JMS: AL



Nov. 6, 1930 . 

Myr. Jesse M. Shaver, Secretary 3s 
Wilson Ornithological Club 
George Peabody College for Teachers ; 
Nashville, Tennessee 

Dear Mr. Shavert 

I greatly appreciate your cordial invitation to 
speak at the Wilson Club meeting. I would accept your 
invitation with a great deal of pleasure were it not for 
the fact that I am scheduled to be at two other mestings 
at the same time, in Cleveland and Washington respectively. 
I am afraid this will make it impossible for me to be with 
yous 

I greatly regret this, as there are several 
very specific things in which I would like to interest the 
members of the Wilson Club. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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PROGRAM : 

FRIDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 30 
10:00 o'clock 

Address of Welcome by Dr. Alexander G. Ruthven, Director 
University of Michigan Museums. 

Response in behalf of the Wilson Ornithological Club and the 
Inland Bird Banding Association by William I. Lyon, 
Waukegan, Illinois. 

1. The Ornithological Activities of the Michigan Department 
of Conservation. Miles D. Pirnie, Ornithologist, Michigan 
Department of Conservation. (25 min.) 

2. Methods in a Bird Research Laboratory. Lantern Slides. 
S. Prentiss Baldwin, Cleveland, Ohio. (30 min.) 

11 :30 o'clock 
Business Meeting of the Wilson Ornithological Club. 

GROUP PHOTOGRAPH AT 12 NOON SHARP— 
ENTRANCE OF THE MUSEUM 

12:30—Luncheon at the Michigan Union. 

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 30 
2:00 o'clock 

Trip through the New Museum building. Guides will be pro- 
vided for members and friends who wish to inspect the new 
building. Parties will start from the Museum lobby promptly 
at 2:00 P. M. 

3. Nesting of the Common Tern. Motion pictures. Walter E. 
Hastings, Michigan Department of Conservation. (10 min.) 

4. The Family of Alexander Wilson. Mrs. Nettie P. Moore, 
Plymouth, Michigan. (15 min.) 

5. Variations in Migration. Lantern slides. William I. Lyon, 
Waukegan, Iilinois. (25 min.) 

6. A Research Library in Ornithology. Frank C. Pellett, 
Hamilton, Illinois. (5 min.) 

7. Some Studies of the Dipper or Water Ouzel. C. E. Ehinger, 
Kiokuk, Iowa, (30 min.) 

8. In the Haunts of Cairn’s Warbler. C. W. Eifrig, Oak 
Parl, Illinois. (15 min.) 
6:30 P. M.—Annual Dinner at the Michigan Union.



SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 1 
9:30 o'clock 

9. Bird Photography on the Pearl Islands, Panama. Motion 
pictures. Walter E. Hastings, Michigan Department of 
Conservation. (15 min.) 

10. My Barn Swallows. Lynds Jones, Oberlin, Ohio. (z0 min.) 

11. The Future of Wild Birds. Clarence Bretsch, Gary, Indi- 

ana. (15 min.) 

12, Methods of Expressing Relative Abundance. L. R. Dice, 
Museum of Zoology, Ann Arbor, Michigan. (zo min.) 

13. Results from Banding Harris Sparrows. O. A. Stevens, 
Fargo, North Dakota. (15 min.) 

14. The Systematic Status of the Gyrfalcons. Walter Koelz, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. (15 min.) 

15. Sea Birds of the South Atlantic. Lantern Slides. George 
Finlay Simmons, Cleveland Museum of Natural History, 
Cleveland, Ohio. (20 min.) 

: 11:40 o'clock 

Business Meeting of the Inland Bird Banding Association. 
12:30—Luncheon at the Michigan Union. 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 1 
2:00 o'clock 

16. Notes on the Mockingbird. Motion pictures. Albert F. 
Ganier, Nashville, Tennessee. (20 min.) 

17. Pet Birds. Lantern slides. Ned Dearborn, University of 

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. (10 min.) 

18. Bird Banding in Luce County, Michigan. Oscar M. Bryens, 
McMillan, Michigan. (15 min.) 

19. The Fortunes of a Pair of Bell’s Vireos. Margaret M. 
Nice, Columbus, Ohio. (15 min.) 

20. A Veteran European Bird Bander. C. W. G. Eifrig. Oak 
Park, Illinois. (45 min.) 

at. Dr. Elliott Coues—A Sketch. Mrs. H. J. Taylor, Sioux 

City, Iowa. (30 min.) 

22, Bird Banding Operations. Frank W. Robl, Ellinwood, 
Kansas. (15 min.) 

23. Migration Routes as Indicated by Specific Returns. Lantern 

slides. F. E. Ludwig, Michigan State College, East Lan- 

sing, Michingan. (z0 min.) 

24. Comments on the Bird Life of Southeastern Michigan. Lan- 

tern slides. T. L. Hankinson, Ypsilanti, Michigan. (20 min.)
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INFORMATION 

All sessions will be held in Room 3024 (3rd floor) of the 

University Museum and will be open to the public. 

Luncheon will be served at 12:30 P. M. on Friday and Satur- 

day at the Michigan Union. Please secure tickets (75 cents) 

as early as possible at the registration desk in the Museum. 

The Annual Dinner of the two organizations will be held 

at the Michigan Union on Friday evening at 6:30 P.M. Tickets 

at $2.00 will be on sale at the registration desk in the Museum. 

The dinner will be quite informal. 

An exhibit of ornithological art, especially ‘loaned for the 

occasion, has been placed in the exhibition cases on the fourth 

floor. 

On Saturday evening at eight o’clock the Division of Birds 

of the Museum will be open to members and all are invited to 

attend. 

On Sunday an opportunity will be given to members who 

remain in Ann Arbor to see some of the points of interest about 

the University. All interested should leave their names at the 
registration desk as early as convenient.



WILSON ORNITHOLOGICAL CLUB 
FOUNDED DECEMBER 5, 1888 

NOTIFICATION OF ELECTION 

Bee Ge, Sa) Me 

- 

It gives me pleasure to inform you of your election 

to aclive ____________ membership in 

the Wilson Ornithological Club. We hope this mem- 

bership may be of mutual benefit. The Club needs 

your active co-operation and support; and, in return, 

will endeavor to be of the utmost service in the devel- 

opment of your ornithological interests. 

I beg to remain, 

Cordially, 

« 

ee te 

ecrgtary.’ 

Ketter SOME ICEL J NODS:
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LAWRENCE COLLEGE 

Appleton, Wisconsin 

November 9, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Please accept my hearty thanks for the chart form which you 
very kindly sent to me. Both my wife and I are studying it 
with the idea of its possible use in our work in the field. 
I am glad to hear that you are publishing something along 

this line and shall look forward to its issuance. 

I have just looked up in my files your letter in which you 
asked me to serve on the Tree Committee of the State Acadamy 
and find there the phrase, "compilation of maps of tree 
distribution in Wisconsin". In our committee meeting,on the 
day following my conversation with you, one of the first 
things which was injected into the discussion was a reference 
to the use to which the maps would ultimately be put. In my 
opinion, the work of the committee could easily be wrecked 
unless the committee is willing to forget for the time being 
the matter of final use of the maps and is willing to go 
ahead with the job which was assigned to it. You know, andl 
know, that the foresters and the botanists will never come to 
an agreement on the details of a publication on the trees of 
the state, and I was sorry to see the reference to such publi- 
cation injected into a discussion of the best methods of work- 

ing out the problem of distribution. If it becomes possible 
for you to throw your influence in the direction of limiting 
the committee work to just the matter in hand, I hope you will 

make the best of that opportunity. 

I was surprised to heer you state in the course of our con- 
versation that Dr. Fassett was firm in his opinion that the 
priority on the tree and shrub publication was mine. In fact, 
when I left you, I was a little more than doubtful if you 
knew the real facts in the case. However, in the course of a 
long conversation with Dr. Gilbert, he expressed to me exactly 
the same thing that you had, and I am now embarrassed to know 
that I have been pursuing only half heartedly this project
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while all the time the botanists at the University have been 
waiting for me to get the matter finished up. I now fully 
expect before the winter is over to reach a complete agree- 
ment with them, and I shall let you know at the earliest 
opportunity what my final intention is. 

Thanking you heartily for the time which you generously gave 
me and for suggesting the bringing together of the committee 
members, I remain, 

Cordially yours, 

Walter E. Rogers 
WR sme 4
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Costello—Reports on Flora of Wisconsin. XIII. 277 
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Fellow Committee Memberst oa 

“Ae you Imow, I have been asked to serve as acting chairman of the sube 
comittes on Distribution of Wisconsin Trees during the absence of Dr. Fassett, 

who is on leave in South America for Qainine exploration. 

Dr. Fassett left moterial on hand ready to be reproduced and sent to the 

: comaittees I have photegraphed the maps which he intended to distritute, ané 
copies of this series are enclosed herewith. Some of the maps were published 
in variaus mumbers of the Transactions of the Wisconsin Academyg as parts of. 
preliminery reports on the flora of Wisconsin. Various species other than 
trees ave included on the seme pages. I hope you will overlook the inclusica 
of these herbs and shrubs in the enclosed photographs. Some of the maps are 
unpublished dete recently compiled by Dr. Passett. All maps are prepared on 
the same schemes; that ine tae lange 404s be apesnen vupbatanh IdM lier 
terial, ani the small dots represent observations made by L. 8. Cheney. 

aes ee had included two maps of a County, one with the See ae ¥ 
the other of Sugar Maples. I believe that these have, 

included as samphae te shew how the eevurvense oF ta trees ih Gaue Ovanty’ cold 
be plotted. At any rate, I include this mterial too. 

Dr. Btlar Nielson, at Dr. Fassett's request, has very kindly prepared a 
key to the arboréal species of Amolanchier ocourring in Wisconsin, A copy of 
his key is also enclosed. 

I hope that these maps will help to show us where the gaps in our knowledge 
of the distribution of Wisconsin trees lie. If there is any further question, 
please write to me. 

Sincerely yours, 

JUTips John ¥, Thomson, Jr. 
Departuent of Botany 
University of Wisconsin 

r



Key; to the erboreal species of Amelanchier occurring in Wisconsin 

i. Leaves coarsely toothed, 2-5 per em. on well developed leaves, main veins 
prominent, hypenthium saucereshaped, 5-7,5 ma. in dismeter...+Ade huronensis 

2. Leaves finely toothed, 4-8 per om, on well developed leaves, main veins not 
prominent, hypanthium cup-shaped or saucer-shaped, ™- in diameter; 

Ae Leaves tomentose at time of unfolding, green at flowering time. 

: B®» Hypanthium broadly cup-shaped, 4-5 mm. in diameter; ovary summit 
woolly; leaves short acuminate. 

: %. Leaves carinate; margin sharply serrate with acute simases 
between the teeth orececeerevcvsecersrsosscsesohe Wiggandls 

Y. Leaves flat; margins sharply serrate with wounded simses— 
between the teeth ercorevecences-esevrscevsoweohs SNtGHOr 

be Hypenthium deeply cup-shaped, 3-3.5 mm. in diameter; ovary summit 
glabrous; leaves acute or long acuminate o1.+++-++ sede comadonsis 

B. Leaves glabrous st unfolding er with a few silky haire; mostly bronze 
purple at flowering tine tereeereeencroeereecscesresnenoole LAGVES 

REN BO RR RE AE RTE NN A ORE LN A AE A RC RE ER EES 

Problems involved: 

I. More information is needed concerning tho distribution of species within 
the state. Those of porticular interest aret 

ie Ac Canadensis - southern area 

2. Ae interior - southwestern area 

3. Ae huronensis « extreme northern and northeastern area 

4e Ae wiegandii + northeastern area D 

II, There are two shrubby species that should be watched for, 

1. A. stolonifera = on acid substrates in northern half of the state 

2. Ae meronata = on basic substrates in northern area. This spe- 
cies is as yet unreported for the state tut may 
occur slong Lake Superior and in Upper Michigan 

Ili. If it is possible it would be highly desirable to have living material 
of these species growing in the Arboretum. At least two of the erboresl spe~ 
cies hove horticultural possibilities, (huronensis and Wiegandii).
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN Thema Thee Gmvvidtlee? MADISON 6 , 

COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 

4 October 1944 

To Messrs. C. J. Anderson 
E. M. Gilbert : 
W. H. H, Liesch : 

i lin MeNeel 
A. W. Schorger 
H. A. Schuette 

Gentlemen; 

4s you know, Dr. John W. Thomson, Jr., has been 
appointed assistant professor in botany with the duties of 
correlating the work of the Junior Academies in the state 
and tying this into the work of the University. 

I am asking you to serve with me as an advisory 
committee to advise and aid Professor Thomson in this work. 

I am calling the first meeting of this committee 
for Monday, October 9, in my office, 102 South Hall, at 
4 pom 

Sincerely, 

Mark H. Ingraham 
Dean 

MEI: 
ec ~- J. W. Thomson
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gas The State of Wisconsin os 
eu, CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT Ere 

duly 12,1044 

o He A» Sclmette 
in of Arte, and Tagonat jeasony Science, . Letters 

Dear ure sc ustte, 

daneo with the tions made profes 
Aldo deopelds shairaan of the kenaoay's Noverad iscourens 
Comittee Se DEee O08. 0 O Somme peer oe Se Decleny = he 
Wot in vdeooresne Tio wombere of the eomnittes weil be 
Ruegger acting as Special assistant to the comndttecs 

Because of Mire Ruegger'ts interest to wild 

Lite ong Ede aa ae tg ener Te Fy senae ° Bh 

ing a Soniapeex oard Lor ie Searles. " 

Sincerely yours, 

Ww 
Gebhenn Clie Comteese 

WSF sBdH 

ces aide Leopold 
‘ies 

— Switt 
ge Ruegger
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| 

se Report of the K-tural Resources Comnittes bbe 
os Wisconsin Aeadeny of Sciences, Arts, ani Letters 

our firet untertaking was to compile a history of deor irruptions, 

to serve aa a baskground for the present Wisconsin deer problem. This 

history will appear in vol. 3936 of the Transactions, but since the 

Conservation Department had immediate need for it, you permitted advance 

reprinting in the Conservation Bulletin, August 1943 (pp. I-11). 

25,000 separates were printed, ani are in considerable demand in 

ae ie peener states. Penngylvanta, Colorado, Uteh, and Georgia ench asked for 

oe 5 pean quantities for distribution to field personnel. The Wisconsin 

" " sath Chub ongantzation 18 also using copies ono considemble scale, 
ro" 16 tue segond undertaking was te begin # compilation of the satura 

an trees, This task was delegated to a subcommittes 
vt" ith. Yh Paseets a6 chatann. The following members agreed to serves 

Mtr. hy Me Fuller, idtwaukee Public Musoun 
peetechiat Walter & Rogers, Department of Botany, Lawrence College 

Dr. J. W. Thoneon, Superior State Teachers College 

Professor Fred frenk, Dept. of Agr. Ungr., Univ. of Wisconsin 

Mr. S. 0, Wadmond, Delavan 

Professor S. A, Wilde, Soile Dept., Univ. of Wiesonsin 

Mr. Fred Wilson, Wis. State Conservation Dept., Madison 

The labors of thie subcommittes were interrupted by Professor Fassett's 

departure on a military mieston, Dr. J. ¥. Thomgson has been asiced to 

serve as seting chairman in his absence. The task of the subcommittee 

will require asveral years to reach the stage of publication. 

a LAD LR enereneni 

ee 

a ee
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May 17, 1944 

Mr. William S, Feeney 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

When you have decided on the membership of your ; 
wolf committee, please let me have the full names 
and addresses, and it will also be necessary that they 
become members of the Academy. At least, it would 
be ambarrasing if they were not. I attach some 
nomination blanks for membership. 

Needless to say, I would like to see Clarence Searles 
a@ member of the committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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April 17, 1944 

Memo to Brnest Bean, Horman Fassett, and Henry Scimette: 

I suggest that the Comittee on Natural Reaources appoint a sub-committee, 
with %, 3. Feeney as chairman, on “The Ysology of the Wolf in Wisconsin®. 

The idea is te bring together, and probably ultimately publish, all 
the pertinent information on the status of #2 wolves and on their 
ecologies] function in thie state. the study would be a companion piste 
to the report already publiched on the deer question. 

My idea is that Fooney would select hie own co-workers on the gub- 
committes. I have in mind Braest Swift, Deputy Direstor of the 
Conservation Department, who has en intense interest in the quection, 
and possibly George Rusgger, & woodeman with an exceptional degree of 
expert skill. In case you see an objection, or have any supplementary 
ideas, let me know. 

The understanding would be thet neither the sain committee ner the 
sub-committee would be committed in advance te « particular outcome. 
Rither or both might drop the project if it ie found te be unprofitable. 

Aldo Leopold, Chairmen 
Batural Resources Commi tice



Pa The State of Wisconsin 
Rite se 
Hi rane : CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

FILE REFERENCE: 

il 10, 1944 
iia 
Ladysmith, Wis. 

Professor Aldo eer 
ne of Wildlife Management, 
College of sre. 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr- Leopold; 

Your recent note found me very receptive to the 
suggestion of further study on the Ecology of the Wolf 
in Wisconsin. We had just come back from a wolf survey 
on which we had some very unusual experiences. 

During the past few weeks, I had decided that a 
study of the timber wolf was properly a job of the deer 
project which could not be passed up. With such a study 
some publication would seem essential, even though its 
final appearance should embarrass us either by et eat 
or by too closely preluding the last rites of an exterminated 
species. 

We can discuss the details of committee, tie-in 
with deer erruptions and other phases of the subject next 
time we get together. 

Yours sincerely,
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‘ Report of the Natural Resources Comittes 
Wiseonsin Academy of Sciences, Arte, and Letters 

Our first undertaking was to compile a history of deer irruptions, 

to serve ag a background for the present Wisconsin deer problem. This 

history will appear in vol. 35°36 of the Transactions, tut since the 

Conserwation Department had immediate need for it, you permitted advance 

reprinting in the Conservation Bulletin, August 1943 (pp. I-11). 

25,000 separates were printed, and are in considerable demand in 

other states, Pennsylvania, Colorado, Utah, ani Georgia each asked for 

Considerable quantities for distribution to field personnel. The Wiseonsin 

Yel Club organization is also using copies on a considerable scale, 

Our second undertaking was to begin a compilation of the natural 

ranges of Wisconsin trees. This task was delegated to a subcomaittee 

with N.C. Fassett as chairman, The following mombers agreed to serve: 

Mr. A. M. Fuller, Milwaukee Public iuseun 

Professor Walter E. Rogers, Dept. of Botany, lawrence College 

Dr. Je W. Thompomy, Superior State Teachers College 

Professor Fred Trenk, Dept. of Agr. Bngr., Univ. of Wisconsia 

Mir, S.C. Wadmond, Delavan 

Professor &. A. Wilde, Selle Dept., Univ. of Wisconsin 

Mr. Fred Wilson, Wis. State Conservation Dept., Madison 

The labors of this subcommittee were interrupted by Professor Fassett's 

departure on a military mission. Dr. J. . Thomson has been adked to 

serve as acting chairmen in his absence. the task of the subsomittes 

will require several years to reach the stage of publication. 

Alc. uaopold 

fenest 7. Bean 

Norman C. Fassett
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April 4, 1944 

Dr. John ¥. Thomson, Jr. 
State Teachers College 

Superior, Wisconsin 

Dear John: ; 

Would you be willing to take over the active chairmanship, 

in Fassett's absence of the Committee on Tree Ranges? 

I imagine this would be feasible only if you moved down 

here, wat I am taking it for granted that that scheme 

will go through. If you move down here, let's talk it 

over sometime since I may be able to tell you verbally 

about what Fassett had in mind. Meanwhile I am taking 

the liberty of telling Schorger that you are acting : 

chairman. Should this for any reason be unacceptable, 

let me know. 

: With dest regards, 

Aldo Leopold -
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Duk Commtlis or x : Con, i of 

ace of Wildlife saute "4, 
Z University Farm Place % 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 
s Oetober 29, 1943 

Mr. A. M. Fuller, Milwaukee Public Museum, (Milwaukee : 
Prof. Walter E. Rogers, Dept. of Botany, Lawrence College, Appleton 
Dr. J. W. Thomson, Superior State Teachers College, (Superior 
Prof. Fred Trenk, Dept. of - Engr., Univ. of Wis., (Madison 
Mr. S. CG. Wadmond, Delavan,| Wisconsin : 
Prof. 8. A. Wilde, Soils Dept., Univ. of Ms.» inthom 
Mr. Fred Wilson, State Conservation Dept., son 
Prof. N. CG, Fassett, Dept. of Botany, Univ. of Wis., Madison 

Gentlemen: — 

At the request of Dr. A. W. Schorger, President of the Wisconsin Academy of 
Science, Norman Fassett, Ernest Bean, and myself are acting as a "Committee 
on Natural Resources". Dr. Schorger asked us to invite appropriate sub-committees 
to cover particular projects. : 

One project which seems to me ripe for action is the compilation of distribution 
maps of native Wisconsin trees. This letter is to invite you to serve as a 
special standing committee on this project. 

Some of you have already assembled data on this question. Others by reason of 
your official duties have the opportunity. to travel and collect additional 
data. A starting point already exists in the form of a manuscript by Cheney, 
which is in Fassett's possession. If you are willing to serve on this committee, 
Fassett will send you shortly a copy of the Cheney distribution maps. 

I am asking Fassett to serve as chairman. 

Unfortunately there are no funds for paying travel to committee meetings, but 
I hope you can contrive to overcome this handicap, possibly by meeting in 
conjunction with the anmal Academy meeting. 

You will hear later from Fassett about detailed suggestions for procedure. 

The findings of the Committee can doubtless be published in the Trensactions 
when they are ready, and reprints can be made available. 

May I hear from you as to your willingness to serve? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Natural Resources Committees 

ALsh i
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November 19, 1943 

Professor Norman C. Fassett 
Blology Building 

Dear Norman: 

I enclose acceptances from the following members 
of the sub-committee on distribution of Fisconsin 
trees: A. M. Fuller, W. B. Rogera, J. ¥. Thomson, 
8S. 6. Wadmond, S. A. Wilde, and Pred Wilson. 

In addition, Fred Tren has told me verbally that he 
would be glad to serve. 

This completes the sub-comaittee, aad I will leave 
the matter in your hands until the subd-committeo is 
ready to report. 

Please call on me for any help you need from time to 
time. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

' @¢ Mr. Bean 

Mr. Schorger
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H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR <t OF a Wisco, ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

COUOFERATIVE FORESTRY=. @. WILSON v® Gee Sy LAW ENFORCEMENT--A, 4. ROBINSON 
FOREST PROTECTION--E. J. VANDERWALL f Ase 4 FINANCE--C. A. BONTLY 
ee oe ee ERLE eee 
commezecommeremererme CONSERVATION wy DEPARTMENT sinc retsintntiare mm 

: mapison 
(Zone 2) 

July 20, 1943 FILE REFERENCE: 

Publicity 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place Publi cavaons 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In reply to your letter of July 15, we will plan to supply 

you with 500 copies of the deer bulletin reprint containing your 

article on deer irruptions when it is published, 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 

_ Supt. of Game Management 

OQ 
By (pt Scatk 

W. E, Scott 
Supervisor, Cooperative 

Game Management 

WES: LB
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duly 15, 1943 

Mr. Walter Scott 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

When the "Deer Bulletin" comes out 
(ineluding the "Deer Irruptions” paper), 
I would like to speak for 500 copies. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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: Z June 22, 1943 

: Mr. Ernest Swift ; 
Conservation Department : 
State Office Building : 
Medison, Wisconsin ‘ 

_ Dear Mr. Swift: 

The Academy is glad to have ypu use the : 
Leopold deer manuseript in your s Py efial.bulletin. 

t Leopold has regalled| the manuscript for revision . 
end I am sure t ha will providg you with a 
revised copy. 

: With kindes rads, I am 

: és truly yours, : ‘ 

A. W. Schorger, President 
: 1015 BE. Washington Ave. 

AWS :DI :
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Jane 21, 1943 

Dr. A. W. Schorger 
1015 Hast Washington Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin . 

Dear Bill: 

Thank you for returning the manuscript of 
"Deer Irruptions". The original drawings 
which accompanied it were not returned, and 
I find that I need them. Could you please 
forward this request to the printer, asking 
him to return the drawings to me directly 

: in order to avoid further delay? 

I am enclosing prints of the three figures 
for his convenience. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold, Chairman : 
Gommittee on Natural Resources 

(Sent in Mr. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay)



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

June 21, 1943 
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Dr. A. W. Schorger yw yr wt 
1015 East Washington Avenue s 
Madison, Wisconsin qo ‘ 

Dear Bill: 

Thank you for returning the manuscript of 
"Deer Irruptions", The original drawings 
which accompanied it were not returned, and : 
I find that I need them. Could you please 
forward this request to the printer, asking 
him to return the drawings to me directly 
in order to avoid further delay? 

I am enclosing prints of the three figures 
for his convenience. 

Yours sincerely, 

Q2 de leopeld a.h- 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Committee on Natural Resources 

(Sent in Mr. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay)
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DEER IRRUPTIONS torrecked 

Compiled by Aldo Leopold for the Natural Resources Committee, Wisconsin 
Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters. (Aldo Leopold, Ernest F. Bean, 
Norman ©, Fassett) 

Foreword: Tt is my belief that the Wisconsin Academy, particularly through 
the men! in the various educational institutions throughout the state, 
should provide scientific data that can be used as a basis for formating 
publie policy on the conservation and utilisation of our local natural 
resources. With the approval of the Council, a standing committee on 
natural resources has been appointed to this end. The present paper is the 

first of a series of reports besring on the state's conservation problems.- 

A. W. Schorger, President. 

From the fiteenth century until 1910, the deer problem of North America 

was a matter of too few, rather than of too many. 

About 1910 the Kaibab deer herd in Arizona, long stabilized at a level 

of about 4000 head, began to pyramid its numbers. By 1918 the range showed 

overbrowsing (22+ p> 237), Between 1918 and 1924, seven successive 

investigators warned of impending disaster, but nothing was aone'26, PP. 11-13) | 

In 1924, at a probable level of 100,000 head, came the first of two 

catastrophic famines which reduced the herd 60 per cent in two winters. 

By 1939 the herd had dropped to a tenth of its peak size, and the range 

had lost much of its pre-irruption carrying capacity. 

This was the first of a series of irruptions which have since 

threatened the future productivity of deer ranges from Oregon to North 

Carctina'22), cersfornia to Pennsylvania’®), texas‘23) to uichigan'?, 

Wisconsin is one of the more recent irruptive states. 

This paper aims to present a background for the present Wisconsin 

problem. 

Histories : 

Diagrammatic histories of four irruptive deer herds appear in 

Figures 1 and 2. Mach of these herds is a self-contained population, =



(A) George Reserve, Mich. 

250 1200 Acres ; Probable trend without reduction 

(From Hickie) j— 
7 \ : : : 

7 Probable starvation without reduction 200 ; i 

Damage seen, ‘ins # \ 

150 herd reduced __s———> & 

= Probable lower 

=o capacity without 
100 < 

75 \ reduction 

~~ 50 
50 = aS 

Capacity level 5 OS as, ae a a a ee 

1928 29 30 31 32. 330 «034 35 «36 37 38 39 «6©40—=— 41 1942 

(B) Kaibab Plateau, Ariz. 

loo+000 727,000 Acres _ 
(From Rasmussen) Ra Se of herd starved in 2 winters 

x 

= Seven successive warnings Sy Z 

First fawns starved —~ > > Probable capacity 

50+000 Damage seen; a it herd reduced 

first warning given 5 Se $0,000 in 1918 > 

ee 
5,000 

20,000 10,000 

4000 

1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 

Removed from Kaibab: Totals 

Cougars: <—— 600,1907-17 ———><— 74,1918 -23 ><——-142, 1924-39 ————_—____ 86 

Wolves: < __j1,1907-23 ——_—___—_—_> (Lastwolf 1926) 30 

Coyote: <—— 3000,1907-23 =——_—_—_—_———___»x__ 4388, 1923-39 ——————__ 7388 

Deer: E <—27,256, 1924-39 —__ —__— 27296 

y 

Figure 1. Effect of prompt vs. delayed removals on carryi . ng capacity 
: for deer, Herd A was promptly reduced, and now stands at a 

Sie higher level than would prevail if starvation had been Pete 
ea permitted. Herd B was allowed to starve, and now stands at 

cage level than would prevail if prompt reduction had =



(C) Lower Peninsula of Michigan 

11,000,000 acres 
(From Bartlett) 

ae 800 1937, 1939, 1941, 1943 legislature Decline by starvation 
asked for doe season 

1930: doe season proposed, genes aoe 

starvation begins 

_ Increase with Decline caused by ae ee 
early fumbering too much fire & by 700,000 

market hunting 1921: buck law : 
: ae 1941: 31% of yards 

5007 000 1920: fire control Sissenl out 

1916 : refuges | 

100, 000 carcasses | x 4 
shipped by morket : » 1920: first damage seen 
hunters, 1880 : - 

1870 1880 1Isg90 1Ig900 1910 1920 19'30 1940 

: 1G 2¥ 
(D) Pennsylvania Doe season established, 1928 

8,300,000 acres deer range (448,000 removed 1928-1941) 

1,000--000 (From Gordon Gerstell et al) 1,000p.00 a begins, 1928 

1927. doe season rescinded 800,000 

1923: doe season "boycotted" 

1905: 1907: 1917: ; 
5004000 first buck law first 850, 000,70 01000 

— varning £400,000 50% of range 
1905: Kill of 300; \ depleted 
probable 1000 

deer in herd carrying capacity 250,000 

Ig00 : (90S 19 10 1920 i925 19'30 1935 1940 

incl 

~ ~va-==- Figure 2. Effect of delayed herd reduction in Michigan and Pennsylvania. 
The Michigan herd is in the fawn-dying stage, and starvation of ai 
adalte will probebly follow. The Pennsylvania herd was reduced, ee 
but not until eight years after the first warning. Probably 

‘ as @ regult.of thie delay, both the heri and the range are on — 
the downgrade.
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either by reason of geographic extent or by reason of natural or 

artificial barriers. 

(A) George Reserve. This enclosed range, owned and operated by 

the University of Michigan, was stocked with four does and two bucks in 

1928. In 1933 overbrowsing became visible. A census showed 160 deer 

present. This is the maximum possible increase from four does in six 

years, 12) There is no doubt, therefore, that this herd had actually 

started to irrupt. 

The herd was immediately shot down to 75 head, and later to 50 head, 

and is now being held at the 50 level by annual removals. The evidence 

of overbrowsing has disappeared. The reduced herd is in equilibrium 

with its range. This is one of the few known cases in which an incipient 

irruption was checked by prompt and decisive management measures. 

§B) Kaibab Plateau. Unlike the George Reserve irruption, which was 

terminated by removing deer, the Kaibab irruption termimted itself by 

starvation. Some deer were in fact removed, but only after starvation 

had begun. The period of six years between the first warning (191%) and 

the final catastrophe (1924) was consumed in debate and Litigation’? P+ 121). 

The effect of prolonged overstocking on the winter food plants was 

very severe. In 1931, after four-fifths of the herd had starved and 

only 20,000 deer were left, one investigator says "the range had been 

so severely damaged that 20,000 was an excessive population. The herd 

contimued to decrease slowly until an estimated 10,000 were present in 

1g3q"(22> Pe 237) 

Another investigator estimates the loss in carrying capacity as high 

» €@s 90 per cent in some areas '>* P 369) ee 

In short, the Kaibab, by reason of the irruption , lost a large part ‘ 

of its deer food without any gain in deer,
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The dashed line in Graph B, Figure 1, indicates the probable trend 

of carrying capacity, had the herd been reduced in 1918, when range 

damage was first recognized. This hypothetical line corresponds to the 

actual history of the George Reserve herd, which was reduced after the 

firet appearance of range damage. 

(C) Michigan. Both the upper and lower peninsulas have experienced 

two peaks in their deer herds, the first occurring soon after the first 

large-scale logging operations, and the second at the present time. The 

upper peninsula herd has lagged somewhat behind the lower in its 

time-schedule, due no doubt to the later loggings. The combined population 

in 1938 was estinated at 1,172,000 deer? P+ 58), 

Graph C, Figure 2, shows the history of the lower peninsula herd’), 

fhe sige of the herd during the 1880-1890 peak is unknown, but no 

starvation and no range damage are on record, hence the peak cannot be 

regarded as of irruptive proportions. ‘he increase in deer up to 1880 

wns pootabily caused by the opening up of the woods and the widespread 

reproduction of white cedar and other valuable browse plants'?* P- 10), 

The decline after 1880 was probably due to too much fire, and to 

Commercial hunting and hunting for lumber camps. "More than 100,000 deer 

(were) shipped from northern Michigan stations during the fall of 1880 

tw insstent inmntene®™™* 9 32), 

The lower peninsula herd "hit bottom" about 1910. By 1925 the present 

peak was in the mking’2» P* 1), 15 gnception coincides with the 

inauguration of a buck law (1921), an effective system of fire control 

(1920), a refuge system (1916-1932), better law enforcement, and 

wolf-control.
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There is no reason to doubt that these changes, collectively, are the 

cause of the present irruptive behavior of the Michigan herd. 

Range danage was first reported in 19202" P+ 4D) she *eutting out® 

of many logging operations brought widespread starvation by 19302» P+ 48), 

In 1938 a survey of 300 winter yards showed "40 per cent in good condition, 

27 per cent medium, and 33 per cent completely browsed out*’1+ > 19) =, 

1941 status was about the same. 

The remedy, according to the Michigan Department, is to “take a limited 

mumber of antlerless deer in addition to the pucks" (ts Pe oH), This was 

first proposed to the legislature in 1930, again in 1937, 1939, 1941, and 

1943, but it remains a proposal. 

Except for a few differences in dates and numbers, the upper 

peninsule herd presents a parallel history. 

At the present writing the Michigan herd is shrinking by starvation, 

and with it shrink the good foods, It is an open question whether prompt 

reduction of the herd a decade ago would not have left Michigan with 

more food and just as many deer as she has today. 

(D) Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania deer herd dwindled steadily from 

Revolutionary times until about 1905, when it was nearing extermination. 

In that year the first refuge was establishea'?* Pe 12), In 1907 a buck 

law was passed. By 1922, 30 refuges were in operation'@°* P+ 15) ana the 

anmusl kill of deer had increased in fifteen years from 200 to 6115(20+ p- 12) 

The herd in 1922 stood at about 400,000, and was faesenntiog rapidly. 

Joseph Kalbfus predicted as early as 1917 that the deer herd would some 

day get out of hand. He recommended a doe-season every fifth year; but his
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advice went unheeded. In 1923 the Commission opened a limited lecal 

doe-season, but sportesien killed it by "boycott". Their slogan was "Don't 

fe yellow and kill a doet(12+ p- 16), 

1 Ge aie hat wee ae a, 

ee by which time the herd stood at 1,000,000, a statewide doe season was 

proclaimed by the Commission, but the sportemen “marched on Harrisburg" 

and forced a rescinding orter!t1+ i 26) In 1928 an antlerless deer ; 

season was finally put into effect. That this action was too long 

delayed is indicated by the wholesale starvation of fawns during the two 

ensuing winters(27?» P+ 29), 

In 1931, the Pennsylvania herd was estimated at 800,000, and the 

carrying capacity of the range at 250,000" P> 33), tn other words, 

even after the Pennsylvania herd had been reduced 20 per cent, the range 

was still 220 per cent overstocked. 

Between 1931 and 1941 five antlerless deer seasons disposed of 

48,000 does and fawna’2> P- 7), pat large-scale starvation, including 

adult deer, was still prevalent in 1938, when the herd had shrunk to 

500,000'8+ Pe 13)... . “Runting* by malmutrition was still widely 

prevalent’?), xquilibrium between the shrinking herd and its food plants 

was finally reached in 1940! P+ 6), 

Deer damage to crops in Pennsylvania has been prevalent since 1915, 

and to forests and plantations since 1922" P+ 8) 4, 1938 wexcess deer 

(had) in many sections resulted in the complete overthrow of natural forest 

regeneration, and made forest planting practically impossible?" » #7), 

"Due to scarcity of food in the forests, wild deer were encroaching in
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hordes upon neighboring farms. Fencing one farm merely crowded the 

animals onto the neighbors’ farma"(1l+ P17) 4 y cosa: survey made in 

1938 showed that half the deer range was producing less than fifty pounds 

of food per acre, which was virtual depletion’2°» P+ 6) 

The Pennsylvania herd now stands at about 500,000, or half the 1927 

peak level. The reduction is the combined result of doe-removal, starvation, 

and range deterioration. 

It is an open question whether the Pennsylvania history is not an 

example of “too little and too late*. A splendid initial success in 

management of deer has been partially cancelled out by delayed publie 

acquiescence in herd-reduction, 

Common Characters 

These histories exhibit certain common characters of acer herds, of 

deer food plants, and of human attitudes toward deer, which seem worth 

recording as background for the Wisconsin problem. 

They also exhibit a common sequence of stages which may help to 

interpret current events, to anticipate research needs, and to guide 

administrative policy. 

Winter Food. Deer irruptions are a problem in winter food. The 

summer range usually exceeds the winter range in carrying capacity. 

Except in agricultural regions where deer have access to corn, 

alfalfa, or winter grains, deer subsist in winter mainly on twigs, buds, 

and catkins of woody plants, i.e. "browse". The browse species differ in 

palatability. Many investigators have shown that palatable browse is 

matritious browse, while unpalatable browse cannot sustain deer in
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winter’2> P+ 395 17%. pe 20; Ts pe 22) 

As a herd increases, the pressure on palatable browse plants weakens 

them and ultimately kills them. It also prevents their reproduction, 

or the emergence of their reproduction above snow-level. Artificial 

plantings to reestablish browse aré eaten up before they have a chance to 

grow'2+ P+ 6). 

The unpalatable species are thus given a competitive advantage over 

palatable ones, and replace them. Thus in overbrowsed Wisconsin winter 

deer yards white cedar, striped maple, red maple, red dogwood, and ground 

hemlock, all palatable, are being replaced by alder, aspen, and white 

direh, all unpalatable. This process of replacement of palatable by 

non-palatable winter food is shown in Figure 3. Replacement has been 

verified repeatedly in artificially "browsed" experimental quadrats. 

frees above the reach of deer are browsed up to the level which a 

mature deer can reach standing upright on its hind legs (six to eight 

feet). The species of trees which show such a “deer=line” are a sensitive 

index to the degree of deer-pressure and its duration. A new deer-line 

on cedar and none on balsam shows an early stage of overbrowsing, A 

new deer-line on balsam plus an older one on white cedar shows an advanced 

stage. Pawns commonly starve at the stage when balsam or other poor 

foods first show a deer-line. 

In other states these same principles hold, but for different plants. 

: fms on the Kaibab, deer pressure was first visible on cliffrose. As this ont 

food became scarce, juniper and finally pifien pine were taken, and fawns 

began to die.
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~~ Figure 3. Bffeet of winter overbrowsing on composition of woody sia 
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4 replaced by unpalatable species. This process ef replacement ies 
aecounts for the low carrying capacity of overbrowsed ranges.
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In Pennsylvania deer pressure was first visible on oaks, cherry, 

: ash) . maples, ground hemlock, and hemlock. As these became scarce, 

laurel, rhododendron, and pines were taken‘), Laurel is at the bottom of 

, the preference list, wut most of the fawns dying in 1928-29 had eaten it 

R in quantity‘27 + Ps m), Many plants important to other game species were 

also depleted: thus greenbrier, on which ruffed grouse depend for cover, 

was nearly annihilated. Snowshoe hare and wild turkey likewise folt the 

pressure of excess deer. (Letter from Seth Gordon 6/15/43) 

Winter Deer Behavior. Most animals, when crowded and hungry, disperse 

by their own social pressure. Deer herds, at least in winter, seem 

devoid of such pressure. State after state reports instances of deer 

stubbornly refusing to leave (or even to be driven tron'16 ” 18), a 

‘ depleted winter range. Paraphrased in human terms, “deer would starve rather 

than move". ‘ 

This trait results in spotty damage to the winter range. ‘The Kaibab(2l+ p» 245) 
veenaptnata™™ De 225 Te De 19) pew vore(19+ Pe 12) sna usonigan't P+ 39) 

all report this spotty character, and it is now visible in Wisconsin. 

It confuses laymen, who see spots of undamaged winter browse and conclude 

that no crisis exists. 

Perhaps wolves and cougars originally performed for deer the function 

of dispersal from congested spots which most species perform for themselves. 

Limitations of Artificial Feeding. The first buman reaction to 

deer starvation is alwaye an impulse to feed the herd, rather than to 

reduce it. Winter feeding of game birds and songbirds carries no known 

roe penalties, why not feed the deer? : Me 

' fhe main difference lies in the effect of artificial feeding on the 

supply of natural foods.
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Game birds subsist in winter mainly on seeds (pheasant, quail) or 

buds (grouse). Both seeds and buds are produced in infinite quantity, 

and the consumption of seeds and buds does not affect next year's supply. 

Henee artificial food is a net addition to natural food. 

Deer, on the other hand, subsist on palatable browse which is limited 

in quantity. Overeconsumption progressively reduces next year's growth by 

attrition, non-reproduction, and replacement. Hence artificial deer food 

ie not a net addition to natural food, and may become a net subtraction. 

For this reason, the most experienced states have come to doubt the wisdom . 

of artificial feeding, except temporarily, or in Ee 

Conservation Departnent says “winter feeding has not been successful, nor 

may it ever prove to be a feasible method of holding up declining deer 

poyedations®’2* e “8, We doubt whether artificial feeding of deer is 
sound policy at any time, but we are certain that it is unsound to feed 

before the necessary herd-reduction has been made. Sy 

Experiments in semi-natural feeding by cutting trees or limbs have 

been conducted in Pennsylvania’), uienigan(2+ P- 6), and Kew York’), 

This is less open to objection, and in hardwoods which sprout easily it 

may increase the natural food. It is expensive when done for deer alone, 

as are-alao all forms of artificial feoding!* ?* »), 

: _—«-Bredisposing Events 

Predators. We have found no record of # deer irruption in North 

. America antedating the removal of deer predators. Those parts of the 

continent which still retain the native predators have reported no irruptions. 

This circumstantial evidence supports the surmise that removal of predators 

predisposes a deer herd to irruptive bvehavior.
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In weighing this question, one mst distinguish between the 

substantial removal of predators and the extirpation of the last 

individual. 

Thus Wisconsin still has a dogen timber wolves, but wolves ceased to 

be a substantial factor in our deer herds a decade ago. Wisconsin lost 

its last cougar in 1884(2"+ P> 32), wisconsin deer started to irrupt after 

wolves had been substantially removed. 

Pennsylvania lost ite last cougar in 1886‘25" Ps n, wat both cougars 

and wolves had become too scarce to affect deer at a moh earlier date. 

Bobeats were cut down to the vanishing point during the decade 1915-1925. 

Pennsylvania deer began irrupting about 1915. : 

In most parts of the west, the substantial extirpation of decor 

predators took place within a decade after 1910, when the present system 

: of paid hunters came into full-scale operation. Tims on the Kaibab wolves 

were s factor in 1910 but gone by 1926. Cougars were abundant up to 

about 1915; they are still present but are now kept reduced to a very 

"ow lever ’22+ P+ 236) ane xatvad door irrupted almost inediately 

after the extirpation of wolves and the substantial removal of cougars. 

(See bottom of graph B, Figure 1.) 

In Chihualma, where deer are abundant and organized predater control 

unknown, irruptions are likewise eaknena'?9), No irruptions are clearly 

recorded for Canada, nor has government predator control prevailed there. 

: In Germany, deer were abundant in the feudal forests despite the 

presence of predators, but range or forest damage is not recorded until 

jast béfore the Thirty Years War, when predator control had begun. Damage
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aid not become severe until the last century, after the elimination of 

predators and the inauguration of artificial feeding'!") 

Coyotes do not seem to be effective predators in the sense of 

; controlling irruptions, for the Kaibab herd irrupted in the presence of 

numerous coyotes@2), and coyotes oceur on the present irruptive ranges 

of Wisconsin and Michigan, as well as those of Utah, Oregon, New Mexico, 

California, and ether western states. | 

It appears, then, that cougars and wolves are the most effective deer 

predators. The evidence available supports the surmise that their removal 

does seh bonne irruptions, wat paves the way for irruptive behavior, either 

at once or at some future time. 

Cuttings. It 1s common knowledge that in humid regions, where the 

origina! forests were so dense as to shade out browse, deer "followed the 

slashings", i.e. did not become abundant until after large areas had been 

converted to brush. Thus there were few or no deer around Lake Superior 

before the lumbering era‘25+ P* 119), ana door have spread north into 

Canada coincident with cuttings. 

Here, too, a lag may oceur. Thus Pennsylvania and southern New York 

were almost deerless for decades after slashings began. During this deerless 

lag exceedingly palatable plants, such as ground hemlock (Taxus canadensis) 

: had a chance to accumilate. This stored reserve of very high-grade foods 

doubtless increased the violence of the later irruption. 

In the open yellow pine forests and brushy foothills of the west, 

cuttings have no predisposing effect, for the original forests are open and 

ean grow ample browse food.
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 Surrent Cuttings. Any winter cutting operation is likely to attract 

deer, which feed at night on the down tops felled by the loggers by day. The 

effect on deer depends on whether the cutting is continuous through the 

winter, and whether it makes available palatable trees capable of sustaining 

deer, or unpalatable ones on which deer starve despite full stomachs. 

Cuttings are often interrupted by weather, or are discontimed in 

nidwinter. In such event the whole dependent herd met starve suddenly 

unless natural browse is available. Such "trapped" herds seldom move. 

A small cutting operation may "bait" a large deer herd, and keep it 

" ‘Yeealized without actually feeding it enough tops to sustain life. In such 

event the dependent herd slowly starves. 

Any eatting operation may safely feed a herd which is not too large - 

for it, for the actual duration of continuous cuttings. 

By and large, current cuttings have tended to postpone and exaggerate 

the penalties for excess deer. The present war demand for yellow birch and 

5 white cedar ie feeding many deer which will be left foodless when the supply 

of these trees is exhausted, or when the demand for birch veneer and cedar 

posts falls off. 

Buck Laws. Laws protecting antlerless deer predispose a herd to 

irruptive behavior te the extent that they are enforced, for the killing 

of males in a polygamous species has, within ordinary Limits, no effect 

on reproductive rate. 

By a strange irony, conservation departments in buck-law states, when 

they have failed to reduce their own does by legal means, have unwittingly 

delegated this impertant biclogical function to the laweviolater, for the
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public begins to condone illegal doe-killing as excess mumbers of does 

become visible. But for illegal doe-killing, many buck-law states would have 

irrupted earlicr, s 

: Buck laws are admirable for a herd which neefis building up?) wut 

hardly for a herd in need of reduction. Irruptions have been confined to 

buck-law states, except in Minnesota where large refuges have shown irruptive 

effedts. These large refuges have the same local effect as buck-laws. 

Other Factors 

Fire. There is general agreement that a little fire improves deer 

range, but that wholesale burning destrogs 1t'2* * 2°) won deer nacven 

to irrupt a deeade or two after the first effective fire control, damage 

to deer and range is exaggerated by the closure of tree crowns, for this 

shades out much browse at a time of maximum need for browse. The present 

deer crisis in Wisconsin is exageérated by the present closure, tree crowns 

which grew up following the fireecontrol syste established about 1930. 

In parts of the west, there was widespread reproduction of forest 

trees following early overgrazing and later fire-control. These new forests 

have now closed their crowns, and tims shaded out much browse'!3), 

Leruption Sequence. 
These common characters of irruptive deer heris follow a sequence, 

the early stages of which are substantially alike for all herds, tut the 

later stages of which differ according to whether remedial action is prompt 

and decisive, or dilatory and insufficient. 

; Stage 1: Setting the Stage. The combination of a buck law, = refuge 

system, good law enforcement, and predator removal “sets the stage” for
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irruption, In humid regions, widespread log:ing and some (but not too mech) 

fire is further conducive to irruptive population behavior. 

Stage 2. Marly Upgrade. A deer-line appedrs on palatable browse, but 

the deer are still normal in growth, and winter well. 

Stage 3. Jater Upgrade. A deer-line sppears on unpalatable browse, 

euch ag balsam. Fawnes begin to die every hard winter, but adult deer do 

not. fhe stomachs of these fewns contain unpalatable (non-mtritious) 

browse; their lungs are commonly pneumonic. At this stage conifer 

plantations begin to show deerdamage, and reproduction of palatable browse — 

has ceased to survive. . : ‘ . 

If the herd is sufficiently reduced at this stage, a considerable : 

part of the overbrowsed palatable plants may recover, and @ corresponding 

fraction of the pre-irruption carrying capacity is salvaged (George Reserve). 

If the herd is not reduced it proceeds tor 

Stage 4. The Peak. The peak of an irruption which has been allowed to 

ran ite course is always sharp (Kaibab). 

The peak of an irraption which has been treated is rounded to the extent 

the herd hae been reduced (Pennsylvania). 

Stage 5. Barly Downgrade. ‘The downgrade begins when either starvatton 

or shooting removes does as well as the annual fawn crep. Desth of fawns 

alone faila»to cheek increase, because some fawas always get by on logging 

operations or other extra~favorable winter range. Downgrade by etarvation 

always beginé during a hard winter. 

By this time palatable browse, weakened during stages 2-4, begins to 

die off.
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fhe deer at this stage show light weight and email antlers. ven the ; 

Summer range may show distress. 

Stage 6 Late Downgrade. ‘This occurs only in starved herds. It is 

marked by contimed starvation, due to the fact that the browse shrinks 

faster than the deer. 

Stage 7. Levelling off. This marke the new equilibrium between the 

atarved-off herd and its depleted food supply. A starved herd my stay 

level for decades, and that level is always lower than the pre-irruption 

carrying capacity. A herd which has been shot down levels off according 

te the promptness and decisiveness of the reduction. The sooner and greater 

the retaction, the higher the ultimate level. 

This is why an irruption jeopardizes the future as well as the present 

welfare of a herd. 

Thke committee has not made a field study of the present Wisconsin 

irruption, but the Conservation Department has, and its findings are shortly 

to be published. The evidence gathered by the Department indicates that 

most northern Wisconsin counties, ani some central Wisconsin counties, are 

now in Stage 3. If this is correct, there is imperative need for prompt 

and decisive herd-reduction in the irruptive counties.
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DEER IRRUPTIONS 

Compiled by Aldo Leopold for the Natural Resources Comittee, Wisconsin 
Academy of Sciences, Arte and Letters. (Aldo Leopold, Ernest F. Bean, 
Borman C, Fassett) 

Ce 6 ay Sacto Set Oe eee ee particularly through 
in the various eduestional institutions throughout the state, 

should provide scientific data that can be used as a basis for formating 
public policy on the conservation and utilization of our local natural 
resources. With the approval of the Council, a standing committees on 
natural resources has been appointed to this end. The present paper is the 
first of a series of reports bearing on the state's conservation problems.- 
A. ¥. Schorger, President. = - 

¥rom the fiteenth century until 1910, the deer problem of North America 

was a matter of too few, mther than of too many. 

About 1910 the Kaibab deor herd in Arizona, long stabilized at a level 

of about 4000 head, began to pyramid its numbers. By 1916 the range showed 

overbrowsing'1» P+ 237), Between 1918 and 1924, seven successive 

investigators warned of impenfing disaster, but nothing was aone'16, pp. 11-13) | 

In 1924, at a probable level of 100,000 head, came the first of two 

catastrophic famines which reduced the herd 60 per cent in two winters. 

By 1939 the herd had dropped to a tenth of ite peak size, and the range 

had lost much of its pre-irruption carrying capacity. 

This was the first of a series of irruptions which have since 

threatened the future productivity of deer ranges from Oregon to North 

Carolina‘?2), cati¢ornta to Ponnsylvanta’®), gexas‘3) to wicnigan'?), 

Wisconsin is one of the more recent irruptive states. 

Thie paper aime to present a background for the present Wisconsin 

problem. 

Histories 

Diagrammatic histories of four irreptive deer herds appear in 

~Pigures 1 and 2. Hach of these herds is a self-contained population,



(A) George Reserve, Mich. 
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(B) Kaibab Plateau, Ariz. a 
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(From Rasmussen) x =e of herd starved in 2 winters 
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Wolves: <j, 1907-23 ——____—_—_> (Lastwolf 1926) 30 

Coyote: <— 3000,1907-23 > 4388 , 1923-39 —————_—__ 7388 

~~ Deer < 27,256, 1924-39 ————— 27256 

~~" Figure 1. Bffect of prompt ve. delayed removals on carrying espacity 
Neem - for deer, Herd A was promptly reduced, and new stands at a | 

higher level than would prevail if starvation had been 
permitted. Herd B was allowed to starve, and now stands at a 
® lower level than would prevail if prompt. reduction had jeans 
deen made. ae
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(C) Lower Peninsula of Michigan 
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Figure 2. iffect of delayed herd reduction in Michigan and Pennsylvania. 
~ oor The Michigan herd is in the fawn-dying stage, and starvation of. ay 
‘ adulte will probably follow. ‘The Pennsylvania herd was reduced, = _ __ 

= bat not until eight yoare after the first warning. Probably 
as @ result of this delay, both the herd and the range are on 
ths downgrade. :
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either by reason of geographic extent or by reason of natural or 

artificial barriers. 

(A) George Reserve. This enclesed range, owned and operated by 

the University of Michigan, was stocked with four does and two bucks in 

_ 1928. In 1933 overbrowsing became vioible., A census showed 160 deer 

present. This 1s the maximum possible increase from four dees in six 

yoars."12) there is no doubt, therefore, that this herd had actually 

started to irrupt. 

The herd was immediately shot down to 75 head, and later to 50 head, 

and is now being held at the 50 level by anmal removals. The evidence 

of overbrowsing has disappeared. The reduced herd is in equilibrium 

with ite range. This is one of the few known Gases in which an incipient 

irruption wns checked by prompt and decisive management neasures. 

{B) Kaibab Platem. Unlike the George Reserve irruption, whieh was 

terminated by removing deer, the Kaibab irruption termimted itself by 

starvation. Some deer were in fact removed, but only after starvation 

had begun. The period of six years between the first warning (1916) and 

the final catastrophe (1924) was consumed in debate and 1ittgation'26 P- 12), 

the effect of prolonged overstocking on the winter food plants was 

very severe, In 1931, after four-fifths of the herd had starved and 

only 20,000 deer were left, one investigator says “the range had been 

86 severely damaged that 20,000 was an excessive population. The herd 

contimed to decrease slowly until an estimated 10,000 were present in 

1939# (22+ Pp. 237) 

Another investigator estimates the loss in carrying capacity as high 

~~~ as 90 per cent in sone areng’3+ P+ 369), saieainouae 

7 In short, the Kaibab, by reason of the irruption, lost a large part — 

of its deer food without any gain in deer.
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The dashed line in Graph B, Figure 1, indicates the probable trend 

of carrying capacity, had the herd been reduced in 1916, when range 

damage was first recognized. This hypothetical line corresponis to the 

actual history of the George Reserve herd, which was reduced after the 

first appearance of range damage. 

SG) Michigan. Both the upper and lower peninsulas have experienced 

two peaks in their deer herds, the first occurring soon after the first 

large-scale logging operations, and the second at the present time. The 

upper peninsula herd has lagged somewhat behind the lower in its 

time-schedule, due no doubt to the later leggings. The combined population 

in 1938 was estimated at 1,172,000 deor’!+ P+ 58), 
Graph C, Figure 2, shows the history of the lower peninsula herd’), 

The sige of the herd during the 1680-1890 peak is unknown, but no 

Starvation and no range damage are on record, hence the peak cannot be 

regarded as of irruptive proportions. The increase in deer up te 1880 

was probably caused by the opening up of the woods and the widespread 

reproduction of white cedar and other valuable browse plants‘?* P 10), 

The decline after 1680 was probably due to too mech fire, ani to 

commereial hunting and hunting for lumber camps. "More than 100,000 deer 

(were) shipped from northern Michigan stations during the fall of 1880 

ty market imntere"(t* P> 22), 

The lower peninsula herd "hit bottom" about 1910. By 1925 the present 

peak wae in the miking’2+ ?> 1), 15 aneoption coincides with the 

inauguration of a buck law (1921), an effective system of fire control 

(1920), @ refuge system (1916-1932), better law enforcement, and 

wolf-control.
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There ig no reason to doudt that these changes, @ollectively, are the 

Cause of the present irruptive behavior of the Michigan herd. 

Range danage was first reported in 1920" ?* 47) one weutting out” 
‘of many logging operations brought widespread starvation by 1930'2+ P- 48), 

In 1938 & survey of 300 winter yards showed "40 per cent in good condition, 

27 per cont medium, and 33 per cent completely browsed out*(t+ D> 9) mo, 
1941 status was about the sane. 

' fhe remedy, according to the Michigan Department, is to “take a limited 

munber of antlerless deer in addition to the tucks"1+ P: 9%) mis wns 
first proposed to the legislature in 1930, again in 1937, 1939, 1941, and 

1943, but it remains a proposal. 

Except for a few differences o dates and mabers, the upper 

peninsula herd presents a parallel history. 

At the present writing the Michigan herd is shrinking by starvation, 

and with 1t shrink the good foods. It is an open question whether prompt 

reduction of the herd a decade ago would not have left Michigan with 

more food and just as many deer as she has today. 

(2) Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania deer herd dwindled steadily from 

Revolutionary times until about 1905, when it was nearing extermination. 

In that year the first refuge was established '?°» Be 12) In 1907 a buck 

law was passed. By 1922, 30 refuges were in operation’@°* »* 15), ana the 
anmal kill of deer had increased in fifteen years from 200 to 6115(20 p- 12) 

The herd in 1922 stood at about 400,000, and was increasing rapidly. : 

Joseph Kalbfus predicted as early as 1917 that the deer herd would sone 

day got out of hand. He recommended a doe-season every fifth year, but his
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advice. went unheeded. In 1923 the Commission opened a limited local 

doe-seagon, but sportsmen killed it by "boycott". Their slogan was "Don't 

be yellow and kill a doe"(11. p- 16), . 

Loeal doe seasons were tried out in 1925 and 192677 we, In 1927, 

by which time the herd stood at 1,000,000, a statewide doe season was 

proclaimed by the Commission, but the sportemen “marched on Harrisburg" 

and forced a reseinding orter'tt+ pe 16) on 1928 an antlerless deer 

season was finally put into effect. That this action was too long 

delayed is indicated by the wholesele starvation of fawns during the two 

ensuing winters (2? P+ 29), 

In 1931, the Pennsylvania herd was estimated at 800,000, and the 

carrying capacity of the range at 250,000" P+ 33), rn other words, 
even after the Pennsylvania herd had been reduced 20 per cent, the range 

was still 220 per cent overstocked. 

Between 1931 and 1941 five antlerless deer seasons disposed of 

WYS,000 does and fawne'2+ P- 7), ut 1arge-soale starvation, including 

adult deer, wae still prevalent in 1938, when the herd had shrunk to 

500,000'S P+ 23)... .... .» Runting" by malmtrition was still widely 

provalent’?), nquilibriun between the shrinking herd and ite food plants 

was finally reached in 1940°?* P+ 9), 
Deer damage to crops in Penneylvania has been prevalent since 1915, 

| and te forests and plantations since 1922'"* ® ©) 5. 1938 “excess deer 

(had) in many sections resulted in the complete overthrow of natural forest 

Saginagation, ant nals forest pleating ponstiontly tipesstaee’?* * 7), 

"Dae te scarcity of food ia the foreste, wild deer were encroaching in
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hordes upon neighboring farms. Fencing one farm merely crowded the 

animals onto the neighbors' farme? (11+ Pe in), A special survey made in 

1938 showed that half the deer range was producing less than fifty pounds 

of food per acre, which was virtual depletion(!0 P+ 6), 

The Pennsylvania herd now stands at about 500,000, or half the 1927 

peak level. The reduction is the combined result of doe-removal, starvation, 

and range deterioration. 

It is an open question whether the Pennsylvania history is not an 

example of "too little and too late’. A splendid initial success in 

management of deer has been partially cancelled ont by delayed public 

acquiescence in herd-reduction. 

Common Characters. 

Those histories exhibit certain common characters of deer herds, of 

deer food plants, and of human attitudes toward deer, which seem worth 

recording as background for the Wisconsin problem. 

They also exhibit a common sequence of stages which may help to 

interpret current events, to anticipate research needs, and to guide 

administrative policy. 

Winter Yood, Deer irruptions are a problem in winter food. The 

gummer range usually exceeds the winter range in carrying capacity. 

Except in agricultoral regions where deer have access to eorn, 

alfalfa, or winter grains, deer subsist in winter mainly on twigs, buds, 

and caticins of woody plants, i.e. "browse". The browse species differ in 

palatability. Many investigators have shown that palatable browse is 

matritious browse, while unpalatable browse cannot sustein deer in
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winter(t+ De 39% 17 pe 203 Te pe 22). 

As a herd increases, the pressure on palatable browse plants weakens 

them and ultimately kh lls them. It also prevents their reproduction, ‘ 

or the emergence of their reproduction above snow-level. Artificial 

"plantings to reestablish browse are eaten up befere they have a chance to 

grow(2s Pe 6) 

The unpalatable species are thus given a competitive advantage over 

palatable ones, and replace then. Tims in overbrowsed Wisconsin winter 

deer yards white cedar, striped maple, red maple, red dogwood, and ground 

hemlock, all palatable, are being replaced by alder, aspen, ani white 

> Dirch, all umpalatable. This process of replacenent of palatable by 

non-palatable winter food is shown in Figure 3. Replacement has been 

verified repeatedly in artificially "browsed" experimental quadrats. 

Trees above the reach of deer are browsed up to the level which a : 

mature deer ean reach standing upright on ites hind legs (six to eight 

feat). The species of trees which show such a “deer-line" are a sensitive 

index to the degres of deer-pressure and its duration. A now deer-line 

on cedar and none on balsam shows an carly etage of overbrowsing. A 

new deerline on balsam plus an older one on white cedar shows an advanced 

stage. Pawns commonly starve at the stage when balaam or other poor 

foods first show a deer-line. 

In other states these same principles hold, bat for different plants. 

fms on the Kaibab, deer pressure was first visible on cliffrose. As this ail 

food became scarce, juniper and finally pifien pine were taken, and fawns 

began to die.
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Figure 3. Bffect of winter overbrowsing on composition of woody ] ail — Vegetation. The palatable species are. gradually killed and 
. replaced by unpalatable epecies. This process of replacement _ = 

acrounts for the low carrying capacity of overbrowsed ranges. a a
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In Pennsylvania deer pressure was first visible on oaks, cherry, 

ashy, maples, ground hemlock, and hemlock. As these became scarce, : 

laurel, rhododendron, ant pines were taken‘), teurel is at the bottom of 

the preference list, but most of the fawns dying in 1928-29 had eaten it 

in quantity'27> Pe 34) any plants important to other game species were 

also depleted; thus greenbrier, on which ruffed grouse depend for cover, 

was nearly annihilated. Snowshoe hare and wild turkey likewise felt the 

pressure of excess deer. (Letter from Seth Gordon 6/15/43) 

Winter Deer Behavior. Most animals, when crowded and hungry, disperse 

by their own social pressure. Deer herds, at least in winter, seem 

devoid of such pressure. State after state reports instances of deer 

stubbornly refusing to leave (or sven to be driven trom ‘*6 Pe 18) a 

depleted winter range. Paraphrased in human terms, “deer would starve| rathor 

than move". 

This trait results in spotty damge to the winter range. The Kaibab(2l+ p. 245), 

guameptennite”™* Be 225 Ts Pe 19) ew vore(t9e Pe 12) and vichigan’t+ Pe 39) 

all report this spotty character, and it is now visible in Wisconsin. 

It confuses laymen, who see spots of undamaged winter browse and conclude 

that no crisis exists. 

Perhaps wolves and cougars originally performed for deer the function 

of dispersal from congested spots which most species perform for themselves. 

Limitations of Artificial Veeding. ‘The first human reaction to 

deer starvation is alwaye an impulse to feed the herd, rather than to 

reduce it. Winter feeding of game birds and songbirds carries no known 

oo penalties, why not feed the deer? f 

. The main difference lies in the effect of artificial feeding on the a 

supply of natural foods.
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Game birds subsist in winter mainly on seeds (pheasant, quail) or 

buds (grouse). Both seeds and buds are produced in infinite quantity, 

: and the consumption of seeds and buds does not affect next year's supply. 

Hence artificial food ie a net addition to natural food. 

Deer, on the other hand, subsist on palatable browse which is limited 

in quantity. Over-consumption progressively reduces next year's growth by 

attrition, non-reproduction, and replacement. Hence artificial deer food 

is not a net addition to natural food, and my become a net subtraction. 

For this reason, the most experienced states have come to doubt the wisdom 

Sow tracecpler, 
of artificial feeding, except temporarily, or in emergency. , he Michigan 

Conservation Department says “winter feeding has not been successful, nor 

may it ever prove to be a feasible method of holding up declining deer 

peyalationss"2* > S), weiasene-whotner ideuricil teeming’ ar astioed 
sound policy at any time, but we are certain that it is unsound to feed 

before the necessary herd-reduction has been made. 

Bxperiments in semienatural feoding by cutting trees or limbs have 

boon conucted in Pennsylvania®), usenigaa(2> P- 6), ana Hew York'>), 
This is less open to objection, and in hardwoods which sprout easily it 

may increase the natural food. It is expensive when done for deer alone, 

gp mrovetso all forms of artificial footing?!" Pe), 

Predisposing Events : 

Predators. We have found no record of a decr irruption in North 

America antedating the removal of deer predators. Those parte of the 

continent which still retain the native predators have reported ne irruptions. 

This circumstantial evidence supports the surmise that removal of predators 

predisposes a deer herd to irruptive behavior.
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In weighing this question, one mst distinguish between the 

substantial removal of predators and the extirpation of the last 

individual. 

Thus Wisconsin still has a dozen timber wolves, tut wolves ceased to 

ve a substantial factor in our deer herds a decade ago. Wisconsin lost 

its last cougar in 1864'2 P> 32) visconsin deor started to irrupt after 

wolves had been substantially removed. 

Pennsylvania 16st ite last cougar in 1886°79" P* 7), wat voth cougars 

and wolves had become too scarce to affect deer at a mich earlier date. . 

Bobeats were cut down to the vanishing point during the decade 1915-1925. 

Pennsylvania decr began irrupting about 1915. | 

In nest partes of the west, the substantial extirpation of deer 

predators took place within a decade after 1910, when the present system 

of paid hunters came into full-seale operation. Tims on the Kaibab wolves 

were a factor in 1910 but gone by 1926. Cougara were abundant up to 

about 1915; they are still present but are now kept reduced to a very 

Low lever ‘22+ P+ 236) ane Katnad deor irrupted almost innediately 
after the extirpation of wolves and the substantial removal of cougars. 

(See bottom of graph B, Figure 1.) 

In Chilmalma, where deer are abundant and organised predator control 

unknown, irruptions are likewise unknown'?5), No irruptions are clearly 

recorded for Canada, nor has government predator control prevailed there. 

In Germany, deer were abundant in the feudal forests despite the 

presence of predators, but range or forest damage is not recorded until 

just béfore the Thirty Years War, when predator control had begun. Damage
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444 not become severe until the last century, after the elimination of 

predators and the inauguration of artificial feeaing’?"), 

Coyotes do not seem to be effective predators in the sense of 

controlling irruptions, for the Kaibab herd irrupted in the presence of 

numerous coyotes (22), and coyetes occur on the jeune irruptive ranges 

of Wisconsin and Michigan, as well as those of Utah, Oregon, New Hextieo, 

California, and other western states. ; 

It appears, then, that cougars and wolves are the most effective door 

predators. The evidence available supports the surmise that their removal 

does not cause irruptions, tut paves the way for irruptive behavior, either 

at cane or at some future time. 

Quttings. It is common knowledge that in humid regions, where the 

original forests were so dense as to shade out browse, deer "followed the 

slashings", i.e. 1a not become abundant until after large areas had been : 

converted to brush. Thus there were fow or no deer around Lake Superior 

before the lumbering era’25+ P- 119), ana door have spread north into 

Canada coincident with cuttings. 

Here, too, a lag may occur. Thus Pennsylvania and southern Hew Yori 

were almost deerless for decades after slashings began. During this deerless 

; lag exceedingly palatable plants, such as ground hemleck (‘ams canadensis) 

had a chance to seoumlate. This stored reserve of very high-grade foods 

doubtless increased the violence of the later irruption. 

In the open yellow pine foreste and brushy foothills of the west, 

cuttings have no predisposing effect, for the original forests are open and 

ean grow ample browse food.
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Current Cuttings. Any winter cutting operation is likely to attract 

deer, which feed at night on the down tops felled by the legcers by day. The 

effect on deer depends on whether the cutting is continuous through the 

winter, and whether it mkes available palatable trees capable of sustaining 

_ deer, or unpalatable ones on which decor starve despite full stomechs. 

Cuttings are often interrupted by weather, or are discontimed in 

midwinter. In such event the whole dependent herd met starve suddenly 

unless natural browse is available. Such "trapped" herds seldom move. 

5 A gmall cutting operation may “bait a large deer herd, and keep it 

localized without actually feeding it enough tops to sustain life. In such 

event the dependent herd slowly starves. : 

Any cutting operation my safely feed a herd which is not too large 

for it, for the actual duration of contimous cuttings. ; 

ly and large, current cuttings have tended to postpone and exaggerate 

the penalties for excess deer. The present war demand for yellow birch and 

white cedar ie feeding many deer which will be left foodless when the supply 

of these trees is exhausted, or when the demand for birch venesr and cedar 

posts falls off. 

Buck Lays. laws protecting antlerloss deer predispose a herd to 

irraptive behavior to the extent that they are enforced, for the killing 

of males in a polygamous especies has, within orlinary limite, no effect 

on reproductive rate. 

By a strange irony, conservation departments in buck-law states, whon 

they have failed to reduce their own does by legal means, have unwittingly 

delegated this impertant biological function to the laweviolator, for the
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public begins to condone illegal dee-ikilling as excess numbers of does 

become visible. But for illegal doe-killing, many buck-law states would have 

irrupted earlier. 

Buck lews ere admirable for a herd which nesds building up’), wat 

hardly for a herd in need of reduction. Irruptions have been confined to 

buck»law stetes, except in Minnesota where large refuges have shown irraptive 

effedte. These large refuges have the same local effect as buck-laws. 

Qther Factors 

Eire. There is general agreement thet a little fire improves deer 

rango, but that wholesale burning doatroge 1t'* * 19) mon door hapven 

to irrupt eo decade or two after tho first effective fire control, damage 

to deer and range is exaggerated by the closure of tree crowns, for this 

shades out much browse at s time of maximum need for browee. ‘The present 

deer crisis in Wisconsin is exageérated by the present closure, tree crowns 

which grew up following the fireecontrol system established about 1930. 

In parts of the west, there was widespread reproduction of forest 

trees following early overgrazing and later fire-control. These new foreses 

have now closed their crowns, and thus shaded out moh browse!!3), 

Izmuption Sequence. 
These common characters of irruptive deer heris follow a sequence, 

the early stages of which are substantially alike for all herds, tut the 

later stages of which differ according to whether remedial action is prompt 

and decisive, or dilatory and insufficient. 

Stage 1: Setting the Stage. ‘The combination of a buck law, a refuge 

system, good law eaforcement, ani predator removal “sets the stage" for
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ivruption, In humid regions, widespread log:ing and somo (but not too mach) 

fire is further conducive te irruptive population behsvior. 

Stage 2. Barly Upgrade. A deor=line appears on palatable browse, bat 

the deer are still normal in growth, and winter well. 

Stage 3. Jater Upgrade. A deer-line sppears on unpalatable browse, 

such a balsam. Fawne begin to die every hard winter, but adult deer do 

not. The stomachs of these fawns contain umpalatable (nom-mtritious) 

browse; their lungs are commonly pneumonic. At this stage conifer 

plantations begin to show deer-damage, and reproduction of palatable browse 

has ceased to survive. ; 

If the herd ts sufficiently reduced at this etage, a considerable 

part of the overbrowsed palatable plants my recover, and a corresponding 

fraction of the preeirruption carrying eapseity is salvaged (George Reserve). 

If the herd is not reduced 1¢ proceeds to: 

Stage %. The Peak. The peak of an irruption which has been allowed to 

ran its course is always sharp (Kaibab). 

The peak of an irruption which has been treated is rounded to the extent 

the herd hae been reduced (Pennsylvania). 

Stage Se Barly Downgrade. The downgrade begins when either starvation 

or shooting removes does as well as the anmal fawn crop. De th of fawns 

alone faile to cheok increase, because some fawas always got by on logging 

operations or other extra-favorable winter range. Downgrade by starvation 

always beging during a hard winter. 

By this time palatable browse, weakened during stages 2-4, begins to 

aie off.
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fhe deor at this stage show light weight and small antlers. ‘ven the 

summer range may show distress. 

Stage 6, Iate Downgrade, This occurs only in starved herds. It is 

marked by contimed starvation, due to the fact that the browse shrinks 

faster than the deer. 

Stage 7. levelling off. This marke the new equilibrium between the 

starved-off herd and ite depleted food supply. A starved herd may stay 

level for decades, and that level is always lower than the pre~irruption 

carrying capacity. A herd which has been shot down levels off according 

to the promptness and decisiveness of the reduction. The sooner and greater 

the reduction, the higher the ultimate level. 

This is why an irruption jeopardizes the future ag well as the present 

welfare of a herd. 

This committee has not mde a field study of the present Wisconsin 

irruption, but the Conservation Department has, and its findings are shortly 

to be published. The evidence gathered by the Department indicates that 

most northern Wisconsin counties, ani some central Wisconsin counties, are 

now in Stage 3. If thie is correct, there is inperative need for promt 

and decisive herdereduction in the irruptive counties.
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eae hick Bue sac aes ey, pte: gas - > June 9, 1943 

ce rie fe AA : Mr. D. I, Rasmesen ahaa me Wildlife Research Unit syd” Soe 
Logan, Utah een to 

G4 » ie nee ye e 
Dear Ras: je 

‘ v 
Thanks very much for your sugcestions for the deer manuscript and 

'. also the new materials you sent me. : 

The additional census points on the down slépe of the Kaibab graph 
came from the authors other than yourself, /and naturally they are 
not all consistent with each other, hence /the bumps. I, of course, 
attach no significance to these bumps but! fer-ay>purpeses to convey 
to the reader that somebody knew something about the size of the herd ‘ 
during those years. 4 

I have corrected the palatability list in accordance with your 
sugrestion, I should have done it this way in the first place, and 
of course had the necessary information to do so. I warped the thing 
in order to squeeze balsam in, but I now realize that was unjustified. 

I realize that the control work on cougars would not be immediately 
effective after its inception, but the text does not plainly say that 
it was. 

I am afraid I am out of practice on theoretical computations, but the 
point you have worked on the sheet you sent me is an interesting 
one, and the result cl very well with the rough data we have on 
actual ratios under “ ° 

I am returning your sheet in accordance with your request. 

Kelker's corrections im the: rge Reserve graph are doubtless 
correct, but Michigan release the data for my use except to : 
say that 50 was the le w being maintained, and I had previous 
verbal assurance that 75 the level in 1934. his may not have been 
correct. I.would much rather have had the actual census figures, but 
they are holding them for their own use. Iaf course do not blame 
them for this. ‘ 

I remember our talking about the continued numerical decline of the 
Kaibab herd even after feed began to pick up and condition of the deer : 
was good. I incline to believe with you that this in some way constitutes 
a "payment" for the irruption, but being unable to explain it, I didn't 
mention it in the paper. I have mentioned it frequently in lectures. 

(OVER)
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UTAH COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 
Logan, Utah 

May 28, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Received your manuscript on "Deer Irruptions" which you can well wider 
stand I would enjoy reading. As per your request I have reviewed it and the 
following questioms and comments are the result, you can use them as you see 
fit. 

. Figure 1. I just wonder about downward slope of curve from the 40 ,000 

to 20,000. It definitely flattened after the 40,000 but am not sure how 
it acted enough to plot the 30,000 and 25,000. The dashed line appears 
better in passing through the 30,000 then 20,000 as in your preliminary 

draft you sent me. 

Kelker has done some calculating of rates of reproduction on the original 
data from the George Reserve. He wonders about the 1935 and 1936 counts, he 
says Dice's records show December 1935 was 128; December 1936, 191. I assume 
however, your figure is a generalized figure of the carry over or breeting 

stock for those years. 

Page 2, Paragraph 7. Yes definitely deer food and large numbers of 
deer. 

Page 7, Paragraph 1. This is under section, "Winter Food" so would 
suggest; first, visible on cliffrose then on Juniper and finally as a last 
resort on piffon pine. (Damage to Juniper is usually so obvious that it 

/ @alls attention to the condition but I'm sure its palatability is only 
4 fair). White fir and spruce on Kaibab are summer range plants, the fir is 

good browse the spruce is poor, see 2, page 263 and Fig. 6, page 240 of 
(21). For Northern Utah page 3 of the enclosed report on Feeding Supplements. 

Page 9, Paragraph 4. "Cougars were abundant up to 1906". I question 
this, but not seriously, because 1907 is first reported cougar removals but 
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Professor Aldo Leopold 
Page 2 

May 28, 1943 

I wonder how long a delay before they made a difference in numbers. I 

could not get removals by years in those early years. 

Page 11, Paragraph 2. Under "Buck Laws", Just a comment on "sexes in 
balance", In the case of mule deer I have yet to find any reliably reported 
cases or the existence in the field of “unbalanced sexes", on good samples 
unless an average of 1 male to 2 or 4 or rarely 5 females is. Because of 
this, graduate Student, J. G. Smith and myself tried to do it by arithmetic, 

the attached sheet is the result, which unless we are all screwy apparently 
verifys the field counts. Can you check it over, criticize it, and return 
it, it is my only copy. 

Those eastern sex ratios on whitetail now worry me more than the 1 to 3 natign 

varkems we get under heavy hunting of bucks. 

Finally Page 4, Stage 7. Indications are strong in case of the Kaibab 
that the herd didn't stop decreasing when what appears to be a forage-deer 
balance was reached, known removals fail to explain it, condition of deer 

appears to be better than ever. Just as a surmise perhaps the permitting 
of irruptions is not completely forgiven when numbers are back within 
reason, we might still pay for them!! 

Enclosed is a mimeographed report on winter feeding by Doman and myself. 
Plan to put it in published form before circulating it outside of local use 

- but am sending you a copy because of the relation of its contents to your 

manuscript and secondly to ask you to look it over and check on it and its 
ideas in general. We promise to edit it carefully and brief much of the 
material. Recognize need for literature review and would appreciate any 
additional important closely related references other than the 7 listed. 
This report is independent of all the feeding of native foods at Fillmore. 

Very sincerely yours, 

z. > Rasmussen 
Leader 

DIR:ak 
Enclosure .
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April 29, 1943 

Prof. F. M. Gaige 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Gaige: 

I quite agree with you that in the absence of a 
pending publication by your own workers thet you 
should not release the George Reserve censuses. 

Your statement that 50 is the present level enables 
me to revise my own approximate graph, and I am 
enclosing a copy of the revised text. If you still 
detect errors, kindly let me know. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Bean and Fassett 

\



Lt Geah Koerw 

April 29, 1943 

Mr. D. I. Rasamssen 
Forest School 
Utah State College 
Logan, Utah 

Dear Ras: : 

We are now developing a nice Kaibab in Wisconsin, 
and a committee of which I am a member is trying to 
orient the public and give them an historical view 
of our oan. Naturally, I have leaned heavily 
on your Kaibab paper. Will you kindly go over the 
manuscript and let me know whether it is a fair 
statement? 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Bean and Fassett
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April 29, 1943 

Mr. Harry D. Fuhl 
State Conservation Department 

Landing, Michigan 

Dear Harry: 

As you know, the Wisconsin deer herd is imitating 
yours. A committee of which I am a member has 
written the attached paper in an effort to orient 
the Wisconsin public. Naturally, I have leaned 
heavily on Bartlett's “Whitetails” and on other 
Michigan papers. 

I don't know whether Bartlett is in the Army or 
not, hence I am writing to you rather than to hin. 
I would appreciate it if you or he would let me know 
whether the manuscript is a fair statement of the 
Michigen situation. 

Youre sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Bean and Fassett
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April 29, 1943 

Mr. Seth Gordon 
Board of Game Commissioners 
Harrisburg, Pa. 

Dear Seth: 

As you probably kmow, the Wisconsin deer herd, and 
also the Wisconsin public, are putting on a very good 
imitation of Pennsylvanie's history. A committee of 

: which I am a member has written the attached manuscript 
in an effort to orient the Wisconsin public. 

Haturally, I have leaned heavily on the Pennsylvania 
deer papers, especially Gerstell's and yours. I would 
appreciate it if you or one of your men would go over 
the manuscript and let me know whether it 18 a fair 
statement of Penneylvania history. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold : 

cc Bean and Fassott



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 
MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

April 26,1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
42h University Fam Place, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison Wisconsin, 

My dear Professor Leopold, 

Your letter in regard to deer problems is 
received,and read with much interest. 

I have thought over the matter of releasing 
the George Reserve census figures,and have reluctantly decided 
against doing it. I feel very sure that if I canvassed the 
men who have volunteered so mch time and energy and interest in 
collecting the data, that - being the kind of workers they are - 
they would say go ahead and use 'em, But dif 88h ger” strongly 
that they should finish working up the data,over e years and 
release it themselves,with their own interpretations and philososphical 
comments, 

The fault is mine,as I should have had another 
progress report or so published after Hickey's,as a matter of fact 
Dr.0'Roke did make a report in 1940,but at my sugcestion did not at 
that time publish the data, Local problems of maintaining the Reserve 
in an agricultural area colored my decision at that time. 

After the drive last December I talked with Dr, 
Hamerstrom about holding a "deer conference" of the men who have 
contributed so much over the years with the idea that they would 
work out a joint publivation,mt somehow we did not get that done, 
I think that they can get to-gether after Hamerstrom's retum from 
Wisconsin this spring, thresh the data over ani perhaps have a paper 
published in time to be very useful to you in your problems there, 

I hope you will appreciate my position in this matter, 
and will not feel that I am being uncooperative or selfish, 

With kindest regards, 

I an, 

Sincerely yours, 

Frederick M.Gaige 

Director



April 20, 1943 

Dr. Frederick M. Gaige 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Aun Arbor, Michigan 

Deer Dr. Gaige: 

Oe ees on kee eS es 
Agadeay on deer irruptions. The ebject is to up a background for 
the present deer crisis in Wisconsin. The Departwent is doing a 
popular bulletin on deer but needs a history of deer herds in other 
states against which toe paint the present Fisconsin picture. 

_& preliminary draft of the paper is attached. I am shy of copies, hence 
would appreciate your returning it at your convenience. 

The George Reserve is the only instance I can find in whieh on incipient 
irraption was held unier control. ane eS ee 
the George Reserve, namely: Hickle, Paul.--"Four deer produce in 
Six seasons.” Michigan Conservation, vol. 7, no. 3, Nov. 1937, pp. 67, 11. 

; In orfer to mke the history in Graph Aa little less hypotheticsl, I need 
some more data points. I understand that additional censuses have been 
made since the initial one in 1933, and that Marl O' Hoke hae been connected 
with these censuses. te Shave Sees ty ee nee oe oe 
them in Graph A? Yor example, if you are preparing 4 publication, I might 
be permitted te see it in advance and refer to it as penfing or in press. 
Gubkinn da: ohn yon ov O'heiee ghee Ge Gimantek GEE Sales a 
me refer to it? 

I would also like to have you check the text account on Pages 1 and 2 for 
agourscy. 

I am hoping that you oan devise some way to let me cite this case without 
spoiling your own future use of the material. 

It's rather a ead commentary on the effeotivencss of American game 
management that no other cases are on record, or at least are not known 
te me. 

With personal regards, 

3 Yours sincerely, — 

ce Feeney Aldo Leopold 
Saott Professor of Wildlife Management 
Hanerstrom 
Fassett 

Boan .
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— " Phi Atak. Coma e 

= Gin Yiat Fes “ ? 

March 30, 1943 

: Professor Loyal Durand, Secretary 
314 Sefence Hall 

Dear Loyal: 

I am making an attempt to draft the report of the 
conservation committees on the deer question before the 
April 16 meeting. 

I of course can't guess whether it will be approved by the 
Committee, but if it is, it should be presented. ‘There will 
be plenty of new pictures of present conditions in the 
deer yards. 

Another reason for hurrying this report is that the Conservation 
Department is writing a bulletin on deer. It has made ite own 
Studies of Wisconsin conditions, but lacks background material 
on the history of irruptions in other states. Our report will : 
supply that material. 

I will call a meeting of the committee Just as soon as a 
rough draft is ready. 

Yours, 

Aldo 
vuutencen of tention Winall 

ec Schorger 
Scott 
Bean 
Fassett



FORM FOR THOSE PRESENTING PAPERS 
AT MILWAUKEE 

Name Aldo Leopold, Harnest F. Bean, Norman C. Fassett 

Inst. or City--Univ. of Wis. (Conservation Committee, Acad. of Sciences) 

Title of paper--Deer Irruptions 

20 min. needed 

Preferr--Fri, Apr. 16, earlier the better. 

Need lantern 

Abstract for press purposes: 50-200 words. 

ietiptivs behavior in deer herds has appeared ih a dozen states since 

1920. Wisconsin now has more deer than the winter range can carry, and 

the excess will be removed by pikeedi on, unless otherwise removed. 

To allow starvation to take its course depletes the valuable food 

plants, and reduces the future carrying capacity of the range. By 

removing the excess promptly, a higher future carrying capacity can be 

retained. 

Feeding is no remedy because fed deer continue to deplete their 

natural foods. In birds, on the other hand, feeding has no effect on the 

future supply of natural foods.



3 Natal Kesowness Cam uty 

: 42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
December 14, 1942 

Mr. Ernest F. Bean : 
Mr. Norman ©. Fassett 

: Mr. A. ¥. Schorger 
Mr. ¥, S. Feeney — : 

Gentlemen: 

Upon thinking out the problem of the two deer committees, I have 
concluded that both need, as a "juyping~off place", a history of 
excess deer problems in other states. 

The Conservation Department has now decided to publish a bulletin 
on deer, in which such a history should appear, at least in brief 
popular form. It would be better if the history were written by 
some group without administrative commitments. The Academy is just 

- Such @ group. 

Oa the other hand, the Academy cannot and should net try to assess 
: the Wisconsin situation in detail, for ite kmowledge of field 

conditions is second hand. The function of the Aesdemy stops when 
it deduces from history the important principles to be used in 
arriving at a judgnent. 

I therefore propose that the Academy committee proceed to write such 
a history. If approved by the Academy, it can then be offered to 
the Department, and to its deer committees, for such use as they care 
to make of it. 

Unless there is objection, I will proceed with a rough draft. This 
may take me several months. I am not visualizing a technical or 
lengthy document, tut I do visualize one drawn with such care as to 
be unchallengeable as to facts. 

There will be a meeting of the Department's Deer Committee on 
Jamary 23. I suggest that Bean and Fassett sit in on this if possible. 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Katural Resources Committee



i +s le Mot. Kaaeuin Cie Conwily, 

42h University Farm Place 
November 27, 1942 

Mr. William Schorger 
1015 East Washington Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Our committees met November 24 and reports as follows. 

: Our exact field of action is not clear, mt we suggest the 
following for your approval: 

1. For the present,at least, the outer boundary is 
organic resources. 

2. Recommendations to the Academy will be submitted 
piece~meal. Mach "piece" will normally consist 
of a group of related subjects. At the present 
moment we are considering the group of subjects 

related to the deer question, and another group j 
relating to the importation of wild exotic plants 
and animals. 

3. We contemplate a larger permanent committee which 
will consist in large part of members from the 
small colleges. In addition, specialists without 
permanent status will be brought in from time to time. 

4, Ordinarily our reports to the Academy will be brief, 
but we will be prepared to deliver more detailed 
verbal, illustrated, explanatory lectures should 
the Academy desire it. Such elucidation would be 

’ necessary, for example, in the case of the deer 
problem. 

Yours sincerely, . 

Natural Resources Committee 
Ernest ¥. Bean 
Norman C. Fassett 

ce Bean by Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Fassett é 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence



= Covine om Wet Key, 

Mr. Leopold z % 

d November 13, 1942 : 

Mr. E. F. Bean ; 
Science Hall ‘ 

University of Wisconsin . 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Bean: : c 

The chief activites of a State Academy| ¢enter 
inherently in the natural resources of the ate. it has 
seemed to me that a proper function_of our ate Academy 

: would be to take ea more active pa servation 

and utilization of our natural resaurces. activity 

can take the form of calling Sess ¢ attent urgent 
problems or supporting good gislat he - Being ee from 

all political bias, the Aogdghy shoulk] be considered as . 
strictly impartial in its SS se 

For example, Mr. ane é4 to my attention the 
fact thet deer had beceme so Yefous in Wisconsin that they 
are probably dest oY eB auch SS est reproduction as the. 
entire. forestry phéecram is reat N\arnually. I had an in- 
formal discussiofi/with one oX \the Awhbers of the Conservation «| 

Department and He took the poplition that the Department would 

welcome any support that the Apademy would give. ~ 

The cide a esis on Natural Resources was 
approy eet mg-ef thé Council on October 30th. Mr. 5 
Leop has consented to act as chairman. The proposed 

co: teeis the llowing: : 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, ChairmaneZoology ge. 
Ur. Vy n Fassett,- - - --Botany : 
Mr. F. Bean, - - - - - -Geology 

Sine th field is so broad, it is my suggestion that 
each member select two other members to constitute a sub- : : 

: committee. 

I hope sincerely that you will.consent to serve on the 

committee and that the proposed activity will be viewed with 

favor. 
. Very truly yours, 

A. W. Schorger, President 
AWS :DR 1015 E. Washington Ave.



Wisrousin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters 

Madison, Wisronsin 

November 6, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In accordance with previous correspondence, I 
am asking you to be chairman of a committee on Natural 

Resources for the Wisconsin Academy. I am also con- 

sidering asking Mr. Norman Fassett and Mr. E. F. Bean 
to serve with you, the former to represent botany and 

the latter geology. Your field should be zoology. This 

is a broad one and includes fish. . : 

It is my suggestion that each of you form subcom- 

mittees, selecting two other individuals to be chosen 

at your discretion. For examplé you might want re- 

presentatives from the Zoology Vepartment like Hasler 

or Noland. 

Before speaking to Fassett and Beam, 1 should like 
your approval on the above suggestions, 

Sincerely yours, 

Gf Ih Zelorrgor 

A. W. Schorger, President 
1015 E. Washington Ave. 

AWS:DR



424 University Farm Place 
November 10, 1942 

Dr. A. W. Schorger 
1015 East Washington Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I will be glad to accept appointment on the Academy Committee, and I hope 
Norman Fassett and Ernest Bean will accept. Will you give me a ring as soon 
as you are assured of their willingness to serve? 

With best regards, . 

Aldo Leopold



Wecouek Pea ndeite 
} Conn: 

42k University Farm Place 
October 30, 1942 

Mr. Ernest Swift 
2716 Gregory Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Rrnest: : 

The attached letter was written to Bill Schorger as 
President of the Wisconsin Academy of Science, in 
response to his request for members to express their 

Gpinions as to what the Academy might do in conserva- 
tion. I sent you a copy at the time, but I am now 
sending you another to make sure the letter is before 
you. 

Schorger is apparently taking my suggestion seriously, 
for he asked me whether Director Vanderwall would 
likely be receptive to such a recommendation. I told 
him I didn't know because I had never met him, dut 
that you might be willing to give him in confidence 
& personal word on the question. Schorger doesn't 

: want to see Vanderwall about the thing unless there 
were some chance of a reasonably favorable attitude. 

If you will just scratch on the bottom of this letter 
yes or no, I will advise Schorger accordingly, both 
of us, of course, keeping you cut of any subsequent 
discussions. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

: ec Schorger
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a ere Yi Baal 

- a ara ae ultgrs iy Hira Pines 
: October 2, 1! : 

1015 East Washington Avenue : . - ; 
Madison,Wisconsin . _ big Ni sca ake he. chad : 

Deer Bill: aiT to MUMS. dws ads ee Magione 

Tt is good news to see the Wisconsin Academy "taking the offensive", 
particularly in questions of conservation. eee eS ss Re aa ; 

In the field of wildlife resources the most important single problem, and 
the one least likely to receive adequate attention, is the deterioration of 
the northern forests by excess deer. 

Since the irruption of deer on the Kaibab in 1924, a succession of states 
has experienced the same thing, and always with the same result: no action 
was taken until after the damage had been done. Among such states are 
Pennsylvania, North Carolina, New York, Michigan, Oregon, Utah, Mew Mexico, 
and California. taive bo 

An irruption of deer is now impending in many parts of northern Wisconsin. 
The Conservation Department inaugurated a research study two years ago, and 
the results clearly show the imperative need for prompt action, . However, 
the public is not yet persuaded that any action is necessary. The scientific 
community is hardly aware of the threat, and there is division of opinion 
even within the Department. i 

Meanwhile, excess deer are probably destroying as much valuable forest 
reproduction as the entire forestry program is creating each year. In 
addition to the damage to the forest, the deer herd itself deteriorates, 
and the beginnings of this deterioration have been measured (Schunke, 
William H. and Buss, Irven 0.-~Trends in the kill of Wisconsin whitetail 
bucks, 1936-1940. Journ. Wildlife Mgmt., vol. 5, no. 3, duly 1941, - 
pp. 333-336). 

The function of the Academy is probably not to write 2 remedial program, but 
to suggest the research on which it should be based. The research program 
should, I think, includey m addicaz, + he write SERA OY wen hin) ay 

“ 1, Am experimental withdrawal of the wolf bounty, either in the 
whole state or in some block of counties, so as to restore, 
at least in part, the natural machinery for deer population 
control. 

2. An experimental removal of a fraction of the total population, 
probably in several blocks of deer range. 

over
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Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters 

Madison, Wisconsin 

September 23, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

It would seem to be a proper function of 
3 a State Academy, to support good legislation on 

the conservation and utilization of natural 
resources. If you have any ideas along this 
line, I shall be glad to hear from you. 

Very truly yours, 

Gi Ws B Olearace,, 

A. W. Scehorger, President 
1015 East Washington Ave. 

AWS :DR
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Prof. Aldo Leopold ls = aed 

University of Wisconsin 

. Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I wish to express my appreciation of the talk you gave before the Wiscon- 

sin Conservation League in Madison last Wednesday. I regret very much 

that there was not more time for further exposition of the subject and 

opportunity for discussion. You hit on an extremely valuable point, and 

' I am positive that if the League persists and fulfills the objectives to 

which it has been appointed, it will be in dire need of counsel of this 

kind. I em extremely gratified that the first permanent organization was 

consummated without any serious clash, but the setting for a sharp con- 

flict of opinion is there; hence your advice was extremely timely. 

I am wondering if you would not put the sentiments expressed, and those 

you did not have time to enlarge upon, in an article for the next issue 

of "The Wisconsin Sportsman". Our orgenization has arranged with Mr. . 

Jackson to furnish us publicity in "The Wisconsin Sportsman" for the next 

two issues, after which time the League should be in a better condition 

to arrive at a conclusion as to what it wishes to do in connection with 

publicity. I feel confident that Mr. Jackson would greatly appreciate 

this article, and I am writing to him at once respecting it. 

I am positive we will need level heads, sage advice and wisdom in bring- 

ing the League through the early months of its organization. It has been 

: my conviction that we should unite our attention end effort behind a few 

fundamental things on which we can all agree, become better acquainted 

with each other and take: care of the smaller issues as they come up. I 

have been an elected member of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress and 

Council since its very beginning, and I am very definitely convinced that 

if no other thing has been accomplished it has been the great source of 

education of the rod and gun men at lerge. I have observed that this 

group of men were sympathetic towards only those things which hed to do 

with hunting and fishing, but year after year they have paid more atten- 

tion to counsel of men of Dr. Barrett's type and a few others of like 

background, and I must say in their defense that never yet have I seen 

them endorse any season on geme and fish when there has been presented :
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The Wisconsin Conservation League 

Professor Aldo Leopold - 2 
September 20, 1940 

to them & pjausible reason for closing it. If protection is asked for 
any species and investigation has demonstrated that there is & reason 
for it, they have unhesitatingly endorsed protection. This, I grant you, 
is somewhat a crude type of conservation. The mistake, if any, that hes 
been made is the fact that men like Dr. Barrett and other leaders who see 
conservation beyond the rod and gun have had to withdraw or held aloof 
from this group, pre-condemning them in their minds as being blood thirsty 
conservationists. I do not mean to imply that Dr. Barrett has done this. 
It is very obvious that he was too much occupied with other things which 
in his mind were of more importance. I am positive, Dr. Leopold, that if 
you will sit in the councils of this organization, you will find unusually 
well-balanced citizens whose opinions end reactions respecting wild life 
are not always a response to a desire to harvest, but they are able to 
think and reason things out and frequently lack understanding of some of 
the other groups who have a stake in conservation. 

Pardon the length of this letter. I wented to talk with you, but I trust 
that you will find time to participate in the activities of this new League 
as 1 feel that in the future we will be very much in need of your counsel. 

Very respectfully yours, 

me, 

J. AX Riegel, MoD. > 

JAR: TL



Yoh University Farm Place 
September 26, 1940 

Dr. J. A. Biegel 
St. Croix Falls 
Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Riegel: 

I am much pleased with your interest in my point of 
view. I will be more than glad to work with you, and my failure 
to work with the Federation was due to the fact that they did 
not seem to want any outside edvice. I was well impressed with 
your group. 

I am afraid I mst beg off, at least for the moment, 
as to writing up my ideas for the Wisconsin Sportsman. I am in 
such a jam with the opening of the academic year that I could 
not do so at present. If Hugh Jacksor still wants it after a 
few weeks he is at liberty to teke the matter up with me. 

I wish you would like me know when you are in Madison 
and have some time. I would like to talk things over further. : 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



WISCONSIN CONSERVATION LEAGUE 

Committee on Public Relations. 
Preliminary Report prepared by 

Professor Aldo Leopold, Madison 
Paul Weis, Madison 

It has not been possible to get together as yet, the people named 
as members of the Public Relations Committee, and the two individuals 
above named have taken it upon themselves, at the invitation of Pres, 
Radke to draw up the following tentative outline on Public Relations 
and policy. 

It is only natural that as members of thés committee we should 
contend that its functions are among the most important of the poss- 

ibleeceonstructive activities of the Wisconsin Conservation League. 

It is too, rather difficult to determine just where to draw the 
line on the functions and the field which this committee might practi- 
cally deal with, since the future success of the League can safely be 
predicted on the basis of the effective development of public relations 

and a recognition of certain fundamental facts and principles. 

The develorment of sound public relations as among groups represented 
in the League will presumably take care of itself, and it sould be need- 
less to ask that these groups should from time to time express and record 

specifically their views and aims, so that they can effectively be co- 
ordinated with the League's activities. 

There remains however, the question of developing a sound public 
relation between these groups collectively, and the owner of the land 

on which most conservation is to be practised, namely, the farmer, 

Rapid strides have been amde in the past few years on the part of 

our farmers in the fields of soil conservation, reforestation of 
farm woodlands, and their elimination from grazing, and we are convinced 
that this trend will be materially accelerated from year to year. 
Inevitably the farmers will increasingly post this land against trespass. 

It so happens that there has recently come into existence a focal 

= point for the farmer interest as related to conservation questions. 

_s This focal point consists of county wide soil erosion control districts, 
separate and distinet political entities, administered by the county 
agricultural committees, which now exist in 21 counties. Their activities 
are supervised and coordinated by the State Soil Conservation Committee, 

which consists of the director of the State's agricultural experiment 
stations, Mr. Noble Clar, the director of Agricultural Extension in 
charge of the State's eounty agricultural agents, Mr. Warren W. Clark 
and three farmers appointed by the Governor, and the State Coordinator 
of the Federal Soil Conservation Service, Mr. Marvin Schweers. 

In our opinion the League should get in touch with this committee 

and work out in cooperation with it a definite program dealing with 
two principal items: 

I. Encouraging the formation of local voluntary self-supporting 

farmer-sportsman groups, such as the Riley Game Cooperative 
already in operation in Dane County.
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: 2. Evolving a fiscal mechanism whereby the general public and the 
sportsman can share with the farmer the costs of converting 
land to wildlife conservation purposes. 

Farmer-Sportsman Groups. Most conservation departments, including 
our own, have been hostile to the formation of such groups. The 
motive for such hostility has obviously been hostility to posting. 
It is our belief that this attitude should be reversed and posting 
encouraged rather than discouraged, for it is only through posting 
that the farmer can be persuaded to invest any effort at all in 

wildlife conservation. 

Even with the encouragement of posting, however, it is an open 
question just what kinds of farmer-sportsman groups will work in 
actual practise, and the answer to that question may not be the same 
in any two localities. Neither can the answer or answers be dictated 

by any central body, no matter how wise. The answer must be evolved 

by actual experience, and the first step for any organization like ours 

is to encourage experimentation. In short, encourage farmers and 
sportsmen to get together in as many different ways as possible, and 
find by experience what works best. 

Fiscal Cooperation with F armer. ‘The execution of any conservation 
program in Wisconsin means the conversion of key lands to conservation 
purposes. There are two kinds of land especially in need of conversion. 

(a) woodlots 

(bd) marshes 

Both the interests of soil conservation and the interests of wildlife 
conservation demand the conversion of many woodlots and marshes from pas- 

ture and other farm economic uses to forest, wildlife, and other similar 

uses. The conversion would be greatly accelerated if a mechanism could 

be found whereby the public which shares in the general benefits, and 
the sportsmen who share in the wildlife benefits, can participate in 
the costs. 

Public participation in the conversion of fam woodlots was contem- 

plated by the Cashman act, but the act has now become inoperative by 

reason of a Supreme Court decision. 

, No mechanism for public participation in conversion of marehes has 
ever been proposed, but it is our belief that the witharawal of marshes 

Trom grazing, mowing, and burning would yield far more wildlife than 
any othe undertaking in the state's present wildlife program. 

The desirability of encouraging ungrazed woodlots and ungrazed marsh 
lands is obvious, but the ways and means for executing such a policy 
present a knotty question. The question is beset by all the difficulties 
which usually attend public subsidies. Our proposal is that a special 
joint committee be set up representing the soil conservation districts 
and the Conservation League, the Conservation Department, (W. J.F.Aberg) 
and the Agricultural College, (0.R.Zeasman). This committee should be 
charged with investigating the whole subject of the farmer's relation 

to the conservation question, and ways and means for expediting kimmmx action. 

Dr. Leopold(s development of the Riley Game Cooperative and its 
history of the past 10 years has constructively demonstrated that it
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offers an effective Solution to the sportsmari's problem, and at ‘the “ 
same time’ eliminates the difficulties in recondiling the*confli¢t 
between Conservation and recreation and hunting. If properly supple- 
mented, by the development of public hunting grounds it points definitely 
to a constructive as 88 complete a solution “as can be found, = ~< *™ 

“_ Walle it is important that the “interest and cooperation of’ #11” 
organizations ‘in any way interested in thé conservation of our natural 
resources. be solicited, which includes a widé and varied scobe, even 
to such organizations, for exariplé, as” ; ae ee 

., The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Mfr*s Association _ j 
«he Retail Gasoline Dealers ‘Assen of Wisconsin = *. 

~, the Wigconsin Automotive Trades Association “ "= © 9°“ 
“| Wigeonsin Daily Newspaper League 7 

_ 5. Wisconsin stete Brewer" ‘s Associetion “5 (ae Sse, Se. see] ALF ee x oy Se Ad ; ae 

to mention but a few -exadples; evéry faim organization, ‘and lite afril- 
iates; 4H Club, Futute Farmers~and Homemakers clubs, Vocdtional 

Agriculture Instructers, County agents; ané‘County Agr. Cammittees 
must be earnestly soli¢ited for their cooperation and active partici- 
pation in the program of the Wisconson Conservation League, and it 
night be. well found that ‘a specific; cowrdinated’plan fora “répres- ~~ © 
entative Women*s group be engrused witha large and vital part of ~~~ 
the Leagie's entire program and procedure,’~° ~~ POS me STE Si Fak 8 Se 
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A STATE-WIDE ASSOCIATION 
: OF ORGANIZATIONS DEVOTED 

TO THE CONSERVATION AND 
ts RESTORATION OF WISCONSIN’S 

\ Fie s WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

pa eS 
a phe 
oe ee ee Wiscontin Conserwation L 

a oe ce 
ie ———— State Headquarters - Park Hotel - Madison, Wisconsin 

OFFICERS 

President 

LOUIS RADKE 1422 Blaine Blvd. 
Hoploas Racine, Wisconsin 

Vice Presidents 

MRS. EDWARD La BUDDE February 2, 1941 
Milwaukee 

DR. GRANT NEWBY Professor Aldo Leopold 
Elsteeuille University Farm Place 

DEB. L. ee JARCHOW Madison, Wisconsin . 
cine 

ait cantina Dear Professor Leopold: 
St. Croix Falls 

Executive Secretary It becomes my privilege to inform you of 
gacsere ne aa your appointment to the Education Committee of 

the Wisconsin Conservation League. If all 
appointees find it possible to serve on the 

EER CU Le SOME TES committee the personell will be as follows: 
eeaee Guaibeen Prof. S. W. Strothman, vice chairman, 

First District Prof. Aldo Leopold, Kenneth Bick, Miss Irene 
pepe ee Kronenwetter, Miss Martha Riley, R.S.Ihlenfeldt, 

Second District Wakelin McNeel, Wm.W.Morris, Profs.GonWmscLong= 

sees tg irae enecker and Miss Margaret March-Mount and W.T. 

a. BEER ee eo 
*  “ Crivitz 

Tne Ree The committee will convene at the same time 
Ellsworth the executive board does in order to save travell- 

a ing expense for those who do not live in Madison. 
Mesusyon At present, exnenses are not allowed but if the 

Sixth District 
P. M. PARKIN Outdoor Stamp Sale is all that it should be we 

*< 

: ee will get actual expenses to meetings. You will 
HOWARD LEPPLA be notified as soon as the meeting date is 
Peace announced by the president. 

. R. S. HIRSCH 
ae Oyineaas . k 

Ninth District If we can bring together those who know 
EN what needs to be done and those who know how 

Tenth District to get it done pig pee ee to pli 

Fou Dake great things. etter saying you W serve 
Eleventh District on this committee is anticipated. 

ALBERT WALTERS 
Milwaukee 

—o— Yours for Conservation, 
Members-At-Large tu x a. 
WILLIAM BORGES 

Milwaukee Lda 
PROF. ALDO LEOPOLD Mrs. Frank K. Quimby,Char. 

Madison 
MRS. A. F. TOEPFER Education Committee 

Milwaukee 

MRS. CHARLES SCHEULE 
Oconomowoe 

MRS. FRANK K. QUIMBY 
Racine 

CLARENCE SEARLES 
Wisconsin Rapids 

CHARLES THORNTON, Sr. 
Fond du Lae 

IRENE KRONENWETTER 
Wausau 

EDWARD E. OMERNIK 
Spooner 

IF WE MUST DEFEND OUR LAND LET US NOT FORGET THE LAND WE DEFEND—CONSERVATION IS PREPAREDNESS
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Dr. J. A. Riegel 
St. Croix Falls 
Wisconsin : ; 

Dear Dr, Riegel; 

Mr. Ford L. Bailor, representing a new campaign by the National 
Wildlife Federation to start education in the schools, called 
on me today. He has established temporary headquarters at Des Moines, 
Towa, Room 210, Valley Savings Bank Building. 

I told him that in my opinion the Conservation League would be a 
better sponser for this school project than the Wisconsin Feder- 
ation, but neither he nor I know whether he is at liberty to coop- 
erate with other organizations in a state where a federation exists. 
He has taken steps, however, to get an answer to this question. 

He may write you shortly asking for an opportunity to meet with 
the Conservation League board. If he does, and if time allows, I 
recommend that he be heard. I am in touch with the present campaign 
and can vouch for its bona fides. 

With best regards, 

2a Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
: Professor of Wildlife Management



keh University Para Place 
Hareh 26, 194) 

. Mr, Loude Radice, President 
Fiseonsin Conservation League 
Korieon, “ineoneis 

Dear Lewlet 

Hhen Paul "eis brought up the question of your letter to ir, Cagtiin, 
yu evidently €id not wish the satter to be discussed fron the floor. 
Henee I am presenting my opinion by letter. 

then the controversy first began, I uxced that the Leogue exoress itealf 
aa pro Hes; that it taxe mo position for or against any person; that 
our sole reecomeniation be the appointment of better comaisaioners, thet 
the respensibility of selecting better comsisetoners wag the governor's; 
that wo would maddy the water by tryiag to muse persons, or oppose 
persons, a6 gommiacloners., The sane view wae exoressed by others, and 2 
I theught wee adested as our peliay. 

Your letter to Mr, Catlin, though net so intended, constituted im effect an 
abantomment of thie policy, and from the renetions which reach me, I aw 
sure the League has suffered a loss in public respeet. 

The question ie not, in my opinion, one of your personal way of doing 
things, fer you spoke not as an individual, but as president of the League. 

either ie the question one of courage ve. "“pusey-footing". You 41d not 
See to en Oo ae eee et on ee ene ee ee ee 
nawe to prove to the public that it has, The question in the public mind 
iss cauhstyt ty passin ts es none n'a Ge 
like somebody? By joining in the © over Mr. Gatlin you gave the 
public impression that you and the League like or dislike somebody, 

The satter tn now watereover-theedam, I am writing thin letter sim-ly 
pag gat Ay fend eyligeen aMesgenyer they tag Sy Lethe 
the Limit in expounding the ple we stand for, but let's avoid 

Gestes $5 G08 Ont toa fubae, 

Yours siacerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Professor of “i1ldlife Maasgenent



42h University Farm Place 
March 26, 1941 

Mr. Louis Radke, President 
Wisconsin Conservation League 
Horicon, Wisconsin 

Dear Louis: é 

I appreciate your writing me at length, and I have no doubt that 
you were under pressure to speak forcibly. Moreover, I tried to 
admit that my viewpoint was hindsight rather than foresight. I 

d think you are mistaken, though, in thinking that cautionary 
: attitudes are confined to the Madison region. I wrote you be- 

cause I found thet Paul Wels, Hugo Schneiders, and Mrs. Quimby 
all agreed with me. 

I think the main difference is point of view. You are asking 
yourself was the letter justified by the circumstances, I am 
asking myself were the effects of the letter beneficial or det- 
rimental. Naturally one need not expect identical answers to 
questions as different as the above. 

I have no doubt whatever that circumstances pressed you to do 
as you did, and I am not crabbing about spilled milk. As I said 
in my last paragraph, I was talking about the future only. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Pises Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
MRS. se lla a GUE = 425 University Farm Place, 
Fy 5 yon eaw Madison ,Wisconsin 

Racine 

‘Treasurer Dear Aldo: 
DR. J. A. RIEGEL 

Be ee I am in receipt of your letter 
HUGH JACKSON dated March 24th in which you make reference to 

Madison the Catlin matter. I did not object to Paul Weis 
oS bring up the question on the floor but as a matter 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE of fact I wish all of the objectors would have done 

District SChatrcien likewise. 

First District 

Pe aeese In order that there be no misunderstanding 
Second District let me say that there never was a definite policy 

arse a fixed and as a matter of fact you know only too well 
wm ied District that every policy is flexible. We have been in 
"" Crivita business for more then 100 years and the success of 

ARGS our institution is based om a "flexible policy.” 
Ellsworth 

WILLARD PRANKE I appreciate your remarks that the League 
ea has suffered a loss in'public respect'as you put it. 

P.M. PARKIN I do not agree with you at all. If this would have 
eee iste been debated on the floor you would have found 

BO practically all but four directors favoring the 
Eighth District action that was taken. We must bear in mind that 
eae we are still living in e democracy where the majority 

we Ninth District rules, The point I wish to make is that the majority 
Janesville of the men and women present were contacted and 

OTTO JANCEN who were in accord with the action that was taken. 
‘ox Lake 

ALSERT WALTERS There is one thing that stands out very 
Sane noticeable and that is practically all of the ob- 

a jection comes from Madison environment. TI have 
pee come to the conclusion a long time ago that the rank 
Mtge and file of politicians, and I mean they all have 

ee eee just one objective and that is primarily "politics" 
MRS. A. F. TOEPFER and you know that. I appreciate that it is an easy 

MRS. CHARLES SCHEULE matter to offer criticism and to tell some one not 
MRS. FRANK K. QUIMBY to do this or not to do that. I have come to the 
Giacunenr salaries conclusion a long time ago that a conservative 

Se a politician is one in office and that is the reason 
ond di Lac why they raise such a howl when someone tells the 

IRENE KRONENWETTER truth 
Wausau P 
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I am sorry that I did not bring with me a truck load of mail 

of which 98% clamogred for action. Numerous letters called 

us pikers, cowards and what not. As Dr.Miegal said, up in 

his district there was a tremendous emount of complaint that 

nothing is beimg done. I do not intend to sit here and take 

all the hell without some kind of defense. Aldo, if the thing 

occurred again tomorrow or next week, I would do the same thing 

over again and would offer no apology for doing so. The will 

of a huge majority was the cause for my action. I think you 

as a fair minded man should consider that point. It is nota 

question of a personal matter as you put it and I can't under- 

; stand just wheat prompted you to say it that way. This is not 

a cat and dog fight as you put it, but it is telling the truth 

straight from the shoulder. If we had not said something then 

the vast majority would have thought that we are just what 

Catlin stated we are. 

I repeat that I spoke as President of the League 

and not as an individual and I think that under the circumstances 

it was not at all necessary to send my letter to everyone in 

Wisconsin to first have it censured. When this letter was sent 

I knew only too well what your reaction would be as well as some 

of the others in Madison. I want to remind some of the severest 
eritics that there are other peole who get away from home once 
in a while and see what is going on and I will invite you to 

attend some of these meetings so as to get both an earful and . 
an eyeful. This damn pussy-footing as you put it, and that is 
just what it is in my opinion, should stop whether the Republicans 

are in power, Democrats or Progressives. I don't think you or 

anyone else ever attended a real football game when it wasn't a 

fight to the finish and I am convinced that the League's best 

interests are to stand four-square at all times and not cringe 

and run for cover when a few of these politiciams get up on their 

hind legs. I am reminded of a Frofessor who made the following 

statement, - "There's a bright side to everything, in politics 
it's the inside." 

The next time I see you personally I will tell 

you of a number of outstanding men who did see this letter before 

it went out and who also added these words, "It isn't half strong 
enough eo” ‘ 

(/ <p ee 

LR/H



424 University Parn Place 
March 28, 1981 

Dr. J. A. Riegel 
Cr. Croix Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Riegel: 

Let me express positively the point which I tried to make negatively. 
Ye could have told the Governor (preferably quietly and in person, but 

if he denied us the chance, publicly in a letter) that: 

(1) The present controversy presented grave danger of political 
"deals" which would destroy the integrity of the Commission. 

(2) We held him responsible for seeing to it that: 
a. Wo appointees of his were involved in any deals 

which would limit their freedom of action in dealing 
with departmental questions. 

b. All appointees of his were of the quality requisite 
for their duties, 

c. We regard most of the appointments made by all three 
parties since 1928 as Be of that quality, and we 
expect better appoint: 8 from now on. 

(3) We are not passing judgment on the merits of the personal 
brawls now current (such as Catlin vs. Jackson, or whoever 
the reporter was), but that it was up to him to see that 
the Commission was not saddled with subversive “deals” or 

’ poor personnel. : 

Wouldn't that have been better? Wouldn't it have avoided our present 
situation of being identified in the public mind as parties to the 
brawls? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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uilyenkee Prof. Aldo Leopold 
pee eee University of Wisconsin 

siemeeee Medison, Wisconsin 

DR. J. A. RIEGEL 
St. Croix Falls Dear Leopold: 

Executive Secretary 
HUGH JACKSON s exe : ea 2 : 

Madison I received a copy of your letter to Curly. I, myseli, was dis- 

Beene, appointed in Curly's method of response to Mr. Mark Catlin Jr. PP v7 in 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE I entirdysympathize with you in your statement respecting tne 

= confusion of personalities with issues. i know how “urly feels 

see See on this matter, and ag I heve looked into Mark Catlin's remarks, 
‘irs: istrict : . . 

KARL W. KAHMANN i am more than ever convinced that he is a deliberate liar, un- 
Hayward 5 

, 

srincipled in his attempt to deceive the pubiic and gain his ends. 
a : P 

“Park Falls ia ; 3 : ’ 
Third District Nobody can question Curly's honesty and sincerity, although 1 felt 

ee definitely that his letter was distinctly out of place. However, 

Fourth District if I understand your position, that we should go no farther in 
ie ° ER . : : 

Ellsworth asserting our endorsement of a commission appointment of the right 
oS < ar =) 

an kind and sit by and see this group, Catlin Sr. and Jr., Jim 
‘Mauston Carroll, LaFond, Gwidt, Frey, Fornary and others unite and very 

poe seriously threaten to teke over the conservation administration 

‘Hancock in the Stete of Wisconsin without some vigorous, active action to 

Bogie a oppose them, then I must disegree with you because I feel that we 

ae, are dealing with very dangerous, unprincipled men. 
Eight! istrict 

DR. R. S. HIRSCH 
Viroqua aN ee oie nae Pp ee en ae Ba agp a Pee 
Seni Dr. Leopold, you wouid ve surprised av the mhusber oL wenators ana 

KENNETH F. BICK Assemblymen who have been fed this propaganda for years and who 
anesville Sage er re ; : 
ey would unthinkingly support these politicians if taeir constituency 

Ore ee were not provoked to protest against such action. 1 concede tiat 

Hleventh District you are older and unquestionably wiser in conservation then | am, 

ee and I know that we can not engage in this fight to champion the 

o cause oi decency and fairness in conservation with such opponents 

Mémbave-Atslarge witaout being dirtied up. 

WILLIAM BORGES 

Cao ALG Toba The thing that I am concerned about more than anything else is being 
aoe Docs absolutely fair and honest in the position we take, but efter once 

” Milwaukee being taken, we should actively fight for the defense of it with 

wpe CHa ee ee aULe all the power and resources we have. I am sure we won't have any 

ee ee Se disagreement on this point. 

CLARENCE SEARLES 
Wisconsin Rapids 

CHARLES THORNTON, Sr. 
Fond du Lac 
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Prof. Aldo Leopold - € j 
March £6, 1941 

I, like you, know that there sre so many more things in conservation that even : 
haven't had consideration by our group, there are so many more fundamental prob- 
lems to be considered and acted upon that need our time, effort and financial 
support than a smelling, messy political brawl, and 1 was particulerly gratified 
at the report of your committee and Mrs. Quimby's committee because here were 
things which are of fundamental importance to us, but in spite of the fact that 
these reports were given to the newspaper men, I have not yet seen one word in pub- 

lie print covering this part oi our activity. 

I think whet wes said in pudlic respecting officers sounding offi was to tne point 
and effective. I carry on a very extensive correspondence with many individuals 
of the state on this point. I have attempted to be careful to distinguish be- 
tween my opinion and tnat of the League. 

I nave been hoping from day to day that some final action will be taken on the 
commission matter so that we can forget it and get to more important matters. 
Personally, I think one of the great things that the League should do is make 
a careful study of some of the apparent faults of our present conservation ad- 
ministration. At the present time any public, constructive criticism of the con- 
servation policy of tais state would be grossly misinterpreted, but 1 beiieve one 
of our most efiective uses in this organizatien can be in this field, and good- 
ness knows there is much to be done here. 

I, too, wrote e letter to Mark Catlin Jr. It has been calied to my attention 
repeatedly that iir. Catlin quoted me and that his quotation reflected on the 
League and my personal sincerity. This was the motive for writing to ir. Catlin. 
I am enclosing a copy of this letter. 

Very respectfully yours, 

my 

J. A. Riegel, M. D. 

JAR:TT



St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin 
Mareh 21, 1941 

Mr. Mark Catlin, Jr. 
Assembly Chamber 
Wisconsin State Legislature ' 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Catlin: 

My attention has been called to your statement before tne assembly quoting me as 

promising Mr, Arthur Pettigrew that if he would support the personnel of the con- 

servation department, opposition to his confirmation as a cqneervation commissioner 

by the Wisconsin Conservation League would be witndrawn. 

Waking all due allowances for the dramatic situation of 4 defending his father, 

I feel strongly that there is no justification ver ifpr the deliberate mis- 

representation of myself and the Wisconsin Conse before the assemply 

and the state at large. You misrepresented me by distorting uotetion from my 

letter to Mr. Pettigrew, which apparently hgs-bdeen turned ove the Governor. 

The context and meaning of this letter is ¢ n nough Bo as hot to confuse 

anybody as to its meaning if fully and prépérly qupted. It should require no fur- 

ther elucidation here. Nevertheless, background g@f this correspondence may be 

helpful to those who might accept your tement’gé a fact and may suspect that I 

attempted to make a deel with Mr. Pettig: 

Mr, Pettigrew and I have been ssSociated together in state-wide conservetion work 
for almost four years. We h freq ently had warp differences of opinion, but I 

credited him with being hones} in his motives and convictions, On the announce- 

ment of his appointment to the commission,|on and under the terms broadcast by your 

father, I could scarcely believe that Mr/ Pettigrew would allow himself to be tied 

up with such a deal, Unfortunately, pa oy experience with your father nad convinced 

me that he was p’ is tyge-ef—pur ic utterances. Other conservationists in 

this part of the refused to aCCept my endorsement of lr, Pettigrew. They — 

demanded an ou t denial his part of a tie-up with your father and further 

that Mr. Pettigrew make a cléar-cut statement respecting his attitude on the per- 

sonnel of the tment. 
\ 

In my congratulations of Pettigrew, 1 pointed out this opposition to his appoint- 
ment by the conserv: ts of the state, and in an exchange of several letters 

and telegrams, Mr. Pettigrew still evaded making e clear-cut statement on this 

point. I wrote a third letter to him (the letter from which you quote) asking that 

he clear himself before the conservetionists of this part of the state on this 

point. This letter stated that Mr. Pettigrew had been associated with the depart~ 

ment for over three years and in that time his mind should have been thoroughly 

made up respecting his attitude towards the personnel of the department. I urged 

Mr. Pettigrew to make a forthright statement supporting Mr. MacKenzie and his pro- 

gram, unless he possessed positive evidence of inefficiency, dishonesty, political 

partisanship against him. I further steted that if Mr. Pettigrew would support ifr. 

MacKenzie the opposition to his confirmation by the conservationists in this part of 

the state would be withdrawn.



Mr. Wark Catlin dr. - 2 
March 21, 1941 

It is with considerable regret that since the writing of this letter a close 

serutiny of Mr. Pettigrew's conduct while in the Congress and Council, his contin- 

uous antagonistic attitude and bickerings with the personnel of the department, 

his subsequent conduct in Oconto County, the fact that he draws his salary from 

a large industry whose dealings are in the conservation assets of the state, his 

ambitions to receive a conservation commission appointment, known to some of us 

over a year ago, his high-pressure campaign to sell himself to the Senate, and 

several other important incidents not generally known, have convinced me and many 

others that Mr. Pettigrew is far more interested in other things than he is in 

true conservation ideals, and consequently many of his friends and associates 

heave reluctantly been forced to oppose his confirmation to the commission. We 

have taken this attitude even thoug he was one of the early founders of the Wis- 

consin Conservation League and is now the representative m Oconto County to 

the League. : 

You further stated before the assembly that your father st became suspicious ; : 

of the conservation department during the assem ation two years ego, 

That, also, in my opinion, is misrepresentetion of fact se Mr. Catlin Sr. 

stated in the presence of another man and mys shortly af his confirmation 

to the commission that the Governor had apked-sim to go into theastern Wiscon- 

sin and select an eppointee to the com Aon. \2 x looking over the area, he 

finally found a man in Viles County #6 looked theconservation situation the 

way he did, Mr. CGetlin further siixprised ith the statement at that time 

that things were in a terrible mess in ‘a defeftment and that he and the new 

commissioner were going to clean it up. a 

My mind was open then, 4s 1 Gst i now, cegpecting charges ageinst the per- 

sonnel of the commission and/departmen’,\ and dWring the next year I followed closely 

the course of your father's/ actions antijnis public utterances, and because of 

nuterous threats and repeated, vague ab¢usations, publicly made and never sup- 

ported by any fact, becausé your father Aontinuously championed 411 minority 

groups, irrespec what\ their_ceése might be, because of the obstructive and 

destructive tac nN practicaii; of his commission doings, and because of 

his general a and anor combined with the fact that he in my opinion 

never offered constructive program, most of us have come to realize with cone 

siderable reladtance and disappointment that Mir, Catlin Sr.'s every effort in 

conservation motivated/ by a personel, vindicative attitude towards the per- ; 

sonnel of the ‘tmen t it was not justified by facts or principles, and 

even though I c our father's appointment to the commission at first as 

being @ conservationist, not an industrialist or politician, 1 have now been con- 

vinced that he is a self-seeker and an ambitious politician rather then 4 true 

conservationist. Mr. Adams has consistantly "yesed" everything Mr. Catlin has 

done. A study of his conduct on the commission is most enlightening. 

It was further reported that before the assembly you accused the Wisconsin Conser- 

vation League of being a political machine for Mr. MacKenzie, In some people's 

mind this may be accepted as a proper way to classify those who oppose your way 

of thinking, but there are still some of us who would like to have facts or at 

least some reasonable evidence that the Wisconsin Conservation League is such an 

organization as you paint it to be. There are members of the Executive Board 

of the League who do not know Mr. MacKenzie or other personnel of the department. 

There are several members of the Executive Board who are opposed to Mr, MacKen-



lir, Mark Catlin dr. - & 
Merch £1, 1941 

zie's methods as director of the department, I, myself, have hed sharp differ- 
ences and clashes of opinion on conservation matters with iir., MacKenzie, but 
most of us are convinced from years of experience in conservation work that Wis- 
consin probably possesses the finest conservation administration in the United 
Stetes, Many of us are convinced that Mr. MacKenzie is largely responsible for 
this program. We are not ashamed in any sense of the word of our support of it, 
and I trust as long as we are so minded, we will be loyal to that program and 
the personnel behind it until a better one comes along. I further trust we will 
never be lead away from it because of insinuations, vindicetive attacks by poli- 

; ticians and by selfish commercial interests or ambitious individuals which in 
the opinion of most of us constitute the entire opposition to the present program 
and department personnel. . 

The members of the Wisconsin Conservation League have litical ambitions, 
they have no axes to gtind, they receive no favors. They|jsre conservation ideal- 
ists and in the main they will not depart from loyélty to the commission, 
department and the personnel until there is pro cing evidence of graft, 
inefficiency or political partisanship, MereY lies, ins dons, distortions 
and misrepresentations by their opponents piti~yot suffice. 

It should be pointed out that the Wiscpfisin Con’ ation League is e thoroughly 
democratic and representative organi: on. Th¢ pfficers, the Executive Board 
and the policies are determined annuéily by elépted representatives from the 
various counties of the state and ote ben pvation~minded organizations. Tne 
personnel changes from year to year as 6 its policy, 

I was subpoensed to appear Aefore Mr) Rrey ahd nis investigating committee. Very 
much misguided, I felt th here would\he en opportunity for me to furnish con- 
structive criticism of the [things which fin my opinion as a lay conservetionist 
were wrong with our present, conservatign administration, department and personnel, 
but after witnessing the gsecutor gomplex method of questioning the witnesses, 
the deliberate a o evel the “$riti in the answers given, the twisting 
and suppresein, all evidence toWard only one objective, that is, to compro- 
mise and pla personnel and conduct of the department in e bad light, 1 was 
s0 shocked anji/disgusted t+ I did not dare open my mouth as to how I was con- 
vinced the cohgervation program in this state might be improved, knowing full 
well that Mir, Frey and h ttorney would distort anything that I said to the : 
high heavens, ficance or value it might have intended. 

I am writing to you, lr. Catlin, as a young man just entering into public life. 
I have been told that you have the possibilities of a promising future before you, 
but never forget that by your attitudes and actions, because you do not look the 
issues gquare in the face, you may be encumbering yourself with mistrust end sus- 

picion on the part of the public which you may never be able to live down. 

The Wisconsin Conservation League has made its mistakes and will probably con- 
tinue to make them; nevertheless, it is blessed with an honesty of purpose and 
a deep loyalty to high ideals in conservation, and we are convimed that even



liv, Mark Catlin Jr. - 4 
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though we may lose this first battle, maybe the commission will be turned over 
to the saboteurs, self-seeking politicians, commercial fishermen and other com 
mercial interests, we will still fight on. This first battle may only be a 
skirmish because we are determined to continue to bring this problem before 
the people of tae state until they are again convinced that politics and conser- 
vation will never mix. 

We know there are excellent men in the present administration who have an ade- 
quate understanding of conservation. Sometimes we doubt whether their counsel 
is given adequate consideration. Last election many of us deliberately refrained 
from campaigning against the present Governor, forgiving for his complete 
lack of understanding in conservation, but to a certain ere ere hundreds of 
men and women in this state who will make the conservati ituation an issue in 
this coming campaign if the present administration does fairly face and 
justly decide upon all questions. 

Two attempts to do some constructive, helpful investigating the conservation 
commission, department, personnel and progradl_ DEVE been abo; by the appoint- 
ment of unqualified, incompetent, highiy BY udidve’ personnel, What assurance 
have the conservationists of this state/taet another investigation will not mise 
the point again? A proper type of inet igatioy/céuld do the citizens of this 
state and the conservation program a ee faount ef good, but such an in- 
vestigating group needs to be staffed by wen h proper background, high in- 
tegrity, judicial wisdom, with absolutely oaprejudice for or ageinst the personnel 
in the commission, departmen Or tteg tics ervany political party. In the mean- 
time, the sportsmen of the vente are pane thd2ill, while the politiciens are 
frittering awey and disorgen{zing ell pilpkress and accomplishments sorely needed 
to keep our conservation p okram abreast) $f the time, 

Very respectfully yours, 

(Signed) 

J. A. Riegel, m, D, 

JAR: TT



4oh University Farm Place 
September 19, 1941 

Mr. A. F. Laidlaw 
Soil Conservation Service 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 

Dear Al: 

The Wisconsin Conservation League is not affiliated with the 
National Wildlife Federation; in fact it grew up as a successor 
to, and competitor with, the more or less defunct Wisconsin 
Wildlife Federation. As you surmise, the League has about 
the same purpose, mainly to speak for the many divergent 
elements in the Conservation movement, but in my opinion it 
is headed by better people, and hence is the preferable organ- 
ization to work with. 

I take it that Mrs. Quimby has been in Chippewa County. I 
think very highly of her, but I can foresee that the success 
of her county organizations will depend largely on what local 
citizens take them in hand, and what kind of a program is 
laid out. 

I did not agree with the Leake in their attack on Guido Rahr, 
and I thought their partisanship in the recent row in the 
Conservation Department was a little too blanket. Other than 
this, I have found the League“very good outfit which I do not 
hesitate to recommend to you. 

With best regards, 

- ’ ts :



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Eau Claire, Wisconsin 
September 18, 191 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold; 

The County Superintendent of Schools in Chippewe County has 
asked me some details concerning the Wisconsin Conservation League. 
I saw their letterhead with your neme on it so thought I would ask 
you what kind of an organization it is. 

Is it affiliated with the National Wildlife Federation or 
the State Federation and if so in what capacity? If it is, doesn't 
it seem to overlap somewhat in its objectives with the Federation 
or doesn't the league end the federation quite see eye to eye on 
these objectives? 

The reason for this request for information is that the . 
league is attempting to organize Chippewa County the latter part 
of this month. Any information you may have will be greatly 
appreciated. 

With best personal regards, 

Very truly yours, 

Al : je 
Ae Fe Laidlaw 

District Conservationist



yok Oder Farm Place 
October 3, 1941 

Mrs. Frank K. Quimby 
Wisconsin Conservation League 
Park Hotel 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Quimby: 

I didn't think I did particularly well, but I am glad you thought so. I give you 
the following summary of whut I said. 

For the Conservation League to put up a united front, it must reduce to © minimum 
the sources of internal friction between conservation groups. Such frictions are 
still frequent and serious, but might be reduced by franker discussions at meetings, 
including meetings of county units. 

For example, a Wisconsin fish hatchery this spring shot 300 kingfishers to protect 
the trout in the pools. In such an instance, the sporting group is obviously 
riding rough shod over the non=sporting groups. If we could have a joint dis- 
cussion over which we need the most--more trout or more kingfishers, we might 
develop an attitude of mtual tolerance for the other fellow's viewpoint. My own 
opinion is that kingfishers have decreased even more rapidly than trout and that 
the killing was unjustified. 

Another case. Of five horned owl nests kept under observation by my students last 
spring, three were "shot up" during pest hunts staged by local sportsman's groups. 
Again the question is which do we need the most, more horned owls or more mice and 
rabbits? In my opinion the question almost answers itself, but we seldom have frank 
discussions of such questions. Probably the sportsman's groups are not even aware 

A that any other conservation group objects to further reduction of horned owls. The 
y attached summary of game censuses on University study areas shows, furthermore, that 

py it is possible to produce excellent stands of pheasants where horned owls and all 
\ the predators are uncontrolled. Probably the averagé sportsman does not realize 

this, and might listen to it if herwere told. 

In addition to the need for more tolerance and sympathy between groups, there is 
need of more self-education in natural history by all members of all groups. Some 
conservation questions simply cannot be comprehended until a certain level of com= 
petence in natural history is reached. An example is the problem of excess deer. 
This has not yet hit Wisconsin as seriously as it has hit some other states, but 
there is every reason to expect that it will. 

I recounted in detail the natural history basis for excess deer problems in the 
West and pointed out how sportsmen had simply failed to appreciate what was going 
on until the range was already spoiled. The reason for this failure was their lack 
of personal knowledge of range plants. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Executive Secretary 
WILDA GRIM QUIMBY 

‘BMacikon Dear Professor Leopold: 
supe, 

ES Eee at Please accept my personal thanks, as 
District aoe well as the thanks of our entire board for your part 

First District a if 
KARL W. KAHMANN jn making our convention the success it was. I felt 

cal enene that your address was most especially for my benefit, 

sau ee a and I did appreciate it. We are asking all of our 

Third District speakers for copies of their addresses to use for refer- 

een ence material, and I wonder, knowing that you spoke 

Fourth District extempereneously, if I dare ask thet favor of you. 
E. W. PALMER 

Ellsworth 
ea eee I am dreaming ahead to the days when 

D 
Mauston I shall be able to come out to your library, and dig 

pon ORISTLER, into all the fine information you have brought together. 

" Winneconne ” As I look at the pile of work which must be done, I 
S th District HOWARD LEPPLA fear my dream will not materialize for some time. It 

Brillion is a great comfort to me to know, however, that I can 

Dh RS. HIRSCH always come to you for help and counsel. 
Viroqua 

Ninth District KENNETH F. BICK Cordially, 
Janesville 

Tenth District 

OTTO JANCEN WISCONSIN CONSERVATION LEAGUE 
Fox Lake 

Eleventh District 
ALBERT WALTERS ‘ ' 

8460 N. First St. ‘ Ae 

Milwaukee Yt, 
age? 3 

Members-At-Large wgq;dhh Mrs. Frank K. Quimiby, 

WILLIAM BORGES Executive Secretary. 
207 E. Michigan 

Milwaukee 

PROF. ALDO LEOPOLD 
University Farm Place 

Madison 

MRS. A. F. TOEPFER 
8311 N. 24th St. 

Milwaukee 
MRS. CHARLES SCHEULE 

Oconomowoc 

MRS. A. L. BRANSTAD 
Eau Claire 
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ingt a 4 5 2 

Oe eT geo Wniver slay acme iecgs SS Onde 
Reeneaver Madison, Wisconsin. MEE ees Se 

DR. J. A. RIEGEL 
St. Croix Falls 

ote a ues Dear Professor Leopold: 
WILDA GRIM QUIMBY 

Madison ‘ K i 4 
oe The constitution of the Wisconsin Conservation 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE League provides that the Board of Directors shall annually 

District Chairmen elect fifteen Members-at-Large. The Board of Directors, 

First District - - ne any the Members-at-Large, _and the 71 CountyChairmen shall ; 

Hayward constitute the Executive Council. The Executive Council 

eee ea shall meet at least once a year in addition to the annual 

Park Falls meeting, or oftener at the call of the President. 
Third District 

R. F, DEERWESTER 

‘ oe At a meeting of the Board of Directors on October 
istric’ 

EW PALMER 12th you were elected as a Member-at-Large to serve for 

ae aie a period of one year. A letter from you stating that ‘ 

WILLARD FRANKE you will serve in this capacity is anticipated. We are 
mn en% : 

Sictn nistaae pleased to welcome you to our official family. 
R. A. DIESTLER, 

Winneconne 

Seventh District Very truly yours, 
HOWARD LEPPLA 

Brillion 4 

Fighth District WISCONSIN CONSERVATION LEAGUE 
DR. R. S. HIRSCH 

Viroqua Me ciies ‘ 
Ninth District 

KENNETH F. BICK Ds 
Janesville 

Rene ieee wgq; dhh Mrs. Frank K. Quimby, Bi A 

Fox Lake encl. Executive Secretary. 
Eleventh District 

ALBERT WALTERS 

ee oe P. S. The printing of our smtionery is being delayed 

—o— until our list of acceptances is complete. May we hear 
Members-At-Large from you promptly? 
WILLIAM BORGES 

207 E. Michigen W. G. Q. 
Milwaukee 

PROF. ALDO LEOPOLD 
University Farm Place 

Madison 

MRS. A. F. TOEPFER 
8311 N. 24th St. 

Milwaukee 

MRS. CHARLES SCHEULE 
Oconomowoe 

MRS. A. L. BRANSTAD 
Eau Claire 

CLARENCE SEARLES 
Wisconsin Rapids 

CHARLES THORNTON, Sr. 
Fond du Lac 

IRENE KRONENWETTER 
Wausau 

EDWARD E. OMERNIK 
Spooner 

S. W. STROTHMAN, 
R. 5 Box 269, West Allis 

IF WE MUST DEFEND OUR LAND LET US NOT FORGET THE LAND WE DEFEND—CONSERVATION IS PREPAREDNESS
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Horicon , 

Vice Presidents 
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DR. GRANT NEWBY 
$ 

Platteville 
s 

MRS, EDWARD La BUDDE 
" ° § 

1728 N. 59th St. Prof. Aldo Leopold, 3 
Milwaukee i : 

424 University Farm Place, : 
DR. B. L. VON JARCHOW a i 

160i Washington Ave. Madison, Wisconsin. ’ = 

Treasurer ort f 

DR. J. A. RIEGEL Dear Mr. Leopold: 
St. Croix Falls 

B: ti Secretary s , 
WILDA GRIM QUIMBY The enclosure will give you an idea of what 

dit ' : 
ee the calender situation represents. I will be back 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE on the 29th, and will hope to see you then. The 
a nedict Teleate nies dead-line on the copy is November 5th, which doesn't 

First District give me much time, but once I know what the subject 

et fosaa matter should cover the writing shouldn't take so 

Second District long. 
DR._H. T. WEST 

Park Falls 

Third District j bab O about servin eee Stet Dr. Hirsch probably spoke to you rving 

Crivitz on our Committee to Solve the Parks Problem, but I 

feu ee want this lettertto be considered your official notice E. W. PALMER y' 
Seda of appointment to the committee. I do hope you will 

WILLARD PRANKE be able to serve. We need you. 
Mauston 

Sixth District ; 
R. A. DIESTLER, Cordially, 

Winneconne 

Seventh District 
HOWARD LEPPLA WISCONSIN CONSERVATION LEAGUE 

rillion 
Eighth District 

DR. R. S. HIRSCH : ; 
Viroqua b 

Ninth District 
KENNETH F. BICK e i ere weq;dhh Mrs. Frank K. Quimby, (QU G, 

Tenth District encl. Executive Secretary. 
OTTO JANCEN 

Fox Lake 

Eleventh District 
ALBERT WALTERS 
8460 N. First St. 

Milwaukee 2) eld 
ata 

Members-At-Large 

WILLIAM BORGES i . . 
207 E. Michigan 

Milwaukee 
PROF. ALDO LEOPOLD 
University Farm Place 

Madison 

MRS. A. F. TOEPFER 
8311 N. 24th St. 

Milwaukee 

MRS. CHARLES SCHEULE 
Oconomowoe 

MRS. A. L. BRANSTAD 
Hau Claire 

CLARENCE SEARLES 
Wisconsin Rapids 

} CHARLES THORNTON, Sr. 
Fond du Lac ; 

IRENE KRONENWETTER 
Wausau 

EDWARD E. OMERNIK 
Spooner 

S. W. STROTHMAN, 
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IF WE MUST DEFEND OUR LAND LET US NOT FORGET THE LAND WE DEFEND—CONSERVATION IS PREPAREDNESS
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yoy bog tye | Farm Place 
October 23, 1941 

Mrs. Frank K. Quimby 
Conservation League 
Park Hotel 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mrs. Quimby: 

I will be glad to serve as a member-at-large on we 

the Board, but I cannot promise to attend out-of- 

town meetings or even meetings here when I have 

field work of my own that mst be attended to. 

I'd be glad to talk calendars on the 29th, but 

am tied up with students in the afternoon. The 
morning would be better. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay. ah
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Wiscontin in Al Ji Beauly.... 

Six outdoor scenes photographed in all their glorious colors: Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter. You'll 

find all of these pictures on a six-page CONSERVATION calendar, and it’s FREE, in limited numbers, to 

clubs interested in conservation. A Wisconsin Manufacturer is having several thousand of these calendars 

printed and to be sure the data is accurate and informative they have asked us (The Conservation League) 

to furnish this information, which we have gladly done. On each page you will find a two-month conserva- 

tion program which we believe will be interesting and educational to both club and prospective members. 

All you need to do to get a supply of these beautiful calendars is to fill out the order blank today and mail 

directly to the producer, but you must act at ONCE as the supply is limited. 

C. RAY ALMON, ! 
KAUKAUNA, WISCONSIN 

YOU MAY SEND US.........CONSERVATION CALENDARS. 

VO CO i as ak i a i 5 Ls A eo a ee 

WE HAVE.........MEMBERS IN OUR CLUB. 

The manufacturer reserves the right to limit the number of calendars sent to each club.
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: 424 University Farm Place 
dune 10, 1942 

Ur. Louis Radke ‘ 
Horicon, Wisconsin 

Dear Louie: 

I was unable to attend the meeting Sunday because 
I was in the field in the western part of the state. 

By reason of the decision arrived at by that meeting, 
I feel constrained to resign my position as a 
member~at-large. I cannot go along on the decision 
reached because it seems to me to be injecting both 
personalities and politics into the League's program. 

I assure you this is a friendly, but nevertheless 
important, difference of opinion. I realize that 
everyone is trying to preserve the principle of 404s, 
but my view of how to do it is different than theirs. 

Yours sincerely, “ 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Aberg 
Sutherland
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June 11, 1942 sake ocinbt oes dest ot tor 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I received your letter dated June 10th in 
which you tender your resignation as member at large 
of the Wisconsin Conservation League. I also note you 
have forwarded a copy of this letter to “berg and Suther- 
land. I am awfully sorry that you feel this way about 
the matter but I appreciate that your position in conection 
with the College of Agriculture will not permit such aggres- 
sive action as was taken at the Madison meeting, Sunday 
June 7th. However, the sentiment expressed by more than 200 
men and women delegates from every part of the state was 
unanimous, namely, to carry on an aggressive program and 
that means that the conservationists of this state are sick 
and tired of petting the dog that constantly bites us. 

It is true that we do not see eye to eye on such 
matters but it pleased me a lot that there was no dissenting 
wote in this large group. 

I cannot agree with you on this matter of politics 
because as long as it is not partisan politics there should 
be no objection at all. The resolution that was adopted 
unanimously requests that all three parties in Wisconsin 
nominate MacKenzie in the primary. Certainly, Aldo, you do 
not mean to call that politics. In any event unless we go into 
politics om the basis as suggested at this democratic meeting 
in Madison, we are going to be entirely out of Conservation. 

As far as personalities are concerned that to is 
a debateable question. Since MacKenzie has been fired I have 
received a total of 467 letters and postal cards also about 
50 long distance telephone calls. lveryone but three called 
for such action as taken at Madison. There were two letters 
in the negative and the writers of these did not have guts 
enough to sign their names.



SON ie. 

I can assure you that our differences in point 

of view will be friendly and I am glad that you feel the 

same way about it. I am still hoping that you will change 

your mind and remain in the ranks with us. 

I am enclosing, herewith, a copy the League's 

12 point program just off the press. 

S / LO\ ie ¥: 

Louis "Curly" Redke 

LR/JRH
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

900 Gay Bldg. 
Madison, Wis. 
June 12, 1942 

Mr. Fred Luening 
% Milwaukee Journal 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

The course which recent conservation develop- 
ments in this State have taken, worries me no end. 
During all the years I have been interested and activ 
in conservation matters in this State, I have always 
treated the subject as a vital cause detached from 
politics and personalities. This point I stressed be- 
fore the Senate in March of 1941 when I tried to im- 
press upon them that the fortunes of no individual 

were pwamount to the program; that individuals may : 
come and go, but the conservation program with such de- 
viations as time, experience and learning may neces- 
sitate, must go on without interruption, 

For over three years the program has been sub- 
jected to interference and attack, all personal and 
political and all the result of a total lack of under- 
standing on the part of the Governor and his subordin- 
ates, who were trying to carry out what they believed 
to be his program and beliefs. The culmination of this 
three years of obstruction and attack is the removal of 
the biggest single obstacle to control by politics, and 
every conservationist is filled with a very justifiable 
resentment. But instead of analyzing the forces which 
bring this situation about and the great dangers to a well~ 
developed, comprehensive and long-time State program, 
we focus attention upon the manner in which the politi- 

- cians gained their first objective, and we seek to 
vindicate the individual who happened to be the victim 
of it. 

It should be unnecessary for me to wastemy 
words in expressing my views of what was done and the



== 

manner of its doing. I think I expressed those views 

directly to the parties who were perpetrating the act 

at the time it was done. To pursue further attacks 

along this line will not restore the individual in- 

volved or protect and preserve the conservation program. 

The resentment which all right-thinking people 

feel toward action of this kind seems to have crystal- 
lized into a movement to vindicate the individual who 

was mistreated, instead of entrenching and fortifying 

the larger cause, which is the movement which this 

individual represents. I cannot help but feel that this 

is a serious mistake. 

There is no question in my mind but what Mac 

would make a good Governor. Neither is there any ques- 

tion in my mind that he cannot be elected. Conservation 

cannot afford to enter the politica arena as a candi- 

date or partisan. We may support an individual because 

of his sincerity in the conservation cause, regardless 

of his political affiliations, but when a conservationist 
becomes a politician and a partisan politician, which he 

must become in order to be elected on any ticket, his 

conservation proclivities are merged into the more comprehen- 

sive classification of Democrat, Republican or Progressive, 

and when conservationists propose such a move, they have 

for themselves removed their best and strongest weapon, 
because they are no longer "non-political". 

I will use every ounce of energy I possess to 

defeat a man who is guilty of the hypocrisy and chicanery 
which Governor Heil has perpetrated in the cause of con- 

servation. I will support any candidate, regardless of 
party, who in my judgment can be trusted to carry out 

the conservation program if elected, but I will have 

nothing to do with the creation of a conservation party 

as opposed to some other political party or to injecting 

into the political field one who is and has been a con- 

servationist and nothing else all the rest of his life. 

Unfortunately our political machinery does not 

permit a man to run for office except as a candidate of 

a party. Of course, any candidate can run as an indepen- 

dent, but that is a beautiful theory only.
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Coming to the more pratical and sordid aspects 

of party politics, I think you will agree that the Demo- 

cratic party in Wisconsin has not much to offer any 

candidate. They are looking for someone to head the 

ticket who will make a good showing and keep their forces 

together for 1944. When I look over their group of lea-~ 

ders, I see very little of idealism among them. You would 

expect no help in conservation from a Tom King, a Harry 
Bolens or a Bill Carroll. The only one in their leader- 
ship who has the slightest conception or interest in 

conservation from a non-political angle is Charlie Brough- 

ton. This whole attempt by the Democrats to run Mac for 

Governor is a thinly veiled effort to exploit conserva- 

tion for political purposes. 

I do not want to see Mac thrown to the dogs of 

politics, where he would be torn limb from limb, and at 

the end of such a Roman holiday the statemen of the 

stature of Heil would use the results to vindicate their 

efforts to sabotage conservation by saying that the 

gubernatorial race was a referendum on conservation. 

Why not preserve our fine conservation movement 

unsullied and intact? Let's all keep right on the straight 

and narrow non-political path, devoting every energy to 

the elimination of those who seek to destroy the program 

or to exploit it for their own political purposes. We 

must keep the cause on a sound and firm footing, letting 

good common sense and good practical judgment control at 

all times. Conservationists must not lay themselves open 

to the charge of being lacking in stability or continuity 

of purpose, thought and policy. 

With kind regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 
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The Wisconsin Conservation League, 

a state-wide organization “combines” 
all degrees of conservation and 
sportsmen interests. It is a service 
organization, a clearing house for all 
conservation activities. It in no way 

affects the individual freedom of 

action, neither is it competitive with 
any other conservation or sportsmen 

group. It is the out-growth and cul- 

mination of a long felt need for some 

means of unifying and coordinating 
the many divisions of conservation 

effort throughout the state—thus 
creating a united front through 
County Alliances. It is financed only 
through contributing “Minute Men’, 
“Life Memberships”, sale of out-door 
stamps and albums.
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OUR TWELVE POINT PROGRAM f,0% 

1 To promote and support all phases of educational activities which will inform the 
* public of the value, needs and means of our out-door resources. This is the foun- 

dation of progress in conservation, hence the need of stimulating public sentiment 
and more intensive teaching of conservation in the schools. 

9, To preserve and protect the remnants of native woodland and virgin forests, and 
* to restore by means of an aggressive forestry program, what has been wantonly 

burned and destroyed. 

3 To keep our lakes and streams pure and free from pollution as a safeguard to 
* health of humans and aquatic life, also to maintain and increase the supply of 

fish in our waters by sound management and careful stocking. 

4 To protect our native species of game and fish by scientific, practical manage- 
* ment and control; also to stock such exotic species as are adapted to our needs, 

within the extent that our covers are capable of maintaining. 

5 To furnish the people of this state with adequate public hunting and fishing 
* areas and to prevent the monopolizing of these assets by a few. 

6 To work towards a sound and adequate program of financing and maintaining 
* our state parks. 

a To promote better relationship and good will between farmer, land-owner and 
* sportsmen in the matter of hunting and fishing on his premises, bird feeding, 

bird cover and stream side planting. 

8 To promote true sportsmanship in hunting and fishing and strenuous unremit- 
* tent opposition to illegal destruction and unfair methods. 

9 To vigorously oppose any increase in the amount of water diverted from the 
* Great Lakes. 

10 To work with the highway departments and other agencies for a “Highway 
+ Beautification” program in which trees, vines, and foliage will be considered 

essential for cover and food of song birds and other wild life. 

11 To insist that all revenue received from license monies paid by hunters, fish- 
* ermen, trappers and other sources remain under the jurisdiction of the Conser- 

vation Commission and to be used only for conservation purposes. 

12, To subscribe to the broad principles enunciated by the people of Wisconsin as 
* expressed in Chapter 426, Statutes of 1927, which provides for a “Six Man 

Conservation Commission and Director System”, also to keep the conservation program 
of Wisconsin free from political and partisan interference, influence and control, to the 
end that it may grow and develop without interruption on a long time basis and be a 
credit to the great state of Wisconsin.
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Twelve-Point Program 

‘The Wisconsin Conservation league has 

come out with a twelve point program aimed 
to prevent the sabotaging of Wisconsin and 
its recreational advantages, and the defeat 

of Governor Heil. : | 

‘The interesting part is that the head of 
the league, President Louis Radke, and many | 
of his followers are republicans, indicating 
that this is a non-political organization 
formed in the interest of conservation. The 

: platform makes a ringing declaration that 
“game and fish cannot vote,” and to save 
beautiful Wisconsin it is necessary for others, 

to act as guardians for those who cannot 

speak for themselves. 

No true conservationist can find fault 
with the platform or the twelve points. Gov. 
Heil in naming Mark Catlin, Wally Adams, 
Guido Rahr and Virgil Dickinsen, played into 
the hands of the enemies of conservation. 
Gov. Heil had full information of Catlin’s at- 
tack on conservation back in 1920 and his 
Jater retraction, all of which disqualified him. 
Still in the face of this, and while protesting 
that he was for Director MacKenzie, he 
shuffled the cards so that Catlin might have 
a winning hand. This stab in the back cannot 
go unchallenged by the writer. ‘enact 
once lost, cannot be restored in your time or 
mine. That is why the issue is greater than 
party. That is why the governor finds him- 
self alone with those who have no heart for 
conservation. Nothing but the removal of 
Catlin and the enemies of conservation will 

_.. satisfy. Will the governor continue to sup-, 
port the enemies of Wisconsin’s greatest as- 
set? That is the question, and it must be 

. answered now. The twelve points of the Wis- 
consin Conservation league are as follows:



1. To promote and support all phases of 
educational activities which will inform the 

| public of the value, needs and means of our 
| outdoor resources. This is the foundation of 
| progress in conservation, hence the need of 

stimulating public sentiment and more inten- 
sive teaching of conservation in the schools. | 

2. To preserve and protect the remnants 
of native woodland and virgin forests, and to 
restore by means of an aggressive forestry 
program, what has been wantonly burned 
and destroyed. 

3. To keep our lakes and streams pure 
and free from pollution as a safeguard to) 
health of humans and aquatic life, also to 

} maintain and increase the supply of fish in 
our waters by sound management and care- 
ful stocking. 

4. To protect our native species of game! 
and fish by scientific, practical management 
and control; also to stock such exotic species 
as are adapted to our needs, within the extent 
that our covers are capable of maintaining. 

5. To furnish adequate public hunting and 
fishing areas at the expense of all sportsmen, 
and to prevent the monopolizing of these as- 
sets by a few. 

6. To work towards a sound and ade- 
quate program of financing and maintaining 
our state parks. \ 

7. To promote better relationship and 
good will between farmer, land-owner and 
sportsmen in the matter of hunting and fish- 
ing on his premises, bird feeding, bird cover 

Ke and stream side planting. ; 
8. To promote true sportsmanship in 

hunting and fishing and strenuous unremit- 
E tent opposition to illegal destruction and un- 

fair methods. 
9. To vigorously oppose any increase in 

the amount of water diverted from the Great 
Lakes. 

10. To work with the highway depart- 
ments and other agencies for a “Highway 
Beautification’ program in which trees, 
vines, and foliage will be considered essential 
for cover and food of song birds and other 

: wild life. 
11. To insist that all revenue received 

from license monies paid by hunters, fisher- 
men, trappers and other sources remain un- 
der the jurisdiction of the Conservation com- 
mission and to be used only for conservation 
purposes. 

| 12. To subscribe to the broad principles 
enunciated by the people of Wisconsin as ex- 

} pressed in Chapter 426, Statutes of 1927, 
which provides among other things for a 
“Six Man Conservation Commission and Di- 

| rector System”, also to keep the conserva- 
tion program of Wisconsin frée from politi- 
eal and partisan interference, influence and 
control, to the end that it may grow and 
develop without interruption on a long time 
basis and be a credit to the great state of 
Wisconsin.
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July 21, 1947 

W. J. Pe Aberg 
Dr..H, 0. Schneiders ( 
Aldo Leopold 
E. H, Protsmans 
F, G, Kilp 

At a meeting of interested conservationists 
held at Milwaukee July 12, it was unamiously decided; 

That the Wisconsin Conservation League be 
continued; 

That the Chairman be empowered to appoint a 
committee of eight, including the chairmen and secretary, 
to study the officer, program, and policy needs and to 
report at a later meeting, 

Now, it isnt!t too strong to say that in the 
hands of this committee will virtually rest the future 
of the Wisconsin Conservation League, 

iy Certainly, this committee should be state 
i representative if it is to function properly. It should ; 
! be in a position to go before the next meeting with a 

i clear-cut officer slate and a rere that will be fully 
adequate to cope with the crisis we are now in, 

I would like to have you send me>at least 
one name--<man or woman---you would like to ses on that 
committee, Also names of people you would like to have 
on the Board of Directors, This is important and I would 
like to have you do it right away, If you are willing to 
act also- +sey so, 

Ges 
Zoe a ne 

Harry E,/Roate 
12054 Madison Ave. 

: South Milwaukee, Wis, 

{ a
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AS “COMMANDOS” 

WE ARE FIGHTING FOR 
WISCONSIN 

Wisconsin—the once great paradise 
for ducks, geese, fish and _ wildlife, 
—a land of open spaces where forests, 
pure waters, and wildlife made a picture 
that has been terribly scarred, marred 
and desecrated by the hand of man. Wis- 
consin . . . the land of oppor- 
tunities . . . hunting, fishing, bathing, 
boating, motoring, beautiful scenery, and 
a chance to enjoy the _ out-of-doors 
. «. . Yroaming afield, or in the woods : 
peaceful hours on a lake or stream, the 
joy and mystery of nature’s growing . 
things, cool restfulness of a park, or the 
enchantment of a distant view. These are 
the things that have made America great 
. . . these are the things that will 
keep America great . . . these are 
objectives of the Wisconsin Conservation 
League . . . our Priceless Outdoor 
Heritages . . . these are the things 
for which we must fight . . . these 
ate the American way of life.



“LANDS+-FORESTS—W ATERS— WILDLIFE” 

BRA .. WISCONSIN CONSERVATION LEAGUE 

1 To promote and support a far-reaching educational program in which we ask 
* the aid of the press and other agencies which will inform the «public of the 

value and desperate need of stimulating public sentiment so that the teaching of 
true conservation: becomes a permanent part of the curriculum, of all schools. 

Oo To save our “Priceless Outdoor Heritages’” for the boys when they come home 
* from the battie fronts so that they may, also enjoy good fishifg and hunting. 

It means a post war conservation program that will take into consideration the efect 
of air transportation on our forests, lakes, rivers, marshes and wildlife. Hitherto in- \ 
accessible virgin areas, natural havens. of safety for wildlife-will be accessible and within 
easy reach with the freeing of the new types of airplanes at the cessatiqn of the war. 

23 A post war tremendous tree planting program to replace the forest capital which 
* we are expending in the war effort. Release tree cutting under proper suyer- 

vision, ° Proper disposal of slash and control of tree diseases. Provide permanent “forest 
communities” on all. state and national forest tracts. Rigid regulation of Christmas 
tree cutting. Enlarge the state and federal forest fire control program. To guard 
against commercial greed in the name of war necessity. 

4 A post war program that will rid our lakes and streams of the terrible “Pollu- 
* tion Menace”. Recent reports show the astcunding facts that our state-owned 

institutions at Waupun, Winnebago, Chippewa Falis, Delavan, Hayward, Waukesha, 
and many cther municipalities and industries continue to be the worst flagrant violators, 
resulting in our lakes and streams being “open sewers” and an “affront” to civilization. 

5 To protect our native species of game and fish by scientific, practical manage- 
++ ment and control; also to stock only such species as are adapted to our needs, 

within the extent’that our covers are capable of maintaining. Our lakes and streams 
‘need ‘strong. measures to control the‘ carp menace, Favor rigid control of our great 
lakes’ fisheries: regardless. of -action “taken by selfish pressure groups. 

6 To furnish’ adequate -publie: hiigting and fishing areas and to prevent the monop- 
* olizing of such areas“by a f@w, especially hunting areas for ducks. F 
NOTE—The: 1943 seSsion‘’or, the Legislature’ enacted into law Bill 216-S,’ which provides ‘‘for y 

i public hunting grounds. ‘Acquisition for such marsh lands is now under way. 

i, To maintain a sound and sane wildlife refuge’ program in marsh areas for ducks, * 
“ "*- geese, and other species of wildlife, as well as refuge areas for upland game. , 

aoe 8 To provide the “Conservation @ongress’—representatives from the 71 counties  , 
* —with authority to. make braad and basic conservation recommendations on 

' the “questionnaire” and to. be acted upon during their annual meeting at Madison. 
At present’ they are permitted cnly to consider ‘Seasons and bag limits for game and 
tish in an advisory capacity.’ 

9 To promote better relationship and good will between farmer, land-owner and 
* sportsmen in the matter of hunting and fishing on his premises, bird feeding, 

bird cover and stream side planting, and io recognize that the farmer is the custodian 
of most of our wildlife. Good sportsmanship means the’elimination of the “game and 
fish hog”. ( 

10 A post war Highway Beautification program. Trees, vines, and foliage are not 
* only essential for cover and food for songbirds and wildlife, but help make the 

highways more picturesque. The burning of grasses along the highways end byways 
destroys needed protection for wildlife and should be forbidden. 

aL. A post war “Soil Erosion Control Program”. We must recognize that we are 
‘ facing “agriculture’s biggest and most. serious problem”. OUR SOIL IS OUR 

HERITAGE—LET’S GUARD IT! atte 

12. To be militant in “Conservation legislation? and to keep the governor, your 
~* senator and assemblyman, as well as the press; fully informed on matters re- 

lating to conservation needs. Keep your organization alive, active and alert by a “DO SOMETHING” program. : ne 
13 To insist that all revenue received from licensé monies paid by hunters, fish- 

ermen, trappers and other sources remain ‘under the jurisdiction of the Conser- 
vation Commission and to be used only for conservation purposes and the acquisition 
of public hunting and fishing grounds... To oppose attempts to divert any conserva- | 
tion funds to the general treasury find. 2 ee 
ba To subscribe to the broad principles enunciated by the people of Wisconsin as : 

* expressed in Chapter 426, Statutes of 1927, which provides among other things 
for a “Six Man Conservation Commission, and Director. System”, also to keep the con- 
servation program of Wisconsin free from political-and’ partisan interference, influence 
and control, to the end that it may grow and develop without interruption on a long time 
basis and be a credit to the great state of Wiseonsin.| = ‘ : 

NOTE—The 1943 session of the Legislature ¢efinitely sustained the ccnservationists and sports- 
pee apa ane this outstanding Conservation Act made possible by the Izaak Walton



The Wisconsin Conservation League is 

a state-wide non-political organization 

recognized as the acting “Commandos” 

along conservation lines. Its membership 

: is made up of men and women represent- 

ing aJl conservation and sportsman’s 

groups in Wisconsin. It combines all 

degrees of conservation and sportsman 

interests and acts as a clearing house for 

all conservation activities. 

It in no way affects the individual 

freedom of action, neither is it competitive 

with any other conservation or sportsmen 

group. It is the out-growth and culmina- 

tion of a long felt need for some means 

of unifying and coordinating the many 

divisions of conservation effort throughout 

divisions of conservation and sportsmen 

effort throughout the state—thus creating 

a united front through County Alliances. 

It is definitely committed to vigorously op- 

pose any attempts to play football with 

the conservation program. No dues, no 

assessments. It is financed through volun- 

tary contributions by individuals, conser- 

vation and sportsman organizations; the 

sale of contributing memberships, “Com- 

mando” and Life membership, and the 

sale of Outdoor Poster Stamps and Albums. 

Our Motto... 

“DO SOMETHING” 
Copies of this 14-Point Program 

may be obtained FREE
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duly 2, 1947 

My. Hamey E. Boate 
1205% Madison Avene 
South Kilwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Roate: 

i would like toGlarenge Sarles of Wisconsin Mapide 
on the committee of the Conservation League. My 
reason for suggesting him is that he is familiar 
with the entire syeten of sportenen's organizations 
in the state and at the gene time he is in hearty 
sympathy with forestry, parks. aol] conservation, 

and all of the other slements which sre oanltted 
fron the sportsmen program. Moreover, he ia a 
good organiser. 

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to mike 
this suggestion. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALAP ot AldoLeoveld
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April 30, 1947 cal 

E. FP. Bean a 
J. T. Curtis ‘ 
J. 7. Emien a 
A. Leopold” 

R. J. Mackenhirn 
J. Thompson 

Dear Colleagues: 

Dr. Fassett has asked me to assemble a list 
of erepeers projects which could be re by the new 
Natural History Survey Committee. Will each of you 
a list the projects you have in mind and send them 

© me for compilation. 

As soon as these are presented to Dr. Fassett 
he plans to take the matter to the president and at- 
tempt to proceed with the organization. 

Very truly yours, 

Arthur D. Hasler 

ADH: MP 

¢ 

ay\h
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Biology Bldg. 
i Univ. of Wis. 

5 : Medison 6, Wie. 

&. F. Bean 
John T, Curtis 

honest Pas 
Alde Leopold 
Banner 8B, ; 

Robert J. pedro 

Dear Colleagues: 

Enclosed is a of the actions taken 
ot eur necting Meld ts Room 461 Futruary 26 1947, 
Please let me know if there are any major changes oF 
adéitions that should be made before it ia mimeo- 

[ge Palas yg Passett's office and sent to the 
ivision members. 

Cordially, 

Arthur D, Hasler 

ADH 1 MP 
Ene. 

- . 

ae



[Feb 28,447] 

REPORT OF THE FACULTY DIVIGTON OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES’ COMMITTEE ON 
THE ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION OF A REVIVED 

MATURAL HISTORY SURVEY 

After re the possibilities fer a of the fauna and 
flora of the stete and he service such seellan wound be to the citizens 
of Wisconsin, the comuittee recommends thet the Direetor of the Wis~ 
consin Geological and Natural Hiatery Survey ané the Chairman of the 

i. Division of Blielegical Selences oer with the President of 
the ‘versity in the appointment of a ttee on Natural History 
Surveys. This committee will consist of five faculty members select- 
ed from the following fielda of interest: 

1. Founietics 
3: avereure 

- Aquatica 
+ Forestry 

: 5. Bolles 

x-officio members: Director of the Wis, Geol. Nat, Hist, Survey, 
Chairman of the Faculty Biv. Biol. 3e4. 

The funetionsa of the Gommittee on Wiseonsin Nxtural History Sur- 
veys shall be; 

1. To eneourage ee veteee Meeriy SUNaveN a the animals and 
plants of the stete; te motivate and counsel partielipants, and to 
oat as Gonshrustive erities ef their plans. r 

2. To gooperate with the Wisconsin Aesdemy of Selences in edit- 
ing manuseripts on Wisconsin fauna and flora and aid as Fie vote 
of —— these studies available to the people of the state in be 

and popular published form, 

+ to ~— oppertunities for students of naturel seen 
te gah 4 experience and te expand their knowledge of the 

of estate, 

4, To find ways of bringing to Wiseonain specialists whe can 
add to our know]. of ent pee et ages to andl te 
experts are caieaie in the state. 

5. To financial sid from vernmental or private 
source for aout od survey projects. — " 

For some youre there has been diseusaien about the obligation 
of the University to study more closely the field problems in non- 

agri a areas of Wiseonein, [Tt is hoped that this comaittee 
” study the neod for and advissbility of evtablishing a field 
station in northern Wiseonsin where long time researches in oe 
history eould be carried on and where instruction in natural ry 
might be offered. 

EK, FF, Bean 
John T. Curtis 
John T. Bnlen 
Arthur D, Hasler, Chmn. 
Alde Leopold 

; Robert J. Muckenhirn
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SURVEY PROJECT IN BIRDS, MAMMALS, EROSION CONTROL, AND FORUSTRY f\ pe ih ; 

Aldo Leopold : i 
; Professor, Wildlife Management 

Mammals of Wisconsin. .It is universally agreed that a competent book on Wisconsin 

mammals is needed. Some valuable blocks of information exist and more are being _ 

: created yearly, but there is little tendency for these separate blocks to be Fs 

aware of each other or to be consolidated in any one comprehensive work. ; 

Hartley Jackson of the Fish and Wyldlife Servicé has accumlated data on 

species and their distribution over a years. In 1945 he asked for financial 

aid from the Conservation Commission to publish and compile his material as a 

book. Such aid was offered, byt there was failure to reach final agreement on  . UM 

terms. ; 

; It is now perhaps debatable whether Dr. Jackson should write the book 

because many new workers are adding new information, partly of the same icind as 

his own,and partly new and different. Thus the Conservation Department has 

mich new ecological information on deer which it is about to publish. John : 

Enlen is starting ecological work on small rodents. A. W. Schorger is rapidly 

publishing historical studies of extreme interest and value. I do not ma 

just how or ty whom all of these blocks aan be proushé together, but itis - 

clear that the first step is to urge and help Dr. Jackson to publish what he 

has, probably in the form of a bulletin or-paper. A Natural History Survey 

representing a group could steer this project better than any individual could. 

In this case, planning and foresight ee worse needed than funds. ; 

Birds of Wisconsin. Owen J. Gromme of the Mjlwaukee Public Museum has been ; 

working for years on such a publication. At the present moment many new 

workers in the Conservation Department, in the University, and in ornithological 

clubs are producing new information, mech of it ecological in character, and 

mich of it related to management and land.use. It is unlikely that the Cues 

anak can absorb even a fraction of these new contributions, but there is a ; 

’



: : a 

definite and visible need to Nitiaehas its content in the ecological direction 

as far as possible. ‘This is a function which would be better. performed by a v 

group representing a Natural History Survey than by individuals. ' 

History of Wisconsin Wildlife. A. W. Schorger of Madison has been working on 

this for twenty years. The work is of a standard of quality heretofore uneoualed 

: in my opinion. Publication is now proceeding piecetmeal in journals, mainly the 

: Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy. It is of the utmost importance that these 

piece*meal ‘pubideations be brought together in book form. I have tried to 

interest the University Press in actively bidding for this book, but the response 

has been apathetic and defensive. Here, aaa it seems likely that a group 

representing a Natural History Survey could plan and act more effectively than 

an individual. ; 

r Trends in Wisconsin Forests. In no field of conservation is there a more urgent 

need*for coordinating disjointed blocks of information. The United States Forest 

Service, the State Conservation Department, the College of Agriculture, the Botany 

Department, and the University Arboretum are each developing information on 

Wisconsin forests, but with a few partial exceptions, each is working without 

reference to the others. ‘has, the Botany Department has recently developed 

information on the historical and ecological ee of southern Wisconsin 

: forests which the Forest Service, Conservation Department, and the College of 

Agriculture does not even mow about. The Forest Service has made cones. of 

remaining stends, and of land-use blocks such as wood lot grazing which are 

Little known to the other parties concerned. ‘The Botany Department and 

: Arboretum are projecting researches for the Southern region iton are of ; 

importance to all concerned, but little imom by them. It has recently 

begun historical researches based on otiginal surveyors notes which are of ‘ 

genuine value and interest, but little known to the other parties. Meanwhile, | ~ 

he State Department of Agriculture and Marists has made forest surveys on a :
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large scale with little consultation with or among other agencies concerned. fe 

Here again, it seems likely that a Natural History Survey could perform a 

useful coordinating function. i 

Trends in Watersheds and erosion control. This field is so large that I will X 

- not attempt a comprehensive statement of it, but I have the general te one 

i that coordination is not all that it should be. I doubt, for example, whether : 

the stream gauging and ground water work of the State Geological Survey is 

sufficiently known to the Agriculture College arid the Soil Conservation : , 

Service. I wonder whether the Weather Bureau is accumls ting the hasic 

measurements which will be needed ultimately by all hoshbtas concerned. I am , 

certain that the forest and woodlot policy»: of the Conservation Commission is 

not coordinated with the Soil Conservation Service or the State Soil Conservation 

Committee. In 1943 the State Soil Conservation Committee made a survey of sub- 

marginal farm units which seemed to show that soil arid water conservation on 

; i farms depends upon a revision of farm unit boundaries, which in turn required ; 

an extensive mmt a program and retiring and partitioning sub-marginal units. 

I doubt whether the other agencies concerned with water and soil conservation 

know of these findings or are doing anything about then. foe cd ; 

In closing, I BXQ$EX% wish to emphasize that no individual can grasp 

mentally the entire gamut implied by the term "Natural History Survey". It is 

conceivable that an organized group such as the proposed Natural History Survey; 

might come nearer doing so and might help to iron out some of the artificial 

barriers that now separate specialized agencies. For this reason I favor the 

attempt to organize such a group. 

4 ; y
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SURVEY PROJECT IN BIRDS, MAMMALS, MROSION CONTROL, AND FORESTRY 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor, Wildlife Management 

Mammals of Wisconsin. It is universally agreed that a competent book on Wisconsin 

mammals is needed. Some valuable blocks of information exist and more are being 

created yearly, tut there is little tendency for these separate blocks to he 

aware of each other or to be consolidated in any one comprehensive work. 

Hartley Jackson of the Fish and Wildlife Service has accumiated data on 

species and their distrilution over many years, In 1945 he agked for financial 

aid from the Conservation Commission to publish and compile his material as a 

book. Such aid was offered, but there was failure to reach final agreement on 

terns. 

It is now perhaps debatable whether Dr. Jackson should write the book 

because many new workers are adding new information, partly of the same kind as 

his own, and partly new and different. ‘Thus the Conservation Department has 

much new ecological information on deer whieh it is about to publish. John 

Bnlen is starting ecological work on small rodents. A, W. Schorger is rapidly 

publishing historical studies of extreme interest and value. I do not know 

goat how or by whom all of these blocks can be brought together, wt it is 

clear that the first step is to urge and help Dr. Jeekson to publish vhat he 

i has, probably in the form of a bulletin or paper. A Nature] Wistory Survey 

representing a group could steer this project better than any individual could, 

In this case, planning and foresight are worse needed than funds. 

Birds of Wisconsin. Owen J. Gromme of the ifiiwaukee Public Museum has been 

working for years on such 2 publication. At the present moment many new 

workers in the Conservation Department, in the University, and in ornithological 

clubs are producing new information, much of 1t ecological in character, and 

mach of it related to management and land-use. It is unlikely that the Gromme
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book can absorb even a fraction of these new contritmtions, but there is a 

definite and visible need to influence its content in the ecological direction 

as faras possible. ‘This is a function which would be better performed by a 

group representing a Natural History Survey then by individuale. 

History of Wisconsin Wildlife. A. W. Schorger of Madison has been working on 

this for twenty years. The work is of a standard of qality heretofore unequaled 

i in my opinion. Publication is now proceeding piecemeal in journals, mbinly the 

Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy. It is of the utmost importance that these 

piecemeal publications be brouht together in bool fom. I have tried to inter- 

est the University Press in actively bidding for this book, but the response 

has been apathetic and defensive. Tere, again, 1+ seems likely that a group 

representing a Natural History Survey could plan and act nore effectively than 

an individual. 

Trends in Wisconsin Forests. In no ficld of conservation is there a nore urgent 

need for coordinating disjointed blocks of information, ‘The United States Forest 

Service, the State Conservation Department, the College of Agriculture, the Botany 

Department, and the University Arborstam ere seach developing information on 

Wisconsin forests, but with a few pertial oxeeptions, each is working without 

reference te the others. Thus, the Botany Dopartment has recently developed 

information on the historieal and ecological origin of southem Wiseonsin 

forests which the Fores} Service, Conservation Depertment, and the College of 

4 Agriculture does not even know about. ‘The Forest Service has mde surveys of 

remaining stands, end of land-use blocks such as woodlot grazing which are 

little imown to the other parties concerned. ‘The Botany Department and 

Arboretun are projecting researches for the Southern region which are of 

importance to all concerned, but little imow by them. It has recently 

begun historical researches based on original surveyors notes which are of 

genuine value and interest, but little imown to the other parties. Meanwhile,
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the State Department of Agriculture and Markets has made forest surveys on a 

large scale with little consultation with or among other agencies goneerned. 

Here again, it seems likely that a Natural History Survey could perforn a 

useful coordinating function. 

Mis field is so large thet I will . 
not attempt a comprehensive statement of 1, but I have the genoral impression 

that coordinetion is not all that it should be. I doubt, for example, whether 

the stream gauging and sround water work of the State Geological Survey is 

sufficiently mown to the Agriculture Collecs and the Soil Conservation 

Service. 1 wonder whether the Yeathor Bureau is acoumilating the basic 

mensurements which will be needed ultimately by all agenelos concerned. I am 

certain that the forest and woodlet volicy of the Conservation Commission is 

not coordinated with the Soil Conservation Service or the State Soil Conserve- 

tion Committees. In 1943 ‘the State Soil Conservation Committee nade a survey of 

gub-marginal fare units which seemed to chow that soil and water conservation 

on farms depends vpon o revision of fern unit boundaries, which in turn requires 

an extensive state program and retiring and partitioning sub-marginal units. 

I doubt whether the other agencies concerned with water and soil conservation 

lenow of those findings or are doing anything about then, 

In closing, I wish to emphasize that no individual can greep mentally 

the entire gamt implied by the term "Natural History Survey", it is con~ 

ceivable that an organized group such as the proposed Natural Listezy Survey, 

might come nearer doing so and might help to iron out some of the artificial 

parriers that now separate specialized agencies. Vor this reason I favor the 

attempt to organize such a group.
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Recent Survey Projects in Birds, Meammals,.and Hrosion 

(In Relation to a Proposed State Natural History Survey) " 

Aldo Leopold 

Memmals of Wisconsin. Hartley Jackson of the Fish and Wildlife Service 

has accumulated date over many years. In 1945 he asked for financial aid from 

the Conservation Commission to compile and publish his material. This wd 

offered, but we failed to get together on terms. Some agency should push the 

publication of Jackson's materials, else they may be lost. 

Birds of Wisconsin. Owen J. Gromme of Milwaukee Public Museum has been 

working three or four years on this. The work would benefit by ecological 

guidance, and may need financial help when it reaches the publication stage. 

History of Wisconsin Wildlife. A. W. Schorger, Madison, has been working 

on uke for 20 years. The work is of a standard of quality heretofore unequalled. 

I have tried to interest the University Press in actively bidding for the 

materials, but found them apathetic and defensive. vidently the opinion of one 

person is not enough to convince them that this work is outstanding. The 

Academy of Science &s the only organization so far offering any active help, but 

its resources are very limited. Possibly a revived "Natural History Survey" 

could offer more positive cooperation. 

Submarginal Farn Units in S.W. Wis. J.J. Hickey in 1943 made a start 

on this with the help of the State Soil Conservation Committee. Although the 

preliminary survey disclosed a very serious situation, the project has lapsed. 

Possibly a revived "Natural History Survey" could push it. 

ce Hasler 
Bean 

Fassett
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February 21, 1947 

Mr, Walter Scott 
Conservation Department 
Madison, ¥4sconsin 

Dear Valter: 

I would of course, be more than glad to introduce 
Jay Darling at the “Yyalusing ceremony, Jay has 
not been accepting any speaking engagements, and 
I will feel flattered if you can get him. 

: I will send you within a few weeks the talk 
, I gave at Appleton, I have a little revising 

to do on it, hence the delay. 

Yours eincerely 

Als Pa ALDO LEOPOLD ‘ 

< Y
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WILLIAM S. FEENEY 
MENASHA AVENUE 

LADYSMITH, WISCONSIN 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

You will find enclosed a copy of the tentative program plans 

for our Seventh Convention in Madison May 9 and 10 and at Wyalusing 

State Park on May 11. Although it may be necessary to change the 

names of speakers because they have not as yet had the opportunity 

to reply to our request, the dates and general schedule are pretty 

definite. 

You will note that on May 11 (Sunday), it is hoped that a com- 

mittee under the supervision of Robt. A. McCabe will conduct a 

field trip in the "niversity Arboretum previous to traveling to 

Wyalusing for the unveiling ceremonies of the passenger pigeon 

monument. Also you will note that it is my hope that you will be 

available to introduce the speaker of the occasion at these un- 

veiling ceremonies, whether it be Mr. Darling or someone else. 

I have written Mr. Darling regarding this matter and will advise 

you as soon as I have a reply. If he should not be able to accept, 

I certainly would appreciate suggestions from you as to who may be 

most suited for this occasion. 

It is my plan to publish a special memorial booklet commemorat- 

ing the unveiling of this monument and I would like to know whether 

it would be possible to secure from you the copy for the talk you 

geve on the passenger pigeon at our Appleton meeting. Tentative 

plens for this booklet, which would be sponsored by the Society, 

also include copy from the Appleton meeting talk of Mr. Schorger, 

the address at the unveiling ceremonies, and general historical 

material on the passenger pigeon in Wisconsin. On this I hope to 

work out details with Mr. Schorger. 

Thank you for your kind consideration in this regard. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lowther 
W. E. Scott, Vice-President 

WES:S 
In Gharge of Arrangements 

Enc.



Aide Cantata 

WISCONSIN SOCIETY FOR ORNITHOLOGY, INC. 

Tentative Program Plans, Seventh Convention 

Madison - 1947 

The following preliminary program plans for the Seventh Con- 
vention of the Wisconsin Society for Ornithology to be held at 
Madison, on Friday and Saturday, May 9 and 10 and at Wyalusing 
State Park on Sunday, May 11 are being sent to all individuals 
who may play a pert in such progrem. In this manner it is hoped 
that everyone concerned will be able to see the scope of the pro- 
gram proposed and the importance of his own particular part in 
that program. All speakers, committee chairmen and officers are 
urged to consider this matter seriously as it relates to them and 

advise the convention Chairman as soon as possible of their 
decision so that any necessery changes in plans can be made 
promptly. Any suggestions for changes in this proposed program , 
and any other advice regarding the convention plans will be 

_ greatly appreciated. 

PROPOSED PROGRAM 
(Arrangements for all meeting facilities made to date ' 

excepting for banquet) 

Friday, May 9, 7:30 to 11:30 P.M. 
Great Hall, Memorial "nion, Reception and registration 

Reception sponsored by the Kumlien Bird Club of Madison under 
direction of President Irven 0. Buss, who will introduce special 
guests es necessary. The reception will feature an informal talk 
by George Miksch Sutton, President of the Wilson Ornithological 

Club, on some phase of bird art. (Mr. Sutton also is being 
requested to present the illustrated lecture after the banquet 

the next ans 

Other features of the reception will be an exhibition of 

bird paintings by Owen G. Gromme as prepared for his book on 

Wisconsin Birds, exhibition of bird pictures and photographs 

by various ertists for sale and exhibition of commercial bird 

houses, feeding stations and bird books on which orders will be 

taken as a service to members. 

Refreshments will be served at 9:30 P.M. by Memorial Union 

caterers under direction of Mrs. N. R. Barger, who will also 

handle flower decorations of service with help of Sunset Garden 
Club members. 

10:00 P.M. - Officers of the Society will adjourn to adjoin-~ 

ing room for business discussions. 

11:30 P.M. - Activities close for day except for guards 

left to watch exhibits.



’ Proposed Program 2 

Saturday, May 10 

8:00 to 9:00 A.M. - Great Hall - Continued registration and viewing 
: of exhibits 

9:00 A.M. to 12:30 P.il. - Play Circle (Little Theater) - Presentation 
of papers, especially those illustrated with 
movies or slides. President Clarence S. Jung, 
presiding. Intermission from 10:30 to 10:40 AcM. 

12:45 P.M. - Front steps of Memorial inion ~- First group 
i photograph of WSO members 

1:00 to 2:00 P.M. - Tripp Commons - Luncheon served cafeteria style 
for those desiring such service. 

2:00 to 3:30 P.M. - Great Hell - Continuation of presentation of 
papers, President Clarence S. Jung, presiding. 

3:30 to 4:15 P.M. - Business meeting: Reports of committees, 
election of officers, and other business. 
President Clarence §, Jung, presiding. 

4:30 to 5:00 P.M. - "niversity of Wisconsin Library - Private showing 
of notable ornithological books from Thordarson 

collection, including Audubon, Gould, Matnews, 
and others, to members of the Society under super- 
vision of Filbert H, Doane, Director. Also view- 
ing of public exhibition of selected Wisconsin 
literature on ornithology and Kumlien drawings. 

6:15 to 7:40 P.M. - Place to be determined - Convention banquet; 
Cleveland P. Grant, toestmaster, Introduction 
of end short talks by special guests. Banquet 
arrengements under direction of Mrs. R.A.Walker 

and flower arrengements by West Side Garden Club. 

8:00 to 8:15 P.M. - Memoriel "nion Theater - Seating of members and 

public for address of evening. 

8:15 P.M. . Presentation of illustrated lecture on birds 
by George Miksch Sutton, President of the 
Wilson Ornithological Club. Introduction of 
speaker by A. W. Schorger of Madison.



Proposed Program cr 

Sunday, May 11 

Morning - Two bird field trips to be scheduled, one at the 

Wniversity of Wisconsin Arboretum under the super- 

vision of Robert A. McCabe of the Department of 

Wildlife Manegement end another at Wyalusing State 

Park under supervision of N. R. Barger. Arboretum 

trip will be completed early enough to allow for 

driving to Wyslusing State Park for lunch and dedica- 

tion ceremonies. 

11:30 A.M. - Cost luncheon will be served at Wyalusing State 

Park under supervision of Park Superintendent 

Paul A. Lawrence. 

1:00 P.M. - Ceremony of "nveiling of Passenger Pigeon Monument 

on Sentinel Ridge - Introduction of creators and 

builders of the monument by President Clarence S. Jung: 

Phil Sander, Xenosha Co. Conservation Alliance 

Earl G. Wright, Director, Neville Public Museum, 
Green Bay 

Le R. Taylor, President of Loeffelholz Boundry Co. 

Milwaukee 

Paul Lawrence, Supt., Wyalusing State Park 

Introduction of Jay N. Darling, Des Moines, Iowa, 

Honorary President, Iowa Division, IWLA, speaker , 

for the occasion, by Prof. Aldo Leopold, University 

of Wisconsin Department of Wildlife Management. 

3:00 P.M. - Adjourning by this time or earlier for return home, 

 % 

Committee Appointments i 

The following have been appointed chairmen of specified committees: 

Reception - Irven 0. Buss, President, Kumlien Club 

Registration - Mies Ellen Hoffman 

Housing - Mrs, Arthur Koehler 

Art Exhibits - F. R. Zimmerman 

Miscellaneous Exhibits - N. R. Berger 

Student Assistance - John Emlen, Jr. 

Mechanical Arrangements - Frenk Kozlik 

Monument Memorial Booklets - Ben Hubbard 

Librery Exhibit - Gilbert H. Doane 

Banquet - Mre. Re A. Walker— 

Fielda Trips - Robt. A. McCabe and N. R. Barger
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42h University Farm Place 
February 20, 1942 

Mr. Walter Scott 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

I much appreciate the nomination for honorary membership, 
and I would certainly be at the Green Bay meeting but 
for the fact that the Wildlife Conference comes that week 
in Toronto, and I doubt whether I can get back in tide for 
the Green Bay meeting. I.really have no choice about 
attefiding the Toronto Gonference because I am Chairman of 
the Institute's Technical Committee. 

I wish you would explain to Dr, Allen and to the Society 
why I am not there. 

I have heard a lot about Kubichek's pictures and shall 
miss the chance of seeing then. 

Bven if I should get there, there is no predicting when; 
hence I don't think you should count on me for any speech. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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K 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

As you have probably read in one of our recent issues | 

of The Passenger Pigeon, your nane has been recommended by the . 
Executive Committee to be presented to the members of the | 
Wisconsin Society of Ornithology for possible honorary member- | 
ship in the Society. Inasmuch as I would like to carry a short 
sumnary of your ornithological work in a forthcoming issue of ! 
our bulletin, so that members may be aware of your beckground, 
I would greatly appreciate such a summary from you listing a 
few major items such as the length of time you have been in 
your present position at the 'niversity of Wisconsin, a general 
stetement of your work especially field research projects relat- 
ing to birds, and a sumnary of your major publications and 

articles relating to ornithological subjects, As this may be | 

nsed in one of our near future issues, your assistance will be 

appreciated, 

The Society's Fourth Annual Convention will be held at 

the Northland Hotel in Green Rey on April 11 and 12 and as 

Dr. A. A. Allen is to be featured at the banquet and colored | 

notion pictures by Devsing and possibly Kubichek will-also be 

on the program, I hope you are planning to attend and also that 
you will encourage your students to be present if possible. In 
the neer future you will receive ea card requesting information as 

to. whether you would like to present a paper or discussion, and 

as you ere one of the men who will be considered for honorary 

nembership, I felt it might be good if you could give a short talk 

on the order of thet which you presented to the Midwest Wildlife 

Conference et Des Moines recently. It seemed to me that you were 

well aware of the value of bird study in the field as a creative 

end valuable hobby which, to many persons, hes actually supplanted 

hunting es « more edvenced form of hunting itself. A discussion 

of this type tied in with the recreational advantages of the out- 

of-doors aimed et keeping up on morale during war-time would be 

very much to the point, 

Please consider the above as suggestions and be sure that 

we are depending upon your sppport. Respectfully yours, 

‘ WE. Scott



DEERFIELD AREA 

Oct.31, Nov. 7-11,1932 

Description i ee Be Ranerighan 1 Ruy Thee 
Leaders: Dewey, Druggist, Deerfield. “Zechzer Brothers, Farmers. 

Area; 1,820 acres on Koshkonong Creek, Deerfield Township, Dane county. 

Species: Pheasant, Hungarian, Quail, Prairie chicken, Rabbits, 
ducks, jacksnipe. 

Wardens: Andrew Sampson, Soughton. ; 

County Agent: L. J. Merriam, Postoffice Building, Madison. 

Organization: The Deerfield Pheasant Club ( members, $ each) 
has stocked the area, and hence a shooting preserve is impracticable. 
It is proposed to continue on a posted, farmer-permission, free- 
shooting basis, but to ingugurate a ticket system. The farmers, 
however, have not consented to carry out the proposed improvements. 

Appraisal of Range 

This is a good type of combination pheasant and Hun range, except 
that the winter cover lies in large blocks, and is not well dis- 
tributed. It is far enough west to also have quail possibilities. 
The swamp cover is excellent but short of pheasant food; the uplands 
are bare and short of nesting cover for any species. 

Objects of Plan 

To find out whether farmers are willing to improve the range, and 
whether game can be built up, under a ticket system of free shooting. 

If not, then a system of charging outside hunters may be resorted 
to, provided the open season is long enough to produce any revenue. 
This revenue, if obtainable, could be used to reimburse farmers for 
cover, food, and propagation. 

Food Development 

Two or three hoppers and one corn patch are now provided on the 
Zechzer farm, but this is barely sufficient for the Zech zr marsh, 

and leaves the upper marsh unfed. The queil and Hungarians on the 
uplands are unfed, except as cornshocks are accidentally left in the 
fields. 

in 
The 23 food and cover patches called for/the plan would aggregate 
16 acres (less than 1% of the total area) worth about $150 as grain 
on the market. The question is whether the farmers will donate 
this (less likely) or whether the club can find the money to pay for 
it.
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Cover Development ; 

Five of the 23 developments include pheasant nesting cover and 
upland quail cover. Four cover patches Bquire fencing. 

Propagation 

The following plantings have been made: 
19287 "a few settings" 
1928 700 eggs 160 birds cost $75.00 
1929 1100 eggs 200 birds ? 
1930 1000 eggs? 200 birds? 7 
1931 ? - eggs 150 birds ? 
1932 ? eggs 100 birds ? (plus 300 state cocks) 

“610 birds 

Until recent years all birds have been held to 14 weeks, an entirely 
needless expenditure. Release at eight weeks, after unconfined 
rearing with brooder coops, would yield more and better birds at less 

cost. 

Census, 1932 

Zechzer Farm Rest_ of area Total 
(200 acres) 

Pheasant 200 (75 killed) 300? 420? 
Hungarian : 100? 1007 © 
Quail 30 100? 1307 
Prairie chicken (res.) ? 10? 10? 

“660? 

Shooting 

It is said that 40 hunters could be seen at one time on October l, 
1932. The area is rapidly getting a reputation as @ game area, 
so the mob may be expected to steadily increase. A ticket gystem 
is absolutely necessary to prevent over-shooting and to prevent the 
farmers becoming wholly disgusted with having any game at all. 
Charging outsiders for tickets is the second logical step. 

Public Sentiment 

Some of the farmers are apathetic. The projects needs maifly « 
farm - leaders willing to line up the entire community on some 
definite plan. 

Jobs -Deerfield area 

-1. Keep in touch to find if a farm-leader willing to see and 
line up all the farmers has been found (Gigstead) 

ue 2. If so, hold a meeting and explain proposed improvements and 
fi ticket system of handling shooting (Leopold, Gigstead, Grimmer) 

/ 3. Make a drive with volunteer crew to get pheasant census (Gigstead) 
| Get quail and Hun census on snow (Gigstead) 
\ 4. Service farmer - eggs next spring. 

Mes, a! 

GF i Rew fe pa :



KEWASKUM AREA (Proposed) 

Description 

Leader: Joe Eberle, Kewaskum. 

Area: Field Trial Grounds of the Beagle Club. 

Species: Cottontail. 

Warden; R. J. Lake, West Bend. 

County Agent: E. D. Byrns, West Bend. 

Organization: ?. 

' Jobs — Kewaskum area 

iQoue- 1, Call on Eberle and see if he wants a cottontail management 
a, plan made. (Gigstead) 

“ /3, If so, map and plan the area. (Gigstead) 
3. heck map and plan. (Leopold) 

Stay Gherke oP ba wots © gu alacet ( Gigelenet ) 
i ¢ g



PALMYRA MARSH 

(Commercial Preserve) 

Description 

Leaders: 7? 

Area: 3,000 acres in Jefferson county, two miles north of 
Palmyra. 

Species: Pheasant, Prairie chicken. 

Warden? ? 

County Agent: none 

Organization: Possible farmer-cooperative open to the public for 
a fee. 

Most of these farms are already posted. If a leader can be found, 
they might organize and form either a shooting preserve or a 
closed group, in either event open to the public for a fee. An- 
other possibility is leasing by the state as a public shooting 
ground. 

Jobs - Palmyra area 

LQyrarre 1. Look at area and determine whether there are any leaders. 

(Gigstead) 
2. Call a meeting and explain possibilites. (Leopold and Gigstead) 

7 

; 

)



BEYER SHOOTING PRESERVE (Marquette county, Nov. 2) 

This is not proposed as a demonstration area because it is already 

a going private project, but it was visited for the purpose of gathering | 

pointers on the operation of other areas. 

Mr. Otto Beyer, Briggsville, has leased about 4,000 acres at five 

cents per acre. The tract lies along the bottoms of Neenah Creek, and 

consists of marsh, oak timber, and farmland very well interspersed. The 

weak point of the biological lay-out is the scarcity of seed-bearing weeds 

except on fertilized soils. Excellent rag weed and smartweed grows where 

the sandy soil has been limed. 

Thereare, in addition to pheasants, a good stock of prairie chickens, 

ruffed grouse, deer, quail, and rabbits, and a few woodcock, pith ian 

jacksnipe. 

Beyer charges $75 for 25 pheasants and has filled his membership. 

The resulting figure of $3.00 per bird killed may be tentatively accepted 

as establishing the commercial value of a bagged pheasant on preserves. 

There is little complaint from local residents over this preserve. 

It may possibly be made a field trial area for the pheasant dog futurity, 

in which event local people will doubtless prize the venture as an econ- 

omic asset to the community. 

In my opinion the technical problems are all met except that of 

cheaply improving the soil on food patches, so they will bear either 

grain or food weeds. It is suggested that soy beans may be the answer. 

It would be well to consult the agricultural college on the best soil 

fertilizing food plants for this area. 

, =
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ROME SHOOTING PRESERVE (Proposed) 

(Nov. 18, 1932) 

Description 

Leaders: F. A. Albertus, Rome (Hotel); Walter Reed, farmer, 
Chairman Township Board. 

Areat Albertus farm one and one-half miles southeast of Rome, 
and 1,000 acres (7?) of surrounding farms. 

Species: Pheasant, Hungarian, ducks, prairie chicken. 

Warden: ?. 

County Agent: None. Frank H. Everson, Jefferson, is county 
club agent. 

Organization: A shooting preserve, operated as a mutual or 
cooperative to protect farms from trespass and to improve 
shooting for its members, is proposed. 

Appraisal of Range 

The highest type of southern Wisconsin marshes interspersed 
with rich farms. 

Jobs — Rome area 

1. See Albertus after deer season and advise him how to 
eo proceed with organization. If organized, map the area 
( and draw development plan. 

hn 
iQ Owe, bn anet. . : 
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A MT. TOM SHOOTING PRESERVE (License No. 11) 

Nov. 12-14, 1932 

Description: 

Leaders: Frank O'Neill and Oberg of Burlington. 

Area: Head of Hoosier Creek in Dover and Burlington townships in 
Racine, Brighton township in Kenosha County. Present area 1754 
acres; probably will expand by next year, possibly to include 
all farms between Highways 120 and 43 west to Burlington. 

Species: Pheasant, Hungarian, rabbit. 

Wardens: Arthur J. Peterson, Racine; W. A. Ozburn, Kenosha. 

County Agent: None, but E. A. Polley, Agricultural High School, 
Rochester, is much interested and fulfills the same function. 

Organization: Membership consists entirely of farmers, who shoot 
without charge. All outsiders are charged $2.00 per day with a 
bag limit of 2 cocks. Started in 1932. The hope is to realize 
enough income from shooting fees to reimburse farmers for birds 
raised, and possibly for a land rental; also to cover signs and 
other miscellaneous expenses. 

Appmisal of Range 

Much grass cover was grazed down during the fall drouth, but in an 
ordinary year this area has better cover, exceptionally well broken 
up and distributed. Plenty of corn is raised, but this year it has 
been all cut, so shocks rather than standing corn will have to be 
relied on for winter feeding. Nesting cover for pheasants is availe 
able in swamps, but for Hungarians nesting cover is poor due to the 
bareness of the uplands. 

Objects of Development Plan 

It is impossible to shoot the 75 per cent of releases’ allowed by 
the state. The first object, then, is to build up such an abundant 
stand of wild pheasants that the allotted 75 per cent can be killed 
and still heave plenty of wild hunting stock. Another object is to 
built up the Hungarians, which occupy several large open flats not 
suited to pheasants, and also to increase rabbits. 

The desired increase in pheasants and Huns can be brought about by 

(1) Building up food and cover in the parts now short of one or 
both, so that every forty becomes productive. 

(2) Preventing scattering by means of early fall feeding, and 
refuges closed to shooting. 

Refuges 

The Hoeffner forty, which contains a small but dense tamarack swamp, 

.
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should be closed to all shooting at all times. In addition there 

should be a temporary forty-acre refuge around each of the particular 

farmhouses where pheasants are raised, so as to delay the scattering 

of the artificial birds until late in the season. These artificial 

birds should be fed at the point where raised until they scatter 

(about October 15 or November 1). If there is no cover around the 

farmhouse, an acre of cornstalks should be left standing to hold 

the birds. 

Food Development. 

This should seek not merely to prevent starvation, but to hold and 

; attract a large stock of birds, as widely distributed as possible. 

For this purpose standing corn, especially if weedy, is mucR superior 

to feeding stations or barnyards. Each such food patch should be 

1/4 to 1/2 acre in size, and if possible should be surrounded by & 

larger patch of standing stalks from which the ears have been picked » 

This year, since the corn is already all cut, it is too late to 

leave standing corn, so shocks should be left in the field at the 

positions indicated on the map; 3 or 4 shocks for the smaller stations 

and 6 for the larger. A shock should be opened after each snowstorm. 

Food should be immediately adjacent to cover if far from woods. If 

near woods it is best to leave a blank space between to prevent 

squirrels taking too much. 

The food locations indicated on the map go according to this yearts 

location of corn. As crops rotate, the locations from year to year 

must follow the corn, but they will still serve the same patch of 

winter cover. Where important cover is surrounded by permanent 

pastures, the food patch will have to be fenced. Such special 

food patches are solid red on the map. 

: Where fall grazing of livestock prevents leaving standing unpicked 

corn, pick it, let the stock graze, and then in winter replenish 

with shocks. The weed seeds in the standing stalks are thus avail- 

able as "bait" to prevent scattering of birds off the preserve. 

Some special food patches are located on lew peaty land. For these 

I suggest that Sudan grass be tried, instead of corn. Mr. Polley 

should be consulted on this. 

Cover Development. 

Pheasants nest in marshes when not too Wet, and also in dense brushy 

fencerows. Neither of these are used by Hungarians. Hence on the 

barer parts of the preserve certain fencerows should be widened to 

10 feet so as to provide grass for Hungarian nesting. Certain ditch. 

bank cover should also be widened. All this is to keep Hungarian 

nests out of hayfields, where they are destroyed by the mower. 

The remaining cover developments are mainly to enlarge certain covers 

now too small to winter pheasants. 

To encourage rabbits, all farmers should be asked to leave their 

brushpiles from this winter's wood-cutting unburned. It might also 

be well to put a small stack of clover or alfalfa in each food patch.
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Propagation 

This year some of the 190 birds released were raised off the area, 

and held confined to a very late date. We recommend that next year 

all propagation be done on the preserve, and all birds encouraged to 

"go wild" as soon as they are sbie to leave the hen (8 weeks). Their 

gradual release into the shooting area is better accomplished by 

refuges than by keeping them penned up. 

In case the preserve is enlarged, it is intended to getsome competent 

game farmer to locate his plant on the preserve, thus getting the 

benefit of his "leakage." This would be good, especially if he could 
act as the operator of the whole project. 

We recommend against the release of blacks, mutants, or other stock 

which would further hybridize the present stock. 

Shooting 

So far the register shows only 28 birds killed, all cocks. Most were 

killed within 3 days after October 15. The preserve was closed during 

the regular open season. Presumably about 140 tags were issued. 
Additional shooting this year is being discouraged, as birds seem to 

be not very plentiful. The policy is quite evidently very conservative. 

All of the shooting tickets sold to ovpiders went to Racine and Kenosha 

hunters. As many as 15 hunters were on the preserve during the three 

days of active shooting. We believe such heavy shooting while the 

surrounding area was closed must have pushed many birds out. We rec- 

ommend that next year not to exceed five outside hunters be allowed 

at one time, that at least half of each week be a rest period, that 
refuges be established as already described, and that a "bait" crop 

of kaffir, Sudan grass or weedy corn be grown on each refuge. 

Public Sentiment 

The farmer-members are highly pleased with the protection afforded 

by the preserve, and many are strongly interested in the development 

program. There is little adverse criticism from non-members,-—less 
than against the Eagle Lake Preserve, which has no farm members. 

Acreage to Game 

This table summarizes the new acreage to be devoted to game: 

Mt. Tom Shooting Preserve 
Racine & Kenosha Counties 

Farm Acreage of Food Cover Improve— Total Acreage 
Farm Stations ments (acres) of Improve- 

Number Acres ments 

1. B.Gleason 200 2 1/4 os 1/2 

2. O'Neill Bros. 200 4 : --- ZL 
3. T.J.Conningham 80 0 Shade sone 

4. H.Karatensen 80 
Warren Bros. 306 2 1/2 Be Le te 2-1/4 

5. Warren Bros. a 1/4 3 4/8 1-1/4 
6. A. Graben 20 1 1 1/2 
7, 8. McCarty 178 1 1/2 1 3/4 

H. Oberg 100 iL 1/2 1/2 
8. H. Hoefner 40 a 1/4 1/4
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Farm Acreage of Food Cover Improve- Total acreage 
farm Stations ments (acres) of improve- 

: Number Acres ments 

9. C. Westby 80 - - - 0 
10. J. Leach 450 2 1/2 8 1/2 2 

McCarty 20 ~ - _ 0 
11. J. McCarty 10 = = - 0 

11 farmers 1,754 acres 1l5sta's. 44 acres 42 acres 9 acres 

It is evident that the acreage thus to be given over to game is 
less than one per cent of the total acreage. 

Jobs — Mt. Tom area 

_-l. Check installation of feeding stations this winter. (Gigstead) 
' ,8. Census game now on preserve by counting tracks in snow to get 
f present stock, and to verify whether pheasants have been pushdd 

le out by concentrated shooting. (Gigstead) 
/ 3. Assemble posts andold wire for spring fencing. (Gigstead) 

| 4. Take Mr. Polley over area. Give him technical advice on 
| / -proposed 4-H Club project. See if needed equipment can be | /( loaned from State Game Farm. (Gigstead) 
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WEST BEND AREA (Proposed) 

Nov. 1, 16, 1932 

Description 

Leaders: Armand Langenbach, West Bend Aluminum Co.,West Bend. 

Area; Mr. Langenbach proposed Theresa Marsh, 3,000 acres, but 
this is too large and contains absentee ownership. It would 
require a paid operation, and no funds are at hand. Theresa 
Marsh is more suitable for a public shooting ground. If not 
so developed it will eventually be taken as a private club. 

Species: (Theresa Marsh) Pheasant, prairie chicken, ducks. 

Warden: R. J. Lake, West Bend. 

County Agent: E. D. Byrns, West Bend. 

Organization: ?. 

Appraisal of Situation 

Washington county has two types of range: (1) large marshes 
(2) upland farms. 

The large marshes offer excellent chances for game management, 
put work cannot start without funds. 

The upland farms contain tamarack swamps for winter cover, but 
are exceptionally bare of feed. Game on these farms is very scarce. 
Mr. Langenbach estimates that only 150 pheasants were killed in 
the whole county during the 1932 season. There is hittle chance 
for improvement until farmers are organized in some way to provide 
winter food. 

They could probably be induced to organize a shooting preserve, 
but this would leave out the large local sportsmen's club which 
helped stock the county. Cheap shooting could not be delivered t6 
club members without a state subsidy, in the form af a free plant- 
operator. 

The pressure of city hunters is too heavy to make free shooting 
a@ practicable remedy for any long period of time. 

The nearest approach to a solution is: (1) fee-cooperative farmer 
preserves on areas as yet unstocked, or (2) refuges, posting, 
and free hunting-by-permission as a temporary solution for stocked 
areas. Once a public shooting ground is established on Theresa 
Marsh, the state could justifiably push preserves, even on stocked 
areas.
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Jobs - West Bend ° 
ie Ce & pot Latin ane 

fre Call on Langenbach, Byrns, and Chase to see if they have found 
/ any farmer-group which wants to Mahead. Gigstead) 

/ 2 If so, make a map and plan. (Gigstead) 

‘\ “4 oo ly ng, 

\ Me ase pis. ¥ ;



$ BRILLION GAME REFUGE 

(Nov. 16-17, 1932) 

Description 

Leaders: Ernest Behnke and Joe Eckers, secretary and president 

of Calumet County Sportsmen's Club, Brillion, Wisconsin. 

Area: Brillion Refuge, 720 acres. (Sample of 20,000 acres of farms 

around Brillion leased by Club.) 

Species: Cottontail, pheasant, ruffed grouse, prairie chicken, 

squirrel, snowshoe rabbit. : 

Warden: John Egan, Manitowoc. 

County Agent: H. J. Weavers, Manitowoc. 

Organization: The club holds legal leases of shooting rights 

on 20,000 acres for which it pays $1.00 per farm. Hunting on 

the leased area is confined to members, who pay $1.00 dues per 

year. Non-members mayhunt by joining the club. 

Appraisal of Range 

The uplands throughout Calumet County are pare in winter, being 

all grazed or plowed. Corn is small, scarce, and all hauled to 

the barn or in the silo. Hence on the uplands winter cover and 

feed is non-existent, and nesting cover is scarce. There is little 

or no game except squirrels. 

Along the streams, however, there are large undrained syamps, 

formerly covered with cedar and temarack and now grown to small 

aspen, alder, willow, red dogwood, soft maple, and cedar, some- 

times with an undergrowth of weeds. These swamps furnish year long 

range for ruffed grouse, and would be good winter range for cotton- 

tail and pheasant if sufficient food patches were placed along 

their edges. Certail@timbered sections of the swamps are year- 

round chicken range, but could be greatly improved by food patches. 

The swamps, however, are often too wet for nesting, hence the 

second requirement for an upland game crop is a system of nesting 

coverts onthe adjoining uplands. 

Objects of Development Plan 

For the purpose of illustrating the nature of the proposed system 

of winter food patches and upland nesting coverts, a development 

plan has been drawn for a sample area consisting of 720 acres 

included within the two sections of the Brillion Game Refuge. 

Since the club is operated on meagre funds, the plan calls for 

only such acreage of upland nesting coverts as farmers might 

contribute free of charge, or for a very small remuneration. 

Cottontails and pheasants are the principal species in mind,
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Pheasants are not yet @ proven success, although they have 
increased remarkably since plantings began in 19. A few are 
said to have survived without feeding during the hard winter of 
1928-29. If a fair stock can be made to survive the next hard 
winter and the coming cycle, they may be considered a dependable 
bird for this county. 

Because of the distance from large cities, paid shooting or 
shooting preserves are not yet needed or desired. ‘he immediate 
objective is the expansion of the present system of nearly—free 
public shooting, safeguarded by a widely scattered series of swamp 
refuges, most of which can be smaller than the Brillion refuge here 
mapped. 

Census 

There is no way to estimate the number of cottontails, but bags 
of half a dozen per day (with beagles) are usual, There are pos- 
sibly 25 to 50 pheasants and 100 to 200 ruffed grouse on the 720 
acres covered by the map. 

There are said to be two or three deer in the swamp. If they 
should increase, maintenance of food patches would be difficult. 

Food Development 

A one-half acre patch of corn and a small stack of clover 
or alfalfa for rabbits should be installed at each of a system of 
stations located at half-mile intervals along all the main swamps. 
In certain spots which are good for rabbits but unattractive to 
birds, the corn may be dispensed with and hay only provided. 

At the present time the clubleases and cultivates a special food 
patch of three acres near the center of Section 34, where corn 
and buckwheat are grown. This grain is cut and transported to 
feeding stations, but the amounts at each station are too small. 
During the present winter hoppers for birds, plus hay for rabbits, 
must be substituted for the patches which can be started next year. 

In cutting their woodlots, farmers should be asked not to cut 

ironwood undergrowth because of the value of the buds for ruffed 

grouse. 

The proposed clover hay for cottontails is an innovation and this 
avea should be regarded as an experiment to test its value and the 
best method of arranging the stacks so that the rabbits have access 
to them. 

Where food patches must be placed on peaty land, the county agent 
should be sonsulted as to the best kind of grain. On such land, 
Sudan grass or stacked buckwheat might be better thancorn. 

Nesting Cover Development 

There are few upland potholes, hence the simplest nesting cover 

is a 10-foot fence in which bluegress, sweet clover, or weeds of
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the preceding year‘s growth have been allowed to stand. 

Propagation 

The farmer-egg system is used and should be continued, but 
much greater success would be secured if the farmers literally 
followed the department's booklet and better still if they had 
technical instruction. Some birds have been held in pens much 
longer than necessary. 

We recommend against the release of blacks, mutants, or other 
stock which would further hybridize the present stock. 

Shooting 

There has been no open season on pheasants. Ruffed grouse 
were kept closed this year, but their great abundance would 
indicate that it would have been just as well to shoot them, 
since the cycle will decimate them anyhow within one or two years. 

Public Sentiment 

The leadership of this organization is especially energetic. 
Farmer sentiment toward its operations seems to be favorable. 

Jobs - Brillion area 

1. Check nesting coverts on ground beforeasking farmers to 
install them, since time was lacking to pick them care- 
fully. If negzessary extend map to show locations. (Gigstead) 

8. Take County. Agent and warden over the proposed developments, 
to get their advice and help. LSigetene) 

5. Get further check on census by ask ng local workers to 
count tracks at feeding stations. (Gigstead) 

4. Consider need of a state waterfowl refuge at Grass Lake. 
(Gigstead) 

5. Instruct farmers how to handle eggs. (Gigstead) 
6. Fill in date and numbers of pheasants planted by club. (Gigstead)



OMRO SHOOTING PRESERVE (Proposed) 

Nov. 19, 1932 

Description 

Leaders: Howard Reed, c/o Clyde Terrell, Oshkosh. 

Area: 3,000 acres in and adjacent to the Fox River bottoms 
above Omro, Winnebago county. . 

Species: Pheasant, prairie chicken, quail, mallard, jacksnipe, 
ruffed grouse (35, woodcdck. 

Warden: Arthur Chase, Box 351, Oshkosh. 

County Agent: O. P. Cuff, Oshkosh. 

Organization: Farmer-cooperative shooting preserve, financed 
by the sale of a limited number of city memberships (7 pheasants 
guaranteed for $25) 

Appraisal of Range 

The lower bottoms near the river provide ample winter cover and 

need only a system of food patches, plus possibly a few grazed 

pastures to break up the large continuous areas of grass. The 

adjacent uplands are quite bare, and need a system of nesting 

coverts. 

These bottoms cannot be shot without dogs. 

Propagation 

It is proposed to propagate bifds in a central plant to be 

operated by Reed. 

Jobs - Omro Preserve 

1. Reed says (Nov. 19) enough farmers and city members are 

10 already signed up to assure project. Hence the next step is to 

“ut wap the area and designate the developments. (Gigstead) 
2. Check map, plan, and address local farmers meeting. (Leopold) 
3. Census .the area during snow. (Gigstead and Reed) 

4, Take local county agent and wardens over the area. (Gigstead 
and Reed)
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SUMMARY OF GAME DEMONSTRATIONS FR lyre 

Nov. 28, 1932 

Interviewdd Examined Mapped Showed Cooperators 

Vv Mt. Tom x x x x 

=x Appleton = zx x x 

Me) ae Brillion x = x 

VY ‘Rome x 

Richland x x 

Kewaskum x x 

x West Bend xx x 

Y=‘ Omro x x oa °d 

x Deerfield x x x 

Spring Green 

Palmyra 

VY Beyer Preserve x % 

i icocmmmr tm Oe x a. i 
Pending - 12 8 6 3 z 

Pobetr Cerro. 

Of the 12 areas; 4 are shooting preserves 
4 are private farm groups open to the public free of charge 

Wwevel Co 2 are proposed public shooting grounds, to be open for a fee 

- Ore i cs : po ps ge oe undetermined 
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Dee. 15, 1932 

Mr. Paul Kelleter 
Director of Conservation 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Kelleter: 

On account of pre-existing engagements in other states, 

I ceased working for you on November 22, at which time I submitted: 

1. A detailed report on each of 12 areas (see spot map). 
2. A job-list for Gigstead to follow for each area. 

On returning to Madison December 12, I went over 
Gigstead's work with Grimmer and we foond he had made good progress 
while working alone. ‘The status of the job as of December 12 was: - 

: 14 areas under consideration 
9 areas examined 
5 areas mapped, with development plans 
3 areas complete to date 

The weather has now turned so risky for field work that 
I propose to conserve the balance of my 60 days! employment until 
spring, spending only such time as necessary to carry out out- 
standing promises, and to advise Gigstead. Until I rejoin him in 
the field, he is to focus his attention on general promotion of 
winter-feeding, both on the pending areas and elsewhere. Mr. Grimmer 

and I have made out a new job-list for this. 

We find that most winter-feeding operations are so 
unskillfully contucted that Gigstead can spend the entire winter 
very profitably in simply instructing wardens on one sample area 
in each warden district. Gigstead,in short, will take over the 
instructional function heretofore discharged by Schmidt. Schmidt 

has already organized the work in the Babcock territory, as here- ; 

tofore. 

Gigstead may now be considered as having proven his j 

fitness on the technical end of the job. His sicill in public | 
relations can only be determined by the outcome of the work he .



2 Kelleter 12/15/32 

does while in the field alone. My spring check-up will show 
what the outcome has been. 

I am sending copies of this to Messrs. Noyes, Grimmer, 
Schmidt, and Gigstead. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

= AL/vh



: Supplemental Report On j Feb 28,1933 

i ’ SPRING GREEN PUBLIC SHOOTING GROUND 

Franklin Schmidt and Leopold looked this over further on Jan 2lt, 

The bottoms south and west of Spring Green cannot be developed because 

the land available on their edges is so sandy that it will not raise 

food patches. 

. The bottoms above Spring Green,however,would probably raise food 

at the edge of the bench. It is recommended that Johnson find out 

whether there is any farmer, strategically located with respect to ; 

good ground,who would derve a caretaker of a small experimental paid- 

shooting graound. The idea is to give fee-public-shooting a small-scale 

trial. If such a man can be found, then a development plan can be 

made provided the land is available at a low rental. 

The jobs are? 

I. Is there a suitable man on a suitable area? (Johnson) 

2. Look up rental rates(Leopold) 

3. Make Development Plan (Glgstead and Leopold)



SPRING GREEN AREA 

(Proposed Public Shooting Ground, Iowa County, Nov. 4) 

Description 

Leaders: Town leader - George Johnson, district game warden, 

Richland Center. 
Farm leader - land not farmed. 

Area; Several thousand acres of sandy bottoms on the north 

bank of the Wisconsin River between Lone Rock and Spring Green. 

Species: 32 wild turkeys were planted in 1930; 60 in 1931; 

92 in 1932. Several spring-fed sloughsafford some breeding and 

shooting area for ducks. Quail, prairie chickens, deer, and 
pheasants could be developed. 

Appraisal 

This is one of the few large areas suitable for a variety of 
game which could probably be leased at a very low figure as a 
public shooting ground. There are less than half a dozen in- 
habited farms. The status of the idle land was not looked up, 
but the upper bottoms probably consist of miscellaneous holdings, 
many of them reverted, and the lower bottoms are probably owned 
largely by the Wisconsin Light and Power Company. The feasibility 
of the project would hinge on the willingness of the county and the 
power company to contribute their holdings free or at a very low 
rate. 

The installation of food patches would develop many chickens and 
quail, and would take care of the turkey stock. Pheasant plantings 
near these patches would soon build up a heavy population along the 

edge of the lower bottoms. Suitable refuges would greatly increase 
the local ducks. A public shooting ground open on pheasants and 
ducks all fall could doubtless be partially supported by an entrance 

fee of $1.00 per man per day. 

Jobs — Spring Green area 

1. See Wise msin Power & Light Co. on their attitude - Leopold. 
8. Make map, plan and cost estimate - Leopold, Gigstead, Johnson. 
5. Check map} plan, and cost estimate - Leopold. 
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Supplemental Report on Feb 28,1933 

RICHLAND ARBA 
This area ras mapped Jan 9-I3 by Leopold and Gigstead,end on Jan 24 

Leopold and Schmidt met with the farmers at Ithaca High School. The 

understanding was that Mre Kilkelly would watch for any interest among ‘ 

; farmers,and let us know if we were needed. In any event I told Mr.John 

Durst that I would recommend state recognition of his farm provided 

he carried out the improvements indicated on his own land and enough of 

the neighboring lands to make an area of worth while size. 

The remaining jobs are: 

I. Census the Durst place and surrounding farms likely to be in. 

(Gigstead and Johnson) 

2. Arrange for installation of cover and food improvements. 
‘ (Gigstead and Johnson) 

} I spoke to Mre Grimmer about fox control but he said no state work 

was possible. Hence any of this work found to be necessary in the futurew 

will have to be done by the farmers. f 

.



TA Cis t cess Cop’ fw. ele ole \ ITHACA AREA 

Jiscurisni Gvieur'vation Commission 

a January 9-13, 1933. 

Description: 

Leaders: Harry P. Kilkelly, Agricultural High School, Ithaca 
J. W. Durst, farmer, Ithaca 

Area; Secs. 22 and 27, Ithaca Township (T10N, R2E), Richland 
County. 920 acres mapped; can be expended as desired. 
Represents the upland type of quail range. The creek 
bottom type is probably more promising, but of lesser 
extent. 

Species: Quail, rabbit, squirrel, pheasant, ruffed grouse, 
Hungarian Partridge (7). 

Warden: George Johnson, Richland Center. 

County Agent: None. Harry P. Kilkelly of Agricultural High 
School is interested. 

Orgenizetion: None asyet. Farmers meeting to be held 
January 24. 

Appraisal of Range: 

This is natural quail country, but grass and winter food 
is lacking. Brush is still present but is gradually bert J grazed out. The range must be largely rebuilt to oan quail in any Mumbers. Pheasants will never increase greatly due to the lack 
of marshy land. 

Objects of Development Plan: 

It is desired to prove whether a shootable quail population 
can be built up and maintained, and at what cost in land and care. If this can be done, then it is proposed to encourage groups of . farmers to go into quail production and lease or sell limited 
shooting privileges under special open seasons applying only to 
the producing area. 

4n equivalent area of Creek Bottom should also be tested, provided a group of farmers can be found who are willing to make 
the test. ! 

Food and Cover Devdopment; 

There is any amount of nesting range, but very little 
winter range, because: 

1. Grazing has removed grass from the brush. 

2. The hilly topography makes north slopes uninhabitable 
in winter. 

3. All the grain is cut and most of the weed food grazed out.
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Management begins with the fencing of small patches of 
grass end grain as winter headquarters for each proposed covey. 
Since 22 of the 26 patches must ordinarily provide both grass, 
grain and additional brush, they must average at least an acre 
in size. Ordinarily, though, the grass and brush can be grown 

, on steep south slopes not valuable as pasture. Often they can 
be located on eroding gullies, and thus help to check erosion. 
Sixteen patches need to be fenced. 

The upland or chards are the most promising part of this 
mapped area. 

The map indicates 26 possible coveys on 920 acres — 
one bird per three acres. 

Census: 

The lack of snow has made it impossible to census the 
area, but the present population is very low; probably less 
than five covies per square mile. The present population on 
Creek Bottoms is probably much higher due to superior grass 
cover, but these are handicapped as management areas because 
they are all intersected by public highways. 

Predators: Foxes (both species) are numerous. It is improbable that 
they take any heavy toll of the present thin quail population 
but equally probable that they would exert increasing pressure 
as the quail density built up. Henee fox control is recommended. 
This should be contributed by the state. There is at present no 
great abundance of either mice or rabbits, but these should be 
carefully watched and fox control not carried beyond the point 
of a tolerable rodent population. 

It is not improbable that ground squirrels exert some 
pressure on quail eggs. Summer observations should be made on 
this question. 

Jobs — Ithaca Area: 

1. Take Mr. Kilkelly over mapped area January 24 (Leopold, 
Gigstead, Johnson) 

2. Hold farmers meeting January 24 (Leopold). 

3. Make final selection of test farms, with advice of Mr. Kilkelly 
(Gigstead and Johnson) Extend map if necessary. 

4. Make census of final area (Gigstead and Johnson). 

5. Arrange for installation of cover and food patches (Gigstead 
and Johnson). 

6. Arrange for fox control (Gigstead and Johnson).



RICHLAND AREA " t 
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(Richland County, Nov.4) yo" \v 
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Description 

Town Leader: George Johnson, district game warden; George 
Zwicker, president former I. W. L. A.chapter; farm leader, ‘ 
John Durst. 

Area: Durst farms, about 1,000 acres on county trunk T, five 
miles east of Richland Center. 

Species: Main species, quail. Incidental species, ruffed grouse, 
pheasant, Hungarian partridge (plant made in 1929), rabbits. 

County Agent: none, but of Agricultural High School, 
Ithaca, may be interested. 

Appraisal of Range 

There is any amount of land as good or better than this and now 
stocked at about one quail per 10 acres. This area is selected 

because of the owner's interest in game and because the adjoining 

farme owned by his relatives make it possible to block out an 
area of adequate size. 

At present there is no active interest in quail on the part of 
either farmers or sportsmen because no one has dogs and there 
was little successful hunting, even during the 1932 open season. 
Financial cooperation by local sportsmen's groups is made impos- 
sible by their lack of funds and their greater interest in pheas- 
ants. The farmers, however, might be appealed to on the ground 
of future revenue from quail shooting, provided they are not asked 

to bear any cash expense. They may be willing to furnish land, 
labor, limited quantities of grain and old wire, but new wire, 
grain in large amounts, or material acreage for food or cover may 
have to be paid for by the state. 

There is an agricultural high school at the village of Ithaca near 

this area. The 4-H club attached to this school may participate 

in the project. 

It was agreed that Johnson would sound out the probable willing- 
negs of the Durst community to take this up, and if favorable, we 

would then map the ground, specify the proposed improvements, and 

hold a meeting to get their final assent. This would make a site 
for field trials after being developed. 

Jobs - Richland Center area 

1. Keep in touch with Johnson as to.attitude of Durst. (Gigstead) 
WQoue 8. If favorable, map and plan the area. Estimate costs to be 

met by state. (Gigstead) 
3. Check map plan, and cost estimate:.. (Leopold) 

: 4. Census the area in tracking snow. (Gigstead and Johnson)



art PARDEEVILLE AREA 

(March 2, 1933) 

Description 

Leaders; Pardeeville Conservation Club; Earl Clark, President, 
Lawrence Tunison, Secretary; R. Colburn. Also local farmers. 

Area: Wyocena (Town 12 N., Range 10 &.) and Springdale (Town 12 N., 
— 11 £) townships, Columbia county. At least 6,000 acres of 
good pheasant range isavailable, all of which has sufficient cover 
and enough food for present number of birds. Low marshy sandy loam. 
How much is to be managed is not as yet determined. 

Species: Pheasants, quail, rabbits, squirrels, ruffed grouse, 
prairie chicken, occasional ducks, a few deer. 

Warden: E. L. Alderman, Portage. 

County Agent: Harold Hovde, Portage. 

Organization: Pardeeville Conservation Club. 

Appraisal of Range 

This area has more pheasajt and quail cover, better dispersed, than 
any other large block of range of comparable size in southeastern 
Wisconsin, consisting largely of low land, although of a vo enough 
level to make good nesting area and winter roosting favorable. 
Possibilities of development almost unlimited. ‘The farm land, 
though sandy, is good enough to raise good grain and weeds for food 
patches. Rated on its adaptability for a public shooting ground, 
as compared with other localities, it stands as follows: 

“hott Green Pardeeville 

Present stock of birds t 5 
Cover: Amount 1 3 2 

Quality 2 3 1 
Interspersion 2 3 1 

Fertility for food patches A 3 2 : 
Probable rental per acre 3 2 2 
Distance from populated area 1 3 2 
Loeal sportsmen interest 2 3 a 
Local farmer interest 2 3 a 
Variety of game 3 2 a 

Objects of Development Plan 

Get local sportsmen to cooperate with farmers, systemize and 
regulate shooting, farmers to post land and charge small fee per 
bird during open season. The object would be to encourage the 
farmers to act as custodians to birds on their property and limit 
the shooting as they see fit. It is desired to prove that an abun- 
dant stock of birds can be developed by posting, oP and limiting 
the kill. These things can be done under any or all of the following
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types of organization: 

a) Licensed sere preserve (cooperative plan). 
b) Fee public shooting on posted group of farms. 
¢) State-leased public shooting snout open for a fee. 

There is room for any or all of these. The loeal leaders have 
been advised to start with plan (b}, also with plan (a) if they 

_ 80 wish. Plan (c) can only be started by the state. 

Food and Cover Development 

Due to the fact that this is not a popular dairy community and the 
area alresy has a natural and good supply of cover, enough to 
increase the bird population many times, the only important factor 
would be to supply more winter feed and check vermin damages. 

Together with natural growth of weeds, a 1/8 acre food patch makes 
desirable combination; although field corn is very good, popeorn and 
sweet corn are preferred. Undoubtedly affir corn would grow well 
inthis vicinity and would bebetter for quail. It is also easier to 
plant, it can be broadeast. Growhoma test planting should be tried 
on this soil. 

Sensus: 

In one small 1/8 acre patch of corn, combined with smartweed and 
good cover, five hen phéasanits, one cock pheasant, and 14 quail 
were flushed. 

Predators: 

4 cock pheasant attacked in the neck, undoubtedly by an owl, was 
discovered in roosting ground. As a commercial o~—_ breeder in 
this county reports an abundance of owls (great horned) this may 
be the reason for considerable mortality emong the pheasants in tis 
location. It is advisable to take stéps in trapping horned owls to 
determine their abundance. 

Propagation 

The present stock of pheasants has resulted from the following 
plantings: 

Probable 
Year State Birds State Eges Private Eggs Total Release 

1927 100 71 
1928 100 44 

1929 250 100? 300 
1930 250 1007? 300 

toad a 100 100 # | 3 2 00 

At the present time propagation is by farmer-eggs, obtained 
partly from the state and partly from a small pen of birds 
obtained in Pardeeville by the club.
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Looal Attitude 
The success of any plan such as (a), (b), or (¢) depends on the 
local attitude. The area is remarkable chiefly by reason of the 
admission of town sportsmen that the farmer muct be compensated 
in some way for the use of his land, as well as for grain, improve- 
ments, etc. Very few small town groups see this far ahead. The 
farmers are inclined to expect both reimbursement for improvements 
and fees for trespass, but they are not very prosperous and both 
will probably be obtainable at a very moderate rate. 

Diagnosis 

The a has abundant winter cover, sufficient mooing cover, 
but nowinter food, except two hoppers and two food patches instal~ 
led this year. Grain had been scattered by hand in a few addition- 
al places, but such nage 8 has little value. Food alone is needed 
to make this range very productive. 

Probably predators, such as horned owls, will have to be controlled 
as soon as abundance of game begins to build up. 

Jobs 

1. Ge decisionss to area to be covered by plan (a) (b) or both. 
( Gigstead) 

2. Make development plen for such area. (Gigstead) 
3. Get devision from department as to whether plan (¢c) is to be 

tried. (keopold)



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Teddies Buslgat 
Pardeeville Public Shooting Grounds 

(preliminery—plaas)— 

This plan assumes that 10,000 acres will be available 
in a solid block or nearly so,at a flat rate of $.04 

i per acre per year. If so the following budget is proposed 
& for the first year: 

Signs : 
18 miles of boundary,with a sign every 300 feet,17 
signs per mile,400 signs at ¢.20 each{cost in place) 
of signs for two years $80.00, cost per year...$40.00 

Land rental: 
10,000 acres at $.04 per acre...... cece cee ce es 0400.00 

Deputy warden for patrol, (Sept. to Dec.).......300.00 

Restocking: 
500 pheasants for first year only,farmers 
to rear birds from state eggs thereafter, 
COSe Per DITA. J. s6eeeecee.s-+- $1.00 each. ....500.00: Sami ee 

Rearing: 

ae Done by farmers from 1000 eggs furnished at te 
LV PeLOUDER GPE og. ee ee ee a 100,00 © }¥e@1060 

Assuming 500 birds are raised at$$50 per 150.00 
20a. 

Winter feeding: 
Wonstavions at $3.00 each. .......ccc wee eee oo e885.00 : 
Total investiment for state first year......$ 1675.00 

Reimbursements-— 

Shooting days: 
200 on preserve now 
500 to be planted 
300 from Farmers eggs 

\ 4,000 total pheasant plant,500 cocks, 
Estimating 400 man-days at $1.00 each,......... $400.00 
Rabbits,Quail,ducks, 200 man-days at $1.00...... 200.00 
Total reimbursement for first FORD. wo sw wis wee ess ce OOOL00 

ROBUTALLONS ¢ ¢ cundanp prin Sulliteginely 3% 

Shooting-to be allowed from October lst toJanuary lst 
Fridays to hbupbays only. Bag limit,1 cock pheasant 
-5quail,5 rabbits,5 squirrels, 5 ducks or mixed 
bag to include not over 5 birds, 

i Ae pica te \ rik’ SOON Oe ie be a : Cost yf 919 clfets pi dh tind waste = } ME eroence fi 
Hae Con t of mi each 

Cay al :
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ESKE LODGE AREA 

(March 5, 1933) 

Description 

Leaders: Oscar Weber. 

Area: Four miles north of Nelsonville, Portage county, 40 acres, 
six foot fence of Oscar Weber, neighboring territory and this 
typical ruffed grouse grounds. 

Species: Ruffed grouse, rabbits, few deer, small number of ducks, 
planted pheasants. 

Warden: Frank Hornberg. 

County Agent: H. R. Noble. 

Appraisal of Land 

THIS land is mostly all wooded, greater portion evergreens. 
Some small farms adjoining. The environment is particularly 

- adapted to ruffed grouse and not so favorable for pheasants. 

Object of Development: 

To make test shooting preserve. The leader in this project is 
interested in preparing the ground so it would be more attractive 
to pheasants and tend to hold liberated birds until some shooting 
can be had early in the season. This may work out satisfactorily 
providing sufficient grain is left on the adjoining farms, but 
the pheasants will no doubt leave this location in November and 
seek marsh lands for winter roosting. This is not pheasant 
country, but the idea is to build it up with food and cover to 
make the test of finding out if grain is left and a swamp marsh 
developed if the birds will stay during the winter, or at least 
supply “ shooting in the fall months of young birds liberated. 
Under such plans the rearing of the birds should be done near 
the refuge or developed marsh area. They should be left to leave 
the pen initiatively and will do that at about six to seven 
weeks of age. ' 

Food and Cover Developments: 

The following are lists of grain and green foods, some of which 
might grow in this locality. The County Agent will be consulted 
on this. 

aN Cake, bait Staple ¢reens ( Crecente riveree 

Millet orn Chard 
Popcorn Soybeans Rape 
Sweet corn Cowpeas ‘ 

: Buckwheat Kaffir 
(Tartury) Sudan grass 

Grohama
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There is some doubt as to what grains will do best in this type 
of soil and the leader is advised to consult the County Agent. 

A grass march developed in the center of the preserve and posted 
as a refuge would be the only solution to holding the birds on 
the premises. This could be done by first selecting a site, if 
necessary fence it from grazing, and plant sudan or sweet clover 
and let it grow up dense. A close check on vermin should be made. 

Nesting Developments; 

There is a shortage of nesting sites, providing the birds winter 
on the ground. Farmers should be asked to leave ten foot strips i 
along fence lines. : 

Jobs 

Get census of birds now on properly, also number planted. 
Help select site for grassmarsh. 

5 
| 

f



Proposed Rules For 
Pardeeville Public Shooting Ground 

’ Shooting Tickets: Any citizen of Wisconsin, upon presentation of his hunting 
license to the officer in charge, at a designated entrance point, shall be 
eligible for a hunting ticket. 

& A ticket entitles the holder to hunt on the Public Shooting Ground for 
one designated shooting day and to kill not to exceed one bag limit. 

5 Each ticket shall cost one dollar ,Cout residents of Wyocena and 
Springvale townships shall be entitled to one free ticket for each two 

fof pheasants liberated by or for them on the Public Shooting Ground, such liberation 
! to be certified by the officer in ee) Each land holder on the area shall 

also be entitled to one free season permit, to hunt rabbits only, during 
- December sonly, Such rabbit permit shall admit the holder, and not to exceed one 

qiore b> other person who may accompany him. 

e Each ticket shall bear the name, address and license uumber of the person 
; to whom issued, and shall be non-transferable. 

An applicant may be refused a ticket: (1) G@fter he has hunted five 
previous days ;) (2) 4f application is made on other than a designated shooting 
day, or after 10 A.M. on a day when 50 tickets have already been issucd; 
(3) if a landholder has lodged a complaint against him for misconduct, or 
violation of the rules or game laws; (4) if previously convicted of a violation 
of the game laws in this state, 

é All tickets mst be surrendered to the officer in charge at the point 
where issued by one hour after sundown. 

? Qpen Season:: Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays and legal holidays between 
October 1, and January 1, inclusive. 

{ Qpen Season and Bag Limit: A ticket shall entitle the holder to kill not to 
exceed one cock pheasant, three.quail, gue prairie chicken, five rabbits, five 
squirrels, (or three ducks Pion that a mixed bag shall include not over 
four birds, and provided + whenever the surplus of any species shall have 
been killed, the Department shall prohibit further shooting for the remainder 
of the season. : 

4 Checking Out: Upon surrendering his ticket to the officer in charge, the 
holder shall display his entire bag, and each head shall be tagged and registered. 

'D Inspection & Identification: Each ticket-holder must wear an identification 
button to be issued by the officer in charge, and shall display his ticket and 
bag upon request of any state officer or landholder. 

‘'/ Glosed Areas: Shooting or hunting is prohibited (1) within 100 yards of any 
i inhabited building; (2) on any posted refuge or any area designated as closed 

by the officer in charge.
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Proposed Budget for Pardeeville Public Shooting Ground 

Costs First year Second year 
Land rentals: 13,000 acres @ 4¢ $ 520.00 $ 580.00 
Signs: 28 miles of boundary with a 
paper sign every 300 feet, 17 per 
mile, 400 signs at 20¢ each in place 80.00 
Seven miles refuge boundary 25.00 

Officer in charge: 4 months @ $100 
with car 400.00 300.00 

‘(3 months after lst year) 
Patrolman: 3 months @ $75 with et 225.00 825.00 

cycle 
- Plantings: 

500 pheasants @ $1.00 each 500.00 500.00 ' 1000 eggs to farmers @ 10¢ each 100.00 100.00 
Pay farmers 50¢ per bird liberated 150.00 150,00 
(one bird for every 3 eggs — 300 birds) 

' Winter Feeding; 
“G5 Teed pitebes @rown by farmers @ $3. 195.00 195.00 65 hoppers ; 65.00 
Grain for 65 hoppers @ $3 each 195,00 195.00 

Incidentals:(tickets, etc.) 145,00 115.00 ey eerie $2,600. 00 $2,300.00 
Revenues 

i 

500 pheasants on area now 
800 pheasants planted 

I100 total birds known to be on area 
1100#8 & 550 cocks. Leakage and cripples 

offset by increase. 
Estimated 500 man-days hunting rig 
Less 150 free permits OA 

“S50 bag limits @ $1. each 300,00 600,00 
_ (double for 2nd year) 

Extra man-days for other game and un- 
successful hunter 300.00 600,00 

{double for 2nd year 

Operating Deficit $2,000.00 $1,100.00
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Proposed Budget for Pardeeville Public Shooting Ground 

Costs First year Second year 

ak tbsp! 13,000 acres @ be $ 520.00 $ 520.00 
gens; miles of boundary with a 

paper sign every 300 feet, 17 per 
, mile, 400 signs at 20¢ each in place 80.00 

Seven miles refuge boundary 25,00 
Officer in charge: 4 months @ $100 

with car 400.00 300.00 
(3 months after 1st year) 

Patrolman: 3 months @ $75 with nuher- 225.00 225.00 
cycle 

Plantings: : 
500 ae @ #1.00 each 500,00 500.00 
1000 eggs to farmers @ 10¢ each 100.00 100.00 
Pay farmers 50¢ per bird liberated 150.00 150.00 
(one bird for every 3 eggs - 300 birds) 

Winter Feeding; 
“Eb food patehos @rown by farmers @ $3. 195.00 195.00 65 hoppers 65.00 
Grain for 65 hoppers @ $3 each 195.00 195.00 

Incidentals:(tickets, etc.) 145.00 115.00 
$2,600.00 $2,300.00 

Revenues 

300 pheasants on area now 
800 pheasants planted 

TIO0O total birds know to be on area 
1100+2 & 550 cocks. Leakage and cripples 

offset by increase. 
Estimated 500 man-days hunting 
Less a free permits 

bag limits @ $1. each 300.00 600.00 
(double for 2nd year) 

Extra man-days for other game and un- 
successful hunter fey 600,00 

e for 2 r _S6582B5° £°hs7Bb0% 88 
Operating Deficit $2,000.00 $1,100.00



Revised 4/3/33 

Proposed Rules for 
pardeeville Public Shooting Ground 

iti i i tion of Hunting Tickets: Any citizen of Wisconsin, upon presenta 
his hunting license to the officer in charge at the designated 
entrance point, shall be eligible for a hunting ticket. 

A ticket entitles the holder to hunt on the Public Shooting 
Ground for one designated shooting day, and to kill one bag limit. 

Each ticket shall bear the name, address, and license number 
of the person to whom issued, shall be non-transferable, and shall 
cost one dollar. 

An applicant may be refused a ticket: (1) after he has hunted 
five previous days; (2) if application is made on other than a 
designated shooting day, or after 10 a.m. on a day when 50 tickets 
have already been issued; (3) if a landholder has lodged a complaint 
against him for misconduct or for violation of the rules or game 
laws; (4) if previously convicted of a violation of the game laws 
in this state. 

Open Season: Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays and legal holidays 
between October 1 and January 1, inclusive. 

Open Season and Bag Limit: A ticket shall entitle the holder to 
kill one cock pheasant, one prairie chicken, five rabbits, five 
squirrels, and three ducks, provided that whenever the surplus of 
any species shall have been killed, the Department shall close 
that spe¢ies for the remainder of the season. 

Checking Out: Each ticket must be surrendered to the officer in 
charge at the entrance point by one hour after sundown. Upon 
surrendering his ticket, the holder shall display his entire bag, and each bird shall be tagged and registered. 

Extra Pheasants: Pheasants over and above the bag limit of one cock may be paid for at the rate of $3.00 each. 

Inspection and Identifications: Each ticket-holder must wear 
an identification button to be issued by the officer in charge, and shall display his ticket and bag upon request of any state officer or landholder. 

Closed Areas: Shootinga hunting is prohibited (1) within 100 yards of any inhabited building; (2) on any posted refuge or any area des- ignated as closed by the officer in charge, 

Local Permits: 4 free permit may be issued by the officer in charge (I) to any landholder to hunt rabbits from November 15 to December 15; (b) to any landholder or member of the Pardeeville Conservation Club to hunt any open game for one shooting day, such permit to be issued for each two pheasants liberated by him, provided that for 1933 only, in recognition of such past stocking, each such landholder or member shell receive a permit to shoot any open game for two shooting days,



Revised 4/3/33 

Proposed _ Rules for 
pardeevilie Public Shooting Ground 

Hunting Tickets: Any citizen of Wisconsin, upon presentation of 
his hunting license to the officer in charge at the designated 
entrance point, shall be eligible for a hunting ticket. 

A ticket entitles the holder to hunt on the Public Shooting 
Ground for one designated shooting day, and to kill one bag limit. 

Each ticket shall bear the name, address, and license number 
of the person to whom issued, shall be non-transferable, and shall 
cost one dollar. 

An applicant may be refused a ticket; (1) after he has hunted 
five previous days; (2) if application is made on other than a 
designated shooting day, or after 10 a.m. on a day when 50 tickets 
have already been Tecan: (3) if a Bandholder has lodged a complaint 
against him for misconduct or for violation of the rules or game 
laws; (4) if previously convicted of a violation of the game laws 
in this state. 

Open Season: Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays and legal holidays 
etween October 1 and January 1, inclusive. 

en Season and Bag Limit: A ticket shall entitle the holder to k one cock pheasant, one prairie chicken, five rabbits, five squirrels, and three ducks, provided that whenever the surplus of any species shall have been killed, the Department shall close that spedies for the remainder of the season. 

Checking Out: Each ticket must be surrendered to the officer in charge at the entrance point by one hour after sundown. Upon surrendering his ticket, the holder shall display his entire bag, and each bird shall be tagged and registered. 

Extra Pheasants: Pheasants over and above the bag limit of one cock may be paid for at the rate of $3.00 each. 

inspection and Identifications; Each ticket-hmolder must wear an identification button to be issued by the officer in charge, and shall display his ticket and bag upon request of any state officer or landholder. 

Closed Areas: Shooting w hunting is prohibited (1) within 100 yards of any inhabited building; (2) on any posted refuge or any area des- ignated as closed by the officer in charge. , 

Local Permits: A free permit may be issued by the officer in charge 3) to any landholder to hunt rabbits from November 15 to December 15; (b) to any landholder or member of the Pardeeville Conservation Club to hunt any open game for one shooting day, such permit to be issued for each two pheasants liberated by him, provided that for 1933 only, in recognition of such past stocking, each such landholder or member shall receive a permit to shoot any open game for two shooting days.
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: Report to Wisconsin Conservation Commission oe. 

on iP a 
Game Management Demonstration ‘ ef a 

Aldo Leopold ies 

| Areas Recommended: \ 

| Twenty groups of farms;of 600 to 13,000 acres each have Q 
| been examined and serviced.’ Of these I recommend the recognition : 
. of the following as official state demonstrations; ‘ 

| Name Area, county Species and Purpose Cost_for 1933 4 

| i. Pardeeville 135,000 Fee Public Shooting Ground $2,000.00 
| : (Columbia) (Pheasant ) i 
| 2. Ellington 1,500 es ee : 
| (Outagamie) Demonstration Refuge '30.00 

(Pheasant ) f 
3. Burlington 1,750 Cooperative Farmer Shooting -0:00. . s 

(Racine) Preserve (Pheasant & Hun) j 
$0.00 

4, Ithaca ’ 600 (?) Quail Demonstration FEQeoe- ko? j 

(Richland) 

The—following.-may..also-qualify;~but-some- additional workts | 
heeded _to..verify...this. 

| 5, Brillion 720 Demonstration Refuge £0.00 , 
(Calumet) (rabbit) AF66760 

: Ge Deorficid 40,006 —__#ree—Pubiic shooting Ground —e;e08-95—(+ ) , ; D 5 ris ant)— 

4 LECT ts Bf 
Total 27,570 acres ------—-.-------__--__-----$ 2150.00 

Detailed development plans and maps have been made for all 
except No.l. This is so large that the mapping is suspended 
pending your decision on’ whether the project can be financed. fe 

Ail these-areas-—can be sdmintstered-with-the-present™persomel , j 
except that-efter-the-termination of my. assignment Mr...Grimmer.will 
have to..adviseeMra~ Giestead-in-plans.and..policy-matters..
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Comments: 

As predicted, the quail demonstration and the Public | 
Shooting Grounds are the only ones requiring any state aid 
over and above advisory service. 

All upland game species are represented except prairie 
chickens.



Report to Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
on : 

Game Management Demonstrations 

Summary of Recommendatiohs: Demonstrations are of two kinds: 
(1) small areas in the farm belt which can be operated without a 
year-long resident officer in charge; (8) larger areas outside the 
farm belt which need a year-long operator. The field work has 
covered the first class only, because they are cheapest. The 

following projects are ready to go ahead: 

1 Fee Public Shooting Ground $2,000.00 
2 Sample Refuges 100.00 
1 Quail Demonstration 50.00 
1 Farmer-Cooperative Shooting Preserve - 

“5 Projects, total cost $2,150.00 
Farmers! Handbook 1,200.00 

$3,350.00 

The $2,000 item, while not contemplated in the original plen, 
is included because the Fishing License Bill has since indicated a 
revived demand for such areas, so it is time to test out their work- ° 
ability. The Farmers! Handbook is a desirable but not immediately 
essential educational measure to be discussed later. 

We are not able to certify that the management demonstrations 
can be supervised and expanded with the addition of only the one $1200 
man (Gigstead) provided for the purpose. Moreover, the regulatory 
powers bill raises the whole question of organization of the Game 
Division, while the fishing license bill may provide the means for 
reorganization. To take on specialists, each fitted only for one narrow 
line of new work, would be prohibitive in cost. Therefore, the question 
of what game demonstrations to take on and what men are needed to run 
them is inseparable from the whole question of organization and finance 
of the Division. 

Organization of the Game Division: It is assumed that the larger and long- 
er research projects are to be delegated to the University, under the 

. advisory guidance of the Game Division and the Research Bureau. This 
leaves to the Game Division: 

a. The exercise of regulatory powers. 
b. Operation of game farms and plantings. 
ec. Administration of the shooting preserve law and similar laws. 
ad. Administration of refuges, public shooting grounds, etc. 
e. Demonstration areas and guidance of private effort. 

The Superintendent cannot do all these now, much less absorb 
their expansions. The question is one of staff. 

} The cost of a low-salaried, narrowly specialized staff, each 
handling only one or two of these five items would be very high, and 
make dor confusion. It would be much cheaper and better to develop: 
a versatile assistant who could speak for the Superintendent to the 
public and alternate with him on any job, including the office. Such 
@.man;sheyld-be.naid nearly as much as the Superintendent, we may call
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him the No. 2 position. 

There should also be one or more young but promising low- 
salaried men to do mapping, surveying, compiling, and routine 
public contacts under supervision; we may call these the No. 3 f 
positions. They should not be allowed to specialize in one narrow 
line. 

It is our opinion that all five functions cannot be pushed 
without both the No. 2 and No. 3 positions. 

If the regulatory powers bill should pass, there can be no doubt 
about the need for a total of at least three men, and possibly more. 
Work which has heretofore absorbed a large fraction of the entire 
legislature cannot be piled on an already overloaded personnel without 
new help. 

It should also be reiterated that the large sums now being 
spent on Game Farms (b) and wardens are in the long run only par- 
tially effective unless jobs (c), (d), and (e) are pushed. The question 
of an adequate staff, then, is not one of what it would be nice to 
have, but one of insuring the productiveness of investments already 
made. 

Gigstead is fitted for a No. 3 position, and may in time qualify 
for No. 8, but a staff consisting of Gigstead only would not be well ; 
balanced. The No.2 position is needed in order to release the Super- 
intendent part of the time from desk duties. This the No. 3 position 
cannot do. 

Alternative Set-ups: 

Some sample combinations of alternative degrees of expenditures 
follow, together with the legislative set-ups for which each is suitable: 

No. 1 Program 

1 Assistant Superintendent-- $3,000, travel $1000 - $4,000 
4 Demonstrations without Public Shooting Grounds - 5 150 

4,150 
(minimum program if neither fishing license or regulatory 
powers bills pass) 

No. 8 Program 

1 Assistant Superintendent $4,000 
5 Demonstrations including Fee Pyblic Shooting Ground 8,, LSC 

(minimum program if fishing license passes, but $6,150 
regulatory powers bill does not)



ee 

No. 3 Program 

1 Assistant Superintendent $4,000 
5 Demonstrations including Fee Public Shooting 

ground 2,150 
Farmers Handbook (Grimmer, Schmidt, Leopold) 1,200 

Free Public Shooting Ground 1,500 : 
(adequate program if fishing licenses passes $8,850 
but regulatory powers does not) 

No. 4 Program ; 

2 Assistant superintendents $3,000 
4 Demonstrations without fee public shooting 

round 150 
emia program if regulatory power bill $8,150 

. passes but fishing license does not) 

No. 5 Program 

2 Assistant superintendents $8,000 
5 Demonstrations including fee Public Shooting 

ground 2,150 - 
1 Free Public Shooting Ground 1,500 f 

Farmers Handbook 1,200 
(adequate program if both bills pass) $12, 850 

Aldo Leopold and 
W. F. Grimmer
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Proposed Rules for 

Deerfield Public Shooting Ground 

Tickets: Any titizen of Wisconsin, uponpzesenting his license 
to a landholder within the area, shall be eligible for a hunting 
ticket. f 

A ticket entitles the holder to hunt for the remainder of 
the dey anywhere on the Public Shooting Ground, except on posted 
refuges, and to kill one bag limit in accordance with the game laws. 

Each ticket shall bear the name, address, license number, 
and car number of the person to whom issued, and shall te non- 
transferable. 

The landholder may refuse a ticket if the number allotted 
to him are already in use, or if the applicant has previously 
committed damage or infringed the rules. 

Checking in and out: A hunter must leave his car with the farmer 
issuing him a ticket, and beforeleaving must show him his bag 
and surrender to him his ticket with the bag entered thereon. 

Inspection: The hunter must wear his ticket on a conspicuous 
place on his clothing, and shall display it upon request of any 
state officer, or any landholder on the area. 

Closed Areas: Hunting is prohibited within 100 yards of any 
inhabited building or on any posted refuge.
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- PETITION - 

Wisconsin Conservation Devartment 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

We, the undersigned landholders in Deerfield 
Township, Dane County, request that you establish a State 
Public Shooting Ground, comprisng about 8,600 acres as outlined 
on the accompanying map. 

We offer the state the use of our holdings for this 
purpose for a trial period of one year, providing that the state: 

(1) Pay us a rental of $2.00 per farm for the season. 

(2) Post and patrol the area against unpermitted hunting. 

(3) Provide each landholder with four hunting tickets to be 
issued by him in accordance with the attached rules. 

(4) Stock the area with not less than 300 pheasants. 

(5) Furnish us pheasant eges and pay 50 cents each for pheasents 
raised to the age of six weeks and liberated. 

(6) Pay us the market value of grain left standing or placed in 
hoppers for game, such food patches and hoppers to be located 
as mutually agreed upon, and to be maintained by us. 

We agree, upon acceptance of this proposal by the 
state: 

(7) To leave unburned such game cover as may be mutually agreed 
upon as necessary. 

(8) To permit no hunting without a ticket. 

(9) To issue tickets, up to the number allotted, without charge, 
to such citizens of Wisconsin as may apply and agree to abide 
by the attached rules. 

Name Acreage Sections, Tomnshio Postoffice Address
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Budget for 

Deerfield Public Shooting Ground 

Land Rental: 75 farms at $2.00 each $150.00 

Signs: 13 miles of exterior boundary with a paper 
sign every 300 feet, 17 per mile, 225 signs @ 20¢ 
each in place 45.00 
5 miles refuge boundary inside area 15.00 

Officer in Charge: One month signing up farmers @ $100 
a month with car 100.00’ 
2 monthsspatrol and supervision 200.00 

Plantings: 

500 pheasants @ $1.00 500.00 
1,000 eggs to farmers @ 10¢ each 100.00 
Pay farmers 50¢ per bird liberated 150.00 

(1 bird for every 3 eges — 300 birds) 

Winter Feeding: 

40 food patches grown by farmers @ $3 each 120.00 
40 hoppers to be furnished areas @ $1 each 40.00 
Graim for 40hoppers @ $3 each 120.00 

Tickets and incidantals 50.00 
$1,590.00
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- PETITION - 

To: Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: : 

We, the undersigned, Bndholders in Wyocena and Springvale 
townships, Columbia County, request that you establish a State 
Public Shooting Ground, comprising 13,000 acres as outlined on 
the accompenying map. 

F We offer the state the use of our holdings for this purpose 
for a trial period of three years at the rate of four cents (.04) 
per acre per year, providing that the state 

(1) Post and patrol the area and refuse entrance to 
irresponsible persons. 

(2) Stock the area with pheasants, not less than 300 or 
more than 500. 

4 (3) Furnish pheasant eggs, and pay 50 cents each for pheasants 
raised to the age of six weeks and liberated. 

(4) Pay us the market value of grain left standing for 
game food-patches, and the rental value of such new land 
as may, by mutual agreement, be devoted to game cover, 
both amounts to be decided upon by the department. 

(5) Furnish the wire for additional fencing required for 
game cover and food. 

We agree, upon acceptance of these terms by the state: 

(6) To leave unburned and uncleared and ungrazed such game 
cover and food as may be agreed upon from time to cine 
as necessary for the welfare of birds. 

(7) To cooperate in the enforcement of the game laws and the 
rules governing the area. , 
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Soils Building 
December 4, 1933 

Mr. W. F. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game 

Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

I am sending you twenty-five copies of a winter feeding article 
from the current issue of American Game. ‘This in a sense is my 
report on the winter feeding work done for you last winter. 
Accordingly you might wish to send it to the more interested 
members of the commission and to the wardens. I can supply you 
with additional reprints should you need them. 

I wish you would explain to "Yipp" that I submitted the photograph 
with a title crediting Franklin Schmidt and your department, but 

the editor, as usual, ditched my title and used his own without credit. 
I am very sorry that this happened. 

I also spologize for the misspelling of your name in the first 
paragraph. They did not send me any proof to read. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Game Manager



Soils Building 
December 7, 1933 

Mr. W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Gane 

Conservation Department 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills: 

In accoriance with your request I am sending you the concensus 
of yesterday's meeting as I understand it. i 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DUER REFVCNS 

SI7ZE~-Five to Ten thousand Acres. 

Bxperience shows that refuges much smaller than five-thousand 
acres are frequently "driven" by hunters with the guns an’ hence 

are ineffective. " 

PREQUENCY-- 

As a general rule the refuges should be not much further apart 
than they are across. ‘This would mean three refuges to each one- 
hundred thousand acre forest unit. 

BOUNDARIES~- 

Streams, trails, and firelines are the most desirable boundaries. 
There ig a difference of opinion on the desirability of roats as 
boundary lines. Ordinarily the boundary should not but on larze 

blocks of private land which might fall inte the control of clubs, 
boundaries should as rapidly as possible be marked by a single wire. 
Ultimately they should, if possible, be cleared and seede’ to clover 
provided the soil will grow clover. ‘his refinement is probably 
not attainable at the present time. ‘The boundary should, of course, 
be as simple and circumscribe, as compact an area as possible. 

KIND OF RANGE-- 

It is not necessary to include within the refuge the lrinis 

of range meeting the yearlong requirements of deer. The refuges 
primarily a hiding place during hunting season. The first require- 
ment ig cover, which constitutes such a hiding place. 

The above specifications, of course, include nothing new. ‘The
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difficulty in adopting specifications for a permanent refuge system 
at this time arises from our lack of information about deer, and 
the extent to which various ranges meet their requirements. Xnow- 
ledge of deer management is amny years behind knowledge of farm 
gase species. I strongly urge your department and the forest service 
to inaugurate a deer study so as to hasten the day when we may 
proceed on questions like this with as much certainty as we can now 
proceed with similar materlal for quail an’ pheasants. ‘The 
University would, of course, be more than gla? to cooperate in 
guch a study. Michigan has covered part of the ground and their 
results would be usable here, but no other state has made any 
serious attempt te apply management principles to deer range. 

I am senting a copy of this letter direct to Basil Wales of the 
forest service. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Game Manager



Copy to Dean Christensen = ' } 
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New Soils Building 
Pecedber 13, 1933 

Mr. Ralph M. Tmme) 
Conservation Department ‘ 
Madison, Wiaconsin 

Dear General Inmel: 

I will be very glad to serve on the Game Committee 

In response to your request, I submit the following 
names of University men well posted on game confitions from whom 
you ean select the desired nuuber for your committee: 

Leon J. Cole, Professor of Genetics | 
George Wagner, Professor of Zoclogy 
J. G. Dickson, Professor of Plant Pathology 
Raymond J. Roark, Professor of Mechanics 

I em assuming there will be a separate committee for 
fish on which the group including Doctors Birge and Juday will be 
represented. If I am wrong in thie asswaption, Dr. Juday should 

; be afided to the above list. 

a Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Madison, Wisconsin 
December 8, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Manager 
Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

In the reorganization activities of the 
conservation department I am establishing a series 
of committees on the various phases of conservation 
work. 

I should like very much to have you sit in as 
a member of the Game Committee. This committee is 
being established for the purposes of enlarging on 
general game administration and management policies 
and I am looking forward to receiving your immediate 
acceptance as a member of this board. 

I should like also to have from you your 
suggestions as to two or three other University people 
who, in your opinion, should be on this committee. 

Ralph M. Immell



New Soils Building 
December 13, 1933 

Gen. Ralph M. Immell 
Directing Commissioner 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear General Immell: 

I have substantial evidence of the fact that in a few instances 
shooting preserves licensed by your Department are abusing their 
privileges, presumably in connivance with the local warden. 

Being an operator of a shooting preserve myself, it is perfectly 
clear to me that all well-operated preserves will ultimately suffer for 
any abuses allowed to grow up anywhere in the state. ‘the probabilities 
are that the Legislature will repeal the shooting preserve law whenever 
substantial evidence of any abuse reaches its ears. 

Accordingly I respectfully request that your Department make 
a thorough examination of all preserves and the relations of the local 
wardens to them, with the idea of taking appropriate disciplinary 
action wherever improper practices are uncovered. 

Yours sincerely, i 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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ee i 
Se From: W. *. Grimmer, chairmun, game commi ttee 

Re: Change of gome policies and setup of new game projects f 
as unanimously recommended by game committee on i | 
December 12, 1933. a 

. The gave committee, comprising aldo  eopold, 
H. W. ‘acKenzie, and W. F. Grimmer, met in the game division : : 
office the afternoon of December 12. Recommendations pertaining 
to change of game policies and setup of new game projects follow: 

1. idir Grimmer. Appointment of one game supervisor, 
nine district ¢ame supervisors, and 71 county game committees 
(to work in co-operation with the conservation warden in each Be 

' gounty to secure facts and public opinion on game seasons). i 

Be The game division of the conservation department By 

has a heavy responsibility in the recommendation of game seasons. 
Due to the fluctuations of the Wisconsin game crop, it is most } 

; important to secure reliable data on game conditions in each 
county together with a true estimate of publie opinion. 

it is recommended (a) that a game supervisor (probably 
Wanager Harry Johnson of the state game farm at Fish Creek) 

( be appointed temporarily to supervise the setup of the new game aie 
‘ organizations (b) that the state be divided into nine game | 

districts and that one district game supervisor be appointed in ae 
each district (that the best conservation warden in each district - 
be selected for this position); (c) that the conservation departaent — 
recommend that sportsmen in e&ch county meet prior to February 1, 
1934-and elect a three-man game committee, one of whom is to be ng 
appointed chairman. an alternate should be selected also. all ai 
names must be subjitted to the conservation comission for apiroval. — 

2. . Mr. Leopold. Pledge of conservation department funds — 
Cor grouse cycle research with the University of Wisconsin, ABM 

Mp, Leopold has securedprivate donations of approximately 
$2,000 for the employment of Wallace B. Grange, (former supe rin- Ms 
tendent, game division, Wisconsin Conservation Department, and Ann 
co-operative agent, Biolo ical survey) who will conduct research i 

studies in the grouse and rabbit cycles. ‘he importance of this ~ 
study can be realized when one considers that in a five and one-half — 
day season in 1952, almost a half million grouse of three species Re 

i were legally taken in Wisconsin. The peak of the grouse cycle : on 
will undoubtedly wipe out,millions of birds. It is especially Lee 
important that there be a trained man in this field at the. ee 
earliest possible moment due to the fact that the peak of the 3 
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- grouse and rabbit eyele is being reached in many Wisconsin districts. — 
: Research work of this nature would be of great value to the a 

department in the determining of the proper Length of open seasons i 
in 1934 on both grouse and rabbits, which will be the beginning ~ he 
of an attempt to prevent the erratic lows and highs of past years. j 

p a. aA fund of $1,500 from the 1934-35 game division ie 
budget, beginning July 1, 1954, should be allotted to the university 
for this work. : g 

3. Ur. Grimmer, Establishment of a position through ah 
the Bureau of Personnel as assistant, game division, OO 

An assistant is urgently seeded to carry on many routine © 
details of the division (routine correspondence, minor administra- — 
tion, assistance in supervising game farms, inspection of game i 
and waterfowl refuges, private shooting preserves, game farms and Be) 
deer ‘farms, setting up of new game projects, contact with sports- _ i 
men's organizations, and general. field work}. na 

a. Provision hus been made for this by the superintendent, _ 
. game division, in the existing 1955-34 budget. authority is a 

requested to contact the Bureau of Personnel for the necessary a 
examination. , 

; ; 

. 4. Mr. MacKenzie. Fur supervisor. _ ; 

See attached memorandum by Mr. MacKenzie. 

5. Mr. Leopold. Appointment of waterfowl and deer ie 
survey man (under any federal emergency agenoy that will permit (ee 
this appointment). -' . a : o 

With the plans that the directing commissioner has in oa 
mind with reference to the re-establishment of drainage areas and te 

} the necessity for a general waterfowl survey and deer survey, ay 
the committee urgently requests the setup of this position, : a 

a. Mr. Leopold recommends Mr. Sigurd Olson of f ae 
g Ely, Minnesota (details on this to be taken up in oral conference). 

i ‘ae 

6. Mir. Grimmer, Public shooting ground map. e 
Notwithstanding the fact that there are thousands of square miles i 
of federal, state, county, and privately owned public shooting ae 
grounds in Wisconsin, not one acre of these public shooting i 
grounds is posted, nor has there been any fort made to indicate 4. 
where these shooting grounds are to the general hunting public. « 
The attempted posting of these shooting grounds under existing - it 
conditions is considered impracticable due to the excessive cost. “ee | 
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aga 
a. authority is reiuested to secure the assistance of eee 

ar. Choinski in the drawing up of. a state map listing all public tit 
grounds in the state, whether federal, state, county, or private, ‘yp 
with a minimum block of one square mile (after refuge system is Lee 
re-organized, refuges to be added). : A 

: The department will begin the distribution of a limited } 
supply of these maps and will re@ulate further distribution upon is 
interest and demand. A a 

7. Mr. Grimmer. Lease with option to buy 100 acre i 
game farm tract near Poynette. for establishment of new state ‘ 
game farm, a 

he It is important that the present state game farm at 
Fish Creek-and the Moon Lake &ixperinental Game Farm at Kewaskum tha 
be gradually centralized into one experimental farm centrally a 
located. ; 

The inaccessibility of both farms, the overhead costs a 
and transportation costs at both plants, and the general climatic A 
and soil conditions at both farms are such that this is essential. ig 
Gradual removal should be extended over a period of from one to is 
two years, ‘ 4 

' Major experimental problems will be taken up at the new I ‘i 
farm. It will be a model plant and eventually one of the finest a 
in the country. Its operations will include experimental hatching, i 
rearing, and breeding of exotic and native game bird species, native : 
fur bearing animal species, and general game management work, ‘he 
value of the new farm from the standpoint of education cannot be 4 
estimated. It is believed that we ean attract at least 100,000 i 

‘people per year to the new plant. . : 4 

. : a. authority is requested to lease the new area at a ti 
cost not exceeding $300 per year with an option to buy (new farm ; 4 
one mile directly east of Foynette, Wisconsin, in Columbia county), 
and to begin moving and setting up the equi;ment necessary for Ne 
spring operation. It is planned to use all available CWa and CCC a 
labor possible. a 7 

Kemoval of equipment needed from both the state game farm a 
and the Moon Lake Game Farm together with new buildings (portabte) ag 
should not exceed $3,000 up to the end of the present fiscal year. i 
There are no pyovisions made for the removal of the game farm in a 
the 1955-34 budget. Game farm funds, however, may be used for this 
purpose, providing that 25,000 pheasant eggs may be purchased in eg 
June (to make up the full 1934 allotment) with payment to be made a 
in July from the 1934 budget. 4 
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2 Ss INTRA-OFFICE mae 
CS MEMORANDUM 

£Q: General Immell 

Re: Recommendations for investigation 

‘ of fur resources of the state. 

At a recent conference of the Game Committee for 

this department, I made the request of Mr. Grimmer and 
Mr. Leopold that we incorporate in our investigation of ; 
game the investigation of fur resources of Wisconsin. 

For many years:it has been my thought that 
something should be done to look over all possible areas — 
in the state that will produce fur bearing animals, study 

\ the food conditions and general make-up of the territory, ‘ 

é the animals to be found thereon and the adaptability for 
stocking the same with fur animals that perhaps have been 
practically all trapped out. 

Fur bearing animals mean a whole lot ina 
financial way to farmer boys, settlers, and to a certain 
element of professional trappers, and by a careful study, 
there is no question but what the department can do a whole 

; Lot to cause certain areas in the state to produce far more : 

fur than they are producing at the present time. 

Mr. Grimmer and myself have been working exten- 
sively upon procuring black raccoon for planting purposes. 

Have also just begun in the field of silver foxes by trading ‘ 

some deer for two pair, and are considering raising blue 
foxes and tree martens for planting. 

The blue fox is a very valuable fur animal: and 

while it is not native to our state I see no reason why 
it should not become adapted to this type of territory. 
Pine marten or American sables were found in large numbers in 

‘ Wisconsin years ago and I believe they can be brought back 
by alittle careful feeding and planting in proper areas, 
particularly some of our larger game refuges. 

: To start this work in the right way it is absolutely 
necessary that we delegate a first-class fur man to carry on 

investigations for the department and make the proper reports % 

of his findings of conditions in all the fur territories to { 

Mr. Grimmer so that the same can be compiled for the attention 
,of the Game Committee. } 

. \ ¢ M
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’ General Immell-------#2 - j 

This same man can also be delegated-to trap fur 

animals alive in certain portions of the state and transfer i 

them to other portions where they are needed. for instance, 

in central Wisconsin there iS much wild land area that has 

been ditched by drainage companies and very likely certain 

of these areas would produce a considerable amount of beaver 

and the beaver in turn would build dams in the old ditches 

: that would cause the land to be flooded and produce duck 

hatching spots as well as places for muskrats to work in. 

This would not require our employing any new expert : 

in this line as we have an exceptionally able man working in the 

department today who understands fur bearing animals and their 

living conditions as well as any man in the whole state. He 

could be transferred to Mr. Grimmer's division at any time 

Mr. Grimmer so desired. 

I believe an investigation of our fur resources 

is one of the most important actions we can take and I believe the 

work as suggested should be started as soon as it is possible 

‘ to do so. é 

} Mr. Grimmer and Mr. Leopold have asked me to write 

this memorandum on these conditions to supplement the one on 

} general game conditions that has been written by Mr. Grimmer. 

; H. W. Mackenzie. 

HWM:LK, 

! i ie "



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Madison 
Dec. 19, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1 Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Re: Appointment to 
fisheries committee. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

; In the re-organization activities of the 

conservation department, I am forming committees 

on each phase of conservation work, i.e., game, 

fish, forestry, and law enforcement. 

These committees will be active and to them 

will be submitted the practical and theoretical 

problems of the department. 

May I have your acceptance as a member of 

the fisheries committee? 

Very truly yours, 

Ralph M. Immell + 

i Directing Commissioner



Soils Building 

December 26, 1933 

Mr. Ralph M. Immell 

Conservation Department 

; Madison, Wisconsin 

General Immell: 

I would be glad to. serve as a member 

of the fisheries coumittee. 

a Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL: GM Game Manager
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foe g dys 4, 1935 
Memorandum for Mr. Grimmer. be or , 

ory? ya ; | 
: The following question have come up with respect to cooperative 

relations between the University and the Department. 

SIGNS FOR DEMONSTRATION AREAS. 
I am starting a series of management demonstration areas in which 

I would, of course, welcome your participation to any extent that may appeal 
to you.e One of thé ways in which the Department could participate would be 
to furnish uniform signs such as Iowa is using on her demonstration areas. : 
The Iowa signs read "No Trespassing without Permission. GAME MANAGEMENT ARRAS. 
Iowa Fishing Game Commission". 

The areas so far organized or in sight, and the estimated cost of 
signs on them are as follows? 

Cost of Signs for Demonstration Areas 

. Area Ho. Gost at 10¢ 
Signs 

Fayvill Grove 1500 300 $30.00 Hungarian 

Monroe Center 1000 200 20,00 Quail ‘ 

Coon Valley? 100,000 2000 200.00 Quail 
(1/10 to be 5 
organized) 

PC Area 20, 000? 2000 200.00 Prairie 
Chicken 

: 32, 500 “t500- $50.00 

I could, of course, meet this liability out of the cooperative 
fond which you have already discussed, contributed to the general research i 
program. On the other hand, you may be embar'cine on some demonstrations 

of your own and might prefer to have the same sign used on all areas, whether 
sponsored by your Department or by the University. I though we ha? better 
talk this over and arrive at a sort of mel policy. 

I should ‘add that in the case of a few areas, such for instance, 
as Coon Valley, there is a bare possibility that the Soil Erosion Service, : 
under whom all other aspects of the project fall, would be willing to furnish ‘| 

the signs. 7s 

UNPAID COMMISSIONS. 

: There is occasional need for legal authority lodged in some officer : 
; of a demonstration area. Thus, L. W. Murtfeldt of the Monroe Centre area, 

would like to hold an unpaid commission. What is your present policy? od 

COLLECTING PuRMTT. 
For classroom instruction purposes it is necessary for me to build 

up a series of birdskins of Wisconsin Game species. At the present time I 
would like a permit to collect two lmns, two prairie chickens, two sharptails, 
and two ruffed grouse.



Cs WINTER FEEDING ALLOTMENT, 
In organizing demonstration areas I occasionally run into 

_ individuals of exceptional value as game observers and winter feeders. 
At the present time I have in mind Sam Kisow of Lake Mills, who works for 

‘ s ina factory, but last winter bought one and one-half tons of 
c ante feed out of his own pocket to feed game birds on range over which 

he enjoyed no more privilezes than any other citizen. Mr. Kisow will be 
; the active manager for the Fayville Grove demonstration, and on that 

/ area the farmers will furnish their own érain. He vill also probably 
4 want to contime his feeding in the general Lake Mille region, and I 

“ think would vastly appreciate a small amount of financial help.



Copies to: Immell/y 

Juday 
Noble Clark “ 

GrangeY 
Holt’ 

Henika / 

New Soils Building 
Jamary 10, 1934 

Dr. Carl Hubbe 
School of Forestry & Conservation 
University of Michigen 
fun Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Carl: 

General Immeli of the Wisconsin Conservation Comaission has requested 

me to negotinte with you for the training of a mmber of men in trout stream 

duprovement. It is desired to select men whose basic training in fish work is 

already complete or nearly so, and place them under you for a drilling in trout 

stream technique. ‘This could either be done by sending them to you in Michigan 

or, if you would prefer, arranging 9 training camp here in Wiseonsin. In the 

latter event financial arrangements for your fee are not yet authorized, but 

possibly could be. 

I have asked Professor Juday, wader whose scientific supervision thie 
work would of course fall, to go over his available manpower and list the avail- 

sble material. If he does not have enough materiel, have you any which we could 

draw upon, assuming that the fiscal difficulties due to non-residence could be 

overcome? 

Professor Juday has one mature and experienced man, Dr. Sehneberger, 
whom I think you know and, if you approve, who could act as a sort of captain 

of the Wisconsin bunch during the training period and of course later during 

the actual work. 

A waxiunw of five men is contemplated. | 

ALL of this assumes that gome auch arrangement could be fitted into 
your personal plans in a mamer agreeable to you. It ia desired, if possible, 

to drill these men eo that they would he of use on stream improvement projects 

during the coming field season. Will you let me have your comment on this 

whole plan? I em sending copies of thia letter to General Inmell and Profeasor 
Juday, so they can check me up if I have inadvertently pulled out more rope than 
they have given me. 

You realize, of course, how badly we need thie kind of work in Wisconsin 

and that you are the only man who can get us started on it. I await your reply 
with interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



Copies to Juday and Hubbs 

Sommay 17, 1994 

General Ralph Ionell 

Madison, Wieconsin 

Dem? General Iomols 

Bince our lest conference Professor Juley ond I bave gotten in 
ee ee “i Gat nee 

ype raped we By nae or porfod. Me is, however, willing 
to give our mon a brie? training ond 1f necessary to look over the We- 

Sa bo setibatach ck ox sotenenl ten Bkiaoes Geeeates tar pa will be and wo recormend the following procedure for your 
considerations 

Eilat pent of te alow on one De. award + Who will 

1. Go to Micghigen for « fow days for a preliminary inspection of 
some sample stream. 

@. Moke s gurvey of the streans within reach of COC camps, CWA 
conters, or ony other sowros of labor available. Pick out the 
Rees aii nar aeak oe eet ee ee 
conmiltation wit wore ais ches baal & peelicene hae 
later work. ‘this survey will also 2B alze~up 
of avalloble foods, cover, ote. 

J eke on one more man vo vould go with Selmwberger to Michigen 
Pee ie. ete 

fake on the remaining mon up to a total of five if need A 
BAR. 2 oP eee eer. 
whole rev. 

ee lo ee a to contime 
ot large oo Snapector onl eoardinstor of all opine wok. 1 tooeuary, 
Hubbs or ono of his mon to be brought over to dhegk wp either during 
training period in May or in the svbunl exeontion from June on.



2 Tomo 1/17/%e 

This achedule ds to give a wna able Sa ae haces el et 
you as to whether it is am how many aus pe, wah powweay 

wont. i wanld veer shay aieens © SEE cae we of 
salary range which he eee oe Se ae eens he Ie ome 
men. a Roya gee the L of the men up te five that ho is consider 
on bee thelr umlergraduste work wader Professor Julsy, oll 
of have hed some graduate research, oe ee mae ee 
ploted their Pi.D. degree in Wisconsin or somo other conpetent 
Tosearch center. Agsordingly they may all bo considered as trained in 
the aclentitie funanontals snd eupable of future expansion as scientific 
directors of fish works, 

1% sight also be well to give Professor Jwley sane explicit 
notion of how travel expenses are to be covered. 

i gending coplea of thie to Dr. Bubbe and Or. dulay for 

their Anformation. 
Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Gane Menager 

Alfie



fal \ : 
uit) 

or 
New Soils rani a 

oe Se aaa 

Madigon, Wleconain 

Dear General Immels: 

I wote the other day recommending 
tush 2h Sacre be takes ch Te Oe cee tdewe 
Wht oaeen catiies Chas nd he ee 
field season making a muvey of the Trout 
Improvement. 

sat sane Tao eerie eee te clean reason : 

are surveying marshland projects a under 

Rete Tene Statelate dt unter seme chvem- 
stances, with rather then help the trout. 
I would iiie Dr. sclmeberger to make tlds question a 

pert of kis survey. 

i DE Sie teaite ity coms ater 
@ ebeod — will facilitate 

the marshlend survey 7 

Yours sincerely, P 

ALDO L@erond 
AL/@a Game Mansger



New Soils Building 
February 2, 1934 

General Raiph M. Immell 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear General Inmmells 

I hear that some of the farmers on Horicon Marsh 
are declining to give you options on the ground that the 
federal committee, of waich I am a member, might later come 
along end offer more fevorable terms, 

As a member of the President's committee on wild 
life restoration, I want to say that if the federal government 
were to purchase any land in Horicon Marsh, it would do so 
through the State Conservation Department and that 1t would 
not consider for a moment offering temms more favorable than 
those now being negotiated by you. I also went to say that it 

/ is as yet extremely problematical whether the federal committee 
will be able to consider projects like Horicon, 

' You may show this letter to any individual who may 
have any doubt about the federal plans ond their relation to 
your plans, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Member of President's Comittee 
on Wild Life Resources 

AL/vh



Copies to: Mr, Darling 
Dr. Fassett 
Mr. Patterson 
Prof. Moore 
Mr. Noble Clark 

New Soils Building 
April 3, 1934 

General Ralph M, Immel 

Conservation Department i 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear General Inmmel: 

Matt Patterson has been to see me in his round of getting ‘ 

"scientific opinion about the marsh-burning question. 

I have had to tell him, and I now want to tell you, that there 

are many important questions about marsh vegetation on which little opinion 

and no facts are available, To get answers to these questions is vitally 

important to the ultimate success of the marshland project and the proposed 

administration of marshland areas. ; 

A marsh, like a forest, tends to progress through a series of 

successions toward a "climax type." Some stages in the succession produce 

much wild life, others little. Fire and grazing tend to throw the succession 

backward; complete protection throws it forward toward climax. The backward 

thrusts are often rapid, the forward ones slow. Management, to be intelli- 

gent, must kmow, for each kind of marsh soil and for each stage of the suc- 

cession on it, whether the next stages forward and back are better or worse 

than the present, 

We do not kmow these stages, but in my opinion they are, for peat 

: marshes in southern Wisconsin, as follows: 

1. Bare marsh 
2. Pure nettles (worthless in every way) 
: Coarse grasses (cover but no food) ' 

. Grass and dogwood with weeds and herbs (good food and cover) 

5. Dogwood, tamarack, and grass (cover but little food) 
6. Tamarack (cover but no food) 

If this is correct, a marsh in No. 4 stage would be ruined by burn- 
ing or grazing it back to No. 3, but a marsh in No. 5 stage would be benefited 

(for game) by burning or grazing it back to No. 4. However, if the burn were 
severe enough to throw it back to 3 or 2 instead of 4, it would be ruined for 

perhaps a decade, 

We have very large areas in No. 2 and 3, and very few in No. 5 or 6 

stages. That is, our capital account is "overdrawn." 

This whole example is oversimplified, since it assumes grazing to 

act the same as fire (which it does not) and it ignores water levels and hay 

cutting, A raised water level, for example, makes cattails instead of nettles 

in No. 2, and possibly rice instead of shrubs and trees in the latter stages.



2 Ralph M. Immel 4/3/34 

To build our marshland program well, we should learn marsh soils 
and types to the same degree as we have learned forest soils and types. 
We mist have a running study of the dynamics of marsh ecology. 

The object of this letter is to suggest that an ecological botanist ; 
be assigned to make a beginning, and paid out of the federal game funds as 
long as they last. : 

He should establish a large series of permanent sample plots, which ~ 
‘ should be systematically subjected to: 

(a) Complete protection, 
(bv) Partial or light burning or grazing or cutting. 

(c) Heavy burning or grazing. 

The results should be measured. I think if we could open up this 

work we could get it privately endowed later, as the fundamental nature of 
the results begin to appear, Game, agriculture, and wild-flower conserva- 
tionists are all equally involved. ‘ 

: The Arboretum is a datum or bench mark to serve as a sample of 

complete protection, 

I think Mr, Darling would be heartily sympathetic to this suggestion 
as far as using federal funds to start this work is concerned, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ADO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



Copies to Messrs, Jackson 
Llongenecker 

Ney _ 

ir. Mott Patterson 

Madison, Wiseonain 

Dear Matt: : 

This te to rewind of our conversation yestorlay 
tm whieh 1 pointed out that ten ast establishing the Vinere 
Wild Lite Refuge (Chapter 421, Laws of 1933, Mo. 533A) covers 
only the land and not the water in the leke. Singe this refuge 
te of pomanay walne Sav weherfosk, say beanieay not Sadtuaing 
the ou "ll coll’ ts eet eaten We 
So ora sata Gee tle Contam 

inelude the lake, 

X have already taken up with you a similer situation 
in regard to Universi: and wish to renew ay request on 
anal of Goo Waareredw tak De Bar 0 eatt Ok Gt cies or 

tho Bay be closed, ; 

, Yours sinserely, 

ALDO EROPORD | 
Tn Change, Gane Research 

Al/ vb



' New Soils Building 

May 25, 1934 

General Ralph M. Inmel : 
Conservation Department ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin , 

Dear General Immel: . 

The delayed decision in the federal marshland 
: project has reminded me that even if the federal project 

falls through altogether, we should not let the field : 
season go by without attempting some sort of demonstration ! 
in the sand counties, The attached letter indicates that 
by putting together CCC labor, volunteered materials, and 
volunteered lands, we might evolve something which could 
spread even further than the federal money, provided some 
overhead were available for organization work. If you could 
carry any overhead out of CCC, there might be something to 
talk about, 

If you care to go into this, I am at your service, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IBOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh 
Encl.



mio 

Conservatd sates on 
Madison, Wiseonesin 

Dear General Inmell: 

Mr, Albert of the Hancock Experiment Station has showed me 

Pe aah bo ie Giomasing eae ‘eis oe cou _ propo on 
Pesatsuing shawsing weeds tu Sioates wie wide Ge facnatl andh winte 
breaks, 

I wish to record the opinion that the widespread planting \ 
of windbreal:s would add greatly to the cane cover of the sand counties. \ 
5 Mee Se te Starety Seeeeen, Ete eer we eee te eee \ 
of Balm of Gilead as o supplement to the conifer plantings, ‘This \ 
suggestion is based on Franklin Schmidt's findings that open grown \ 
white birch trees are necessary for winter badding of prairie chickens 
and sharptail grouse, 

the reason for making the suggestion at this time ie that 
oF pve Cae S oe ey See Eee on ne Sy 7h ee 
wich your norseries to stock white birch. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tl Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 

Copies to Messrs, Albert 
Schmidt



New Soils Building 
Jaly 9, 1934 

Mr, Gilbert Gigstead 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Gilbert: 

This letter is an attempt to answer your question as to whether the 
experimental food and cover plantings tried out during the past year by the 
University are ready for use on a large seale by the State Conservation 
Department, 

In my opinion they are. I do not advise you to plunge into this ' 
on a big seale at the outset, tut I do advise you to begin next year and 
expand gradually. 

The thing the University tried out was this: It offered the farmer 
its technical advice in drawing a food and cover development plan, and its 
technical supervision for planting work, provided he furnished the land, 
fencing, planting labor, and maintenance needed to carry out the plan. 
Incidentally our offer included a windbreak for his farmstead, and this 
greatly smoothed the way in inducing the farmer to be liberal in giving us waste 
corners for game food and cover. 

The University tried this out on 5 demonstration areas consisting of 
from 1 to 8 farms each lying in 4 counties and embracing a total of 16 farms 
covering 3,785 acres. The attached table shows the amount of stock planted, 
As compared with forestry plantings it takes surprisingly little stock to cover 
a farm for game purposes. ‘The average farm required only 200 pieces of mrsery 
stock, mostly conifers, and 150 pieces of local stock, such as cuttings and wild 
seedlings, which, of course, cost nothing except the labor to prepare and install 
them. ‘The total stock per farm was 350 pieces, which is only about a third as 
much as the total required for one acre of forestry plantings. ‘The reason for 
this is, of course, that game cover is ordinarily planted in scattered clumps 
and usually only for the purpose of strengthening some already existing covert 
so that it will serve geome during snow as well as during mild weather. It will, 
of course, take +5 years before the effect of conifer plantings will be felt, 
but the fencing installed to protect them from grazing will induce a growth of 
gtass and weeds which will be felt the year after the operation begins, 

The mrsery stock needed for your program could be easily produced 
at the existing state mrseries. I would advise, however, that conifers, instead 
of being used in the 2-1 stage, be left to grow in the mrsery until they 10-12 
inches high. ‘The psychological effect on the farmer is mich better when he can 
actually see the seedlings, and the mumber required is so small that the differ- 
ence in cost is negligible. ‘This argument applies especially to stock for wind- 

breaks,



2 Gigstead Jaly 9, 1934 

In addition to the game cover plantings, game development plan 
will usually call for food patches. These will pr about 3 quarter~acre 
patches per farm. These are covered by the same kind of an offer as for 
nursery stock: the University furnishes the seed and the technical supervision 
provided the farmer furnishes the land prepared for seeding and fenced in where 
necessary. It takes about § pounds of seed per patch, which means about 25 
pounds per fama per year. By buying this seed in quantity the cost would be 
very low, 

The total cost of embarking on this kind of a service to farmers 
would depend a good deal on the kind of overhead you chose to tuild up in the 
department, We found by our experience this spring that the wages of the 
technical man supervising the operation cost a great deal more than the planting 
stock, food patch seed, or any other item, If, however, you aim to develop the 
wardens so that they could furnish this service, it would not mean any additional 
outlay for the department, On the other hand, if you employed special men for 
the purpose, the outlay for wages would be much greater than for planting 

materials, ; 

: First Year. The attached estimate covers all the costs to the department for 
one year's development work on a sample area of 1,000 acres, It is apparently 
that four-fifths of the $.26 expended consists of wages for technical supervision, 
If the existing personnel could be used to give such supervision, the costs 

would be only around $25, even after charging uw the nursery stock as a cash 
expense, If the mrsery stock were furnished free by the state nurseries, the 
expense would be negligible. It should be noted that the entire cost of 
cover planting stock for 1,000 acres does not exceed the cost of 2-3 pheasants 
from the state game farm, The cost of food planting stock for the area would 
equal the cost of two pheasants, It seems at least likely that the development 
of cover and food as a means of increasing game is less risky and more permanent 
than the method of merely planting birds. ‘The two, of course, go logically hand 
fin hand. 

My suggestion for expanding the work gradually rather than suddenly 
might be put in specific terms thus: ‘he first year develop half a dozen areas 
of 1,000 acres each in the most favorable southern counties, ‘This might be 
done without any addition to the present force, 

The second year hold your warden training camp on one of these areas 
and let them practice the actual mapping of areas, the drawing of development 
plans, end the planting of food and cover. 

The third year let the more able wardens begin to lay out areas 
of their owt under your supervision. 

The University's advisory facilities are, of course, available to you 
whenever you choose to undertake a program of this kind, 

A sample development plen for the Faville Grove Area is attached, 

Yours sincerely, ! 

Alevh



Sover Plantings 

800 mrsery transplants @ $5.00 per M delivered ......+eeees00$ 400 

70O cuttings, wild seedlings, and other local material ....... 0.00 

3 weeks technical man for planting (helpers donated) 
@ $100 per month ROPER RHR HEHEHE RE CHO O RHE O RO eRe ee 75.00 

Wire and fencing donated by farmer 

2 sees AUG eee, sem SH: NN SERIEEND HOA ys «s0r'} sour nega | 

Hood, Patches 

12 food patehes, 1/% aere each, 8# seed each, 100# seed ...... 3.00 

1/2 week technical man to supervise seeding eeovnensvenss sone 

Cost per acre, first year ebb kbanebhverbebsseiibeesderiineseenl «126 

Entire cost of cover planting stock for 1,000 acres equal to cost of 2 or 3 

pheasants from State Game Farm. Entire cost to the state of food patches for 

1,000 acres equal to cost of 2 pheasants,
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’ July 23, 19 

Mr, H. W, MacKenzie 

Conservation Departuent 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Maet 

I picked up the following information from confidential . 
but very reliable sources! 

Wilbur Alexander, who rons a pool hall in Necedah, is the 
head of @ gang which systematically bootlegs deer, My information 

tae Maas bo Vand Cer cad cn Sete Ok ae ee es 
the field on that day and you were at Camp 8 and I was unable 

mae he aetuek Seen ier bettie teuteee ok Seve teen” game is s' re purposes a! t 
and if the place is raided at the right time remlts are certain, 

T have this from a party who lives quite a way from Necedsh 
and has no possible personal anime in connection with the matter, 
Incidentally he is one of 2411 Crimner's committee men, so I took the 
SOE MARY SENET IT om turning this over to you for any use it 
Way ° . 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Gane Research 

Alevh



Wew Sotle Ballding 
sugust 28, 1934 

1ie, Ha, taatanste, Dhreotor 
Conservation Department 
Nadivon, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mact 

There has been occasional mention of the Counlasion intending 
2 eee © See Le oe a 
$1,900 per year beginning last le 

I have heretofore been able to serepe olong with what I received 
from the Alwumt Research Foundation, plus what I have raieed mrself by 
private mubseription, but I am now aonfronted by some new requests for 
teohnical service which I think the Department may want to help carry. 

The ites is a from the Beaver Dan Conservation ch, tay ll at G orees ere ak opr 5 Semele 
Gane Development Flan" covering several townships, You know this group, 
wo 4¢ ie maperfiuous for me to say that it fe important to help then carry 
6 ee You are, of course, olready giving than birds, egra, ant 

help with conservation Glasses, ‘the next logical step ia to develop 
the food and gover on their range so the stocicing you have done can be scons 
ful. This {9 what they want me to untertake, 

They want, im effect, a super~size demonstration aren covering all 
species, I om perfectly willing to give ay time to the extent that I have 
any left, tut I can clesrly foresee that this project, plus the five other 
Ceematretions panty vitey vahe Se estas Se SORe Ss What is needed ts 

& wan to help with the detailed work on the game manageuent demonstrations. 

If gach a won were employed directly by the Department, he would 

coat you $2,400 for salary, plus $800 travel, total around $3,200, 

the aa of however, I can cnt» nan Be nln he Sab Pe SO ses ly oF oa 
give such of wy own time as is needed, 

Tf we Goulds Retmen ump Manish the tedentent servien, 5 Vials 
the Beaver Tan people could be counted on to furnish the nected Ook, 

Late 00h, anveeny sted sob diatnahte Siem We slate, Sits In other 
Say wee Pere co ceda. £ Ges Marae | dewonatration 

areas, only on a seole, I imagine they might cleo furnidh volunteor 

labor for cover plantings, as the others did this opring.



H, W, MagKenzte--2 sugnst 28, 193% 

I slao have pending applications for two new dewnstration areas 
in Crawford County and Price Gounty, which I have so for been unable to 
service for ladk of tine. 

I therefore, taking the Mberty of mggeating that the 
Genservation Gunkeshen cooperate with bp ype A Bp eeneeg J $2,000 
per reckon at tems al oe purpose of 
Socllanine aahen oF of @me manageaent on Wisconsin farms, 
Thia will cover the needei technical service ot the Bewver Dom, Lake Mille, 
Meadowvale TR Caan Eee Cnet aa Tecnnee Ge vorreent 
new areas in Crawford dnunty Crawford Parma) ond Price County (Round lake), 
oné any afditional areas which 1% may sem wise to untertace with the 
existing manpower. 

This proposal, I take 1%, would not overlap with Gigetead’s present 
of laying out « refuge ayaten, inapecting shooting preserves, ete. ‘the $: & mivunchiy henbetatnamke , 

T might mention thet the University is now spending $10,000 per year 
on game research (Leopold, Scamidt, Grange) without any financial cooperation 
from the Departnent, 

I repeat my invitation, often made in the past, for some mauber 
of the Depavtnath on Goushecten 0 tube 4 Seumh Gf tae Aummatectiees to 

assure thenselves that they are worth while, I wuld ciao be wre than glad 
to appear before the Commission to deseribe the work, past and futures 

I have not included signa in these estiantes, I am counting on 
the signs already requested of Mr, Grimmer for the existing areas. 

Youre sincerely, 

Alde Leoveld 
In Charce, Game Research ‘ 

flewvh, 

Copies to Christensen, Noyes, Russell, Vinz
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a New Soils Building 
September 7, 1934 

General Ralph M, Inmell 
Office of the Adjutant~General 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear General Tmmel1s 

Thanks for letting me see your talk to the newspaper~ 
men. 

I think the first three pages, on which you ask me 
to comment, are an accurate picture of steps by which the 
conservation program has expanded, I could not conscientiously 
eall it a picture of the "mission of the department," because ] 
it omits helf the picture--how to get landowners to practice 
conservation on their own account. ‘the other half--public works-~ 
it covers very well, 

This, of course, ie my pet criticiam of al] state 
departments and all federal burems, My thought is somewhat 
elaborated in the attached paper, "Conservation Economics," 

Your comments on history prompts me to send you the 
attached rough draft of a "chronology," which I hope some day 
to publish. You may want to add some items. 

Yours sincerely, 

. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh 

Encl.



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

ONE ON 

JAS. A. CO ‘ Seg 

ms gooonan manner aN Seger 
. HOBBINS, MADISON ‘cA te NELSON J. LE CLAIR, TWo RIVERS 

W/E 
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September 2, 1934 

: Professor Aldo Leopold 

Game Res. Division ; 
College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin ; 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I enclose a copy of a talk which itself is explenatory. 

You will note the section of it dealing with department 

activeties is rather sketchy, for I propose to go into 

greater detail on the subject reletive to the activities 

of the Conservation Department in future contacts with 

the public. 

I am interested however in getting your slant on the first 

: two and one-half pages, particulerly. In those pages I have 

. tried to state in a concise way, and very generally, what 

I believe to be the Conservation mission of the department. 

Sincerely yours, 

RMI :LKR Y oy oo ones 7 

RALPH M. IMMEL, 
Chairman
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WISCONSIN'S EXPANDING CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

Address of Ralph M, Immell, Chairman, 

Wisconsin Conservation Gormission, tc the 

Wisconsin Weekly Press Association, Winter, 

Wisconsin, August 24, 1934. 

I am fortunate to have this opportunity to discuss conservation with you who 

exercise a tremendous influoroe in the molding of prbiic cpinion, During the past 

four critical years, the consciousness of the people of Wisconsin and of our country 

has been aroused concerning the policy of our State in relation to the conservation 

and use of our outdoor resources. I have come with the hope that through, you and 

through the medium of the press the present tremendous popular interest in conserva- 

tion can be wolded and directed into scund principles that will result in a lasting 

and constructive lend use program. 

We who are responsible for the administration of Wisconsints conservation laws 

and for their application to the lands, the forests, the waters, and the animal and 

plant life of our State interpret conservation to mean the full use of all our nat- 

ural resources without permar.ent injury to those resources. 

’ It is the State's purpose to apply end administer its laws ard policies for 

the common welfare vather than for the selfish interest of an individual or any 

special group. The Conservation Department's program squares with this doctrine. 

When we think of this great State of ours in a collective sense it is apparent to 

everyone that no matter what the county records disclose in the matter of ownership 

of real property, none of ts have more than a life estate. So the time will come 

when we must leave’ behind Wisconsints great outdoors, with its lakes, its streams, 

its woodlands, and its farms for the use of generations of good Americans yet to 

come. For our State, for our country, and for our children, we must develop and 

adhere to policies that will heal the scars end wounds the white man has made, and 

like good tenants turn over the property to those who follow in a usable and im- 

proved condition. 

In the early years of Wisconsin's development the idea of conservation was 

largely confined to the regulation of hunting and fishing. Attempts to promote 

forest conservation wore thwarted by constitutional prohibitions, and not urtil 1923 

was our constitution amended so as to allow the state to practice forestry, even on 

its own lands. 

Long before this, however, the sportsman and nature lover prevailed in the 

establishment of conservation as a public funevion relating to fish and game. The 

earliest state conservation agency was the fisheries board, and the first fish 

hatchery was established at Madison sixty yoars ago. This was followed by the 

establishment of the warden service, the developmont of state parks, and after 1923 

tho State developed its forest conservation activities and established state forosts. 

The gradual decline of tho lumber tnductry and the concern of the paper mills 

as to their continued local supply ef pulpwood developed an economic interest in 

conservation which had hitherto been lacking. Tac vanishing forest industries brought 

on wide-spread tax delinquency which threatened the life of ovr northern counties, 

The idealistic conservetion rclating sololy to wild life developod into a practical 

concern for outdoor rocroation. It was realized that the fading forests meant dimin- 

ishing payroll, that idlo land meant bankruyt loval government, that forests, fish 

and game were the foundation of recreational opportunities, and conservation hes 

developed into an economic program, ‘



During these yeurs the administration of conservation was lodged in several 
voards, These were combined in 1915 into a three-man conservation commission which 
was later replaced by a commissioner of conservation, and in 1925 the commissioner 
was replaced by the establishment of the present six-man cor.servation commission 

which determines the policy &ér the conservation department. This department is 
aeaded by a conservation director and is divided into the divisions of administra- 

Vion, finance, fisherics, game, law onforcement, state forests and parks, forest 

protection, cooperative forestry, and public relations. 

By the year 1930 a new exhaustion of ovr resources became apparent. The 
state's fertile soil, through intensive cropping, threugh orosion, and through 
lowering of water levels, was losing its fertility. While the loss of our forests 

and wild life ond evon our forest industries was to be deplored, the threatened loss 
of our basic agricultural resource, the soil, forecboded disactor, It would moan the 

spread of land abandonment to the richess farming areas of the state, Not only 
sportsmen, forest industries and northern towns were dependont on conservation, but 

the farm leaders turned conservationists. Conservation became the principle under- 
lying the use or management of all our lard and water resources, The abtagonism 
between the forester and the farmer was replaced by the feoling of mutual interest. 
There was room for the sportsman, the farmer, the forester, the town chairman, the 

legislator ond the business man in Wisconsin's conservation tent, 

It is not until the disasters of the depression, however, that we find complete 

acceptance of consorvation policy. In the final years of the depression, conservation 
has changed in the public consciousness from purely a long time program for the preser- 
vation of our natural resources, to a program concerned with immediate relief and 
economic recovery. This new aspect of conservation has had its beginning, its expan- 
sion, and is making its definite record of accomplishment, all within the last three 

years, 

In this short period conservation has offered its field of activities as an im- 
mediately available source of wremploymont relief in non-compovitive undertakings, 
that is, non-competitive cither with oxist’ng agriculture or with existing industry. 
Wisconsin's experiment in conserv:tion work-relief in 1932 has been expanded by the 
federal government to the entire United States, and the national administration has, 
through its cmergency conservation work, impressed this new meaning of conservation 
on the nationel consciousness. Forest protection - building of firo lanes and fire- 

breaks, forest culture ~ planting and thinning, soil crosion prevention, the planting 
of windbreaks, tho restoration of drained areas, stream devclopment, are undisputed 
fields of non-competitive but self-liquidating public works. This is conservation in 
omergency relief. 

Conservation of land resources in Wisconsin includes a long time program of 
segregation of forest and agricultural regions, This program has developed the non- 
urban zoning ordinances as a moans of controlling tho agricultural surplus by pro- 
hibiting sub-marginal agricultural sottlement in regions dedicated to forest re- 
sources, Again, this Wisconsin plan is one which the foderal government is oxtending 
nationally in its program of withdrawing poor land from competition with good land, 
In Wisconsin, and-nationally, conservation is concerned with finding the best use for 
land not needed by agriculture; not only the production of wood, the protection of 

soil, the rotention of woter, the dovelopmont of resrcational uses and wild life 

refuges, bu’ the developmen’ of profitable employment in fur farming, shooting priv- 
ileges, in part time farm and forestry work, In these activitios wo havo conserva- 
tion_in recovery adjustment. 

ma eer



Wisconsin has grown in population, agribulturec, industry, weelth and culture 

through the lavish use of its resources of farm ond forest lands. We are already 

suffering from the exhaustion and the depletion of these resources, ond we are 

threatened with progressively inercasing exhaustion and depletion. Simple protec- 

tion from forest fire and simple propagation of wild life are but tho necessary 

first steps. .A thoroughgoing restoration of wilderness conditions requires not only 

protection, but added culture; not only propagation, put rearing; not only the ending 

of devastating use, but constructive remedies, To restore natural balances between 

earth, water, plant and animal life, tho human disturber must become nature's own 

assistant, Only as all our natural resources are restored, conserved and properly 

utilized, can wo continuingly maintain our population in security and plenty through 

future years, 

Conservation, which bogan as the vision of the few, has become the ideal of 

all, and by our growing necds, it has become a basic, practical, understandable 

state policy. It is concerned with wise land use and with the welfare of the 

people. Conservation has proven itself adaptable to immediate emergency, to agri- 

cultural recovery, and to long time social planning. 

Alsi In its responsibilities as a public function of the state, conservation is 

intimately correlated with the state administrations of taxation, utilities, high- 

woys, cducation, agriculture and markets. It is correlated with state plonning and 

with the functions’ of rescarch in agronomy, biology and locol government. 

This, generally, is the oxpanded field and scope of Wisconsin's conservation 

program, and this development has been reflected step by step in the conservation 

lows passed by each successive legislature, The functions that these statutes have 

imposed upon the Conservation Department have developod a definite administrative — 

program, The public intorest in this program is making possiblo its increasingly 

effective accomplishment, 

I shall not discuss our field organization, the departments understaffed and 

cramped working sections, nor the great need for expanded appropriations if we are 

to match performance with vision and responsibility. These are matters the impor- 

tance of which warrants separate discussion if Wisconsin is to accept the challenge 

of an outraged nature and her greedy and thoughtless despoilers. Rather shall I 

devote this opportunity to acquainting you with our numerous activities, projects, 

yf and purposes as they exist today. 

During the past twenty years the pressure of population into the hills and 

valleys of northern Wisconsin, with a scattered and isolated advance guard squatting 

on marginal agricultural lands or penetrating into the heart of forest areas, has 

peen followed by a recession. The advance guard has become the rear guard and 

pressure has been followed by vacuum. Hence the state no longer can concern itself 

with the advancing of new frontiers, It must recognize the old frontiers and the 

new problem in land use and local taxation that attends this recession. 

Wisconsin for the past decade has been concerned with this problem, The @on- 

servation Department, the University Agricultural College, the Soils Survey Group, 

and county authorities have coopcrated in a program that is fast zoning the north 

and developing a permanent policy jn the counties. More than 13,000,000 acres of 

state, county, private, and fedoral forests are under protoction for for est purposes, 

of the remaining 23,000,000 acres in our state, it is safe to say four or five mile 

lion acres are suitable for no other purpose than the growing of forests and the 

farmers! woodlot. Tae extent and progress that have been made is graphically 

illustrated on my accompanying maps. 
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Forest culture and protection have moved forward with groat stridos during the 

past three years and in the face of the most serious drought cycle of our goncration. 

‘ Tho changed policy of the Department and e re-organized ficld force have enabled us 

to reducc the annual toll in fire-swopt acreage and the average acreage per fire. 

Prior to 1932 the average forest fire devastated an area of 272 acres, In 1932 this 

average was reduced to 38 acres, In 1933 when the organization that had been crested 

in the field was partially dismentled by the thon dircctor, the average acreage per 

fire inercased to 72 acres. This yoar, with tho re-ostablishing and complomenting of 

the orgenization set-up in 1932 there will be a substantial reduction, ond I am con~ 

fident that 70% of all fires will be less than ten acres in sizo, It would soem 

reasonable thet, if the Department can cope successfully with the problem of forest 

protection during a year that has been marked by sovore drought, the policy now in 

force can be counted on for success wider normal conditions. Certainly the progress 

made in reducing the annual destruction of forest acres by fire from more than half 

o million acres annually in 1930 and in 1931 to 119,000 acres in 1932 already justi- 

fies the policy we have adopted, As I have indicated oarlicr in my remarks I am 

unwilling to accept responsibility for the less favorcble experience in 1933, oven 

though the record of that expericnce is a tremendous improvement over oarlier years. 

The records for the present year are not yet available, but I am confident that oven 

in the face of the tremendous fire hazard to be expected this autum, it will show 

further gains. 

In commenting on the planting program I need only state that it has been ex- 

ponded as rapidly as finances will permit an increased output and development of 

nurseries. We have established a new nursery near Nekoosa in the hope tha’ southern 

Wisconsin will one day recognize forestry as a problom that is not peculiar to the 

north, If you were to draw an east and west line from the southern boundary of 

Stevens Point and make a survey of all acreage to the south, you would find that 18% 

of the lend in that area is wuitable for no other purpose than forestry. Those lands, 

once dedicated to the parpose of growing trces, will play an important part in tho 

movement to restore our ground water levels, our stream and lake levels, besides prow 

viding a habitat for our wild life. I can sum up the forest protection policy of the 

Department in a few simple sentences. Our first objective is fire prevention, Our 

second is immediate suppression. Our third cetivity concerns those failures in im- 

mediete suppression that result in the large uncontrolled forest fire. 

A complete system of observation towers connected with the Department's own 

telephone communications net makes immediate fire information available for the 

ranger, The construction of forestry headquarters in each district and the purchase 

of transportation and fire fighting equipment insure prompt action wherever highways, 

fire lanes, and truck trails exist, Conservation wardens with a force of more than 

one hundred motorized patrolmen. daily spread the gospel of prevention through con- 

stant cruising, contacting tourist end settler, end through fixing fire responsibil- 

ity. The maps I have brought with me should further develop for you the brief 

picture I have presented. 

Here in the nath, you are greatly concerned with the receding water levels in 

your lakes and streams and in the very ground itself. While the laws of the- state 

have placed the control of this problom in the Public Service Commission, the Con- 

servation Department has been concerning itself with the increasing monace it present 

to our wild life and fish, our recreational facilities, and future land use values. 

The Department has recontly proposed a plan of action, ombracing Sawyer, Burnett, 

Rusk and Washburn counties, whore the situatyon is most critical, to develop a sound 

and unified program for a solution. The immediate objective of this plan is to 

develop structures to impede the outflow of present water resources, The long time 

objective is to restore as far as possiblco the natural conditions in which Nature 

worked hor miracle. One noed not bo a scientist to roach the conclusion that if we 

am he



continue to ditch and drain our lands, if we continue to denude our lands of all 

forest cover, if we permit fire to sweep the north while engineering projects 

straighten our rivers and our small streams to increase the flow of water to the 

Gulf, we must leave an ever-diminishing amount of water behind. The final conclu- 

sion to be drawn requires no comment. 

Wisconsin is not merely theorizing on this problem, In Portage, Wood, Jack- 

son, Juncau, and Adams counties, 423,000 acres of defunct drainage projects are in 

process of re-flooding through the use of foderal funds and local labor. The dead 

heart of Wisconein will once again teom with wild life and servo its mission to 

restoro tho water lovols so vital to this portion of the drought area. It is a 

projoct involving an acreage cight times as large as the famod Horicon Marsh, which 

wo propose to legally flood in carly Septomber. 

Those of you who come from western Wisconsin are familiar’ with the Department* 

program for the use of labor in Conservation Corps camps to control the erosion that 

works havoc with our agricultural lend. There is en area eighty miles in depth ox- 

tending from St. Croix county to our southern boundary where the spring run-off 

waters and the freshet combine with intensive farming operations to leach away the 

valuable topsoil by bench and sheet erosion. Giant gullies in the hilly country 

contiguous to the Mississippi are present everywhere to mark the spot where soil 

values have washed away. The federal experiment station at La Crosse can demonstrate 

that single rain storms can leach away thirty-five tons of soil from a single acre 

of hill-side plowing, The run-down farm is often the rumm-off farm. Dr. Raphael Zon 

of the Great Lakes Experimemtal Station is authority for the statement that a thou- 

sand years are spent in the making of an inch of usable topsoil. This activity of 

the Conservation Department to save these soil values is in every sense a conserva~ 

tion project. 

Over in Waushara county you are confronted by a problem in wind erosion where 

tho dry, rolling sands movo eastward to lay waste to farm and ficld. There again, a 

forward-looking county agont and Professor Alberts of the Univorsity of Wisconsin 

Experimental Farm are planning a planting project with the cooperation of the Depart- 

mont to develop necessary wind breaks. They propose jn miniature a plan similar to 

tho federal projoet for our neighbors to the wost, whore through the use of great 

belts of trees stretching from Canada to our southern boundary, it is hoped to cone 

trol wind erosion, The map showing the locotion of Conservation Corps camps under 

the direction of theDepartment will direct you to the locality in which these opera- 

tions are under way where you can securo a broader picture, 

In connection with the Game Division of the Department, let mo remind you that 

less then two-fifths of the stetc is in crop lend or pasture. Prolific natural 

forest and grass cover is indigonous to nearly all areas. The non-urban population 

averages less than twenty persons per square milo, In overy region there is 9 vary- 

ing aron of unpopulated and unimproved land capable of supporting a varied wild life. 

This potential happy hunting fround is within a night's ride by train or a day's 

automobile travel from an urban population of twonty million poople, living in 

climates that require northern summer migrations. 

With the forests we have beauty and protection. With streams stocked with 

fish and land stocked with game, we have sport for camera, rod, and gun. In no 

other state is there this closo juxtaposition of urban population and so vast and 

voricd domicile of wild lifc. 

We shall here discuss the way in which the game division is endeavoring to : 

mect the opportunities that Wisconsin's woodland and wild lands offer in the field 

of game management, 
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It is all very now. In 1928 the first game farm was established, Until then 

the only public function exercised was the more or less inoffectual fixing of bag 

limits and open and closed scasons, This was purely game protection, ond in spite 

of it, owing to the lack of other needed moasurcs, the game populotion steadily de- 

clincd in tho face of continually increasing resident and non-resident sportsmen's 

demands. 

In 1930 Mr. W. F. Grimmer, an outstanding authority in the new scionce of game 

management, was placed at the head of the newly formed game division. He developed 

a game program based upon rescarch in food, cover, predators and environment relate 

ing to game, with localized annual surveys of the game population. The activities 

proposed were systematic game production, the stocking of rogions with suitable 

species of game birds and animals, a system of public hunting and fishing grounds, 

game refuges, and cooperation with federal international control of migratory water- 

fowl. 

Gradually this program has doveloped from the single original game farm in the 

Peninsula State Park to the establishment of four state geme farms, with an approx= 

imate annual output of 100,000 game bird eggs and 10,000 game birds, The wild life 

refuge progrom has been expanded to the supervision end management of 600,000 acres 

of refuge land, end the state has been subdivided into nine game districts with a 

district game supervisor heading each district. 

During the present year a three-man game committee has been ostablished in 

each of the scventy-one counties of the state, It is estimated that more than 

thirty thousand sportsmen voted in the election of these committees, They form the 

local advisory council for tho game division and are the direct channel through 

which the sportsmen in oach county may cooperate with the ontire game management 

program, No one thing better indicates the changed public sentiment amongst sports- 

men toward law enforcemont than the fact that in nearly every county the game war- 

dons are welcomed and consulted at all sportsments mootings as the hunters' best 

frionds. 

Tho growing interest in game propagation is indicated by the fact that during 

1933 amd 1934 the applications for pheasant and other game bird eggs almost doubled 

the annual supply. This is particularly significant in view of the fact that Wis- 

consin now ranks second amongst oll the states in the number of game bird eggs that 

it distributes annually. 

In 1929, the first year of the stocking program, no county could be given an 

open season for ringeneck pheasants, but in 1935 thirty-five counties had an open 

season for pheasants, and the recommendations for 1934 indicate that forty counties 

will be open for the hunting of this bird this year. The neod for additional stock- 

ing in the near future is caused by the great concentration of hunters in many 

counties. The demand for the stocking of other exotic species, including the rarer 

pheasant varieties, Hungarian partridge, Chukar partridge, and the restocking of 

such native game as bobwhite quail, raccoon, rabbits and squirrels, developed in 

many regions of the state, While much progress has been made in the management of 

upland game refuges, thoso undertakings are new and much intcnsive work is needed to 

pring these refuges up to 2 normal capacity. 

The waterfowl program includes surveying and management plans in connection 

with marsh and lake restoration, tho planting of aquatic plants for food, cover, 

and the establishment of a series of inviolate watorfowl sanctuarics, In this 

program the surface has becn barely scratched, The rostoration and maintenance of 

marshes, tho planting of waterfowl foods and cover, and the restocking of waterfowl 

and changing of flight lines, togother with the establishment of a series of large 
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and small sanctuaries, are part of Wisconsin's oxpanded conservetion program, do- 

mended ond willingly paid for by the sportsmen. 

The fur bearing onimal rosources of Wisconsin are at a low cbb, The oxpanded 

program includes a systomatic survey of such important spocics as muskrat, beaver, 

skunk, raccoon ond fox, as the basis of the establishment of proper refuges and 

sanctuaries, food and cover restoration, marsh restoration, restocking, and the 

establishment of practical trapping regulations that will permit the building up 

of the fur bearing animal supply. Wisconsin is noted for the quality of its ranch- 

reered, fur bearing animals and gamc. The brooding and rearing of fur bearing 

animals ond game animals and birds is an important itom in the commercial develop- 

ment of our natural resources. Few states have the tremendous possibilities that 

Wisconsin possesses in this respect. Fur forming, game forming and land owners! 

breeding of stock for pelts and carcasses for food, offer a new and undeveloped 

field for employment and profit. 
; a 

The field of game management is widely diversificd. Hundreds of separate 

species and varicties of birds ond fur bearing animals presont distinct research 

and administrative probloms., ‘Tho interests involved are also divorsified between 

resident and non-resident sportsmen, privately owned and publicly owned lands, the 

interests of recreation gencrally and the individual interests of resort owners, 

hunting clubs and game farmers. A list of the jurisdictions, problems and projects 

of the game division includes 

1. Winter feeding - With the cooperation of sportsmen's clubs and individuols, 

the division has ostablished and maintains betwoen five and ten thousand winter 

fecding stations, 

2, Tho division is conducting studies for game and food cover restoration, 

3, It is concerned with the managemont of public hunting grounds, of 1000 to 1600 

game, fur ond deer farms, ond some 35,000 acres of licensed shooting preserves. 

4, The division is concerned with complaints and clains for deer and beaver 

damage. 

5, It is developing on experimental fur farm, 

6, It is cooporating with tho Univorsity of Wisconsin in game research. 

7, It is collecting and compiling census reports of game, from hunters and 

trappers. 

In addition to these aro many hundreds of minor projects established and maintained 

for the individual benefit of a community or county. 

I suppose the fisheries division presents tho most immediate and the closest 

contact between the state and its citizons. The fish themselves are public property 

and the fisheries division is the custodian of this public property. 

One of the first accomplishments of Wisconsin conservation was its fish hatch- 

eries, and one of the oldest division heads is Mr. B. 0. Webster, who has been in 

charge of this division since 1921, 

Thore has been a gradual dovelopment of fish propagation, In this program 

the hotchery is but the starting point. The hatching of fish fry is controlled 

nature and requires a high degree of scientific technique. The next step is fish 

rearing. Here the technique is not so fully devoloped, and much experimental work 

is called for, The third step in the program is the distribution of fish. If this 

is by political subdivisions or by arbitrary allotment, rogerdless of specics, the 
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program is liable ta be barren of results, The third step, therofore, must be 

controlled by the fourth development of the fisheries program, which involves the 

ecological survey of our lakes and streams. As this survey discloses pollution or 

other disturbance of natural conditions, the distribution of fish must be preceded 

by a restoration of naturel conditions in our lakes and streams, which will enable 

thom to maintain on appropriate fish population. 

; In this program the fisheries division is concerned with fishing as a sport. 

There are other varictics of fish in our lakes and streams which are not amenable 

to sport, They are the rough fish and the removal of the rough fish, when and where 

advisable, to bencfit the game fish is o commercial undertaking in the control of 

the fisheries division. 

The fisheries division also is concerned with the consorvetion of commercial 

fish species in the Great Lakes and on the Mississippi river. As these are boundary 

waters, the division is concerned with cooporative regulation and agreements with 

neighboring states and with the fedoral government, Tho fisheries division is also 

concerned with the supervision. and regulation of commercial fishing, which is one of 

the state's important industrics, both as to employment and revenue. 

Increasingly cheaper automobile travel, Wisconsin's comprehensive development 

of hard surfaced highways, and the trend towards shorter working hours for everyone, 

have resulted in a continuous increase in the fishing of game fish in Wisconsin 

waters. Continuously these streams and lakes have been depleted of their fish 

faster than natural reproduction could stock thom, but it is only in few streams and 

lokes that natural conditions heve been retained. 

The cutting of the forests, the pbuilding of inland towns and cities, and the 

pollution thet comes with industry and population, have left our waters lacking in 

shade, deficient in flow, ond many of our older streams too shallow and too warm for 

the native brook trout. Beaver working in these streams under the changed conditions 

have gone a long way towards ruining the best of the remaining trout waters, 

This is not a new situation, The deplotion of game fish in southern Wisconsin 

began to bo felt one hundred years ago and the first public recognition of conserva 

tion occurred in this ficld, The first fish inspector was appointed under Chapter 

77, W. S. in 1866, Hight yoars later state fisheries operations were started throug 

the oroation of the fisheries commission by the legislature and the present fisheries 

division of the Conservation Department is the present day successor of this commis- 

sion. i 

The task of providing game fish for the over-increasing domand may be divided 

into four steps: (1) Hatcherios; (2) Rearing and rescue work; (3) Distribution; 

(4) Stream and leke improvement, Underlying cach of those steps is controlled 

experimental research and scicntific study of our lakes and streams. 

The Department's stream jmprovement program is under the direction of Mr. Sid 

Gordon, whose operations are charted on one of the wall:maps. He has worked on the 

Pike, the Thunder, the Tomorrow, the Iron, the Brule, Roche Cri and Fish Creek. A 

total of fourteen miles of trout stream has been improved--through the installation 

of 708 deflectors and 400 covers, Training crows and the preparation for a wider 

range of activity has slowed down progress. The domonstration arcas we have devel- 

oped should create tho domand and cooperation necessary to long heul accomplishment. 

There are many activities of the Department which I will not discuss tonight. 

They include the work of Dr. Birge and Dr. Juday in lake and stream studies, the 

enforcement arm of the Department, the public relations section, the CWA and FERA 

projects we have administered and the problems of the carp and buffalo. 
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However, the occasion will not be without result if I can leave with you the 

kmowledge that conservation is no longer something that concerns only the hunter, 

trapper, and fisher, It is no longer an activity interested only in the saving of 

our fish, fur, and game stocks through the impneing and onforeoment of laws or 

through propagating and replacing our dopleting inventorics. These activities, 

important as they are to the recreational and commercial values of our outdoors, 

are relatively the top branches of a great tree whose trunk and roots are imbedded 

in the most vital and fundamental probloms of land use. 

The recognition of these fundamental truths and the application of a sound 

and perpetuating program in harmony with the laws of nature by federal and state 

authorities will one day determine whether the upper Mississippi Valley will remain 

a garden spot to house and feed the child of man or join the world's forgotten 

civilizations, with their crumbled monuments to greed and ignorance for the arche- 

ologist to dig out from bencath the shifting sands of another man-made desert. 
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: Septenber 7, 1934 Ae 

“Shooting preserves . oe 

W. ¥. Griuner pe 

| On checking shooting preserves I find that the following i 
parts of the law have in some cases been neglected. a 

 . 3, A ‘ginele strand of wire is not put on the boundaries a a 

of all shooting preserves, which, in accordance with the law is ie 

ty te a necessity. — a 

2. In one or two cages pheasants have been liberated and pe 
a) , by the operator of the preserve, which, in accor’ance Ha 

ith the law should be done solely by the warden or some Feprew = —__ ee 

‘sentative of the department. Ge ae 

3. Pheasants reared and liberated om shooting preasrves ae 
without taking an actual count leaves a loop hole in the actual ey 

number of pheasants liberated. As a suggestion for this, T believe — Lae 

- that pheasants being reared on shooting preserves chould be counted => 
os ie cet of ee wo to four weeks and again when they are siz ae 
weeks old. ee tee either be trapped up and counted individually 

or counted in field when they come to feed. A more liberal plan 
‘world be to give the operator credit for $04 of the birde that are ee) 

aetually set out in the rearing field whon they are just hatohed. i 

4. The question of a minixum fee for nonresident Munters a 
shooting on preverves=--There is a feeling that nonresidents should oe 

have a aoeneet privilege and pay a small fee of $2.00 or $5.00 aes 
when their hunting is restricted to this space. ae De 

BY fo @hance in the regulations the cost of the metal seal a 
to be placed on the left leg of the shot pheasant from the cost of = 

5¢ to or whatever the recent price ig that was set by the 
: department. : Se 

Te 6. According to law, pheasants on shooting proserves can only ae 

be taken through shooting « The game farn law aileus pheasants to 

be taken in any manner. According to thie, can a shooting preserve He 

and a game farm be legally operated on the same grounds? ay 

‘ %. Relative to the time when pheasants oan be taken on shooting 
preserves--In the present form of regulations this includes 60 days 

> gheeting between October 1 and Jamary 5, inclusive. I believe last =. 

year the r ulations were ie from October 1 to February 15. aa 

In revising the regulations, whit (ate shall wo use? : i ig 
} ‘ a ei 

8. In the shootin: preserve regulations there is a clause ac (oe 
follows:-"The time limit on stoeked pheasants on any et ei ae 

serve shall expire at sundown BO days after the date of certifies 

tion." According to this wananiees 4f liberations wore certie 

fied more than onee during the dates of October 1 to February 15, a 

a ua on el ae 

iF een yh, ¥ Rien ieee iam nan ennui cleus A2!0.00). ae



Shooting preserves - 2 : 

the operator would be allowed to shoot more than for 60 days. : 
I believe there should be a limit date for shooting, regardless ( 
of the number of birds in the time they are liberated. 

: 9. In Chapter 2 of the shooting preserve law it states 
"that no license shall be granted unless the applicant shall own 
or have under. lease the area for which the license is granted". 4 
This does not specify whether the lease is verbal or written. T 
believe a written lease would be safer for the operator of the ‘ 
preserve as well as for the safeguard to the department. Shall 
I draw up a form of written lease that will act as an acceptance 
and will be sent out to allfshooting preserve operators, this form ; 
to be specified in the regulations of the shooting preserve. 
In discussing this with Nr. Leopold he suggests that the land 
owners submit their signature on the shooting preserve license ~ Hie 
applicstion. : : 

10. It is stated that the regulations relative to the shooting 
preserve “have full force and effect of law". Shall we in issuing ‘ 

licenses refuse licenses to any operator who is not abiding by the 

‘ laws such as where the area is not bounded by a single strand of 

wire. 

11. In another paragraph of the shooting preserve regulations 
it states that "there shall be no more than three entrance points. : 

The entrance points must be designated by proper signs." This s 
regulation is not carried out by any of the shooting preserves thus 
far inspected. Shall this clause be eliminated from the regulations, 

-or shall bt be enforced? . 

12. In the former memorandum of August 15 there is a question 
as to what shall be done in event that the full quota of 754 of the : 
birds are not shot during the annual season that the season is in ue 
effect. Oftentimes the seals that are supposed to be attached to ae 
the pheasant's leg is held over for the following year. I@ there be 
to be any allowance carried over from one year to another when the 
full amount of birds that can be shot are not shot during the ; 
year in which the license is served? 

: 12. There is a limited time in which to change the regulations | 
if the changes are to be effective this year. Is it possible to 
straighten out this matter, revise the regulations, and send them ‘ 

- to shooting preserve operators before any shooting starts this year? 

Gill Gigstead 

GG:AR



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT ot 

MADISON / be 
September 8, 1934 eos j 

' yr a of 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

i Re: Allotment of funds 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sorry that this is my first opportunity to answer 
your letter of August 28. 

I am sincerely sorry that the present shape of the 
conservation department budget prevents the allotment of 
any money at this particular time for demonstration area 
work in conjunction with the university. The division 
budgets, as you probably know, were made up and approved 
prior to July 1 and although the matter of the allotment 
of $1500 to the university for special research work was 
brought to the attention of General Immell in April, he 
has advised that such allotment be held in abeyance until 
the department funds are in better shape. 

Unfortunately, we must look forward to reduced 
license income next year and the small balance that we may 
have this year, we must reserve for the 101 emergencies 
that are always cropping up in the various divisions. 

I do not want you to think that the department does 
not realize the value of proper demonstration areas. It 
does. With the present demands upon the department, how- 
ever, it is just a case of no money and no hope in the 
immediate future of securing any unless our budget can 
be expanded by general appropriation. 

Grimmer has advised me that he will furnish you the c 
demonstration area signs as he has promised. He has 
already made arrangements to secure these from Waupun. 4 

Wie 

H. W. MacKenzie lat 
Conservation Director



New Soils ee 
September 22, 193 

Mr, K, C, Jakoubek 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, dakoubek: 

I promised to look up the matter of a synthetic 

or substitute beaver food, but haven't gotten around to 

making the rather lengthy inquiries which would be 

involved. Moreover, with the huge excess of aspen avail- 

able, is it really important to find substitutes? 

I still will make a try at it if you want me 

to. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold | 
In Charge, Game Research | 

ALevh 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ae ae 
€ 

: FOREST SERVICE AY 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY : 

Yl 
ADDRESS REPLY TO ona ae. 

DIRECTOR Ut al MADISON, WISCONSIN 

R - PLZ March 27, 1934. 

Gen. Ralph M. Immell, 
Conservation Department, 

State Capitol, 
- Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of March 20 is received. We also 

have a memorandum prepared by R. D. Garver covering a 

conversation that he had with Mr. K. C. Jakoubek concern- 

ing the substitution of other barks for aspen bark as a 

beaver food. 

It is our opinion that little could be learned 

from chemical analyses alone and that the final solution 

of the problem would depend upon feeding experiments. 

The chemical analysis of most woods and barks would not 

differ greatly in so far as their chief constituents are 

concerned; that is, cellulose, lignin, and extractive. 

The chemical analysis of two woods might be very much the 

same except for the presence of a small amount of volatile 

oil or other material which would make the wood or bark 

distasteful. Another difficulty that might arise would 

be our lack of information regarding the constituents of



Gen. R. M. I. 

the bark that have nutritive value. So far as we know, 

no work has been done along this line. 

I have conferred with Professor Hart of the 

Department of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, who 

is in charge of the work on the nutritive value of foods 

and he confirms the above opinion. He also states that 

many times animals will refuse to eat a ration prepared 

as nearly as possible to conform to their natural food 

material. It is his opinion that the information you 

desire could be obtained more quickly by carrying on 

feeding experiments with different types of wood and 

barks than by attempting to make chemical analyses of 

these materials. 

I have also discussed the matter with Mr. Aldo 

Leopold, professor of wild life management of the College 

of Agriculture, and while he has made no extensive study 

of the habits of beaver, he states that there are other 

species of wood that they will store for food purposes 

when their supply of aspen is limited. You might be 

interested in getting in touch directly with Mr. Leopold. 

Very truly yours, 

eg In Charge, 
Section of Derived Products. 

see



’ New Soils Building 
Noveuber 5, 1934 

Mr. C, lL. Harrington 
Conservation Denartment 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Harrington: 

. While recently in the Lake Geneva region several 
local citizens asked me to call your attention to the Bd, 3, 
Ayer estate and its value for state park purposes, 

This tract comprises 300 acres and lies on the 
south side of lake Geneva in Fontena township, I understand 
it 1s well timbered and has exceptional value from the stand+ 
point of both scenery and location. The estate is in charge 
of Mrs. BE, Ayer Johnston, Pasadena, California, I told my : 
informants that as nearly as I knew you were short of funds 
for purchasing lend, mt that I would call you attention to 
this opportunity, 

Dr. B. B, Prost, Williams Bay, would be the person 
to consult locally ebout the location and status of the tract, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
sie In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
Jamary 4, 1935 

Mr, Willism F, Grimer : 
Conservation Department ' 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bilis 

Pending financial provision for your new plan of 
building up Poynette as the technical center of game management, 
would it be possible for you to let me have some of Ralph 
Conway's time during the off season for handling the farmer dem- 
onstration areas? Since we are going to merge this wrk anyhow 
as between the Department and the University, 1¢ occurred to me 
that if Ralph has any slack time during the winter, he could be 
starting to teke up some of the work which I have had to let : 
slide due to lack of finds and help. 

: The wost serious item is the Beaver Dam ares. ‘The : 
Beaver Dem Conservation Club has asked me to draw a gane develop= 
ment plan for at least one whole township, and I have not time to 
do it in person nor have I so far succeeded in delegating the 
matter to anybody else, Due to his experience in such matters, 
Ralph could do this under cur direction, I have been very much 
ashamed to let the matter go this lone, If you can spare him for 

even a couple of weeks, let me know and we ean lay out further 
details, 

} With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

wh 5



Kew Soils Building 

Gen, Ralph M, Inmell 
Conservation Commission 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear General Inmell: 

I decidedly agree with John Long that the 
introduction of wild boars would be a misteke. I do not 
think it at 811 likely that they would succeed, buf it 
they did it seems te me highly probable that the damage 
would excead the benefit, 

This wild boar idea breaks out periodically 
among American sportsmen. 

I could not imagine a less favorable locality 
than around Spooner, Our only helf-way promising boar 
country would be in southern Wisconsin, where they would 
wreck the farms. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

SNATION 

RALPH M. iMMEEE CHAIRMAN 6G eae LOUIS M HOPEIN: SECRETARY 

R. B. GOODMAN, MARINETTE be se ie iE JAS. A. CORCORAN, WEBSTER 

T. J. KOERNER, MANITOWISH BZ /9| NELSON LE CLAIR, TWO RIVERS 

Roo 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 26 March 1935 

University of Wisconsin, j 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I enclose a copy of a letter from Warden Long, 

which is self-explanatory. Will you give me the benefit 

of your opinion on this matter? 

Sincerely yours, 

Th ate 

RALPH M. IMMELL, 
RMI :LSH Chairman



Mellen, Wisconsin. 
March 25,1935. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR, 
Conservation Department, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Re; Wild pigs as game animals in Wisconsin's Forests. 

Dear Sir: 

The following deseribed article and also similar articles 
have been appearing in the columns of several news papers during 
the past month. ; 

"pr. J. D. Zastwold, of Spooner, has purchased a wild boar, 
weighing 350 pounds, from the zoo at Milwaukee. Domestic 
sows will be bred and the resultant litters turned loose in 
a reserve in the county in the hopes that they will form the 
foundation for a wild hog population in the woods." 

No doubt the doctor is acting in good faith, he evidently is 
a conservationist at heart, or he would not devote the time and pains 
and the money that goes with this sort of seheme, consequently one is 
reluctant in offering an objection to his plans. However, I am of the 
opinion, that it behooves the Conservation Department to make an im-~ 
mediate investigation of this matter, and inform itself, if it has not 
already done so, regarding the results of the presenee of the wild hog 
in the forests of France and other countrys and the southern states of 
this country. 

Personally, I am of the opinion, thet the wild hog would be a 
terrible menace to not only our game animals and birds of the forests, 
but also to the forests itself, as they naturally would have to subsist 

mainly on the tender roots of the seedlings snd smaller trees; they 
would devour any and all infant animals that are reared on the ground, 

including the eggs and infant birds; they would kill ena devour our 

native deer in their winter yarding pleces during the winters of deep © 

snow such as we just experienced; they would destroy a much greater 

amount of the farmer's crops than the deer now are doing annuslly; they 

would pollute the smaller streams of the forests during the summer months 

of the year; they would harass people in the upland berry patches; they 

would be a terrible menace to the tourist and others who camp-out, as 

they would devour all the food they could reach and demage things in 

general; they would be a great menace to the automobilist, not only on 

the inland highways, firelenes and truck trails, but also on the main 

highways, they would be feared by 211 but the gummer when armed, for it 

: is a well known fact, that a matured wild boar and a sow with e-litter—— 

is a dangerous enimel. Personally, I am of the opinion, that the wild 

hog could be appropriately termed "The Carp of the Forests?



Director Con: No.2, 

For many years I have personally observed the domestic hog 
menace in the forests of this northern country, which was at a time 
when most logging companies would turn loose from a dozen to several 
hundred hogs in the woods about their respective logging camps, and 
I noticed that in a mumber of instances the logger did not provide 
his hogs with any grein or other food, merely left them shift for 
themselves the year around,and in the fell of each year, he would 
kill the desired ones for his meat supply at camp. Some of these 
hogs beeame so wild that they had to be killed with rifles as no one 
could get close to them. 

I noticed wherever there were hogs in the woods, that there 
were hundreds upon hundreds of acres of soil turned over just as 
though it were done with human hands with the aid of a plow; in such 
instances I noticed that ell small trees were ruined and the roots of 
the larger ones exposed. 

I also personally mow that many persons feared these hogs, 
especially the berry pickers, particularly the women and children 
held great fear for the hogs. I personally kmow that the domestic 
boar and a sow with a litter is a dangerous enimal, I also kmow that 
the wild boar is more dangerous than the domestic kind, ana I am of 
the opinion, that the mere kmowledge of the fact that there would be 
wild hogs in the wilds of Wisconsin, would act as a bar to our tourist 
trade in Visconsin. "No pigs for me." 

Very truly you 

John Long, A . 

Conservation Tl o/



‘ Copies to Henika and Jones 

ew Soils Building 
; April 4, 1935 

Mesere, Ralph M, Inmeli 
H, , MeacKensie 

Conservation Departuent 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

Sow that the Department ia about to take over the actual prepara~ 
tion of the gome munagement plan for the Central Wisconsin Conservation Dis~ 
trict, 4% seems desirable that the advisory function which Professor Jones 
and myself have held toward this project should taper off, Accordingly I 
would like to record what seems to me the principal technical and policy 
questions now in view and my opinions on them, 

Sagara) Exjari Shae. This area, ag I understand it, ie being sequainted 
F gue purposes, I for one have urged the name "Conservation 

District" rather than "Game Area" because of my belief that exclusive dedica~ 
tion ought to be kept to a minixam, In case of conflict, however, it is 
my understanding that gaue intereata should have priority, ‘the following 
Alammesionsa are baged on this preaiss, 

aber Shand aT ae ey tert eet ohn ton wm 
very eres se Serab oak, for example, 
furnishes both food and cover for both deer and grouse, aml the food tneludes 
not only scorns, but galls, oy Romiend, oon coe aka Gade 
should, therefore, be confined to areas where an excess exists. 

In Clearing other underbrush, there should, I think, be diserim 
ination in order not to dlear the species essential to gome food or cover. 
Henke and Sehmidt oan readily aivise the timber stand foreman what these 
are. 

It may be a doubtful policy, ot least in some places, to follow 
the usual procedure of burning brushpiles instead of Leaving then 11¢. 

Plantings, It is my unferstenting that large-scale plantings, including a 

heavy proportion of jackpine, are contemplated, By universal admission of 

all foresters, the entire area is a poor site for planting and forestry 
purpesss, In general, then, it would sem that plantings can be relegated 
at the outset to the very best planting sites, There may, of course, a 

| question of what these are, in which event I ouggest consulting Dr. Wilde, 

. In ny opinion all plantings should be kept away from the marsh 

edge, that is, they should coampy only the solid interior of the sandy
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islends, ‘the eiges of the islands produce the bog birch, white birch 
and other food an’ cover plants wiieh form the gaue rance, ond in addition 
they are the nesting sites for prairie chicken. 

Second, I would like to muggest thet absolutely solid blocks 
be avoided in ol] eases, The recent findings of New York State reported 
at the last Game Gonferenee showed conclusively that solid Dlocke are an 
entire desert as far as game fe concerned. 

On the other hand, the oreation of large conifer eoverts in the 
centers of the larger send ielands will be a very positive advantage to 
both deer and ruffed grouse and in much locations will dovetail beantifully 
with the geome monagenent operations. 

It 4¢ hoped that wherever doubt exists as to the best species 
erway and vhite pine will be given the edge over jackpine, 

ae  seashonste spotoaes sentevs GO enaivarins 05 he ene Hie: 
re lanes, with the special request that roads be entirely omitted from 

areas used by sandhill cranes. I can here only repeat the recommendations 
already made, ‘The road question reduces itself fundamentally to a matter 
ef esthetics, Unnecessary roade, I teke it, are undesirable on any gome 

aren, and I hope the rood aysten can be kept to thet miniuu absolutely 
necessary to that for administration and protection, It may not be amiss 
to point out that COG labor has now been available for o year, and as a 
result we have stores of miles of roadie and as yet hardly eny dams. 1 
om perfectly avare of the fiscal elements that enter this platare, bat 
the public accountability of the Departuent can hardly take account of 
merely figeal obstacles, I am afraid that many field officers staply 
prefer to build roads rather than do technical wrk. ‘This is perfectly 
evident on ell the National Forests and if not altered, will stand as a 
serious debit against the COC conservation program. 

All of the foregoing views are merely opinions on trends and by 
no means constitute eriteria of what to do in concrete enges, In the last 
analysis, the question of what to do on each apot should be argued out 
by the technicians on the ground, and this letter ie werely a plea that 
the game technietans be given the proper hearing. Ouch questions as the 
above are now being debated by the technicians on the ground and I think 
they are entitled to an explicit statement of policy from the Madison office. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Reesarch 

| vh 

\



New Soils Building 
May 21, 1935 

Myr, H. W. MacKenzie, Director 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ur, MacKenzie: 

This acknowledges your letter of May 9, transmitting 
the resolution of the Commission concerning its participation 
in the proposed game research program, 

President Frank has transuitted your letter to 
Mr, Darling. 

. 

the tentative budget which I presented to the Com= 
mission included as its main new item for this year a “Farmer 
Handbook" of game management to be issued under the joint 
esuspices of the University and the Departwent. 

As you know, Mr, Grinmer and I have been planning 
for this Handbook for several years. Before dropping the 
idea that the Department might join in ite publication, I want 
to verify my supposition that this is the intent of the Com 
mission's resolution. 

Unless I hear from you to the contrary, I will 
assume that the resolution is intended to cover the Handbook, 
as well as the research items of the program. 

I am sending a copy of this to Mr, Grimmer. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh ™ '
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Report to whaadesdin Conservation Commission on 

Cooperative Research Program 

Proposal. Mr. Darling of the U,S.B.S. offers Wisconsin $6,000 game research 

money if the Department and the University will each contribute the same amount, 

or the equivalent in equipment and services. 

This is a proposal for meeting his offer, ‘the University is already spending 

more than its pro rata, so the program hinges upon the Department's action. 

This prepessl tries to outline an expansion of research which combines these 

features: : j 

(a) Projects which supplement those already under way in Wisconsin, 
Michigan, and Minnesota, (‘These are already outlined in the 
Regional Plan Report for 1934,) 

(b) A balance between deeply scientific and "practical" projects. 
(e) Projects which will meet the most pressing needs of those who 

own or administer large areas of game lands, namely the farmers, 
‘ the Departments, the Forest Service, the Soil Erosion Service. 

(a) Projeets which fit the existing plans, projects, and the available “ 
manpower of the Wisconsin Department and the University. 

This proposal does not cover fish or fur, the offer evidently being restricted 

in this regard. 

Inventory. The attached Inventory of work under way or needed is taken from the 

‘Wisconsin Regional Plan Report, pp. 2'G-2'7, ‘the Regional Plan 414 not mention 

the going work in the adjoining states, but it was written to cover only such . 

work as was not being done there. 

It is assumed that, if only one university in this region gets this money, _ 

the work not under way elsewhere will be at that university, as far as support 

from these funds is concerned. - \ 

Budget. This Inventory is converted into the attached Wisconsin budget by con- 34 

verting the Wisconsin projects into men and dollars, and adding certain items,
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such as a Farmers’ Handbook and a system of Demonstration Areas, which are 

not research but which bear on the use of research findings. 

This Budget assumes that each cooperator will pay its om men, but that 

the technical sapervision will lodge in the University, to the staff of which 

the U.S.B,S, biologist will be assigned, 

The Budget allocates to the Department certain items which it has been 

wanting to do anyhow, tut has been prevented by lack of funds. ‘



Wiseonsin + Michigan = Minnesota 

Species or Under way New Project 
Glass Subject __ Siicinieven Proposed for Remarks 

Farm Game Quail ......s000+. Wisconsin Wisconsin (Financed for 1935 only.) 

Pheasant........... Michigan : (All work so far in Mich.) 

Homgarian .sscessesccesvesesecsoves Wisconsin (iMich, has done preliminary 
work, but no management tried.) 

: Cottontail (Mich, has done preliminary 
work.) 

Forest & Deer ......secesee Michigan,...... Wisconsin (Mich, work only part-time) 
Range 
Game Prairie Chicken 

& Sharptail....ece Wisconsin 

Ruffed Grouse ..... Minnesota (Some ineidental work in Wis.) 

Snowshoe seceviccoe Minnesota (Some ineidental work done 

fin Wis, & Mich.) 

Black Bear 

MOOS@...ssceceeses Michigan (Sonie worl: done by Ill. in 

Minn.) 

Caribou (Oceur only in Minn.) 

Migratory Ducks s.sseecseees Michigan (Some worl: in Iowa.) 

j Shorebirds 

Miseel- Cycles veccesccone Wisconsin (Mach work done in Minn, 
laneous but not now active.) 

Game Diseases..... Minnesota & von 
Michigan 

5 Nutrition & Cycles wecscecscovcesee Wisconsin ; 

Parasites 4 Nutrition ....sssscsees Wisconsin 

Marsh Egology escos eWisconsin 

Food Patches ,......Wisconsin (Some work in Mich.) 

; \ 

\



Budget for Wisconsin Game Research 
Fiseal Year July 1, 1935-June 30, 1936 

Travel & 

University of Wisconsin Salary § Supplies Total Subject 

Aldo Leopold $5700 $800 $6500 Chair of Game 

Vivian Horn 1600 1600 Office, library, 
accounts, publicity 

LL. W. Wing 1000 g00 1800 Cycles 

A. S, Hawicins 800 800. 1600 Quail Study, Also in- 
charge of demonstratim; 

1 Physiologist 800 800 Parasites & Cycles 

1 Nutrition Chemist 800 200 1000 Nutrition & Cycles 

Supplies and equipment 
for experiments 4oo a 

1. 

U. S, Biological Survey 

Biologist 3000 1000 4o00 Deer Study 

1 Research Apprentice, | 
: Lake Mills 500 | 300 800 Demonstration Area | 

1 Research Apprentice, 
Beaver Dam 500 300 800 Denonstration Area 

1 Research Apprentice, 
University Fans 300 100 sae Demonstration Area 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

Schmidt 1800 1000 2800 Grouse 

*Publication of Handbook, ; 
including drawings 2000 2000 Handbook 

1 Research Apprentice,Poynette 800 4oo a Demonstration Area 

*To ye published jointly by the Department and the University. 
_ In future years this item is to go for a Warden Training School.
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A, Life History of Game re iD pee 
, per Ce t wf QL tee, 

Ry Number the following game species in order of mobility: baer oircd 

( ) deer 

( ) dobwhite quail 

( ) eottontadl 

( ) pheasant 

( ) ruffed grouse 

( ). sharptail grouse : 

: ( ) pimnated grouse 

2, Nomber the following game foods in order of palatability for . 

Gcind of game) 

4n winter, If any item is not eaten, cross it out, If any item is incomplete, j 

#111 it out on the blank line, 

( ) corm Bee es Gee COV SET oe 

C2 ( ) wild rice 

( ) buekwheat ©) REP ican ital 

; ( ) sweet clover () waiter Aig 

Or MME ( ) highbush cranberry 

( ) white dDirch - (>) sorghwa 

0 UR ( ) giant ragweed 

C ) mae oie ( ) pigeon grass 

Ce a ae ( ) dlack locust 

( ) Ddivestem 

( ) smartweed 

3. Insert average mmber of young per female per year for the following species: - 

deer ( , 
snowshoe ( 

o quail ( , 
mallard ( 
woodcodk ‘ ; 

i beaver 
horned owl ( ) 
black bear ( ) :



a “2 

i 4, ‘The cycle in in showed a high in 
a” 

Se ae oe » and a high in . : 

The following game species also show a cycles ‘ 

The following game species do not show a cycle: : ‘ 

5, Fill in the following blanks: 

is a bacterial disease of ania” 

" is a protozoan disease of »: 

is an ectoparasite of ial ose 

is a vector of bi fiidaniaiieniabialiabalinbiatl 

is poisonous when eaten by iecucaul 

1 aM Ne Me TOURS sg : 

_ 6, Mark the following as true or false: : 

a. A sex ratio of 60M: 40 F is normal for wild quail. . F 

‘ b. A pheasant refuge restocks a radius of 3 miles each year. 2.7 

¢, Sharpshins kill many quail each winter, ; a 

ad, Pinnated grouse pair off in early April. 2 

@. Ragweed is an important winter food for ruffed crouse. a 

' £, A heavy quail weighs 3 ounces, . F 

g. The male Hungarian helps in incubation, ry 

h, Male pinnated grouse sometimes migrate, but hens do not, tr 

i. This qarter-section yields a kill of 100 quail yearly. -F 

J. Hungariens can be sexed by the “horseshoe,” 2 

k. Female cottontails hole up in cold weather. / oF 

1, A buck adds a point to his antlers each year. 72 x 

m. Beavers prefer aspen as food, ; © 7 

n,. In Wisconsin the redhead breeds only in wild rice lakes. 32
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Qe hoe nests have snaller clutches, 77 

p. A pheasant hen always covers her egas, : ® F 

‘ q. Many quail winter on wild grapes, 2 7 

$, Saves endl. groans eek tn Oe tonentng thee 2. 

s. The ruffed grouse buds on ironwood. ¢ 7 

t. The passenger pigeon is nearly extinct. 2 7 :
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B. Game Management 

1. Fill in the safe per cent of anmal kill for each of the following species? 

Pimnated grouse pe in * 

- Mallard —s 

Quail aimee 

2, As an average over a section of good range, what breeding density represents 

a good stand of: 

Agres per head 

. Sharptail grouse ee ara 

Deer INC 

Sandhill crane NE EAN 

Muskrat es 

3. From the standpoint of wintering game, classify the following predators as 

usually harmful (mark H) or usually beneficial (mark 3B) or usually absent 

(marke A) in Wisconsin: 

Goshawke Barred Owl _____ 

Marshhawk Co lel 

Housecat ____ . Cooper! s Hawk 

Broad-winged Hawk Sharpahin Hawk ' 

4, Maric the following as true or false: 

 @ ‘The Shooting Preserve law applies only to pheasants, Tt F 

b. One deer was killed for every two deer tags ismed, E = 7 

¢, A quail refuge in each county would restock it yearly by outflow, @& F 

a, A farmer of umposted land cannot prosecute a trespasser, 27 

@, Rabbits head the list of game killed. t F
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‘ » 

f. A cock law would be beneficial to pinnated grouse. . 2. F 

g. 4 1/4-acre food patch will winter 100 game birds, oy 

h. Squirrels rob a hopper worse than a cornshock, es 

4, Buckwheat patch is better for fall than for winter feeding. aN 

j. Prairie chickens from the geme farm are planted here yearly. = F 

kk, 100 bucks were killed in this township last year, 2 .F 

1, Ragweed supported this covey during snow. 7.7 

m. False climbing buckwheat frequently follows light burns, " 7 

' n. Geese fly from the lake to the cornfields every night. > F 

©, These quail will inbreed if not scattered by shooting. 7 F 

p, More partridges were shot in 1932 than in 1929. 2 7 

q. Our kill of canvasback in 1934 was mostly young birds. =} 

Y,. Snowshoes can winter on jackpine alone, % 7 

s. A feeding station should lie on the south side of the cover, "°F 

t. These deer are digging acorns out of the snow, : 

u, Cattails make good winter pheasant cover, =. 72



G. Boplogy : 

1. The peat haymeadows of central Wisconsin contain the following common plants: 

shde-eaeataeecrinntiseiaitie aerate eieiiglaiaelieiiiiAlomuenianiusebialildnncessievenasniasih-iiniiumiianspinibc cin 

>-—nemiestenncmtestreteerentnnmtnintrssepshlanisineeplintnietinaleeeieneteecetenetasinitstsiteiiacaetitanidaacg tatiana 

Before settlement, these meadows were largely covered with 

» When they are heavily grazed, they tend to be 

occupied by . When deeply burned, they 

rn a ee eel oe soe 
they grow up to . When artificially 

reflooded, they grow up to . A haymeadow 

is used as range by the following game species: 

\iciliaiihiliaiaiiishpciele a a oss a 

2, The sand "islands" of central Wisconsin marshes support the following common 
plants? 

Before settlement, these islands were covered with sensual 

These islands are used as range by the following game species: 0 

<email einen sedeeeinesneninbentinenecitentinintetiesiiesiianiiaiiall 

3. Mark the following as true or falset . 

a, Andropagen is common on peat, but avoids sand, ¢ 7 : 

b, Wild rice avoids landlocked water. . F 

@, Mick trefoil is common in wooded pastures. . F 

ad, Conifers grow more rapidly if near black locust. 2 

e. ‘the high ridges are covered with basswood and buttermt. x F 

é f. Spartina is found in most moist pastures, "7 

g. Many central Wisconsin peats were formed by sphagnum, PF 

; h, Nettles often follow deep burns in marshes, * oz 

i. These oaks can be underplanted with jack pine, ee 

j. Phragmites is a valusble game food plant, ‘ oo



re ~F- 

k, Wild plum grows easily from stem cuttings, 72 

1. Grazing destroys oak sprouts in cutover pastures, e 7 

m, Fallow fields produce ragweed the first year. 7 

) 

‘ :
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NewSoils Building 

May 7, 1935 

Mr. H, W. MacKenzie, Director 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Macs 

General Inmmell notified me recently that he had 
referred to you the application of Miss Ame Hinshaw for a 
job in educational work. 

I imagine the limitation on this venture is state 
money to carry such an activity, If this is so, it occurred 
to me that the Park Service might be induced to carry this 
work temporarily becmuse of its direct bearing on their 
current projects in Wisconsin, 

I aw interested in the venture because it promises 
to round out the conservation education activities which do 
not effectively reach the public groups which a person like 
Miss Hinshaw could contact. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh ” .



THE STATE OF WISCONSIN Le 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

ENIALION 

RALPH M. ideas CHAIRMAN O/ Wak Louis M. HOPES: SECRETARY 

Dee erate I Ss! 4 i JAS. A. CORCORAN, WEBSTER 

sade . MANITOWISH a ey, /g NELSON LE CLAIR, TWo RIVERS 

ROS 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, ae Ae 

New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am in receipt of your letter of April 27th, and 

Miss Hinshaw's letter of application for a position in 

educational work with the conservation department. 

I am referring the file to the department for administrative 

action. 

Very truly yours, 

RALPH M. IMMELL 

LSH Chairman



New Soils Building 
April 27, 1935 

General Ralph M. Immeli 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear General Imnmell: 

I understand that Miss Anne Hinshaw of 
Ann Arbor is applying to the Commission for a position 
in educational work, 

I happen to know Miss Hinshaw and I am writ- 
ing this letter to express my opinion that she is 
exceptionally competent. 

The kind of work she could do is something 
which has so far been entirely lacking from the Depart- 
ment's program, although successfully undertaken in 
other nearby states, notably Michigan. . 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

wh .
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op! ANNE MARIE HINSHAW 

April 25th, 1935 

General Ralph Immel 
Chairman, Conservation 

Commission 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

T em very sorry thet I could not remain in 
Madison until Tueedsy when Colonel Smith had so very 
kindly arranged for me to talk with you. However, a 
stone wall is going up in a client's garden, the stop 
Useless Fires" campaign must be wound up, I must con- 
sult with the State Highway Department sbout the plans 
for the development of the roadside along a section of 
M~17, my own house and garden must be attended to, and 
besides these thinge I am 9 full-time student in the 
University of Michigan, « candidate for the degree of 
Master of Landscape Design. So it became imperative 
thet I return, regretful that I had not seen you, 

I am seeking # position in the Department of 
Conservation in Wieconsin which does not at present 
exist. It is thet of co-ordinetor between the Conser- 
vation Department end those organizations which have 
conservati6n committees, and which work intelligently 
and earnestly to help the work of conservation but 
due to lack of unified effort accomplish much less 
than should be accomplished according to the amount 
of time and money expended. 

In Michigan the Education Division of the 
Department of Conservation is directed by Mr. G. A. 
Paguin. Working with him is Mrs. Audrey DeWitt, a 
young woman who had been with the conservation de- 
partment for five years, but who has recently been 
promoted to the work of which I write. I first 
met her last year, et a meeting of the Conservation 
Committee of the Federated Garden Club of Michigan. 
The news thet at last local committees need not work 
blindly, but with guidence end direction from the 
state,was very welcome, coming ae it did at a time 
when members' enthusissm wees waning because our work 
seemes to be getting nowhere. Mre. DeWitt put into 

the form of separste projects 2 number of the ideas 
suggested to her by members of the State Conservation 
commission at Lansing. After considerable discussion 
it wes decided to concentrate upon the prevention of 
fire + forest fires in the norht, roadside and marsh 
and field burning in the south,
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ANNE MARIE HINSHAW 

The "Stop Uselese"Fires" Campaign has gone 

forward in a most gratifying manner, the organizetions 
co-operating with the Conservation Department in a 

state-wide dissemination of valuable propaganda far more 

effectively than either could have done alone. This is 

only the beginning. 

In the effort to convince all kinds of people, 
appeal must be made to those whose interest liee in game, 

since quail, partridge, rabbits, etc, muet have cover and 
food; to the farmer, emphasizing the economic value of 
geed end insect eating birds which elso need cover such 

as farmers remove when they burn their roadsides and 

hedge«rows ae well as their marshes . . . emphasizing 

also for his benefit the destruction of soil-fertility 

by repeeted burning, and the tendency of burdock and 

dendelions to replace less aggressive wild flowers 

after burning, thereby making burning reslly necessary, unless 

some other method can be used for the destruction of such 

noxious weeds. Appeal also must be made to those whose 

interest can be sroused in natural landscape beauty, and 

to those whose only point of spproach can be from the 

economic side. 

whe film prepared by Walter Hastings, "Fire, the 

Red Poacher" deals with forest fires and the destruction 

of wild ciate It also tekes up the practice of forestry. 

It is very vivid, and eo interesting to both children 

and sdulge ae to be almost unforgettable. 

f ‘| A number of years ago my interest in conservation 
WAS aroused) when I noticed the rapid encroachment of 
ver tae te upon wilderness aress and the withdrewsl of 
wild life farther end farther north. I noticed also 
the wrens t of naturel beauty, the disappesrance of 

wife fléwers, the inroads made by ugliness, and I resolved 

to/help if I could. 1 soon found that I could not be 
“ much help unless I was trained professionelly. So, 

although I already had completed my first college training, 
7 began/the study of landscape design, and have nearly 
completed it. In the meantime, as Conservation Chairman 
fof the/Ann Arbor Garden Club, I have done what { could to 
‘help, Locally, and have watched with interest the amazing 
spread of the Conservation idea throughout the country. 

f / {3 Mere. DeWitt's work requires interest in and some 

Oe kkele of conservation principles, the ability to meet 

on their own level the veried types of peovole interested 

and gone who are not, the ability to plen and organize 

Rene : 

i t iy
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ANNE MARIE HINSHAW 

campaigns, considerable skill in writing educational 
material, and some facility in speaking. Her work is 
largely though not entirely among women's organizations. 

As I understand it, ¥r. Kipp is in California 
recovering his health, end therefore at present the 
Conservation Department is less able than otherwise to 
take advantege of the desire of countless organizations 
to help materially in conservation work. If he is 
planning to return I suppose you will not be seeking to 
replace him. If not, I would like to suggest Ben East 
as his successor, although I do not know whether Mr. 
Bast is availeble, I make this suggestion because 
his experience es Nature Editor for the Grand Rapids 
Press and hie reknown all over Michigan and beyond 
for being = splendid speeker on conservation subjects 
recommend him to me as the best possible person to 
initiate an adequate educational program. The field 
is too large and too important for one person alone, 
man or woman, end I believe that I could work with 
Mr. East successfully. I do not know him well but have 
a high regard for his ability, both es a speaker and 
as an orgenizer. I have learned that he is considering 
making a chenge if one ean be found which is advantageous 
financially. 

I have discussed these possiblilities with 
Professor Frenz Aust and with Professor Aldo Leopold. 
Both expressed interest and approval. Prof. Aust 
hoped to effect s combination whereby pert of my work 
would be in cooperation with the Agriculturel Extension. 
However there appeared to be a lack of money for the 
purpose, so that became impossible. I think he was 
very much disappointed. 

T asked Mr. C. A. Paquin of Lansing to write 
to Director MacKenzie concerning the work as it is 

f carried on there. He did so at once, and in talking 
/ with Colonel Smith I showed him a copy of the letter. 

j In it Mr. Paquin told of the value to the department 
of Mrs. DeWitt's work, and also spoke of me. 

Dr. Harry Oberholser of the Biological Survey 
is also acquainted with Mrs. DeWitt, believes in its 
value, end is fairly well acquainted with me as an 
individual, though not as e conservationist. Naturally, 
when we have talked together on conservation I heave 
listened to him rather than talked myself.



ANNE MARIE HINSHAW 

A large part of my spare time during the past two 
years has been devoted to a project in highway besutifi- 
cation. I am intensely interested in the preservation 
of natural growth slong rural roadsides. The strongest 
arguments in its favor among those people who tend to 
want to destroy this growth - as farmere and local road 
commissioners as well as the welfare workers ~ have to do 
with the game cover that roadside shrubbery provides. 
Quail, partridge, small animale and birds all must have 
this shrubbery for shelter from cold and from enemies 
and also for tiie berries, buds, bark etc. that provide 
them with food. It will take o long time to saturate 
the fermer with the idea that birds are of economic value 
to his crops or that his land may have enother and differ- 
ent value if he oan provide enough game so that hunting 
privileges can be rented out. Local road commissioners 
will cut away everything just to clean things up, and 
their educetion will be a long and tedious affeir. (In 
Michigan township control is giving way to county control 
which reduces the number of men to educate.) As for 
welfare workers .. . well, perhaps they sre different 
in Wisconsin, 

Garden club members are always people who love native 
scenery, of course, and they are eager to learn about 
conservation and to do their share in spreading their 
knowledge among those who would unwittingly destroy it. 
Without any pay other than satisfaction they will work 
tremendously hard for the Conservation Department if 
given the least possible chence. With guidance there F 
is no end to their possibilities. I have found that 
they respond instantly to the suggestion that they can 
‘plent shrubbery which will serve the double purpose of 
providing beauty and also food and shelter for birds 
and other animals. But they need inetruction. They 

: ! need to be directed by someone who knows whattto plant 
to attract verious species and how to plant so as to 
approximete natural situations. 

But Garden Clubs are not the only orgrenizations 
which have en urge to work for the department. D.A.R., 
aoe Deughters, P.T.A., Farm end Garden Ass., American 
Civie Ageociation, etc., etc. will help if asked. If am 

ineloging a clipping concerning the work of the 4-H clube 

in Michigan, Also one telling of the state drive now 

béing carried on to prevent fires. 

{ 

j i
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ANNE MARIE HINSHAW 

Under seperete cover I em sending you a little of 
the conservetion materiel which I heave accumulsted, to 

show you what is being done here. I have no way of 
knowing whet part of it is new to you, I mean in the 
manner of presentation, for naturally the ectuel infor- 
mation will be familisr to you. 

I will gladly give the names of people who know me 
well and who know of my interest in conservation. They 
are mostly Wichigen people, for I have lived here most 
of my days. 

I eam exceedingly sorry to heave missed secing you 
due to being called home, but would like to have the 
opportunity at e leter date. My University semester 
will be over by the twentieth of June. However I 
could probably arrange to make a speciel trip before 
thet time to confer with you, if you wish it. I very 
much enjoyed talking with Colonel Smith, snd look for- 
werd with pleasure to a meeting with you. 

Very truly yours, 
ay) ‘ 

Ve : Ct ee ee he 

/ 
|



February 17, 1936 

Dean C. L, Christensen 
Agricultural Hall 

Dear Dean Christensen: 

In accordance with your request, I send you the following account 
of the matter of winter-Killed birds now in question with the Conservation 
Department, 

Up to the middle of last week I made no effort to collect dead birds 
except from our demonstration areas, 

Several new graduate students had signed up for the second semester, 
but the weather was too bad to start them out on their field projects, 
Accordingly it occurred to me that I might utilize their time temporarily and 
incidentally give them some excellent training by gathering a supply of winter= 
killed birds and giving them the job of looking over the carcasses, Accordingly 
I placed Leonard Wing, one of my senior students, in charge of the work, 
organized laboratory facilities to receive the birds, and started out on a 
publicity campaign, which has so far comprised the following moves: (1) I 
placed in the Wisconsin State Journal for February § the attached news story: 
(2) I asked Mr. Amundson what cooperation the county agents could give and 
learned that Mr. Lacey was about to undertake a series of field trips and would 
be glad to bring to me in his car any birds which the county agents could collect; 
een I sent to the county agents covered by his itinerary the attached 

letter; (3) I requested Md Lloyd of the Dane County Sportamen's Association and 
Mr. Balem of the Dane County NYA to bring me any birds which they could, 

It should be noted that I did not ask for any birds from game wardens, 
because I had heard that Dr. Graves of the Poynette Game Farm was to work over 
material submitted by them, Knowing that Dr. Graves had no assistants, I 
assumed he would have more than he could handle with the game warden birds alone. 

On Saturday morning, February 15, I received a phone call from 
William F. Grimmer asking me whether I had authorized the Wisconsin State 
Journal story, I replied that I had, He then said that the Department wished 
to handle the matter of examining dead birds, and requested that I send all 
birds received in response to my publicity to the Department for examination, 
I asked who the Department had to work over the material should any considerable 
quantity come in, and he replied that Dr. Graves and Mr. Conway were to do the 
work, and that any necessary additional assistance would be employed, I then 
brought up the point that the Department had no reference collections by which 
foods could be identified, He did not anewer this point, tt reiterated his 
request for the material, and suggested that Mr. Conway call on me to discuss 
details.



C. L. Christensen--2 Feb. 17, 1936 

Mr, Conway called Saturday morning and again Saturday afternoon, 
I had prepared a letter suggesting a plan for joint handling of the material, 
bat it then occurred to me that the Department might be able to take legal 
action in the matter. Accordingly I held up the letter and phoned Mr. 
W. J. P. Aberg, who advised me that in his opinion weather+Icilled game 
picked up by farmers on their own land could not be made the basis of pro- 
secution by the Department. Accordingly I prepared the attached letter, 
which I have signed, and which, if you approve, should be mailed to the 
Department. 

The letter details the work which I intend to do on these specimens. 
As you can see, it is mostly a continuation of work already under way by 
this office. In respect of only one point, No, 8, is the Department better 
qualified than we are to make these examinations, and even there the 
Biology Department and the Medical School are better qualified than the De~ 
partment, 

I have tried hard to think out a way in which both the Department 
and the University could work over the material, but I am forced to conclude 
that this is not practicable, Accordingly my letter proposes to give the 

Department only such birds as are obviously of greater interest to then in 
connection with No, § than to us, It also offers to the Department the 
aeeess to food collections which they do not have,but which they need to work 
over any material at all, 

I wish to make it clear that this incident is entirely different 
from the cordial relations which have always existed between thie office and 
the rank and file of the Department, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Enel. 
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February 17, 1936 ; 

My, Willian F, Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wieconsin 

Dear Mr. Grinmert 

In farther reference to the request, phoned to me Saturday, that 

I send to you ell dead birds brought to the University in response to my 

news story of Bebruary 14, and in response to the letters I have sent te 

county agents and farmers, I understand that the Department wishes to make 

the examination of this material. 

The University does not concede that the weather-killed birds 

brought to the University by its own agents and picked up by farmers on 

their own land is subject to disposition by the Department. However, out 

of courtesy te the Department and in order to enoourage research in the 

Department, we wish to share such material with you in se far as we can with- 

out erippling our own research. We also wish to invite your staff to use 

guch facilities as we have and they may need properly te examine material 

collected by the Department. 

Our plan calls for the examination of each dead bird for: 

(2) < Hartel. Contimation of Hawkins! study started last 

bs e 
F 

(2) Age Classification (by shape of primaries). 

(3) Prine Teles. Contimation of Errington's study begun in 

, contimed yearly ever since. 

0) muito se et are 22, 9 eas into pre ©, emergency, 

and stuffing foods. 

(5) Segregation of Grit from crops and gizzards to test theory 

of birds dying from lack of grit. Contimation of Brrington's 

study of this subject. 

(6) Gesei fication of Breast Contours for degree of euaciation, 
using Brrington's « 

Mm Honine out Set eae one. any of bone measure- 

ments. New pro, » hith never done anywheree 

(8) Rough examination for pathology.



H. W. MacKengle--2 Pebruary 17, 1936 

We are all ready to put four men on this job. 

Of the § items, No. 8 could be better done at Poynette or in the 
Biology Building than here, but the other seven are in part unfamiliar 
to your personnel, being contimations of our previous work, No. 4 could not 
be done by your Department at all, unless you have reference collectims 
waich I do not know shout. 

Hos. 1, 2 and 3 ean be done without cutting open the bird and hence 
without damaging the bird for No. 8 (pathological exomination), but No.s Ss ; 
@anmnot be divided, i.e., must be done all at one time and place. For this 
reason I am reluctantly forced to say that we cannot send all our material 
to you without crippling and delaying our own work, 

I algo call attention to the fact that if any considerable amount 
of material should come in, it would overtax our combined forces to handle 
4t at all. ; 

Considering all these practical difficulties, I propose the follow- 
ing plan: 

(a) Bach of the two groups handle its own material up to the limit 
of its manpower, 

(>) Any bird which is evidently a pathological case to be sent 
promptly to Dr. Graves at Poynette without opening it (i.e., 
we will forgo our own examination as to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). 

(ec) Mr. cue or Dr. Graves, if they have no reference collection 
for item 4, are invited to use our universi freollections. 

(a) Should your men ultimately wish to merge their data as to 1-7 
with ours, the findings to be put out under joint auspices. 
Qar data on No. &, if any, are to be at Dr. Graves' disposale — 

Yours truly, ; 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



ihe Rough Draft for Mr, Conway 

[t. 1930-379 

Proposal for a 

The Game Division badly needs a “research service” to bring us 

answers to practical problems which arise in the course of regular work, 

Many of these problems are not of a laboratory nature and hence 

cannot be done at Poynette. 

The following examples illustrate problems up at this time, 

Shooting Preserve Data. ‘the per cent of releases killed and the per cent 

of sexes in the kill have never been systematically compiled, ‘this is a 

statistical job which can best be done right here in the office. The 

results would be of great value in meeting the public criticism now aimed K 

at the shooting preserve law. 

Tf the Commission would give us a regulation requiring the banding 

of all spring releases and all fall releases raised by preserves in pens, 

we could get very valuable information from hunters retuming these bands, , 

: It would tell us how far out of the preserve released birds wander. It ; 

would tell us whether mature birds wander more or less than immatures, 

whether spring releases wander more or less than fall releases, and whether 

the take is greater or less from spring releases then from fall releases. 

By trapping wild-raised birds on areas where damage is complained 

of, and releasing then, banded,at the same time and place as artificially 

raised birds, we could get a valuable comparison as to which kind "stay put“ 

the better, 

Damage Studies. Not enough analysis 1s made of pheasants alleged to be doing : 

damage, or of the effectiveness of various methods of prevention. ‘the 

Department could strengthen its position in relation to damage claims by Imowing
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more about these things, . 

Compilation of Existing Statistics. We receive from our field force and our 

cooperators many reports which are not sufficiently compiled and analyzed. 

For instance, the deer dill is divided by the counties from which the hunter 

originates, but what we need is the counties in which the deer is killed. 

A suitable blank for this information should be added to the game cenms 

report ont the results compiled. 

Wardens' reports should follow a standard outline and then be digested. 

Fox bounties are compiled by counties, but they would be more useful dl 

if compiled as a “spot map" by species and by exact locality. 

Oar food patch reports and the reports on feeding received from 

, cooperating clubs are never compiled, : 

Jast as one example: If we compared the localities from which quail 

are reported in 1936-37 with the localities reporting quail in 1935-36, we 

would have an exact map of the shrinkage in quail due to the hard winter, 

ae comparison has ever been made beheown the birds and eggs distributed 

to each county and the pheasant kill in that county through a term of years. 

ee could tell whether the allotment of additimal birds or eggs 

is actually building up the sak ab whether it is not; in other words, whether 

the existing food and cover is saturated, a 

i PROPOSAL 

To employ a man for this work would cost several thousand dollars 

per year. ‘the University, however, by giving credit for research toward a 

degree, ean get the same kind of man for less than half the price, 

On the other hand, the allotment of funds directly to the University 

for research is éden to the objection that it may not work upon the problems 

to which we need immediate answers, and the man doing the work is in no degree 

under Department supervision,
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‘These opposing difficulties might be met by setting up a 

"Conservation Commission Research Fellowship” under the following terms: > 

(1) the fellowship should be open to competition each year. } 

(2) The best qualified competitor to be jointly selected by the 

University and the Department. 

(3) the problems on which the fellow is to work to be seleéted by ] 

the Department, tut subject to the approval of the University. 

(4) ‘the execation of the work to ih ccnnion by the Game Division =/ 

sbctrpterat mer fap rea oh dijon ) 
(5) ‘he findings to be jointly approved before feation, and 

publication to be under the joint auspices of the University and the Department, 

‘The qualifications to be required in competing students would change 

\ from year to year according to the jobs most in need of being done at that 

time, OQnee a job is mutually approved, it would be necessary to abstain from 

assigning the student to any other job except by mtual consent (I think the 

University would insist on this because they claim most research in conservation 

' departments is spoiled by too frequent shifts in the assignment of the research 

men). 

The cost of the proposed set-up would be about $800 per year for 

salary or "stipend," plus travel, if the jobs under way require travel. I 

/ would judge from the above samples that some will require travel and others not, 

On the average the travel might come to about $500 per year, The liability to 

be set up would thus be on the average about $1,300 per year. 4 

Research Service in Other States. ‘he Michigan Department spends many thousands 

of dollars per year for research men, most of them directly employed by the 

Department but a few employed through the State College and the University, 

From this expenditure they are aclnowledged to get meh good iadenmatiin, but
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not as mech as the money spent dosnt boing, The reason, according to 

such advice as I have been able to get, 1s that the men are shifted around ; 

too mich as each new job pops up and accordingly ao not get any of then done, 

Tis set-up should be more economical, because it would safeguard 

against too meh shifting, snd—sleo-msve-—satinfartory—beca:se—the Separtent 

~would-heve-shandia—day to day seperptelene 

‘ Minnesota does a smaller volume of research work entirely through } 

the University. i : 

Towa formerly contritmted for research through the State College but 

has now discontinued, the Iowa Commission now employing ite own research force. 

«Th ds too early to judge the remits, 

The Tliinols Department does not contribute to any research. Some 

work has been started under the Natural History Survey, but the Department 

has no direct hand in it,



August 27, 1936 

Mr, H, W. MacKenzie, Director 
Conservation Departaent 
Madison, Wiseonsin 

Dear Mr, MacKensies 

About July 20 I made verbal application to ir, Conway for a perait 
to take pheasants on the Arboretum, This application was renewed verbally by } 

my graduate student, Mr. Ellwood 3B, Moore, at various times during August, 
ond on ananat $5 it» Move wap SeGuesel vestaliy Sy Mi, Cubenee pleas 

appl ieation not be granted beomse of objection to shooting birds on a 

I of course appreciate the weight of this point and 1 am just as 
anxious to avold any public misunferstanding as you are, I widh, however, an 

algo to present our predicament in being refused permiswion to take binin in 
connection with research studies on the Arboretum. | 

In 1934 a system of 19 food patches was started on the Arboretum, 
partly for the purpose of comparing different varieties of grain, mt mainly 
Sot tae yaiuees 9¢ sansulity senmatag We nepenetecsiy 66 waves Gm 

as indieated by their consumption by vheasante ani ° 

Our patches did well in 1934 and we pushed the studies on them as 

far as we could without killing any birds for stomach exuuination, At that ; 

time our pheasants were not yet very plentiful ani I wished to avold any 

eis 2 ee I think wo killed to pheasants and one quail unier 
Frarklin Sehmidt's permit. 

tn 3095 the 20 sateen wave canbe analy wet eS cies tee 

from Transient GCC camp, they were not attended to and henee were largely 

a failure, 90 the research work did not make mech progress. Mo birds were 

willed. 

In 1936 the 19 patches were again installed and are doing well. 

Ty he the Oe ee ee tle let aie ee Be 
threaten the + In @pite of heavy feeding last winter wo have for the 

first time a warked decrease in quail, A drive census made last fall showed 
170 pheasants actually flushed, not counting re~flushes. there way be twice 

that mmber, My, Conway and I both concluded that for the protection of 

quail and other native gane birde, the pheasants should be reduced this wisler. 

In my verbal. application I applied for permission to renove so 

pheasants, this figure being rough estimate of the muber needed for sfomoch



H, ¥, MaaKensie-~2 Auguat 27, 1936 

examinations in connection with the food patches, plus the mumber te be 
renoved for reduction purposes, It was not intended that the entire 50 
should be shot, It was intended that after enow comes the method of renoval 
Seeetae tee tae ann an ae (an Rane to neat See cee, 
Yoleases under the pheasant mobility study (see mimeographed sheet attached). 

ity te te chee ot tan, Pn cts athe oak en 
ties in mainly to the mmbor of birds, I an willing that the number 
te be shot be radically reduced and a separate permit famed later for the 
mamber to be trapped, To carry out the food pateh study, Mr, Moore and I 
need to kill sbout « bird per week from September 1 to Christeas, which would 
be approximately 15 pheasants, I do not want any permit for quail, since they 
are so scarce that I would rather not choot any, %@ oan trace the consumption 
of the various greine in pheasants alone, 

The possible public misunderstanding of disoting on the Arboretum 
has of course worried us alao, and it is our intention te take these birds 
quietly by .22 rifle in the patches if we can, ‘this, I think, should largely 
avoid the probability of having to explain things to outalders who kuow the 
Apboretum is a refuge, but who do not know that it is @ research area. 

oF We aunts om senenen te hte. Ham inte. it mane that 
three years’ work on % Yesesrch project will be in part wasted. have 
already pinaed down everything we can from ordinsry observation, and the 
point now is to verify a lot of doubtful points as to consumption of the 
various grains by actual crop examination, 

There is, of source, sore involved than this iaaecdiate project. 
the whole Arborotua is developed on the idea of ite use for research, While 

ne oF orcas Monee te cer ones Seen St ee 
never want to do it unless and it io necessary, it ronains true that 
if we cannot cot permission te do it when nesessary, we had just as well 
write off the Arboretua ac a miteble place for wildiize research, It is 
sehen eReNNne Se Stee ee en oe 8 Sere rare oF 
involves tecing birds or not, and if we oust be lang up in widdie of a 
project by inabliity to take birds, 1t becomes tabamount to dledkading the 
vesearch function on the Arboretum, ‘this is not intended as a refutation of 
pe eee I merely want to plece before you our predicament, If there 

stil) objection in your mind, ean we not talk the thing over and mtually 
try to find a solution? 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
“ Professor of Game Nanagenent



STATE OF WISCONSIN 
FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Research MADISON 
Geme August 29,1936 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of August 27 to Conservation Director 
H. W. MacKenzie has been discussed with him and re- 
ferred to me for reply inasmuch es this particular 
activity comes under the direct heading of game menage- 
ment. 

Mr, Conway will contact you today or tomorrow 
and accompany you or one of your representatives to the 
Arboretum so thet the department may have a more complete 
picture of just what you desire to do. 

I feel confident thet we can find a solution to your 
problem, 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

ey) aris ie 

W. F. Gripmer we 
Supt. of Game Management 

WFG:FR 
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Is executive head of the 
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FINANCED FINANCED 

me? THE DIVISIONS a 
GENERAL TAX GAME PROTECTION 

FUND FUND 

; PARKS FINANCED BY aE 
71 State park sites of which 52 JOINT FUNDS Operates 14 hatcheries. 
are under administration Operates 14 trout feeding stations. 
9,000,000 visitors annually Cooperatas in 30 bass and bluegill 

ward ponds. 
Controls noxious species. 
Plants about 100,000,000 some: and 
200,000,000 commercial fish each year) 

FIELD ADMINISTRATION Finances Institute for ete 
LANDS LAW ENFORCEMENT FOREST FIRE GAME REFUGES Research. 

Administration of state owned Improves lakes and streams. 
lands, amounting to about Enforces all conservation laws. PREVENTION 9 Standard refuges Mussel and frog conservation 

2,400,000 acres. Employs 150 conservation Public contacts with aggregate of Commercial fishing statistics. 

Supervises sale, purchase, lease hicars whose average Fira lines 71,000 acres 
and exchange of alate lands district is 500 square miles. Locomotive Inspection 
Supervises homesteading. ares DETECTION 

Administers Commercial Forest Reserve Aci Commercial fishing patrol 150 fire towers GAME 
STATE LAND EXAMINERS 800 miles tel. lines 5 
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nea 20 other eee 
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GAME PROTECTION FUND Supervision over all education 
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Geological surveys and maps and trapping licenses. 
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Appraises mines. ADMINISTRATION 
Geological publications. Includes Commission, Director] 

THE and Secretary. 
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LAND ECONOMIC SURVEY Rianne: GENERAL OPERATIONS 
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Conducts inventory of all License Office 
natural resources. Miscellancous minor activities
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STATE OF WISCONSIN 

FILE REFERENCE: , CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Permits MADISON 

; Scientist January 22, 1957 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
1552 University avenue 

’ Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter addressed to Mr. MacKenzie, regarding 
application blanks for Mrs. Hamerstrom for a scientist 
certificate and bird banding permit, has been referred 
to me. 

We are sending the necessary papers to lirs. Hamerstrom 
today. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

Wa KF. Ba be 
Sup't of Game Management 

io



1532 University Aveme 

Jamary 19, 1937 

Mr, H.W, MacKenzie, Director 
State Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. MacKenzie: 

Permit No, 109, issued last spring to Mrs. Hamerstrom 
of Necedah to collect materials for my use in classes, has 
expired, 

This letter is to request its renewal, for the purpose 
of obtaining the items previously authorized but not yet collected. 

I am glad to report that of 34 items (exclusive of mice) 
80 far collected, it was necessary to deliberately shoot only 4, 

All the remaining 27 were mde up from motor-Icilled, dead, or 
frozen animals, or from legally Icllled game shot in season. In 
other words, Mrs. Hamerstrom is exercising great care to use the 
permit only for material not otherrise obtainable, 

Mrs, Hamerstrom also requests that your office seni her 
an application for a banding permit, She wishes to band some 
gmmll birds at her feeding station, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ie Professor of Game Management



1532 University Ave. 
; April 15, 1936 

Miss M, I, Ohnhaus 
Claim and Permit Section 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Chnhans? 

I enclose herewith application, with bond and fee, for 

the collecting permit described in my letter of March 27 to 

Director Mag¢Kenzie, 

The lists of material to be collected, referred to in 

these papers, are the lists which were attached to my letter of 

March 27. 

By way of reassuring Mr. MacKenzie that no great inroads 

on healthy wildlife need be made for us to collect this material, 

let me say that Mrs. Hamerstrom has already collected, entirely 

from motor-Kkilled and other accidentally destroyed material, the 

following items: coon, fox squirrel, gray squirrel, robin, skunk, 

cottontail, crow, savhet owl, flying squirrel, mink and goshawk. 

In other words, the greater part of this list will probably come 

from material which need not be shot, ‘the object of the permit is 

to have authority to collect the remaining items which we cannot 

find accidentally killed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
Enel. 
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STATE OF WISCONSIN wi, 

FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT ; “ 

LE MADISON 
Permits April 1, 1936 ie 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1552 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of March 27 is received. 

I am referring your request for the taking of certain 
specimens to the game division for attention and I feel 
certain thet they will cooperate with you in every way in 
thet connection. 

Personally, I have been rather adverse to issuing 
permits to destroy protected birds and animals during the 
propagation or nesting seasons and because of your 
knowledge of wild life I have felt certain that you would 
be in accord with my thoughts in the matter. 

When these permits have been issued to the persons 
suggested, we will appreciate very much your requesting 
them to refrain from destroying particularly the pro- 
tected birds before late summer fall. 

‘lust 
.'W.' MacKenzie Ma 

Conservation Directo



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

FILE REFERENCE: CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

LE MADISON 
Permits 
Scientist certificate April a, 2646 

ir. Aldo Leopold ‘ 
1532 University avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear sir: 

At Mr. MacKenzie's request, we are sending you 
application blanks for scientist certificates for 
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Hamerstrom. 

Prompt action will be taken on these certificates 
upon receipt of the applications, bonds, and fees. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
Lydia Stumpf 
Chief Clerk ‘ 

By Wh 3 a 
: (Miss) M. I. Ohnhaus 

Claim end Permit Section y 

MO 
Enc.4



1532 University Ave. 
March 27, 1936 

Mr. H. W, MacKenzie, Director 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. MaeKenal 

Thie department ie in need of a reference collection of mammal 
and bird skins for use in game management classes, I have been using a 
bunch of dignounted mounts of cast-off material from the Biology Building, 
but this is no longer satisfactory. 

We also need,as a reference collection for the use of our gratu- 
ate students in identifying material in stomachs and pellets, a bone col- 
lection. 

A definite list of the mmber and kind of specimens to be taken 
for the aicin and bone collection respectively is given on the attached sheet. 

I have not taken this matter up before because no one was avail- 
able who possessed the skill to make up good specimens and also the time to 
do it, I have now been able to make arrangements, however, with irs. 
F, N. Hamerstrom of Necedah, Wiseonein, to do this wrk, Both Mr, and Mrs. 
Hamerstrom were formerly graduate students under Errington at Ames, Iowa, 

and it is their intention to later take graduate work at this university. 

Mr. Hamerstrom is at present working for the Resettlement Administration at 

Necedah in game management. I ean absolutely vouch for Mrs, Hameretrom's 

dependability in observing the terns of any permit which may be issued, 

and also her skill and ability in using automobile-killed material or other 

sources of material which will not necessitate shooting for the purpose 

of this colleation. In other words, part of the material ean be gathered 

without shooting. — 

The itens in the skin collection which are in parenthesis are 

either already available or are rare species which I would not take even 
if I had o permit. 

This letter is an application for a pernit to be issued to Mra. 

Hemerstrom to take one @mecimen each of the 46 items listed in the bone 

collection, and one each of the 29 items listed in the skin collection, 

for scientific use in the university. 

I am aware of and entirely sympathetic with your desire to cut 

down on promiscuous collecting permits, Both Mrs. Hamerstrom and myself 

are entirely willing to observe any precautions you may prescribe to



H, W, MaeKenzie--2 Maroh 27, 1936 

limit properly the permit here applied for. Yor one thing, we would be 
-@lad to make a report of exactly what was taken, 

Sinee the most favorable season for collecting is in the near future, 
I would appreciate your early consideration of this application. 

- Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management 
vh 
Enel.



Skin Collection 

Specimens needed for class use: 

2 Prairie Chicken, male and female 

2 sharptail, male and female 

(Hungarian Partridge) 

(Bobwhite Quail, both sexes) 

(Spruce Hen--trade with some one in Canada?) 

(Pheasant) 

1 Redtail Hawk 

1 Horned Owl 

(Barred Owl) 

1 Sparrow hawk 

1 Broadwing Hawt 

1 Shortear Owl 

(Duckhawk--trade elsewhere) 

1 Sereech Owl 

1 Redshoulder Hawi 

(snowy Owl.) 

2 Marsh hawk, wale and female 

(Goshawic) 

1 Jackentpe 

1 Woodeodk 

1 Bluewing 

1 Bladk duek 

2 Wooatuck, male and fenale 

2 Pintail, male and female 

1 Snowshoe 

1 Jackrabbit 
: 1 Weasel 

1 Skunk 
1 Muskrat 
1 Mink 
1 Spermophile 
1 Gopher i



Bone Collection 

20 Small Ueumalg - Microtus, Peromyscus, Blarina, Sorex, mole, 
bat, chipmunk, ground aquirrel, weasel, cotton- 
tail, mekrat, woodechuck, gray squirrel, fox 
squirrel, red squirrel, Norway rat, house 
mouse, flying squirrel, Lepus (jackrabbit), 
snowshoe. 

7 Upland Game Birds - (except Spruce Hen) Prairie chicken, sharp- 
tail, ruffed grouse, pheasant, quail, woodcock, 

3 Ducks - Mallard, teal, scaup. 

1 Shorebinds - Jackanipe. 

4 Hawks and Owls - Sereech, Shortear, Longear, Barred. ; 

4 Reptiles, suphibieng, Fishes ~ Frog, snake, salamander, fish, 

9 Pagserine, ete. ~ Heron, crow, jay, woodpecker, kingfisher, 
robin, English sparrow, warbler, humming bird, 
horned lark.



Bond to Accompany Application for Certificate Authorizing the 
Collection of Neste, Eggs, Birds and Animals (except 

Deer) for Scientific Purposes Only. a 

Know all men by these presents that 1. bbb poe IE ssa cea Line Herne oy of 

ee in the County of___APesater_____________, and State of Wisconsin, 

and Rede Keapghele_.. ot ae OE ee ee in the County of _Alwuse ____ 

State of Wisconsin, oa. oe of Cie a in 

the County of AD teaate____, State of Wisconsin, as sureties, are held and firmly bound unto the State 

of Wisconsin in the sum of two hundred dollars, lawful money of the United States of America, to be 

paid to said State of Wisconsin, to which payment well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our 

heirs, executors and administrators and each and every one of them firmly by these presents. 

meaied Without seal thie: == 2dny of 2 a ee ea 

WHEREAS the above bounden principal has made application to the State Conservation Depart- 

ment of Wisconsin for a certificate authorizing him to collect nests, eggs, birds and animals (except 

deer) and fish solely for scientific purposes in accordance with the provisions of section 29.17 of the 

statutes ; 

NOW THEREFORE, the above obligation is sich that if the above bounden principal shall well 

and faithfully observe and comply with all the reqiirements of section 29.17, Wisconsin statutes, and 

the certificate issued thereunder, then this obligation shall be null and void, otherwise to remain in full 

force and effect. 

Signed in presence of 

ed Ne eee ee eee oe ee Oe ree ED 
Principal. 

aoa eaten emer be ee ee co ee oe eee 
Witnesses. Surety. 

Sh noes ee ee te See en) 
Surety. 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

og hs oi eee 25 

Rea aa ee ee Se et eee et | 

nee en ete et ben ea cl ee ne aemeer ene em bdkew eee ad ee ae een os ees OR 

the above bond, being first duly sworn on oath, each for himself, says that he is worth the sum of as 

hundred dollars in property in this State, over and above all debts and liabilities and property ex- 

empt by law from sale on execution. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 

its 3 Oo ee 

HOS = 

SEE eee NG Ey DUDE 

COUnby OS. 2s es ee



Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin Form G-47 

APPLICATION FOR SCIENTIFIC CERTIFICATE 

Wisconsin Conservation Department Certificate issued pur- 
Madison, Wisconsin suant to this application 

expires the following Jan.1 

Gentlemen; 
Pursuant to the provisions of section 29.17 of the Wis- 

consin statutes, I do hereby apply for a scientific certifcate to 
collect in the State of Wisconsin, solely for scientific purposes, 

the following species: 

Name Street City and State 

Age Height Weight Color eyes Color hair 

Occupation 

To what scientific organizations, institutions of learning, or con- 

servation bodies do you belong? 

What is the purpose of your request for a collecting permit in 

Wisconsin? 

I offer as references for required testimonials the following: 

Surety bond and statutory fee of $2 is enclosed. 

Dated this day of_ 19 

Signature of Applicant 
Fact ese dee 

State of _) 
) ss 

County of ) 

» being first duly sworn on oath,, 
deposes and says that he is the person who has made the above appli- 
cation, that the statements made therein are true, that he has not 
been convicted of a violation of the fish and game laws of Wisconsin 

during the past year, 

Signature of Applicant 
Subscribed and sworn to before me 
this day of 19 

Notary Public 

EG-11/29/35



STATE OF WISCONSIN 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

Permits MADISON ¥S 

Co-operator 

November 1, 1938 

Co-operator's Permit No. 52 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

This is to certify that Aldo Leopold of the University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, is hereby permitted and authorized 
by the Wisconsin Conservation Commission of Madisoh, Wisconsin, to 
live trap and band the following upland game species, under the 
regulations hereafter set forth: 

pheasants 
quail (Bobwhite) 
rabbits 

All live traps to be used in connection with the trapping of 
the above upland game birds shall be covered with fish netting (not 
to exceed two inches in diameter), and shall be identified by tags 
attached to the traps bearing the number and authorization of this 
permit. 

There is nothing in this permit which shall give the holder, 
Aldo Leopold, Madison, Wisconsin, the right or authority to take 
any species of bird or animal other than those specifically named 
herein; nor does it allow him to distribute or cause to be dis- 
tributed any poisons or poison baits. 

This permit to live trap and band the above named species of 
game shall apply only within the holder's own land in Fairfield 
township, Sauk county, Wisconsin. 

At the end of the trapping period, a written report of the 
number and species of all game taken shall be immediately furnished 
the conservation department. 

This permit will be effective from November 15, 1938, to 
March 15, 1939. 

/ j| AL o “ 

e W. MacKe 

Conservats éctor



4ah University Farm Place 
November 18, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. William FP. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game Management 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

The following numbers of trap tags are desired 
in connection with the trapping permits which you recently 
issued to my group: 

Frances Hamerstrom ° 12 Se 
FP. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. = 12 eee 
W. S. Feeney ~ 54 8 

, lyle K. Sowls - 30 nf 
Aldo Leopold “ne 

In the case of Feeney and Sowls the mumbors include 
rabbit traps, which accounts for the apparently high numbers. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



Dike 

H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR 4b OF Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Se een, ae" Ey 25, eng. sere 
Fea en ? EMO 2 oe 
Seams CONSERVATION cay J DEPARTMENT Sessa 

Qos 
mapison 

November 10, 1938 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Permits 

Mr. Aldo Leopold Co-operator 
Professor of Game Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am attaching trapping and banding permits for 

yourself, the Hamerstroms, Feeney, Buss, and Sowls. 

If you will advise me of the number of trap tags 

necessary, we will get these out at once. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

yO Lie 
W. F firmer 
Supt ? Game Management 

WFG:rlb 
Ene.



42h University Farm Place 
September 28, 1938 ; 

Division of Game Management 

Mr, William P. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game Management 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

This is my application for trapping permits which my students 

will need for their research work during the coming winter. 

Frederick N. Hamerstrom, Jr. and Frances Hamerstrom - permit to 

trap prairie chickens and sharptail grouse anyzhere in the state. They 

will be in the field throughout the winter organising others to do trapping, 

but doing as mich as they can themselves. ‘The permits for others who are 
cooperating will have to dribble in to from time to time. 

Lyle K. Sowls and Irven 0. Buss + permit to trap pheasants, i 

Hungarian partridge, quail, prairie chickens, rabbits, and squirrels on the 
Faville Grove game area, Jefferson Gounty. | 

Aldo Leopold = permit to trap pheasants, quail, and rabbits in 
Fairfield Township, Sauk County, on my own land. 

All these trapping permits are for the purpose of banding, and all 

game trepped will be released after banding. 

I am not ineluding any permit for the University Farms because I 
am hoping that Harold Shine can do the removal work there if the fall census 

discloses that any is necessary. 

On the Arboretum I would like a permit te trap and band pheasants, 
quail, rabbits, squirrels, hawks and owls, and songbirds for purposes of 
banding. This is for W. 8. Feengy. The removals of pheasants from the 
Arboretum and the removals of rabbits will be taken up with you later after 
the status of the populations becomes known. 

I am wondering whether Harold Shine had any luck in the ruffed grouse 

for the Hlkhorn area. If not, I hope the matter can be kept in mind for this 

winter. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Game Management
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CONSERVATION COMMISSIONERS 

R. B. GOODMAN, R. H. FISCHER, 
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Ph. D. 
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION AND 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES 
AND REGULATIONS 

FUNCTIONS OF THE CONSERVATION 
COMMISSION 

1. (a) The conservation act, section 23.09, estab- 

lishes the conservation commission of six members 
and charges this commission with responsibility to 
provide an adequate and flexible system of admin- 
istration for the protection, development and use of 

forests, fish and game, lakes, streams, plant life, 
flowers and other outdoor resources in the state of 
Wisconsin; and to carry out the provisions of all 
other acts having like purposes with the conservation 
act itself. 

(b) No administrative functions are assigned to 
the commission; it is in effect a policy-forming body. 
In this respect it occupies a similar position in its 
field to that of the state legislature in its larger field, 
or in comparison with corporation administration, 
the commission occupies a position similar to that 
of the board of directors. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE CONSERVATION 
DEPARTMENT 

2. (a) The conservation department is the admin- 
istrative agent of the commission. The conservation 
director is the administrative head of the department. 
His responsibility is to the commission for the exe- 
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cution of policies that may be determined from time 
to time by the commission. In order that the di- 
rector may carry out these policies, he is authorized 
to employ, by and with the consent of the commission 
and in accordance with the rules and regulations of 
the bureau of personnel, such administrative and 
technical assistants as he may find necessary. 

(b) Between meetings of the commission, the di- 
rector shall exercise the powers of the commission 
in the interim of its meeting, but subordinate thereto, 
but shall not have authority to make rules and 
regulations. 

(c) Within reasonable limits the director may 
delegate such authority and responsibility to division 
heads, and they in turn to conservation officers in 
their division. 

(d) The authority and responsibility of the di- 
rector may be compared to the chief executive of 
the state, both in his relations to the public and 

his responsibility for the carrying out of the man- 
dates of the legislature; or in a private corporation, 
the director may be compared to the president and 
the division heads to the management of the corpora- 
tion, in the same manner that the commission may 
be compared to its board of directors. 

4 MEETINGS OF THE COMMISSION 

3. The commission shall meet at 9:30 a.m. on 
the second Wednesday. of each month, except when 
this date falls on a legal holiday, in which event 
the monthly meeting shall be postponed for one 

week, Special meetings may be called by the chair- 

man and shall be called upon the request of two 
commissioners. The meetings shall be held at the 

state capitol in Madison unless the commission votes 
that a particular meeting shall be held at some other 

place. Four members of the commission shall con- 

stitute a quorum and no formal business may be 

44



. transacted at a meeting of commissioners unless at 
least four members are present. When there are less 

than four members present, such meeting shall be 
determined a conference of commissioners and shall 
be informal and its actions shall consist merely of 
an expression of opinion of individual commissioners. 

FUNCTIONS OF COMMISSIONERS 
BETWEEN MEETINGS 

4, (a) The members of the commission may be 
delegated by the commission with special authority 
to make investigations, inspect conservation projects, 
appear at conservation hearings, and to report their 
findings to the commission; but the commissioners 
shall not make rules or regulations when so acting. 

(b) The commissioners are expected to have an 
interest in the work of the department, its problems 
and accomplishments; they should cultivate the ac- 
quaintance of the conservation personnel, and pro- 
mote generally a public understanding of the policies 
of the commission and the work of the department. 

(c) All acts of the members of the commission 
between meetings are unofficial and without statutory 
authority, except as specifically provided in section 
4 (a) of these regulations. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE DIRECTOR 

5. (a) At all times the director is the adminis- 
trative head of the conservation department and is 
the official who directly or by delegation to division 
heads, represents the department in its relations with 
the executive office, the other state commissions and 

boards, the university, federal agencies, and local 
governments. He represents the department in its 
dealings with legislative committees, conservation 
groups, and the general public. 

(b) The director shall prepare financial reports 
of receipts and expenditures, progress reports on 
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department accomplishments, and such special reports 
as have been requested by the commission at each 
monthly meeting. 

CHAIN OF AUTHORITY 

6. (a) The authority vested in the commission is 
the making of rules and regulations of conservation 
policy and administrative procedure in accordance 
with those chapters and sections of the Wisconsin 
statutes delegating such authority and under the 
procedure set forth in such acts. 

(b) Rules and regulations promulgated under the 
authority of sections 29.174 and 29.085 of the stat- 
utes must be approved by the Governor to become 
valid. 

(c) All rules and regulations having the force 
of law must be published according to the statutory 
provisions under the section which grants authority 
for the promulgation of the order. 

(d) The director is authorized by the commission 
to administer its rules and regulations, and, with 

the advice and consent of the commission, to employ 
such assistants as may be necessary for such admin- 
istration; to formulate administrative rules and regu- 
lations as to assignment of duties, transfer of duties, 
control of expenses, department manuals, and similar 
administrative details, on his own initiative, but sub- 
ject, however, to review by the commission. 

(e) The deputy director and the division chiefs 
are responsible to the director and, subordinate to 
him, exercise the authority and jurisdiction delegated 
to them, The authority of the division chiefs is dele- 
gated by them to the departmental personnel in their 
divisions as set forth in the department plan of 
organization. 

{6]



COMMISSION PROCEDURE 

7. (a) At least one week in advance of any 
regular meeting of the commission, the director shall 
send to each commissioner the agenda of matters on 
which he desires action by the commission. Each 
matter presented on this agenda should be accom- 
panied with sufficient information relative thereto for 
the members of the commission to know all pertinent 
facts and with the recommendations of the depart- 
ment division head and a statement of concurrence 
of nonconcurrence by the director. Any member of 
the commission may on his motion similarly circu- 
larize the commissioners with matters which he 
wishes acted upon at such regular meetings. 

(b) A call for special meetings shall include a 
statement of matters to be acted upon with pertinent 
data, and except in case of emergency, a call for a 
special meeting shall be made at least one week in 
advance of the date of such meetings. 

(c) Recognized parliamentary rules shall govern 
the proceedings of the commission. The meetings of 
the commission are public, with the director present 
and such division chiefs or other department per- 
sonnel as the commission may require. The commis- 
sion may, however, confer in executive session alone, 
with the director or with the director and any divi- 
sion chief or employee of the department. Any 
action voted at such executive session may, if the 
commission so determines, be impounded as confi- 
dential and the record thereof kept by the secretary 
of the commission. 

SUGGESTIONS AND COMPLAINTS 

8. (a) Department and division matters, official 
or personal, may be presented to the commission by 
the division head, superintendent, chief of bureau, 
officer or any other employee, but his communication 
must be routed through the normal administrative 
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channels of the department; and if the subordinate 

considers the matter sufficiently urgent, he may also 

mail a copy of said communication to the secretary 

of the commission. 

(b) It will be gross misconduct by any employee 

of the conservation department to wilfully misrepre- 

sent ot wilfully make untruthful statements regard- 

ing the state conservation work or the state conser- 

vation personnel, and such gross misconduct shall 

be sufficient cause for suspension by the commission, 

director or division head pending a formal hearing 

by the commission and the rights guaranteed under 

civil service rules. 

POLITICAL OR OTHER OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES 

9. (a) All persons on the payroll of the depart- 

ment having any degree of administrative authority 

shall refrain from officially participating in any state 

or local political controversy in such manner as 

might raise the suspicion that he was subverting his 

position and his authority to further his political 

aims. The exercise of the right to decide for one’s 

self, his advocacy of men and measures, and the 

right of suffrage is denied no one. 

(b) No full time employee of the department 

shall engage in any outside work without the 

knowledge of the director, and if the director finds 

that such outside work would interfere or tend to 

interfere with full time service it shall not be 

permitted. 

LEGISLATIVE MATTERS 

10. No restriction shall be placed on the commis- 

sioners ot persons on the payroll of the department 

as to their support or opposition to any legislative 

bill; except that it will be considered improper ac- 

tion, subject to such discipline as the commission 

may legally enforce, for any member of the commis- 
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sion or person on the payroll of the department to 
publicly espouse any legislative bill by fraudulently 
claiming that it has the official approval of the 
commission, or to publicly oppose any legislative 
bill that has the specific approval of the commission. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 

11. The conservation commission may exercise the 
authority conferred upon it under section 29.174 on 
the establishment of open and closed seasons either 
on its own motion or on petition from any group of 
citizens, provided that upon petition of not less 
than 1,000 citizens in the case of a contemplated 

order affecting the entire state or part thereof larger 
than two counties, or of not less than 50 citizens 
residing in the county if but a single county or part 
thereof is affected, or of not less than 100 citizens 
residing in two counties if not more than two 
counties or parts thereof are affected, the commission 
shall conduct one or more public hearings on such 
proposed order at a place convenient to the peti- 
tioners. Notice of such hearing shall be published 
at least once a week for three successive weeks in 
the official state paper in the case of an order af- 
fecting the entire state, and in such newspapers as 
will fairly advise the residents of the community 
affected in the case of an order affecting a part of 
the state only. A complete stenographic record will 
be kept of all testimony taken. The conservation 
commission shall make such investigations relative 
to any petition or proceedings under this section as 
it may deem necessary and shall have power to or- 
ganize advisory committees to advise it on any mat- 
ter under consideration. The members of such com- 
mittee shall receive no compensation but shall be 
refmbursed their actual and necessary expenses. Be- 
fore passing any order under the powers granted in 
section 29.174, the department shall present to the 
commission the results of these hearings and the 
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recommendations and also the recommendations of 
the division chiefs whose divisions are affected by 
said order. 

APPEARANCES BEFORE THE COMMISSION 

12. On all matters of contention as to conserva- 
tion rules and regulations or as to conservation ac- 
tivities, then and in such case petitioners, proponents 
or complainants shall be referred to the proper di- 
vision head for personal presentation and discussion 
of the matter involved; and when an agreement or 
a clear statement of the disagreement is reached, the 
petitioner or the spokesman of the petitioning group 
may be allowed a reasonable time to present his 
case orally to the commission and the division head 
may be allowed a reasonable time to present his rec- 
ommendations. This procedure will be adopted only 
in case the matter in controversy is of a nature that 
cannot be fairly disposed of by the director. 

PERSONNEL OFFICER 

13. The comptroller shall act as personnel officer 
assisting the director and shall be responsible for 
handling all sick leaves, vacations, and other personnel 

matters, 

REPRESENTATION ON OTHER BOARDS 

14. Pursuant to statutory regulations, the conser- 

vation commission or department is represented on 
the following state boards: Water regulatory board, 
state planning board, state geographic board, water 
pollution board, and the Governor's council. 

GENERAL 

15. All provisions of these rules and regulations 
not fixed by statutory requirements are subject to 
revision or annulment at any meeting of the com- 
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“mission when the commission shall deem such te- 
vision or annulment is in the interests of adminis- 
trative procedure. 

These Administrative Rules and Regulations were 
formally adopted by the Conservation Commission 
at its meeting in the State Capitol, Madison, Wis- 
consin, May 11, 1938. 
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June 17, 1940 i 
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FILE REFERENCE: om ) Cr 

: Game Fu a 

Professor Aldo Leopold Management Ref 

424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Attached three planned research projects for 

Wisconsin under federal aid for your information 

and file. 

Of course, other research plans not listed 

may be worked--this is simply a proposed outline. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Suvt. of Game Management 

» We Sat? 
. E. Scott 

Supervisor, Cooperative 
Game Management 

WES: jc 

Ene.
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STATE Wisconsin 

PROJECT NO. 
(Not to be"fTIled tay 

PLANS &, PPRCRE TEATS % AND ESTIMATES 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH PROJECT 

as required by 

FEDERAL AID a es act 

Date June 8, 1940 

Secretary of the Interior 

Washington, B. C. 

Sir: 

The State of Wisconsin, pursuant to the provisions of the Act of 

Congress approved September 2, 1957 (Public No. 416 76th Congress), 

entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the states 

in wildlife-restoration projects, and for other purposes", and to the 

Rules and Regulations of the Seeretary of the Interior made and pub- 

lighed thereunder, does hereby submit by its State Conservation Com~ 

mission, constituting the State Fish and Game Department, these plans, 

specifications, and estimates for the wildlife-restorstion project 

deseribed herein, whieh it 16 proposed to carry on under the provisions 

of eaid Act an@ said Rules and Regulations, and for which Federal aid 

is requested out of the apportionments made to eaid State by the 

Seeretary of the Interior under the provisions of the said Act. 

1. Tithe of research project: Wisconsin pinnated and sharp-tailed 

grouse statue and management research.
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2. Location of project; Pinneated and sharp-tailed grouse territory 

throughout the state. 

3. Proposed supervisors of project: . F. Grimmer, superintendent 

of game manegement, and ¥. E. Seott, supervisor of cooperative 

game manegenent, and Dr. T. Tf. Ghaddock, chief pathologist, on 

laboratory analyaia - all of Wisconsin conservation department. 

4. Specifications: When lesders for thie project have been select- 

ea from Bureau of Personnel certifications, their personal date 

memorandum will be exeouted and sent to the Secretary of the 

Interior through the Bureau for approval. Only approved per- 

sonnel will be used on this project as per requiremente. 

The project leader's duties include supervision of his 

ageictants, study of background Literature and date available, 

orgenizetion of plan of action and cooperation with ell agencies 

and individuels sesisting, ané direct supervision of a11 major 

investigational activities in the field. 

The permanent acsictent leader will in all eases follow 

@ireetions of the project lesder, seaisting him in his work in 

all activities or working independently of him under directions. 

The two temporary ageistants for three sontha each winter 

will work largely in trapping and banding prairie chicken and 

sharp-tailed grouse ac well as in seouring weights or other date 

and making observations on booming grounds and elsewhere under 

direct superviaion. 

5. Work plan: 

(a) Details of program 

Pirest fiseal year: 

(1) Background records and literature will be 

studied and summarized for generel known prairie chicken and
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sharp-teailed grouse status in Wisconsin (and eleewhere) and for 

latest management and research techniques known. 

(2) Unpublished reeent findings and methods of 

other states will be solicited. 

(3) Plen of procedure will be outlined by super- 

visors and leaders. 

(4) Cooperation of other agencies and individuals 

will be arranged with full detaile as to the plan outlined. 

(6) Early in the project an attempt will be made 

to secure present knowledge of local fielé personnel by ques- 

tionnaire or personel interview-.especially as to general prairie 

chicken and sherp-tailed grouse range and population in Wisconsin 

and data regarding migratory movements and booming grounda and 

ne sting. 

(6) Census methods now known will be used to deter- 

mine population fluctuations on sample areas and experiments 

will be made in new census methods auggested including a sex 

tally if possible. Collection of acoidentally killed specimens 

(or others if necessary) will begin as early as possible along 

with regular reports from cooperative agencies and individuals. 

(7) With the fall grouse season checking stations 

may be established on sample plot areas and a special attempt 

will be made to secure return bending data as well as informe- 

tion as to the harvest per section in certain areas, condition 

of the birds and information on other factors. 

(8) Field study of food habits, phenomenon of 

Grouping and seasoneal movement will be studied in fall and 

; early winter with speciel attention given to banding to better
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determine seasonal movements. A beginning will be made on 

sample management areas, but they may not be in full owing 

until the first spring an@ second fall season. 

(9) Artificial feeding will be studied in the 

winter while trapping operetions proceed. 

(10) Winter season will be heaviest with fiela 

studies of food habits in both northern and southern Wisconsin, 

trapping operations in both arese with banding and collection 

of data on sex and vitelity, mapping of winter populations and 

concentrations and a study of mortality from environmental 

causes. Special attempt will be made to ascertain winter needs 

and possible reason for population shift. 

(11) Spring season will study return of birds to 

booming and breeding greunds, continue trepping and banding 

and collection of routine data, study of booming behaviour to 

aetermine importance of this behaviour in relation to breeding 

activities, to leesate nestings in relation to booming grounds 

end determine, if possible, environmental needa of these 

ectivities which may be improved by management. Work will 

begin on experimental management area or areas with food plant. 

ing and cover manipulation, ete. 

(12) Later epring will etudy largely nests and 

broods to determine mortelity from various causes and collect 

4ata on sex ratio of young and their food habite in ¥isoonein. 

Again environmental needs will be of moat importance to deter- 

mine possible management procedure. Thie period will alee see 

the preparation of the annual report and the laying of plans 

, for future activities.
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Seeont_ and third yesr's work: 
Will follow the general procedure of the firet year exeept 

for less streas on background studies and organization which 

should then be in full eawing. The last year will contein late 

spring ané early summer work on final report. Most important 

of iteme which will get into full swing iete in the first year 

snd especially with the second and third years will be the 

sample experimental area or areas. Present plans oall for the 

setting aside of a comperstively large tract of land for thie 

purpose in the Central Yiscongin Conservation Area where the 

land is now under the jurisdiction of governmental agencies and 

the population of eepecially prairie chicken has recently taken 

@ definite @rop. Experimental work would attempt to bring about 

en Ancrease in population by management methods. The ares 

would be seleeted near 000 Comp man-power and equipment to 

permit meny experimentel activities which might otherwise be 

impossible beeause of the possible cost. 

(») Person responsible for the preparstion of quarterly 

reporta: : 

The project leader and ¥. ©. *eott, supervisor of 

gooperstive geme mane gement. 

(e) Person responsible for the preperetion of material for 

publication: 

The project leader and ¥. E. Seott, supervisor of 

sooperative game manegement. 

(4) Gupervisery costs for special personnel: As shown below.
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6. atimates: For first fisesl year: 

(a-1) St jeaet for period from July 1, 1940 to 

Project Leader ' 1 ' year pone per mo. 1100.00 per mo, 260, 000.08 

Asst. Proj. meatier 4 ' yeer penae ae per mo. 6 Q5.33 per mo. Sahoo ae 

Temporary asst. : 2: 3 mo.:$125. per mo.  1§100.00 per mo. 191,350.00 

Total Tier aa 17,4005 
(m1) Other costs for period from July 1, 1940 to June 30,1941; 

Binoculars tBauseh & Lomb 6x30 : 2: § 60.00 ' $ 120.00 

Binoculars idauseh & Lomb 10x60: i ; $100.00 ; $ 100.00 

Balance scales fteveten ‘ zg ; $ 35.00 ‘ $ 70.00 

Gamera (Speed-graphic) iPelnenOuafhen ; 1 ; $130.00 ; $ 130.00 

Netting for traps (amount now unknown) § 100.00 

Nest finding (services): Pe : ¢ 76.00 

“Trap materials (wood, ste, amount unknown) 1 $ 75.00 

“Tower :Portable-30 foot 1:1; + $ 680.00 

*Blinds Portable { 8 { $ 6.00 ' $ 60.00 

Seeds for food shanttag taneuet and type unknown) ; $ 80.00 

Miscellaneous cqnipnent (ountaiaeve, ¢ttna, ove.) : $ 60.00 

Totel ai a 
Grand total: $ 6,360.00 

"Built by Gonservation Department crews. 

(e-1) Supervisory costes for regular personnel: None.
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For totel S-year project 
(a2) eee / ae for period from July 1, 1940 to 

Rorsenneh__io.sPorset_; _Bate _ _1 raved Expense i fetal _ 
Projeet Leader 1 1:3 yeara 39200 per mo. 18100 per mo. 1§20,800.00 

Aeat. Proj. hootent 1 is years 14126 per mo. 8 83.35 per mo. 6 7,600.00 

Temporary acet. tot 2 mo. renee per mo. 14100 per mo. if 4,080.00 

Total 4:81 Mm 3: : $$22, 360.00 

(b-2) Other costs for period from July 1, 1040 to June 30,1943; 

Goste for other expenses total $900.00 as cited in first 

fiseal year outlay, and only sdditional expenditure will be 

$600.00 for publication of booklet summarizing results of the 

three-year study at the end of the third year. 

Totel miscellaneous, equipment and publication expense: 

$1,400.00 

Grané total for project: $23,750.00 

(e-2) Supervisory costes of regular personnel; None 

Total eatimate: $23,760.00 

7. Work on this project will be initiated approximately on July 1, 

1940, or as soon ae personnel recommendations have been approved. 

Respectfully submitted, 

WISCONSIN CONSERVATION COmNIaSION 

By 
M. ¥. MacKensie 

Vicconsin Conservation Departaent 
Approved: Date Cis Appmved: Date 

Bureau of Biologies1 Survey
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STATS ___Wisgonsin 
PROEOT WO. 

(Hot to be Tiled tay 

PLAMG, BPREGCLFICATIONS, AND BHTRRATES 

WILGLIPE +A PROTECT 

ae required by 

FRDERA:, AIG IN WILDLIFE ABSTORATION ACT 
(go Stat. 927) 

Date Sune ®, 1940 

Secretary of the interior 

Washington, >, ¢. 

Sart 

the State of Wisconsin, pureuent to the provielone of the Act of | 

Congress approved September 2, 1997 (Public No. 418, 76th Congress), 

entitled "An Aet to provide that the United States shall si4 the states 

in wildlife-restoration projects, and for other purposes", and to the 

Bules and Regulations of the Seeretery of the Interior made and pub- 

iiehed thereunder, doee hereby eubsit by ite State Conservation Com 

sievion, constituting the State Fish ané Game Department, these plans, 

j specifications, and estimetes for the wildlife-restorstion project 

degoribed herein, which it 1s propesed to carry on under the provisions 

of said het and ent4 Rules oné Regulations, and for whieh Federal «14 

de requested out of the apportionnents sade to said Stete by the ; 
seoretery of the Interior under the provieions of the said Act. 

i. Title of reseorch project! Winsconsin white-tailed deer herd 

states au! sanogenent researoh. | 

&. Proposed supervisors of project: frnest Swift, deputy cirector; | 

v, PF, Grimmer, euperinteadent of game aanagement; or. T. T.
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Gheddock, chief pathologist; ©. ©. Scott, euperviser of eooperne 

tive gome menegewent ~ a1) of Yieconein conservation department. 

%. Proposed leaders of project: fo be selected from State Bureau of 

Personne] certifientions ae result of civil service exasina tion. 

Leaders will met be hired unless they are epproved by the Secre~ 

‘tary of the Interior as required. 

4 Speeifications: When leaders for thie projeet have been seleet~ 

4 from Bureau of Personnel certifiestions, their personal data 

nenorandum will be exequted end sent to the Geeretary of the 

Interior through the Bureau for approval. Only appreved perm 

sonnel will be used om this project ae per requirements. 

The project leader's duties include supervision of hie 

Seeietants, etudy of background Literature and date avallebdle, 

orgenization of plen ef action and cooperation with all agencies 

and individuals aneleting, snd direct supervision of «11 asJjor 

inveatigntional setivities in the field. 

The permanent aseletent leader will in 411 eases follew 

directions of the project leader, aseleting hig in bie work ia 

all aotivities or working independently of him under directions. 

The two teaporary easistante for three months each winter 

will work largely in mepping deer yards, gathering date on 

browne conditions end peesibly in supervising deer trapping 

crews when other supervisors are not eveilable. 

&. Work plan: 

{a) Details ef Program 

Piret fiseal year: 

(1) Sackground records and literature will be 
; studied and summarised for general known deer herd statue and
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latest menagenent and research techniques. 

(2) Gnpubliched recent findings and methods of 

other states will be solicited. 

(3) Plen of procedure will be outlined by supervisors 

and leaders. 

(4) Cooperation of other agenoles and individuals will 

be arranged with full detalles ee to the plan outlined. 

(6) Eerly in the projeet on attempt vill be sade to 

secure present knowledge of logsl field personnel by quection- 

naire oF persons] Interview--especialiy ae to general deer 

ss Pange an@ population and yarding aren loeations. 

(6) Consus sethode to deteraine population and sex ' 

ratio will be pisnned to go into ection by Sentesber with sone 

Vd ; loeal checke possibly sconer. Collection eof specimens and 

A cooperative telly operations wil begin ae early as possible. 
(7) With the fall Geer sesneon (if season ie opened) 

checking etatione and other aethods of securing date will be 

set up. Special oheek will be meade of the sortality of pro- 

tected deer such ae does ond fawne. 

(6) Deer yard mapping ond study will begin with the 

firet winter oe soon as yar@ing begine. 

(@) Artificial fee@ing will be studied in the winter 

while trapping operations procerd. 

' (20) A etudy of winter mortality will begin with the 

firet enow and ¢ontinue throughout the winter with eoncentrated 

loeal studies in early epring. 

(11) Late apring will be used for organisation of 

Gata sequred and preparation of reports, maps and general ine 

formation.
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(22) Summer work will feature an attempt te study sex 

ratio, breeding suecese ond fawn wortelity a» well ae to organ- 

jee fall prograa. 

Seoons ang third year's work: 

VAll follow the general procedure of the first year except 

for leon etrese on beekgrount studies and orgeniszeation which 

should then be in full ewing. The last year will contain late 

spring ond early suamer work on finel report. “ 

(®) Person responsible for the preperation of quarterly revorte: 

The project leader end ¥. E, Seott, supervisor of eoopers- 

tive gane wanagenent. ' 
(e) Person responsible for the preparation of material for publ ice- 

tion: 

The project leader and ¥.%, Seott, superviser of ecoperative 

| Gane wanagenent. 

(4) Supervisory ooste for special personnel: one. 

-! 6. Eatinstes: For firet fieenl year: 

(2-1) Reploynent edst for period from July 1, 1940 to June 31, 

Project Leader i 1: year : 200 per mo. : #2100 per mo. | $3,600.00 

Aeet. Proj. Leader ‘ a : year ‘ $180 per mo. : 683.33 per mo. ; $2,800.00 

Temporary Aget. ; e ; & nest 8126 per mo. i $76.00 per mo. ' $1,200.00 

Tote iat Mmm i 07,600.00" 
(vei) Other costr for period from July 1, 1940 te June 31, 1941: 

Equipment saeniniean eet Sumber Averexe Cost. Tote) 

Ganges and mounts { Thompeon-indien | @ {  %66.00 $ 6130.00 
fente | Crudeer Pac 30.00 ! 80.00 
Sleeping bags tooas i 4 49.90 120.00
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(Gont'a) 

Snowshoes ; Lunds 4 pr. $15.00 $82.00 

Pack Harneas i Abererombe 1 4 ' 8.26 i 81.00 

Tete Baga Cruiser iy: &.76 86.00 

Compa ssee : Steff : @ : 8.00 : 20.00 

Portable Typewriter | ' a ' 38.00 | 88.00 

Binoculars : Beusch & Low : 2 : 79.00 : 146.00 

Samerne : Es etann ; 4 : 30.00 ; 120.00 

Platform Seale : Fairbanks : 2 ; 82.00 : 86.900 

*fratlers ; 4-wheel ; 2 : 80.68 ; 60.00 

; Trap Materiala : ; ; ; 100.00 

Shipping Containers {type & price u@amn) ' . 100.00 

_ *MAseellancous : ' ' 1212.00. 
: ' t #1200.00 

*Bullt by Conservation Dept. erews. scisieitiiiaaliiaene 

Grane Total: €6,800,00 

{e-1) Guperviesry costs for regular personnel: one. 

For tote) S-year project 
(aw2) Raployment costes for period from fas a, Essen” 

Project Leader ' a 5 years $000 per me. #100 per mo.1 910,600.00 - 

Aget. Proj. kentan’ i : 3 years : $180. per sat Sanus per ” 8,400.00 

Temporary Acat. om! 9 mo. : S128 per ans 09.60 per mos $4600.00. 

Total '4@1.a. 1 t 3988, 806.00 

(o-2) Seles teens See SES See Oe 1, 1940 to June 31,



Soste for other expenses tote, $1,900.00 as alted in first 

fiscal year outlay, and only a@@itiona? expenditure will be 
$600.00 for publication of booklet summarizing reeulte of the 

three-year etudy at the end of the thir?’ year. 

Total oiecelleneous, equipment ané publication expense: 01,700.00. 

Grand total for projeet: $24,600.00. 

(e~-@) Supervisory coets of regular personnel: None. 

Total estimate: $24,600.00. 

7. Work om thie project will be initiated approximately on July 1, 1940, 

OF ae #00N a6 personnel recommendations beve been approved. 

Respectfully eubeitted, 

WISQOMSIN COMAENVATION Come Ta ton 

By 

Rh, ¥. Beotenste 

Viseonsin Conservation Departaent 
Approved: Late Approved: Gate i 

a Hegional Direstor Y aa 
Bureau of Blclegies! Survey
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STATE, cideake | 

PROJECT NO. 

PLANS, S@PECIFICAT IONS, AND ESTIMATES 

POR 

WATERFOWL RESEARCH PROJECT 

as required by 

FEDERAL AID IN WILDLIFE REMTORATION ACT 
(80 Stat. 927) 

Date, June 8, 1940 

Secretary of the Interior 

Washington, D. C. 

Sir? 

The State of Wisconsin, pursuant to the provisions of the Act 

of Congrese approved September 2, 1937 (Public No. 415, 75th Congress), 

entitled “An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the 

states in wildlife-restoration projects, and for other purposes", and 

to the Rules and Regulations of the Secretary of the Interior made and 

published thereunder, does hereby submit by its State Conservation Com- 

miseion, constituting the State Fish end Game Department, these plans, 

specifications, and estimates for the wildlife-restoration project 

described herein, which it 1e proposed to carry on under the pro- 

visions of said Act end said Rules and Regulations, and for which 

Federal aid is requested out of the apportionments made to said State 

by the Seoretary of the Interior under the provisions of the said Act. 

1. Title of research project: Wisconsin waterfowl management 

research.
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_ & Proposed supervisors of project: W. F. Grimmer, superin- 

tendent of game management, W. E. Scott, supervisor of 

cooperative game management, and Dr. T. T. Chaddock, 

chief pathologist, on laboratory analyeis--911 of the 

Wiseonsin conservation derartment. 

3. Proposed leaders of project: To be selected from State 

Bureau of Personnel certifications ae result of eivil 

service examination. Leaders will not be hired unless 

f they are approved by the Secretary of the Interior as 

required. 

4. Specifications: When leader for this project has been ‘ 

eelected from Bureau of Personnel certifications, his 

personel data memorandum will be exeovted and sent to 

the Secretary of the Interior through the Bureau for 

approval. Only approved personnel will be used on this 

project as per requirements. 

The project leader's auties include study of back- 

ground literature and date available, organization of 

plan of action and cooperation with all ageneies and 

individuals assisting, and direct supervision of all 

major investigational activities in the field. 

5. Work plan: 

(a) Detaila of Program 

Firet fiscal year: 

(1) Baekground records and literature will 

be studied and summarized for general known Wisconsin 

atatus and problems as well as latest management and re- 

search techniques.
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(2) Unpublished recent findings and methods 

of other states, agencies and individuale will be eolicited. 

(3) Plan of procedure will be outlined by 

supervisors and leader, 

(4) Cooperation of ether agencies and in- 

dividuals will be arranged with full details os to the plan 

outlined. 

(6) Early in the project an attempt will be 

made to secure present knowledge of local field personnel by 

questionnaire or personel interview--especially as to location 

of waterfowl areas depleted in recent years of food or cover 

and in need of management investigatione. 

(6) Field investigations will begin in late 

eummer and continve throughout the project time. 

(7) &xperimenteal food planting will begin in 

the fall but will probably receive the heaviest action in the 

spring, while sample plote of aquatic foods and hunting season 

studies of bags and food habits will be featured in the fall to 

determine local Wisconsin conditions. 

(8) Plant collections will be featured in the 

fall and the following epring and summer, while artificial and 

naturel feeding will be featured in the winter to determine 

Wieconsin conditions. Hecheck of ell experimentel plantings will 

be made periodically.
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(9) Limiting factors other than food and cover 

will be recorded (where determined) in every investigation so 

; that they may later be removed by administrative agencies if pos- 

sible. 

(10) Annusel report will be prepared in early 

summer with a statement of recommended activity for the following 

year. 

Second and third year's work: 

They will follow the general procedure of the firet year 

except for less stress on background studies and organization 

which should then be in full ewing. The last year will contain 

late spring and early summer work on final report. 

(bd) Person responsible for the preparation of quarterly 

reports: The project leader and ¥. E. Seott, supervisor of 

cooperative game management. 

(e) Person responsible for the preparation of material 

for publication: The project leader and W. ©. Scott, supervisor 

of cooperative game management. 

(a) Supervisory costes for special personnel: As shown 

below. 

6. Eetimates: For firet fiscal year! 

(a-1) Employment cost for period from July 1, 1940, 

to June 30, 1941: 

Personnel_____No. Period __Rate___Travel_ Expense __Total 

Project leader 1 year 900 per mo. $100 per mo. $3,600.00 

Total 
$3, 600.00
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: (b-1) Other costes for period from July 1, 1940, to 

June 30, 1941: 

———Hauipment______Type____+_-Number Average cost __ ‘Total __ 

*Duck boat Square end 1 $40.00 $40.00 

*Row boat . ” 1 40.00 40.00 

“Trailer Boat hiteh 1 38.00 38.00 

Outboard motor Johnson 2 60.00 60.00 

Plant coll.equip. Gen. Biol. 26.00 

Chemical kit Univ. Stores 30.00 

Binoculars 10x60 Bausch and Lomb 1 100.00 100.00 

Bottom dredge Peterson 1 50.00 60.00 

Miscellaneous (sample jars, camping equip., plane table, ete.) 127.00 

Planting stook (experimental plantings) eee 
Total: ‘ 00 

Grand Total: #4, 600.00 

*Built by conservation department crewa 

(e-1) Supervisory eosts for regular personnel! None. 

For tote] three-year project 

(a-2) Employment costes for period from July 1, 1940, 

to June 30, 1943: 

————Pereonnel___No, Period __ Rate Travel Expense _Totieal 
Project Leader 1 3 years $200 per mo. $100 per mo. #10, 800.00 

Total: $10,800.00 

(b-2) Other costes for peried from July 1, 1940, to 

June 30, 1943: 

Costs for other expenses total #1,000.00 ae cited in 

first fiscal year outlay, and only additional expenditures will be 

$600.00 each additional year for experimental plantings totaling
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$1,000.00 for two additional years, plus $600.00 for publication of 

booklet summarizing results of the three-year study at the end of the 

third year. 

Total miscellaneous, equipment, planting and publication 

expenees $2,500.00 

Grand totel for project: $13,300.00 

(e-2) Supervisory costs of regular personnel: None. 

Total estimate: %13, 300.00 

7, Work on this project will be initieted approximately on July 1, 

1940, or as soon as personnel recommendations have been approved. 

Respectfully submitted, 

WISCONSIN CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

By 
KR. W, Mackenzie 
Conservation Director 
Wisconsin Conservation Denartment 

ApProveds POCO recess Approved! Date ee 

Regional Director Reting Chie? 
Bureau of Biological Survey



OTATE__\ Wissonsin 
PROJEO? WO. 

PRELIMINARY PROTECT STATEMENT 
WILDLIFE RESEARCH 

4 vequired by 

FEDERAL AID IN WILDLIFE RESTORATION ACT 

(60 Stat. 927) 

Date___.._.dune 26, 1940 

Seoretery of the Interior 

Washington, D. ¢. 
Sirs 

| The State of Wisconsin, pursuant to the provisions of the 

hot of Congress approved September 2, 1937 (Public No. 415, 75th 

Congress), entitled “An Act to provide that the United Stetes 

shell oid the States in wildlife-restoration projects, ond for 

other purposes", and to the Rules and Megulations of the Secretory 

of the Interior made and published thereunder, does hereby cubmit 

by its State Conservation Commission, constituting the Stete Fish 

and Gome Department, this statement covering « wildlife research 

project o herein described, dealing vith the efficient management 

of wildlife resources, which it ie proposed to carry on under the 

provisions of said Aot and said Rules ond Regulations, ani for 

whieh Federal aid is requested out of the apportionments made to 

aid State by the Seoretory of the Interior under the provisions 

of the said Act.
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1. Title of research project: Wisconsin phessant manogenent 

research, \ 

2, Lecstion of project: Pheasant territory throughout the tate. 

3. Proposed supervisors of project: *. fF. Grimmer, euperintendent 

of geome management and ¥. &. Seott, supervisor of cooperative | 

game management and Dr. T. T. Chaddock on laboratory enalyeis-- 

all of the Wisconsin Conservation Department. 

4. Proposed leaders of project: To be selected from State Bureau 
of Personnel certifications as result of civil service exami- 

nation, Leaders will not be hired unless they are approved by 

the Seeretery of the Interior as required. vk 

S. Research ageney which will provide technical direction: | 

Wisconsin conservation department game management board, f 

6. Other coopersting agencies and their functions: Soil Conser~ 

vation and Netional Park Service CCG camps in furnishing man- 

power for census crews wherever they are loosteé in pheasant 

territory ané are within range of desired project work. 

9. Perspective: Wisconsin has a pheasant kill whieh is expected 

to stay above the half-million mark in the coming seasons. 

“Wisconsin is at present stocking about 260,000 pheasants of 

both sexes esoh year through a cooperative program. Wisconsin 

for years hae maintained probably the lorgest artificial winter 

feeding program for phessants in the United States. Due to this 

large program of propagation and stocking, it is believed 

necessary to determine more facts regarding the phessent in 

Wiseonein,
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8. Gbjeot of project: 

a. Yo determine by questionnaire to Meld force and 

other individuals the present range and comparative 

population of pheasants in Wisconein os « matter of 

bashe knowledge. 

b. To set up sample study areas im several carefully 

selected arese of the state on which verious tests 

would be run including several of the following items 

in this study. 

6. Yo study the mortelity of propagated birds which ere 

released at the ages of 7, G@, 9, ond 10 weeks under 

verlows environssntal conditions and with or without 

ertifietal feeding or watering, also making « comparison 

with wild stock of same age. Birds at various times 

to be collected or trapped for date as to condition, 

ete, 

4, fo study nesting mortelity on sample plote and 

determine possible methods of management which will 

reduce this mortelity in wild stock, 

@. To secure additional basic knowledge on movement, 

age, mangement of phessont Gamage to crops, physical 

condition and sex retio by trapping and banding when- 

ever possible snd especially upon semple plots under 

observation. 

f. To determine the value of omall pheasant refuges and 

winter feeding artificially ena in food patehes.
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@. To set up checking stations on sample plots during 

hunting season, ond continue many routine etudies 

eueh ae orep end patholegicsl anelyses, determination 

ef age and weight criterion, hunting season losses 

and other feotors, 

bh. In general, to determine the value of present 

phessant etocking methods and possible sanagesent 

methode which will better maintain Wisconsin's 

wild pheasant stook. 

9. Procedure: The individual in charge of the study ie to plan 

his progres with project supervisors and the game management 

a boord, Cooperstion with sll fiel4 personnel of the conservation ~.. 

department will be arranged, ond assistance of any other 

orgenizations and individuale will be secured se necessary. 

The project ie to continue throughout the yeer with the project 

leader @irectly oupervising temporary aseietante during euch 

perleds when stocking or necting mortelity on4 sex counte or 

banding operctions sre in progress. 

10. Frobeble durstion of otudy: One year under present plans 

when projeot may be rewritten following firet year's findings. 

11. Seope and benefite: This project le aimed at securing local 

and state-wide date and will have ite greatest value in the 

areas studied most intensively. However, there will be results 

of national benefit by comparison and on wethode of procedure. 

12. Publication of results: Reeulte of this study will be ~ 

published in the form of progress reporte in the Wieconsin
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Gonservation Bulletin end as « final report in that bulletin 

or elsewhere when project 1s completed. 

13. Retimeted cost for supervision by reguler personnel: Hone. 

14, Setimated cost for supervision by epecial personnel: 

Leader, $2,400.00 per yeor solary, 91,200.00 per year 

expenses; 3 ascistants for four months of year ot $126.00 

per wonth salery and $60.00 per month expenses; eix lebor 

aesietents for three wonths of the year at $100.00 per 

month salery and $80.00 per month expenses. 

15, Betimeted total cost of study: Selery, $6,700.00; expenses, 

$3,060.00; equipment (traps, blinds, materials), $640.00. 

Total, $9,400.00. 

16, Setimoted cost of supervision by regular personnel for 

ourrent fieosl year: None. 

i?. Estimated cost of supervision by special personnel for 

current fisesl yeart $6,760.00 (with expenses). 

18, Eetimated cost of project for ourrent fisesl year: $9,400.00 

(sslary, expenses and equipment). 

19. Funds now availeble for project: 

a. State, $9,400.00. The source of these funds 

will be the “conservation fund’ as in section 25.29 

of the Wisoonsin Statutes. 

b. Other funde available are the federal apportionment 

of $7,080.00 to reimburse the stete ss under 

80 Stat. O17. 

20, Pedersl funds for this project should be sent to the 

treasurer of the stste of Wisconsin, in care of Conservation 

Director #. ¥. MacKensie, Wisconsin conservation department,
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whence they would be deposited in the conservation fund 

under the care of the state treasurer. Aeimbursement 

by the federal government will be requ: sted at the end 

ef the fiscal year, 

21. Plans, specifications, and estimates are attached to this 

applieation. 

Assurance ie given that the foregoing information 

eoneerning the project herein deseribed is presented to the best 

ability of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission end Department, 

ané thet all the provisions of the state laws affecting the power 

amd authority of said commission and department to cooperate with 

the federal government in relation to this project have been 

fully complieé with. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

by 

beret Director, Acting Pes Ag 
Wisconsin Conservation Departmes 

Fegional Mireotor ™ 
pereng $F Sforegions Survey



424 University Farm Place 
October 31, 1940 

Mr. Walter E. Seott 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

I tried to talk with you last night, but you had left before I got around 
to it. 

Charles Kirkpatrick and Dr. Meyer of the Endocrinology Department tell me 
that they want to study the appearance and disappearance of the bursa in 

pheasants. I think there has been some confusion between this proposal, 
which deals with defining the exact limit of reliability of the bursa as 
an age character, and such projects as Irven Buss' and Albert Hochbaum's in 
which the bursa is uged to classify populations. We all use the bursa as 
an age character, expecially during the hunting season, without knowing the 
date after which it becomes unreliable. Kirkpatrick's study would establish 
this date. It is also becoming clear that there are intermediate cases in 
which the bursa has partially disappeared or partially closed. At present 
we do not know much about these cases, and Kirkpatrick's study would tell 
us how to interpret them. 

In order to carry out the investigation Kirkpatrick has in mind, a supply 
of birds throughout the yoar will be necessary. Wild trapping or netting 
cannot be relied upon during the summer. Hence, Poynette is the logical 
source. I don't know just how many birds they will need, but I assume it 
will be within reason. I think Wisconsin would be losing a bet if we fail 
to encourage this kind of work, and Poynette would be losing a bet in not 
seizing this additional chance to make it really an experimental farm. 

Dr. Meyer, of course, does not want to broach this thing officially without 
some assurance of friendly consideration. I am writing this note to ask 
your private opinion as to whether such consideration could be expected. My 
department would in no way be involved except as a friendly onlooker. 

Perhaps Barnest Swift and Irven Buse would be interested in considering this 

question. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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koh University Farm Place 
June 12, 1ghe 

My. Kenneth L. Sehellie 
Stete Planning Board 
300 State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Schellie: 

The brief outline sent mo by Ernest Swift has my approval. 

It is getting clearer to me that no written policy can be anything 
more than a starting point. The real state park plan will be in 
the personnel selected to develop it. 

For example: nothing is said, or ean be said, in the paper about 
developing the Dosh tive concn tone function of parks. Parks 
@an lead or they can low. So far we have done nothing but 
follow. Leading is not a matter of written plans; it is a matter 
of living personalities. ‘The Cook County Preserve is a case in 

point. 

I read into type © (Momments) that the "very limited facilities 
for public use" may moan no facilities at all. One erying need is 
for public areas with no facilities, except perhaps 4 place to 
pari. 

I note with approval the scarcity of the word "“seenic" in your 
outline. I reiterate my contention that "scenic" reflects the 
quality of education, not of land. A scenic area is one which 
even an uneducated person can see. All land is scenic to the 
extent that the beholder perceives its history and ite ecology. 
I hope that many areas will qualify under type © which are non- 
scenic to the rank and file. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Ieopold 

ce Swift 
Manna
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Mavison 

June 5, 1942 
FILE REFERENCE: 

f Parks 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 01d Entomology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Due to the pressure of business here in the depart- 

ment, Mr. Schellie of the State Planning Board has been 

kind enough to work with me on the drafting of state park 

policies. As a matter of fact, I can claim very little 

credit. 

I doubt that I will be able to attend the July meet- 

ing relative to this matter, and I am therefore submitting 

the first draft of these policies as outlined by Mr. Schellie. 

I would aporeciate it if the committee would meet with him 

when they are in Madison for further discussion. 

Ver; ly yours, ‘ 

Cente lL ? 

Ernest Swift, Acting // 

Enc, Conservation Directo
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STATE PARK POLICIES Ale Cone: DUM 

Components of the State Park System 
1. The state park system should be made up of a variety of types of areas, 

each having a particular function or value which may be inspirational, 

recreational, educational or selentific in character. A suggested 

classification follows: 

a. Type: State Parks 

Dominant Values: Information, Education, Recreation, Scientific 

Size: Large acreage, not less than 1,000. 

Location: Throughout state to best represent its natural 

characteristics; without respect to pmpulation. 

b. Type: Recreation Areas 

Dominant Value: Recreation 

Size: Large acreage - 500 to 1,000 acres. 

Location: In vicinity of heavily populated regions. 

ce. Type: Monuments (Reserves) 

Dominant Value: Scientific (Flora, Fauna, geology, etc.), 
Educational. 

Size: Consistent with area to be protectéd. 

Location: Wherever they might occur; without respect to 

population. 

ad. Type: Historic Sites 

Dominant Value: Historic and Prehistoric significance, Educational. 

Size: Consistent with the situation. 

Location: Wherever they might occur; without respect to population. 

e. Type: Roadside Parks (By Conservation Dept.) 

Dominant Values: Recreation, Scenic 

Size: Comparatively small - 40 to 200 acres. 

Location: Along well traveled highways and related to travel 

rather than population.
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f. Type: Waysides (By Highway Dept) 

Dominant Value; Picnicking, Rest. 

Size: Small i 1-5 acres. 

Location: Along well traveled highways at frequent intervals - 

(HLenic spots, overlooks, reset areas, springs, near 

fishing epots, ete.) 

g. Type: Parkways 

Dominant Value: Scenic, recreational, educational. 

Size: Indeterminate length and generous width. 

Location: Along watercourses, Lakes, connecting parks; without 

respect to population.



STATE PARK POLICIES 

Types of areas to be required: 

For each kind, only the best available and of more widespread importance 

than to the locality in which it may be situated, 

Methods of acquisition: 

By gift, purchase or exchange, 

Elimination of holdings: | 

Unfit holdings eliminated from the system, | 

Maps and plans: 

Appropriate maps and plans should be prepared and kept current, Approved 

master plane should be adhered to in order to give proper guidance to the 

development. Snap judgment snd local desires in matters of planning are 

to be avoided, 

Planning and design: 

To provide for public use (where desired) without injuring or destroying 

those natural qualities which make the area outstanding. 

Development: 

For State Parks - rather extensive, day and night facilities, harmonious 

to the area and in good taste. 

For Recreation Areas- very extensive, primarily for day and organized over~ 

night use, 

For Monuments and Historie Sites - Restoration and protectivepractices under 

capable direction; very limited facilities for public use. 

For Roadside Parks - Some day and overnight use, of character similar to 

State Parks, but less extensive, 

For Waysides - Day use only and rather limited to forestall very heavy 

use of any one area, 

For Parkways - A wide variety from metropolitan type parkway drives to 

footpaths and canoe trails, depending upon lowality, topography, 

cover, ete,
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Concessions: 

Should be operated by the State, 

Fees and Charges: 

Special services should only be provided when charges for such services 

make them self-supporting. 

Special privileges: 

None should be permitted for personal gain. 

Forestry: 

No commercial utilization of forest or other natural products. Cutting 

of trees should be prohibited except where required in the interest of 

safety, 

Wild life: 

All units of the state park system are wild life refuges. 

copied 
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4h University Farm Place 
$h 2ae “eins Sad uesece Sheu bad co Seems AMRens vated oi 

ae Sey rh ane Woe bel rsoe® wh Poe ep ons Pkg Teas wer rae 

x og State Conservation Department oo gion ei) fiw gkoldaivn 6% eee 
Lansing, Michigan dieied ait ado Bis Galhsos #68 

. Dear Harry: Kicker Jaan ade 

I appreciate your writing me, although I got quite a laugh out of the ' 
Sentence in which you ask whether I am so involved in the selection as 
to be embarrassed by discussing the question. I assure you I am not 
iavolved, and also that, Iam not. possible candidate. 1 am very happy 
in status quo ante. 

First of all, I will say, in case you do not already know it, that W. J. ‘ 
P. Aberg is the salt of the earth and also the brains of the Commission. 

The Commission is now divided inte pro= and anti- MacKenzie factions. | 
Bach contains both good and poor men, by which I mean conservationists 
and political manipulators respectively. It is one of these illogical 
splits, which you have doubtless encountered in your own experience. I 
have no reason to doubt that even the pro-MacKenzie faction would get 
solidly behind the new director if he were the right kind. 

I do not know anything about the financial set-up, but I woldd certainly 
ask for a better salary than you are now getting, and make it clear that 
the risk of another rumpus, as well as the move, calls for such an increase. 

I cannot claim that the Wisconsin opportunity is better than the Michigan 
one except in the single respect that we have never, since the Commission 
was established, had what I would call executive leadership. All previous 
directors followed some particular faction rather than leading all factions. 
MacKenzie followed the gunpowder crowd. Kelleter follewed the forestry 
crowd. Etc. In short, o good man taking hold of this job has the . 
opportunity to pull a good state out of the hole. Whether you regard this 
as @ bigger or a lesser opportunity than your present one of keeping a good 

State out of the hole is a matter of personal taste. 

As to the circumstances under which MacKenzie was let out, it is my opinion 
: that there were ample grounds for letting him out, but the fact remains that 

he was let out without charges, which is a serious weakness in the anti- 

MacKenzie strategy. ee: 

I, for one, would heartily welcome you here as director. We in the 
University (and this includes many besides myself) fervently hope that 
whoever the new director is, we may arrive at a relationship of friendly 

over



cooperation and friendly criticism as between the University and the Depart- 
ment of the same sort as already prevails in Michigan. Under MacKenzids 
administration the policy toward the University has been one of rigid 

isolation. i 
Oss 5S ees eA svis P44 

This brief sketch, of course, by no means covers the statue quo. It 
may, however, point the way for more detailed questions which you my ‘ 

want to ask. There is much detail that I do not know because I had to 
isolate myself from the high-ups in the Department in order to keep the 

peace. My relations with the rank and file, on the other hand, have been 

most cordial and mtually helpful. Sa re ! 

With best regards and good wishes, 

| ae ritimte Pek tops G atlod Pty Spike. .et 568 Tiny etatine as 
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, dh 2 GON Sra ke : the ERE GGE “Aldo Beopold a REAL EA OS oo 

; me FAK MYERS ig yak (ahtittit ACT LSM Apegfedsor of Wildlife Management 

‘ Wee Reed: ad peat inet te Ce eee RRO, BE PAR RLS, ee Th oe ee 
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JOSEPH P. RAHILLY 

NEWBERRY, CHAIRMAN Cc. A. PAQUIN 

ene STATE OF MICHIGAN supe a te 
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Od’ (4s! & H. D. RUHL 
ALEXANDER W. BLAIN, M.D. A's) GAME 
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7AeSee F. P. STRUHSAKER 

ROReEnA nay DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION L. N. JONES 
LANSING oa 

Eee See. P. J. HOFFMASTER, DIRECTOR s. GS. FONTANNA — 

July 21, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin ‘ 

Dear Leopold: 

I recently received a letter from Chairman William J. P. 

: Aberg of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission, suggesting that I furnish 

a brief statement of my experience and background if I were at all interest- 

ed in the directorship of the Wisconsin Commission, 

I am genuinely dubious as to whether the Commission can or would 

be willing to give sufficient assurances of stability and opportunity to 

tempt me to leave my present position. I am interested in seeing that the 

position is held by someone who is professionally qualified in the field 

if that is practicable. With this in mind, I wonder what advice or suggest- 

ions you care to make assuming, of course, that you are not so involved in 

the selection of the director that you would be embarrassed by discussing 

it with me. 

I do not know more about the circumstances under which MacKenzie 

was dismissed other than some of the newspaper accounts. Some of them dié 

not sound too encouraging. So far as I know there is no special reason 

why I should leave Michigen as conditions were never more favorable here. 

Our Divisional Heads in this state are on the salary scale $4800-$6000, so 

there is no immediate financial advantage in considering a possible change. 

If, however, the Wisconsin Commission hed decided to move the salary up 

to $7000~$10,000, or some such scale, it would be much more attractive 

and the number of well qualified candidates would be greatly increased. 

If you think there is any proper thing I should do to keep the 

: situation moving in a constructive manner, I will be glad to consider your 

suggestions. 

By the way, are you a possible candidate? If so, I certainly 

would not be interested. 

Very truly yours, 

| MH 

In Charge, Game Division 

HDR*LG
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4ok University Farm Pleee 
July 24, 1942 

Mr. Harry D. Ruhl 
State Conservation Department 
lansing, Michigan (3 

Dear Harry: : 

I appreciate your writing me, although I got quite a laugh out of the 
sentence in which you asic whether I am so involved in the selection as 

_ to be embarrassed by discuesing the question. I assure you I am not 
involved, and also that I am not # possible candidate. I am very happy 
in status quo ante. ; 

First of all, ¥ will sey, in case you do not already know it, that %. J. 
P. Aberg is the salt of the earth and also the brains of the Commission. 

The Commission is now divided into pro= and antie MacKenzie factions. 
Hach contains both good and poor mon, by which I mean conservationists 
and political manipulators respectively. It is one of these illogical 
splits, which you have doubtless encountered in your own experience. I 
have no reason to doubt that even the pro-MacKenzio faction would get 

s solidly behind the new director if he were the right kind. 

I do not know anything about the financial set-up, but I woidd certainly 
ask for a better salary than you are now getting, and make it clear that 
the risk of another rumpus, as well as the move, calls for such an increase. 

I cannot claim that the Wisconsin opportunity is better than the Michigan 
one except in the single respest that we have never, since the Commission 
was established, had what I would eall executive leadership. All previous ; 
directors followed some particular faction rather than leading all factions. 

_ MacKenzie followed the gunpowder crowd. Kelleter follewed the forestry 
crowd. Htc. In short, a good man taking hold of this job has the 

: opportunity to pull a good state out of the hole. Whether you regard this 
as @ bigger or @ lesser opportunity than your present one of kesping @ good 
state out of the hole is a matter of personal taste. . ee 

‘As to the circumstances under which MacKenzie was let out, it is my opinion 
that there were ample grounds for letting him out, but the fact remains that 
he was let out without charges, which is a serious weakness in the anti- 
MacKenzie strategy. . 

I, for one, would heartily welcome you here as director. We in the 
University (and this includes many besides myself) fervently hope that 
whoever the new director is, we may arrive at a relationship of friendly 

over
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2 October 16, 1942 

General 

F BR TO THE K OF _AN_OSP: 
° eliver oF rot. 0 Leopold 

424 University Farm Place, Madison) 

Deer Friend, ph base SEGRE @GbRIL rice OE 

> endl you a "friend" because I may be your heighbor.. 
‘and you probably are 8 = fers fellow. Nernavtee eee eG 
wigoubtediy ki1i¢d our *pet* osprey without. knows a. 
name or habits of the bird you shot and I'm sare you would... 
sey tard Sone it 4f you had known the facts or realized 
our feelings im the matter, 
-Ghroughout the past month Mr. Earl Loyeter' and I, 
(ee well as many ‘ether bird students) a he deen vatehing no 
‘the hebite and activities of two Sepre 6 which were staying 
along the Shorewood Hille and Mendota Beech thore of =~ 
Lake Menfota near our homes. The birds were beautiful 
‘and interesting and to us they were therefore of great 
value. Moreover, they were unusual in their presence. _. 
because the osprey is becom varer each year in this part 
of the state as well as throughout Wisconsin, = = 

Then, within one week, we hear of the fact that both - 
birds have been shot--and certainly for no good reason. 
We are immediately plenty ty ‘and ac we are both 
conservation wardens and these birds are fully protected. 
by state law, we investigate, ae 

"Yes, we could find out who you are through "John Boe® 
proceedinzs or dropped tak plan only. ef fter serious .. 

oeprey hes gevar been known’ to de oar dpuage Vi sartning”” Osprey has never been kr to a0 any damage to anythin 
bat fish a Saatiy: nohgame | teh ey tants You do not. 
own’ (privately) the tio er Lake '@ Mendota and there are 
plenty those ves both man and bird. But you shot the™ 
bird in ignorance of ret both law and bird habits-~ 
Tey est ake ot eaientil etter. So we want to edueate you. 
to Gur way of thinking. The other osprey Killer may not — 
get off so easily as we may prosecute unless It turns out, — 

OF oe a Seren OM ice prroue) ort 
'°°De you ‘understand our feelings? Do you realize that |” 

i we could supply you with records on this birds rarity, 
need for preservation and its habite of eating only fish 

(over)
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and harming no one. Do you not enjoy seeing this bird dive 
into the water and carry a fish away in ite talons? Well, 
there are hundreds of bird lovers in Madison who would like 
to educate you with a tar and feather party rather then with 
this mild letter. We loved those birds and we are willing 
to fight for them. : a my! 

- Please accept this letter in the spirit in which it is 
written--as a warning that eerie ever any of us see you 
kill any bird not open for legal hunting or causing you. 
damage you can prove, we will take you into court es surely 
as a are'alive. We urge you in the future not to kill any 
bird you do not know or any bird or mammal not seg mane 
in open season. If you are suffering damage, call the 
conservation department for help. Don't teke the law into 
your own hands. May we have your cooperation in the future? 

si ALCL abe a dead | Sincerely yours, = 

Da Walter Scott, Supervisor 
an) Raunt ane Cooperative Game Management 

P.S. And ‘please do not blame your friend or Professor Aldo. 
LeoOpeld for this matter being called to our sett. We 
assist Professor meg a in his bia a ‘go we naturally 
heard of the bird. We don't even know the name of the person 
to whom you gave the bird. We appreciate your kindness and 
your friend's thoughtfulness in helping us salvage the skin end 
geroass of this specimen. We also appreciate Profeseor Leopold's 
kind assistance in offering to see that this letter gets to 

_ your Hands. You really owe him a word of thanks for suggesting 
this form of education rather than a court case which might 
have resulted. We hope these good men who salvaged the 
specimen need never seoure another osprey from you, 

WoE.S.
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General 

ot pa T° THE jt or. as ot 
'o be delive rof. 0 opold 

424 University Farm Place, Madison) ; 

Dear Prien€y coiis wectig Biheees GUaREA Leow So" 

> 2 eall you a "friend because I may. be your neighbor © * 
and eee g very good fellow. Moreover, you~ > © 
undoubtedly killed our *pet® osprey without known the | 
neme or habits of the bird yow shot and I'm sure you would = | ° 
not. ear At if you had: known the facts or realized 
our, feelings: in: the: matter. <2 G79)) Fon VTE wen 6 Ge 

-. Throughout the pest month Mr. Earl Loyster and I, 9:9) ))° 
(as well, ag many other bird: students) have. been watching * 
the: habits and activities of two. courage which were staying 
along the Shorewood Hille and Mendota Beach shore of 
Lake: Mendota near our homes, The birds were beautiful 
and interesting and to us they were therefore of great 
value. Moreover, they were unusual) in their presence © |: 
because the osprey is pep mre. Lowi nase tpn Bil eae part 
of the state es well ae throughout Wisconsin.  <§ = 

Then, within one week, we hear of the fact that both 
birds have been shot--and certainly: for no good reason. 

: We are immediately plenty d and as we are both 
conservation wardens and shasb: birds ere fully protected ©; 
by: state lew, we investigates «° SOE geMe EBL Vitge 

») Nes, we could find out:who you are through "John Doe*- 
proseedings and we dropped that plan only: after: serious: ~~ 
consideration. We have a perfect case against you. An’. + 

osprey pre maar: Vesa knees: oe te any dsmsge to anything 
but fish, and ugueally nongame fish at that. You do not: 
own (privately) the fish of Lake Mendota land there are © © 
lenty there for both man and bird. But you shot the 

bird im ignorance of probably both law and bird habits-- — 
you did not een en » fo we want to educate you!’ 
to our way of thinking. The other osprey Killer may not. = - 

‘ get off so easily ac we may prosecute unless it turns out; © 
ae we expect, to be an. irresponsible boy. )2 2°50 5: aia 

Do you understand our feelings? Do you realize that 
: we could supply you with records on this birds rarity, 

need for preservation and its habits of eating only fish 

(over)
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and harming no one. Do you not enjoy seeing this bird dive 
into the water and carry a fish away in its talons? Well 

i there are hundreds of bird lovers in Madison who would like 
to educate you with » tar and feather party rather than: with 
this mild letter. We loved: those birds and we are willing 
to. fight for them. — De eTR ee ORS HIaG: BYR ae 

Please accept. this letter in the spirit in whieh it is 
written--as a warning thet should ever any of us see you 
kill any bird not open for legal hunting»or causing you 
damage you ean prove, we will teke you into court as surely 
as you are alive. We urge you in the future: not to kill eny 
bird you do:not know. or any bird or mammal ‘not re 
in open season. If you are suffering damage, call the 
conservation department for help. Don't take the law into 
your own hands... May we have your cooperation in the future? 

pers £5, yoane i ‘ ; « @ineerely:yours,o © 9." 

. pea AR he ian ae alter. Scott; Supervisor —— 
Ag ae © ‘a Maa A eae ' Cooperative Come Management 

WEBRING 2. StS oases ee yee Sei) 

P.S. And please do not blame your friend or Professor Aldo’ 
nenneg for thie matter being ealled to our attention. We 
assist Professor Leopold in his ‘taxide work so we naturally 
heard of the bird. We don't even unee he name of the person 
to whom you gave the bird. We Srioten hence Kindness and 
your friend's thoughtfulness in helping ‘salvage the ekin and 
carcass of this specimen... We also appreciate Professor Leopold's 
kind assistance in offering to see that this letter gets to 
your hands. You really owe him a word of thanks for suggesting 
thie form of education rather than ek, ype which might 
have resulted. We hope these good men who salvaged the 
specimen need never secure another osprey from you. 

W.E.S. :



42h University Farm Place 
October 20, 1942 

To the wh lled the osprey: 

I hope you will read very seridsly the attached letter from 
Mr. Walter Scott of the Conservation Department. I promised 
te deliver his latter to you through the third party who 
gave me the osprey to be mounted. The only reason you have 
not been prosecuted in this case is that the third party had 
accepted your stipulation not to report his name. 

I agree 100% with everything that Mr. Scott has said in his 
letter. Your contention that this osprey had been killing 
your squirrels does not carry any weight, first, because no 
osprey ever killed a squirrel, and secendly, because ospreys 
are rare birds, squirrels are abundant, and we can afford to 
feed a few of them to useful hawks and owls. 

Ospreys formerly nested on almost all of the lakes of Wisconsin, 
whereas I doubt if at the present time there are more than a 
few dozen neste in the entire State. You have, in killing this 
bird, @iminished a valuable natural resource. In the future 
refrain from shooting hawke and owls without posting yourself 
thoroughly in advance on what you are doing. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Scott
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424 University Farm Place 
December 21, 1942 

Mr. BE. J. Vanderwall 
State Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Vanderwall: 

Thanks for letting me see the memo, which I return herewith, thinking you 
may need the copy. 

It's a good presentation. 

The difference between research and other activities is that research 
displays a mch wider range of "dividends", 

Thus when we plant an acre of pines, success may vary from 20% to 90%, but 
when we spend a man-year on research, success may vary from 1% to 100%. 
No written summry, even a good one like this, reveals where the high or 
low values lie. Nor is the question wholly one of research ability in 
individuals. It's partly accident. The point is not to lose the high 
values when circumstances (such as the war) force us to cut down operations. 

At the present moment two spots of high value occur to me in reading the memo. 

One is the chance, now available to the pheasant project, to find out what 
per cent of wild hens breed. Nobody has ever found this out. We happen to 
have the combination of (1) an area with excess birds which mst be removed 
anyhow (Arboretum) and (2) a man with high enough training to develop the 
criteria of breeding. 

Another is the chance to conduct the food and cover experiments (last clause 
in b, page 2) on an area where many years of censuses already exist. (Faville 
Grove Area, which I have to drop for lack of tires and men). ‘These experiments 
mean little unless the area on which they are conducted has been censused a 
long time, and is big enough to census. I admit, however, that maybe even ; 
you will now lack tires and men to do this work. 

I had a good session with Feeney about the details of the deer committee job. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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424 University Farm Place 
Jamary 29, 1943 

Mr. Walter Scott : 
State Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter; 

While I have not inspected the railroad strip, I have 
no doubt whatever about its value as: 

& Gover for quail, rabbit, pheasant, and 
other cover-demanding species. 

bd. A refuge for prairie flora, provided 
suitable parts are burned tut not 
grased or planted to trees. 

I have no doubt whatever that 600 acres in a strip 
will be on the average of more value to wildlife than 

_ 600 sores in a dlock. 

Obviously most values would disappear if the strip were 
to revert to pasturing or plowing. 

I am not informed on questions of price, but on the 
question of fence maintenance, it seems only fair for 
the Department to take that over. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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FILE REFERENCE: 

i Lands 
Professor Aldo Leopold Acquisition 
424 University Farm Place game 
Madison, Wisconsin Pecatonica Gameway 

: Dear Aldo: 

I am again enclosing one of our explanations of the proposed plan 
of operation in case we should purchase the abandoned Illinois Central 

Railroad right of way in Wisconsin running fifty miles in length from 

the Illinois line to Dodgeville. 

Although you have not inspected this hundred-foot strip in the 
field, you are familiar with the general wildlife and farming situation 
in southwestern Wisconsin, As there is some skepticism on the part of 

our commissioners as well as other interested persons as to the value 
of this strip from the standpoint of wildlife management, I would appre- 
ciate it very mch if you could give me a note on the subject. It would 
be of special benefit if you would indicate the value of a strip of this 
type to the adjacent lands, in comperison to a solid block of 600 acres 

having much less border. 

I would also appreciate it if you would mention the value of the 
strip as nesting cover and shelter (after development) compared with the 
same land if it were allowed to be pastured or go into farmland under 

plow. 

The department is holding public hearings on this subject February 3 
to 5 inclusive in the respective county seats through which the right of 
way passes, and we expect to advise the farmers that we will take over 
the full responsibility of keeping the entire fence in repair. Whether 
the commission will agree to accept this responsibility is a question, 

but we realize that farmer cooperation cannot be secured without it. 
Therefore, as you see, any statement you may be able to make on the value 
of this strip from the standpoint of wildlife will be important to the 
problem when the commission considers it at its next meeting, 

Thank you very much for your consideration in this regard. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

Bye 6. 
W. E. Scott 

WES :1B Supervisor, Cooperative 

Enc. 1 Game Management
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Pecatonica Gameway 

Conservationists of Southwestern Wisconsin: 

Undoubtedly you have heard of the conservation commission's recent considera- 

tion of the nurchase of the old Illinois Central Railroad, "Dodgeville Branch", 

right of way extending for approximately fifty miles from the Illinois state line 

near Martintown to Dodgeville. 

As this proposed purchase is still pending, we are now informing all inter- 

ested conservationists in this area of our proposed aims and purposes, and re- 

questing the public to advise us of their desires in this regard. There is also 

attached for all conservation organizations in the area a questionnaire upon 

which we hope you will indicate your wishes concerning the proposed project after 

reading the following explanation: 

Land Area Involved: Approximately fifty miles of railroad right of way in Green, 

Lafayette, and Iowa counties from 100 to 200 feet or more in 

width, and totaling approximately 600 acres of land. 

Source of Funds: The game management division of the conservation department 

would purchase the land through the use of funds earmarked for 

public hunting grounds, which monies are secured by the sale of sportsmen's Li- 

censes to hunters at a fee of $5.00 or more. No money secured by taxes would be 

used, 

Purpose of Proposed Purchase: The following are possible uses to which this 

\ right of way could be put in event of purchase: 

1. The major value of this strip of land would be in securing access to 

additional lands which in the future would be purchased along the right of way 

for public hunting grounds. For instance, lowlands along the Pecatonica river 

may be purchased for waterfowl hunting areas, and flooded by using small side 

dams, and highland woodlots or areas which could be developed would be considered 

for small game hunting grounds. Lands would be purchased only when offered, or 

when funds were available over a long period of time. 

2. The fifty-mile strip of lend itself offers an excellent opportunity 

for such activities as tree and shrub planting, as well as the planting of wild 

cover crops for game in certain areas. The trees and shrubs wovld be valuable 

for 2 windbreek, and also for scenic beauty to adjacent farms. However, the 

most important value of the planted cover would be to increase the production 

of pheasants, quail, rabbits, squirrels, and some day possibly Hungarian par- 

tridge on the strip. This would assure all adjacent farm lands of better hunting 

ih Semson, as well as make the strip itself valunble for hunting. Without ques— 

tion, some smaller units of the lands purchased would be made into game refuges.
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3. As the right of way crosses the Pecatonica river more than forty times, 

the land would give access to the river in at least fifty places to people who 

want to fish. Noreover, the right of way runs along the bank of this river at 

various points for several miles and creates additional fishing sites for the 

public. 

4, Miscellaneous valves of the area would include its use as a hiking 

trail, nature study trail for school children, camp site on the river bank for 

canoeists, sites for game management demonstrations, as well as cther possible 

developments in the future. 

Problens of the Farmer: 

The conservation commission has considered the farmer's problems in regard 

to this possible development ond feels that every effort should be nade to 

cooperate with hin wherever his land is affected by the project. Where he has 

land on both sides of the right of way, cattle passes would be opened up and 

fenced if desired so that the cattle could go from one field to another without 

the use of gates, Stiles would be built for hmnters crossing fences at such 

points. Where land is agricultural and owers occupy land on both sides of the 

right of way, due consideration will be given to sale to such ormers to assist 
them in consolidating their holdings. 

The conservation department would expect to keep up its reqvired one-half 
of the fences along the right of way when physically possible and where desir-— 
able, and undoubtedly would do more than its share in keeping the necessary 

fences in repair. 

Every effort would be made to secure go0d relationships between farmer and 

sportsman, and to assure respect and consideration for the farmer's property 

rights along the gameway. This would be attempted through the posting of signs 
which request cooperation, and the use of additional enforcement officers during 

hunting season periods. 

Experience with the development of other public hunting grounds in the 
state shows that they are not used heavily by "outside" hunters but prove bene— 

ficial mainly to the local region, Moreover, hunters have been using this rail- 

road right of way for many years in their activities, and their presence as well 

as that of other people using the land should not be unusual. 

Possible Value to Communities on the Route: 

The conservation department does not expect to begin large-scale develop- 
ments until after the war when federal aid will be available. However, at such 

time when man power can be lad and men are in need of work, this project could 
use a considerable number of man-hours for the planting of trees, shrubs, and 

gane cover, for building small bridges, dikes, and dams, for fence repair, and 

for other developments. 

If the public does begin to use the land for hunting, fishing, hiking, or 

other recreations, future values of the project undoubtedly would be reflected
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in better econonic stabilization for the cities and towns which have now lost 

their railroad trade. 

Again we renind you that this proposed land purchase is for the benefit of 

your section of the state. The conservation commission is interested in this 

matter because they feel that southwestern Wisconsin deserves sone additional ; 

attention to improve wildlife conditions. If you are not favorable to the proj- 

ect they want to know it. We cannot hope to have roses without some thorns, and 

fence ‘maintenance undoubtedly will be a problen, but not insurnountrble. 

Conservation organizations are requested to fill in the attached question- 

naire and return it to the Wisconsin Conservation Departnent, State Office Build- 

ing, Madison. The public is urged to send in their opinions on this proposed 

project, whether they be favorable or unfavorable. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

iM ee ? 
¢ Oe [= f V4 U7 

WF Grimfer 
Supt. of Gane Managenent 

Attach. 1
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Mr. Walter B, Scott 
Wisconsin Consérvation Department. :istidy aviltaog lo sépedaixe sil 

Medison, Wisbon@imes:: oft caicwomi ver rotfo om tower 1. henod fer 

tasenosedc Teersviony ore tresgoqm sd allt 26, ayawe, abso 

Dear Walter: 
¢ Teetaom leave yes 

In reply to your letter of March 2 about cycles: 

In my opinion, Mr. Kingston's argument contains some very good and some 
very weak points. biogoeg ooLA 

PHer@sAdSH Ss? LEHD A or topege tors ; 
No cycle worker that I imow of any longer believes that disease isthe 
fundamental mechanism of cycles. Disease is often associated with ‘ 
cycles in certain species, but disease as a universal cause was dropped 

long ago. mar : ae 

Inbreeding, intended in the sense probably intended by Mr. Kingston, 
; ; is not, and never was, supported by any evidence, Some of the most stable ; 

é populations in existence are the most inbred. Thus the red deer of New Gas 
Zealand, which we only wish did have a cycle, all originated from a ‘ 
handful of original animals. 

My. Kingston is, of course, right in that migratory species are not 
cyelic in the sense of responding to other cycles. 

Mr. Kingston's analogy with poultry and domestic animals is not valid 
because these are impure races full of inherited defects, and it is well 
known that inbreeding of inherited defects produces degeneration. On the 
other hand, the evidence is just as good that the inbreeding of pure 
races does not. 

Nevertheless, there 4s, perhaps, @ spark of indirect truth in Mr. Kingston's 
contention in that the latest findings show that the basic mechanism of 
the cycle, at least in ruffed grouse and snowshoe hare, is the known 
survival of young at periodic intervals. The reason for the known 
survival, however, is still unknown, and I kmow of no evidence to support 
the belief that inbreeding constitutes the reason. 

I think Mr. Kingston has made a real contribution in pointing out that 
the development of cycles in such birds as prairie chicken was probably 
soincident with the cessation of migration, but again this does not 
prove that inbreeding was the cause. : 

Mr. Kingston is certainly right in saying that overbrowséd-deer ranges 
become cyclic, but this is plain starvation cycle and has no visible 

(over) :
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Hareh 2, 1943 FILE REFERENCE: 

General 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aiido: 

We are sending herewith a copy of a newspaper article by 
LL. H. Kingston of Green Bay, Yisconsin, published in one of our 
state papers on February 20. ‘Thies material elso sppeared in 
other papers, and received a fairly wide cireulation. 

Inasmuch as one of the basic management theories on which 
we work is the geome cycle proposition, the iden of inbreeding 
emorg birds end other wildlife can easily be 2 means thet will 
question our work. Therefore we are interested in answering 
thia challenge in the state widely, and fesl it advisable to 
call upon verlous experts in the field for aselatence. 

We would appreciate very much your conmente on thie “in- 
breeding theory,” as well as direct inetances of fact which 
would «anawer some of Ur. Kingeten's questions. ‘Ye will be 
eretefl for any pasistence or suggestions you can give us in 
this matter. 

POR THE DIRECTOR 
v. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

as WEST, 

ie W. B. Seott 
Supervisor, Cooperative 

Game Menagement 

WES 318 

)
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February 20, 1943 pee 3 

EA i 
‘ BLAMES INGRESDING FOR SMALL GAME CYOLS 2 ee 

Kingston Unable fo Kave Faith in Siekmess Theory Aes 

Pho theory that disease ie responsible for the cycle in the lives of smali game is _ 
@iecounted as an "old wives tale* by L. BH, Kingston, public utility engineer here vho 

has become well known es an outdoorsman and conservationist. 

“gs far dack as I can remenber,* Kingston states, "1 have been told that the cycle 

in tmall game is cmused by gone sort of plague, bat I'm not svalloving this etory any 

longer, 

“1 have kicked around the woods « good deal, and never have I seen one of the 

“wistins of thia supposed wildlife sickness, nor have I ever found anyone else who has. 

The mysterious malady has never been dircovered, nor hes any selontiat, to my knowledge, 

ever found the guilty microbe," 

But if disease ie not the cause of the so-called game cycle, there auat be sone 

other reason for it, Eingston thinks he knows the answer, : 

“ME have. a mngh," he declares, “thet the eyeiie variation of the cone population 
im due largely to. inbreeding... Any pow! tryman or. aplet bensiar will tell you what. in- 
breeding vill de to Bis. ateeh: and. how careful he sust be to introduce new blood periedi-. 
cally, ‘ 

ee Kingston elaine ‘that nonamigratory birds and. So vas individuals, spend. 
all of their lives within a reletively smsll eres... They do not move so long ae they are + 
able to find a mete and plenty of food, Me new blood te introéueed, so eventually the 

steck within the aren degenerates, ogee feil to hateh praperiy, end the young do not 

survive. Migratory birds, however, do not suffer from eyelic “disesse. 0 

-o:> o*Ppadrte chickens, a century age, wigrated from north central Yiseonsin to as far 

south «6 northern Illinois every winter," Ningsten asserted, “From old ascounte it 

: apye ars that.these birds were very plentiful at that time and no mention ever was made 

of pny dying-off epele.:. 5. cates pasa Tey j a i eae A yh 

> 42% wae net until farming became common enough so that prairie chickens were pro-~ 

vided with enough winter forage in their oustoxary summer range thet thay quit migrating. 

Today thease birds are subject to perhaps the most destructive of all geome eyeles.% 

oc.) @he partridge, prairie ehieken, sharp-talled grouse, rabbit and squirrel in Wis- 

conesin have a werked inbreeding cycle, The faster any species woltipliee, ingston: : 

pointe ‘out, the higher 4 the frequency of its eyele. © 9° RES Mpa OR 
Ss j hy i ‘ 5: SAE: RIE SA Se ae Bie A oe Ge hS TREE POS BEE ORR. FR) aR Ge Ss Se 

“ingston fears that the state's deer poputation iv likely pigibobteges a oydiie de~ 

eline soon efter it reschee the peck of ite present ineresse. A eyele among deer, how- 

ever, probably would cover price ameh leaker then the ordinary small game eyele,



Phgesents Not Subject 

"Theagmnte ere not subject to a dying-off cycle because #portamen ara constantly 
phanting new stock, thus bringing in new Blood,” Kingston points ont. *Purthersore, 
phensents do not 'etey put;' they often travel long distances end this trait helps keep 

*T have often noted that a eovy of prairie ohicken or sharp-taile im an’ igolated 
pot of the right cover, or « flock of partridge in «a woodlot loeated a long distance 
from other partridge cover, will have an independeat cycle «ll their own. Thie cycle is j 
apt to heave @ high frequency end a eeriows mortality due to the feet thet the entire 
eovy came from ene pair of ‘parent birds,? PE ER ONS RAE GER Re ae ae FE ig CT 

io In Large aress of extensive bird ¢over the length of the cycle is grester,; usually 
about veven years. .Acoording te Kingston this aust be becansd the originel stock gon-°” 
sista af several paire, thus slowing down the imbreeding progese. 6 20255 - hes Tea 

> Ringdton sees the time. when sharp-tailed grouse and prairie ehioken hunting will 
be a thing of the prat im Fisconsin, Xeforestation is breaking up the wide arene of é 
good chicken country, confining the birds to small, isolated areas where Inbreeding will 
WOPe:, S40 Dewey: is Aiwa wie Bonk, 3 Sa a Ia a a rae 4 parte iear yRe AS NA ae 

Sn Sane Miatinbcos kee Gages Vee™ teen red gio gy Mabae garinn exe ps 
_), Re tent Bha- theory that Amhrecding te the eouse of came eyoles, Kingston sugeeete 

that on experiment. be made, See pie he geet CUE ee By af Sean ey : 

_) MBelect four isolated and widely separated arene gontoining prairie chicken,” he odvises, 
“Canture by live trapping elloof: the mele dirds posetble. in.asch aren and. then transplant 
aeeh group to one of the other arees. 

|. Mobete thie roeess every aye pnere rt for a ported of eight years and see. yhat at pene. 
1 am confident thet the experiment will show interesting per: Tf the neue) eycle is 
successfully eliminated in the four areas, then one of our mont perplexing game manage~ 
ment problems will be solved, 

“denis vould be a grand job," he concludes, for » department of conservation research 
if we bad one." OTe gue eo Sak hea. bad wae s : 

aa rT Wal eek i ad wear 

en ak Goa cee Aaeee | Wee ba Le  A Ow e e 

¥; } CEST 2 toe es pes aS Wage : ‘ 3 ‘ai
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April 9, 1943 

Mr. Walter Scott 
State Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: i 

I have read Wallace's Section 1 with much interest, and with almost 
complete approval. 

Bill Schorger, as you know, is about to publish his grouse history. It 
seems too bad that Wallace shouldn't have the chance to refer to it, 
since many of his inferences are beautifully supported by Schorger's 
records. (Example: p. 6) : 

My suggestion is that Wallace call on Schorger and show his M.S. to him, 
and ask for advance permission to cite Schorger's data. 

I suppose many will doubt the propriety of Wallace's discussion of 
resettlement and goning. My own opinion is that an author should 
have the privilege of explaining the social implications of his wildlife 
research. I particularly like the checkerboard idea. My only criticism 
of this section is that: 

1. It fails to point out how light the grouse crop is (maybe comes 
later). 

2. It dismisses the economics rather lightly. 

3. It might well recommend going ahead on a local experimental 
basis, rather than a fullescale basis. 

I assume Wallace's later sections will show that grouse levels have been 
or can be raised by his program. I don't doubt they can, but some will. 

I have a "timber homestead" theory which might fit in well with the land- 
temure aspects of Wallace's scheme, and which I recently discussed with 
Mr. Dickinsen. 

Thanks for letting me see this. 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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FILE REFERENCE: 

Game 
i Professor Aldo Leopold Mensagement 

424 University Farm Place Federal Aid 
Madison, Wisconsin research projects 

grouse - 5R - Final report 

Dear Aldo: 

We are enclosing a copy of the first section of Wallace Grange's 
final report on the grouse research project, since he specifically 

requested that we send it to you for review. 

We would appreciate your returning this copy at your convenience ; 

with any comments you may have thereon. Wallace has presented his 

entire report to us which is being retyped for the printer, and we 
hope it will be published, or at least in the mill, within the next 

several months, 

Thenk you for your consideration and inspection of this particular 

section which Wallace believes is most important. 

FORTHE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 

Supt. of Game Management 

By Wee 1; 
W. BE. Scott 
Supervisor, Cooperative 

Game Management 

_ WES:1B 
CC: Wallace Grange 

Enc, 1 .
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DEPARTMENT OF STATH 
MADISON, WIS. ( 

Vl ea aes Ata Titty , 

June 21, 1943 Y ; 
Jonah 4 ¥ mii 2EAE¢e 

Dre Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Aver 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Re: Official Oath 

For your convenience, we have pleasure 
in sending you, herewith, blank form for oath 
of office as member of the State Conservation 
Commission, to succeed Mark S. Catlin, for the 
term ending July 27, 1949. 

Such oath should be filed in this 
department before entering upon the duties of 
said office. See sections 19.01 (5) and (7). 

Very truly yours, 

FRED R. ZIMMERMAN 
Secretary of State 

| Bes OS cee. 

Division of Records 
and Elections?” 

GB:NLB 
Encl
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FILE REFERENCE: 

& Water 

Honorable Aldo Leopold Obstruction 
Conservation Commissioner 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Commissioner Leopold: 

In accordance with our telephone conversation, I 
am returning herewith your recent letter from Mr. E,. 
Sydney Stephens, Conservation Commission, Jefferson City, 
Missouri, on the question of the Lambert deer farm in 
Vilas county. There is also attached a copy of our 
letter of June 30 to Mr. Wally Adams on this subject 
woich summarizes the case. 

Subsequently the attorney general's office, on orders 
from the executive office, started action for enforcement 
and collection of penalties provided by law. 

Further, it is my understanding that on Friday, 
August 27, Mr. Kanneberg, representing the Public Service 
Commission, Mr. Resh, representing the attorney general's 
office, Mr. Aberg, representing the commission, and two or 
more attorneys representing Mr. Lambert, met in the depart- 
ment conference room, State Office Building, for a discussion 
of the subject. I do not know what the final outcome was. 
It is rather evident, however, that the matter now is 
entirely between the Public Service Commission, the attorney 
general's office and the Lambert interests and will be 
worked out in due time, 

There is certainly no indication of political motives 
back of the legal procedure. 

ei, | bl eel 
E. J.//Vanderwall 
Conservation Director 

Ene.2
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E. SYDNEY STEPHENS, CHAIRMAN—COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

I TpPODS ean come ne Gere 
fea EDWARD K. LOVE, MEMBER—704 CHESTNUT, SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 

Sie 
(ay) LOS Nws)) Gs ned > Cys GJz0 RAAB tare 

SFA” STATE OF MISSOURI Said yeu woul 
qet pork 4 ownicCace, - 

CONSERVATION COMMISSVOM on 
Themas 

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

i. , TeLePuone 974 er ee & 

August 6, 1943 aerate a 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

University of “isconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I shall appreciate it if you can be helpful to a friend of mine in connection 

with an incident in which he is involved in Wisconsin. He is Mre Marion 
Lambert, of St. Louis, one of our highly respected citizens and a sportsman 

in the best sense of the term. 

He owns a considerable amount of land in Vilas County, Wisconsin, on which 
he is attempting to develop a herd of deer. My information is that he has ~ 
complied with all of the requirements of the statutes and the Conservation 
Department, by fencing his land, by taking out the required permit, and by 
the purchase of breeding stock from the State Department. 

One of the requirements contained in his breeder's permit is that the animals 
must be confined within a fence. It happens that the line of the fence in 
one place crosses a narrow area of water which connects two lakes. Legal 
action has been brought against Mr. Lembert for the construction of this 
fence on the claim that it is obstructing navigation. 

These are the facts in the case as fully and clearly as I have been able to 

secure them; but there is the indication that perhaps there is some political yl 
motive back of the legal procedure. | 

Mr. Herbert Thomas, attorney of Madison, is the local representative of Mr. 

Lambert. He is represented in Missouri by one of our leading and most highly 

respected law firms, headed by my good friend, Mr. Samuel W. Fordyce. 

What I would appreciate your doing is to permit Mr. Thomas to confer with 
you for whatever information you may be able to give him concerning the merits 

or demerits of this matter. I have such a high regard for Mr. Lambert and his 
Missouri attorney that I feel safe in commending to your confidence and respect 

their local attorney. 

With best regards to you and to Starker, who I understand is spending some time 

in Madison, I am, 

: g-l1- "3 Paithffly ypurs, 
pI ees eg a 

rete Ge Anlaied 
E. Sy@fiey Stephens 

ESS:k 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION IS SUPPORTED ENTIRELY FROM FEES FROM PERMITS ISSUED FOR USE OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES.
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(Zone 2) m i 
June 30, 1943 

Honorable Wally Adams 
Conservstion Commissioner 
Conover, “Wisconsin : 

In re State vs, Marion Lambert 

My dear Adams? 

Director Vanderwall just edvised me that he had a 
conference by phone with you on this date respecting the 

above matter. } 

As you are possibly aware, the outlet from Helen Lake 

hes been declared a navigable stream in a proceeding before 

the Public Service Commission, and Lambert’ fence across the 

same ordered removed, Shortly thereafter it was agreed by 

Mr, Kanneberg of the Public Service Commission and Lambert { 

thet if he would install a counter balancing pees in his 
fence where the same crosses the outlet from Lake Helen, it i 

would be satisfactory end Lambert: would not be required to 

remove the fence across these waters except in the installa~ 

tion of the gate. 

If the writer remembers correctly, it was some little 

q time before the gate was installed, but upon its completion 

the public used the same and there were no further ota,’ i 

However, this spring complaints commenced to come in that the i 

gate hed been locked by Lambert's esretaker who refused to 

unlock the seme until Lambert gave the order. 

Effort was then made to reach Lambert, to the end that | 

Lambert and Assemblyman Fischer called on Mr. Kanneberg 

during the time the conservation congrees was in session, and 

Lambert stated to Mr, Kanneberg rather defiantly that he would : 

not unlock the gate. | 

Heving repudiated his agreement with the Public Service | 

Commission with respect to the gate, thet commission then ! 

forwarded ite findings and order to the governor for his 

action thereon. a 

Reome” 

wis th aie | WL" 943}
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Commissioner Wally Adama, June 30, 1943 a \ 

We are advised that prompt action will be taken by the 
executive in forwarding the matter to the attorney general 
for enforcement, and the colleetion of the penalties provided 
by law for refusal to comply with the Public Service Commission's 
order to remove the fence, For your information, we i state 
that the penalty ie « fine of $60.00 per dey, end each 
constitutes a separate offense, 

t 4 

We think you may rest assured that the attorney general 
will take prompt action as soon as the matter reaches that 
department. 

We are keeping close contact with the same, so as to 
keep informed of the progress of the action, 

y FOR THE DIRECTOR 

Counsel 

AHS tres
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A Proposal to Use an Idle Resource 

During the final phase of Wisconsin glaciation much of what is now the 
sand region of Ventral Wis@nsin was covered by Glacial Lake Wiscomsin, formed 
by glacial damming of the natural drainage pattern at the Baraboo Range. One ! 
of the geological results of Glacial Lake Wisconsin, wes the reworking and 
deposition of soils derived from the Cambrian and Potsdam sandstones with some 
intermingling of the heavier soils from the limestone sections. As @ present 
day result, large areas of Central Wisconsin are sandy and unsuited for annual 
crop agriculture. Such areas are found in parts of Adams, Clark, Jackson, 
Juneau, Marquette, Portage, Waupaca, Waushara and Wood Counties. General 

farming at one time or another has been tried in much of this area unsuccess— 
fully. It is obvius that much of this land is best adapted to the production 
of forest products. 

The Land Use Planning Vommittee of Adams County, f example, considered 
327,558 acres, of 76% of the countyés area, as unsilited|$r questionable for 
general agriculture. About 13.6% of this area consiste|df abandoned crop 
land which is idle and has been producing nothing-ta— and recent years. 
Certainly a larger percéntage of this area consis tial natural re- 
seeding or uneconomic stands of scrub oak growth. A sim r situation ex- 
ists in the other counties mentioned, but ppobebly not as ensive in most 
cases. 

Reforestation has been begun on s@fne S/ land. Paper companies have 
considered reforestation economically j& sfyé and have done a commendable 
job in planting part of the area. Some Ms hag been done by private 

. individuals but on the hole the jop af makIyX these areas productive has not 
begun. Nature endeavors to hegA aes —Younds Dat many generations are required 
for natural reseeding when the ApfvironmaN Parugermineri on is no longer favor- 
able. ‘The only suitable methof/of utili sd g the sand lands profitably is 
through planting and cropping [trees. Individuals cannot be expected to engage i 

4 in such activitytsince the ind\Yidual whg /planted would probably not live long 
enough to receive the return. arporat#vohs can and are doing part of the job 

+ put the big job is oo staxtes ; 

: ' On a pulpwood fis, Norway or Jack pine will yield better than a cord 

X. per acre per year fqy each yeafjof growth if allowed to reach maturity. On 

¢ he Star Lake plantdiion plantgég by the State of Wisconsin in 1913, thirty- 

. Seven cords of Norway\pine pujpWwood were produced in thirty years. A higher 

rate of growth can bée\@xpectéy in the next five or ten years because trees, 

like the penny doubled every day for a month, making a greater growth as 

maturity is approached. To be on the conservative side, we can consider growth 

at three-quarters of a cord per acre per year and the average price of pulp- 

wood at three dollars per cord on the stump. The return then, in thirty years 

for one acr¢ of planted pulpwood would be sixty-seven dollars and fifty cents. 

Againgt thesixty-seven dollars and fifty cents return per acre would 
be the cost of planting, maintenance (largely taxes) and interest on the in- 
westment. Trees have been planted with overall costs varying from four to 
ten dollars an acre. & cost of seven dollars can be presumed. The cost 
of land need not be considered since the land is non-deprecialbe and the 
land itself should be worth as much at the end of the period as atthe be- 
ginning. Interest on the investment in the land, however, must be consid- 
ered. In recent years the land considered has been what is known as dollar 
an-acre land, but we can consider an average investment of three doll rs 
per acre which, with planting costs projected for thirty years at threenper 
cent interest compounded annually, is twenty-four dollars and twenty cents,
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Prevailing taxes paid ech year and compounded similarly would amount to about 
six dollars. { 

Thus, the invested costs with compound interest amount to twenty-seven 
dollars and twenty cents, leaving forty dlooars and thirty cents profit per 
acre. Fire protection is furnished by the state but perhaps and additional 
cost for insurance should be included to offset the loss on any particular 
fire. Experience would indicate taat dass than one per cent per acre per 
year would be sufficient premium. ‘Some additional allowance might be made 
for fire prevention expenditures. 

On a lumber basis the result is similar, although the period is longer 
and the return higher. It is very probable, however, that the trees plant- 
ed today will be used for other things besides lumber and paper. Rayon 
textiles begin with the trees. So do many plastics and a good many other 
things still in the laboratory. ‘his points to the economy of the future 
for as we consume our non-replenishable resources we mAft rely more heavily 
on the replenishable. 

The simple fact, supported by the above, is that r much of Wisconsin 
and especially much of Central Wisconsin there 3 never has been 
a more profitable crop than its forests. “nother fac that private 

| investment has not and will not do the entire fob of ref tation and main- 
tain a profit economy whose Toundetion is #hRewaximum use replenishable 
resources. Forestry differs from both agfycultyhe and industry because of 
the length of time involved awaiting thé #eturn}JHoresiry, therfore, must 
be considered differently. The foresK €rop la# fas designed to encourage 
forest agriculture by private investmemn\Nut AY has not stimulated to any 
considerable degree the actug#l planting dy\é Arofit basis. The forest 
crop law has been little used privesely. ‘Yoking has a negatime effect on 
other uses but not necessarily 4,po0s Ke er¥eet on reforestation and forest 
agriculture. Neither device /gén lessey\the Mng period of waiting the 
return. Since forest agriculfpre cannot Adapt itself to our economics, 
the economics must be adapted| to fporestzp 

This article is written ty dale organization to begin on a larger 
scale the forest i tg busiaggs-On a profit basis and to stimulate 
forestry as an invegtment and to reliewe the counties of the burden of idle 
and semi-idle tax deflinquent ands. 

It is proposed hat a quggi-public corporation be formed, corporate in 
structure and non-shoek in cayracter, authorized by legislative resolution 
or enabling action o ne—vyexrt of the state to permit counties involved to 
form a corporation to p ase and lease lands in the area unsuited to an- 
nual crop agriculture, and to utilize these lands in accordance with the 
moet economic utilization. The corporations policy would be determined by the 
directors, consisting of one from each of the counties participating and 
each elected by the respective county boards. 

The counties presumably would choose to elect as directors their county 
foresters if they have them, or a member of the forestry committee, the 
county agricultural agent or some other person who has a manifest interest 
in the forestry problem. In addition to policy, the directors will create 
and direct the administration's administrative structure which structure 
should be minimal because the corporation should rely on the Wisconsin 
Conservation Department and the University of Wisconsin for forestry counsel, 
fire protection, disease and insect control, the development of machinery 
for underplanting existing stands and so forth. It would seem that such a 
corporation would be a logical recipient of surplus war materials, especially 
of power movers for planting. This would be the literal moulding of weapons
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of destruction into plow shares of reconstruction, for the war has fed 
heavily on our forests resources. 

The corporation will then proceed to obtain a borrowing authority 
probably of five and one-half million dollars at 13% interest (the rate 
currently available to agricultural organizations) either from the Intermed 
diate Credit Bank, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or by new federal 
legislation, such loan to have a principal and compound interest maturity 
of fifty years, afd all the assets of the corporation pledged as security. 

The corporation could then purchase land as offered either by individ- 
uals or by counties as they acquire land through delinzguencies, or lease 
land on a long-time basis from @ither. In the case of outright purchases, 
the corporation would plant open lands, underplant uneconomic stands and 
husband such plantations, paying taxes as levied annually by exercising its 
borrewing authority. The lands to be put up for sale(fqgn a bid basis on the 
petition of any individual, with an automatic bid by € corporation, such 
bid equal to their investment in the tract plus a mod@qate return. Result- 
ant sales would carry a deed provision restricting th se of the land for 
forestry and recreational uses for a period lo for all, planting to 
reach maturity, except in special circumstances au ad by the board of 
directors. 

The corporation would also lease lgfg’on \\long-term basis, reforest, p 

pey the annual taxes and pay the owner, bi intgrest annually on a fair cap- 

italization. Such lease to be termin@%@d at py time by mutual agreement 
either by the corporation purchasing tha trg from the owner at the capi- 
tallized value, or by the owner reimburMidy “he corporation's cost plus a 

moderate fee. In the latter cage,-a_simiba& restriction to that in corporation 
sales would be part of the te ATER agréetent. Where the lease reaches 
maturity, the corporation shefZ sell Wy endwzh timber, cut selectively 

to cover its costs, returning/the land hd the standing timber to the owner. 

The corporation's by-laws , ide} 

1; That the corpoaeD on Ceul@cprirchase lands only on the certification 
of the Co y Agricultural Committee and the Soil Conservation 
on suchlands are suitable for annual crop agriculture. 

2. All procdeis from fgfest products shall be applied as a prepayment 
to the leAding agexzoy to meet maturithkes. 

7 3. All tracts owne® by the corpowation to be open, to the public for 

‘ recreational purposes. 

4, The corporation msy reforest and manage private lands on a2 
custom basis. 

In addition, a provision should be made permiting the trensfer of 

the corporation to private ownership by the sale of stock when annual 

earnings can be declared; proceeds from the sale of stock to be divided among 

the counties participating, on the basis of participation. 

With the formation of such a corporation a number of favorable efforts 

can be expected; (1) Private investment would be greatly stimulated by 

putting forestry on an annual return basis with an endowment feature rather 

than the present lifetime basis. (2) With a broader resource base available 

an increase of the wood products industries of Central Wisconsin would 

develop. (%) An increased community welfare would result since profitable
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emoloyment results ffom productive activity. The localities in the area turn 
up at the bottom of the income statistics not because the soil is poor but 
because it is not profitably used. g 

The only alternative to this proposal is direct government action in 
which private investment is a complete casualty. A beginning in land use 
was made in the area by the federal government in 1935 when it purchased a 
sizable tract in Jackson and Juneau Counties but reforestation was not the 
main feature of this program. There are a number of objections to waiting 
for the federal government to begin. In the first place, forestry should 
be conducted on a profit basis and a subsidy is involved in a federal progran 
particularly because federally-owned land is tax free. Secondly, resistance 
locally invariably develops to this type of federal activity, largely because 
the local unit loses part of its tax bases. The essence of democracy is 
local initiative with government assistence, rather than governmental activ-— 
ity with local resistance. 

In the proposed corporation the function of the lptal unit of government 
would be management, the formulation of policy and the] q@irection of applica- 
tion of policy. The state(s function would include +t research, counsel and 
advice, fire protection and seed stock and poss# forestry personnel. 
The federal government's function would be that whi her of the others 
can supply -- lonzg-tern investment in our resources. 

' The corporation's function then, wow be YA furnish the vision necess- 
ary to initiate the full utilization of/gf idle)yesource until a sustained 
basis is reached and the job can be dae privupesy. Much depends on this 
for a community, a people or a nation NW b eir resources or their 
ingenuity. In a broad sense, ingenuity NN#@ fesource. It follows that a 
community, a people or a nation wij be pras®erous in the degree to which 
they utilize and husband theiz apatenye ol? esources. In the final 
analys¥s, productive employmeyi/can reXNt ondy from the association of 
capital and resources. The cp coretion We proposed to furnish the capital. 
The resource is waiting -- it has been for too many years.
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Sept. 23, 1943 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin Conservation Commissioner 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

z At our last commission meeting an argument was 
brought up in regard to the publicity of our seasons 
in Wisconsin; the argument being that very little, if 
anything, had appeared in the local and weekly papers 
as to the deer season, other seasons end what was 
going on in conservation. 

I checked this for my own satisfaction. I made use 
of the Wisconsin Clipping Bureau Service and I am 
sending to you the clippings which shows this has 
been pretty well covered by the weekly and daily papers 
throughout the state. Do not think for a minute that 
I am entirely satisfied with the publicity and advertis- 
ing program. I think there is a chance for improvement 
and this is one thing I believe we commissioners should 
get together on and form a general policy. I think too 
much of the commission criticism has been in regard to 
personalities. I will appreciate any comments you have 
to make on this. 

I an looking forward to our trip to inspect the timber, 
whieh the Department, at our last commission meeting, 
proposed to have cut. To cut overhead expense and save 
time, I would like to suggest that we arrange with Mr. 
Vanderwall to have a state car take us to this timber 
and at the same time make an inspection of the land 
in Oneida County, which they purpose to make a survey 
of and which we were informed in executive session that 
some people in private enterprise wish to purchase for 
the purpose of developing a stand of timber for their 
own mills in Wisconsin. As you recall I did not vote. 
I am sending you 4 clipping of the situation in Oneida 
County at the present time. One reason I did not vote 
was the fact this was taken up in executive session. 
I feel that a matter of this kind should not be a matter 
of the executive session; that the public should know the 
intent of the commissioners on matters pertaining to the 
future and disposition of our forest crop lands which is 
financed through the two mill tax. If the county wishes 

to have a survey made by our Department, the request
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should be made in writing so we have a record of 
said request. I will be very glad to discuss this 
matter with you further. 

I attended the MidWest Fish and Game Commissioners 
meeting at Fox Lake Monday evening and Tuesday and 
left Wednesday morning. Cap Culler from the Fish 

i and Wildlife Service was there and the following 
from the Department attended: Messrs. Gray, Robinson, 
Dr. Schneberger, Bill Grimmer and Sprecher. We had 
a conference with Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and 
Wisconsin in regard to the commercial fishing industry 

; on the Great Lakes. I requested a reporter to take 
down the comments made by eech individual from the 
different states, from which a transcription will be 
meade and a copy given to each one of our commissioners. 
After listening to the discussion and from what inform- 
ation they had, I still feel that the taking of spawn 
is @ Mistake. I can see no way where we can get to- 
gether with these states on a joint research program. 
After:youwxhave read the transcription I would also 
like to discuss this with you. 

I am also writing a letter to Mr. Vanderwall today, 
copy of which I am inclosing. I would appreciate your 
contacting Mr. Vanderwall in regard to the trip and if 
my suggestion is agreeable, let me know a few days in 
advance when you plan to go so I can make arrangements 
accordingly. I would suggest taking our guns along 
és we might see a partridge. We have some beautiful 
partridge around here but some of them seem to be 
paralyzed so they cannot fly. I am sending one in to 
the game farm today for examination. 

Hope you had a nice trip last week end. 

v 
VLD:MT . §&. Mckinsen, 

Chairn 
/
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: TO THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION ERS 

Mr. Rahr, Secretary 
ir. aberg 
Mr. Corcoran 
Prof. Leopold ~~ 

: Mr. Moreland 

Dear Commissioners: 

At our lest conservation meeting there were several 
things I think we should heave had more time to consider 
before taking action. At each meeting there have been 
certain questions we have had to act on at that parti- 
cular monet in order to carry on our program and to 
get the publicity and the commission orders in effect 
in time for the seasons. 

I feel we should have a meeting with our Uirector and 
discuss with him the program and general policies we 
wish to follow out. Until we do this we are not acting 
judiciously or giving the Director the necessary in- 
formation so he can carry out our ideas and plans. 

I think we should have our Director prepare and give 
us a progress report at our meeting and each quarter 
thereafter have a progress report and the plans of the 
Director for the next quarter so we will have some idea 
of what we are attempting to do and where we are going. 
I think we should have him outline the details of the 
organization, division by division, and indicate certain 
changes and procedures he believes necessary for @ more 
complete and efficient operation of our Department. 1 
feel we should have more scientific information, but 
along with this technical information, we, as commissioners, 
must realize it will be more complicated to administrate. 

i However, £ believe it will bring results end we will have 
some foundation and reasons for our actions on the dif- 
ferent subjects that come under our conservation program. 

Therefore, I would like to suggest that on the evening of 

October Lith we arrange to have a meeting with our Director, 
and any of the personnel he wishes to have with him, to 
discuss the above mentioned matters. I will be very pleased
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to hear from each one of you. If I do not hear from 
you prior to Monday, October 4th, I will take it for 
granted you are in accordance with such a meeting and 
i will make arrangements accordingly. Your chairman 
will appreciate any comments or recommendations you 
heve to make. 

i Ver Ours, 

ee Lo 
VLD iu? L. Dickinsen, Chairman 

onservation Commission
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Mr. &. J. Vanderwall, Direotor 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Yisconsin 

Dear Mr. Vanderwall; 

I would like to go with Mr. Leopold, and anjdne going 
from the ee? to make a survey of thd timber 
in the northeastern part of the stat r. Wilson 
of the Forestry Department recommend And 
also make @ personal inspection, to a small d 
of the lands we are to inspect en da Count oh 
request was made by CommiseiongS/Corydran at our lest 
meeting. The County wishes yo fool his land to people 
interested in the promotion~a? prive forests for their 
paper mille in "ieconsin. Ne aty6yA of complications 
here and there might be some 0 AAsm which would not 
be beneficial to our Department 

I would like to mak#/ sugg>e\ion, Wr. Vanderwall, in 
regard to recommendg#tions made\ by Department heads in 
regard to seasone, tting of} }imber and ate practices, 
Along with thelr rddommandatibfis to the Commiss on, in- 
corporate their rea oes for da recommendations and those 
reasons to Tap port hy ideneoe, if possible, that 
they will /fefor the bésT interest of conservation and 

i for the petuatiog of our wildlife and forests. I do 
not belibpe the re pp nendution made by some group or 
individupl should beWe any bearing on the opening or 
Closing dA.a4 sensor I know that seagong ot ae on this 
basis in We pase wave been very detrimental to conser~ 
vation in Wrseoadin. I believe this ie the information 
we commissioners should have before intelligently passing 
upon any recommendation by the Department heads. 

In your progress report I would also like to know what 
your recommendations are in regard to your research Eee 
i think we should get at this as soon ag possible. Wha 
research is aang done in lakes where we are stripping 
fish for egge and whether it is detrimental to the fish 
and to the reproduction of fish in these lakes. I would 
like to have you break down the cost of hatcheries and 
the cost of producing fish from two to five inches in length 
before pierre: I would like to have some research done, 
especially in regard to the planting of brook trout after the 
close of season; the trout to be of fingerling length. 1



have heard and know of a lot of erkticiem about gionetas 
trout prior to opening the season. A considerable number 
of the little fish are caught end not given the chance to 
mature to legal size. The question I am trying to raise 
is this. Would it be to our interest to r¢4se these fish 
until they are larger and release lese of m after the 
Close of the season? We know that without ld doubt the 
fishermen today are the pee predatoried to emall trout 
planted by our Department in the s @ year. 

I believe these are some of the things the esioners 
would like to discues with Wat have writt ach one 
of the commissioners today agkjhig ty to hold a meeting 
with you on the evening of Sok yijth. <Any comments or 
suggestions you have to mate yYA/ereatly appreciated 
by the writer. 

“ tru OUr By 

VLDiuT }ickinsen, Chairman 
yyetion Commission ‘
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September 27, 1943 

Mr. Virgil Dickinsen 
Jugasta, Wisconsin 

Dear Virgil: 

The Vilas timber a scheduled for the week-end of 
October 9-10, Doubtless Vanderwall has sent you 
details by now, 

I heartily favor the closed session with the Director 
on October 11, I think the Director alone should 
be present so that free discussion may be had, I 
doubt the utility of a written "Progress Report", 
This ought to be a man-to-man discussion of the 

; Ansidg of our problems. One can't get the inside 
on paper. 

I shall withhold comment on the research program 
until we can talk, That's too big a subject for 
letters. 

I'd like to see the Oneida timber if we have time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Ieopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay)



Hats Off To Rhinelander News 
And Dist, Atty. O’Melia | 

i Sve. of good government in 

this state this week will direct their 

salutes toward the Rhinelander News 

and toward Dist. Atty. Donald C. O’Melia 

of Oneida county for their part in block- 

ing the sale of county owned lands worth 

$5,000 for $350 in a proposed deal involv- 

ing two Three Lakes township officials. 
The Capital Times on Sunday pub- 

lished the story of the astounding 

scheme which came within a hair’s 

breadth of being put over on the unsus- | 

pecting people of Oneida county. : } 
Thanks to the vigilance of the Rhine- 

lander News, which at its own expense 

hired a timber cruiser to estimate fhe | 
value of the land, and to the prompt ac- 

tion of Dist. Atty, O’Melia. thousands of | 
dollars were saved to the taxpayers of 

' the county. i 
* * * : 

| Tt people of Wisconsin would like to 

4 see more newspapers in this state / fe eh ee ee ae Me ae ayy ey S| | 

‘willing to take the initiative in matters | P bl R d Sh | d B y kK p b | 
of this kind. Here was the payee ae of u IC ecor Ss ou ; e eDt U IC 

a scheme, cooked up to permit a few , [From The VILAS COUNTY NEWS-REVIEW] 

insiders to make fantastic profits at the He two town officials might have made a) ness, do not ask too many questions about the 
expense of the public, which would have ‘iantastie profit from the purchase of de- | prosperity of certain town board members. 

- gone through uncHallenged if the News linguent Jands was revealed last week when There is one way, however, that they can 

had not been on the alert. vi We cerned, fie in ne town of Pao ree Ae aoe ae nee Be ee pe in their 
Z ‘ e town chairman wi e town | town, That is e publication of the minutes 

ee a ee eee bid $350 for lands in the town of Three of their taWie oka meetings. The people } 
akes which had an actual stumpage value of | would know from month to month what was 

stimulate other Wisconsin counties, par- | almost $5,000. An alert district attorney stop- | going on, and could act to stop something they 

ticularly those in the northern part of | Ped the sale. did not want, This way, they wait a year until 
the state, to undertake some self ex- In Vilas county it is very doubtful that such | the annual reports are heard at the town board 
amination: a Jand deal could be managed. The county has | meeting. A lot of money can be wasted, squan- | 

had a land committee which scrutinizes each | dered and lost in a year. 
In Oneida county the colonization | land sale, and it is not likely that such shen- Publication of the minutes of the town board | 

committee of the county board ap- |. nanigans would get by these committee mem- | meetings can be a protection to town officers, 

proved, on recommendation of township bers, too. Their action become matters of public 
officials, the sale of $5,000 worth of pub- While it is true that being town chairman record, and on these records they can run 
lic land for $520, not troubling itself to a on the town board is mostly grief and again for public office. These records also can 

y little glory, still there are occasions | refute a lot of loose charges which are fre- 

investigate the transaction. The Oneida | where, if the town chairman is not honest, or | quently made about town officers who “are 
county board subsequently put its O.K. | if the town board is not honest, these mem- | making a good thing out of the job.” 
on the deal, again dispensing with any bers stand to make a healthy profit at the tax- Perhaps the publication of the town board 

payers expense, minutes would amount to $50 a year, perhaps 

ae ea he a tesa enatyital Advance knowledge of where a gravel pit | less, but taxpayers would ay ine expenditure 
; is going to be needed, the purchase of town | of this very small sum well worth while. 

this sort of thing can occur in Oneida | machinery, a proposed park, airport or public; In the case of the town of Three Lakes such 
county, the same scheme may have peen | building or various other town business can | an expenditure would have saved $5,000 worth 

worked elsewhere, and may be repeated sometimes be exceedingly helpful to men | of assets belonging to the public, doubly val- 
again? mee are not as scrupulous as they might be. | uable now that there is a need for pulpwood, 

Pethinns ihesmachiners suscaoine eae 7 ne ae a town chairman has seemed | and would have prevented the very serious loss 
¢ quite prosperous without any tan- | of prestige on the part of the men involved. 

approving and accepting of bids for | gible effort on his part. Public records should be made available to 
county lands ought to be overhauled, Town people, busy with their own affairs | the public at all times to prevent just such 
so that the public gets a fair deal and and accustomed to minding their own busi- | losses. 

public officials are not able to take ad- OO 

vantage of their positions to arrange { 

bonanzas for themselves. } 
* * * 

4 bye Rhinelander News and Dist. Atty. | | 
O’Melia have rendered a distinct pub- | © 

lic service in this matter. In adjoining 
columns we print an editorial from the 
Vilas County News-Review which sug- 
gests another method of curbing such 
potential abuses—full publicity of pro- 
ceedings of townships so that the public 

will know what is going on.
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hak Und ty Farm Place 
lesdiison 6, Wisconsin 
October 1943 

Memo for Comlasilonors: 

A perusal of the mountaiaus momo of October 7 about the 
saa. 

anyalysis of the PR. 

iy aenenenadbare td cenanting nun asim demca ate arin 9 
me ° 

I think we owe 1¢ to the Director and to PR to first set down 
what wo want. I doubt if this has ever been done. A reasonable 
time should then be allowed te see if any headway has boon made. 

Alas Leopold 

ac Aborg 
‘ Gereoran 

Dieikiasen 
Moreland 
Rehr



Oetober 18, 1943 

the Public Relations 

of the Conservation Department 

(a) The sole objest is to oxplein conservation, ani te induce 

people to study and preatice it. (Poraphrase: to understand land, : 

and make better use of it.) 

(>) To glorify or Justify the Department ie not an object, 

exept az unavoidable to (a). 

(@) The land operations of the Department (state forests, gane 

farm, otc.) are to show the private Landowner what he oan do, rather 

than to de the job for him. 

(4) UAttle is known of wild cropping of land, tut the subject 

is being explored rapidly. ‘These explorations male moh “news, but 

it do news of a different sort than newspaper men are used te. One 

of the main functions of PR is to sock out and publicize this news. 

() To do this, P-R mist keep abreast of a1) phases of conservation, 

not only in all parte of the Department, but in all related agencies and 

in private pmetice., In this senso, PR is the most exeting job in the 

Department. , 

“g (f) Ter odministratore or research men know "news" when they see 

ite It fe PeRte Job to tench them, tut thie will take a long time. 

Meomdhile it is P-R's job to go out and find the news, aot to await its 

arrival at the PR dest. 

(g) Yew sduinistrators or research men know how to write. PR should 

organize an editorial service to teach them, and to seo that the written 

output of the Department is clear, simple, and brief.
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(h) The Conservation Bulletin presents only one problem: quality 

of content. Make its content better, and all ether problems (much as cost, 

mailing list, ete.) will golve themselves. 

(4) There is no model for a better belletin. Ne state kes os yet 

made a high score in ite telletin, although severel have forged far 

sheed of us. 

" (4) Some errors are common to all, or nearly all bulletins, and to 

neorly 211 P-R material in nesrly all states. There are: (1) to adult 

ny no mistakes, (2) to asowse 221 conservation problems are soluble, 

(3) Te address themselvon to the group that wakes the most noise rather 

than the group that owns the most lend, (4) to appeal for support of the 

public program rather then care of the land. 

ae ran artnet Prt Reta) 
me yam Shen Fete plitile, 

mr AGS Swellow safer. (Uorbrune Bate Su/ 153-161) ;
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Confidential Rating of Wisconsin P-R Work 

(a) Poor, for reasons given in (d) ami («) 

(b) Improving (except in movies). 

(e) Poor, wut fault lies partly with the Commission, Porostry rating 

math better than wildlife. | 

(a) ona (@). ‘this ie the real bottleneck. FR dose not keep abreast. 

It knows nothing at all of the research work of the Department, and Little 

of the administrative work. 

(tf) Poor. See (a) and (e). 

: (g) Ides in the fuiure. ot yet tried. 

() Fair at times, but much bom for improvencnt. 

(4) “Ges# other states: Ponnsylvania, California. 

(§) Poor, but fiult lies partly with the Commission
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MEMO FOR COMMISSIONERS AND DIRECTOR ON \ 
GAME MANAGEMENT POLICY 

We have three main responsibilities in the game field: 

1. ‘fo preserve the fauna intact, especially threatened species. 
2. To protect the landless hunter's opportunity to hunt. 
3. fo encourage landowners to produce game crops. 

fe ave ming © start on Me. 1: witness the recent hawk and owl law, 

repeal of the wolf bounty, etc. . 

Most of our effort has been on No. 2: witness the state game farm, 

public shooting ground program, etc. 

We are undeveloped on No. 3. ‘The shooting preserve law was a start, 

but is now of little importance because it requires the most expensive of 

all possible methods of cropping: anmal artificial restocking. 

The most convincing evidence that we are "dead" on No. 3 is that 

we have no policy (other than the preserve law) to encourage groups of 

farmers, with or without sportsmen, to produce game ¢rops. 

@ame cropping by farmers can be encouraged in two ways: 

(a) By offering wire, nursery stock, seed for food patches, 
b labor crews, or other material aid. 

(b) By offering inducements in the form of more liberal 
seasons (as is done in the shooting preserve law) 

Of these two, (b) is far cheaper than (a), and far more effective. 

We should not exclude (a) from our plans, but it is useless without (b). 

It seems to me that a very simple test of (b) could be made by 

offering a group of landowners covering at Lean 1000 acres, and able 

to prove their ability to regulate their total kill, a 60-day pheasant 

season instead of the standard 30 days. ‘The total kill would have to
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be specified, and the group would have to present evidence that: 

(1) The total kill limit is being enforced, and that the kill 
is tagged. f 

(2) Cover and food are being provided. 

(3) Species other than pheasants ere not being jeopardized. This 
inveludes moderation in predatorcontrol. 

(4) She Sauhtns ptaiings 2s oie exter Gan seaqealy, Mataunes, 
including at least the landowners. 

The system would be operated by field inspection, i.e. not solely by 

documentary evidence. 

I propose that the Director ask the game division to think out 

plans for small-seale tests, either of this proposal, or of some other 

proposal simed to implement Item 3. 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Vandervall 
Aberg 
Goreoran 
Dicikinsen 
Moreland 
tehr
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Coma, Wp, 

Memo for Commissioners and ae Vanderwall on 
Foynette Organization — 

The resignation of Chaddock opens up the question of future aims, and hence 

of future personnel. 

Poynette suffers today from a wrong definition of “wildlife” adopted years ago. 

Fox farms and mink farms are not wildlife, and servicing them lies outside our field. 

Confined animals kept for release (pheasants, coons) are properly in our field. 

| We mat, of course, discharge obligations already assumed, tut I suggest we 

set up as an aim the withdrawal from the fox ond mink fur business as rapidly as 

consistent with existing count tnents. 
Poynette suffers alse from an Lupbri toa distortion of the reasarch idea, 

Dr. A. 0. Gross happened to be the first wildlife research man to be brought into 

Wisconsin (1928). He was a parasitolegist. ‘Therefore all ‘saientific" work had to 

be done by paresitologiste, pathologists, and veterinarians. 

We have kept a considersble group of such mon at Poynette for over a decade, but 

they have never done any research to speak of. We could get our parasites identified 

at the University for a fraction of the past cost. (Herrick, Morgan). 

What we need most at Poynette is a field man of the Buss type to direst all 

Poynette research, coordinate it wlth the now independent Pittman-Robertaon group, 

and work out cooperation with the University. We have unknowingly set up two game 

research departments, and with the Biological Division (fish) we have three. 

We can't get a field man of the Buss type now, Dut we should build toward this 

as an aim. } 

fhe remaining research personnel (including Hartsough) should be definitely 

encouraged to broaden its competency by reading, courses, and contacts. They have 

been almost completely isolated, at least from the campus. 

Aldo Leopold 
Commissioner
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(iit (Note for Hasler, Fassett, Curtis, Aberg, Vanderwall, and Grimmer: ‘The 
proposal is to introduce these birds on the Brule River) 

AB 
6 

Jamary 10, 1944 

Mr. B. B. Alvar 

2408 West 2nd Street‘ 
Duluth, Minnesota 

Dear Mr, Alvar: 

Wo one has greater admiration for the Gapercailzie ani the black grouse than 
I de. f have soon doth on their native range, and I have read much of the ~ 
literature, both in Bnglish and German, concerning them. 

Despite my appresiation of these birds, I had better tell you bluntly that 
I would oppose introducing them to Wisconsin, even though the effort were 
assured of success. As to the effort having any assurance of success, I 
wish you would read John ©. Phillips' “Wild birds introduced or transplanted 
in North America! U.S.D.A. Technical Bulletin No. 61, Apr. 1928, 63 pp. 
(Available at Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, 
Washington, D. C. for ten cents.) You can find thie in any good librery, 
and if you can't find it, I will lean you my copy. I think you will see 
from it that repeated attempts in many northern states to plant these two 
specios have set with nothing tut failure. 

In my opinion Mr. Bowers of the Pieh and Wildlife Service has made a very 
evasive statement when he says " The Service is vitally interested in 
undertakings of this character designed to climate exotic game species 
which will fit peculiar ecological niches without endangering the status 
of our native species of game." Mr. Bower should know that nobody living 
can truly evaluate ecological niches, nor can anybody give assurance that 
native species will not be interfered with should the experiment succeed. 

This may strike you as a harsh letter, but I think you would prefer to have 
me give my opinion to begin with, rather than beat around the tush. There 
was a time in my own education as a sportsman when I would have heartily 
favored your proposal. 

The photographs are very good indeed, and I meh enjoyed looking at them. 

Please let me hasten to say that I am not assuming that I have anything 
more than one vote in this question, I am not trying to decide anything 
for anybody else. 

re ae ne ee ee this 
question in more detail. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I didn't notice until after writing the above that you had given me 
the pictures, which I can use nicely for teaching purposes. Thank you 
very much - 

ce Hasler, Fassett, and Curtis; Aberg, Vandervall, and Grimmer
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. 4ak University Farm Place 
Jamary 20, 1944 

Mr. Walter Hillmer 
Baraboo, Wisconsin 

Dear Valter: 

I barely got under the wire with your report about the fox 
situation, In a rather hurried discussion I learned two 
things. 

One thing, the Commission can do, and perhaps the only thing 
it can do, is to lift the closed season on foxes next spring, i 
which would allow the digging of dens. We would have to 
consult the Fox Hunters Association, but I imagine that in 
view of the extraordinary situation they would be agreeable. 
Meanwhile, however, we would have to find out in just what 
counties exeess numbers exist. I am very sure that the 
condition is not universal. 

The other thing I found out is that counties are free to 
offer fox bounties if they want to. Your group might want 
to act on this. It would be virtually impossible for us to 
set in motion the bounty machinery at this late date. 

One other thought: I don't think you need worry about this 
situation being anything tut temporary. You may remember a 
similar high point in gray foxes in 1937. This high 
promptly died off of its own accord, and I think we may expect 
the present high in reds to do the same. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ce Mr. Vanderwall and Mr. Grimmer
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March, 17, 1944. 
Professor, Aldo Leopold., 

Madison, Wisconsin., 

Dear Sir; 

I was very Glad to get your letter of the 15th, and want to 
thank you very much. I have read that letter several times to make 
sure that I have the proper meaning. It will please me greatly if 
you will be so kind as to read this letter of mine carefully. 

I quote from your letter, “My experience is that the Predationg 
loss is usually the reflection of deficient cover rather than of excess 
predators". About three years ago I went up to the Eberlein Deer Park 
in Langlade county on Highway 55 to rid that private fenced in area 
of Wolves. ‘his was the third trip up by this group to get the wolves. 
Uy first trip up with them. Now get this Sheaight, this @s an area with 
a high wire fence, where a wolf had some way found itsway into, about 
one mile square, in which the Eberleins have been raising deer for sale. 
The carcasses of partially eaten deer had been found within the fenced 
in 4rea, A caretaker lived on the premises within the fence. A feed 
rack was there, a stack of hay was there, the cedar swamp was there. The 
deer had both natural and artificial feed in abundance. I shot the wolf, 

and what was it., It was a coyote. A three legged one, with one hind leg 
missing. Later it was reported that there was another one present. I was 
not along on that hunt to get the second one. The same group excepting my 
self shot that one. What Was it. The neighbors collie dog., that had a 
special place for getting in and out of the fence. 

A Mr. Herman Schroeder of Shawano, recently told me of a time 
when he had gone to a logging camp, and on a Sunday he had gone #out witk 
a frid& and they had sat down on a hill top, to rest and take matters easy. 
This occured in the summer. A doe and her fawn, fddhewing, came past 
them at the foot of the hill. Very much to their surprise a coyote 
dashed out of the bushes in the rear of the doe and knocked the fawn down. 
He, Mr. Schroeder and his friend immediately ran down to protect the fawn, 
but when they arrived the fawn was beyond help with a broken necke 

Two hunters in North Central Wisconsin in the fall deer hunt 
of 1943 told me of tracking a bear, a big fellow evidently, that they had 
come to a place where his tracks had gone very straight for nearly a 
quarter of a mile, the tracks showed several long jumps to one side, and 
there the remains of a freshly killed deer 3/4 Eaten., Blood stains, 
Bear and Beer Tracks only. They continued to fallow the bear but in- 
as-much as it was getting late in the second day of following that bear 
and they were getting further from their camp they gave up the chase. 

A Mr. Paul Dittman, who hunted in Northeastern Wisconsin 
in the fall deer hunting of 1943, tells me that the bear that his partner 
shot had lots of deer hair in the stomach. 

I could go on and on, each one different and varied, Predation 
exists and will continue to grow with the laxity of human beings to 
control predatione The men and women who help make Wisconsin Conservation
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activities possible by buying hunting and fishing liscenses expect 

a fair break and if they must pay one to five dollars per year for their 

sport they undoubtedly will continue to do that, but if they must pay and 

then compete with a wolf who pays no liscense and can hunt day and night 

for 366 days of the year, hell will be a poppin before longe 

Wolves will increase even though there is a bounty, Government 

trappers have not operated in this state since 1930 that I know of 

and our wolf population has steadily increased since that time. More 

that a bounty is needed to thin hhem down. As it now stands my liscense 

money is helping to keep the wolves goinge 

If There is an excess of deer the people of the state of Wisconsin 

and not the wolves of Wisconsin are entitled to those deer. The deer are 

Living on my land, The wolves pay no taxese The hunter demand for 

deer is not getting smaller. 

Now I will quote from an article that appeared in Wisconsin 

Conservation Bulletin, February, 1944. Big Game in Multiple land use 

in Utah. Refering to early years.,- “ Two horses killed for foode 

A gloomy, arren country, except for the tracks of wolves, no other 

animals are seen "s From the above I gather one fact, If Wolves are 

present there will be only wolves present if left to roan at wille 

Under another part of that same articke, when they state that 

in 1913 they started the process or restoration, I quote, * In addition 

to the Buck Law and the Year Long protection to the other vanishing 

species the state set up gam€preserves and the stockmen waged a war 

against Predators to protect lambs and calvese” 
From another part of that same artic&&, under surplus Game;- 

“The Idea is no longer held that it is to dangerous to hunt both bucks 

and does at the same time. “inter feeding is largely passing out of the 

Picture, the interest is centering more on the restoration and Maintaince 

of good native forage species on the winter ranges.’ ; 

Now lets go a step further; Vucks Unlimitede;- 
The first things that they attemped to do were, anB still are;- 

1. Create a place where a duck could rear its young, in this case it fe 

meant re-establishing marshes, that man had drained, and establishing 

lakes and ponds by dams and embankments, planting of food, not artificial 

feeding, Naturale 
2. Wage continous war on predators, Particularly crowse 

The Answer to-day is more ducks and ewery one is satisfied that 

the money has as a whole been spent wisely and for the restoration of 

a game species that is good in all respectse 

Now lets return to our own state; “hole hog or none seems to have 

been Wisconsins History in Conservation Practices. 

We go heavy to pheasants and about the same time we allow the state 
to plant foxes. Yes I have carried out more than one sack of corn on my
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back on snow shoes. We did have pheasants, but to-day we now have 
foxes. Now the cry is get rid of the foxes. 

During the depression years we had the CCC do stream improvement 
Lets improve every stream, Yes we did that and brush shelters in lakes 
and to-day we cuss 90 percent of the time when we see that improvement. 
We did not improve, we did d@ damage to fish life. 

And then we went heavy to Beaver, and a person who even thought of 
touching one of them was guilty of a crime, Yes, we let them go until the; 
had damaged forest plantations, Roads, Bridges and Worst of all low lands 
were flooded where deer could subsist on cedap and other plantg foods, 
in the winter. Yes,These cedars are now dead and no green branches are 
there for deer in Winter months. You can come with me and I can take you 
to a high hill in Oconto County, “here we can have a view of the surognding 
county and I will show you the brown patches where once were cedar swamps 
and spruce and balsam, and to-day there stands only the dry stubs and the 
Criss Cross of fallen dead timber large and small. 

And now we are in the days when the deer must be reduced, they are 
dying in the winter, and if we follow through with the deer as we did 
with the pheasants, Stream improvement, and the Beaver, We sure will 
reduce the deer. 

Now, Professor keopold, you are in that spot where you can do a 
lot of good to show Wisconsin the way,. “he way that will lead to the 
days when we can have a combined deer season every few years, the days # 
when Wisconsin can rate high amoung the game and fish states of the 
Union, but before that can be the final answer we must put our house 
in order. 

Burned out, Frodea out, and slashed out cedar swamps must again 
be re-planted to cedar. Why spend $50,000.00 annually on Artificial 
deer feed, when the deer to not want it and are not particullarly 
intérested in it. Beaver must be controlled, Wolves must be eliminated 
to the vanishing point. There are approximately 1000 game clubs 
in the state of Wisconsin, If asked or given the opportunity they would 
assist in cedar plantings. $50,000.00 or any amount of money would go 
a long way toward planting a lot of swamps and if we chose to follow 
Marshall Stalin, we in one five year plan, cd%d have 5,000 cedar 
swamps replanted to cedar, and within 10 years, winter feeding of deer 
would be history in Wisconsin. Only remaining would be the rpoblem of 
taking the excess deere 

If you were to stand on a stak of Bibles 12 miles high you 
cannot convince me of the fact that predation is not the main issue in 
conservation of WisconsinsWild Life. 

aie Yours very sincerely. 

OU aC 

— Welt limo. 
ee eee |
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Professor, Aldo Leopold., 
Madison, Wisconsin., 

Dear Sir; 

I am glad to learn that we are agreed on some points in 
conservation practices. As I see it the corrective measures usually 
come to late, In other words by the time the thing has happened then 
corrective measures are taken, We should now be far enough advanced 
so that we can correct before matters have reached such a stage that 
they are obivious. 

It appears that your letter is divided into two main thoughts, 
1, Wolves; and 2, Cedar Plantings. I will try and clarify my views on 
both of these points. 

1. Wolves; I am sure that when I talk to you of wolves, I mean 
. that, and that includes, both wolves, that are present in Wisconsin, 
imber Wolves and Coyotes,, and I do not place the one much further behind 

or ahead of the other. You say only 12 or prehaps 24 timber wolves in the 
state, From what the field men tell you. I dare say that there are 12 
in the twonship of Sherman in Iron county alone, say nothing of the rest 
of the state. Coyotes I would not even try and estimate in our state, 
I do know that it will run into a much larger figure. How many deer will 
a timber wolf take in a year, I hope six a year will satisfy him, I doubt it. 
How many deer will a coyote take in a year, again I hope an average of 
three a year will satisfy him and again,yl doubt it. If there is an abund- 
ance of deer, a deer killing coyote will prehaps take as many as a wolfe 
Some hunters from Wausau, who were staying at the same ore I was last fall 
saw a coyote chasing a buck across the ice of a lake, he last days of the 
hunting season a wolf killed buck was found at the same shore of the same 
lake, was it the same buck, did the coyote have a wolf friend do the actual 
killing or did some of his buddies and himself wear that tuck down?. The 
Horns of that buck are now mounted and the porky has his teeth marks on one 
horn. I might cite as an example, which is not a parrallel by any means yet 
it illustrates the point in question. I live very near to the Menominee 
Indian Reservation and am quite well acquatinted with the reservation and the 
people that live there. Most families have at least one dog besides the s 
strays, and most of them are not well fed. ‘The menominee Reservation has 
plenty of cover and feed for deer, but there are not many deer, and there ~~ 
will never be manye You say, they hunt all year around, yes, they do, and 
with dogs at any time of the year, and when the boss is not hunting the dogs 
go out by themselves and run them down, Kill them, or run them into trouble, 
ice filled streams or lakes for example. This past winter a nice ten point 
buck was found frozen in the ice about 1/2 mile north of my home, A couple 
of years ago a four point buck was found at the mouth of Eroenke Creek, 
thathad apparently been drove into the stream and drowned because it could n 

ae BE ont of the ice. If a half fed cur dog will chase deer, what about 
: ungry coyote, If I were a deer I would rather have cur dogs after 

ae nKsue me than,
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Coyotes. “he Flambeau Reservation is not greatly different in its 
deer set ups, Most of those Indians are hunting deer on White mans 
land when the season is open. I might - on and point out the fact 
that lots of hunters semen about seeing dry does, Yes I have 
seen e few my self, and am still wondering just which onegwere dry, 
and which oneshad lost hheir fawns by Wolves, Coyotes, Bear, Bob Cat, 
Accident,or how,or when. Yes, we now have our deer hem@ in the spot wy a2 ? where ;= : 

1. “olves 
2. Hard Winters, 
3. Bear 
4. Bob Cats 
5, Violators 
6, Accidents, and other causes are all contributing to reduce 

the deer, In addition to the fellow who wants to go out and shoot one 
legally. 

2. Cedar Plantings. ‘ie have spent a lot of money on feed for 
pheasants, winter after winter, and they ate it,and we are glade 
Now why worry if a deer eats a cedar that we plant for him. We will 
plant another and be glad he ate the first one so that he is alive for 
us for another hunting season. Again I will let my self be quoted;- 

“There are now approximately 50% of the deer present in the Aera That 
I have been hunting, compared with what was there in November, 1941." 
If this aera is any example of the reduction in deer through-out the 
state then there are not to many deer. In checking up with ofher 
hunters that were up deer hunting this past fall, I have found only one 
that claims that, there were more deer in the aera , that he hunted 
than were there formerly. In the program of cedar plantings I feek 
that there is a power greater than you and I that will decide the ultimate 
success of such poe By that I mean just this. If we were to have 
several winters in a row with fairly deep snow your small cedar plantings 
would have ample growth and root strength before they would be above snow 
level. In checking over matters on my forties February 26th last, I found 
that the deer were not greatly interested in cedar, and there was some 
there available to them. ‘hey were more interested in some hardwood 
slashings of several years ago., where there is an abundance of second 
growth Maple. However that fact alone makes me believe that if Cedar 
plantings are to be made they should be mdde now. When those small 
maples have got beyond their reach, they will again be back to look at 
the cedar, When our state has got beyond the slashing stage we must 
have food available for them or we must be satisfied with a smaller 
deer herd. 

oe B70, 
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As a summary I might add, To my knowledge no species of game can 
stand up under hunting all the year around, It cannot ever hope to maintain 

iss numbers. Also I might ask. 

1. Assuming that a war was declared on wolves in Wisconsin, 
how_long wold it take to cut the wolf population down. 

2. If Matters are allowed to run their course and the big 
holler to rid ourselves of wolves developes in 1945, who then would want 
to be called the friend of the wolf. 

I sincerely trust that this correspondence we are having will 
eventually have done some good, toward the betterment of deer conditions 
in Wisconsin. 

Yours very truly, if 

am gS 

sat 

ae. 
Wit. 
7, sa
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ota April., 4, 1944, 

Professor,Aldo mongers 
424 University Farm Place., 

Madison, Wisconsin., 

Dear Sir; 

This forenoon I had a short talk with a man who has just 
spent the month of March, trapping beaver in the northern part of 
our state, He did trap in Oconto County, Langlade Sounty, and 
in the northern tip of Forest County, Hast Of Highway 55, and North 
of K. 

I asked him what the wolf situation was and he told me,bad. 
Unsolisited regarding the deer he said " In that Aera Around our cabin, 
there are not 30 % of the deer that were there two years ago." 

He did go on to say that, he believes that where our conserva- 
tion officials are making a mistake is that they are classifing all 
wolves in two groups, Coyotes and Timber Wolves. ‘here in reality 
he feels that although we prehaps have a certain amount of Coyotes 
in Wiseonsin, Our wolves are of three classes. 

1. Coyotes., 
2. Brush Wolves 
3. Timber Wolves. 

The first class will prehaps be not much larger than the western 
coyote. The secondcclass whether it is a cross between Timber wolf and 
coyote or a species of its own is much heavier and taller than the common 
coyote of the western pain states. 

During the Month, he and his partner had however found only one 
deer chewed up by wolves, His brother and partner however found several 
in North eastern Froest county and Oconto County. 

If you care to I can have him write you direct regarding the 
matter. A rather informative question he asked me was; "Will there be 
a deer season this coming fall." I informed him that the commission 
had ordered deer tags for this coming falls deer hunting. 

Yours very truly, 

fiche, 
ental S70, 

pesca Wild a Sl Gaaae % 
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Professor,4ldo Leopold., 
424 University Place., 

Madison, “isconsin., 

Dear Sir};. 
Yes, you certainly have conveyed the impression to me that 

coyotes do not kill deer., Yes, we have afpresent more than a moderate po- 
pulation of wolves. In 1950 a person could hunt the whole deer season with, 

seening only one or two fresh wolf signs. In 1936 a person could see them 
about every other day. In 1943 you did not, look much, to see fresh wolf 
tracks every daye 

No, I have not met George Ruegger, but have hear of him on 
several occasions, from what I have read and heard, he does know wolves. 

One hundred thousand deer tags sold at .50 Cents extra makes 
fifty thousand dollars, at $10.00 per acre makes five thousand acres per 
year that could be planted to winter deer feed. No, I do not call $10.00 
per acre expensive. Game clubs have been carrying a part of the load in 
pheasant feeding and if properly approached would undoubtedly do the same 
for deer. Along with the co-operation of local wardens. If Game clubs 
do help prehaps the cost of cedar plantings could be cut to $5.00 per acre. 
Our club has spent over $100.00 in a winter on pheasant feed, say nothing 
of raising costs. If 400 other clubs spent an average of $300.00 annually 
on pheasants, as we did, then $120,000.00 is the annual value of Wisconsins 
pheasants, with stillno permanent winter feed for theg besides what the 
state put in. I call that rather rich food for a fox.’ If the same co-oper- 
ation or even a part of it was expended on deer, a lot of cedar would be 
on the way up in a few years. 

Refering to your last paragraph, will say, experimental plantings 
of cedar are o.K. but before you know the answers, another three to five 
years will have passed. Cedar plantings will not all be successful;, Fire, 

Sel, Beaver, Rainfall, Snow, Wolves, Number of Hunters, Deer Population, 
and other causes, will decide the ultimate answer to any one place, where 
cedar plantings are made. If after three years it is decieded to continue, 
Cedar plantings on a larger scale, another three to five years will elapse 
before the cedar are in volume and size to be of any great value. Persone 
lly I would call the cedar plantings successful whether the deer ate them 
all, or partially, In-as-much as they would get some good from the plantings 
and eventually there wauld be more cedar in northern “isconsin. Half Way. 
measures are not being used to reduce the deer herds <All I can say in concl- 
usion, is that I wish as much time, and effort, were being made, to establ- 
ish an adequate supply of natural winter feed for deer, as there is at pre- 
sent, to see that the herd is reduced. 

Witleito. Yours very truly.- We / Kachak 
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June 29, 1944 

Mr. W. F. Grimmer 
through Mr. Vanderwall 
Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I was puzzled as to the factual basis for the Congress vote 
for a buck season in Sauk and Columbia. Because of my 
property in Sauk and my interest in the bow and arrow question, 
these two counties will naturally expect me to vote on my 
own information. If the wardens have submitted satisfactory 
information to back up the proposed buck season, may I have 
& look at it? If not, it might save time if you would get 
from them a "technical"vote on the status of the deer. 

I have already told you that in my own locality the reduction 
has been excessive, and I will have to be shown that the 
rest of these two counties is different before agreeing to 
any kind of a saason. 

Yours sincerely, 

. Aldo Leopold



July 27, 194% 

urs. Gaylord T% Owen 
405 Franklin Avenue 
Madison 5, Wistonsin 

Dear Mrs. Owens 

Brnest Bean hag told me that he favors renewing the 
ground water investigation when finances are available, 
but that he wants it organized differently this time, 

He and I are going to discuss the matter sometime soon. 
In other words, there is a probability that this woric 

may be taken up again, but no immediate assurances can 
be given. Sa 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Conservation Commissioner 

ec Mr. Vanderwall 

Dear Ed: ; 

Will you take this up with me sometime? 

Yours,
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
WATER RESOURCES BRANCH 

: 404 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 

COLUMBUS, OHIO duly 4, 1944» 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Wisconsin Conserva tion Commission, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Reference is made to the observation well program which I con- i 
ducted from 1935 to 1942 in connection with a ground water survey 
of the Wisconsin Conservation Department's forest protection dise 
trictse Records and descriptions of this work are given in several 
mimeographed reports which I prepared and distributed to various " 
Conservation Department offices. The work is also described in UsSe 
Geological Survey WatersSupply Papers 777, 817, 840, and 8456 

It is widely acknowledged that ground water is in many respects i 
the most important of all water resources, and that systematic gaging 
and interpretation of ground water levels furnish data of great 
practical significance and application to water-conservation work, 
pisciculture, forestry, the recreation industry, and land use plan- 
ninge For Example, in Pennsylvania a long term program of observation 
well work has revealed data which enables reliable forecasts of 
stream flow to be made for several weeks in advances The status of 
the work in other states may be judged by the fact that in 1942 
thirty-two states were cooperating on a formal financial basis with 
the Ground Water Division of the Geological Survey in making systematic 

ground water studies. 

The United States Geological Survey is authorized by statute to 
cooperate financially with state, county, and municipal agencies in the 

investigation of water resources with the restriction that the contri- 
bution by the Federal Governmant can in no case exceed 50 per cent of 
the total expenditures. I talked with Dr. O.EeMeinzer, Geologist in 
Charge, Division of Ground Water, Washington, DeCe, by telephone today 
at my own expense and discussed very briefly with him the possibility 
of cooperation by the Geological Survey with the Wisconsin Conserva- 
tion Commission in an observation well program on a formal financial 
basise Dre Meinzer informed me that it was his opinion that the Survey 
would be able to cooperate in an approved programe Cooperation would be 
on a 50=50 or dollar-fordollar basise A project proposal, together 
with a request for formal financial cooperation, should be submitted to 
the Director, UeSeGeological Survey, Department of the Interior, Washe 
ington, DeCe, for consideration and approval. 

I am enclosing a copy of a suggested proposal and a statement of j
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of estimated costs for the first year of the contemplated work for your 
consideration. The proposal and estimate are based on my experience 
extending over fourteen years of geological work in Wisconsin of which 
nine years were spent largely on ground water work for the Conservation 
Department. 

At the time the observation well work in Wisconsin was ordered 
discontinued, special wells had been constructed under my supervision 
at the Brule, Webster, Conover, Antigo, Pembine, and Park Falls ranger 
stations and at the McNaughton and Athelstane forestry camps operated by 
the State Board of Control.These wells should form the nucleus of a 
new program. I had also obtained and had on hand at Forest Protection 
Headquarters two automatic water-stage recorders, several Kinnison fleate 

tape gages, two rain gages, and materials for making up some twenty to 
thirty 4-inch wells which could be installed with jetting equipment and 
used for both observation well and fire suppression worke Some of 
these materials may be still available for the program. Tentative arrange- 
ments had also been made for cooperative work at experiment farms and 
properties operated by the College of Agriculture. These would con- 

stitute valuable gaging sitese 

The estimated costs for the first year of cooperative work are based 
on the construction of at least ten new wells and the acquisition of 
instruments, equipment, and materials which would be needed for an 
expanded program. It is possible that economies could be effected if 
office equipment and a truck for construction work were made available 
for the work by the state. No rentals for office space are included in 
the estimate since most states furnish this in cooperative programse 

Question is occasionally raised about shortage of manpower needed 
for the work. This has not been a serious problem even in highly 
industrialized states since elderly or partially disabled persons can 

be used as gage observers and for other non-technical tasks. Prior- 
‘ ities are granted the work in respect to gasoline, tires, and materials 

because of the scientific character of the work and its applicability 

to many phases of the war efforte 

I shall be pleased to furnish any further information you 

may wish upon request. 

Very truly yours, 

ns 

oe fe 

Gaylérd T. Owen, 
Geologiste



PROPOSAL FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF GROUND WATER RESOURCES EEL REO OURUE 

Project Proposal 

The Wisconsin Conservation Commission proposes to enter into 
& cooperative program with the United States Geological Survey for 
the investigation of ground water resources in the State of Wis~ 
consine 

Purpose of the Investigation f a em 

The purpose of the investigation shall be (1) to determine 
the relationship between precipitation and ground water levels, 
(2) to obtain reliable and continuing basic data on ground water 
levels and artesian pressures in Wisconsin, (3) to determine to 
what extent fluctuations in ground water levels can be utilized to 
forecast stream flow and lake levels, (4) to obtain basic 
data on ground water supplies and ground water levejs that will 
be beneficial to conservation and related work in Wiscon#fn.. 

Areas to be Investigated - Scope of Investigation — ns av lon 

The areas to be investigated shall consist of all lands in 
the State-of Wisconsin in and on which the activities of the 
Wisconsin Conservation Department are involved, provided that 
there shall be no unnecessary duplication of similar work already conducted 
or being conducted by other public agenciese The contracting parties 
agree to continue the investigation over as long a period as may be 
practicable subject to the availability of appropriations and in 
accordance with their respective authorities. 

Methods of Investigation 

The methods of investigation shall be by measurements of water 
levels and artesian pressures in observation wells and/or by such other 
method or methods as may be deemed desirable or necessary by mutual 
agreement of the contracting parties or their authorized representa- 
tives. 

The observation wells already installed by the Conservation Departe ° 
ment shall be utilized in the program which shall be expanded and 
enlarged as rapidly as possible to the end that adequate data and 
results may be obtained. 

Cooperation with Other Agencies reece oes gee nae Se, : 

Effort shall be made by both parties to obtain the cooperation of 
other agencies, both public and private, from which information and 
assistance beneficial to the investigation might be obtained. 

Headquarters 

The headquarters for the pede. hye shall be at idl gon, Wis- consin, where adequate laboratory facilities and libraries of technical 
and related data are readily available.



Proposal for the Investigation of Ground Water Resources Ze 

Special Provisions 

Special provisions relating to this investigation not contained 
in this proposal or in any enabling cooperative agreement subsequently 
entered into by the contracting parties may be added at any time upon 
mutual agreement of the parties or their authorized representatives.



ESTIMATED COST OF COOPERATIVE GROUND WATER GAGING 
: IN WISCONSIN i 

Total estimated cost per year of cooperative ground water gaging;cost to ~ 
be shared on 50 = 50 basis by state and federal agencies. 

le Estimated salaries and expenses of Geological Survey personnel 
( including Washington office supervision and review of reports). 

$ 9,500.00 

te Estimated costs of Equipment and Supplies 

$ 3,500.00 

3- Contingencies and other unpredictable expenses 

$ 500.00 

Total << $ 13,500.00
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Judge Asa K. Owen 
Phillips, Wisconsin 

Dear Judge Owen: 

Your inquiry of August 9 addressed to the Zeology Department has been referred 
by them to mo for roply. I am very glad to disouss this question with you 
because it has interested me a good deal. While the final anewers are by no 
moans mailed down as yet, the dependable information is accumlating rapidly, 
and in addition, I have had some ten years! experience on my own farm, where 
I have a good population of deer and a considerable quantity of all three mtive 
pines, 

In the first place, no competent observer is going to got confused as betwoen 
deer damage and mouse damage. Mouse damage always consists of barking under 
the snow, whereas deer damage,in this country at least, never takes the form of 

barking, and ie always above the snow. Barking ie done by the red deer of 
Surope on ranges long overbrowsed, and is believed to represent vitamin 
deficiency. We have not reached that stage yet. 

As bvetwoon deer and rabbits, oceasional confusion is probable, and even an 
expert will occasionally got mixed up on emall trees. Usually, however, the 

; work of the two mammals is easy to distinguish because tho cut made by a rabbit 
* is sharp and clean, while that made by a deer is a megged tear. In tho case of 

all damage above rabbit level, there is, of course, no possibility of confusion. 

ee ee ee oe Se oe ee ne 
neadow mouse (ase) “Ss a found throughout Wisconsin, and is 
commonly eall a. mouse, woite-footed mouse earries 

the same popular name. wr ae be outer uname anes ee, 
This name might logically be applied to the jumping mouse (Zayug), bat f 
know of no damage ever treced to this gems. 

There is alse some possibility of confusion between damage by deer and damage 
by red squirrels, tut the latter is sporadic, and the clean outs, os in rabbit, 
distinguish squirrel work from deer work. 

Rabbit damage coms from both snowshoe rabbit ani cottontail. ‘There are no 
snowshoss on my farm, but I suffer considerable white pine damage from cottontails. 
They have attacked Norway pine only one year in the last tem 

The practical question is, of course, whethor the damage now being aseribed to 
deer might possibly represent mbbit work, mouse worl, or squirrel work. In 
my opinion, laymon, and perhaps oven wardens, might occasionally be misled, tut 
in the ease of Feoney's crew, I would consider thie just about impossible, 
because one of the first things Feeney teaches his men is how to untangle the work 
of the various species,



Judge Asa K. Owen 
August 17, 1944 
Page 2 

Bven if one wore skeptical on thie question, the fact remains that many 
plantations have been ruined on ranges where deer are thick mt where 
snowshoes are absent and cottontails and red squirrels are exceedingly scarce. 
Such is the case, for example, on the county forest at Sejfjle Mound in Wood 
County, where all three pines, and tamaracks to boot, are being annihilated, 
evidently by deer alone. I have personally seen this area, and meh of 
the damage is far above rabbit level. 

If you care to leok up the literature on these questions, I will be glad to : 
cite the various publications, but to look these up would require a visit to 
S smutty beak la od nas Gee tae onek ak en ls ee I have 
& complete card file of everything that hae come out on this subject during 
the last decade. : ; 

You might be interested in an over-all account of the ultimate results of 
excess deer in Murope. A reprint is enclosed. . 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Zoology Department
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ASA K. OWEN, JUDGE PHILLIPS, WISCONSIN i 

August 9, 1944 

Professor of Zoology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir 

Just now, I happen to be working, with a lot of fel- 
lows, on matters pertaining to ‘gam@-= management, and the ques- 
tion has come up as to what animal or animals are doing damage 
to seedling pine;, spruce and other plantings, looking toward 
reforestation. fiost people agree that rabbits do some damage 
to the plantationsof small trees, and it is claimed that deer 
do this also. I happen to have considerable information on 
this, myself, and am writing to ask your help in relation to 
the following. I have friends, who are around and about quite 

‘a bit, in the plantation territory, who tell me that the deer 
do not damage the young trees, and that they are being blamed 
for the work of the rabbits and of mice, the latter working un- 
der the snow, making their own galleries and chewing the bark 
off near the butt. One man recently told me that they were the 
kangaroo mice. Do you know of any mice having a habitat in up- 
per Wisconsin who do this? I remember having read, in one of 
the Journals of Henry David Thoreau, written, according to my 
imperfect memory, about a hundred years ago, that mice do just 
exactly that, but I am not able to recall, at the moment, whether 
he referred to the ordinary field mouse or the so-called kanga- 
roo mouse. Please give me some reliable information about this 

Thanking you 

Very truly yours 

¢ 

Asa K. Owen 

AKO: bh
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August 31, 1944 

Mr. Waldo W. Rinehard 
R. No. 2 Balsam Row 
Shawano, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Rinehard: 

I appreciate your courteous letter despite our differences of opinion. 

I can't help but think that our differences arise, at pr ya part, 
from differing interpretations of evidence. . You speak of ‘alder and 
spruce as deer foods, whereas to Mr. Foenay Wij.nreeis the consumption 
of either one is evidence of starvation ac iy in process. On the other 
hand, we agree on maple, hemlock, dogwood, and cedar as being good foods, 

I do not mean to pick on details, but if you are judging range by the 
absence of browsing on alder and spruce, it is inevitable that you reach 
different conclusions than I would. 

Please let me make it clear that I have never claimed that wolves do 
not kill deer. Deer are their staple food. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ALth
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W. ROSS McCAIN, PRESIDENT PHONE 901F2 

CENTURY 6 

Sa) WALDO W. RINEHARD 
ee Vv Sriairics 

W. N. ACHENBACH, MANAGER : 
WESTERN pee eer ae 

R. No. 2 BALSAM ROW 410 N, MICHIGAN AVE., 5 Shawano, Wis. 

August, 2lst, 1944. 

Brofessor,Aldo Leopold., 
Madison, “isconsin., 

Dear Professor;- 

You and I have no basis for agreement. However I was 
gled to hear from you relative to the report that I had recently 
mailed. I sincerely wish that there were some point that we could 
have as a starter,from which,we could agree. 

‘ However I would like to give you a short history 
of a parcel of land that I have bought in Southern Iron County that 
lies just about 2 miles west of the *lambeau Reservation, “estern 
boundary., relative to deer, i 

In 1939 “here was an abundance of Deer on this land, 
I had hunted it *hat fall, Here to at that time there were some rabbits 
Partridge, and Sharp tail grouse. There was an abundance of young 
second growth maple near by “lso plénty of spruce, Salsam, Some hemlock 
and some cedar, ‘+he deer were then and still are feeding on the 
young maple mostly. By November of 1948 there was more than an abunde- 
nee of deer there. I refer you to Doctor, D. O'Bonnell of Shawano, 
Wisconsin. (a dentist who hunted with me November 1942) His statement 
to our host, was, #"On that land of Wally's you cannot step except that 
you are stepping on deer droppings". Now then you assume that there 
were to many deer and that they ate all of their range. No, they did 
not there is still plenty of deer feed there, On the western part of 
my lands there is an abundance of white pine. I have yet_to find a 
place on those pines where the deer have taken one bite, ‘here was and 
still is to much other food available to them that is much more to 
their liking, Namely young maple, Balsam, Spruce, hemlock, Alder Brush, 
dogwood, Poplar, Cedar, and other summer food plants, in addition to 
an abundance of berry brush. In 1939 wolf tracks would be found ocassion-= 
ally, that is fresh wolf sign about every third day. By the fall of 1942 
Wolf sign were very much in increasing evidence. By 1943 wolf sign, 
fresh, could be found every day and some days several times a day. 
At the outset of the season efi 1943, there were not as meny deer present 
as in 1942, From november 1942 to August 1944 I have watched that deer 
herd in that aera shrink so rapidly that it is pitiful. In November of 
1943 there remained practically 70 % of what deer were threre in 1942 
There were in November 1943 practically no rabbits and no birds. The Wolves 
were very much in evidence and of course must eat. In February of 1944 
I checked and found that the deer were still dropping away fast. In May oT 7 = less deer sign. In August 1944 in checking 1/2 of private roa and 3/4 of Twon road I can find only one deer
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track crossing the roadse In other words my deer have shrunk form a 
high point in Movember 1942 to practically nothing in August, 1944. 
Yes, if there are 20% of the deer remaining as compared with November 
of 1942 that is a lot. Yes definitely my lands were in years gone by 
summer range for deer. Plenty of taller trees and several small magpbh 
holes with plenty of water aWailakte. AndNow you ask the question 
how do I prove that the wolves did it. No I have never seen a wolf 
actually at killing a deer, and I doubt if you have, I never expect 
to see that. In the winter of 1944(Harly months$the fellow who is 
logging close by tells me that they found a timber wolf killed deer 
on my land very close to the twon road in the morning, ‘hat evening 
the carcass was pulled back further into the woods about 1/2 of a 
forty. and partially eaten. The following day, there was nothing 
remaining of that deer as the evidence in the swow whowed that the 
Coyotes had found and cleaned up the kill. 

Now you say, Yes prehaps you are right, but yours is an extreme 
case. No, Mine is not an extreme cas@. I can take you to an aera 
in Forest County, that lies Bast of Alvin and North of County Highway 
A and the answer is the same as mine, and again I can take you to 
an aera Whene we stop at “hat is known as Ponders Mill In Brice county 
and Go North toward the flowage in Iron county and the answerg there 
is the same. 

If these are samples of what is happening in our state how many 
more such samples are there, I know there are plenty, What I am looking 
for now is a place to hunt where there is an abundance of deer. 

No, Again I say we cannot and will not agree, there is nom basis 
for us. You are still thinking and talking that we are taking hardly 
the increase. From what I know of most of the territory I have looked 
at,there is very little increase, Wolves, Bob Sats, Coyotes and what not 
have taken most of the increase of 1944 and in some places a lot of the 
principal. 

I hope the day will come that we can come to an understanding that 
will mutually satisfy the both of us. 

I am going to reprint below a part of a letter that I recently wrote 
to the assemblyman from this district. 

TAA 
Just to give you slant on this matter I am going to give you 

the following informatién as I see it. In 1930 state trappers wound up 
their affairs, in Wisconsin, with the wolf population at a very low level. 
This had been done so that “isconsin could build an adequate deer herd. 
From that time on only bounties for hunters and trappers was an incentive 
to take wolves, During those early years of the 30's Hb LIbEHeS
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there was an abundance of Rabbits so that if there were a few wolves 

they could subsist very well without bothering the deer. However by 1936 

the wolves hag repoppulated to such a point that they were taking all of th 
the increase of rabbits and more, so that #### by 1940 there was gegining t 

to be a shortage of rabbits and the wolves were and still are on the increa 

se. In other words under the bounty system the wolves had been found a men 

ace in 1928 and 1929, so that government trappers were hired, and by 1936 

they had again increased under a bounty system. Now that the wolves have 
no rabbits, relatively i eet, 3 they must feed on some other animal. and 
about the only thing that is léft is the deer,. At this time our deer are 

suffering badly from wolves and will continue to suffer badly until the wol 
ves are thined down. To-me this can not come fast enough as our deer herd 

already is thined badly in many aeras of our state and bounties only is 
not enoughe 

You may say that I am off, Yes, I am, as far as Shawanm County 
is concerned, We still have some rabbits, and noWK timber wolves that 
I know off. I am not primarily talking of Shawano County, I am talking 
of Counties to the north of use : 

VoIP eI eeiinieioiiieiei elicit 

The Pheasant case and the deer case are working in the same 
yype of channel. | 

A year ago I told the boys of our game club what was happening to | 
our Pheasants, and one of the members, said to me. “Waldo the pheasants 

move.“ lly answer to him was, “I hope they moved to a place where they | 
are getting as much feed as I-was giving them." Yes I Know where they 
moved. Down the Foxes feed line. We did have a nice start On Pheasants 
and we have been at it since 1926. Where are they nowe???? 
Thousands of Pheasants planted and practically none to show for the 
effort. Swell business,that, 7??? 

You have not asked or expected a letter, However I feel that 
prehaps I can do some good by writing you this letter in behalf of Wiscon- 
sins White Eailed deer. 

I have dashed this off to you in a hurry please excuse the errors. 
I do hope that we can some day meet on firmer footing. 

W hte 2. a 
eee ee
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Judqe Merve 

I don't doubt for a minute that last year's doe season over-reduced the herd in 
spots. It was inevitable and unavoidable that a heterogeneous deer situation 
should have been diversely affected, and in some spots excessively reduced. 

This was certainly the case in the neighborhood of my own farm in Sauk County, 
where I estimte that a 90 per cent reduction took place. A 50 per cent reduction 
would have sufficed. No, I am not in or near a refuge. 

Secondly, I hold no blanket brief for the members of the Congress. It includes 
all kinds of people,as any large group mst, and some of them are certainly not 
conservationists. It is my impression, though, that the Commission has based 
its deer policy on the findings of its own field men rather than on the 
recommendations of the Congress. ” 

Thirdly, I wonder whether your own appraisal of the evidence does not lack detail 
we could supply if you would let us. You speak, for example, of plantings of 
spruce and pine thickly tracked by deer but not damaged. Any deer man would 
immediately agree that deer eat spruce only in dire extremity, and if the pine 
were red Norway pine, I would not expect deer to bother it, except when already 
at the starvation point. It is white and jack pine plantations that are principally 
threatened. When deer eat red pine, all of the good browse is already gone, and 
it is too late to save the range. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ALsh :
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Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold 

It rather amused me that it should fall to you to answer 
my letter to the Zoological Department. I was skeptical about 
the kangaroo mouse, although, as I recollect it, I have seen them. 
I do not think anybody denies that, when the snow is so deep, the 
weather so severe, that the deer, at least the smaller and weaker 
ones, are confined in a limited location, they would browse the 
tops of whatever sticks out of the snow. However, it has been 
my observation that, under ordinary circumstances, they do not 
bother evergreens, at least no more than to a very limited extent. 
I have seen plantings of spruce and pine so thickly tracked up 
by the deer that untracked Garth was hard to find, right in the 
midst of extensive plantings, without an injury to any one of the 
trees planted. In fact, I recently saw a small spruce within 
three or four feet of a block of salt, very much frequented, and : 
it had not even been stepped on. It‘has always been my understand- 
ing that deer avoid stepping on anything but comparatively solid 
foundation. The occasional and sporadic overbrowsing, above the 
deep snow (which does not necessarily do any great damage, the 
roots. and main stems being still intact) does not, on the whole, 
present any material threat to forest plantings. I think that 
has been the weakness of your position. You have seen an irrup- 
tion, whereas, in fact, the continued series of annual open sea- 
sons had so reduced the herd, that there was not only no occasion 
for any attempt to make a marked reduction, but, on the contrary, 
everybody should have joined in an effort to protect. I 
notice, in the publicity which emanated from the Department, af- 
ter the Commission had decided, by a two-thirds vote, to abandon, 
at least for the present, the killing of does and fawns, it was 
stated that the herd was still estimated to represent a popula- 
tion of five hundred thousand. It just happens that I have driven 
many miles, since the winter broke, over roads where the sight of 
deer was common, and that I have made a special effort to learn
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present conditions, and I, personally, have seen two deer. Any 
one drive, in territory with which I am familiar, two years ago, 
would have shown perhaps from twenty to thirty deer, or even 
more. All accounts, from all sources, throughout the North, 
where people really do know something about what is going on, agree 
that the herd has, from any viewpoint, been too far reduced. as 
far as concerns the recommendations of so-called conservationists, 
attending Congress meetings, you probably know, yourself, that 
such meetings are seldom attended by anyone having any real in- 
terest in conservation. A recent county meeting, with which I 
happen to be familiar, was led by a bartender, who probably has 
done little, if any, hunting, himself, for years. I do not know, 
but I suspect that your summer home is located in or near a refuge 
where there may still be a fair deer population 

ni hen a 

ao , 

sa K. Owen 
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Octoder 31, 1944 

Dr. G, W, Sehmidt 
Route 2, Box ho 
Stanley, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Schmidt: 

It's a long time since I have seen or heard from you; hence your letter was very 
welcomes. You mst have had an interesting trip. 

I am particularly glad to get through you from Judge Owen the idea that there might 
have been some shinanigans about the blow-down on the Flambeau. f shall look this 
up to the extent that I am able, and if anything develops, I will let you know further, 

There is no doubt in ay mind that the Land Commission holdings, at least of virgin 
timber, should be bought by the Conservation Commission, and we are ready to 
gradually effect such a purchase as soon as the Land Commission is willing. This, 
of course, is not a public statement, since it is selely en expression of my personal 
opinion, but I think the others agree. 

Your deseription of the numerous deer at Mason Lake squares with the information / 
that we get at the Commission, namely, the situation is very spotty. Some spots 
without a doubt were over=shot last year, and others haven't even begun to be 
adequately reduced. This unevenness is unavoidable until the Commission gots 
legislative authority to conduct controlled hunts in special areas. This we are 
going to ask for, and I hope the bill will have your support. Such a bill will 
also help greatly to make removals with due regard to sex and age classes. 

Undoubtedly the coyotes, and in some counties wolves, are getting some fawns. 
That is a11 to the good where deer are still too plontiful, although, of course, the 
opposite where they are too scarce. 

The general cursing about the Conservation Commission is of course no news to Me, 
and certainly we admit making some mistakes, including the double season last 
year. They were made with good intent, namely, to reduce human accidents. There 
were no accidents. Whether there would have been if we had lumped the two seasons 
is anybody's guess. 

The cursing about the present bear season is, I think, unjustified, becauss it is 
well known that practically no bear are killed during the deer seagon, It is also 
obvious that they had gotten too thick, at least in many places, and the choice 
was between a special bear season, or perhaps in citing the Legislature to take 
the question out of our hands, and putting a bounty on bears. That would have been 
& veal ¢alanity. 

T hope to have a talk with you before too long. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
@c Aberg, Morcland
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Dear Wallace, ee Gee! 

Long before your letter arrived, I had concluded in my 

own mind that the matter which last worried Hazel, plus 

many other “incidents” not connected with Sandhill Farm 

at all, pointed toward a fundamental diagnosis of the 

Conservation Department. 

The “llness" of the Department has many symptoms, of 

which yours is only one, but I will try to discuss only 

that one. It seems to me that we fail to distinguish 

between necessary legal routine and issues really involving 

conservation, In the latter, we are too lenient, and in 

the former too strict (although strict is a very inadequate 
word). Have we ever told our wardens that the prevention 
of recurrent routine troubles is part of their duty? 
Of course we have not, but we can't have a decent Department 
until we have. Certainly the posting incident could and 

should have been foreseen and forefended. 

There is no possible chance for the Commission directly to 
reeeducate the field force in such matters. One of things 
I have learned is the immense distance between the Commission 
and the daily contacts of the field force with the public : 

and with the land. This is unavoidable, so our only 

solution is some shake-ups 211 along the line. ‘ 

Bver since you wrote your popular article on deer, I have 
been hoping that you would go further with your photograph 

of conservation from the bottom up. If this can be done 
in @ dispassionate and fair-minded way, it would have 

immense value. To synthesize the political principles to : 

which you constantly allude with the administration of 

land-use is certainly one of the unsolved fundamental 

problems. 

(over)
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‘ Admiralty Islands 
Qetober 28, 1944 

Dear Aldo, 4 { 

I em grateful to you for seeing Hazel, I appreciate your fairness ~ 
and sympathy with the viewpoint of the actual manager of game and fur lands, © 

I have always felt I knew your position and desires, about which there is no 
question in my mind, There is a question in my mind as to how these things 
can go on and on, apparently out of the control of the Commission, I know 
that the Commission itself is divided somewhat se that a minority of it cannot 
accomplish all that is desired, I try to tell my8clf "Do not expect the 
impossibie", I have wanted to write you a letter for some time, and shell 
teke this opportunity to do so, now that the activity of the Department, 
alongside your P ersonal Letter to me assiming me that I would be advised 

of any néw developments, has highlighted the situation, Such blame as may 
attach to you, (and I cannot truthfully say ete | consider there is no 
blame), arises from inability to control the Department, for both the moral 
and the legal responsibility to so do are certainly there, I am going to 
pursue the matter a little further, even an result is another of 
those too-long letters of mine, : : 

My hunch tht sasething further might develop was based on observation 
of the Department (Commission ?) interference Almost as regularly as 
clockwork the month of October (records of several years) and the month of 
January (an even longer series of data) show pror ced activity, in a 
remarkably consistent, though stupid, pattern. though many months of 
quiesence intervene between such periods, during which it would seem some 
of the deteils might be threshed out, the phenomena usually occur at 

: that Ppcise time thet will cause the greatest financial damage, through 
delay and footballing.’ In this muskrat case the issue is whether we shall 
post wholly énclosed land against ourselves, since any persons on the inside 
of the deer fence are trespassers or employees, A further issue appears to 

: be that of determining exact boundaries of the licensed area, akihough the 
license is for "man made ditches" (a strip two rods from the center thereof), 

; which is practical if lacking in "SE- SW, Sec, 14, a strip beginning at .." 
parlance) Another pretext is that of total acreage involved, All of these 

; issues were ee upon at the time of licensing, All instructions were 
meticulously followed, The matter was again "seitled" by a conference of 

. abtorneys (Col. Smith, Mr, O'Connor, represmntatives of the Wardens, and 
1 the two Granges) in the meeting room of the Commission at Madison in, I think, 

February, 1943, At that time we agreed to correction of any minor acreage 
discrepancy and lpaynents therefor, The matter wag never again brought to 
our attention, until, as always, a deley could be @dministered to our 
operations. J umierstend there is a legal technicality to correction: It 
is not uy business to tell the Department what to do, 

I am d&strdssed that Hazel is confronted with such problems, She has : 
been il], and ee been i11 since she saw you earlier this month, There are 
times when I wonder if my duty lies here or back there, 

i i
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I have done some thinking, at this distance, In these years. during 
which Hazel and I have attempted to establish our own "Shack" back in the 
sticks, I have, in addition to contributions to game management which I 
hope eventually will be published if I find time, had such an insight into 

. the working of bureaucratic State Government as few men, perhaps, heve had, 
From both sides of the picture, And I am impressed primarily with the 

i degeneration and decadence of government; its irrespmsibility, From this 
springs not only erosion of soil but also the eresion of human lives, and ‘ 

; the corrosion of a civilization, I hope that I am no longer a professional 
game manager (rather, that ib is no longer my vocation), I hope it may 
be my hobby from here on, I feel a certain conficence, now, that my 

. apprenticeship in writing has been served, As 1 see the characters in this 

game farm matter come and go over the years, I think "What a ‘novel this 
would make", ari 1 rather think I smll do it, Involved, essentially, is 
the issue of Freedom: Problems foreseen by Tom Paine, Jefferso and others, ~ 
I camot escape the feeling that bow Wallace Grange, the Ernie Swifts, 
Vanderwalls, Bill Aberg and Aldo Leopold solve their problems is of far 
lerger ‘significance than the prablems themselves, Here is the story of 
the Modern Statef and the new bulldozer technique, You ere one of the few 
men who can "see" what I mean in advance of readine it in published form, 

Henson and Gray intimated that come ope | 1, the rat license vould 
be with-held, Col. Smith, I believe, reminded them of a Court Order, which 
still stands. Hanson asked Hazel, "What does the State get out of it? .. 
$12.86 for ail those rats", What could mage | indicate more concisely 
the position a "conservation" agency,to whicR (912.86 is significant; 
the same agency to which the loss of thousands of\its om faws, of. untold 
value, (if that is the basis for measuring loss) \; too complicated a 

‘ matter to solve, How typical, again, of present government: Fail in the 

major problem for which government is responsible; simultaneously insist 

upon running the affairs of others, And the Wehrweins and Trenks march 
through the scene with Zoning Laws ... ah, yes; There is a story here, 

Perhaps the first American novel with the issues of conservation the real 

underlying theme, Somewhat stark, translated in| the terms of erosion and 
corresion that I referred to; of little men out in the sticks. The story 
of the Skillings, and of $12.86. 

Aldo, I know you have been too busy to read the voluminous material y 

I sent you a yerr ago, in which chronologically is set forth the events 

of a specific nature as they have unfolded, Last spring, in talking with 

: you, I wanted te give you some understanding. wel has now, also, acquainted 

you with sane additional details. ie have gone to same lengths to see that 

no person in abthority lacked for Imoiiledge or facts insofar as it has been 

within our power to give them, Commissioners gemerally are busy men, They 

cannot go into details, ‘Policies have meaning as they result in * 

tangible translation to administration: the translation appears to have 

met insurmountable barriers in Wisconsin, How gin we reconcile the high 

mindedness ani social consciousness of lofty polities and principles with 

the realities of present administration? Rather/a neat problem, 

y 
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Strange, it would seem, the fruits of an idea about land, Here is 
a spot of land, abandoned, hopeless, burning itself away, Only a trace 
of aquatic mammels, An idea. Flowages, Rats. licensing. The word of -° 

_ @ Majestic State, And 912.86 in state coffers. A similar idea in deer, 
Deer shipped alive, renewing and enlarging a naturel resource, A new 

lend use, beating zomigg by an inch, And the Skillings. The bowing 
+ -and cooing te pressure groups, calls upon the Governor, the Catlins, 

and still the cyele recurs, on schedule, and how splendid has been the 

, opportunity te harass someone who is not "humble" in the presence of the 

almighty wisdom of the great. I have s&ldom felt any humbleness 

whatsoever in the presence of Wisconsin officials, which, I had always 
supposed, was, after all, one of the prerogatives of American citizenship, . 

It does not "pay" to believe too sincerely in free speech, in stating 

one's rights when confronted with abuse, I doubt if war "pays", : 

I doubt if writing letters "pays" .. God knows the files are full of ; 

my own ,.. But, somehow, I believe in going ahead, I am not enough of 
a business man to count costs. 

fell, Aldo, it is perhaps an ungrateful gesture to open ny mind i 

to you in this manner when you have just done us a service, for my 

remarks could be misunderstood easily. I am sure you are the only 
person in authority who would not misunderstand, Your business is 

research, rote, collation, interpretation, looking up the hill and 

over it, leadérship. If I couid not come to as express myself 
freely (and I am far less adept in doing so verbally) I would lose 
considerable faith, There is the personal Dae A and the official 

relationship: It is most difficult to separate t. entirely. . : 

I think the reason I have written you this letter is because I 

am very greatly perplexed, Perhaps I am searching for the elements in 

the picture whieh I cannot see, as yet. If my comments make you wish 

to comment in reply I will be greatly interested, An}thing you wish to 

say to me-"off the record" will be so observed, upon my word, ... if 

there is anything, This letter might be called "The Strange Case of 

the Muskrat", or"Observations On The Metabébism of Conservation in 

} Tisconsin in Relation To The Specific Gravity of High Ideals Under 

The Skilling Quotient". Wind my research? ‘oa know I have a pryi 

mind, great bye and a hell of a yen to hsve some fun. i ) 
combination, You have the misfortiwme to be a friend of mine othérwise 

I might never have inflicted such a letter upon e- I do not/wite 

to such people |as Gray, Vanderwall, Swift and I Bave never learned to 

love insects .(,. it vould be a shame to waste letters on them, anyhow, 
when I can sit in me blind and observe the beautiful manifestations i 

of nature .. with notes, 

Forgive me my trespasses, and please do not write me a polite 

letter. 

Sincerely, ; 
| i 

Wallace Grange SK 2/C la Losec 2 

CBDetachment 1050 ‘ Aa 
FPO San Francisco 1 

} i
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Jamary 6, 1945 

Mr. J. T. Walker ; 
Baraboo 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Walkers 

Thanks for sending me a copy of your iateresting letter to 
Bill Grimmer. ; 

I am not expert on the "bone marrow test", tmt I wish at the 
next opportunity you would talk this over in person with 
Bill Foeney. I have the impression that there is something 
more to it than just coler. Bill has been corresponding with 
a very good observer in Maine who has brought up a similar 
doubt. It is of course possible that we are off the traci, 
out I would like to talk it over with Bill Feeney before 
harboring any such notion, 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Grinmer 

/



* BARABOO, WISCONSIN d 
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WR. YVILLIAM F, GrRimMer 
’ WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPT. : 

: : MADISON, VISCONSIN 

Dear BiLL: | : oe ; 

| suppose vou ARE SO BUSY THAT YOU HAVE NOT EVEN NOTICED 

THE ABSENCE OF MY MORE OR LESS ANNUAL REPORT OF THE OLER SEASON. 

Wert, | AM BUSY TOO, BUT JUST GOT FEENeV'S REPORT WHICH REMINDED 

ME OF SOMETHING THAT REALLY BOTHERS ME, MAVBE A FELLOW SHOULON' T 

BRAG, BUT | SHOT A BUCK AGAIN THIS YEAR, AND SINCE NOT TOO ‘an oF 

THE BOYS DID, | GUESS MY UNBROKEN STRING OF A DEER A SEASON SINCE 

1934 1S WORTH GROWING ABOUT. ANYWAY THIS PARTICULAR BUCK \WAS A. 

3 YEAR OLO, WITH FOUR POINTS, VERY SMALL ANTLERS 5 INCHES LONG, 

AND ONE FORK OF Ud INCH AND ONE OF 2 INCHES, HE WAS TAKEN, IN MY 

‘OLD STAMPING GROUND IN WOOD CGouNTY ‘fest OF THE FIRE ToweR ON SOUTH 

BLUFF, WHERE LAST YEAR | REPORTED OVERBROWSING OF SUMAC AN ASPEN. 

HE DRESSED OUT TO 135 POUNDS, AND 1S ABSOLUTELY THE BEST EA ING. 

peer | HAVE EVER HAD = THE VENISON 1S GRADE AAA QUALITY. | OT HIM 

THe 4TH DAY, AFTER GOING THE FIRST THREE WITHOUT SEEING ANYTHING 

But. (BY ACTUAL CcouNT) 76 DOE AND FAWN AND 3 "Sp1KE" BucKS. HE WAS 

RUNNING WITH TWO DOE, AND | CHASED HIM ABOUT. FOUR MILES, KICKEQ HIM 

i OUT OF THE BRUSH 4 times BEFORE | SAW A FORK TO SHOOT AT. THE ‘DOE 

STAYED WITH HIM ALL THE TIME. NOW HERE 1S THE FUNNY PART - AFTE 

- | SAW THE MOVIE AT THE LAST CoN@Ress, | DECIDED TO CRACK OPEN HI 

LEG BONES AND LOOK AT THE MARROW, AND SO HELP ME, SILL, IT WAS A 

PINK AS 1T CouLD Belfi! HIS STOMACH WAS CHUCK FULL + OF ASPEN AND 

SUMAG AND OAK TWIGS, BUT MOSTLY MOSS (SPHAGNUM?) AND SOME PARTRIOGE 

-BERRIES AND THE LEAVES OF WINTERGREEN, LATER, ON THE WAY BACK TO 

CAMP, | RAN ACROSS A DEAD DOE (DEAD MAYBE 2 DAYS) AND CRACKED HER 

LE@ BONES AND FOUND PINK MARROW IN HER ALSO. NOw | CANT BELIEVE 

EITHER OF THESE ANIMALS WERE IN DANGER OF STARVATION, AND | LIKE TO 

. THINK FEENEY KNOWS HIS STUFF, AND | HAVE CONSISTENTLY DEFENDED HIS 

; AND LEOPOLD'S CONCLUSIONS, BUT THEY DO NOT SEEM TO HITCH WITH WHAT 

| HAVE NOW DISCOVERED, CAN VOU EXPLAIN? THERE 1S NO EVIDENCE OF 

PREDATORS IN THAT AREA, NEITHER HAVE | EVER FOUND ANY INDICATIONS or 

STARVATION = AND DEER DO VARD THERE IN THE WINTER. | 
ONE MORE THING ¢ND | AM THROUGH = | ACTUALLY GOT OUT TO 

. SOUTH DAKOTA IN OCTOSER THIS SEASON FOR THE FIRST TIME, AND WHAT 
| FOUND WAS MOST ENLIGHTENING = | aM SURE | KNOW THE REASON FOR 
THEIR IMMENSE PHEASANT POPULATION, EQUALLY SURE WE CANNOT DUPLICATE 

(IT HERE, AND WONDER IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN KNOWING ABOUT VTA it 

ALSO SAVED TWO PHEASANT CROPS WITH THELR CONTENTS OF boots, AND 
WONDER IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE AN ANALYSIS, THIS MAY BE OLD 
STUFF TO YOU; SO | HATE TO RECITE IT WITHOUT AN INVITATION. AND 
PLEASE OMIT ANY CRACKS ASOUT HOW THE HEAD OF THE COUNTY RATION 
BOARD GOT THE GAS TO GET OUT THERE - IT WAS LEGITIMATE, HONEST! 

/ SINCERELY, — - vi 
/ 

Ce ALDO LeoroLto aa Ie V's : 

| de Y. yf AL ACER F ‘ .



Jamary 8, 1945 

; Mr. David Cook 
Hew York State Conservation Department 
Albany 7, New York 

Dear Dave: 

Thanks for your very explicit and illuminating commentary. 
It exactly answers what I was trying to establish: that a 
publicity man can be expected to produce something beside 
newspaper clippings. 

Yes, I am looking forward to spring phenology recordings. 
We are having a good winter for pines with deep snow and 
unfrozen ground beneath. Mey 1 ought to see a real sprint. 

I hope to see you in New York. 

Tours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. You may be assured that I will safeguard the source 
of my information.
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JAMES H HILDRETH 

January 5,1945. 

Dear Professor: 

So you want an inside story on "The fox in New York". OK. Here's a 

Sally Rand view,from the inside. Strictly confidential, tho,lest I get myself 

in bad with some of my associates. : 

As indicated on the cover,on the title page and on most of the pictures, 

the author is Clayton B. Seagears,Supt of the Bureau of Conservation Education. 

And that is on the level,for it is Clayt's brainchild and almost entirely his 

handiwork,done against considerable odds. Who is Seagears? I'll not guarantee 

the following biography to be 100% correct,or entirely unbiased,but it isnt too 

far off the beam. Born or at least raised in Middletown,in southeastern NY, but 
not in any way connected with "the big city". Graduated from Michigan in 1923, 

I think. Is,therefor,about 45. At heart an artist. Has made a living asa 

newspaper men,before coming with Conservation. Is an ardent hunter,a very good 

trout fisherman. A real,honest-to-God,100% whiteman with a tremendous capacity 
for work and a real flair for putting sound facts into the vernaculer. Read the 
bulletin and be convinced. Clayt did all of the writing (including,I feel sure, 
@ substantial rewrite of the food habits material) and all the art work. The 
cover is a reduction from an 18x24 oil Painting by him. 

Whe did the research? Except for food habits,Seagears. Clayt has probably 

been accumulating this stuff,in notebooks or in his head,for 25 years. So far as 

I know, the only help he mag have had was from one good fox-trapper who used to 

work for us,named Maunton. But that would have been only some odd tips on trapping 

methods. Beyond question,the bulletin is Seagears'. The food habits is another 
matter. The data were assembled by Darrow,as indicated; he is the Supervisor of 

Research in the Bureau of Game. Fancying myself something of an authority on fox 
food in New York and having written (with Bill Hamilton) a paper thereon,I can 

only say that I feel a deep resentment at that chapter. Personally,I feel that 

it is a direct crib from our "Ecological Relations of Fox Food",plus some bum 
data on several thousand scats from central New York,compiled by a man who hasnt 

been in the field a month out of the past ten years. While its a private gripe, 
,vhere is considerable real ground for viewing the Bureau's data with suspicion. 
Tis true that 4269 droppings were «nalized. What they dont say is that 10,000 were 

lost after collecting thru plain stupidity,and that we lve on hand some 3000 more 

that have waited years for analysis. But the greatest fault is that the droppings 

were dated with the DATE OF COLLECTION,and no attempt madeto determine or even to 
guess the date of dropping. Cook and Hamilton have demonstrated beyond refute the 
seasonal differences in fox food. For that reason,Table 3 on page 27 is worth less 

than the proverbial .... in a gale. Also,the consolidation of material from several 

definitely UNLIKE areas is not well taken. Cant be done in New York.



Having gotten that one off my chest,let me say that I consider the 
bulletin a gem. As compared to most such offerings,it is spperb. Maybe there 
isnt much new in it,but it is an excellent compilation of what IS known, 
written in a language that anyone can understand. If more of us would 
write more of such in that sort of language,our popular support would be 
much better than it now is. 

By the way,for fiscal reasons the print run on this bulletin was only 
2500,so the supply’ is short. I havent a doubt that they will send you the 
dozen you ask for,but if they dont,let me know and I'll see if I can pilfer 
a few. 

As you may have heard,our Commissioner,John A. White,died suddenly last 
Sunday,after an emergency operation. Deputy Comm. Skiff will probably answer 
your letter. So:that is the inside story on the fox bulletin,including my 
private gripes,which please discount accordingly. © 

I hope that,come spring we will be able to continue our phenology studies 
on Red Pine. I'm looking forwatd to a busy season. You will appreciate that,like 
your own endeavors,my phenological studies are done on my own timie and for my 
own satisfaction. I have three "research" projectsbcheduled inthis field, 
the one on red pine,one on the growth period of hemlock seedlings in and out of 
the sum and one on the season of fruiting of some important wildlife foods. 
Then, too,some pruning experiments on hardwoods, a study of diameter growth in 
red oak. Besides which,I presume that the Department will want me to do at least 
a little to earn my stipend. ‘ 

Do you plan $o attend the Tenth Wildlife Conference in New York? I have 
been tagged to present a paper on small mammals. Want to do it joint with 
Hamilton,but is no simple task to write a paper with a friend who is in 
eastern France with the 7th Army. 

With best Wishes for a successful New Year, 

As ever, 

Ane. 
ae B. Cook.



January 8, 1945 

Mr. W. J. P. Aberg 

16H. Carroll st. 
Madison 3, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

T have private information that the New York fox bulletin was 
actually written by Mr. Seagears, their publicity man. Not 
only that, but, with the exception of the food habits data, he 
furaished mch of the technical content from his own observations. 
The scientific staff contributed only the food habits data. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

cc Mr. Vanderwall
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Jamary 10, 1945 

Mr. Hibbert R. Siegler 
Biologist 
State Fish and Game Department 
Concord, New Hampshire 

Dear Hilbert: 

I am interested in your outline of the New Hampshire deer 
situation. The answer, I think, lies entirely in the condition 
of the browse. Undoubtedly you could raise the population level, 
by laying off on does, but the important point is whether the browse 
could stand it. Believe me, after my recent experiences, I would 
rather have too few deer any tine than too many. Your sportsmen 
probably haven't the faintest comprehension of what they are getting 
into if they allow an over-browsed situation to develop. 

The attached reprint, of which I can furnish you plenty of copies, 
will give you some idea of our difficultges in Wisconsin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
State Conservation Commissioner 

enc
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December 22, 1944 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor; 

Since you have recently had a good deal of experience 
with sportsmen who oppose the killing of doe deer, you 
might be able to help us in our problem. 

New Hampshire has maintained an open season on both 
bucks and does since at least 1900, For the last twenty- 
five years the annual kill has maintained a fairly constant 
level, ranging somewhere between 5000 and 6000 a year. The 
highest recorded kill occurred in 1940 when 5740 were re= 
ported, This year's kill will, probably be somewhat in 
excess of 4000. The sex ratidxhas also varied but slightly. 
The records which I have on hand at this moment are: 

Year Males Females 
1957 60.0% 40.0% 
1958 61.0% 39.0% 
1939 56.9% 42.2% 
1940 56.7% 42.6% 
1941 57.6% 42.4% 

1944 (partial record) 55.0% 45.0% 

There is at present a growing sentiment among various 
sportwmen in this State to close hunting of dee, at least 
on alternate years. They believe that such a move woubd 
increase the deer population of the State. Mr. Carpenter, 
the Director, and I both feel that the change is unwarranted 
and might eventually be detrimental, not only to the deer 
population but also to agricultural interests, 

We wonder what your attitude would be in regard to this 
matter? What arguments did you use to counter-act the buck
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law exponents in Wisconsin? 

In case this question should come up before the 
Legislature, we should like to be prepared. Any help 
you might give us will be very much appreciated, 

With kindest regards, 

Hilbert R. Siegler, 
Biologist
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fhe Trego Kod and Gun Club of Trego, Washburn County, Wis- 

consin, with a certified membership of one hundred, forty-six 

farmers and sportsmen, composed of doctors, resort men, truckers, 

real estate brokers, lawyers, judges and other citizens, and with 

a menbership statewide from as far south as Racine Gounty and up 

to the northern limits of the state, held its ce on 

January 17, 1945. At that meeting the secretary read a news item 

rege tr i quoting Professor Aldo Leopold, University of Wiscon- 

sin wild life management expert, and a member of the Wisconsin 

Conservation
 Commission, the gist of which was that fox bounties 

were needless, since the fox control the rabbit, and that the 

rabbit was worse than the deer as a destructive element to forest- 

ry, and also that the Wisconsin wolf pack was #ti11 in need of 

protection. Fox and wolf hunters of this group all affirmed that 

the fox was destroying the ruffed grouse, on ehicken and ; 

sharp teil, and every other form of wild life —- the wolf and 

porcupine. It may be that the forestry men fear t depredation
s 

of the ruffed grouse as it too lives on buds in the winter time. 

Would you, Professor Leopold, feel that the ruffed grouse should 

be controlled by the fox to keep it from destroying our timber? 

This question has been discussed monthly by this group since 

the May meeting in 1944, —_ to the last session of the Conser- 

vation Congress, and has been at issue on the floor every monthly 

meeting since, so the opinions of the entire group are the opin- 

ions expressed by this direction, as signed by the president and 

secretary of this group. 

We here in the north have not been informed Se men 

that the forest is in danger due to deer and part: damage. 

We feel that Wisconsin as a whole has yom support the pro- 

= of forest fire control, 30 we would have cover for wild 

ife, not only for trees, but for birds and animals as well. We 
are certain that forestry my do not wish the woods depopulated 

by wild life, but do want it as best fite the people of the 

state. We eannot have wild life without 1% eating certain trees, 

shrubs, buds, seeds, grass and other foods. These may injure 

someone's interests in pine, birch, poplar or maple, but these 

forests and what they contain belong to the people of Wisconsin, 

and right now there is not enough ruffed grouse, rabbit or deer 

left to warrant a citizen coming from southern Wisconsin up north 

to hunt. It may be his interest in conservation
 will lag, since 

he ean get nothing for it. It may be that he sees in conserva- 

_ tion th. more than just trees, which now seem to be of 
par cas tht HUEPaNS IN Une yer F of some meabers high in conserva- 

tion circles. 

Professor Leopold is right when he says that the fox are 

dying off; so too will the wolf, but only when they have destroyed 

the grouse, rabbit and deer, and other wild life they feed on, in- 

: eluding the farmer's turkeys, chickens and ducks, and ae a 

goodly number of his sheep. Perhaps Professor Leopold would turn 

northern Wisconsin over to the wolf pack and the fox and to the 

forests. We doubt that such would be to the best interests of 

the people of this state, and for that reason we raise our humble 

voice herein. ¥ 

We have Listened patiently to delegations from Vilas County 

pleading with the Conservation
 Congress to preserve the deer for 

q)



the tourist to see, and to teke away the man with the ~,- Now 
Professor Leopold says that the gun is not sufficient to kill 
enough of the deer, that he must have with him the wolf pack, 
and we have now witnessed not only the shooting of those deer 
in Vilas County and other places, but also the taking of them 
three hundred, sixty-five days of the year by wolves. 

é The wolf is the Nagi of the forest. He takes the deer and 
gome email fry. ‘The fox is the sly Jap who takes the choice 
morsels of game and the song birds. Gan Professor Leopold 
justify their existence because deer meant for human a 
should be fed to the Nazi because we must have that protect 
for the trees? Can he justify the Jap or Nazi beoause he eats 
@ rabbit of a grouse which are meant for human food, or the song 
bird on ites nest, which was meant by the Lord for our pleasure, 
because this hungry Jap must live to eat the rabbit to save the 
tree? Bear in mind that all the time the tree men are not ask- — 
ing for this protection, at least we haven't heard it. 

We Live in Wisconsin, not in Pennsylvania, Arizona or Utah. 
Our rabbite are a memory. Our eee sharp taile and prairie 
ehicken are gone. Our song bi are oes ae only, 
since they number largely the grackle, the s ing and the 
English sparrow. Going are the thrush, ovenbird and thrasher, 
and who, Professor Leopold, will ang * requiem over their last 
dead bodies and their memories? We hope it won't be this group. 
We will leave that to those persons who have invited and propa- 
gated these Nazis and Japs of the forest. Again we wish to say 
that we do not know that the forestry men are asking for this 
protection. 

We believe the true Nazi and Jap could not as such survive 
in this world if they had it all, but would by their very ac- 
tivities destroy their own institutions, but by so doing they 
would destroy us also, and for that reason we are Oe a 
war. The Nazi and ie the forest will and are destroy the 
life in the forest. it is gone, they too will oo The 

: Professor is right in that, but must we have this wolf and fox 
who garner human food (not covered by red pOints) from the forest, 
which should be meant for human consumption? Must the farmer 
suffer loss of his sheep, poultry, hogs and swine, and take pay 
by way of the dog license law, in order to support the wolf pack 
to kill the deer, partridge and rabbit, which are meant for human 
food and not for wolves to eat? 

Professor Leopold, can you possible admit that you cannot 
so ese the taking of deer by humans, that you must propagate 
the ‘pack and the fox to eat those deer? it is “geiees the 
law 360 dsys of the year to kill deer with a rifle. rifle 
a deer only some five days a year. It is legal for the 

wolf and fox to make his kill every day of the year, and they 
will do this with your blessing, and we understand you ere mourn- 
ing the fact that most states have practically destroyed them. 
Under these conditione men must go to jail 360 days of the year. 
We must ask you a question -- "Do you like the wolf better than 
the man?" 

This matter esubmitted at the lest meeting of the Trego Con- 
servation Glub, and by unanimous votedirected to be executed by 

the president and seoretary of the group and remitted to the 

(2)



press, and a copy thereof directed to the Conservation Conmis- 
sion of the State of Wisconsin. 

TREGO ROD AND GUN CLUB, 

3 re tb, 

Pharveg GT 

ps 
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THE J. HORACE LYTLE COMPANY 

OFFICES: DAYTON AND COLUMBUS, OHIO 

LYTLE BUILDING, 321 WEST FIRST STREET ¢ DAYTON, OHIO © TELEPHONE HEMLOCK 3141, LONG DISTANCE 14 

3/2/45 

Prof Aldo Leopald, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

Quail have been going down hiil in Mississippi 
for the past several years. And, with one or two exceptions, 
I'm getting similar reports from all over. I regard it very 
serious. 

I spent most of last month in Mississippi and not 
one hunt during three weeks was worthy of the name! ALL of 
my hunting was over a plantation where up to year before 
last we could find 15 covies in a half-day -- ANY DAY. It 
was suddenly not so good last year -- and THIS year really 
deplorable. 

EVERYONE down there lays it to the fomes, which 
keep right on increasing, so they all say, year after year. 
They do say this: that where rabbits are plentiful you can't 
blame lack of birds on foxes, for the fox will take rabbits 
FIRST. However, they report rabbits scarce. 

The Secretary of our company owns 1,000 acres here 
in Ohio; and HE says foxes around here are more numerous 
than ever. And HE blames foxes for lack of birds today on 
his farm -- one of the best hunting strips in Ohio and where 
we have for years run our field trials. 

However, we here have had the worst snow and ice 
winter in years -- and I'm sure that could not have helped 
but destroy quail right and left. I do know the Ohio quail 
are worse than scarce -- not enough to work a dog with any 
hope he'll find a bird to point. 

Some years ago at Grand Junction, Tennessee Jake 
Bishop, one of the old-time bird dog trainers, from Ynion 
Springs, Alabama, told a group of us that the fox never 
hurts a bird supply. No one else there agreed with him -- 
but, at the same time, no one else there was quite so 
qualified to speak with authority. 

Well, perhaps this is enough of a dose for one day. 

I am concerned about the quail supply. I wonder if the birds 
in Mississippi will, or can, ever come back. I don't think 
the fox likely to be the WHOLE answer, but I wonder how much 

of it may be laid at his door. 
What ideas or information do you have? Best to you. 

Sincerely, , h Cpt (a ty)



Ce 
Se 

Se March 17, 1915 

Mr. %, @. Vandervall — se 
Conservation Department : gy a 
State Offlee Milding big Be # 
Madigon 2, Waeconsin 

So age be ageth hag othe ra. 
Peay Ras woh Ran ae 

arn ab tah : 
I think we are all indebted to trnte Swift for remindiat us of the 
established procedure in the Buss ease (See his memo of: March 13). 
I gladly contede he is right. I suppose tho reason I the 
eateblished procedure in this instance was that after going over all 
possible materiel with Bill Grimmer, neithor of us could think of any 
fully trained man who were “in the running", either in the atate or in. 
nearby states. 

However, that is merely uy opinion, and the objoet of the oateblished : 
reece ia, of course, to get awny from anybody's individual opinion. 
therefore urge that before any official seleetion te made, on open eam pes 

be held, and that I be exoluded from the exmmining board. 

It @44 not occur to me that experienced men without training were in the 
runing for the position of game resenrch chief. However, I think Bill 

.. Grimmer wlll remember my urging repeatedly thet several such men be 
selected for conducting research work, and I still urge this. ns 

In the above discuss on I use the word “tmining" to moan ecientific training. 
Thie exeludes moet of the technical game managers Like myself, who have ‘ 
no weientifie training; wut some ef whom, on return from military duty, wich 

: to aequire it by alternating between the Department ani the University. 
X have handed you 4 plen for maikking this possible. : Gs 

I wish to reiterate whet I have already said to you, that my objects in _ 
‘gushing this matter were: : 

(1) To make sure that after the war our research work will get some 
supervision. Before the war it had virtually none, and money in 
five figures or perhaps six was “poured down a rathole". 

(2) Yo set up an organisation which would attract the best talent to Wisconsin. 

(3) %o team up the Dorartment and the University in treining mtters. 
I could not get to first base in the University without assurance 
that Department ressareh ie to be headed by @ selentifieally 

trained ma. 

(over) ;
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Copy for Commissioner Leopold 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 

INTRA-OFFICE % Q 
MEMORANDUM 

Date__ Marsh 15,1945. 

TO: E, J, Vanderwall 

FROM: Ernest Swift 

SUBJECT: Attached letter to Irven ©. Buss 

In going over the ony this morning I noticed the attached 
letter of March 10 to Irven 0. Buss From William Grimmer in which 
he states that Mr. Buss has been selected to head pheasant, 
grouse, waterfowl, deer, quail, and Horicon marsh project re- 
search, The question which comes to my mind after reading this 

letter in no way reflects on the qualifications of Mr. Buss, 
but it seems inconsistent and incompatible with the opinions 

which the various commissioners expressed in the December 
meeting when I talked on recommended reclassification of 

personnel and at which time, according to the record, they 
agreed that a uniform system for the selection of people for 
promotion should be presented to the commission at a sub- 

sequent meeting. 

In my talk I geseree out that personnel must have the 
feeling of equal chance and above 1] things, the idea that 
advancement depends on relationships with one's superior or 
a@ commigsioner is the most devastating morale-destroying 
factor which we have to deal with. 

I wish to mention a case in point which has been given 
considerable discussion in the field and on several instances, 
I have been asked pointblank whether certain facts are true 
or untrue. It is the promotion of Dr. Sehneberger. It is 
currently rumored throughout the field that Dr, Schneberger 
was given to understand by the commission that he was to be 
promoted to the position of superintendent of fisheries to 
include all phases of fish management in the department before 
any examination was given. Following this, an examination was 
given and taken by another member of this department, a man 

from the university, a man from some southern state and I 
believe one or two others within Wisconsin, 

I underetand Dr, eee ae was high man and justified 
the commission's confidence. t ig not the point. The 
fact remains that it is felt he was hand-picked and assured 
of the job before the examination, which in my opinion was 

unethical and unfair to those who took the examination along 

with him, if such are the facts. Furthermore, it is unfair 
to Dr, Schneberger since he is the one who bears the brunt 
of the displeasure of the other personnel as is shown by these 

rumors, especially in his own division. I eannot give credence
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to such rumors and doubt that such a procedure was followed. 
However, this constant talk persists and if the workers in 
this department are to have complete confidenee in their 
superiors and the commission, we cannot allow such rumors 
to exist. 

On the assumption that the policy which the commission 
indicated they desired as of December 12, 1944 in executive 
session was to be followed, the recently created law enforce- 
ment board took up that matter of sy stematizing promotions 
yesterday. It 1s inconsistent to require definite standard- 
izations in one field of endeavor in the department and throw 
them out the window as far ae another division is concerned, 
Having dealt in administration for 10 years, I think I know 
how pene's minde react to many of these phases of the work 
and I know what keeps them satisfied and willing to do a full 
job for the outfit. I have seldom seen an instance where the 
personnel would not accept the judgment of a fair and square 
promotional exam of some kind or another. They are all fair 
minded enough to feel that the best man should win, 

I am also cognizant of the fact that the type of position 
to be filled bears a direct relationship to the number of people 
who can qualify to take an examination, S8pecialized work 
definitely narrows the number participating, However, we have 
other boys with research background who are in the armed forces 
and will wonder how all this came about while they were gone, 
as well as Mr, Buss being gone. I reiterate my previous state- 
ment that I am sure they are fair enough to accept whoever is 
chosen if they knew definitely that they had been given equal 
consideration, Deer research would have been in a far different 
position today if they had taken the advice and counsel of some 
of the administrative heads. I am merely using this as an 
example, We must be definitely sure that over and above a man's 
specialized abihity, he can direct the work of others, can get 
along within and without the department, and he must be able to 
sell himself as well as his job. §%o far as I am concerned, he 
must have proved these latter qualifications before he is given 
a big responsibility. 

My ideas are so definite et procedures of this kind 
that I am attaching a copy for the Chairman, Mr. Aberg, and one 
for Mr, Leopold, which I would appreciate your forwarding to 
them. I am at a loss to know what the administrative procedure 
of this department is to be, in view of the official support my 
ideas on promotions received at the December 12 meeting. 

Swift 4 
£S:GHS f ; 
Attach. th f-~ a 
OC for Chairman a | 

—— > Commr. Leopol 
Noted: 

RS



COPY 

March 10, 1945 

Lt. (j. g.) Irven 0. Buss, USNR 
U.8.S8. whsods ; 
c/o Fleet Post Office 
San Franeiseo, California 

Dear Irv: 

Commissioner Aldo Leopold, the director, and I have 
had several conferences the past few months relative to 
our post-war research program. 

It is not necessary to go into detail on this except- 
ing to say that our plans call for continuation of the 
pheasant, grouse, waterfowl, deer, quail and Horicon 
projects and will include others, in particuler fur bearers, 

We all definitely feel that our entire post-war research 
program should be headed by a qualified and experienced re- 
search man, You have been picked for the job and we all hope 
that you will take it. 

You would, under commission policies and in cooperation 
with the director and myself, direct the destinies of all 
projects in addition to supervising the continuation of the 
pheasant project. We are, of course, looking for only the 
very best of material for the other project leaders, 

You will probably have some questions. Why not write 
me when you haveen opportunity? 

I occasionally see a letter from you and I hope, as 
you do, that things will break up much faster than any of 
us expect and that it will not be too long before you are 
back with us. We are not much more than a skeleton 
organization now but we are all doing what we can to 
keep our heads above water and keep things going. 

The best of luck. May I have an early reply? 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F, Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

WFG:AB 
Copied 
5-15-45 
gms



Excerpt from Executive Session - December 12, 1944 

7, Recommended reclassifications of personnel. 

Mr, Swift, Assistant Director, stated that it is his 

belief that when a vacancy exists that all the people ; 

in the next lower classification should be considered 

ag candidates for the promotion and that some new adequate 

and satisfactory method should be devised in selecting 

the person or persons best ie for the position 

by one of two methods: 1) Examination, both written 

and oral, which could be conducted with or without the 

assistance of the Bureau of Personnel; and 2) Evaluation 

of the qualifications of all of the persons in that 

classification by a board or group of supervisory 

personnel in the department. 

It was Mr, Swift's contention that when a few people 

are selected from a group and recommended for reclassi- 

fication it tended to make other people in that group 

feel that they were not given an even chance for pro- 

motion which leads to dissatisfaction and leaves with 

some the idea for advancement is dependent upon close 

personal relationship with one's superiors. 

Both of the suggested methods, Mr. Swift stated, have 

been tried, although the examinations were compiled and 

given by the Bureau of Personnel, There are good and 

bad points for each method but either is better than the 

method being pursued, Oral examinations or interviews 

are ba ieved essential in ordeb that personalities might 

be judged, for this is an important consideration par- 

ticularly in any of the higher positions of the department. 

The Director reported that it is practically impossible 

to design a written examination to test all of the 

attributes being sought and which are necessary to 

satisfactorily fill the position in question. 

After some discussion it was the consensus of the com- 

mission that a uniform system should be used in the 

selection of people for promotion throughout the divisions 

of the department and it was understood that some method 

should be formulated by the department thet should be 

> adhered to and thie recommended plan presented to the 

commission for consideration at a Bubsequent meeting.
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GENERAL ACCIDENT 
FIRE AND LIFE 

WALDO W. RINEHARD ASSURANCE CORPORATION. LTD. 
R. No. 2 Balsam Row GENERAL BUILDINGS, PHILADELPHIA-5 

Phone: 901F2 

SHAWANO, WISCONSIN 
March, Slst, 1945. 

Professor,Aldo Leopold., 
Madison, “isconsine, 

Dear Sir; 
Yes, I still have hopes that I can convince you that wolves 

are something that are un=-mecessary in “isconsin. and I mean very 
un-necessarye 

In our correspondence of “ecember 1944, you told me that 
the fawn “hortage existed in “olfless aeras of our state as well as 
those aeras where wolves were know to be. I at that time dissagreed 
with you to the extent that I want proof 1 were no wolves in those 
supposedly wolfless aeras. and I wanted 4° o prove the wolves were not 
there either before or after you left of’ checking that given aera. 

In the summer of 1944 I told a hunter friend of mine that he 
would not have good deer hunting in 1944, Yes, he did tell me, “We are 
not bothered with wolves where we hunt near Whinchester, in Northwestern 
Vilas “ounty." In the November Hunting season of 1944 that hunting party 

. Gid_not get one buck deer. and he told me after the season, that they 
saw plenty of wolf signs and very little deer signs. Yes, this man was 
Mr. Clarence Catencamp, of Shawano, Wisconsin., In January 1945 he and 
others went up to their camp to check up, Yes, they did see quite an 
abundance off deer signs, However all Large Yeer tracks, and very little 
evidence of Wolves. 

In November, 1944, as stated in my letters to you, the natives 
in Northern Bayfield County told me they did not have a Wolf Problem 
in the aera of the *lagg Yard. I atttempted to point out to you in my 
letters in December*that I did not agreed with the Natives. and that they 
do have a wolf problem. Yes, I have a letter dated March 22nd, 1945, 
written by a Mrs. Edwin “nglund, Port “Wing,“isconsin, in whteh she says 

“Ed (her Hustand) brought 2 wolves over to collect bounty on them yesterday. 
We hear them howl plenty, Last Nite they really went to twon, so I hope 
Ed can catch some more." 

In November 1943, I predicted the coming of Wolf trouble 
and In March of 1944, when the bounty was denied,under advice, I started 
my letter campaign. Now I will make,another predictione I have been 
trying to point out to you and others that Bounty is Not enough. Yes, 
you and others, Powers that be, are satisfied that bounty is prehaps to 
much, “My prediction. (second) You will he satisfied to let matters co 
ast along under the wolf bounty system for several years, and them it will 
become apparent that if Wisconsin is again to have a deer herd that will 
satisfy the hunters of Wisconsin, State trappers well be necessary, Yes 
Prehaps in 1960 we can agein expect to see deer in Wisconsin Yinilar to 
what we did have in 1940,and 1941, and 1942, 

Please accecpt my personel regards;= 

Yours very truly, - 5, ie 

CC Mr. aberg. de) ob ty Coe r
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Proposed Deer Plan, 1945-46 

The simltaneous completion of the deer survey, showing too many deer in 
. & third of the yards, and the defeat of the controlled shooting bill, on which 

we have depended to remedy the situation, should romind us foreibly of several 
facts: ; é 

(1) The publi¢ does not learn about deer from printed arguments. (1% does 

: learn by being shown in the woods.) ; 

(2). A deer policy contingent on help from the Legislature is no poliey. 

We need a poliey we can carry out withowt help. The Legislature will 
; follow public opinion, but it will not lead it. 

j (3) We (or perhaps more properly I) have underestimated the diffieulty 

of the whole Job. he deer act faster than we do. the present one third | 
of spoiled yards may become two thirds before decisive action is taken. 

It therefore seems imperative for the Commission and the Department to 

agree on a plan which we ean carry out without help, and to organize an alle 

out drive to explain it to the public, in the woods, by a specified time. 

It is proposed: \ 

(a) fo drive for a one-deer season in 1946’ in all those areas which 

need reduetion. 

(») 0 onganize = special crew, headed by a siggle captain, charged i 

with the job of finding out, in the woods, in cooperation with local a 

groups, what areas need reduetion, and how sveh reduction can best be 

: made under our existing authority, — it



AO Loe gore 

Thig two-point plan is of course, a contimation of last winter's deer : 

survey, plus the recent Vilas County deer plan worked out by and with the 

local people. It differs only in having a set objective and a set tine-linit, 

and in placing primary dependence on field demonstration, rather than on paper 

; argument and oratory. It is implied in this plan that waiting until 1947 for 4 : 

@ controlled shoofing law would run too great a risk of further damage to the 

deer and the forest. : 

The deer captain should be free to travel, in ordgr to learn what he 

ean in other states, and he should be free to borrow personnel from the several 

divisions. ‘ 

his plan, or some other, should be voted upon by the Commission, after 

hearing all staff meubers affected. whatever plan is adopted should constitute 

& gomnittment binding on all until amended by vote of the Commission, , 

Aldo Leopold oa be 

: t a 

‘ * ‘ q
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Suly lL, 1945 

Me, B. J. Vanderwall 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Medison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear My. Vanderwalls 

Here are some minor points for tho game law order which I did not want 

to debate this year because time was short, tut which I think sould be 

corrected next year, Paging refers to mimeograph copy’ 

Pele Lagd. Set ot orinoion albinos of any kind is very poor 

principle. Why not ignore then? 

Pele 2 a. Root cone ee or ete Pe in Wisconsin are in a 
area 4 He of St. Pan. In all probability 

this refers to Franklin Ground Squirrel. Both should 

be unprotected. . 

Pele 1d. I can't see why these should be on the 
Sinema a itet. fhey are a mich weaker case then 
cormorant. | 

Pel» 1d fhe way this is the Kingfisher clause at 

hatcheries Se CYANG, sam, etc. 

pe 10, 4 ee I can't see an open season on Open season 
on otter in Grant & Iown. I doubt if there are 5 

otters in 5.%. Wiseensin. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay.) 

6, Moreland, Aberge Diekbnsen, Rohr, Moreland
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Serober 29, 1945 

tino Gay: iaiding 
Madioon 4, Moeonsin 

Door MLLs ‘ 

This is an attempt to clarify what wo are looicing for in Ph. 

2 neo evidence of wint, te faleo Ye age to define 

PR Somers so Se oe 

ielis tak Sines ane se dou of wibiontn 8 now wo nore geo Agmung ideas, 
$e Siatinapac sante fous othns —_ 

Let me iliustrate. Sines oy eoocintewet te the Goreriset awe had olear 
need of gublse snfoemtion om © minber of very rpldett iamtoa, of wdah 
samples 

(a) tit Galery yt howto vol cat fo "we may? dst ey 
duet her do we keov whet fe “too cong"? Jast aly 

ie sdditions) noadled? 

«2) Behe Oss gute shh ane the tharehtal. Grate valah 300 
our bayer ote arameag ss ony DULL would help 
ee eae eck aed eee te 4% true thet indvetey 

opposed car DLLLY Nhat haypen 4¢ our bill dees pot pasa? 

What, in language fe the giet of the 
& CROP EE Sores ss ante 

“ Tovar tent omoro! mttconly otaty_soutyy talotsale sorerat, 
recreational, fay, andl niecellanems? heat ie tho "need 

(5) Beene. Leia Cur lanl peearen hae newer vere, Semunalaten® 

2 ae ee ee Newt Why? transfor into estual? The Departments 
om the Ble, Flambean and 4e eebortcing on new kinds 
of public service. Sut kinds? “hy?
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How to the points wiat the Comission wate to mow do who the axlat- 

i SE i ries teed’ cae a, Game ae banal to 
thot vehiele ts uded ee ee eee tan cok Gon eta 
ivrelovant. the first question ten eee the Job, and do « fmetion 
of 1%, howover sunlit 

After wo are gua the job is seu, and that ony costing mochaionl faadlitios 
ee anne te eee, Serer oe oe eco eae, oe dae 
feeilatios. Dut additional saaiii without the power te sot the Job would 
ve futile. 

ho X 90 ayo to ayo with you, the Sonmlesion, and the Mrscter? 

Youre gvar, 

Alda imopolda 
(@ignet in Me, leorckate ahsawe to avoid delay.) 

ce Gorton 
Vanierwalt 
Midhdinnen, Kehr, Horslend, Selth 

/ 
} 

/ 
i 

j
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November 5, 1945 

Me. BH. J. Vandermll 

Conservation Departnent 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Weconsin 

Doar Wit 

Here {9 2 plan for cooperation between the 

aie | sak hie @ on te te een 
yoameeht aul ty tee Genchenlen ce tema ob © 
@ecision has been veashed on who will be 
veseazwh @hief in the Game Division. You 
Tee ee atte an ee eee Svaehene 

to the Comission so % they gan give 
advaneo study to the plan. 

I have consulted the Zoology Department and 
Dean Baldwin and found both agreoable to tho 
general schene. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Marah 22, 1946 

Virgli Dickinsen 
Angus te, 
Wisconsin 

Dear Virgil: 

At the LaCrosse Commisdion meeting there was no chance for mo to report 
on the North American Wildlife Conference. Since the Commission paid 
my trip, I feel obligated to give you, without further delay, at least 
the skeleton of a report. 

There were three highlights, which I will deseribe briefly: 

lL. aa vente Sydney Stephens, chairman of the Missouri 
session, gave a critical appraisal of state conservation 

departments. Mo one has a better right to speak, for he wrote 
Missouri's Orgenie Act, has chaired ite comission ever since, 
and when you run down any enlightened move emanating from ; 
Missouri, you usvally find Sydney Stevens! tracks at ite 
beginning. He said that: 

* States still lack regulatory powers 
16 states still do no wildlife research 

2 years is still the average tenure of conservation 
direoters. (I'm not sure of this figure, It was 
onagingly short.) 

14 states heave no conservation education program. 

2e cae Albert Day, new chief of the Fish and Wild- 
‘3 + ond Ira Gabrielson, retiring chief, admitted 

that waterfowl have been on the dowmgrade for two years, and 
that greater restrictions arc in prpspect. 

Albert Day criticized Ducks Unlimited for falsely optimiatic 
propaganda on the status of waterfowl, and for exerting pressure 
toward liberalization of waterfowl, regulations. At the sane 
time he commended the marsh~restoration work of DU in Canada. 

Iu my opinion the prevailing sentiment of the meoting ote 
backed Albert oe ere both ag to status of waterf 

t and as to DU pu ty polley, 

Arthur &. Hawkins and William Wider, both originally fron
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Wisconsin, reported a critical decrease in Canada geese in the 
‘ Wiasissippi fly way, as reflected in the census and kill of 

the winter concentration at lorseshoe Lake, Illinola, 

3e ete The program was woal on deer papers, but when 
announced an impromptu meeting to discuss deer, a hundred 

people showed up, lazgely state administrators and state tech= 
nical men. It amazed me to see how many new states are reporting 
deer troubles similar to our own, They all told substantially 
the same story: pulbie opposition to deer reductions until it 
is too late to save more than a fraction of either the deer or 
the carrying capacity of the range, 

: Pennsylvania reported continuous decline of her herd for two 
reasons: (1) closing in of timber, (2) failure of her Legla~ 

; lature to authorize more than local doe-killing. Pennsylvania 
uses controlled shooting, tut the public prefers the eruder 
method of unlimited license sales for whatever is open, When 
a doe season is opened, it is separated from the buck season. 

i tae ees toe tener noes 
gricultural counties, and into New York. 

Michigan reported contimed delay by her Legislature to author~ 
ise more than local doe-ikilling, hence her carrying capacity 

mana mes Samage paid. Deer continue to spread into agricultural counties. 

Minnesota reported Jaceies. of her hank soley New ite-Geer Len, 
She Glaimed her acoi rate to be norm. On the Itasea State 
Park, a chronic irruptive area with an estimated stand of 50 

j deer per square mile, 200 per square mile were taken out with 
{ quite a few left. Reproduction in this park is ruined, (Does 

; this remind you of Chambers! Island?) 

Z Hew irruptions were reported in New Hampshire, Nebrasia, South 
/ Dakota, New York, Maine, Colorado, and Arkansas. 

uf Old and chronic irruptions, evidently hitherto "hushed=up", 
f were reported from half « dozen states. I will not give their . 
} names in deference to their present franimess in facing the 

facts. 

I greatly regret that more members of our department could not have bene- 
fited by this conference. Missouri had a dozen technical men in attend+ 
ance, plus commissioners and laymen, It is the best short-course in 
conservation methods that I imow of. 

Yours sincerely, 
® 

Aldo Leopold 

ALY }
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August au, 1946 

Mr. Charles Smith 
Marathon Finance Building 
Wausau, Wisconsin 

Dear "Frosty": 

Thanks for your letter, Would your point about 
my not committing the other Commissioners be 
aon’ couniae eo gel at al Page ah if 
80, will you notify MM Vanderwmil? It is just 
about last call for the forthcoming bulletin, 

I might say by way of explanation that Bill 
Aberg urged that my statement emphasize the 
points of agreement among the Commissioners. 
i am reddy to believe that I went too far with 
this, but I could not readily follow Bill's ; 
advice and also avoid entirely talking about 
the other members. 

With personal regards, yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold i 
(Signed in Mr. Leopold'd abeence to avoid delgy) 

ec Vanderwall
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August 23, 1946 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Conservation Commissioner 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have Vanderwall's circular to the commissioners 
enclosing copy of your revised proposed material for the 
August bulletin. I am writing you direct, because I have 
conferred with you at some length on this while at Madison, 
and because I seem to be the one who is imposing on your 
good nature in asking for corrections. 

First, let me say I think your latest proposal is 
far better than those submitted thus far. However, as 
this is your article, it seems to me you should limit it 
entirely to your position without committing the balance 
of the commissioners in eny way. You have listed in the 
beginning, a number of facts on which you state there is 
no disagreement among the commissioners. 

Personally, I think that the one buck season year after 
year is wrong. I am convinced that the spots where the deer 
browse is particularly heavy need a reduction in the herd, 
but I am not convinced that this is by counties as a whole, 
nor am I convinced that this is in spots where hunters hunt. 
I am particulerly impressed with the fact that the over- 
browsing spots are not in the neighborhood of the resort 
properties, and it occurs to me that this is one of the main 
reasons for opposition from the resort owmers and those in- 
terested in them. They cannot see the over—browsing in 
their neighborhood, and they naturally object to depleting 
the herds wholesale. 

I feel there is not sufficient urgency in the need for 
depletion of the deer herd to warrant endangering our larger 
Conservation Program, by antagonizing the Northern pert of 
the State just because of this one portion of our Program. 

My suggestion would be that you leave the other com- 
missioners out of this article entirely by omitting the 
statement that "The Commissioners, if I understand them 
correctly, agreed that," and then that further down on the 

: first page you omit the part beginning, "The other Com- 
missioners were convinced," and in the last paragraph, in- 
stead of stating, "This is the only disagreement among us,"
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Professor Aldo Leopold August 23, 1946 

that you state "the only real disagreement seems to be." 
Then in the first paragraph where you state, "On July 24th, 

the Conservation Commission decided by a vote uf 5 to 1 to 4 
postpone the reduction of the deer herd, " I would suggest 
this is not exactly correct. We did not vote on any motion 
calling for reduction of the deer herd. In place of this, 
there should be it seems to me, "adopt a 10 day forked horn 
deer season." 

On Page 5, you state, "The Commissioners are of one 
mind on the generdl issue." I have no objection to this 
statement which I think would cover your idea without com- 
mitting us to details as I feel you have done by your state- 
ments on the first page. 

Please do not think me over-critical. 1 want to be 
frank with you. I think I know the sentiments of the people 
in the Northern half of the State on this deer question. It 
is changing more and more towards the way you think. I have 
attempted to do what little part I could in accomplishing this 
change, but do not want to do anything that will antagonize this 
Northern half of the State towards the Commission, or any members 
of the Commission. They know your position very clearly. Our 
position has never been put to them very clearly. I would rether 
put it to them myself than have you do it, even though you might 
do it better than I could. It seems to me that what you want to 

accomplish by your article is to state your reasons for dis- 
agreeing with the vote that we took without committing us to any 
statement of our position. 

Respectfully, : pF , 

: Chas. F. Smith 
Conservation Commissioner 

CFS: PEK i ; 

ec - BE. J. Vanderall 

j
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E. J. VANDERWALL, DIRECTOR 
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MADISON 2 

August 16, 1948 FILE REFERENCE: 

{O FHE CONSSRVAYION COMMISSION 

Me, Diekineen, Chairman 
= we Seoretary 

Mr, Noretand 
Ky, Smith 

Dear Commissioner: 

Attached you will find the latest revision 

of Commissioner Leopold's proposed statement 

regerding the deer situation, as wae previously 
aiseussed. 

If you have any objections, eriticiems or 

suggestions that you feel should yet be made, 

we would appreciate wee srene them at your 

earliest convenience. Material for the August 

bulletin muct of necessity be sent in ot an 

early date. 

Very truly youre, 

&. J. Vanderwall 

; Conservation Director 

Attach, 
5 > ee: Prot. Leopold
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THE DEER DILEMMA 

- Aldo Leopold 

On July 24 the Conservation Commiesion decided, by # vote of & tol, 

to ye the reduction of the deer herd. In my To this 

decision was en error of far-resching importance. With the sonsent of 

the majority, I here set forth the reasons for this opinion, and alse 

my impression of the issues on — the iss turned. > 

é %,, vielen chang wrt” ow 
By ana 2 eee Atte a ‘ appre grtnk P 

Gomeiseioners, if—I_underetané—them-correstly,agree—thati— Z. frblvcmugfp rods | 

1. ‘The herd is too large, and must be reduced. 

2. Until reduced, the berd is damaging the forest, and is 

undermining ite ewa future welfare. 

3. If a hard winter comes before the reduction is made, there 

will be a heavy loss from starvetion. 

4. Winter feeding will not greatly reduce the starvation loss 

in a really hard winter, but winter feeding does aggravate 

the damage to the forest at feeding stations, 

5. The o of oye snenre is spotty. A reduction can 

be fitted to the le conditions more accurately with a 

controlled shooting law than without one. 

6. Legal authority for controlled shooting does not now exist. 

fhe question facing the Commission was whether to reduce this year, 

using a one-deer eeason && Our tool, or to reduce next year ~~ 

Sonteolled shooting law which (we hope) the Legislature will by then 
provide. 

t am convinced that we have already er too long, and that 

we should have reduced this yesr with the best tools at hand. — 
Geist Fo) ~ iecieere 

rhe other Commissioners were “sonvineed, thet—4+t-would—be-best—te 

éefer_the reduction until_better tools are ot-hend. : 
’ 

tev unl, 

Thies is the only disagreement among us, and the issue, hinges on 

how much emphasis one places on: 4 

1. ‘The risks of delay j 

2. The need for better legal tools 

3. The probability of getting better legel tools by next year.
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pe Risks of Delay. It is perhaps natural that these riske should 
loom eng +. & re and game ecologist like myself, than to others. 
I am Just finishing @ study of about & huncred deer irruptions in other 
states, made at the request of the Deer Seotion of the Americsn Wildlife. 
Conference. The study showe thet in # m@jority of irraptions old enough 
to have resehed the starvation point, sbout ten years elapsed from the 
first reports of distvess in browse plants to the final catestronhe. 
Our earliest “isconsin areas lost their fawne ac early as 1936, and 
balsam deer lines were generai by 1942, It seeme probable, therefore, 
that our “decade of greee* is already half over for the average northern 
county. Cur earliest areas bad starved out by 1943. ‘These are the #reag 
on which the commigsion “wiped out the herd® by the 1943 split season. 
(Wheat the commiceion did do, in my opinion, wae te wipe out the deer on 
these areas by delaying reduetion of them unti2 1943, ‘They ere a sample 
of what we are headed for now on 4 statewide senle, ) 

i There is en unavoidable factor of surmise and personel judement 
in Soveseetene the futase wehavior of any irrupting herd. “hile most 
herds have followed the sequence of events which ende in eatestrophe, 
my survey shows cecesions] herds which started to iprupt, but aia 
reach the point of vholesale etarvetion, evidently because pouehing 
or disease or predators stepped in end made the reduction “informally, * 
without besefit ef legielaters er commirsionere, 

The seedénd risk of any ie Gamage to the forest, and there is no 
factor of surmise in it. All irrupting herds, without exception, show 
the progressive overbroweing and later death of young trees, begianing 
with those thet deer like best (cedar, hemlock, maple) and gotins wi 
those they like least (jeokpine, Norway pine, temareck}. The ultimate 

. Pesult tends to be a forest of weed trees (Like white birch and popple) 
of little use te either wea or deer, 

I doubt whether anyone but a forester can fully visualize this 
process by which excess deer oo" pull down the quelity of a foreat. 
I am cervtein that 1t is invisible to most layuen, including most deer 
hunters. it ie my considered a ogo thet excess deer heve, (uring 
the last decade, cancelled cut the forestry program of 211 agencies 
working in Yisconsin. Unfertunately, 1t is imposeible either to prove 
or disprove thie opinion. 

Deer damage is confusing, even to these who see it, beeause it 
is always at, right up to the final die-off. In 1926, when the 
skeletons of 66,000 starved ccer lay in the Faibab woods, there ‘i 
were spots of untouched browse within « short Gistence of ruined 
mountain sides. 

This etete is subsidizing forestry on a large scale. There 
subsidies are Galled by many aames: Netional Forests, State Forests, 
County Forests, Forest Crep Law, Woodlet Tax Law, forest nursery stock 
at cost, forest protection, forest research, timber harvest forests, 
and forest extension. Theee subsidies ali rest upon one basie 
assumption: That growing trees will ultimately pay back to the 
taxpayer wheat it cost him to get them started. Gut “pay back" implies 
trees of some future value; we cannot pay back subsidies with scrub 

oak, popple, @nd white bireh. It is, in my view, inconsistent to
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continue forest subsidies while undermining the quality of the forest 
with excess deer, 

The Conservation — does not claim to represent the forestry 
interest; the commission is charged by law with Going go, and with 
adjusting conflicts between on and geme when they eccur. This is 
such a conflict, only the forestry interest is silent. 

» The comuiseion has never been 
eranted author te limit fumber of hunters within designated 
aress, Henee it cannet control the total kill within designated 
areas (controlled shooting). Henee in any reduction program eerried 
out under the present laws, there is denger of local over-~reduction 
due to local over-concentrations of hunters, This is edmitted, 
The only debatable question is: How many over-reduced spote and 
how serious? 

My belief ie that over-reductions would net be gerious, and 
my principal evidence is that Minnesota, Vermont, and Maine-~all 
er anes states--shoot deer of both fexes Sesee kek and 
their herds are said to be incressing despite 8 annual drain. 

NO one ever proposed that Wisconsin shoot both sexes every 
year, 

One point which le generally overlooked ie thet no careful 
reduction gh cen be carried out in @ single year. Reduction 
must be &@ "out and try" proesdurc, exteading over several eres 
Since our “period of grace" is already fer gone, my contention is 
thet we ehoulé get eterted with the toole at hand, and finish the 
job later with more accurate tools (such as controlled shooting) 
when the legisleture gives ue such tools, 

The assumption that @ single one-deer season would over-reduce 
the herd on any a ecele is simply not borne out by experience. 
Sur own herd prouptly “bounced back" after the reduction of 1343, 
except in those epote where peaching or previous destruction of 
browse made it impossible. 

Let me also reiterate whet I have pointed out before, namely 
that some herds, onee they sterve out, Beyer co bounce Deck. 
This is sill true of the Kaibab. The reasons are no erstood, 
but the facts are clesr, This inability te come back is not the 
rule, but it is frequent eneugh to give pause to advocates of delay, 
if they know about it. 

In short, we need better legal tools very badly, but in = opinion this is not sufficient reason to risk starvation and t 
further pyramiding of forest damage,
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a Will ct Get ether eB oot e Waiting for controlled 
shooting is perhape a tenable policy we @re sure that the next 
a ete will authorize it. Yet the laet ae oo refused 
point-blank to authorize it, despite the fact t the need for it 
wae the same then @s it is now. 

This bringe us to the real core of the apple. It is widely 
believed that the reason for refusal by the last legisleture was 
resentment over the 1943 reduction. A 1946 reduction might well 
have re-activated the same condition. I admit this. The upshot 
ie that the commission is obliged to choose between @ recurring 
series of self-inflicted injuries by the deer, and a recurring 
aT of self-inflicted delays by the representatives of the public 
w. e 

The moral is obvious. Intelligent menegement of the deer herd 
depends, in the last analysis, on public understanding of the deer 
problem. Does enough underetanding exiet et thie time to make 
intelligent management possible? 

wots of. aderstancing. Tt, of course, Go not know. The 
only wey to find sut is to try. Feny ee ee heave threatened 
te abolish the commission if it preceeds to ¢ the herd. In my 
view, this might be the best way to test the stotue of public 
intelligence. If the public will not tolerate intelligent deer 
management by its commission, then it does not need & commission. 
The old system:of political conservetion football would do just ae well. 

‘ IT an ee taie: Thet wanaae yee of the —, eee 
& growing rapidly. Many members o: congress were almost apologetic 

when they presented the demands of their local constituents for a 
ee eee <8 in ota Many ssvomeee age A yr yf me or 

county congress meetings have expressed support o 
baleneing the herd and the e. <A hundred wardens oi seule 
aasigned to deer yard surveys ering the Ee two winters, contained 
fewer sceptics after they had seen with their own eyes what is going 
on in the back swamps. The loudest threate of vepeleel against the 
proposed reduction program come from deer hunters who have never seen 
& yard in winter, and who do not know one browse plant from another. 

It remains a conspheuous fact, however, that most citizen-attitudes 
are err by emotion, not fact, and by the short view, rather than 
the long view, of conservation problema, One almost universal fallacy, 
even among intelligent membera of the congress, ls that “there are 
less deer now than in 1943; the herd has not recovered its 1945 level." 

I do not know whether there are lege deer, or more deer, than in 
1945, but our survey of yards, made each winter since 1941, shows 
wry pene bes rect deed tess food. The state cannot possibly carry 
a as large ae to ‘or more than a few years. To use the 
1943 level as a starting point for >t pelicy is to invite 
ultimate destruction of both the deer and the range in all congested 
areas,
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r - I think 1% is time for somebody to point 
out that the men measur the status of food in the deer yards, 
sonsieting «t first of a f-dozen technicel men, but more recently 
of a hundred wardens and rengere as well, hee steered an absolutely 
consistent course "ate nearly a decade of controversy about deer. 
These men get just as little iles ure out of reporting unpleasant 
faete &s commissioners do out of ae on unpleasant faets. Yet 
neither ridicule nor abuse has de these men froma ere the 
facts of life in the deer woods exactly as found. Few techni 
groupe have bent ae little under public pressure, 

Sun Ls The conservation commission is the umpire of a dispute 
between w wl-thinkers about deer and biological facts about deer. 
The feets demand a smaller herd, the wishful-thinkers demand a larger 
one. The public 1s gradually learning the facts, but the deer are 
gradually eating themselves out of house and home. The issue ia 
obseured by the ususl cloud of pellietives and recriminations, and 
by @ very real spottinese in the severity of local situations. 

The commiseloners are of one mind on the general isewe. That 
they should differ on the immediate problem of what to do next is 

ae ae It would puzzle onrneye How thet the die ie east 
my hope ie thet the legislature will authorize and the public will 
support & controlled reduction in 1947, As for the coming winter, 
I ean only say, "Let us pray.* 

ab 
8-16-46
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(A Preliminary Report for 1946) 

About a year ogo, on October 17-25, two dear project workers made a special 
survey of Chambers Islond, At that time the State of Wisconsin removed 250 deer 
from this over-populated ares of 2,600 seres. I¢ wan roughly estimated that there 
was about 75 to 100 deer left on the Island on October 26, 1945, 

At the time of our investigation lest year we oruieed daily throughout the area 
and kept detailed notes and reeorde on the condition of the renge and the deer. 
With the help of the Conservation Department Vhotographer, we took many pictures 
and eet up 18 permanent photographic stations, 

On our re-visit September 11-13, this fall, some remarkable changes were noted: 

the reappearance of small conifer reproduction was most striking. White Pine 
and Hemlock seedlings were conspicuous throughout. The age classes of these seedlings 
varied from a year o14 to about four or five years old, with a good growth of green 
needles this year which were unbrowsed, Lest year we did not find any such reproduc- 
tion, the reseon being that some of it was completely eaten off and killed and the 
remainder, though not killed, vas so heavily browsed end stripped of needles that it 
wae unobserved. If a tally count vould have been made last year we would have found 
nothing, while thie year = count would have showed considerable reproduction complete- 
ly undemaged, Both findings, as they apveared separately would have been misleading. 
Wnlike last year we found Milkweed and Breeken fern vigorous and widespread, and 
mostiy unbrowsed, Also sweet clover, conspicuous in pleses, was not seen at all last 
year, A year ago we did not see any reproduction of Maple and Beech, though small 
seedlings of these enecies were quite commen this fali. 

Careful observation showed that deer were browsing lightly and inconapicucusly 
on Maples, Beeches, Bracken fern, Milkweed and other plants not readily observed, 
Last year acorns were plentiful on the ground and the deer atounchs full of them. 
Thie year there were very few ecorne on the ground, undoubtedly the few falling vere 
qaickly picked up by the deer and red squirrels, At ome place we observed a doe 
feeding avidly on a species of mushroom, Poesibly some of the small Hemlocks end 
Cedar were being eaten, though we é14 not find this evidence, 

Though we found ne severe browsing on any species this suamer, it is not likely 
that Pine and Hemlock reproduction will survive untouched through the winter and 
spring. fo get the full story on the effects of decressed deer, increased browse 
growth, decreased scorn crop and increased logging, we will have to visit the Island 
agein this winter and next epring. 

Peor tracks were less munerous than last year, yet they were to de found every- 
where, The third dey on the Island the tracks vere more conspleveur than when we 
first arrived, because they had deen largely washed out by raine imuedisately preceding 

our trip. 

We vephotographed ten stations end took some other photes of browse recovery, 
wat it is too soon to record changes in tree and shrud growth vhotographicalty. 

Last year we inquired about possible poaching but concluded from reports that 

it amounts to very little if any, hie year, however, we are wondering if poeching 

may possibly now, be « feetor in estimating the deer population and ite yield and 

ite effect on the range.



& Mrs, Barret, vhose father-in-law owned the entire Island in 1897, gave us 
some interesting history of the Island, These Barreta now own sost of the north 
end of the Island and are building and planning for wammer resort facilities and 
entertainment, Mre, Barret reported that there were fires throughout the Island, 
and some of 1t at least “burned off,* between 1960 and 1865, She alao reported 
that there were 21 or 22 head of cattle roaming the Island, between 1900 and 1920, 
The Island was sold to Ingull in 1926. Later it was lest and fell into the hands 
of loggers, Incidentally, it was interesting to get ure, Barret's slant on the 
deer prodles, hile she agresd thet from the standpoint of game management a deer ‘ 
herd baleneed with ite range wae understandable, she personally favored a large 
deer population in order to keep the brush down and make the aren more park-like, 

The attached table outlines the contrast between Seteber 25, 1945 and “epten- 
ber 13, 1946, 

Recommendations: In order to teke advantage of the unusual opportunities for 
checking reeovery and carrying capacity, it is strongly recommended that «11 of 
the deer on the Island be trapped and marked early thie winter, The fawn crop 
this yerr, of course, ean be separated from the various ege and sex classes left 
on the Island last year, 

ws¥ 
10/5/46



CHAMBERS ISLAND 

1248 1948 
i : 

Deer Population + 350 + minus 250 $ 100 2 plus fawn crop. * 
t ’ 

Acorns :) Abundant : Comparatively scarce, 
3 : 

Pine hepredustion t Fone visible exeept a few ex~ 1: Common throughout ~ not 
t cessively browsed on weet beach: currently browsed, 
: t 

Henlock Reproduction : Apparently none present : Small reproduction frequent 

: : in wuitable places, 
' t 

Juniper Reproduction +: Some along beaghes, but t Along beaches and interior, 

$ heavily browsed : but not browsed, Twiee as 

' + high aw Inet year, 
t 

Beech & Neple Feproduce None left 3 Senttered throughout ~ email. 

$ : 
Milkweed t Common in places, but topped + Much sore widely spread and 

+ and stripped of leaves t mostly untouched, 
t ‘ 

Bracken Fern t Kot conrpieucus : Dense ani tall in many places. 
: ’ 

General Browsing t Vary heavy on #11 available + Inconepicucus, even on palat~ 

: species + ables, 
$ : 

Deer Signs t Tracke and traile outstanding : Tracks throughout, tat not 
t ? overly conepieveus. 
: : 

Beer Seen : Bumerous throughout : Appeared about half as 
: ¢ wamerous, or less. 
: 1 

Red Fox + Common to abundant : About the seme or sere. 
: : More tracks on beaeh. 
: : 

Bed Squirrels + Common to sbundant 3 Abundant. Apperently some 

: : inerease, 
t % 

Kardwoed Leaves + Falling - light to heavy t Hot yet falling. 
: 8 

logeing 1 Regently light om pines + feavy logging on oskea and 

¢ and hemlocke t other hardwoods. 
: t 

Human Inhsbitants : Tighthouse keepers only $ More gare, more people - loggers, 

t i resortera and fishermen, 
t ? 

Vesther t Fair - preceded by dry. : Pair - preceded by several 

: t heavy raine, 

* Doen not account for possidle starvation lest winter, nor posehing if amy since 

October 1945. 

Copied: 
LB 
10-14-46



COMMUNITEE CONSERVATION CLUB. IN, 

HARTFORD; WISCONSIN 3 

; September 25, 1946 

: - Virgil Dickinsen, Chairman 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

ison, Wisconsin 

ear Mr. Dickinsen: ‘ 

Our organization has just learned that the rough fish camp 
ated in our County~“at West Bend, Wis. is to be @losed. 

As we see it this means that this all important program will 
dispensed with due to the fact that insufficient funds heve 

Ot been appropriated to carry on. According to the State Trea- 
surers report on finances it is noted that the Conservation Fund 

5 a balance'of about 2% million dollars. We believe that a part 
this fund could be set aside for a rough fish removal program. 

ge dispense with such a program means, that many of our lakes will 
‘ pe subjected to the detriment of the game fish and also to vegi- 

ation which provides protection and food for our migratory birds. 
t cannot be denied that there are a vast number of people taking 

to the sport of fishing; are these people to be denied the possi- 
ity of continued good fishing by abolishing the removal of rough 
h which will over populate our good lakes which Wisconsin boests 

out. 

Some say that the commercial fishermen could take care of this; 
at would not be true because the commercial fishermen would only 

operate in the larger lakes and even then would only remove the 
larger fish and allow the smaller ones to remain for future catches 
to prolong their business. 

Rather than abolishing the program of rough fish removal from 
our lakes it should work the other way and expand it. It is penny- 
wise and @llar-foolish to spend large sums of money to maintain 
our fish hatcheries for the purpose of stocking our lakes and then 
have these same lakes being overrun by carp, dogfish and garfish 
which seem to be more profilic than our game fish. 

We hope that we can enlist your co-operation by using your 
oh influence on the rest of the members of the Commission in further 

promoting the program of rough fish removal. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Harry L. Radke 
Secretary 

- Copied: V. L. Dickinsen Office 
September 27, 1946 
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September 27, 1946 

Mr. Aberg 
Mr. Leopold 
Mr. Rahr 
Mr. Moreland 
Mr. Smith 

Dear Commissioner: 

Enelosed find copy of letter received from the Community Con- 
servation Club, Inc., of Hartford, Wisconsin. 

I thought it might be a good idea to inform each commissioner 
of all the complaints coming in on the continuation of carp 
control program. 

I really believe that this club has set out some very important 
facts for us to consider. 

Yours truly, 

v. L. Dickinsen «© 
Chairman 

js 

Enclosure
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October 11, 1946 

Me. V. L. Dickinsen 
Jugusta, Wisconsin | 

Dear Virgil: 

My resolution on deer offered at the September 13 meoting, 
and also my "Proposed Deer Policy" sent to the Commissioners 

: on September 17, failed of unanimous acceptance by the Commiss- 
ioners. 

I have now concluded that unanimous acceptance of any policy 
is unlikely. Therefore I am sending you, herewith, a now 
dyvaft embodying the gist of both decunents, with the request 
that it be voted upon at the November meeting. 

The inclusion of Option 2 is, I admit, unconventional, but 
it is nevertheless a situation, and may help to persuade 
the opponents of legal reduction that they are, in effect, 
ecountenancing illegal reduction. I do not insist on the f 
inclusion of Option 5. 

Tours sincorelys 

Aldo Leopold 

| | 

i j 

: i 

ged



RESOLUTION 

The Conservation Commission believes that all public groups interested in deer i 

policy should 
(1) Be free to criticize the policy of the Commission. 

(2)' Be yeeponsible, in the oven’ they disagree with the policy of the “ 

Commission, for proposing an alternative policy of their own, 

By public groups we mean not only the Conservation Congress and Councih, but 

algo Legislative Committess dealing with Conservation, and groups representing 

forestry, agriculture, tourist recreation, and other land uses. 

At the present time there are five general options for handling the deer herd 

as a whole. If there are others, the Commission would be glad to hear of them, : 

. The five options are: 

(1) There is food enough for the present herd; the herd is not damaging the 

forest to any important extent; the present buck law should be contimed, 

(2) There is not food enough for the present herd; it should be reduced, where 

too large, by an open season on any deer, 

(3) There 4s not food enough for the present herd; it should be reduced, where 

too large, by an open season on antlerless deer. 

(4) There is not food enough for the present herd; it should be reduced, where 

too large,’ by controlled hunts. 4 

(5) There is not food enough for the presimt herd; tut it is being reduced 

| sufficiently by law violators, hence no legal reduotion is nesded. 

The Commission is doing its best to check illegal killing, but it admits that 

the general refusal of the Wisconsin publis either to assert Option 1, or to face ‘ 

the necessity for 2, 3, or 4, 4s having the effect of encouraging disrespect for 

all deer laws. ‘



Legal authority for Option #} does not now exist. Those who prefer it should 

make their preference kmown to the Legislature before the termination of the winter 

session. 

The Commission does not assume that any grovp is unanimous for any policy. It 

does assume that the privilege of criticising policy implies the duty to vote out 

an altormative policy expressing m jority opinion. To this end the Congress is ‘ : 

hereby authorized to hold any necessary neetings. 

The Gonmission invites all other public groups interested in deer to express 

their preferences. : 

Tho Commission realizes that a severe winter in 1946-47 may solve the problem 

of excess deer by wholesale starvation. All expressions of proference are understood 

to be subject to this contingency. 

é \,
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eos 
September 13, 1946 } 

RESOLUTION 

Since deer policy for 1947 may require legislation, the Commission requests 

the Conservation Congress to help decide what new legislation, if any, is to be 

recommended to the Legislature this winter. 

The Commission believes that a choice mst now be made between four possible 

deer policies. If there are any others, it would be glad to hear of them. If 

there are not any others, the Commission believes that the Congress, the Legislature, 

and the public, as well as itself, mst commit itself to one or another of the four 

options as a guiding policy for the deer herd as a whole. (It is well known, of 

course, that the situation is not uniform as dine localities, and it is assumed 

that whatever policy is adopted, local adjustments and modifications will have to 

be worked out.) 

The four options are: 

(1) There is food enough for the present herd; the herd is not damaging the 

forest to any important extent; the present buck-law should be continued. 

(2) There is not food enough for the present herd and it should be reduced, 

where too large, by controlled shooting, beginning in 1947. 

(3) There is not food enough for the present herd and it should be reduced 

by a one-deer season in 1947. 

(4) There is not food enough for the present herd and it should be reduced 

“by an antlerless deer season in 1947. 

Legal authority for option #2 does not now exist, and if option #2 is to be 

used, the Congress should join with the Commission in drafting a suitable bill 

to be recommended to the Legislature this winter. 
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Sroposed ner volley, 1946-1947 
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September 4, 1946 

Comm. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

It has been necessary for me to be away from my office 

at Manitowoc almost constantly for the past weeks, and 
my absences will continue frequently for another month 

or so. 

I'm sorry I did not attend the September 13 meeting. 

In case I had I would have been more familiar with the 
subject matter of the letter which you addressed to 

Virgil. 

I do want to be put on record as agreeing with you 
thoroughly and completely in what you have said regarding 
the formulation of policy by the Commission on the deer 

j program. Your proposed deer policy as outlined seems to 
cover this completely and I want to support it heartily. 

With all good wishes, ‘a 4 

Since rely yours, 

GRR: MDS ; te 
ec-Dickinsen
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CONSERVATION eee) DEPARTMENT 
WSS 

MADISON 2 

September 11, 1946 

Dear Sir: 

We are attempting to secure all available information 

from other states regarding their experience with any type 

of controlled hunting, There is enclosed herewith a ; 

questionnaire which may act as a check-list of items which ; 

are of special interest. We would appreciate the return of 

this form with any copies of laws, rules and regulations or 

published articles relating to any phase of controlled hunting 

practiced in your state at present or in the past. 

Your cooperation in this survey will be very valuable in 

our study. A copy of any summary report prepared from these 

answers will be sent to you. 

yepy cy yours, Ue 

C/A MndEru-al 
E. Jf ‘Vanderwall 
Congervation Director 

Ene, ¥



Wisconsin Conservation Department } 
. Madison 2, Wisconsin ‘ 

QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING CONTROLLED HUNTING 

Return to: Wisconsin Conservation Department, State Office Building, 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Answers from: State of By. DBR Nii wate ails! 

Pleas’ answer the following questions under three definite tynes 

of controlled hunting: 

I. Control by Limitation of number of hunters permitted to hunt a j 
designated area, thereby requiring a selection of hunters chosen 
from all citizens of the state. ‘ 

1. Has your state ever practiced such control? Yes___No 
If yes, please answer the following questions for one or 

more cases: 
a. By what method were hunters selected? 

b. What type of game was hunted? 
-c, What was acreage of area involved? 
d. Was controlled hunt considered successful? 
e, Was é€xpense of operation justified? 0 
£, Was any public criticism experienced? __ 

II Control by limitation of area in which all hunters from a certain 
home Locality are assigned a definite hunting area within the 
state or residents of counties being hunted are given preference 

in hunting rights for that county which are otherwise limited to 
persons residing outside the county. 

1, Has your state ever practiced such control? ‘Yes No 
if yes, please answer the following questions for one or 

more cases: 
a. By what method were hunters selectec? 

b, What tyne of game was hunted? as 
c. “hat was acreage of area involved? __ 
ad. Was controlled hunt considered successful? 
e., Was expense of operation justified? 
f. Was any public criticism experienced? _ 

Til Control by limitation of amount of game permitted to be taken off 
of a designated area by hunting, 

1. Has your state ever vracticed such control? ‘es Nogniky 
If yes, please answer following questions for one or 

more cases: 
a, How was amount of game taken determined (by checking 

coe stations or reports)? 
pr b. What type of game was hunted? 

i ap ce. Whas was acreage of area involved? 
we ge d. How was hunting stopped if and when maximum desired 

YE Cake: Was aCCOmml TONE te mule NOON york subeoiNllACE Uo Cy W 
e. Was controlled hunt considered successful? _ 
ft. Was’ expense or oneration: justified tu oe 

i ze. Was any public criticism experienced? 
(Use other side for Tipeher Sonnentat ~ BHANK YOU FOR THIS COOPERATION
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September 20, 1946 

. Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have copy of your letter of September 17th to the several 

Commissioners with enclosure of "Proposed Deer Policy, 1946-1947". 

I am frank to say I cannot approve of your Proposed Deer Policy 
as outlined. In the first place, I would:not want to commit my- 
self as one of the Commissioners to "reduce over—browed areas in 
1947". Neither would I want to commit myself to your Fourth Para- 
graph of this policy as you have outlined it. 

I did approve and still approve the form of resolution that 
you had ready to submit at the last meeting, and so,told you that 
Tiapproved 4t. .« 

It was my understanding that your proposed resolution was 
approved by ell of the Commissioners with the exception of Bill 

Aberg, and that was the reason you refused to propose this re- 
solution formally. 

I am convinced in my own mind that a Controlled Hunting Bill 
will have no chance of passage in the next Legislature. I am 
equally of the opinion that to introduce such a bill whieh you 
advocate as part of our principle program would jeopardize the 
rest of the program, which as 1 stated to you, was more important 
in my estimation.than the deer plan. I likewise feel that the 
deer problem should be sent back to the Congresses as outlined in 
your former resolution. 

It would seem to me that you should work on your fellow towns- 
man, Bill Aberg, before coming to the rest of us Commissioners on 
this, for he, as I understand it, expressed himself clearly as not 
wanting to stir this deer situation up at this time. 

With best personal regards, I remain 

Respectfully, 

Cte: ie ee E 
Chas. F. Smith 
Conservation Commissioner 

CFS : PEK 
ec - John 0. Moreland 

V. L. Dickensen 
BE. J. Vanderwall
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Augusta, Wisconsin 
September 27, 1946 

(Transcribed September 28) 

Peyreeres Aldo Leopold 
24 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, 

This is in answer to your letter of September 17 which contains 
the proposed deer policy for 1946 and 1947. I canT goalong with 
you on this proposal. 

In the first place, I am afraid that we should not enter any 

proposals until we have the actual report on the deer conditions 
after this winter. In the second place, @ proposal coming out 
from the Commission at this time would very definitely be detri- 
mental to our legislative program this year. 

I was 100% in favor of your proposed policy which you offered 
to the Commission at our last meeting and I can not understand 
why you withdrew it when Commissioner Smith asked you to put it 
in the form of a motion. I feel that the majority of the Commis— 
sioners were in favor of that kind of a proposal. 

I am very much in favor of giving this to the Congress now, so 
they will set up their deer committees to go into the deer areas 
this coming winter with the conservationists from their commun— 
ities to actually show them the conditions. I also think we 

should collect data from the cooperative forestery areas and from 

the Industrial Forestry areas as to the estimated damage that 

they think the deer have caused to their areas. This would be 
very important jnformation. 

Te: 

Vv. L.' Dickinsen 
Chairman 

rma 

Copy to: Rahr 
Smith 

Moreland
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X thine 4 Yentoreall should tell ue waat te yoojeated, 

Youre stanerely, 

Aide Lewpeld 

ATR, 

og Comal eeteners 
B, DB, Veovtorwal?.
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INTRA-OFFICE ul! 
MEMORANDUM ee 

: a. October 14, 1946 : 

Weaker 

TO: Ernest Swift 

FROMS uv @y, T. Ue Craner 

SUBJECT: Survey of deer demage to forest reproduction 

On July 25th and 26th, at a meeting held at Trout Lake Forestry 

Headquarters, a tentative plen for a survey of deer damage to 

netural and artificiel reproduction was adopted. The details are 

contained in my memorandum to you of July 29th. 

On Seotember 23/24 Ivan Hassler and myself met at Eau Claire 

with 8. R. Gervorkiantz of the St. Paul Forest Experiment Station 

for the purpose of discussing with him our ideas on the subject. 

We knew the survey had to be kept within certain limits of man 

power, time. and meney, and while we did not want to hold it to the 

barest minimum requirements, we could not, because of the limita- ‘ 

tions, select an elaborate sampling method. We felt the need for ; 

assistance from someone who knew how to epply statistical principles 

: so that the survey would not only be kept within reason economically, 

but would also be technically satisfactory. 

The final result of our conference is incorporated in the 

attached outline, 

We ere still somewhat in doubt about extending the survey to 

the classification of stands surrounding the plots and adopting the ‘ 

classification of damage into the four classes of heavy or lethal, é 

moderate or deforming, light or retarding, very light or tolerable, i 

These are suggestions made by Mr. Gevorkiantz after a discussion 

with other men at the Forest Experiment Station, especially Mr. Aldous. 

In classifying the stands surrounding the plots, Mr, Gevorkiantz 

holds, we should obtain additional data which, though: not exactly 

within the freme of this survey and not needed at this time might 

possibly be desired at some later date, These data would be pro- 

cured at no extra cost or only at a negligible increase in the cost 

of the present. survey. 

Whether or not we can carry out these suggestions will depend 

on the number of trained and experienced men the department can make 

aveilable. It does not seem possible to train inexperienced men 

within a reasonable time so they will readily recognize the 

cheracteristics which establish classes of stands and damage.
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I have tentatively selected the following men to work with 
me on what we may call, "The Committee on Deer Damage to Forest 
Reproduction": Ivan Hassler, Forester, Minocqua; Leif Steiro, 
Forest Supervisor, Trout Lake; Donald Meckie, Forester, Trout Lake; 
W. S. Feeney, Biologist, Ladysmith; Stanley DeBoer, Forester, 
Blaek River Falls. 

The attached minutes of our recent meeting at Trout Lake, 
September 26, will give you further details of our plans, As indi- 
cated, the personnel for the survey would come from the forestry 
and game divisions if our recommendations are accepted. The Game 

. Division might furnish from two to four men from the Deer Research 
Project and possibly Forester Haukom; the cooperative forestry 
division could detail some of the new men to the job providing for 
them new experiences and additional training, with Forester Hassler 
serving on the committee and assuming responsiblity for part of 
the training and supervising, Whether the Forest and Parks Division 
has other men available besides those serving on the committee, is 
not known to me, In the Forest Protection Division we may find 
experienced compass men, | 

As at least three of the above named divisions heve a definite 
interest in the survey, the commission might authorize them to 
absorb the cost of the survey insofer as their respective regular 
men are concerned, These interested divisions are the Cooperative 
Forestry Division, the Forests and Parks Division, and the Game 
Division. For possible extra help, emergencies and unforeseen 
expenses an appropriation of $ might be applied for. 

in drawing the outline of the survey, consideration was given 
to the following points: . 

1. The survey was to be a determination of the Visible damage 
to forest reproduction caused by deer browsing. 

2. The survey was to be conducted not merely to satisfy the 
commission and the department es to the true state of affairs, but 
also to give a reliable account to those who provided the funds for 
the acquisition and management of our forests, the general public 
(thet does not mean only the sportsmen). 

3. For that reason, ell members of the committee agreed, we 
hed to avoid any semblance of bias. The best way to accomplish that 
was to keep the survey as mechanical as possible and to shun con-— 
jectures. 

4. The deer as the ceusative agency definitely give the game 
manager end game biologist a stake in the problem we are trying to 
solve, but the things affected, the public and private forests which 
represent a vast investment in money end effort, and which are the 
responsiblity of the forester, seem to make the problem primarily 
one of concern to him,
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With reference to suggestions received at a recent meeting, 
I can only submit my personal views as I heave not had an opportunity 
to consult my co-workers, 

1. The suggestion we assign a forester and game man or biologist 
to each crew is heartily supported by me as a logical move. 

2. I am somewhat anorehensive about having a game man and 
forester jointly exercise the functions of chief of party. I be+ 
lieve, one boss will be more satisfactory. All experience in 
administrative management points that way. In making the crews 
responsible to two bosses we should be violating one of the 
principles of organization, the principle of "Unity of Command", 
Such an arrangement may work occasionally. As a ruleitshould be 
evoided. 

For reasons cited above (under 4), the chief of party should 

be a forester. 

3. In order to prevent onesidedness and to give all aspects 
of the problem proper consideration, the training of the crews should 
be carried on jointly by the chief of party and a specially assigned 
biologist, each explaining those feetures of the survey work which 
perticulerly fall within his realm, 

4. There is no reason why men qualified to do so, should not 
make such observations as were mentioned at last Friday's meeting, 

but they should not be made part and parcel of the mechanical survey, 
They should be tabulated separately. If we had one competent 
man on each crew, it would be simple to carry out such a plen. 

H. T. J. Cramer 
HTJC:mh 

COPIED 
10-15-46 
jeh



" ‘COPY’ 
Fp S DEER DAMAGE SURVEY 

‘ (General Considerations to be Followed by Detailed working Plen) 

Purpose: Determination of extent and degree of deer damage to natural 

and artificial reproduction on forest areas. 

Areat 4,500,000 acres of managed forest lands. (Approximately 200 

townships) 

A. Sampling Design 

1. General 

The plan will consist of one three-mile run containing 18 sample plots 

for every twelve sections (7680 acres) of land to be cruised. 

Bach run is to be considered one day's work for a two man crew, 

Itts assumed that six two-men crews will be evaileble for the work and 

that the totel ares will be covered in one hunéred working days (600 crew days). 

In the aggregate, there will be 10,000 small plots or individual field 

G@eterminations made during the specified time. In addition, there will de 

one field chief of party whose duties will consist of 

supervising and training the crews, 

locating survey lines, 

placement of sample plots, and 
periodically checking accuracy of field work, | 

2. Accuracy 

{The standard error is that of "cluster" sampling. The variance ist 

e2 = 100° (che + cwe_) 
( m  ) 

where Ob = coefficient of variation between means of twelve section units 

Ow = coefficient of variation between plot values within each twelve- 

section unit 

m = number of locations or number of twelve-section units used. 

n © number of sample plots in each twelve-section unit 

e = standard error of the mean percent damage (directly in percent) 

Tentatively it is assumed that Cb will be equal to .50 and Cw equal to 1,0, 

f If we assume m to equal 100 locations and n ecual 18 plots then 

e2 = 2500, * 10000 = 2545.6= 30.6 andes 50.6 2 

100 1800 

5.5% of the mean which is the sampling error of the mean percent damage 

estimated on the erea of approximately 33 townships, For the entire area of 

200 towmships (600 locations) the sempling error would be 2.3%.
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: The calculations indicate that the statistics could be broken down by 

relatively smell units and condition classes such as cover type, age and 

density classes of timber, political or other convenient sub-divisions, 

such as county or group of townships. 

It is suggested that the smallest sub-division of the total area for which 
the percent damage estimates are presented be not less than 100,000 acres. 

This would allow a standard error of approximetely 15% or the limit of error 
of approximately 30%, 

3. Location of Courses and Sample Plots 

The existing aerial photos and other detailed forest type or other 

maps can be used to great advantage in locating the course of travel, Lakes, 

marshes, muskegs, cultiveted lend could be delineated and eliminated from the 

survey. The course of travel should be governed by the actual pattern of the 

forest cover and owmmership, In order to avoid bias, the course should be 
selected arbitrarily only in the direction of the four cardinal points of the 

compass. (Magnetic bearings) All distances to be chained. 

The sample plots will be selected at random along the course. (The procedure 

will be fully explained in the working plan) 

4, Size eané Shape of Sample Plots . 

The semple plots will be circular in shape, 1/50 of an acre in size, 
16.6" in radius. 

5. Marking of Course and Sample Plots 

In order to facilitate checking and re-measurement if needed, the 

starting point and the course should be marked by bark scratcher, using one. 

cross at approximately 2 chains intervals and at turning points, Likewise y 

the center of each plot should be represented by a tree or temporary stake, 

the tree to be marked by @ double cross, while the temporary stake (important 

for checking by the party chief) should carry the number of the plot. 
(Details to be covered in the working plan) 

6. Classification of Stands Surrotinding the Plot A 

The condition class surrounding the plot will be described with reference 
to cover type, size class, and @nsity. The following tentative classification 

scheme may be used, Only ocular estimates will be required, 

: , 3 Stocking 
Size Class : DBH +: Non-stocked {Poor : Medium 3: Good 

Seedlings : 0-1" 3 under 200 : 200-800 : 800-1400 : 1400 + 
Saplings _: 1-5" : under 100 : 100-400 _: 400-700 + 700 + 
Poles : ooo" under 3 cds. i Bey eGew. ty ol eeday it 12 cds, + 
Smell saw 3: 8 3 3 3 
timber ¢ 9n15"¢ under 1.5 $1, Soe} Se es ™ 

Large saw. t : : : 8 

timber : 15+ : under 1.5M 15M 3 SM = OM. os 10m +
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The use and application of this table will be dependent upon the proper 

training of the survey crews. It is anticipated that the deer damage will 

be correlated with the conéition class of the stand surrounding the plot. 

B. Season of Survey 

Although late fall, before snowfall, may be satisfactory, ‘it is 

pelieved that spring is the best season for the survey. . 

Heavy snow cover will make it impossible to tally end to estimate damage on 

seedlings below the snow line, and for that reeson it is considered impract- 

icable to continue the survey beyond the beginning of the deer season, 

a. Dam e Classification 

On each sample plot 211 reproduction of commercially valuable species 

will be counted and examined as to its conditioh, The specimens of each 

species damaged or killed by deer will be counted as against the undamaged 

_ ones and reported by species in the following height classes: up to l!, 

 everaLb, bo 3% to 6f. 

Young growth in the above mentioned height classes is to be considered to 

be particularly damaged 

a) if terminal leader is clipped 

>) when terminal or leader is out of reach, if more than 

2/3 of crown are clipped. 

Tt should be obvious when @ tree is Killed, - 

The following four classes of damage will be recognized: 

1. Heavy or Lethal (Killing damage) 

2. Moderate or Deforming (Injury to form ené future merchantability) 

3, Light or Retarding (Retarding growth & development ) j 

h, Very light or Tolerable (Sm.11 or insignificant) 

Prepared by H. T. J. Cramer and Ivan Hassler in consultation end 

cooperation with S$. R. Geovorkiantz of the Forest Experiment Station at 

St. Paul. 

September 23/24, 1946 

Copied 

LO=15-H6 

alz
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
COMMITTEE ON DEER DAMAGE TO FOREST REPRODUCTION 

Trout Lake 
September 26, 1946 

The September 26th meeting of the Committee on Deer Damage to 
Forest Reproduction was called to order by ‘the Chairman, Forest 
Area Supervisor H. T. J, Cramer at 2:15 P.M. at the State Lodge, 
Trout Lake Nursery, Trout Lake, Wisconsin. 

Others present at the meeting were: 
Leif Steiro, Forest Supervisor, Forests and Parks Division 
Donald J. Mackie, Forester, Forests and Parks Division 
Ivan Hassler, Forester, Cooperative Forestry Division 
Stanley G, DeBoer, Forester, Cooperative Forestry Division 
Bernard Bradle, Biologist, Game Management Division 

Mr, DeBoer was appointed secretary of the committee and instructed 
to record the minutes of the meeting. 

Mr. Cramer supplied copies of the proposed general plan of the 
survey of deer damage to forest reproduction to all present (copy 
attached). After a thorough item by item discussion of the plan it 
was tentatively accepted by all present es being practicable and 
applicable. 

Copies of a rough draft of a proposed field sheet for the survey 
were produced by Mr. Cramer. These were inspected, explained, and 
discussed. The proposed sheet lay-out was tentatively accepted by 
the committee with the suggestion that a column headed "Dead" be 
added to the telly records. 

It was suggested that the Game Management Division supply up to 
four men for the survey and that the remaining men be supplied by 
the Forestry Divisions of the Department. 

The suggestion that all field notes and records be sent to and 
compiled at the Central Forest Area Headquarters at Black River Falls 
was accepted. 

Messrs. Hassler and Mackie declared their willingness to serve as 
joint Chiefs of Party with the understanding that Mr. Mackie would 
assume responsibility during the Fall season when his work load is 
lightest, and that Mr. Hassler, who's work scheduled for this Fall 
is already fully occupied, assume the responsibility next Spring. 
It was further recommended that if, in the training of the survey 
crews this Fall a member of this group develops the necessary 
qualifications, he be given the opportunity to assume the position 
as the survey's Chief of Party, thereby relieving Messrs. Hassler 
and Mackie of this extra work load.



' Minutes of Meeting-Sept. 26, 1946 2. 

It was agreed that the training of all field parties should be 
carried on simultaneously and in one group in the Trout Lake area; 

such training to be conducted by Messrs. Hassler and Mackie and 
initiated at the earliest possible date. 

The suggestion that a start at field examination should be made 
and continued until snowfall was accepted. 

It was agreed that the plan for this investigation be presented 
to Assistant Director Ernest Swift and, through him, to the Director 
and the Commission as early as possible for their approval. 

‘The meeting adjourned at 4:20 P.M. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Stanley G. DeBoer, Secretary 
Black River Falls, Wis. 
9/30/46 

Copied 
10-15-46 
ihe
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December 3, 1946 

Mr, Henry C, Kuehn 
The Wiseonsin Cold Storage Company 
344 Mast Plorida Street 
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin 

Dear Henry: 

I am always mich pleased to get your first hand reports. 
I have been doing a lot of thinking on the localities like 
Price and Sawyer in which the deer have not yet returned to 
the 1943 level, I suspect that illegal killing is the reason, 

The risk to hunters in evergreen plantations 4s a new 
one on me, but I can see it clearly and I am inelined to 
think you are right, 

As you probably imow, I can't go along on the predator 
question excent as it relates to foxes, ‘There is no possi- 
ble danger of over-reducing foxes, Hawks and owls are on 
the other hand in my opinion in actual danger, and timber 
wolves, of course, are on the verge of extinction. With 
personal regards and best wishes 

; As ever, 

Aldo Leonold 

ALRL 

eet Bill Grimmer
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344 Ear FLORIDA STREET December 1, 19h)6 
MILWAUKEE 4,WISCONSIN 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
h2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I think it proper if I were to continue to report to you annually 

of my own personal findings in certain areas of the North on the 

deer population. 

I just spent four days in the Brule River area as I have done for the 

last four years, and I have also from time to time checked up certain 

areas in Price and Sawyer Counties for a number of years. Based on 

my own observations I would conclude that over quite an area of Douglas 

and Bayfield Counties that our deer population is almost back to where 

it was prior to the double-shoot in 193 - in fact in certain sections 

I gained the impression that we had more deer than we ever had. Inso- 

far as my observation in parts of Price and Sawyer Counties is concerned, 

I would conclude that this year’s population is back to somewhere between 

70% and 80% of 1943. 

One is therefore forced to the conclusion that if we should have a 

severe winter that our deer problem will bs,to where it was four years 

AZOs been 

If perchance we have enough alfalfa, hay, and clover to spread around 

we might avoid excassive starvation - particularly since the deer at 

this time seem to be larger and in better physical condition than I 

have seen them for a number of years. 

Rather to my surprise there didn't seem to be nearly as many hunters 

as a year ago - probably due to the fact that meat is no lorgera family 

probleme 

One matter that came rather sharply to my attention, and about which I 

am at a loss to offer any suggestion, ard—tret is the apparent increasing 

danger of hunters getting killed in those large areas where the new 

plantings took place a few years ago. These young evergreens are now 

just large enough to give deer plenty of cover and protection against 

the hunter, but it is a mighty dangerous thing for the hunter himself, 

These areas are literally loaded with deer and were also very popular 

areas for the hunter. 

Best personal regards. 

Very truly yours, 

HCK:EL CHOOSE YOUR WAREHOUSE AS YOU DO YO ‘6 ( 

,
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December 1, 196 

Mr. W, FP. Grimmer, Supt., 
Geme Management Division 
Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Thank you for your note of November 29th. 

I noticed Lew Morrison had quite an erticle in the Sentinel 
this morning regarding predators. This predator problem is 
one that appears to me is getting increasingly worse in Wis- 
consin. 

i think the Hinnesota Jonservation Department is off to a good 
start on the subject of predator control, and I believe we ought 
to do something similar. You may recall that some six or eight 
years ago I advocated greater effort toward predator control, 
and which ineluded some real effort against our snapping turtles. 
I stated at that time that 1 thought the snapper was one of our 
most expensive predators whan it comes to fish and duck life in 
Wisconsin, 

Wheat would be your opinion of our “starting” something with the 
private shooting preserves of Wisconsin as well as the licensed 
pheasant breeders toward some rather definite program of control 
of more especially foxes, hawks, owls, and crows. These people 
all have a direet interest in the subject, and i believe with a 
little propaganda and educational effort on either your part or 
ours that something quite definite could be accomplished. 

Shall be glad to have any suggestions you may care to make. If 
you think that the different shooting preaerves or clubs should 
be contacted 1 would be very happy to do so if you will send me 
the names and address of all those in Visconsin now holding permits 
or licenses. 

Thank you for your further opinion, 

Best personal regards. 

Very truly sdttiiiie 

HOK: SL ON 
CHOOSE YOUR WAREHOUSE AS YOU DO YOUR BANK /]
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My, Henry C, Kuehn, Pres, 

Rettianaea 
Saat Plerida Street 

Vilwmloe 4, Yeconsin 

Deore Senaryt 

Mae other commissioners tol4 me they hed a fine time at your dinner, and { 
I greatly rogret havine siased it. 

It gratifye ma thet you avupethice with ay view of the timber wolf, I will 
confine this letter, therefore, te hevice and owls. My studente have hept an 
eaves Sonne 06 Somerton vais Se UNE face Hie 2 Creare cee 
wince 1932h. Se eretens yaaahanion has wanteh five 5 7 one semaine 
which is 1 owl per 750 acres. Waring the seme period 1 havies varied ; 
png hye dion: Pyare ph ma ina yo Pe there are no other 
apectes covavle of damncing mame except an eecactonal Cooper's tank. These 
are quite destroative but they have been sbownt in all bat 3 ont of 16 yearn, 
ptm fle Aes ypawig seit Mapeyoung Rimeparngh x gy You'll eet o con» 
eentrated flight of heise on the Lale MMchigen dhore, these am algrants i 
that are present only for « month in upring and « wonth in fall. 

ALL of these birds, of cowrse, M421 gum when they oan, bat the resident 
pommlation fa tee low to ammuit te anything. j 

On my own farm in Genk County T have counted all hawks seen singe 1938 
with a view te mescuriag powsttle iucrease or decrense, My seunt te as : 

Taor0ld Shack, %awk County 

6 1g Q i 

7 4 26 rob t 
i ig " : i s 
Yon ie H 
195 

Yer day 0.6 003 @2 “1,0
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These are unvublished figures, henee I will appreciate your not uaing 
then to the prass. ‘They, ciPtainly chow no increase, ani wore likely a doorease, 
and they aleo show a very auell count per day, 

: Since o11 of these hawke and owls by podents do a lot of an 
wohl Of omnes ay uated te eet tear ane teal ne cee 1 
situations whore special dumye io being miffered, The danger is that the 
average hunter shoote hawke and owla on a premumtion of damage and this is 
dangerous, 

Z hope you will not think that I om pretending to have the Inst word on 
thin questions There is lots more detail I can give you if you are willing te 
listen to it sometine when we cam tall. 

WAth yorsonal regerde 

Yours oa over, 

Alda Leopold 

ALOR 

eet ur, ¥. ti. WMokinven 
Mr, Wa, Grass 
wma, J, 2, Aborg
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344 EAST FLORIDA STREET 

ae Dec. 8, 1946 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
hah University FarmPlace, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your interesting note of the 3rd. I am sorry you 

will not be with us at dinner tomorrow night at the University 

Club. So far as I know it now the Commissioners will all be there 

except you and Guido Rahr,. 

I am definitely in agreement with you in your postscriptum about 

the illegal deer killing now going on in the North. This illegal 
killing was reduced to a minimum for quite a number of years fol- 

lowing the rather aggressive compaign at that time to get the 
northern native to quit shooting the year around, and to regard 
the deer as an economic asset. Then when the matter of starvation 
got a great deal of publicity several years ago, and coupled with 
the general increase in law violations as the aftermath of the war, - 
I also concluded that the illegal killing in the North is now con- 
siderably greater than it ever was. I feel confident, however, 
that this illegal killing will again decline somewhat from now on. 

Your comments on the predators is interesting, and 1 did not 
elaborate too much in my first letter on that subject to Bill 
Grimmer, but will now say that I thoroughly agree with you on 
the timber wolf. It will interest me greatly if you will write 
me further on the danger of near-extinction of hawks and owls. 
I was rather of the opinion that the so-called chicken-hawks and 
great-horned owls were on the increase - at least in southern Wis- 
consin - and that these two predators are continuing to kill a 
fairly sizeable percentage of our pheasants. I may be wrong and 
it certainly would be interesting to me to get a little more data 
on that subject. If any information is at all available, I would 
be glad to have you send it to me. 

Best regards. 5 
ery truly yours, 

P.S. In your first paragraph in your cy / 
letter of the 3rd you suspect that the reason the deer have not 
returned in Price & Sawyer Counties, such as it has in other sections» 
might be due to illegal killing. I do not think thes to be the 
entire reason. It i i 
Counties, where binGing’ te anaeane ete easy, eet Shatner’ pontlabion 
was reduced just that much more than in other more difficult areas 

during the double shoot fn Tons, “* “Ov Pe youn Bane
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December 17, 1946 

Mr. 8, J. Yandervall 
Director - Conservation Dept. : 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Rae 

The followin: deer case, reported to me by R, K, Spints, 627 Knicker- 
bocker Street, Medison, sounds to me very arbitrary and technical, I 

would be glad to have you ascertain whether there is another side to it. 

My. Spints was bunting in a party of five near Buttermit. On Hovem~ 
ver 26 Lewrence Bushy of Butternut, one of the party, shot a buck which he 
believed to have foried horns. He found instead that 1+ was an sbnormal 
splker with apikes pointed at different angles, giving the impression of a 
fork, ‘he Hye (not measured) 10-12", diameter at base 1"~1 1/4", dressed 
weight (est,) 135-150;), 

Realizing they had killed an illegal deer, they dressed it out with the 
intention of notifying the warden, A pair of self-hunting doge began at once 
to eat the carcass, so they loaded the deer and all five men started for 
the warden. ‘They met two wardens on Gounty F near Suttermt, te whom they 
explained the case, The wardens sacepted the deer and told them it was all 
right. 

Warden Merkle next day called at Bushy's housé and left word for him to 
phone. Bushy did, and Merzle told him to come to Mellon at 7 7?,.u. All 
five went. Merkle took them to the City Hall, made out a warrant there, 
served it on Jushy. The J,?. asked only whether Bushy had had a spiker in 
possession, Neither the J,P, nor Merkle allowed any explanation, nor did he 
give any explanation of why he was reversing the two wardens who accepted the 
deer, The fine was $50.00, which the party divided among themselves. 

It is obvious, of course, that Bushy was technically illegal both 
in shooting and “possessing” the spiker. 

It seems equally obvicus that Merkle should not have reversed his 
sabordinates without some explanation, and should have out off any explona- 
tions the grow had to offer. 

There may be points which Spints didn't knew, or failed to tell me. 
Hence, I am reserving judgement. Sp@nts oan see Bushy was technically at 
feult, and he did not mind kicking in on the fine, but he te plenty indig-
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nant at the inconsistency as among wardens, and especially at having no 

change to tell the circumstances, 

Spints carries mail to my house. Ye feeds quail @11 winter at his 
own expense, and takes pride in his record as a conservationist. I con- 
sider him a very solid citizen, When we give that kind of people the impres- 
sion that we are arbitrary and high-handed, we do ourselves meh injury. 
However, there may be essentials I don't Imow about, I'd like to hear, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Al: RL 

ect ir, 8. K. Syintes 
Mr, Wm. d. P, Aberg 
Bxtra-Venderwall, BG. J. 

yj
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Docenber 27, 1946 

Mr. Ray Gerhard 
spiz Me 26h ot 
Milwaukee 6, Weeonsin 

Doay Mr. Ceryharis 

Should anyone question your sending me the quail 
you are at liberty to ue this letter as showing 
that the specimen is submitted at the request 
of the Conservation Comission and Department. 

I will bo very grateful to receive it if it ie 
still in good shape. 

Your inquiry raises, however, on interesting 
Logal. question as to tho legal. posibion of a 
eitisen whe ships game during « closed season 
to the department for sotentifie purposes. I 

om asking Mr. Grimmer of tho Game Division if 
some special protection shouldn't be devised 
for cooperntors. 

Sineorely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife 
Management 

(Signed in Mr, Leopold's absense to avoid delay). | 

00 Grimmer |
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Julius Pi; Krug, Secretary of Interior en 
Clinton P. Anderson, Secretary of Agriculture 
Washington D.C. : 

Gentlemens : 

: The Wisconsin Conservation Commission has watched with growing apprehension 
i the impending raid on the public domain, particularly the mid on National 

Forests, Parks, and Graging Districts, now taking form in the western states. 

While Wisconsin has only two National Forests, no National Park, and little 
other public domain, we nevertheless have a stake in the national conservation 
program as P@epresented by the public domain in other states. Many Wisconsin 
citigens, including ourselves, are vitally interested in western forest conser= 

i vation, range and watershed conservation, wildlife conservation, wilderness 
conservation, and national parks, At the state level this Commission is active f 
in all these fields. Any major breakdom at the national level will injure us f 
and our stote program, — 

While we stand firm on state initiative as against national, and private 
initiative as against state, neverlbeless we realize that thore are vikal 
jobs in conservation which cnly the federal governmeht can do, Those who would 
unseat the federal administration of the public domain mst first prove, on 
their own holdings, that they can do the job as well or better. Wo think it is 
common lmowledge that such proof is usually lacking. : 

This Commission points with pride to the fact that there have been no he 
~  yecent frictions between state and federal (or between private and state 

conservation enterprises in Wisconsin. We fear that such instances of harmonious 
cooperation will be overlooked in the noise of the present controversy. 

We loole to you, as the executive officers responsible for the national tnterest : 
f in the public domain, to stand firm on this matter, ani to draw a sharp line 

between needed reform in federal policy, and disorganization of the federal ‘ 
conservation enterprise. ‘ a 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission
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STATE OF ILLINOIS ips: 
DWIGHT H-.GREEN,covernor 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

LIVINGSTON E.OSBORNE SPRINGFIELD THEOPHILUS C.PONTING 
DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

February 18, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
423 University Farm Place, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Replying to your letter of February 12th, our Department at all 
times has kept its word with the Fish and Wildlife Service and with 
our neighboring states. I did not at any time agree to disperse the 
geese by airplane immediately upon their arrival at Horseshoe Lake; 
in fact, I said "no", 

I agreed that after the netural food had been used up and after 
the crops in the neighborhood had been harvested, then to permit the 
dispersal of geese. I do think that sending such a letter as you did 
was not fair and worked a hardship on the State of Illinois. I think 
you will find that in all agreements we have made with the various 
states, in all of our departments we have kept our word. That is one 
thing thet I insist upon, and I think you will find upon investigation 
that it was Illinois who started a movement to have better cooperation 
among other states, especially law enforcement, and that we arranged 
initial meetings. 

Please understand that I have the very highest regard for you in 
every respect, and I do not wish to direct any personal criticism to you. 
Horseshoe Lake was a headache that I inherited. It was something that 
I had to work out without causing too much of a disturbance in Illinois. 
We were accused of lots of things down here, especially the unusually 
large kill of geese. When the final record was presented, it happened 

; that we that we were the least of the offenders. 
w 

vet yee I will await the receipt of the names of the states to whom you X 
oak a sent your resolution. Da wer i 

A ., With best regards, I am, ne 

a Ke 3) NJ aa Dr oe g- e 
\y. s x : S a 

A De ge lg 7S YA Sincerely yours, 

Q eS » \ DNS a Sr ee f 
ai . \. \ - a os a Ss eer ee ae bd nel on ; 

SOs Gre > ee ae ue Livingston E. Osborne 
i REO QS oe Director 
\ Kee Rue eae 1S 

) \r* ¢ ; (> oF
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Horceshoo take Raglona, Tlidaoie 

( from Ayers, J, 6, Bonkers of Horaaahoe Auer, Yoreste. Oot. isu Maden tions of a Goo jamin, th W, A, Wilde Ite Conf., 19h6, winene tah team yotenhe cnneumee.s m 
Yeur October Cenaus Reported Club Betimated Tete Poreent Intel 

waa Mortal tty Mortality 

1999 45,000 . 12,898 17,320 3 

1919 ? 13,00 ? 
ve Wy 00 SO 3 

19 foro00 Ly 14500 @ ion 352000 7025 (2) 94000 (1) 
(2) a9¥5 00 , 5180 (2) 6,000 (2) ay 

1946 aon elosed slesed @oved 

siatabarcanmaae} Genous ot maxim population, waally in Late Ootober 
geo0e hed arrived tut before shooting toll was heavy, i 

Figures in beodieete repwesont conflieting count, prabably mde by 4% ffer 
observers or at Ufferant times. 

fevered A Ratraated trom the bag records ab “Clubs” required 

timated ‘to’ tality’: Reported Club plus estimated aripelesn, 
has imated kLl1 on Wiesouwrl side of eens ches ry kebLied in Ken 

HBergint Petal lortalitx's Aove dvidnd wy dotoder sens, Where there 
are emma, the longer he used, 

{3} Seanon Limit of 6,000 sat by F, WT. Servdee. 
Season Limit of §,000 set by 7, ¥, L, Service.
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Men for Comiacioners on 

ahe_Traama\ Jtatua of the Deer Herd 

4g you lave, I mate several attempts to draft a qarrent deer poliay 

asgepteble to the Conuasloners, but wae not able to get unandaone agreo~ 

mont, I think, therefore, that tt 1s new dneumbent on som other Comeio~ 

stoners to formate = statement of what we are trying te do in 1947. tt 

ia wundair to Mrate avitt to leave him without any failing of what we want 

done this year, 

1 am in tough with the deer situation in muy states, and my paper on 

“A Garvey of Overpomiated Door Ranges in the U, 4," will appear tn the April 

Journal of Wh1dlive Managenent, Should the Coumlasioners want an stvanne 

look af it, am Wedlaground for our sconsin situation I will be glad to 

fornish 44. By Aprll I will send reprints to all Couwmisstoners, 

the purpose of tds letter fa to tell you, and the Departuent men eon= 

sernod with doey, thot two new cong lulona are now pretty woll ectabltched 

in uy mint, . 
Aiea 0. the fleet 4s that ow unawolduble sropaguula about “too 

many deer” hae loosened the mablic consclesse on decor law observance, andes 

& consequenes wo are idkliing slest as mmy axtlerless deor as wo wuld kL i 
‘ander a ledear law, and certainly as many as we would remove under controlled | 

shooting, Part of thin 4Llegal m1. fo swaser neat imating, part of tt ts M 
abandoned does, fwms, and spikers remlting from careless ahooting in gaason, 

Take contusion ia not uenessariiy o ariticiem of 41 Robinson's lew , 

enforveamnt. It {x merely an adwiaaion that law obeervanee, vartiqwlarly ’ 

careless theoting in seanon, is doteruined by “yablie sentinent’ in the party, 

rather then by fear of wardens, ‘the ghance of being apprehendad for aheoting j 

and abantoning a doe during the gererel bombarduent to nearly sor, bi i
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Remi) woallibeig. Aa a vost of the Uilegel Mill of feunles, the 

deer herd is wouowkere near atebilized in muiers; 4.0., 1% io not inareasing 

nearly ag fast as a herd normally does under a buck~law, ant not ee fect as 

At did during the 1930's, Nevertheless the range to overstoaled, ant hoe 
ouy carrying capadity is slowly declinine, 

This is a very dangerous situstion, becwuse it 1 migleading to laymen 

iile the Congress, Taymen see Little change in mumbers, Little deterioration 

of the sex rubio, henge why do anything? They do not reolise that under this 

“Hownhtl. Bquildbrbwcd" our browse will ultimately be icilled off mure completely 

than it would under en out-and-out irruption of the Katbab tyre. 

i belteve that the counterpart of this situation extots in MMiehtigan, 

New York, and Fonueylventa, only in Pennsylvania the doos were reurved by 

controlled shoots, | ve - 

In wy opinion thie comatasion camet consetentiously tolerste the inde} 

finite contimanute of thie situation for tro rensonst 

(1) ‘The f1.egel ki11 whieh souses it de a waste of good anat and a 

damage to public wrale, 

(2) ‘the damage to tproatry, and to the future deor herd, will mount 

steadily, and ultimately it will be grester than under an out~- 

andr-out Ge-oft, 

tn wy opinion we are obligated to deveribe thie aftuation to the 

legislature if we beldeve it exists, ‘This is a techaies? problem daviaible to 

the public, “e are spending many thousaniy per yoor for the express purpose 

of being forewarned about ouch teohnieal matters, Whether or no the legislature 

Gam agres on remedial action in not our responsibility, Sven 4f the Come aston 

gan't agree on reaedial action, we are nevertheless obligated te te11 the 

Legislature, The only poliey we can't defend is ailende,
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Of course, T my be wrong in my new dlagnowia. A change dn the iLlegel 

| ADL de virtually dposstble to yrove oF disprove, contend, however, that ‘ 
it iu tuoumbent on the Comalseionera to Tage vote out a 1947 deer polley 

of some sort, I an willing to be voted dom, but not to aequiesee fn letting 

the matter dritt, 

It 4s wnterstood, of course, that thig diagnoule 4s intended to apply 

only to the average aituation, We hove oll possible local variations of 

status. 

owld the Comifesion, or the Departuent, or the legislative comalttes 

want « fuller exposition of my present diagnoaia, I om at your service, 

Ade Log ob 

Maine é



Babcock, Wisconsin 
March 7, 1947 

Dear Aldo, 

I am very glad to have your lettér of the 5th. 

A letter from Chairman Smith indicates possibility that 88-S 
can be re-drawn to eliminate power of arrest without warfant, and 

to define immature cutting, etc. These changes would make 88-S 

less objectionable, of course. Nevertheless, it is still a 

compulsory bill. Therefore, once in operation, your commission 

would necessarily have to decide whether to enforce it strictly 

or whether to let it go like the pollution laws, as unenforceable. 

To enforce it, I think, the commission would need to be very strong, 

since a matter of this kind would inevitably involve fire-hot 

political situations. By comparison, it is my belief the deer 

question would prove tame. Yet, if you do not enforce it, it is 

no good. I do not believe 88-S will work. Still, if it is changed 

and is made definite, in black and white, I suppose it might be 

tried. 

The incentive approach has much greater chance of producing 

effective results, in my opinion. My substitute bill may not be 

the answer, but it is a start in our thinking. I believe such a 

pill, furthermore, would be upheld by the courts, sire alternatives 

are provided, and since each landowner would choose his own, I do 

not believe 88-S can be upheld, 

I enclose for your information copy of the Objections to 88-S 

which I filed with the Sendke committee. You will not agree with 

my emphasis in spots, at least. I hope you can read the marked 

portions on pages 5 and 4. You apparently do not know that 88-S 

authppizes arrest without warrant, and on "belief" by any game 

warden. If you did know that, I cannot see that you could term 

such a provision "mild", especially since the bill fails entirely 

to state what acts will be made so criminal as to subject an owner 

to such arrest. I call that one of the most drastic things I have 

ever seen in any bill. 

Anyhow, I hope a good forestry bill can be written. We have ~ 

the job, all of us, of trying to make our system of government work, 

and at the same time to cure various abuses. It is my belief that 

a different approach than 88-S is needed; one which is not repugnant 

to some of the most fundamental concepts of government which we 

accepte The end does not justify the mems.
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I likewise beliefe that while education is not the cure-all 
for forestry abuses, many of which are deliberate and by well 
informed people, (often under stern economic necessity), we have 

not done what is possible, as yet, in this direction. 

What 88-S seeks is a forestry revolution in Wisconsin. 

The objectives of the revobution are not adequately stated, except 

in generalities, nor are the abuses sought to be corrected in any 

way identified. The term “immature timber" alone is meaningless, 
since no two individuals, perhaps, would agree. (It is possible, 

however, to define exactly abuses which need correction, if they 

exist. The subject of forestry is no more complicated than any 

other complex subject which is legislated en). 

The question, as I see it, is whether you are going to attempt 

to bring off this revolution by compulsion, in which you seize the 

power for a time, and back it up with an army of officials, or 

whether the ends can be accomplished, in part, through taxation 

and other incentives. Mere passage of 88-S will accomplish 

nothing. After passage the headaches begin, and in my opinion 

the reverberations of adequate enforcement would be of tidal 

proportions which might easily engulf the commission in a situation 

it had not anticipated. From the practical standpoint, however 

laudable the intent, I just cannot see how the bill would work, 

Let's hope that it is possible to write a bill which will make 

a long step ahead toward the forestry objectives we all want. 

Forestry revolutions cannot be accomplished overnight. Both’ 

proponents and opponents are sincere, and have good arguments. 

We need to seek that common ground of procedure which will unite 

poth sides in support of the mutual objectives, which are widely 

shared. I believe we have most to gain if we will keep in mind 

constantly the fact that the argument is one of procedure. 

We must also continue to believe that there is a way which will 

prove satisfactory. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

eee 

Wallace Grange



Objections to Bill 88-S, Forest Cutting 

io ae ‘Submitted to the Committee on Agriculture end a 
‘ ig Conservetion, Wisconsin Senate, Februery 19, 1947 

eee a , By Wallace Grenge, Babcook, Wisconsin 
ie Peat 

88-8 is & Progrem of State Sooielism end Confiscation q 

‘Under this bill, the State Conservetion Commission is ‘ ae 
: authorized to substitute its judgment es to forest economics, and a 

forest practise, for the individual judgment of texpeying lend- iQ 
owners. Under the bill, the state proposes to deprive the a 

i 3 landowner of his treditional end constitutionel rights tobe agi 
ss gecure in his own property. Bill 88-S undertekes to tell each ce 

fone ine’ ae lend raof his right to exereise his own judgement and to 4 
. “@etermine for himself whether he cen cut his own property, (timber), 4 

ae as and when he sees fit. ee iM . 

ts - Sinee effective control of the owner's eraeree in timber is “ 
; taken from the owner, the bill proposes ectusl confisestion of 

* property, without compenseétion, and for en alleged purpose which R 
nN is theoretical. This confiscation amounts to the socialization | ; . 

i$ of ell forest lends effected. Se he : ‘ 
‘ as ’ ae a Rede RN yi 

i _- #he ~people of Wisconsin heave never voted for state socialism, i 
iy nor for confiscation of private property without compensetion. “ 

Before any such program of socislized control of private property 

é is passed, the people of Wisconsin heve the right to vote on the 
§ metter. : ‘ : 

: 88-S is Based on a Fallacy ' Pa a 

ah The idea of 68-S seems to be thet the cutting of immature | 
g timber is @ criminal ect. Under the bill, such cutting would be t 

ig mede criminel. — : ij ; ‘ 
ii’ ! Et ‘ ! Bae a 

2 fhe whole question of whet constitutes ‘ere: timber is 
> - subject to difference of opinion. ‘Seriously, ny cutting by a 

~ landowner is undertsken for commercial profit, and his cutting : oe 
3 ts is done in order to reslize « profit. Whenever any landowner 

cuts his own immature timber he is exercising his judgment thet — oh 
3 the timber is sufficiently meture to yield him a desired profit. ; 

S The trees he cuts will be of commercial size, or he would not a 
jf out them in the first place. tis ; " 

4 With timber prices whet they ere in 1947, en immeture tree 
mey have e cash value to the lendowner, es of today, which may Pe 

’ not be realized ten years from now, or twenty years from mw, ue 
even efter considersble further growth. But, under 88-S, the | 
stete usurps the right to decide when et gan make a profit, ! 
and the further power to coupel the Lendowner to hold his timber, , 
to assume the risks of changing markets, fire, wind, disease Ms 
deer end other hazards. Whether the individuel landowner will, 

es @ result, reslize a profit or sustein 6 loss, depends upon 
circumstences. — ‘ ’ ‘ ‘ : 

Pi ; i
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The landowner's purpose in owning timberland is to make a 
profit. He is not necesserily interested in "maturity" of the 
timber, since his first problem is to make his business pay. 

Under 88-8, a state-sponsored theory that it is more im- 
i portent to grow mature timber than for citizens to make a profit, 

is compulsorily imposed upon forest landowners. 

This reesoning is fallacious, since if the State of Wisconsin 
intends to establish en erbitrary policy that future timber is 
more important theh present timber, such policy should be very : 
cerefully considered end discussed first, and applied to many 
other fields of business, or to none at ell. There is no valid 
justification for singling out the forest products industry for 
state socialism and the doctrine of future use. . 

How About "Immature" Beef? ’ 

For example, there is still a mest shortege. Yet many 
farmers are etill selling veal. Eech such veal killed and sold 
on the market is just one less future beef or deiry cow, since 
if it were permitted to "mature", it would eventually yield a 
greeter quentity of meat end a higher price. ; 

: Under Bill 88-S, the situetion is exactly the seme. If the é 
stete has the power to tell « lendowner thet he must not touch 
his timber until it reaches « certain size, it also has the power 
to tell Wisconsin fermers thet they cannot kill veal ecelves, end 
to compel them to reer every such celf to deiry or beef stage, or 
to secure s stete permit granting other use. 

‘Bill 88-S Lacks Any Stenderds : 

Under this bill the legislature is asked to ~~ the 
Conservation Commission © blank check, which the latter will fill 
in as it sees fit. The entire bill is ambiguous snd studiously ; 
avoids the laying down of eny standerds whatsoever. 

For exemple, nowhere in the bill is there any definition as 
to what constitutes "immature timber". The entire matter of 
deciding is left to the Commission, and its advisors. 

: No bill, on any subject, should suthorize eny stete commission 
to legislate on such matters. Legisletion should be done solely 
by the Legislature, end when @ new law is pessed it should be 
explicit and understandable. Under 88-S, the Legislature, in 
effect, abdicates its constitutional powers and delegetes legis~ 
lative power to a state commission, without providing adequate 
sefeguards for the public, end without laying down a comprehensive 
guide or set of standards. 

The argument egeinst honest stetement of such standerds, end 
definitions, is that the lew must be kept “elastic". The subject 
of defining immature timber is supposed to be too complex for 
the legislature to grasp; too involved to permit written statement, 
If thet is the case, the subject is too complicated for any form 
of state edministration.
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Bill 88S provides thet the meesures shell be edministered 
by forest “experts" from the civil service list. In the end, 
the law would come down to the personsl or individual judgment 
of such experts. These employees, in the field, would be the 
lew. In case of eny appeal from their decisions, the Conserva- 
tion Commission itself is the eppeal board. Thus, the Conser- 
vation Commission becomes at one and the same time, the legis- : 

( lature, the administrator, prosecutor and court of appeal, This ? 
is not e healthy situetion. The lendowner is not given adequate oe 
protection, and my be subjected to years of delay, run-arounds fine 
and evesion while he weits to get e specific problem untengled. 

If cay pores Cutting Bill is to be eneoted, it should be 
‘an honest, forthright and direct bill which sets up certain 

i standerds of size, height, density of stand, or other guides to 
be followed. All such stenderds should be stated in bleck and 

; white, in the lew. This matter should not be left up to any 
politicel commission. It should be pessed only by duly elected 
officiels, egeinst whom the public hes recourse et the polle. 

j Conservetion Commissioners ere immune to public election; the 
voters have no power to oust them from office. Mo non-elective 
officiel should heave legisletive power, — 

It my be grented that better forestry practise is a i 
: desirable objective. I do not know of anyone who does not agree 

to thet “in principle". We all want better forests. | : 

But even more important, todey, is the control of immature 
government edministration. The most important single domestic 
problem that the people heve to face is the preservation of the 
Americen system of government. By this I mean: ‘ 

1. Legislation by elected officiels only. 
: - - Ba ~Eliminetion of commissions and bosrds whic h : 

Len usurp the functions of legislation, prosecution, 
ee administration end judgment «11 within the same 

ods eee ; orgenization. i ‘ : 7 
Ae a 3. Preservation of the landowner's right to decide 

f his own lend use, and to exercise his own 
judgment es to the operation of his busimss. H. 4 

4. Meintenence of an adequete system of checks and 
, balances. i i ia ; 

In order to attempt en ill-advised cure of the timber 
problem, we must not adopt e procedure which is worse than the 
problem itself. ‘ 

‘ Imperfections in the Bill ne ete | | 
‘i : + i E y 4 

Under 68-S, any game werden or other non-forest official ‘ 
: gan arrest without werrant merely if he "believes" a landowner 

Ts not in wits ompiiange with all the regulations. — 

The bill proposes edministretion by "forest experts only", 
but givee the power of arrest without werrant to all Comal oston 
officers indiscrimine tely. : 4 Be Sat
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This cen only.mean a new horde of "timber snoopers", end 

will meke the Volstead era look like ehild's play. 

There should be no power of arrest except under actual 

werrent issued by a competent court, on the besis of written 

allegstions. This is not & police powers situation where an 

officer hes the right to errest & man apprehended in burglery or 

murder: It is 4 situation involving errest of the property owner 

himself for hervesting his own property in @ manner which, up to i 

this time, has been solely within his own discretion and in no 

wise criminal. 

The bill is utterly unenforeceeble. If passed, it can only ; 

mean systematic banding together of many smil owmers who refuse 

to comply, end who will go te court to assert their rights, and 
to prevent unlewful interference in metters which are guaranteed 
the individual under both state end federal constitutions. 

If Bill 88-S is pessed, there is no shedew of © possibility 
thet it will be administered in Wisconsin until it hes peased 
the necessary tests in court. . 

7 The bill also puts under control Red Oak, but exempts White > 
Oek. In covering Red Oak, which is commonly used for fence posts 
and reilroad ties, there must be some definite intent of the 
sponsors of the bill. Is this intent to eliminate the cutting 

of fence posts end ties? If it is, then 88-S undertekes more 
than it says, end would foree lendowners to hervest Red Osk for 

lumber only. If there is no intent to eliminate fence post and 

tie es of Red Oak, then just whet is the intent? Certainly, ; 

so fer es I know, no one is cutting Red Oak of ¢ size smsller 
than fence post size. 

. a Just exactly what is the bill esiming et, in the case of Red 
Oak' f 

Further, there is no exemption meade in the bill for such 

activities as deer farming. In my own case, a8 & deer farmer, 

timber production is an incident to other operetions, and in 

many cases it is more important to cut immeture timber, on a 

deer farm, to furnish deer browse, then it is to produce timber, 
Under 88+S, nevertheless, timber owned by a deer farmer is 

trested the same es ell other timber, and under ea state pdlicy 

which compels timber production, or e speciel permit. Whet 

assurance is there that special permits would be granted? 

Furthermore, by wheat right hes e stete commission the power to 

sey whet lend use is best for the individual lendowner? 

Deer and Immature Timber j 

One of the present Conservation Commissioners, Aldo Leopold, 

hes stated that in his opinion deer sre destroying pine trees as \ 

rapidly, or more repidly, than the state is plenting them. He 

hes pointed out that the Wisconsin deer herd is interfering with 

naturel reproduction of forest trees. If this is so, then the 

very Commission which desires to start telling private lendowners 

what to do with their timber to preserve "immature" trees, is 

i.
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responsible for widespreed deer demege to immature (seedling and 

sepling) trees. : 

af the statement is true that deer ere currently ages Sg 

' much Velueble forest reproduction, {and I believe it is true), 

then the Commission eo to take cere of its own immature timber 

preservation problem first, before it starts into the business 

of running privete enterprise. 

 Conglusion 

Bill 88-3 should be killed. 
‘ 

; ; 

| 

3 / 
; &



March 15, 1947. 

Mr. Wallage Grange 
Sandhill Gane Farn 
Babcock, Wisconsin 

Dear Wallace, 

I fully agree that $8-S is socialistic, as is also Poynette, fish 
hatcheries, and to some extent, state and national forests. Americans 
seem to prefer passing the buck to government, rather than considering 
the public interest in managkng their own lends and waters. 

I think, in fairness, that this should be emphasized,. 

A Gommission has the alternative, in many kinds of conservation, of 
proceeding socialistically or doing nothing, and the electorate have 
given a clear mandate as to which they want. I doubt whether this man- 
date is wise, but 1t is a mandate. 

Whether 83-8 is enforeeable, as amended, I don't know. I do kmow that 
many similar bills in other states, based on diameters, heve come to 
little or nothing. I have hope of the height basis because it is simple. 

Your argument about your deer farm is interesting, but I think incorrect. 
I think you would be entitled to the "special working plan" option, just 
ae pulp raisers, christma tree reisers, ete. are. This, of course, is 
a matter of common sense administration. 

After all is said and done, the fact remains that the actual performance 
of the private landowner, in respect of timber, has changed from bad to 
intolereble. If we want to Reep that liberty of action for private pro- 
perty, we heve to earn it, and we have not done so. 

I repeat that I prefer "incentive" regulations, but that involves big 
funds, as you are aware. 

Wallace, I do not claim that this demolishes your argument. Inciden- 
tally I always admire your forceful writing. 

Yours evor, 

Aldo Leopold d : 

ee Aberg 
Vanderwal 
(Wilson)



Mepeh 21, 1947 

Mr, Homry C, “uehn 
‘the Vin, Cold Storage Co, 
348 Bast Florida Street 
Milwnkes 4, “iaconsin 

Hear fienryt 

You have laid your finger on a wrobles on which I end my stulente heve worked for 
15 yoarst why fa it that artificially propacsted pheasants virtually disappear 
by shooting season? 

On wy own shooting preserve at Riley in bone County we heve recovered legs than 
5% of our releseos, all banded, ani mode ammelly singe 1931, 

One of my beut students, Ivven Sans, gave thia problem his fall time from 1936 
ame42 1985, He fic still wording on 4%. ie report, waich I am sending you, is 
eondensed in chavters 5 - 12, 

Me doea not have the final anawer, Wat neither he nor I think the anewer is predators, 
because we hed excellent survive] in released geome fora pheasants during the early 
yours when Muang ware eke siecsata There were as many predators than as now, 
aad of hewies By mora, eal answer seems to be tled up in some 
way with the competition from wild pheasants, 

Of cowrse that aeons that to plent an already poyilated pheasant range 19 wasted 
effort, avi that tn turn means that our present shooting preserve law follows the 
wrong prinstple for maaiaied Lanai, it was an admirable way to get pheasants 
started, bat 1¢ doos not fit present conditions, 

I wuld like your help ta deviaing sexe new basia forma for excourngiag pheasant 
management by orivate landowsers, California ia trying oat a new forma which I 
would like to tell you about, 

I woult aleo like te have you weet Irven Sues, I think you onl he would enjoy 
threshing out this problem, ay I evk him to call on you sowe day? Ne fa now 
Cafef of gue research in the Conservation Departaent, In amy case he Le your 
best consultant for your vroblen at Sullivan, 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALP ALDO EROPOLD
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Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
hah University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldoé 

Shortly after receiving your letter of December 16th, I left 
for the West and did not return until January 20th. I was 
very interested in your comments about the hawks and owls as 
you view it. Insofar as our own record is concerned at our 
Preserve at Sullivan, I mst confess that we did not keep a 
record prior to January 1, 19h5, of predators trapped. Our 
record since that time is as follows: 

Great Horned 
Owls Hawks 

195 Lol oT 
19,6 101 98 

From the above you will note that during the last two years the 
winged predators have been fairly constant in numbers. Offhand 
I would say that the number of hawks and owls (not including marsh 
hawks, of which we did not trap a single one), that we have more 
winged predators on our Preserve now than we did prior to 195. 
During the last two years, however, we have had more wild and released 
pheasants on the property throughout the year because we have been 
improving our property and making more pheasant feed available. 
This coming spring we will again improve it by planting in clusters 
more evergreens, more sunflower, more kale, etc., and it wouldn't 
surprise me if we would proportionately attract more great-horned 
owls and hawks. 

I still think the matter of predator control in the pheasant country 
needs some type of support or encouragement. It may be as you say, 
that there is a general decline among the winged predators in other 

| areas, but that may be due to the fact that we have attracted them to 
such more heavily populated pheasant areas. 

One thing we do know, and that is, that the several hundred pheasants 
we release each spring +ey seem to largely disappear by the time 
shooting starts in fall. We have never discovered the reason for 
it beyond knowing that horned owls and hawks are constantly blanketing 

the athroughout the spring and summer on our Preserve. Crows of course do 
a certain damage during the nesting period, but I don't think that 

CHOOSE YOUR WAREHOUSE AS YOU DO YOUR BANK 

damage is alarming.



Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- March 10, 197 
Madison,’ Wis. 

At your convenience I should be glad to have you give some 
thought as to the advisability of the Conservation Department 
recommending some type of program, or lending some type of 
assistance in controlling all kinds of predators in the heavily 
populated pheasant areas. 

Best personal regards. 

Very truly yours, 

HCK:EL
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i Yerch 10, 1947 M 

: Wisconsin Public Service Comission : 

State of Wisconsin i 
Madison, Wisconsin - : i 

Gentlemen: : ; 

I am owner of 30 acres in the eastern part of Sawyer County, wr 
Wisconsin, and heve upwards of 410,000 invested in that i 
property as a lodge where my 85 year old mother and T have if 
been spending over 10 montha of every year since 19%4. Our A 

Pe ledge is not a commercial resort... Vie have chosen that loca- AM 
tion on the banks of the Flambeau River in the Flambeau State va 
Park area becouse we enjoy living next to Nature on a beautie . 
ful river which still rolls along as God made it. i 

vee For myself and in behalf of those Sawyer and Price County ay 
residents on the Flambeau River whom I represent, I want to so ae 
on record here to say that we are in henrty accord and support ie 
for all of our producinn farmers ~ettine their farms olectrified. ae 
Effietent electric power sorvice to an honest-to-God farmer is : 
equivalent to ‘supplying him with a Hired man - equivalent to 
savinr him labor expense of from 3125 to 2150 per month, In 

. &griculture producing areas of our state and nation such pro- : : 
ducing farms’ now can get such electric service throuch their 
oh REA. LTinanced Co-operatives and also from the rural 
distribution lines of existent Dledtric Power Supplying : 

. Companies, Such: power oompayies 4n our state and nation, 
through their national association, The Ldison ilectrie Insti- 
tute, hove so announced to the public and the R.E.A. Adminis- Ble 

: tration, and have put themselves on recore to co-operated with 
the County R.E.A. Gooperatives to supply the cubstation elec} 
tric power for the R.L.A. distribution systens. i ‘ 

t Pending before your Commission you have an application filed by 
Tho Dalryland Power Cooperative for a permit to create in the teat 
Flambeau River a sixtyetwo foot high dam for electric power 
Gevelopment purposes, The electric power to be produced by 
this dam will, according to the announced plan, flow into a 
high voltage transmission syatem of the Dairyland Power Coope 
erative which will extend beyond the boundsries of our State 
of Wigconain, In fact, the high voltage transmission lines ~ 
as they exist today extend into Illinois, Towa end NWinnesota.. 

; | . gorge ee s ees * 

esa F Lae ee 
4 YE Me ig eet aie. 
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Quoting from the March 8, 1947, News Issue of The Flectrical 
World --"Tho. Daivyland Power Cooperative which jast year 
borrowed $12,976,200 from the Rural Miectrificetion Adminise’ 

5 tration for dneréased generating and transmission facilitics, 
bas received a new REA loan of $8,000,000, ; Lie 

"One million dollars of the new funds to cover tincroased cost! Hy 
of material, oquipnent, and Labor on poet atarted last 
year. The remaining 77,000,000 will be applied to construction — 

! of a hydro plant on the Flambeau River near Ladysmith, Viisconsin, 
and to the erection of 592 miles of transmission lines and 24 
substations, and to alteration of existing facilities, ; 

"Completion of all facilities now scheduled, cooperative offi- srt 
cinls said, will increase generating ere to 77,000 KW, ‘ Pua 
with a total of 510 miles of 69 000 volt and 1263 miles of’ ‘i 
54,500 volt transmission lines, ti 

fhe total installed generating capacity at the present tine ? 
available on the Dairyland Power Cooperative aystem is 26,000 ve 

; KW. An additional 36,000 KW of generating capacity will be i 
available this coming Pall of 1947, at the Alma steam plant, e 
an inorease of 158% over the present 26,000 KW. The 15,000 
KW of Hydro capacity which The Dairyland Power Cooperative ‘ 
wants to develop on The Flambeau River will boost the increase . 
to approximately three times its present installed capacity. : 

We ask, why is 1t necesssry to atart the destroying of the ‘ 
recreational facilities of our Flambeau River, to boost this 

uy increase of generative capacity to three times the present in- 
atalled capacity on the Dairyland Power Coopsrative system? — 

Here in Wisconsin there are gd existent and expanding, Power 
Supplying facilities throuchout our acriculturel one 
areas well able to furnish such powor either direct to farmer ; 
‘consumers or to the Cooperative R.A. financed distribution 
systems. The duplication of primary power cenerating plants : 5 
and high voltage power transmission lines is therefore not ; 
necessary. a 

Along the Flambeau River in the so-called Oxbo community or 
distriet, there are o dozen or more families who have invested 

: their all in building up tourist recreational resorts, depend. ~ 
ing for their livelihood on the attractiveness of the Flemboau 
River to fishermen, vacationists, canoelsts, etc. These Flan- i 
‘beausOxbo residents end cltisens of Wisconsin have asked mo to 
help thom in their opposition to the Wisconsin Public Service 

i Commigsion granting a permit now, or at any time, for any kind 
- of a power dam which may be proposed to be bullt on the Flem= 

beau River and which would destroy much of their tourist 
; “pecreational traffic and take aways their means of making a 

livinge ; ‘ * 

5 5 Wa:
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Tho primary veason for the creation of our Public Service 
Commission of Wiseonsin was for saferuardinre the interests. ‘ 

: _ of our Wisconsin citizens and residents, for the protection F 

of all citizons side, not to favor one class over another, . 
to safertuord investors as well’as ware-earners, farnors, and 
nll other law-abiding citizens, Tt ts tho duty of the fublic 
Servico Commission to sce to it that no damaring duplicating 4 
public power expenditures are made whichoan only rosult in 

: . confiscation and destruction of existent investments and 
businesses, , 

We of Sawyer County, and Price County, two of the largest in 
. avon of our northern counties, realize because of the too i 

-  ghort growing season (only about 6O days), and because of the } 
shallow depth of soil as a result of the prehistoric glacial ; tale 

i flows, thot our lands are not adapted for successful general 
i farming. Our timber resources, as everyone knows, are just Sia 

about 100% depleted. Therefore, there is no future in Sawyer ~ Diag 
. Gounty in agricultural or in industrial pureuits. Sawyer : 

County's ability to carry on depends almost entirely upon how vy 
attractive we can keep and how attractive we can make our 
county for the recreationeseeker and the tourist, Conservation 
of our wild lifes, reforestation of our now thousends of acres _ ; 
of tax delinquent cut-over lands, and the preserving of our } 

- natural scenic attractiveness, spells out our future, 

What we need much more than a few thousend horse-power in a 62 
foot dam, is more fish hatcheries, more rearing ponds, more i 

. partridge, more of Nature's wild tite, more of everything which 
: will help us to hold and increase our tourist and recreational 

: traffic, Practically all of our recreational resorts are now 
efficiontly and at fair rates, served electrically, as well as ‘ 
the rural areas*contifpuous to the resort areas by the local : 
power cempanies. We can see no serise in destroying the lure 
of cur Flambeau River for the benefit of Sonnetenting the jobs 
of REA. administration men down’ in Washington who are trying 

: to build a miniature start of a T.V.A. in Viseongin for transe wie 
: porting ‘Wisconsin's resources into our neighboring states. 

We are opposed to your granting the permit to the Dairyland 
_ Power Gotperative i bulla the pees 68 foot dan in tts 

Flambeau River for the following reasons: 

: (a) We do not want the tourist recroational 
: business traffic of the Flambeau River 

: destroyed. 

_ (b) We do not want the good work of our Con- 
: servation Department in the creation of 

the Flambeau State Forest Park nullified : 
: by concrete masonry over 6O feet high : 

: ; and miles of dead water flowage, to say 2 
nothing of neutralizing an investment of 
$258,000 of state funds in buying up 

| dands contiguous to the Flambeau River. eee
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(c) We do not want our water power resources fa 
of Wisconsin to be exploited for export en 
to accrue to the benefits of our neighbor= a 

i ing states. Let them use up their own ae 
; resources. aa 

(d) We do not want the sconic attractiveness ~ vin 
end canoeing and béating lure of the oe 

; Flambeau destroyed. ‘ie do not want the ; oe 
natural fast water flow in any more “a 

: stretches of our what's left of our pic- a 
turesque Flambeau River impounded into : Pau 

; dead water pondase with its dead tree ae 
pikes shore line resulting in a depress- ahr Be 
ing sight, Stagnant dead water sloughs : ee 
are always the result of such artificial ; 

: lakes, Fish caught in such sloughs are. ‘ 
not fit to eat. They atink. q 

i i niet 

(e) We do not want public funds to be appro- io 5 
priated and used for destroying any pri- me 
vate business, be it a ligh and power wy 
business or a boat or canoe livery. ue 

: The attempt here in Wisconsin to put | 
another dam in our Plambeau River is just § 
another instance of waste of public funds. a 
Our USA democracy last November decisively fe 
showed that it wants such waste of funds A 
stopped. : j 

aH 
Therefore, for the Wisconsin Public Ser= le 
vice Commission to permit such an economic - ey 
monstrosity to be built in our Flombeau bed, ae 
I say it would decidedly be against the | Py 

ear public interest. 

: (f) The creation of this power dom is not a a 
public necessity since the existent expand- 
ing Electric Power Supplying Companies are 4 
ready and able to supply the needs of our — a 
agricultural producing districts. ; 

(g) We do not want our Public Service Com- \ } 
> mission to sanction the unnecessary au 

duplication of public power generating | , a 
and transniission plants and investments. 3 

(h) In closing I want to impress upon cur our 
Wisconsin Public Service Commission that aie 
if-a permit is granted to build this oe 
Dairyland Power Cooperstive dam despite SiN 
the opposition of the State of Wiaconsin in 
Conservation Department, then there will : ae 

_ be no prevention of the building of other : as 
i AL fe Tere 

keg ; CA ae tae 8
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dams up river from the Big Palle dan, oan 
thereby completely destroying, the recrea- 

: ; tional facilities of iisconsin's - yes, ; 
our nationawide famous Flambeau rivere : 

If the work, effort, and accomplishment 
of our Conservation Department is millified 
by a decision of The Fublic Service Come 
mission, then we say that our Wisconsin j 

: tax payers should be relieved of any oxe 
pense of maintaining and susteining a : 
Conservation Department, F 

Therefore, for reasons above cited, we Sawyer and Price 
County Flembeauites ask that you turn thumbs cown on the 
granting of the pormmit for the Mlathbenu River dam as applied for 
by the Dairylane Power Cooperstive. 

| Respectfully sulmitted, 4 

Ferd. J. Der:je 

Derghaven Lodze 
Loretta, Wisconsin



April 2h, 1947 

Mr. Ferd J. Derge 
Derghaven Lodge 
loretta, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Derge: 

Thanks for sending me the paver about the Flambeau. 
It is well argued, and I hope you have beon able 
to give it a wide circulation. I hope also that 
a marked copy was sent to the members of the 
Conservation Commission. I also suggest that 
you send a cony to the Wilderness Society, whose 
address appears on this letter head. 

It is encouraging to imow that there are still 
conservation groups in Wisconsin who are willing 
to go through with a fight without quitting 
half way. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alspm Aldo Leopold
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April 9, 1947 

Mr. Livingston B. Osborne 
Department of Conservation 
Springfield, Tllinoi< 

Dear Mr. Osborne: 

I take it that the clipping which I return here- 
with was the one referred to in your previous 
letter, Actually thie news stery cane out on / 
the day after I prasented the rosulte to the 
Commission last November. I renenber NacQparrie 
being at that particular Commission necting. 
I can see of course that since the clipping 
bore no date you night have inferred ib te be 
subsequent to our correspondence, 

Very truly yours, 

AG@PM ALDO LEOPOLD 
Commissioner 
(Signed, in Mr. Leopoldte 
absence to avoid delay.)
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
DWIGHT H.GREEN,covernor 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

LIVINGSTON E.OSBORNE SPRINGFIELD THEOPHILUS C.PONTING 
DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

April 7, 1947 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of April 2nd, I am 
enclosing a clipping which was sent to me two or three 
days before I wrote my letter by Lou Barkhausen, who 
is Chairman of our Advisory Board, which is self- 
explanatory. 

The statements contained in the article are 
not correct. With reference to the statement that we 
are setting up a picture for another slaughter next 
year, that the geese are so tame they will not walk 
out of a man's way, are certainly unfair; in fact, 
our idea is just the opposite. 

Please return this clipping for my files after 
you have read it. 

Very truly yours, 

Livingston E. Osborne 
LEO:MB Dl rieie = oF
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Pebruazy 12, L947 

pd sts nga Dae yall 
Conserve: 

springfield, Times 
Deny He. Osbornes f 

T om sorgy that you tale expeption to cug resolution about the Horseshos 
lake gooae., In oxtor that there my be no ambiguity chout the mttor, 
i want to tell you that I wrote tu resolution, 1 urged the Gomalesion 
to pans it, and % suggested sending copies to you, the Meh and Wdlige 
Servinm, and to other states in the flyway. In short, 2 tales fal) 
reaponsibility, end am therefore writing you dirent. 

You have questioned the of our sending copies of the resolution 
Se ehune Gociee tebuee dete donde e aaae tr unin Gs ie t 
admit thet it would have been prafembtie, from a standpoint of courtesy, 
to send 1¢ to you first, ani for this slip I with to apelogiae. 

Applying the aame logic to what we optunlly done ot Noreoahoe, would 1¢ 
not have bean preferable for MLineke to notify her neighbor atates 
before depurting from her agresuent to Qlaperae the Nerseshoe geese? 

That sudh an egreqoent had mide onl accepted by Tlidnels fa indicated 
© tas Ghemnbnlen an ange Wi ef tae Ldn maatiade Deabetnie at OA 
aa by Albert Day's propenad to us (that we acquiespe in closing the 

ek Toe & Hee tm See 9 tee Ripe © Cation Sy Simpeeen ne 
oo)» 

‘That the dispersion began too late in the season to be effective de 
re as etre ae tees nie cen oc ee “at ean Aen Soe 

the gaat Oe rae Sean: “ae me eee, SS te 
cas 2 Wo en inne Ge ae 
over the Refuge, leat he disperse the 

Tm acwordance with your request I am agiclag our Department to eend you a 
let of the states to whom our roaolution we sent. You are sigo at 
liverty to seni thie letter to anyone you think showld receive it. 

Yours simmoraly, 

Aldp Leopold 

Quiet copies: 
Elder 
Hawkins 

Day 

Vanderwall, Commissioners 
‘ Bi Ll a al ila
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Mr. Joseph MoCarthy 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Senator MeCarthy: 

This Commission depends to a considerable extent on biologies1 research to guide 
its policies in respect te game, fish, ond other wildlife. 

Some of this research we do ourselves, with the help of federal aid in the form 
of Pittman-Reobertson funds. 

Some 1s done for ve by the University, with or without financial ald from us. 

Some ig done by the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

The three organigzetions operate more ov leas as a team, and in recent years in 

a Very cooperative spirit. ‘they are to sone degree dependent on each other. 

By the recent action of the House, a drastic reduction hag been made ia the sub- 

app on for “Aiologioal Investigations". This item was 035,000. It passed 
at $c 2,000., 2 346 ent. 

It seems to me the House used poor judgement in where to out. Sone mich larger 
items, such as rodent-control and predater-control, are in uy view of debatable 

propriety as publie expenditures besauso they serve special groups and because 

their biological wisdom is dubious. I do not know whet they wore cut, but I do 

know that the drastic cat made by the House in biological research injures our 

state program. 

For example, one of the Fish and Wi1dlife duck-research mea, Arthur Hawkins, (who 
would likely be let out) has acted as advisor to oar Horicon Marsh development and 
to the duck research project we have just started. 

Again, the St. Pan) office of the Fish and Wiidlige Servies has o man on deer and 

gnowshoe hare damage to forests. ‘These animals cost us $340,000. and $180,000. 
respectively in damage to crops and plantations, yearly thie does not include 

damage to natural forest reproduction, which is Larger lit harder to measure). Ye 
have 5 men on the deor problem alone. { ean only say that it seens umwise to cut 
research service on this important problem. 

Another injury to Wisconsin would be the probablé disorganization of the waterfowl 
surveys on the Canadian breeding grounds. As you know, there is a eritical shortage 
in waterfowl, ond the information we get now about the Canadian emp io sennty 
enough. A drastic cut, such as that mile ty the House, would lilly redmee this 

, service to near-sero.
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Aside frou these divect impacts on the work: of thi Commission, the real issue is 
the lack of stability in research. { am willing to eoneedo that in past years, 
"blologi¢al eon oa had somewhat “gone to seed", but that is certainly not 
now the case. The and Wildlife Service has recently "cleaned house" in its 
research organization, and under the new personnel the prospects are good for 
useful accomplishnont. But no research orgenigation which is over expanded one 
yoar end radigally shyuak another can expect to deliver high value per dollar 
invested. Some degree of finanoial stability is essential to a rescarch enterprise. 

I hope the Senate can abolish or at least mitieate this denastic votuetion in a 
valuable federal activity. 

This letter oxpresees my personal opinion. ‘The Commigsion hag not ected on this 
matter. 

Yours sinserely, 

AL?M ALDO L8OPoLD



5245 Ne Sawyer 1 
€ . Chicago 25, Ill. 

April 28, 1947 

Dear Aldo: 

I suspect that you heve heard something about the magnitude of the appropriation 
cuts recommended by the House in the Department of the Interior, but I felt sure you 
would be interested in knowing the details as they apply to wildlife research. 

vaBern The ws. 

The House has recommended 2/34% cut from last year's budget in the Biological 
Investigations Subappropriation{ which is the backbone, as you know,-of the wildlife 
esearch in the Bureau. This cut, from $364,000 to $241,000, unless restored by 
the Senate will force a drastic reduction in our research staff. We would be 

forced to discontinue over 30 positions, almost all of them professional positions, 
and it would practically cripple our research in most fields. Such a cut would 
necessitate the discontinuance of three of the ten Cooperative Wildlife Research 
Units, a large part of the work on public lands, particularly Netional forests and 
National parks, it would curtail drastically the important work of checking the 
effect on wildlife of such new insecticides as DDT and the others which are coming 
along, and it would very severely handicap the work at the Patuxent Research Refuge 

on agricultural wildlife relationships, wildlife diseases, end many other pheses of 

our works 

We are, naturelly, hopeful thet the Senate will restore the cuts which the 
House hes .recommended, but this will certainly not occur unless there is a strong 
show of interest from all over the country by everyone who is concerned about our 
work. If you can do anything to stir up such a show of interest we should appreciate 

it more than we can tell, and I know that you will realize how important this would 
be. As happens so frequently, the wildlife research was hardest hit by the cuts 
recommended.’ There were cuts in some of the other appropriations but none so 
drastic as those recommended in research. 

The Senate Committee is due to receive the Bill this week, so any action which . 
is taken should be very prompt. ie 

D ackiowe Aout w od Very singerely yours, 

‘ue de SS kas 
as ass, ada ta rg : tav Swanson,
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June 3, 1947 | 
Yr, Thoma 7. Colasaa 
201 Wea benn, 4 
Wadieon, Yiseouia ’ | 

Bear fon: 

I do not oninrily bother you about the performanse of the Wieeensin legislature, | 
mt the present majority sqew about to acon 4 WLLL ao flagrantly vielous that I | 
@anmot refrain from auliing lt tw the alienation of zy fries. | 

' EF wefer to MLL 1964 ond obpesdally ovbetitebe amendaent 1A | 

Thhe BALL firel of ali saddlue the Conservation Commieslen sith $200,000. dn 
‘pao reation:l odvertieing". This tas plein tecket. T challenge anyone to cite , 
one good reagent why the Conservation Go uwilasion whowld pay aormmerelal advertising ~ 
Bille for the resort industry. “Shy 20¢ Aloo pey adtrertielng for the paper milis, 

: the cormevelal Sigherean, tie bent ookers, Hw gaa mekers, and other comertdal 
users of outdoor resonrées? 

Invidentally thie divereion of ligeass funds fox non-conecrvation purposes will 
ee at as ok ane en Gt ue tae out of wide wo have bought 

+ ahd out of whigh «]) our gane research ie corvied., if thia heapoens tt 
wil cost us an additional $70,000, 

Thie Will aleo saddles us with beauties, another racket estimated at a 
The high period in fouce is, 28 usual, dying out of ites own aneord. 
Gael deaas sabe leneiaeh Lees can Sab wemmehan heme ne ORSON. tex ened Yeon ae 
wp and down without ragard to beuntios. Joyotes have alread died dow. As to 
Cero ee ee ee ee, 

; PE ‘i 

I realise of course that good mm differ in theiy views on some of thease questions. 
I allow fer tut, but I haye beck waiching Gis collective performume of the major 
ity part in ol) conservation mttersa, aod t mat way that 1 new saw a perform 
See eee tone ee Oe eee ae tank ee nk cee ce 
oleae. My confidenge is seversiy shaiton, ond Of thie D411 passed, At whl be | 

Oe ek Seely Se) pita Oa eee ie ene ee Se ee | 
a ee ee ee Wall Gomes to | 
a 7 

Yours sincerely, 

AutPM Alde@ Leopold 

Dan Ste Aondevoehl , A har. : 
/ 7 

ie



| 

' 

Jane 3, 197. 7 

1 Gavates tnt tine 
; tiadivon, Tiseonsin ) 

I cannot refrain from telling you my opinion of mbatitute ‘ 
omendweht 14 and BAl1 1064. 

fo saddle the Conservation Commission with “yeerentional 
advertising" ia, in sy view, a dangervas ghange in the pare 
poses of the Gomaiesion, Just why should we my advertising ‘ 
for the resort owners? Why not for the weperailia, the 
coumercial fishermen, ani other acmmereial users of wild 
vesourees? I fear this divernton of tunis will disquality 
Waeonsin tor federal aid funds (Pittmen-Zobertaon) out of 
which part of our marek restoration md all of our game 
research is Garried, Thia will cost us an additional $70,000, 
over and above the advertising. 

Aq to bounties, i think you now my views. First of all, 
bounties are a plein racket. The high {n tmxee ia dying 
out of ita own aecords it fe dying out in oll states, bounty 

or no bounty. ‘the high in coyotes hee already died out, Ag 
for wolves, the Legislature is using conservation fande to j 
exterminate a species, All in all, the legisleture ta teciag 
$232,000 for yurvoses either wholly useless or setually 
vicina, 

I do not fiply that you will agree with these views, but I 
want my opinion of record before this bill comes te a vote, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopslt, 

ec, Yonderwall 
Coleman 
Abarg 
Sead, th 

Alice Harper



dune 3, 1947. 

Mr. Pred Lemaing 
Milwaukee Journal 
M@lwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I om writine to make sure that you are aware of the full import of 
Substitute Amendment 1A to the Budget Bill 198A, beth recomsended 
by the Joint Committee on Finance for passage by the legislation. 
The amendment saddles the Conservation Wand with two new costs, 
neither of which in my opinion is relevant to conservation, and 
veth of which have been heretofore carried by appropriations from 
the general fond, f 

fess ete to cost 100,000 for the bienhtum, is so 
Clearly a diversion of conservation funds that it might readily dis- 
qualify Wiseonsin for federal aid under the Pittman-Robertaon Act. 

As you know, we have bought toricon Marsh out of this federal aid 
fund, and it also supports our game research organization, Should 
we ve disqualified for federal aid, we will lose our whole corps 
of young technical geme men, fo aquire this group of young men 
hag been one of the prin¢ipal accomplishments of the Commission 
during the last two years, I give you my personal assurance that 
they are unbeatable in Morth America, 

fo saddle us with recreational advertising is also in ay opinion, 
a ¢lear subversion of the purp:see stated in our organic act. If 
every Legislature cen kick around our basie operating charter to 
suit ite temporary convenience, then twenty years of effort for a 
better administration of conservation affairs have gotten us nowhere. 

Bounties, ‘These will cost us an estimated $232,000 for the biennium, 
Ag you know, every progressive state has long since learned that 
bounties as a game management measure are merely a way to pour 

dollars down a rat-hole, This antion by the legislature panders to 
those who still mistakenly believe that foxes, rather than the game 

eyele, are responsible for the recent shortage in pheasants, grouse, 

and rabbits, We have indeed had far too many foxes during the last 

three years, but they began to 4ie out in the north last year, and 

are dying out in the southern counties this year, and bounties have 

had nothing to do ith it. It i¢ common Imowledge that the fox pop- 

ulation reses and falls irresyective of attempted controls,



There was a gentine need for coyote control three years azo, but 
the coyote population has already subsided, and in any event the 
threat was to agriculture and livestock, not to game, Coyote 
bounties are a clear diversion of conservation funds for agri- 
cultural purposes, 

As to timber wif bounties, it is nothing short of a travesty on 
conservation to attempt the extermination of a vanishing species 
of wildlife at the expense of the Gonservation Fund. And this in 
the face of the fact that excess deer are nullifying the forestry 
program throughout the north by eating up forest reproduction. 
faster than we cen replant it! Forest reproduction is of course 
invisible to laymen, and hence of no concern to them. 4: 

I hope you will have something to say on these matters editorially, 

Yours sineerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

De Me Reawall i 
Smith ‘ 
rhea, 

\ 

Ni



dune 5, 1947 

Miz. Seth Gordon 
Pennsylvania Game Commission 

: Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Dear Seth: 

I am mch interested to hear that Conservation 
Unlimited had renewed its invitation, 3y now 
T imew a little more about the outfit, and I 
rather hope that you will accept, not because 
either of us are in sgreement with their ideas, 
tut because a talk frox you. wight do them con 
siderable good. They introduced their bill to 
abolish the present coumission, and I attended 
the hearing. I¢ didn't get anywhere. They 
may, however, include some vary worthwhile 
people, and from thie view point, intelligent 

; oriticism from thea is valuable. Hearing soie 
of your experiences would help mke then more 
intelligent. If you come to Wisconsin, 1 would 

’ Like to arrange te have you meet with our 
Commission, with special reference to «xroblens 
we have in common. If shall bring this uo at 
the meeting wext week, and I hepe you will 
hear directly from the Unsirwan, Charles Suith 
of Wausau. 

I am taking the liberty of sending a cony of 
this to Bill Aberg. 

I return the corres ondence. 

With personal best wishes, i 

Yours sincerely, 

AL PM Aldo Leopold



Cc 

Jone Ui, 1947. 

Senator Joserh NeCarthy 
Wnited States denete ' 
Washington, 0.0, 

Dear Senator McCarthy: 

It has come to my notice that HR3601, passed by the House and 
now before the Senate Subcommittee on Agriculture, wipes out 
the entire Wildlife Menagement Mvision of the U.S,Yorest 
Service ($262,000). ‘The alleged reason in that it duplicates 
the work of the Fish and Wildlife Service and of the atatea, , 

This is an old question whieh concerns not ohly the Forest 
Service but alco the Park deltvice, the Soi Conservation Ser- 
vice, ani the Indian Service. I have observed its workings 
from both aides, first as a wildlife man in the Forest Service, 
later as «& consultaht for the Park Service, the Mah and Mld= 
life Serviee and the S011 Conservation Service, and now as a 
State Conservation Commissioner. It 12 my considered opinion, 
based on this exnerience, that any land-ownine brea. migh have ; 
at Isast « skeleton wildlife foree of ite own, and that 
present action of Congress is indefeastble, 

I ask you to consider just one questiont the threat of forest 
destruction by excess deer, elk, and other horned came, in just 
one region! the Lele States, Deer are eating up forest repro= 
duction in our state, county, and private foresta, end it is 
all the Commission aan do to lmep uy with the vroblem on these 
lende for which it 4s primarily responsible, Deer are also 
geting up the Mish and Wildlife Refuge at Nenedah. Moose are 
eating uy Isle Royale Wational Bark. Deer are damaging the 
National Forests, It. 4s unreasonable to say that a tureau rege 
ponsible for the protection of land shall ieoen’ Salas on 
other agensies for the regulation of wildlife on Jando. 

This Commission works very closely with these federal burecus. 
We managed the reduction of deer on the Mecedah Refuce last fail 
for the Fish and Wildlife Service, at its reqiest. Ye are now 
surveying deer damege on the National Forests and Imlian Reser= 
vations, I personally om oonmltant for the moose problem on



Isle Royale, Sut in these cooperative contacts we nned to deal 
with some representative of the owning agency who knows some~ 

thing about wildlife. ‘The present action of Congress, if ex- 
tended to all bureaus, would strip all of them except the Fish 
and Wildlife Service of skilled wildlife men, 

It stends to reason, of course, that all wildlife bureaus can+ 

not have a full wildlife staff, That is conceded. ‘tut the 
present policy of Congress goes beyond all reason. 

I ad not know any member of the Senate subcommittee on Agri- 
gulture, hence I address this letter to you, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Ieopold 

Price 

Smith Carre cammmassienese ) 

All sh donty
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‘ Peet iat eo) f ' ee ce ee 

es : ~ Rough draft ae 
\ 

: the Wisconsin Deer Problem as of 1947. ae G : . 

A Statewent to the State Conservation Coumission. ; 

. \ 4 es 
At its July meeting the Congervation Comission will again be obliged to ie 

deoide whether it will reduce the deer herd, as recomended by the Devarte ae 

; g ment, or maiatain its wagers level, as recommened by the Conservation i : 
: 6. ie 

- Gongress and by nieabaetell of the Legislature, ue 

. Woither the Congress nor the Legi¢lature "Lives sith" the deer problem : ae 

; the year swound, nor do they have to deal at first hand with deer damage ne 

te forests and farms, We have to do both, and henge we feol entitled to 

this direct atateuent of our views on the present isgue. 

; We present first some new facts which were not available & year ago, and eae 

aecondly our view of the Comission's rasponsibility to the public. Naa 

| | aa Now Jeeta : 

Ellege) KA) Herd-control of a wrt fg alrendy taking place in some re~ aS 

| @lonst At consists of does, fawns, and spiketucks illegally killed and 
| 

abandoned by careless hunters, plus out-of~season kill for meat purposes. n 

We are convinced that the total volume of illegal killing represents a . 

substantia] fraction of the legal 411, that it is incrsasing, and that ; 

the reason for the inerease is a letedown in hunter ethicd. Munters tend 

to lose resvect Yor the tuok-law when the woods aro ful) of surplus does, 

It 4e next to impossible for wardend to apnrehend carcless shooting and ea 

abeandomment of carcasses. St | 

The upshot is that the etatey by ite failure to legalize the taking of ex Re 
‘i a e i sf



; cess deer, is unwittingly contributing to a degeneration of huntereethics, 

to a wholesale wastage of good meat, and to an indefinite prolongation of 

the overload on deer food plants. { 

We cannot be mre, of course, that hunters capable of abandoning a carcass 

would not do so anyhow, no matter what the law, but 1f the law allowed the | 

taking of surplus deer, the state at least would not be a party to the abuse. 

: Zorest Damge ‘the killing of forest tree seedlings by overbrowsing has a 

heretofore been measured by methods which, might be accused of bias by 

_erities, Our mthods wore not biased, tat they afforded no defense aginst 

such an accusation, 

This past winter we have started an entirely new method of measurement : 

based on parely mechanical sampling, It is impossible for this new method 

: to yield biased results, ‘The remults tell the same old story: that forest 

reproduction in regions of heavy deer concentration is being reduced or 

@liminated, while revroduction on Indian Reservations, where decr are scarce, 

' #6 not being damazed. 

é Risk of Ovaid}}, last year only one state, Mmesote, hai published stem 

tistics showing an increase in deer under a yearly "one-deer" season, open 

on both sexes. Tika your ow Ranpekdye way We adidas to this list. We be= 

leve this bears on the basic question of whether an o¢casional open season 

on both sexes would oversreduce the Wisconsin herd, We believe that over= 

reductions would be very local , and in any cave would be Zor less damaging = 

to the future of the deer herd than the present overload on food-producing 

plents. ; ee ae 
*. i i z N : ‘ : , “ 

ty ee, '



: oe oe oo ie 

: Survey of Ghher States A recent survey published in the April issue of © a 

the Journal of Wi1d11se Management shows that of 47 states that have deer, < 

30 have surplus deer troubles, Of 109 local treuble spots, less than ton 4 

percent had been reduced sufficiently to relieve overbrowsing, although € 

reductions have been started or attempted in most of them, In other words, | a 

most other states are making the seme error that we aret postponing remedial as 

reductions until it 4s too late to save the carrying oupacity of the deer a 

renze. Your overstocked renges recently meamred showed losses of from 50 

to 80 percent in food~producing capaci ty. oe 

_ Bhysieal Deterioration the malimtrition that goes with an overbrowsed : 

range has long been recognized in thin md other states, tut supporting 2 

measurements have been seanty, The Conservation Bulletin for January, 1947 

shows that central Bayfield County hae suffered a considerable decline in 

the average iressed wel cht of Imeks killed since 1930. 

Who Dees the Commission Represent! eg 

When hoof-and-mouth disease broke out in 1922, and again in 1947, the U.S. 

Dorartment of Agriculture recognized in it a threat to the future welfare, : 

"of cattle herds, It recognized that the threat was of a technical nature, = 

: not easily understood by layuen, It accented the assurance of its tech- le 

nica men that the threat was real, end that the choice lay between an 

tmuediate inconvenience (preventative killing) and a permanent handieap to 4 

attle=production, It ~ealized that the interests at stake were far broader a 

than the cattle intustry ae ‘such, It dia not even ask the eattlenon og



Ms ; : h, y 

whether they wished to accept a temporary sacrifice for the sake of a 

: sound future, It simply proceeded to stamp out the threat, and did its 

explaining afterwards. 

Overbrowsing is a disease of the range, in the sense that the food plants 

are "sick" of over-use, and suffer a reduction in their capacity to carry 

animals, If unchecked, overbrowsing imposes a semi-permanent handieap on 

production, No deer range has ever recovered completely from overbrowsing, 

The fact that the public does not Imow this, and hence does not wish to 

curtail the privileges that go with it, does not absolve the Comuission of 

responsibility for either acting promptly, or telling its technical men that 

their*diagnosis is mistaken, and that no threat exists. : , 

: We wish particularly to emphasize the limitations of the Congress as an 

: Advisor to the Commission in this particular matter, Many of us have 

proved, by our actions in the past, how thoroughly we believe in the Con- 

gress as a democratic institution, The Congress itself has proved, by its ‘ 

i own actions in the past, that it does not hesitate to curtail its own pri- 

- wileges, once it understands that a threat to conservation exists. More- 

over, the Council of the Congress, consisting of more faresceing individuals, 

‘ actually veeumeenil herd=reduction in 1947, but was over-ridden by its 

own majority. Iastly, the Congress cannot possibly be considered as repre- 

senting all of the interests at stake in the present issue, whereas the 

Commission is obligated to do so, 

For all these reasons we hope that the Commission will act favorably on the 

recommendation of the Department that the over-browsed counties be reduced 

by a one-deer season, eafequarand by a proper system of closed areas, in 1947, 

: ; Respectfully submitted,



July 9, 1947. 

My, Charles Smith 
Marathon Finance Building 
Wabau, Wisconsin 

Dear Yros ty, 

As was the case last year, I feel impelied to publish 
in the Galletin some Idiwi of public notice that I dissent 
from the décision on deer made by the Commission on Julylle 

Do you have any objection to the attached statement? I 
@m sending it to all voting Comalesioners present (Aberg, 
Dickinsen, Moreland) with the request that they write you 
their approval or disapproval, 

For this to do any good, it should appear in the Augat 
ame, deadlind for which I underatend is August 

A Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold



Mortgaging the Pature Deer Herd 

State Conservation Con.svion 

‘By postponing once agein the reduebion of the Wiseonsin deer herdg the State 

Conservation Comalsaion has, in wy ouinion, chopped another ten percent off the 

‘ herd we cam garry in decades to come, IT am convinned that we are, ta effect, 

"“sonsurving"” our present decr hunting by uortgaging the future. 

the Wiaeonain wibite refuses to believe that this is a fact, just ae in a 

seere of other states with the some problem, the miblic hae refused to believe 

that i4 is a foot, In nine cases out of ten the publia has become convineod 

only after the range hae muffered from Mfty to ninety percent reduetion in ite 

Garrying Gameeity, Onee the range fe down, a mere hendial of deer miffices to 

keap it down, 

State after state haa walled inte thie blind alley ant euerged a decade y 

deter, sadder but wider, with only a bare remnent of ite once flourishing deer 

yormiation, Utate after state has gone through thie wringer despite the warn~ 

ings of ite techaies] men, Ani now Meconsin, by four consecutive postpone i 

ments of herd-reduction, hee show clearly that she intends to repeat the some 

tragic error. 

* * «& 

the vote against herd-reduction was four to one, Svery Gommisstoner who 

voted ageinat redumtion explained thet he knew retuetion wan needed, Wut that 

the mbiia d14 not yet know it, and henes that redmetion must awalt more pub- 

Ide edueation, This was « polite way of mying that he waa acting under duress 

applied by the Conservation Congress and the Lagislature, It fa common knove 

‘Ledge thet ayy move in the direction of herd reduction would have been followed 

by legislative reyriuale against the whole congervation prograa, I myeelf



2. 

have been told by legislators that ailenne on the deer issue was the price of 

their support on needed lecisiation, 

It is imoortant that these facts be stated bluntly because they show the 

quality of our present statesnanehip in conservation affairs. 

s * & 

Many mesbers of the Gonservation Congress who oynoced herd-reduction at 

the July 1 meeting are conscientious eltizens whose thinking is teisted be- 

@euse it atarts with « felee premise, The falee premiee is thet the deer rance ; 

@an feed ao many deer as we had on it in 1942, They do not realize that the 

192 herd was probably ten timea larger then any the Indians ever saw; that 1¢ 

was the product of the brushfields that followed the original logrings; that 

these brushfields are now grown beyond the reach of deer an are no longer prom 

ducing food; that the present herd fs eating the forest tree seedlings that 

ome wp under the mrse-erop of brush, just as alfulfa or clover seedlings come 

wo under 2 nuree-oron of cate or rye. By prolonging the overdraft on these 

food plante, we are depleting the future forest as well on the future carrying 

ecapaeity for deer. 

At th July 1 meeting everyone was deeply tupressed by the plight of the 

Granberry growere, vho are wuffering damge from exeoasive mmbers of deer, 

The Yinconain Cranberry Growers Aasooiation was revreaented by a delegation 

which entimated $20,000 damage to eranberry growers by deer in 1916, Nobody 

stopped to think thet the future forest suffered at least$200,000 damage by 

deer in 1946, ami perhaps ten times thet. ‘The damage to cranberries occurs 

on 10,000 seres, the damage to forests on 10,000,000 atreas, The difference 

is that there is no “Wisconsin Pine Growers Asaoeiation” to eal] attention 

to depredations by surplus deer, ‘the future forest belongs to everybody, 

and hense to nobody, 

*» * ®



: 
Be 

to reduce a deer herd, fewelee mut be killed. The opronente of herd- 

reduction rationalise thelr position by expressing fear that 1f females ware 

legslized, teo many would be killed, Yet all available histery indicates that 

wath fears are groundlens, 

fms Minnesota has legalized deer of either sex each year sinee 1940, and 

Glaims that her deer herd 13 agtually iaereasing under this contimens ‘one~ 

decr* law, Is it Mikely that « single “one-deer* season in Wisconsin would 

accomplish a greater reduction than seven consecutive “one-deer” seasons in 

Minnesoth?t 

Avein, the Nesedah National W4idlige Refuge, in dunemu County, held a 

special door hunt, on entlerless deer only, in 1946, ‘the Regional Director of 

Refuges whites the Wisconsin Conservation Derartwent under date of dune 20, 1947: 

Set Zit te hae er Bake nc anne 
(the removal) was somewlet les@ then the normal increase, ant 26 

a@ rewult there are as many or more deer on the refuge than there 
were before the hunt took place, In order to bring the deer 

Rowson 
In other words the difficulty at leosdah te not overidtll of fensles, but 

underill. thie is the ueuel diffieulty in all stetes which hove atteupted 

reduetionst it tokes several conseoutive doe-munts to do whet 1) was originally 

feared one doe-hunt aidit overdo, 

the Conservation Comission wuld prefer to reduce the Wisconsin herd 

by controlled doe-imnts such as thet at Menedsh, but tuo consecktive legisla~ 

turse hove declined to cive us the requisite legs] authority, Controlled 

hunting at Neeodsh ia lege) becmase the federal government orne the land. 

oo @ 

I am publishing this article beesuse I cannot conscientiously remain a 

member of the Comervation Gomslssion without giving public notice that 1 

@issent from the policy of poatponement adopted by the mJjority on July 1.
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Mortzeging the Future Deer Herd 

Aldo Leopold 
State Conservation Comnission 

By postponing once again the reduction of the Wisconsin deer herd, the 

State Conservation Commission has, in my opinion, chopped another ten percent 

off the herd we can carry in decades to come, I am convineed that we are, in 

effect, “conserving our present deer hunting by mortgaging the future. 

The Wisconsin public refuses to believe that this is a fact, just as in a 

score of other states with the seme problem, the public has refused to believe 

that it is a fact, In nine cases ont of ten the public has become convineed 

only after the range has suffered from fifty to ninety percent reduction in its 

Carrying capacity, Once the range is down, a mere handful of deer suffices to 

keep it down, 

State after state has walked into this blind alley and emerged a decade 

later, sadder wat wiser, with only a bare remant of its once flourishing deer 

population, State after state has gone through thie wringer despite the warn= 

ing of its technical men, And now Wisconsin, by four consecutive postponements 

of herd-reduction, has shown clearly that she intends to repeat the same tragic 

error, 

* * ; 

Many members of the Conservation Congress who opposed herd~reduction at 

the July 1 meeting are conscientious citizens whose thinking is twisted be= 

Gause it starts with a false premise. The false premise is that the deer range 

@an feed as many deer as we had on it in 1942, They do not realize that the 

1942 herd was probably ten times larger than any the Indians ever saw; that it 

was the product of the brushfields that followed the original loggings; that 

these brushfields are now grown beyond the reach of deer and are no longer pro” 4 

ducing food; that the present herd is eating the forest tree seedlings that 

ee =
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come up under the nurse-crop of brush, just as alfalfa or clover sesdlings comg 

up under the mrseerop of eétiiiat rye. By proloneing the overdraft on these 

food plants, we ce ‘taghethig tha Stier forest as well as the future carrying 

Gapasity for deer. 

At the July 1 meeting everyones was deeply impressed by the plight of 

the cranberry growers, who are suffering demage from excessive mmbers of (| ve 

deor, The Wisconsin Crenberry Grovers Association was represented by a dele~ 

getion which estimated $20,000 damage to cranberry growers by deer in 1946, 

Nobody etopped to think that the future forest suffered at least $200,000 ‘ 

domge by deor in 1946, and perhaps ten times that, ‘the damage to cranberries 

oecare on 10,000 acres, the dauage to forests on 10,000,000 acres, The differ- 

anee 19 that there is no “Wisconsin Pine Growers Association” to call attention 

to depredations by surplus deer, ‘The future forest belongs to everybody, and 

henee to nobody, 

* * ® 

T reduce @ deer herd, females must be killed, ‘The opronents of herd- 

reduction rationalize their position by expressing fear that if females were 

legalized, teo many would be killed. Yet all available history indicates 

that such feers are groundless. 

Thus Minnesota has legalized deer of either sex each year since 1940, 

and claims thet her deer herd 4s actually increasing under this continuous 

"one-deer"i jaw. Is it likely that a single “one-deer" season in Wisconsin 

would accomplish a greater reduction than seven consecutive tone-déér" seasons 

in Minnesota, 

Again, the Neeedeh National Wildlife Refuge, in Juneau County, held a 

special deer hunt, on ontlerless deer only, in 1946. ‘The Regional Director of 

Refuses writes the Wisconsin Conservation Department under date of June 20, 19473 

“Last year through the excellent cooperation of your Department, 

1,626 antlerless deer were removed, Winter studies indicate that
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(the removal) was somewhat less than the normal increase, and os / 
4 & reault there are ac many or more deer on the refuge then there 

were before the hunt tock plece, In order to bring the deer pom= 

W000 aver shoul’ be taken (in 2987." sve entero thet 
in other words the difficulty at Heeedah is not overiclll of females, but 

underkill., ‘This is the ue) difficulty in all states which have attempted 

rednetionst it takes several consecutive doo-hnts to do what it was originally 

feared one doe-mnt might overdo, : 

The Conservation Commission would prefer to reduce the ‘Maconsin herd 

by controlled doe~tmnts such as that at Necedah, but two consecutive legisla= 

tures have declined to ciw us the requisite legal authority, Controlled 

Imnting at Mecedah is legal beemse the federal government owns the land, 

«8 

I am publishing this article beaause I cannot conscientiously remoin a 

member of the Conservation Comission without giving public notice that I 

dissent from the policy of vostponsment adopted by the majority on July 1. 

j \ 

i |



Gils 
Hortgaging the Pature Deer Herd 

Aldo Leopold 
State Conservation Comeission 

By portvoning once agein the reduction of the Wisconsin deer herdg the State 

Conservation Comaission has, in my opinion, chomed another ten percent off the 

herd we can carry in decades to come, I am convinned that we are, in effect, 

“gonserving" our present deer hunting by mortgaging the future. 

fhe Wiseonsin mublie refuses to believe that this is a fact, juet as in a 

sdpre of other states with the sone problem, the mublic has refused to believe 

that it is a fect, In nine caves out of ten the public hae becows convinced 

only after the range has mffered from fifty to ninety percent reduction in ite 

Garrying canmcity. Onee the range ia down, a mere handful of deer suffices to 

keep it down, 

State after stats has walked into this blind alley and emerged a decade 

later, sadder but vijers with only a bare remnant of ita once flourishing deer 

pooulation, Jtate after state has gone throuch thie wringer despite the warn- 

ings of its technical men. And now Yineonsin, by four consecutive postpone- 

ments of herd-reduction, has shown clearly that she intends te repeat the same 

trogie error. 

someones. LR 4A 

the vote against tion was four to one, Bvery Commissioner who 

voted against reduction thet he reduction was needed, but that 

the miblie did not yet know it, that reduction must await more pub- 

tae education, This was a polite of saying that he was acting under duress 

applied by the Conservation 8 the Legiglatare. It is common know 

ledge thet any move in the ion of tion wuld have been followed 

by legislative repri sale” the whole co tion program, I myself
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have been told by legislators silence on the deer issue was the price of 

their support on needed legislati 

It is important that Ka stoted bluntly beemuse they show the 

quality of oar present stat ship in con ation affeire. 

ne Boe 

Many members of the Conservation Congress who opposed herd-reduction at 

the July 1 meeting are conscientious citizens whose thinking is twisted be~ 

Gmase it starts with a falee premise, The false premise ia that the deer range 

Gan feed as many deer as we had on it in 1942, ‘They do not realize that the 

1942 herd was probably ten times larger then any the Indians ever saw; that it 

was the product of the brushfields that followed the original logrings; that 

these brushfields are now grown beyond the reach of deer and are no longer pro= 

dueing food; that the present herd is eating the foreat tree seedlings that 

Come up under the mrse-erop of brush, just as alfalfa or clover seedlings come 

up under a nurse-cron of oats or rye. By prolonging the overdraft on. these 

food plants, we are demleting the future forest as well as the future carrying 

capacity for deer. . 

At the duly 1 meeting everyone was deeply impressed by the plight of the 

@ranberry growers, who are mffering dawage from excessive mmbers of deer, 

The Wiaconsin Cranberry Growers Association was revreaented by a delegation 

which estimated $20,000 damage to eranberry growers by deer in 1946, Nobody 

stopped to think that the future forest suffered at Teasf8200,000 dasoge by 

deer in 1946, and perhaps ten times that, ‘the demage to eranberries otours 

on 10,000 seres, the damage to forests on 10,000,000 atres. the differance 

is that there is no “Wisconsin Pine Growers Assoeiation” to all attention 

to depredations by surplus deer, ‘the future forest belongs to everyboiy, 

end henee to nobody.
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To reduce a deer herd, femeles mut be iilled. The opponents of herd- 

reduction rationalize their position by expressing fear that 1% females were 

legelised, too many would be killed, Yet all available history imticates that 

guch fears are groundless. 

Tima Minnesota has legalized deer of either sex each year since 190, and 

@laims that her deer herd is actually increasing unter this contimous “one= 

deer" law, Is it Mkely that a single “one-deer* season in Wisconsin would 

accomplish a greater reduetion than seven consecutive “one-deor" seavons in 

Minnesotht 

Again, the Heeqediah National T41ldlife Refuge, in Juneau County, held a 

special deer hunt, on entlerless deer only, in 1946, The Regional Director of 

Refuges whites the Wisconsin Conservation Derartment under date of dune 20, 1947: 

se Secret ae tees Bane nets Tae at 
(the removal) was somewmt lese thon the normal increase, ani as 
&@ result there are ao many or more deer on the refuge than there 

were before the hunt took place, In order to bring the deer 

Mew raahione 
In other words the difficulty at Neeedah is not overkill of females, but 

underkill. Thie 4s the usuel difficulty in all states which have atteupted 

reduetionst it tales several conseoutive doe-hunts to do whet it was originally 

feared one doe-hunt might overt, 

the Conservetion Comaission would prefer to reduce the Wiseonsin herd 

by controlled doe-iants ch as that at Neeedah, tut tuo consecttive legisla~ 

tures have deeléned to give us the requisite legsl authority, Contrelied 

hunting at Neeedsh ie legal because the federal government owns the land. 

o* @ 

I am yublishing thie article beecuse I cannot conseleatiously remain a 

member of the Conservation Commission without giving public notice that I 

@issent from the policy of poatnonement adopted by the mjority on July 1.
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Mx. Henry ¢. Kuehn 
Wiseonsin Cold Storage Co. 
BY; Must Florida street 
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin 

Dear Henrys 

I appreciate your sending ue the carbon of the 
comtidential Letter to Johuny Moreland. I will, 
of course, not attexpt to answer it for Johany, 
wot Tom very much interested in your impression 
chat the overstociing an the gorth is worse. 
Theat rorminds me tut I think I fafle® to send 
you the paper deseribing the pation. situction 
This is one of my file copier, se I would 
apyrecinte your returniag it. z 

Yours sincerely, 

Ale PA Aldo Laopeld
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Mr. John 0. Moreland, 
% Moreland Agency, 
Hayward, Wisconsin. 

Dear Johnny: 

Believe it or not but your letter of June 2nd remained on my 
desk awaiting my return to where I could get back to doing some 
normal work. As Hack said to you, I was more or less out of 
circulation for the best part of June. Apparently the old jinx 

: was still following me around when on July 2nd I met with an 
accident right here in our plant bausing a back injury resulting 
in my being in the hospital for two week and then flat on my 
back at home for another several weeks ~ so here I am getting off 
some belated correspondence, 

I appreciate your writing me, It was quite interesting for me 
to see the deer population in the north when I was up there in 
the latter part of May. I have also since read that the one buck 
law will again take place this fall. I also read that Aldo 
Leopoldwas the only one voting against the one buck law and that 
the majority of the commission voted against the department!s 
recommendation. I would be interestad to learn from you John, 
what was behind the commission's ruling. It seems to be as plain 
as the nose on one's face that if we have a severe winter that 
starvation will be as bad as it was in 192 and 193. I am 
confident that the deer population right now, including the new 
crop of fawry is definitely more than it ever was in northern 
Wisconsin history. 

Would it be a fair question to put to you or to the other 
commissioners if I were to ask whether the commission was 
influenced by, or was afraid of the decision on the deer subject 
by the Conservation Congress? I was a member of that illustrious 
know-iteall group for some time. I finally refused to lend my 
name in Milwaukee County any longer when I could see that they 
were beset with Bammany Hall methods and when it finally got to 
where it was a battle between groups, and entirely aside from 
ability of the individual. 

CHOOSE YOUR WAREHOUSE AS YOU DO YOUR BANK
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Mr. John 0. Moreland - #2 

I would certainly appreciate it John, if you will drop me 
a note and tell me what was behind the commission's ruling 
and why they refusedto permit doe shooting this fall. 

I hope this finds you in the best of health and that it 
wontt be too long before you will be down here again for 
a good old fashioned visit. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

HCK:LR



Wisconsin Conservation Department 

INTRA-OFFICH 
MEMORANDUM 

Dat €...... Sepbember-22,.--1947........- 

TO: H. fT, J, Cremer 

FROM: Irven 0, Buss 

SUBJECT; Argonne closed area 

I vant to be-sure in speaking of the Argonne refuge area that my position 
is understood clearly. Since I have never been on the area, nor intimately as- 
sociated with any work conducted on the refuge, I can only talk or judge on the 
basis of what I have heard or read. ‘Sometimes this is not easy. 

t have never been aware of an actual experiment that Mr. Feeney was supposed 
to be conducting on the refuge, It was my understanding that he was to include 
the refuge area in his winter survey work along with deer yard investigations, 
These yard investigations were then to be compared with conditions outside the 
refuge. If other work wae expected of Mr. Feeney, I am unaware of it and have 
never seen any reauest for tt, 

fhe winter yard surveys have been completed ench successive year since the 
initiation of the deer research project, and I believe the reports have been sub- 
mitted to this office as evidenced by Mr. Dahlberg's letter of September 16, The 
interpretation of these reports may vary as widely as the attitudes of people ex- 
amining them. The use made of them also will vary widely, and I believe such de- 
cisions and interpretations shovld rest with menagement and administration and not 
upon research, 

enn it--seens that the duties of Mr. Feensy have been completed when he makes his 
analysis of yard conditions. It is preferred that the information which the deer 
research project has submitted be used in any way it seems most profitable to man- 
agement, and if you feel the refuge should be abandoned, I am sure no one in the 
research section will disagree with you, 

The budget and man power of the deer research project has been reduced about 
50%; hence, it will be impossible to amplify work on the refuge, but I believe it 

- would be well to continue the yard investigations during subsequent winters for 
comparison with previous surveys, especially to detect s possible change in the 
degree of forest damage by browsing, ty cay 

A copy of this memo is being forwarded to Mr. Dahlberg (now in charge of all 
field work on the deer project) so that he will include at least part of the refuge 
area in his winter survey work. Viewed from a broad angle, it appears to me that 
the logical step to take at this time is to remove refuge restrictions from the 
Argonne unit. Viewed from = more narrow angle and for the benefit of obtaining» 
certain research information, I can understand why it would be preferred to continue 

(Over)



the refuge as a closed unit, Since the second viewpoint is practically overshadowed 
by the first, I coneur with the action the commission has taken recently, and in 
your attitude of the area, j ‘ : BG : : ; 
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October 16, 1947 

fy. H. Ben Gallinger 
Superior Door Catch Company 
Station 3B 
Superior, Viseousin 

Dear My. Gal lingert 

I have read your letter with great interest and 
it is clear that you disagres with me on the 
fundamentals. I can only say that one has to know 
something shout forest reproduction and deer browse 
before ons can really see the effects of too many 
decor ani especially the effects of artificially 
fed deer. I certainly wish that we could go inte 
the woods! together to thresh thie thing out. You 
might be able to convince me and I might be able 
to convince you. If I get to Superior in the near 
fubare I will try to look you up. I am sending 
your letter and » copy of this to the new Director, 
Sracet 7. Gwift. 

2 Yours sincerely, 

ALSPH Aldo Laopold 

P.3. I do not resent your disagreeing with me, but 
I do resent your plain inference that anybody who 
comes from Madison is necessarily a desic man without 
field experience. I began deer hunting in 1909 and ‘ 

have hunted deer most years since. Have you hunted 
as mich or as long? Hy deer hunts range from Mexico 
to Michigan. Of the 52 weekends of the year I spend 
at least 40 in deer woods; how many do you spend? 
Someday when you fellows insist on labelling me as a 
desk-man I may got mad.
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a aii 
TOs ALL game management division personnel 

FROM: F, R, Zimmerman en 
o& pnnd® 

SUBJECT: Disposition of wildlife aoeens sent to Loam 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 4 

in order to clerify the above it has been decided to quote 
from the minutes of the game board meeting of May 20, 1947, at : 
which time a decision was reached as to the use of specimens sent 
to the game farm for autopsy. — 

j , Item 5 of the game board minutes of May 20, 1947, entitled 
"Musuem Specimens" 28 recorded as follows: ' 

"6. Museum Snecimena 
Mr, Seott raised the question of who is to get 

i the museum specimens that come to the department. 
: Mr, Ozburn felt the game farm should have first 

chenee for those secured at the game farm due to . 
the fact that many people even from out of the state 
visit the game farm annually and if any rare specimens 

: are obtained they should be displayed at Poynette. 

"It was decided that on specimens secured at the game 
fern Mr, Ozburn would have first choice; Mr. @immerman 
second; Horicon, third; and fourth, Dr. Buss would be 
advised for distribution to the university groupe. 

"Mp, Zimmerman was appointed to build up the skin 
collestion for the department to be used for educational 
purposes, : 

"I¢ was decided that Dr. McDermid take the measurements 
of ell sking before they were put in the freezer, 

"Mp, Ozburn recommended he keep a record of all 
the animals and in turn he would send Mr, Scott a 
copy of the record as soon as the specimen came back 
from the taxidermist." 

It as hoped that all concerned will cooperate to the fullest 
extent in carrying out the objectives outlined, In 211 cases 
where specimens are to be used for mounting or for the preparation
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of study skins, the viscera will be preserved for either 5 
Dr, MeDermid or the university for parasitic study and the food 
habits material will be turned over to Mr, Stollberg, leader of 
our Pittman-Robertson Food Habits Project. During the discussion | 
at the game board meeting, it was decided that I would secure and 
keep specimens for the Horicon Marsh Wildlife Area which in time 
will have the collection housed at their headquarters building. ; 

My interest in securing specimens 1s solely from the 
educational standpoint. We hope to have our collection in shape | 
for next year's in-service training achcols to further acquaint 
our field personnel with birds and mammals native or exotic to 
the state. Our collection will include the various plummage and 
pelage changes that are exhibited in immature forms making field 

; identification more difficult. ; ; ; 

a F. ot trent tO As pels ra : 

FP, R, Zimmerman ‘ j 
Wi1aiife Biologist ( 

FRZ: jt 8 

APPROVED: : 

’ HI, : Re eee ( ; 

upervisor, Refuges &Wublic Hunting Grounds 

Shier of Wildlife Research ;



Novanbar 3, 1947 ! 

Mx. Charles FT. Suith : 
Marathon Finance Bailding 
Tousen, Wisconsin . 

Deax Frosty: 

: I have just leorned that the salary paid the ; | 
Direstor by the Missourl Conservation Commission | 
ig $8520, I have also learned that the salary 
ia dotermined entirely wr the Commission and not 
at all by the Legislature. 1 thought I would ; 
file this information with you and I am sending 
Sa Fe carries Oe creas 
aided to the correspondence of subcommittee j 
whieh was filed recently on salary scale which ; 
might apply to future logisiation. 

Yours elacerely, 

ADAP AtdotigeopoLa |



E. SYDNEY STEPHENS. CHKAIRMAN—COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

R. A. BROWN, JR., VICE-CHAIRMAN—TCOTLE-LACY BANK BUILDING, 
, MISSOURI 

1. T. BODE OWEN BO SGLL: srereranaROV MISSOURI 
DIRECTOR fos EDWARD K. LOVE. MEMBER—704 CHESTNUT, SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 

(SoC 

Kary) 
WEL state OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MESSOURI 

TELEPHONE 674 

October 27, 1947 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for your letter of October 24. I believe that Mr. Stephens 
is writing you in some detail with regard to the general situation that 
we have just passed through in this state, so I will not duplicate his 
communication. 

You mention that you heard the Missouri Legislature a few months ago 
was considering a large increase in the Director's salary. This is not 
exactly the case. The Legislature does not fix the salary of the Director 
in this state, or, as a matter of fact, of any of the employees of the 
Commission. The matter of salaries is entirely under the control of the 
Commission, At the beginning of the present fiscal year the Commission 
granted the Director an increase of approximately $500 per annum so that 
my present salary is $8520.00. 

Hoping that you are still on the mend and are able to enjoy more hunting 
trips this fall and wishing you all sorts of good luck, I am 

dy BODE ¥ 
DIRECTOR 

ITB:H:MLF
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Hovenber 18, 1947 

Uy. Qmest FP, Swift 
Mrecter, Conservation Departaat 
State Office Dilding 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Braie: j 

I learned today the following additions] evidenes os to the lundequeey of our 
wage-seals for young tedhwies] ment 

(1) Three of our men have offers higher than what we are paying: ‘fruamy 
Hopkins, Stellverg. (Thie is in addition to Muss.) 

(2) Ramen Bad i eS Ceeiae BAe Me Gee ey ER 
heats his need of sealing more 

T now realise that I foiled to mention, in the Bxeoutive session, one of the min 
reasons fer my alerm My om University organisation is now go clogsly Intex 
woven, with, that of the Game Diviston thet a "change of horses" them would @le- 
ongenize my own teeiness, even if en able successor were available, Mxmples: 

(a) I hove 4 gradumte students doing their theais work in the Game Division: 
Kabat, Stollvberg, Richards, Stroebe. 

(») Baas ie supervising the cooperative Peles Ieland project (Provinge of 
; Ontario, “Hldlife Institute, Conservation Departuent, Vollega of Agrie~ 

ulture). Should he leave, thie sould fell da my inp. 

(e) Hy departnent and Game Division sow have 6 joint Seminar (see progren 
attaghed). 1¢ would throw a load on ma if aesiguments changed all dom 
the line. 

(4) Bueg is a party to two unfinished research projecte wiich involve at 
least 10 years of affort on my part: yhoasonts, quail. 

: I submit this only as corroborative of mr pésition. I realise faliy how hard 
it would be to engineer « shift in grades, and that it would invelwe die 
parities alsawhera. I do not assume it cam be done. Nwvertheless, ag the 
Ceehnical menber of the Commission, it is mr duty to point out the «itustion. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Alspn Aldo Leopold
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Deceniber 1, 1947 

Ur. I. % Walker 
Baraboo 

_ Wisconsin 

Dear Messe: 

& quality: aadired youn tetees to tensth Sesh. Tan 
led to hope that your capacity for ironic tmmor my ; 
some day have 2 chance at a greater audience then just 
Mynie and mself; anyhow I enjoyed it a lot. 

Have you gotten snyvhere on the mtter of work 4n 
the Department? If you are stalled on. anything that 
I could help handle, let me imow. 

Yours as ever, 

ALipn Aldo Leopold
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wes J Baraboo, Wisconsin 

yr : t Nov, 18, 1947 

‘ tf a : ‘ 

te Mr, Ernest Swift 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Briend Ernie: d 

L Your questionnaire is being returned with this letter, 
The idea of the Dec, 13 meeting is a dandg one, and I hope most of 
the fellows ean be there, I am assuming you will make arrangements 
for hotel reservations, 

Because your appointment as Director was strung out over ; 
some length of time, I imagine the flood of congratulatory messages 
you got was not as great as it might have been, I, for one, put off 
writing you to see if the Conmission's decision would stick, or if 
at a later meeting they might reverse themselves and vote you out!! 
Apparentiy you have no enemy who has lots of money and time and » friend ‘ 
in Washington, ‘ 

| This is net especially to congratulate you upon your 
appointment - naturally I do that - but to give you assurance of my 
support and cooperation, Your job requires GUTS, lots of patience, 
a sympathetic understanding, a firm hand, and a Barrell of Knowledge ~ 
all of which you possess in ample quantity, More, it needs friends, 
of which you have more than any of your predessors had, With all of 
these on your side, I am confident you will make an outstanding con- 
tribution to Wisconsin Conservation as Director, You certainly will 

: not get rich at it, in a financial way, but you can and will become 
wealthy in experience and knowledge, which is more lasting; for only 
by giving do we get, only by doing something for a friend or a cause 
do we benefit both them and ourselves, 

Once a fellow named Corrigan, "Wrong Way" they called him, 
flew the ocean and became famous, Twice now our Commission, "Wrong Way" 
2 call them, took a stand - then abandoned it, and is becoming not so 
famous, Because you have the drive and push and energy of MacKensie, 

coupled with the tact and diplomacy of VanderWall, I believe you are 

the Moses to lead them out of the wilderness, Go to it! 

Sincerely, 

E : J, T, Walker
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February 9, 1948 nhh* 

Mr. Clarence A. Searles 
Wisconsin Rapids 
Wiseonsin 

Dear Clarence? 

I greatly appreciate your giving me the low 
down on the local deer situation. I am taking ( 
the liberty of having your letter re and 
sending copies to Mrnie Swift, Bill A » and 
Bill Grimmer. I know they will receive official 
reports, but I also imow that they will icoiy 
be less to the point. ' 

The impression made on the northern members of 
your deer committees strikes me as sspocially 
interesting and valuable. Wo doubt we should 
have tried this committes business three or four 

years ago. 

Your taking on groups of local school children 
strikes me as pretty valuable, and I would 
like to discuss with you verbally later kow the 
thing worked; that is whether they were able to 
comprehend the evidence. 

‘Thanks again, Clarence, for writing me. 

Yours as ever, 

Alspm Aldo Leopold
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Febru
ary 
9, 1946 

; Mx. Ott
e 

0, Doering
 

‘ North Michiga
n 
Ayame 

‘y longs is tudseds
 

Doar Ur, Doering:
 

‘the change of opinion about wives indient
ed 

in 
your last letter interes

ts 
me very meh. Tf 

appreci
ate 

your taking the pains to write me. 

Wo cannot, of course,
 
eveld inte

rfer
ing 

with the 
wal

enc
e 

of nature’.
 

In fact all gume managene
nt 

ie nothing
 
tut that, however when interfer

ence 

is of such degree as to threate
n 

the loes of apecies 

am is now the ase with the ticher wolf, 1% 16 as 
Beeroon Hoff once said “tine to call a halt". 

Let me agnin express
 ay approti

ation 
of your , 

genevou
s 

atbitade
, 

Yours sineerel
y, 

ALSpm Alda Leopol
d



OTTO C.DOERING 

CHICAGO 

; February 
Two 

19 48 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I think it is due you that I 
confess what I now believe was an error 
on my part. Some time ago, I wrote sug- 
gesting that the bounty on wolf and other 
predatory animals be restored in Wisconsin 
because the wolf and wild cat, particularly 
the former, were causing great havoc among 
the population of deer. As I see it now, 
that was wrong; and I don't know that we can 
ever, excepting perhaps in rare and isolated 
cases, help ourselves by destroying nature's 
balance. And I have been very inconsistent 
in this matter, too, because on my own place 
I have not allowed the killing of wolf,coyote, 
bear, or any other animal save deer in season. 

With kind personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Lib : Professor Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Farm Place, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin.



March 9, 1948 

Me. Otto 0. Doering 
333 North Michigan syeme 
Chisago 1, TLilaole 

; Deax Mr. Noaring: i 

I don't know where to got either badgers or 
black squirrels. Badgers would be hard to 
tzap without inflicting injury that would 
interfere with uee as breeding ctoeck. Should 
you wikh to deal with private trappers I eanld 
dig wp some names of skillful men, but I don't know 
whether or how scon they Gould deliver. 

Tt 19 Gonceivable that Weliace Grange at Sandhill 
Game Farm woulda have hadgers that he could trap. 
Fis addreus ig Babcock, Wieronsin. 

I imow of only one colom of black squirrels, 
and that 1a within the city of Baraboo. I would 
guess that there are several dosen, but 1% would 
bo hard to get permission to take eny stock. 
Block equirrels would come nearer to being native 

> than the other squirrels. 

With beet regards, \ 

Abrpm Mao Leopold



a ae 

OTTO C.DOERING 

SH Roe February 
Twelve 

119 48 

Dear Aldo: i 

Thank you for your letter of the 9th. 
I don't recall whether I mentioned in my for- 
mer communication to you that timber wolf are 
still seen on my place, and this winter two of 
them appeared rather close to some of our cabins. 
We allow no shooting or trapping on my proper- 
ty, with the exception that in season we hunt 

deer. 

I have written Bill Aberg asking 
whether there are any ways to obtain a pair 
of badger and a few black squirrel§for my place. 
Some time ago, I released two pair of raccoons, 
one brown and tan, the other black. Of the latter, 
I haven't seen anything since, but the brown and 
tan this year came around the cabins, where we 
fed them, and one "coon" has taken possession of 
the basement of our dining cabin. If he will 
make friends with our cocker spaniel, we will 

‘ welcome him as a tenant. 

I don't know about the feeding habits 
of the black squirrel; it may be that we should 
not attempt to raise them on our place. I men- 

tioned that to Bill. 

} With kindest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

\ 

; Brofessor Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, d Cece 
Madison 6, Wisconsin.



March i ighe 

Mr, Clarence A. “sarles 
Wiseonsin Ranids 
Wisconsin 

} Dear Clarence: 

Thanks first of all, for the crane date whigh 
I greatly welcome, You probably recall that-last 
year's date was March 31, which {9 twelve days 
later. Three cranes were seen ot Poynatte 
Warch 24, and another three at the University 
Axboretun March 30. Those all seem to sustain 
an earlier arrival this yoar. 7 I am really 
intrigued by your report of opposition of a 
sete ‘amy deer’ geagon, I really makes me 

nit that our hunters are learning sonething, 
You probably reoall my repented omphasis on dy 
silliness of too many deer with shorter and 
shorter seasons. Certainly we should find 
sone way to lengthen mther than shorten the 
harvesting process. 

I am glad you enjoyed St. Louis and I am sorry 
T couldn't have joined you there. I loci 

forward to a personal vieit before too long, 
Tanke for the clippings. 

Yours ever, j 

Abtpm Aldo Leopold 

Oe
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2 pi Sd 

Rapids, Wisconsin 

Dear Clarence, 

The more I nee of what you have accomplished on 
the deer matter, the more I om impressed with it, 
You can be very proud of 1t, 

My students hove been telling me of your organizing 
the Ganatian tour to look over ducks, That's 
excellent; you didn’t even tell me about it, I'm 
@syecially glad you and Art Sawicine got aquainted, 
T hope you alao wet Albert Hochbaum and Iyle Sowls « 
4f not you will on your Canadian trip, 

Tals 19 juat a wort of appreciation for your effotta, 

Yours ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in My, Leopold's 
abaenme to evoid delay) - 

Quah cfg OF



r (h/ 

Apwh Vy 19he 

ivy Gynest Qwift, Direetor 

OffLee eine Nae 
Daas Sender 

Profesnor Andre Veaver hae reminded uo of « project that has been on ay mind for ® long tine: ate samtaition of at Least one of the two bayhood fume of John 
Saane to ten akan purpose of this letter ie to recomend that it be added te the Lint o Fee near” Penleete of the stake Conservation Dypart- 
sent ant the etate Planning Sonor. deciding withor wy on thie proposal, Coumtsatoners aud officers of the Forests end Paria Piviaton should vend Muirts book “She Story of My Boyhood and Youth", ond this should of courso also be in the Department Library. I¢ ie « necessary beclgground. 

One reagon T hove hesitated to recomend thig project in the past has been that i Fee a erate amunedly Rediy depleted flortatioally and otherwise, and honte any poselble ‘tion ot thin tine might be 2 pretty dmb offeir con ' pared to the original fam: Gemoribed tn iuleta book. It now comuirs to me, how ever, that thie nron might fall half way betwoon a state pari: fin the ordinary 

live epsening ee clelens Gl eal aka ales tt ee eae " A coopers 
Departamt would be needed, nnd the superintendent would have te ben botantet with « genom! entimeinem for this restoration job. Ite should aleo of course be equipped with the requisite knowledge of history and Litemture, 

Th nore general terme. moh a state park should be something more then a sere svoppind piace for Vatriote Ladkdng Gonsithing to do. It might be mde a pubiie 
edudationnl institution in the eeolecteal intelisetual history of Wisconsin ‘ Seecay od ate ae aught to be a ednontioal inatitution in the geoleriont history of Wiewonein, think the tine is now right for the Gomdeston and the Department to develep thin anlanted fanetion of state mrt. 

Yours eimaraly, 

ALgym Aldo Laapold 
4 

QB Waker



April 30, 1948 

Mr. Ernest F, Swift 
Director, Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Swift: 

Some time ago Aldo wrote you concerning the 
setting aside of the Muir farm .as a state 
patke dust recently we received the enclosed 
letter from the University of Michigan that 
algo bears on this suggestion, 

I am turning thie letter over to you for what — 
it is worth. ‘the letter has been acknowledged. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMeO rpm Robert A. MeCabe 
Instructor



April 30, 1946 

Mr. Bonnett Weaver ' 
Box 607, 8. Laguna 
Amr Arbor, Michigan 

+ Mr. Weavert 

As you perhaps know by thie time, Professor 
Leopold died of a heart attack on April 21. 

” This oliminates ea? active participation in or 
the proposition a proposed. 

It may interest you to know that Professor | on 
Leopard took this matter up with state officials 
a short while back. 

If there is anything that we can do in a small 
way we would be glad to do so, ‘The over-all 
idea has @he hearty endorsement of this depart- 

ment. " 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMeCspm Robert A. lieCabe 
Instractor
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May 3, 1948 

Mr. Robert A. McCabe, Instructor 
Denartment of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. McCabe: 

Thank you for your letter enclosing a communi- 
cation from the University of Michigan, written to 
Professor Leopold, relative to the setting aside of 
the Muir farm as a state park. 

' We appreciate your having acknowledged Mr. 
Weaver's letter and wish to assure you that the 
subject mentioned therein will be given careful 
consideration by the department. 

uly yours, 

Y y 
/ ' 

Wwe i 7 
Ernest Swift 
Conservation Director



STATE OF WISCONSIN 
CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

MADISON 

Permits 
selentitic 

Dear Sir: 

I note that you have egain secured a scientific 
certificate for the taking of Wisconsin zoological 
specimens (except Geer) in accordance with Chapter 29.17 
of the Wisconsin statutes. 

You may be sure that the Wisconsin conservation de- 
partment appreciates your sincerity and interest in this 
matter and wishes to cooperate with you in every way 
possible with reference to scientific study of Wisconsin 
wildlife. Our full cooperation is assured largely because 
we realize that only specimens which are absolutely necessary 
for these special studies will be taken, and that collectors 
will use great discretion in taking specimens in such a 
manner so as to cause the least possible concern by the 
public. 

We have felt, however, that additional protection is 
necessary for particular wildlife species and are therefore 
listing the following three limitations to the certificate 
which is issued to you: 

1, No specimens whatever are to be collected on 
any state game refuge or any area on which 
wildlife 1s given full protection by the state, 

2. These certificates do not allow the collecting 
anywhere in the state at any time of eggs, 
young, or adults of the sandhill crane, spruce 

i grouse, Hudsonian curlew, bald eagle, or 
golden eagle, without special permission.



2B ae 

3. The collecting of eggs, young, or adults of any of 

the following hawks during the period of March 1 

to September 1, inclusive, of each year is not 

allowed without special permission: duck hawk, 

pigeon hawk, red-shouldered hawk, or osprey. 

Your continued cooperation and consideration in this 
Matter will be very much appreciated. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

Cae a “5 
; Ww. F.(frimmer 

Supt. of Game Management



bairnurta tia tet eA ee or aace! er gee ae 
said the ay should have more 

° ° c 

, Wisconsin |*, 
/Fisherman’s Choice for | ot 

/ Pe es Sh 

Conservation Body a 

ae Preposterous ai 
re 

News reports tell us that “two | Sv 
Wisconsin legislators” have |! 
urged Gov. Rennebohm to ap-| | 
point a former commercial fish- eA 
erman from Two Rivers to fill | 4; 

‘the place of Dr. Aldo Leopold on | pi, 
the conservation commission. se 

The so-called “legislators” are | - 

Senator Everett. F. (Butch) La |P° 
Fond and Assemblyman Frank ta 
J. Le Clair. Neither is worthy of inj 
the title of “legislator.” Legis- | . 
lators are sworn to uphold the |Tt 

laws of this state and the regula- |2 
tions made in compliance with fe 
those laws. Instead of upholding he 

the laws these men opposed cer- 
tain of them by actual violence. 

They led, upheld or gave com- ¢ 

fort to, Two Rivers fishermen 
who defied the commercial fish- 
ing laws or their enforcement. | | 

They helped to interfere with |ty 
state enforcement officers |ha 
charged with enforcing those |W 

laws. After their most recent |¢h 
fracas they were arrested, haled |% 
into court, and Senator La Fond |,,, 
was fined. we 

These are not men qualified |Ar 
to advise the governor on an ap- |ty 

pointment to the conservation |° 
commission or any other gov- SS 

ernmental matter. ; 

The man they suggest for ap- |ne 

pointment as conservation com- |de 
missioner has, until recently, |M! 
been engaged in exploiting the oH 

natural resources of the Great ae 
Lakes fisheries. Presumably his |ne 
interest still lies in that field. In | dif 

any event, he and, even more |ne 

surely his La Fond and Le Clair |** 
sponsors, are more concerned Be 

about unrestricted commercial |g, 
fishing than about any conserva- | | 
tion of fisheries or other re- |“c 
sources, tor 

Goy. Rennebohm surely has |“? 
too much understanding to let wi 
any prejudiced, narrowly inter- |tio 

ested or selfish groups tell him 

whom to name as a successor to | ¢ 
| Dr, Leopold. " 

Leopold was an_ unbiased, 
noncommercial and nonpolitical 

commissioner who earnestly | 

sought to advance the welfare of | tt 
the state as a whole, not those of | 4: 

any group or clique. N 
It is a man of similar ‘qualifi- . 

cations that we hope the gover- wr 
nor will seek. a 

.
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ae Minutes, May 12, 1945——2, 1 

~ .  $. Heguistttons In tha suount of $500.00 om ovex, 
: + 6«  Eupchaso of pans. vashera. boite and rine fou : 

Sonngrsial tioning Giyisisn. ee ee : ; Ey. Gray, Agaistaat Sirector, renorteda that the ' 
ca Contrast and Commerciel Fishing Division is in nesd 
a ef pans, waehere, bolts end rings for construction ee 

of the leed Line om ¢arp seines. Since there isa : , 
: 5 pricrity on this. type of meterisl, he renorted that 

- the Director of Purcheses sugzested shes an order ¢ ae . ; be placed well in advango of the adtual time needed: me Se 
Z é : a: : Ree 

1% was.moved by Commissioner Cetlin thet authort- ae 
; gation os Given for this equipment got to exceed an ore it PY ee es : f st 4 ee ey amount of $800,500. : ie ‘ as) ; The motion was duly seconded by. Coa@iissioner Adans. we 

5 ‘when put to a vote, motion was earried unanimously. ae 

- Sinane Bs Hemest for eleven covies of nou dear film, He? 
is foes petted ee LIS ne Doom” . 

Net 7 My, Vanderwall, Uivestor, presented the Pequast re 
: foy eléven copies of the new deer tzln entitled, "Ster- : oe : ~ vation Stalks tha Daer*. He explaified that the objeetive: _ SPieateriy 

ar 1s to prepere sufficient conies to olraulste throuchout 
: the state price to the meeting of the Conservation s ae 

; Vongrase in order to allew the cubilia to view conditions fay 
: es as they eetually existed in the northera deer yerde this : eee : winter, Ae : ee ! 

. Discussion ensued during which question wes raised _ 
‘ v7 “whether the expenditure of 31,770.05 for sleven osnies ; E 

gould not be redused and vhether tha same purpose esanot tae ; 
.,O6) gervea by ordering a smzlier number of f11ms ané book- | 0. | 

; ing thom Por steady projection. ir, Xsese, Department . 
Sis Hh fhotogranisr, oxpinined thet it 1s customary to order thts ve 
; hunber and exoreased doubt that « lesser number of conies. ° 

would be sufficient, pean : f Sees ; ie : 

ee 14 wes moved by Commisatoner Abere that the department 
; : be amthoriged to exnend 71,770.00 for eleven revroductiona 

a of the Geer film 4n questicn. oe fate ty ee : : 
“ho motion was duly sosondsa by Chumtestoner Goreoran.  ; ig 

oe when Dut to 2 Vote, soticn was eateied unaninously. = 
j i eee : ke ae 

ei Becont of Siticehn’ Clem Coaatttee 7. at 2 CPs a : . trotessar Beonoia, vheiveen of thi Ci ticens' Dser : ge i von ttee, Boperged thet it was the iceision of tha 2 3 ‘ ‘ : Comnittes by only one dissenting sobs GO recommend: to 
= : the Commission that sn antlerless deer seseon bs seheduled 

For this fell in order to reduse the “dear herd; The Gome 2. 
BLttee also pecommended thst the Departnent' s survey of : 

i bYrdwas conditicas should be the badie vor deciding which. | : ia counties mesd to be. reduced. 8 Ros ea , the Comalstee ricomnended that there phonld not be 2 Aes a ; : Bescon on bucks this fall if tmers fa an antlerless deer ~~ : 
; season, The Committee, Professor Leonola resorted, voted © 4 

: : unaniaously on this polat: for the. fotlowlne reggonat (040 oS 5



ee : 
o ey : : Ninates, May 12, 2948.3, 7: 

ee @. There ta no execea of bucks. The herd would be ae, 
: oo improved by a more evan ratio of bucks to does, ; 

: be. the enforcement problema would ba Jess aiftiouls, 
: end Sewer huating sccitenta womlé cacur: ep ; i o, The public would see that the new policy is ss 

 @lotated by the welfcre of the deer herd, rather than 
oe pany desire to provide more snort. -  . ‘ 

i bey : frofessor Leopold also revortged thet the committee i ae, . resonagndss Ans ee 2 i Oe : See 
&. That all lenge and over-browact refucss be oe 

rescinded priar to the 194% deer sas son, . e 
. Bb. That they favor the tnevesse of the aeer tag - : 

ye Tee -by one dollar. 4-127: aoe ; er eae c. That the depertment continue 18> pasoarch projeas | ee 
an connegtion with the daer vroblena ‘pad ifr noseibie Meee 

° even increase this study rather then eurtat] it. ‘ 2 esis ; “8, Feeney, in sharse of ‘the deer rosesrch vrojent, i sao! : . reported they althcuga the eax ratio of dead founs this mene BS 2 feer has net yet veen commuted, out of 498 decd deer | “ 
hoe found: abdut two years ego, €O per cent were fayns, end 

i . $9 par cent of thoge were buck fevne pnd 46 wer sont : : f : doe faune. Dean att eae citgeas 
in anewer to e query raised by one of the commissioners: et ; a : regerding whether or not the bounties should be removed, - ve | ' + frofsseor-Leonold eteted he felt 1% would be advisable ae 

; oa tO Pemove the bounty from the wolves bessuse they nad s ; z ee : tendency to. disperde the herd, =... : 
ee He explained in anayer to another auery thet by no | i i a means enould a feeding vrogrem ba instlerted -ithout — - : ; : reduction of the herd, or cpevicus to sush weduction. Fu 

_ He eai@ Ghat after the herd hed been reduced to the ee are mre Garrying capacity Level of ‘tre deer yerde, 2 Feeding ‘ i : aS progres Wieht orsonerly pe. inltlated,. 9° * : on Aes 

: » It wie the ¢oneensue of the Somutgaion thet the daverte | ; Ment should feleste the report of the Citizens’ Deer Com. ra yas i mittee to tue reoresentatives of the Souseryetion. Goncrsca, 
co -8NG also thet other Gate somsited in. the depertment be =. ; 

: 6ubaltted ta them Tox thetr information and consigerstion, i. ee kaa Ses is : i : = 

. 9 (2% being azreesble to the Sonmissigiers, Uhaieman Dlokinsen® | > 
: . SGRounced he vould reduest the Citizens! Deoy Coraittes to Bee 

Continue to funstion: snother year, & ©. ee de : aus ES : : : Re \ y ee ee 

oa. 1 oo Renan sl Como Porn tne, Sages sof ebricry 10, 1 BS ve a . 
‘ ‘ Ht thie Sime Gol, smith, besal Uounseal, interjected ue a 

: “>. DY anapuncing thet up, Grady of Poptage, attorney fi i : : repeesenting the SandniliGece Form, ‘Ino., had sontssted inate ; 
; nin this morning to detersine whether or tiot wsnbers of ses enag 

.. $he Commiaaton will be predont ‘oteths tris) of this cise Seat 
ace: get Yor Sonisy, Bay 2?) since it ae nis desire to enaning = <7 tee 

(he TRG Ander Rae adverge etagube : Fee 63 Raaae Miser 2



oe : : ; ae : : : 

: : 
He Wiecongin Conservation Commisaion ie A : ae 

POM Ten iT eS ie is Lael eee 

i Regular meeting of the VLsconsin Conservation Comnaission 

‘ was held in the Department Conference Room, State Office y 

Building, Medieon, “isconsin, on Tuesday, August 10, 1943, : ‘ 

The meeting was called to ordsr at 9:40 a.m, by. the uN 

. Chairman, noe ana Sead ue 

Present: CGomaissicner V. Li Dickinsen, Chairman ~~. : ie 

Commissioner Guide R, ahr, Seoretary ie ie me : 

Commissioner ta. J, PP. Aberg Enea neean eee eau ge 
Conmiasionsr Jas. 4. Gorcoran ei ee FE 

i _ Commissioner John 0, Moreland o Rei nile aR GUS Hea 

. Absent: | Comiiesicner Aldo Leopold, who was confined to ae Sey : ae 
: hia home with lilnees. re : Se ie : 

vee » Note: The records of the Secretary of State ahaa 
» dindieste that the epvointmens of Yr. Aldo Leopold 9: 

- of Hadison as Conservation Commissicner to succeed ee : 
: : Conmissioner Merk ©&, Catlin for a jexm of six .-, Ber at se 

: nay years ending July 27, 1949, was confirmed by, the oe EE 
ae ' Senate-on dune 17,°1948. His certificate of . a 

- appointment by Acting Governor Goodlafd is dated age fo 

: ect June 19, 1945, his osth of offices executed on ae 

SENG : dune 255-1943, end filed with the Secretary of 3 0° oh 
: State on June 25, 1942, , rs cae 4 

Las She records of the iseretary of State further 0°. ee : 

; : indieats that the a-oolmtment of Mr, John 0, : : Bes 
-.  Mereland of Hayvard as Conservation Commissioner. jen 

to. succeed Commiasioner Vally Adams for the term : ‘ 

a of six years ending July 27, 1940, Was conti rmed ee ; 

-sfaby the.Senate on June 17, 1943. “Hie certificate : 

: of appointment by Acting Governor Gocéland 4g 0-2: ce 
: ‘ . dated dune 19, 1940, his oath of office executed i 

é ; f on dune 25,.1943, and fled with the Secretary of fea a 

Ge ies State on June 24, 1944, pe sh! ces 

Departmental personnel present: Mr. Vandaruabli, Divcetor: Age veanee a 

at ‘ Mr. Swift end Mr. Gray, Assistant®Directors; ee 2 
: as Mies Stumpf, Assistant Secretary, i-who reported . ee So 

j the mesting for ths Seeretary; ana the following ie : fs 
cs division chiefs ana other pesznnek f6r sither : RE 

: : pli or part of the meetings Mr, ffontly, Com stroller; . | 

HGS ‘My Calhoun, Sunerintsndeny 527 i duertion: ur, Geimner, : 

‘ Superintendent of G ne-Menogomonts Ge) Berrangoon, ; 

: : Sumerinuendens a2 berestG ci Br ciy el ean, oo: ¥ ae 
Superintendens of rublic Ralations; Mr. LeMay, 3-1 ; ne 

; Chief Forest Ranger; Ne. Robinson, Chie? Sohacr= 84 d 
‘ yation Warden; Dr, Selineberger, Chief Biciocist; ee ;



‘ f ’ 
¥i . * 

, : oe Minutes, August 10, L04g—n5, ° tee 

; . Ve : 
T.. DEER ie oe 

“a, Uith fipearms, : : oe 
Since the Gommiseion a1d not accent the department's : ; 

: original rasommendation for a nine-day antlerless deer : 

geason from November 20 to November 28 at lis last mecting, . - 

} ' Me, Grimmer stated that the alternate recommendation now ; 

: subritted for consideration is: i ths a 

1. Buck-deer with forked antlers or better ~ four-day : 
: season beginning at 9 a.m, on November 20 through : j : 

liovember 23, and a ee 
Hae 2, Antlerlees deer ~ a five-day season, beginning at |. ; ue 

9 a.m. Prom November 24 to November 28, inclusive, =. (.- “ 

“He stated that the department atill feelsathat the idesl Sacer. eee 

: tyoe of season would be strictly antlerlegs as previously te Lae 

: propossd, but this alternate season recommendation here ee aah cea Tad 
given ie ths next best substitute that could be recommended ~ ie, 
agcoraing %o department analysia of the problem, He Hc ie 

: presented maps showing the area te be opened according to. |. | 

‘ thig new recommendation, which lusluded the following wae Ex 

counties: ” Be ne : ; 
; ; i &. cu ‘ : 

ae For bucks only ~ Adems, Ashland, Barron, Bayfield, - : at P 
: -. Burnett, Chipnewa, Clark, Douglas, "au Claire, Plorenge; 

Forest, tron, Jackson, Juneau, Langlade, Lincoln, © >. 2k : 
: Marathon, Marinette, Monroe, Oconto Oneida, Folk, : 

Bo part of Fortage, Price, Ruck, Sawyer, Shawano, Taylor, — | 

: Viles, Washourn, part of ood, : eto ee 

‘Bor antlerless deer only - Ashian’, QJarron, BayfZeld, arene : 
: Burmese, Douglas, Fisrence, Torest, Ixon, Langlade, Bene : 

Lingoin, Harinette, ‘nonce, Oneiaa; Volk, Pracs, Rusk, i. Bees F 

/.: °° Sawyer, Taylor, Yilas ard Yashbuin (with certain ee ee Sey 
ae snecifisd areas of these counties to be cloced). ieee : 

My, Nickel, representing Districts #2, pointed ovt thet ° 
-gince the 9 o’slock cpsnings time was recommended by the : 

ae Gongress in connection with the antlerless deer season Pie 
; to vrotest human. life, he Gid.not see the necessity of .-: Sees 
= having such a late onening time in view of: the department's es ha 
\ racommondation for.a buck seascn first. @n answer to a. : Ne Fs 

query paiasd by Nr. Nickel os to the baste for the eonelusion tee 

f that there ie a atarvetion problem in Lircoln County, ae i 
: Mp, Seckh explained that no exemination was made bub the? ec ae ae 

regoumandation including Lincela County £4 fer the purnese : $32 
.) of bloeking in by road boundartes, Mp, IMekel they stated 3) “ 

; thet his enunty -acquiesees to the recommendation of the Be 

dspartmens for the ourrose of blocking bu% Goes not concede .’- : 

that there is a starvation problam in their comity. ie : 
ea Considerable digoussion ensued duming which Us,-"ildon, ane 

Sungpintendent of Ceopetstive Portotey, revevacd thet, chars 3 s 
: has been considersble camsea done -by Gear to tree ienge tions: ; 
: and natural reproduction.in managed foreats. : pee
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Co ae Sohnekders Chasis q oe covet, oer | Chaieman of the 
. 4 %s : 

eB 

stand on it: Pee that the Cor 12 Uxecutive 
Gonsor' = 

A I 2GSs recomn 
ALS cnepass 

*. acemalae 

ase 
ecomaendats 

HIE PUSS has 
3 

VAAON 

; 

isép season and omaendation 
for a nl as not changed its 

: 

Gongress ¢ and that if anj eas a
 s | 

Pea ae favors the 3 Lenny. alternativ 
ve 

ee 
: | 

cited letters a 46 return to ti ative is present . 

of Waeloue rs and Chigeristie eas vk aazcon ve | 

& Gis. } "AR 
SaQror WE i ae 

If there S rajeecentatives of counties #1 no the fe: n | 

dees nen is & buck aeasor f counties in % , We: Beene? 

ae es as well thoes in counties tn his eonnoeston. eo cor 
el : AG wit re 0 

: a during the thers would almost uth en sn blorless 

aeason an g the entlerles ae cho | sons during the tlerle 39 Gecp senso; § as mony bucks ‘ iy 

and as far as he 6 nt does and faw e2g0n 28, during the le : 

for every ue! @ could’ see a a fawns wouldsnot bs. a 

- 
1 fo fo 

CO ¢ Pees ene aS ena A~h2U7 fa 
18 eT Vv ‘ 

for every Gel hat wad oot fawn would starve ba removed 

SA en necessarily. 1 zs shot because buc) 
we 

: _ bince the fawns ardly. have to tele ae uck hunters woul oe 
: 

jextent in lade are the baos that oe sngieriose. door 4 

: should ne uae wintery he ee thee starve 2 % a pt 
] 

ee auy removed Oe aia that they Spe the. Gee thet 
4 

: i call oe 
saylor, Ce

 year. y srejthe anes that ee, it 

; eed Jitention to th ‘ugher of the M&lw: E + 

~ particular Soe uO she diffricul pe Milwaukee Sentines 
oo 

aa 44 ly Vashings ficulty wh oe : L 

- with respect Vaching ton Creson ty whieh certal ea 

: Pad ge 60 ae ah egon and Idahc extain states 
: : 

m sgapecs bo, eteing eit te fdaho ere having 8 Cees 

plants BO 1g: Teoling ke nee ex geacgon six eee Ms | 

: ne nis of those stat oe against ones ae since thers i i 

a be -entey 3 states; he: i eee te a 

ry “weak~ 4% in order to ee reconmended ins ne eee a 

gqeakeend pert = Oo encourage 
& noeS this the 30a on 

: 

E abge i periods and % rage hunting o1 3 elec oe 
: | 

: abaenteed ci 4n ie Ms thereby eae Only Gurkng the ae 

2eceberg oki oad he Whecongan ws eceUke the coil in ee a 

. ot dece inted out that ag, 4ndustrial 
dees 

bee 
: | 

f decr sucl es een apeas. ©. Canis ss : 

: have an oe ag Pennsylvania 
peti producing So cat aaa ates : : 

: Ohaiemen D season, 
nia, Wichigan and New eat quantities’ 

Se 
stated he } end New York wilt ae 

. ¥ ‘ AD 6 AODIGO a = ‘s oe - : 
: : | | 

opnese ee whe have ee vey a toeneeyes 7 | 

is DEVSS a entle: 4 2ave CHEnge: sheke | a 
: : 

Conservati ntlLerless deer see ged their minds na now 3 

: rvation Go deer season 8 dr 
) 

such Lette n Couneil, Dr... och Ol As Chairman xf he 
. 

Letters 
~ oonneiders 

oo. : . 

ian oe 
his files eee resuested a. i : 

ok or v ie eee Mane ate copy of : 

Arh the poeasibi oC LON with the Pees &@ also cons.ds a : 

. suggested eine possible BALL Ua3 ie oe hal. 2 peerigns 

eo Matar a’ five-day anti L this coming fal he 
| ts oe 

Se 
ae 
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Poi; He, Se v1 

‘ y 

Se her Ss season O: " ‘i BS 8B as EN eer 

He central counties and ‘a buck 36as . enly in the nor : 
| 

: expressed the ties, oMr, “lem geacon for Tiv ee ee 
| 

eo: 3 d the cpinici one BLOOMS. VSOre a ie : 

pte season, he fel Mas ion that if ae epresenting 
i Age ?, . 

Mt 
o nhs thoroe ak ££ thers is 4 St 3455) 

Gee ae 

oe ee the two a should be ao dans nee pe a 

eee O enforeen wo. eeasons in orde Seige 4cday inte ne 
. 

d z a 5 
reese 

lew 4 fay oA 2A. v ay terval 
pe 

ee AS sage nroblems ee
 the da ie : 

ronan # eeg) the aarfaicaLts ; a 

ea ne the Cheirman st ee Aculties 
2 Neg 
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| 3 

E the ee 
sermineied fox ot that sine dise j - : 

. a eNovlng a. hen for > momine hoon ineussion oe. ee 

- pu ‘ Bh 2 
W236 20K o oe a 

a 
a 

Dr. sanet 
afternoon 

eect of thiseiten 
sera 

ugh 
eee 

: eh the ia elders, Chairmen sailed a om whion 
: a 

S : pai AR 
ian ox the, Counci 

aa $e 

2 CovneLL 
2eGing held thi puncil, gevorted 4 : . a 

opis Ce decision «az ld this noon by 2% eae : ; 

e x Lelnad wine L620n Was real = ae oe of : : 

eae 7% wacommondetion, 
sached not to ¢ he meabers of 

| 

i 
However, 

oA mrendetion, 
fox < ne not to devist 

wOELS OS 4S 
i 

i ea eetr ee since the Hie for a nine-day ke: poe cies 
a | 

mot aceevt the tho Commission ha anes Crees seasey | 

: : Mr. 5 ee waa pecomnenda tic! ee bod, th it sda | | 

rv, Seexles) reele BARONET the Go ney atten | , | 

feels. 4% would nee bis Council (stated ee 

< 

, 
aN Se De potter 

re es 

: 

: Got ee ‘ : : y 
atter to:have an ny re : : 

oA 4 : c os antlerless: : |



season Lirst, alooting the Ducks the last 4 daya ingtead. eee. 
. of the firet 4 days, providing for a four or three-day & 

interim between seasons, “che opinion was expressed thab: 3.2 : 
; 2 this vould e44 in the reduction cf antierless doom and ea ene 

would at the sane time arngase the countles. afraid of Saree ae 
. slaughter: by having a buek sgsson first it vould give nS ; ; 

an opportunity to kill. doos and Yawns agcidentaliy curing 
: the buck seaeon and keep them over until they were legal. 

in the second senson, ea aia 
ae Mp. Kiemme, revresonting Distriot #77, pointed cute that - jo.6 

wes by having an antlerless season first those who wero Bos 
! : sugceasful in precuring & deer would return home, whereas aos 

: i? the buck e¢ason ware first and huntors d14 not have: 0 oie =: . 
a an opporbunity to anoot & hue they woudl st41) havea oi als ; 

chance to get an antieriess dear. Behn agents) “ 
: : GConelderable disoussion snisucd Guring which Mr, Seott ‘vcs ise | csi 
oMus | podnted but that 4f che buck. dacecn vere last he felt Smee a ee 

that a large percentage of hunters mighivipossibly wait iG 
shee untill. that season to teke their chance at getting a bucky. Seis cee 

4. “hereby reducing toe vossible kill preanse from POVACUS Se ee 
Cee,  @Rperlense only 40 ver-cent of Leae of the buck hunters 5 : 

ota) aS sucosasful.  Therefors, af the buck season wera nog. =” 2B 
; ‘First these persons wovld not have en oprertunity. to Seen i 

“secure an snilerless doer 3% 2 latsy secacn with: the : a 
fo-7 7 ° PeSULt that less deer would ba EAliled. On the basia of 3) : : 

‘ the research studies of the departnent Ke stetead 1% is a 
ee: urgent to reneve a large number of deer and any Beesen .. oe ee 

which would Yeducs the iii teo much would not be in ol Soles e 
Poets 3 wageordance with recomucndutions of the deer posearch ce ate 
es proiest. : d : fe ‘ es ( RS 

HY ees Gommissioner Fels stoted thet he felt 4b best to sroceed.. 2 
i : )ehowly, leaving the buck season Yinst boahusse ef the faato-( . 
oe S that 16 is noe eure Rov mony Auncers would be wikling t6 59” : 

‘) hunt entlerleas deer if the buck season word Jest, ana he: oe 

: -alaG@ exorggsed tha opinion that he vould be favertble te. cestan: 
paren recoumending two der ssasens, ono stavtine on November £0 ©; : 

i ( and running four. days on bucks only follevwed by an anvler= 03° %: 
: -.* leas ssasan beginning the Telloving Saturday, kovember 27,0) 
: and ruanine four days in those counties and in those araas os.) 

( ;. Whioh neva been described by the department for such season, (0... 
See '. Considerable discussion Yellovad as to the proven dats for 5 - : 

: Gpening the two seasuns end the length of the reset. period : 
‘ ‘ an between. AN : 2 Bs ait 

: 2% was moved by Gomeiasioasy Rahr thag-a foureday -eeceom  -s : xb 
ae be estsblished fem forked bucks. seeinni&> on Noverber 26 : ; a 

and. ponning ynthl, November Pl, both datéa inelusive, an@ ~ 4 -.- af 
& Your-day season for antlerless decr im the stipulated: 0225 ye 

: counties beginning on Nevenver 25 end reintng witil 2 a Re 
ilies Novembes 2 Nounvidate tm nel iatve sae tie the ueind, ord, ay 

ang 84th being closed: the oneaning time to be the’ same- 4 : 
; forall s@anong as in previous years, mamely, ona Mall (oie: : 

hour before sunpiss. : pages 
nee The motion was duly seconded by Commissiener bere, saa 

ek ALL Commissioners vresent voted "“ayze")- and Shakrman - : eee a 
: _ . Dickinsen stated thst he hed permission from Gonaiesioner ey 
aL Leovold to cast his votes in the affirmative, E : cess - 

| |: The motion was carried. zy eet ee ees



ie : : ; jiinutes, Avgust 10, 1943-<6, : 
“4 A ; oO Wes #4 

eae Wren asked by Chairman Dickinsen 4f this deer season 
os “4s favorable to the Conservation Congross, Dr, Sehneidsrs .-‘ 

‘replied that as a matter of record it La. not.. 4h the : 
same time he expresced the aentiment.cf Forest County : : ; 
thet elthoueh they ere in the decr starvation area NaHS Aa 

: they maintsin that. they have very little starvetion and : 
‘ - feel they should have only a. forked buck season, isa 

’ _4t this point Dr. Sehnelders called attention that eee 5 
> with the deer sencon as now set by the Commission opikea rane 

. “horn bucks are not nrotected in any waysduring the santler-—. ops 
' f Less season and. yocommended that Guring “this period only e 

Tish ‘deer that are actually entlerless be taken, thereby : ie 
: protecting the ssiked bucks, . URE RON aad ak 

It was felt by the Commiaeton that suvh a recommendation : 
ae " 48 impractical end inoonclstent with the plan to remove ; ee 

as many doer as pessibl¢. No action vas taken. : i : 5 : 
ge cae : ae : : 

b, Snociel contyollea hunting season by permit, (6 os \ 
: Chasmnen Dickinsen then brought uy the question ~: 

nS of the bunting of d@er in ths southern’ and central areas.) 3. 
where they aca causing demage, She department's reaome. 0.4. 

oe mendation vas cutlined Go taxs dser of Suny sex in these s : & 
wes Gountiss undes a permit system from December 10 to! <* ee E 

3 December 16 with shotguns loaded only with buck shot (vue 3 
: , and bail in these counties: | ~ pee Ae eee iar 

oe) 2 Pants of Buffaia, Le Crosse, Txempealsau, Colunbla, es 
4s  Grewrord, Dane, Grant, Green Lake, jowa, Harquetie e072 Gee nao 

: : Richland, Gaus, and Woushaye.c j i CHU neRe es : 
Sock aap es ‘ i 

i Considerable discussion ensued during which Jndge Giese, o 0 
; representing District #6, opoased the Lottery system fer. 755: : 

See hunting deez in these “speciel aress" claiming thet the ; ey eae 
veyatem is discriminatory because the formers who have. 
been fesding. dsex on their landa and whose property hes ; 
been dansged would not be asaured of a permit to hust, 5°. 

: Judge Giese ateted that Green Lake County vould be: } 
i : favorable to taking one of the four-day deer ssascna, <. oS Z 

Mes preferably the ons on sucks, wather than accepting the oe ; 
{ permit system, “Mr. Cray, Asslevant Divestor, relsted. 7102 ; 4 

that he hed just weceived a letter froma congress Peas satay Sy 
_vepresentativd of Maravette County ataking thet they, : SER So 
were absolutely opvosed toa any kind erie Geer season Hide ean Be a 

: dn that county. : Pee ite US oie eae ae 
: eh ; i i ee Beas es oo 

: It was moved by Commisectoner.Aberg that these angclal.;) | ine 
counties haye the same caer season as the northeri eee q 

: counties, namsly, November 1S to November 2), inelusiva,.- 
cece ‘on forked buék dear and November 25 to Novenber 23, ; : 

4nclusive, on antlerless dece with anotguns loaded. .¢- a 
ae, with buckshot or ball only in order to remove ac large 30) 2: 3 

: ‘a mMumber of these deer as possible to prevent further o. ta.
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fo we . } Minutes, August 10, 1948-7) | re 

“-erop damoge, the motion, hovever, not to include unit 3, : 
i calling for an antlerlass season for deer in Jackson Ly aD 

and Sood counties by special permit. ve i : 
; the motion was duly seconded by Commi sadoner Noreisnd, ‘ 

ALL Commissicners present voted "aye", and Chairman 9.0377 ee 
Dickinsen stated that he had permiasion from Commis aicner 

; ‘Leopold to cast his vote.in the affirmative, : : 
ane motion was carried, : : s ; 

ee } Later in the meeting, just prior to the executive an 
session, Judge Glese again recommended that only the ~~.‘ Lene 
first season, namely the one on bucks, be(stipulated —. ‘ 
‘for Green Lake County with no asagon on ehtlerless ee foe 
deer this year. ue ee Y eae 

No action was taken, it bedng the feeling of the. «:” cas ee 
: Commission thet such procedure would not Yrelteve the cE 

deer damage problems in other counties lieted in tha  .° : ; ay 
: -game unit, iy : i Bes See 

a) ec. Speckal bow and arrow reason. He : 
enh . Me, Grinmar outlined the pecommended open counties’ > 

Sag tad for the special ‘archery deer seeson from October 2 to 3 . 
‘ November 14, which are practically the same counties that nee 

4 were open last year, 35 Idoliewsy. & . ae, 

: '. -fdems, Ashland, Barron, Bayfield, row, Buffalo, Burnett, - 
: Chippewa, Clark, Columbia, Dane, Dovglas, Dun, Jiau Cladre, “ 

~ eS UE Plorence, Forest, Grant, Grean Lake, Lowa, Iron, Jackson; / : : 
7 - Juneau, ba Crosss, Langlade, Lincaln, Nonitowoc, Marathon, >: -": 

-. Marinette, Marquette, Honroe, Oconto, Oneida, Outagemie, 
Tyeeeeyan, Plieros, Polk, rorssea, Price, flehland, Rusk, =. ce 

: ut. Urolx, Sauk, Gawyer, Shavano, Taylor, Trempealeau; peeing 
oe Vilas, Vashburn, Waupsea, weushera and Vood, i ae 

- A bag Linit of one deer of either sex in reecmmendeh: (2s ok | 
“ DUG because of the Commiseion'a sction Ou tha firearm 9: foe 

‘deer season in many of there sounties he felt the recom : 
_ mendations for a special Lengtnensd arshery des. season : 

so punning until Novemboo 28 would have to be. dropped and ooo: 
: thet season also would heye to end wath other counties * fo. / 

Kate ‘about Nowember £2, 1% was pointed out Dy Mr, ccott a 
thet other seasons, such as the squirrel...now would have 7-2) Ue 
to be shortencd in ordar to conforma withgthne reguls<tion ; at 

' preventing the carrying of guns five days’ prior ta the... = 
deer.ssason jn the cottios naw open ta Geer hunting, 90) ofS 

: ‘Mr, Grimmsp also reported that thse archery desr hunters - i: : gee 
had requested that an ares between Lodi end Foynette in Pt he, 
Columbia County be set aside forcarcherpy only, vith no. 5 ee | 

\ : gun hunting cermisted thereon. ds pecommended, thersfore, . ‘ 
; that this unit be set-aside although the archerc' recom- 93°. . 

mended areca. had been reduced by approximately 1/2 ita. ee Bid 
glze because of the large number of deer damage claims: -:” ee | 

2-2 SOS ths viciniiy, ; 
At this point Mr. Starkweather, representing District #9 ae : 

; “and the Bow Hunters’? Aseseiation, stated. that the . 
\ Se eae 
. Chee : ees : Cae |



Zi ae i c ek } 

i at ‘ Minutes, August 10, 194c~-8. 

F . pecommendation of the department would be satisractory a 

: but they would Like to have the area cxtend to the road ... 

ebout one nile east in ordes to inelude a little more eee ; 

GarrLtory, 3 Aas eee 

Tt wos moved by Commicsioner Rehr that the recon nee i 

: mendasion of the Gepartment be secepted vith the : 

: excengion that the edet boundary be changed to one : von i 

mile east as recomended hy Mr, Starkweather, : ee oe 

; : « The motion wad duly eesonaed by Conmicgtioner Moreland, oe \ fa 

thea out to a vote, notion was carried Unanimously. e caf 

$ : 
pais =. | 

‘ Oey eee te al Becca oe ee ieee wees TSH ix ences te SE pa Aa Np eee ; 6 i 

‘ f LV PLGHO I. yeprssenting DLSupacy ipa, gOF purpeses i ; rs eas 

; "of pecord eeiled pttengion to a Letter. le had rcecel ved ne : Ct 

ee OMe Pee Vileie, Congress representesive tron ee a an ; 

Vilas County, stating opnosition against. bow: and arrew | a Se 

hunting in thas county this fell. | ae i 
AG thin véint Mr, Seot% called attention to the fact 95-2 ' 

: thet the boundaries set up for hurting deer by special oe b 

permit in the southern scunties were prepared with the} i 

‘ ; iden of bavang only a controlled number of hunters “end fo." ie fF 

-\a season 4n December ac originally pecotMended; and he ! - | 

“believed thet there will be considerable opposition to Beaune eT 

: the present Orisy c¢asom on-bucke and entlerless déer ful. 5 | 

Bee without ony iigitation on the numbsr of hunters. 4 ee od 

‘Il BEAR ae | ee ee 
Er, Grimmer stated that 14 is recommended that ‘the | ! noah I 

: bear season yun cencurrent vith the Geer season, - coe Re eM Hal | 

: It’was moved by Comalssiianer Rahr that the recom~ : i 

merndation of the department with réeaneot to the bear : F 

ee sennon be approved, : : peters Be 

este She mothon.was duly seconded by Comnisalener Horoland,. ae 

: ; “ALL Commissioners vrasent voted. "eye", and Chéirman 0-7 

oy Dickinsen stetied he hed perminsion to east Comaissloner (70%... ° 

. Leopold's vote in wae afiirustive, i ee nee 

- The motion wes corried. hie t ; Sone 

Til. WARERFOWL. ~ Order No. AGB-SOO : ape chs : ; — to 

3 “Me, Grimmer cited the regulations as Zromulgsted. hyo SS E 

‘the Federal Gavérnnens covering the sedkona, ahooting <5! Le = 

hoo"... hours, bag and posseacion Linkte of vaterforl and” Ee ASP 

; 2 stated that the depertment, ecacurs Jn UBen, He alco : ais uy 

pointed cut thet the feceral reeulations sllow the eee 3. 

# ‘ retention of migratory binds ror fortyefivs deye and 274 ea 39 

: congeanently it/is the ce marten’ & reconmendation .: ahs 

; / that for burnoces’ of vaiformity the. provision in the ees : : 

g general. gene order atfecting unland gene Bisde pei as pres ooh ie 

: changed from unirty bo sorty-tive days. Wri oe 

Commissioner Rehr volesd bis oppesition to the qunest es 

“ gleaing time stating that £f the shooting hours could | ae 

’ fp - i says :
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je Minutes, Mareh 15, 1945--9. : 

; It was moved by Commissioner Dickinsen that aporovel Tai 
be given to the purchase of the 89 acres concerned from 

: Mrs. Dora Gideon of Lakeland, Florida, at a price of 
F $150.00, and to the 40 acres concerned from Mr, C. H. 

Greenleaf of Madison, for #125,00. ; 
. The motion was duly seconded by Commissioner Moreland. 

: when put to a vote, motion was carried unanimously. : 

9. Land scavisition = deer yards. BG: : &. Jron county = 960 seres at ainrice of $6,500.00 ee 
from Palmauist and Palmauist, Brantwood; asvvreisal - 5 
#8,805.80; descrintion: % 

SW NE, SE NE, NE S¥, NE SE, NY SE, SY Sz, ce 
SE SE of Section 22; i te NE Ny, SE NY, NE Su, Nw S¥, "Se SY, SE Sy, bn: : oc SE of Section 2: De ace NE Ni, NW ONG, SW NW, NY SW of Section 26; 

: NE NS, NW NE, S¥ NE, SE NE, NE SE, SE Ss : 
of Section 27, all in T 42N, R eR. . 

Mr, Swift, Assiatant Director, called attention to 
the “cover tyye" mspe for the 24 @eserintione which 

: he recommends for purchase, He exnleined how these > 
960 acres lie with respect to other lenis anf ateated : : ; there are also four other deserintions in different 
ownership which are being nerotieted for et this time. 

(At this point - 11:15 e.m. - Commtastoner Leovold 
left until the afternoon session. ) 

: Mr. Swift read letters deted March 5 end Merch i 
1945, respectively, from Mr. Edward Xofford, Chairman 
of the Town of Sherman who is elso Cheirmsn of the Iron 
County Forestry Committee, and from Kr. Geo. Gerry, 
Chairmen of the Iron County Land Committee se follows, i 
which indicetes the favorable attitude of the officiels 

: of the county concerned: 

Prom Edward Kofford: ; 
: "In answer to your reeent letter in regard to the ig 

Island property now owned by Pelgduiet and Palmauist, ob in the Town of Sherman, consisting of 24 descriptions, 2 2 : Iowish to inform you thet I am im favor of the Sonserva= sees 
tion department purchasing same tp be used for deer yard Ars 
purposes, ses Bye. 

"All other department nolicies in the future in a 
regard to deer pronegstion being consistent with the 
deer yard purchase and feeding progran, I believe ve 
cen hope to build up a deer herd or ronuletion such as 

: we had up to 2 years ego; end of which we 211 hed good : 2 
reason to be nroud." : 7 : Genes



Minutes, March 15, 1945--10, ; 

1 ae G: eee 
Prom Geo, Gerry: Hoan 

",...4 my opinion the overall deer yerd acqui-~ 
sition program started by the State Conservation Depart~- 

; " ent is the best game conservetion meesure introduced 
. for several years, As you know, due to the war require- 

ments, timber gtands end swanns are béing cut for lumber 
and pulrwood at such a raoid rate thet if the stete had , 

, not started the deer yard program, there would be very 
few feeding grounds left within e few years. 

"To date I have not heard anything but favorable ; 
: Comment on the deer yard program@end I know I am safe oe 

in saying thet all members of the Iron Sounty Bosrd are eer 
well pleased with it. rece aie 

"As chairmen of the county kend committee, you ean oe 
bank on me supvorting thie progré’in, as well as any other Pee 

; conservetion measures elong these) lines that you or your nes: 
boys may suggest...." ieee ie : 5 

: Mr, Robinson, Chief Warden, concurred in the recom- 
mendation, stating that the erea concerned is a very 
Valuable islend and has been used for hunting purnoses 
for many years. @ eS) 

i (See motion of approvel following "b") 

b. Merinette county - 519.59 acres st a price of - : 
$789.53 from Marinette county; anpraical - *2,°69.89; 
Gescriotion: NY NW, Sw Nv, SE Nv, NE SW, NY S¥, S Sy, 

; SE SY end Lot 3 of Section 1, TR5N, R1OE, 

Ur. Swift stated that Merinette county has offered 
the Gescrintion concerned upon payment of interest, taxea, 

. and charges, He called attention to the "cover type" E 
: map on this purchace. 

j It was moved by Commissioner Dickinaen that authori- 
- gation be given to the purchase of the island in the : 

; ee Turtle Flowage in Iron county consisting of 960 ecres 
at a price of “6,500.00 from Palmqvist end Pelmauist, 

: and to the 319.89 acres at a- orice of 2789.52 from 85 
i Merinette county, and that the funds be edvenced from <2 

: the conservation fund at the pregent time but reimburse- a 
ment be mede from the monies available for the purchase oS 
of<deer yards. .- = ; pice 

The motion was duly seconted bf Comniasioner Yorelend, 
:¥hen put to a vote, motion was-eerried unanimously. ead a 

When Commissioner Leovold returned in the afternoon 
session, he registered his vote on this item in the 

: affirmative, : i \ ‘
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a os : Thie was done Gue to the uncerteinties of oneretion in | ene 

: ‘ 2 besineee of this kind. These conditions, #e. Herrington : 

sa pointed out, are etijl in exiletence and 1t ie, therefore, 

: the recommendetion of the department thet the oresent 

contract be extended for the coming sesson nrovided thet. 

: Sts terms are accentsble to the rresent concesaionsire, 

In arriving at this conclusion 1t was felt thet it is : 

a very poor time to attemmt to take new bids but anet if 

the oresent concessionaire ia not satisfied with the 

. present terme of the contract that the denartment proceed 

ah to take new bide. If the concesetbnaire le satisfied 
with the present contract, however, it is the recom- re 

i mendetion thet it be extended for the yeer 1945, “ 

Tt wea moved by Commiecionsr Molweland thet Yr. 3. A. foe 8 

: Buchenan, the present concessionaire, be offered the EA? 

: sontrect for renewal of the enncession in Pettigon ice oe 

: State Park. for one year upon the same terma as last ; 8 

year, andes the alternative if he does not accent, ee 

+ that bide be called for in the regular meaner. : 

: The motion was duly. seconded by Commiseioner ‘Leovnold,. 

When. put to @ vote, motion waa carried unenimously. 
z . @. 

6, Renort on deen, Geer provee and srerenredaton relatlog~ oe 

The reoort covering this subject vas oresented in 

accordance with the following arenda: : 
: a. Brnest Swift, Sesieten’ Director - Purnose of Survey 

; ; b. H. T. J. Cramer, Forest Protection Supervisor, 
h . Centrel Aree - Generel conduct of survey 

ec. Wa, 8. Feeney, Supervisor of Deer Research - Method | 

f - of complistion and internretetion of findings 

i 6, Allen Henson, Lew Enforcement Sucerviser, Northwest’ 

: A&réea = Winter deer fesding vrogran 

e, wm. F, Grimmer, Superintendent of Game Manegement = : 
: Fineane4sal report on winter deer feeding program 

: f. Revert of field men, ~~ : a 
: &. General discussion oi 

The foregoing presentation required practically all of ; 
the dey at which the commission met at the Sawyer county as 

. court house at Heyward and ineluged a wife variety of - s 

Peles factusl matter relating to the der vroblem in the State > 

of Wisconsin. ae a 
In this discussion the follovige fevartmental field ; ve 

personnel were celled upon to reswiew thelr exnerlences eo, 

: Guring the nast vinter end te state any conclugions thet 39 

3 they aight have resched ee to ways and mesns under which 

: any items reistine to the deer noouletion conlda be bettered: 

Mesers, I. C. Pheaume; Herry Hosford; L. 2, Jones; Fred 

e Wanor; Clifford Preeman; Leon Plente; Clarence Johnson; . 

‘ “Stanley Plis; 8. P. Ringsted;. John Borkenhagen; John EB. 2 

: Hanson; Regner Romnes; Leslie Newsonb; Ben Yaskow; ; = 

° 
ei
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2 

& LC. Simmons: L. Nv, Urquhart; Chauncey Yeltz; and 
d, i. MeNeughton,. 

i Under "g" = General diseuesion - the Chairman urged 
; anyone elee present to five hie cnviniton relating to 

the presentation of the deer vroblem and any other con- 
servetion subject. The foliowine resrondcd to this 
request. No ettsmnt 1a made in these minutes to record : in detail the discuasion betveen these men end the con- whee : miesion but merely to pregent a condensation of the 3 subject matter in substence, Reference is made to the peu report entitied, "The 1645 Deer Survey Review! prepared = : on the basis of action taken by the comuigeion at the OM termination of thie discussion, couy of which ta mede ene : pate: a pert of these minutes, . x : tas 

Elisvorth Wilson, Sheriff of Yusk county ~ Suggested ae. that in view of the high cost of feeding nrogrem end ee y the revort by Allen Henson thet more eduinment is needed, os On experimental plan should be Cerriedad on intensively i in one winter deep area, like the Flee, 

: Eig Vallin of Grenaview = Sugges@ed thet the survey be ‘ iene continued so thet at the end of five yeers or 80 more a conelusive information would be evailable, He urged thet e bulletin be prepared orlor to the county congress ; meetings on the weterial presented, snd urged that : publicity be disseminated through the wreee on the factual date nresented, ; ‘ 
. Harey Fulew of Hayward - Suzvested thet burning the ; woods to vromote second erowth would sid in supolying ig food for the deer. In behelf of the Oommunity, he : : thenked the comniasion for meeting at Hayward, 

John Pavior, logeer ~ Referring to the equionent one : needed for plowing, ete., he eugeeeted that if a niew : would just go through the woods in the winter 4% would be very beneficstal to the deer, 

BAL Bol 
ug : 4& lengthy discussion was then Bed ss to controlled ay : : hunting, on the beats of a querystaked by Commiasioner - care Rahr woether there ves anyone piireent who would oonege as ‘ any procedure by the comaission Ho teke off Fifty or Avs : a hundred deer like, for ineteness in the Plea yard, Been Question was raised by someone present how the number ind : of hunters would te determined and how a grouv of : hunters who alvaya hunt together could arrange to hunt. — 

The commigaion calleé ettention to bill 591-A whieh : ’ would euthorize the commission to verulste the issuance : 
. of deer tags, thereby regulating the number of hunters, oe a ' Apprehension was exoressed by the graun concerning once e ; a herd is materially reduced whether it can be brought 
back un egein, : :



3 : : Minutes, April 19-11, 1945-~6. 

Eda.Venn of Heyward - Suggested the general sengon be : 
held #8 usual but after the eesgon the commiesion 
should empover the wardens to kill off the survlus 
which would avoid a jot of trouble. 

Judge Aga K. Oven of Phillins - Queationed the basis 
for the coamission's ststenent that there were an sis 

: estimated 650,000 deer in the stéte. oe 

: ae oe 
: At the conclucion of the discu@sion 4t was moved A” 

by Commissioner Dieckingen that the informetion es 
; : presented be assembled and prepared in bulletin ‘ 4 5 

-- form for distribution to the public. : 2s 
; 3 The motion wae duly eeconded by Commissioner Rehr. °* 

When pet to a vate, motion was carried unanimously. 

Gommisslonex Rehe pergonally e@amended the men who 
have taken an active part in the dser survey, stating : 
they heve done thelr work conectentiously end thoroughly. : 

: : He expressed the opinion that it has been a preat credit : 
to them ané to the depertment to have the work earried 

. on 42 it has been, coneluding by etating that sfter all 
the woxk the men heve done in the field this year, 1% 
would seem to him a2 simple matter for each eunervisor : 
to get en opinion from the men for an organized survey 

; the following year, on the basis of which he could 
recommend to the commission what ‘should be Gone in each 

: erea, This vould be intereeting, illuminating and 
helpful, ; : : 

: Be Re ie 

4 At 11:55 a.m. ~ between itema S-c and 6-d = the Ss 
- Gommisslon receseed for lunch, “leeting was resumed ae 

; at 1:50 p.m. at which time Comalesioner Aberg RE 
Rae relinguiahed the chair to Commidsioner Morelsnd, Sr 

who presided for the remainder 6f the Gay, pe 

eo & : :



Minutes, Avril 10-11, 1945-7, 

In behalf of the devertmental committees anvointed 
: . to review and report on the deer investigation, field 

. : reports, predetor renorts, and miscellaneous date, ‘ 
: Nr, Cramer recommended that thie same tyne of survey 

ae be repeated thia coming winter, pointing out that there 
etill are s number of yerda to be surveyed and a muinber . : 
of yards to be discovered, Yhe ndtural winter food a 

: supply should be checked conatantiy and some time shoulé iS 
be spent on summer snrveys. He also pointed cut that ve 
the effects of deer browse have not been evaluated. - 2 
(Note: This denertmentel commitéte coustete of Nesers. toe 

: H, T, g. Cremer, Chairman; We. Fapney; Allen Hanson; Gs 
Ragner Rowhes. ) : cee 

it was moved by Commiastoner Bickinsaen that the racon- 
mendations of Mr. Cremer be referred fo the geme mansge- 
ment division for a further recommendation to come from 

: them at the next meeting. & en 
: The motion wae duly seconded by Commiseioner Rehr. . 

When put to a vote, motion was carried uneanimevely. ; 

6.1 Reopsat for advancenent of fishing ssarcn (item 8 of : 
agenda), 

a Daring the course of the deer presentation, the 
following patition bearing 45 slenetures was presented 
by Comaissloner Moreland: 

: "Because of the early breakun of the lekes and etreamsa, 
- and the resultent early spavuning of all geme fish, ve 

the undersigneé residenta of Hayward and vicinity pe= d 
ca 4 tition the Wisconsin Conservation Commission to open the 

é : season on game fish 15 days earlier then provided by law 
: at vresent:® : ‘ 

ie . a = : in behalf of the resort owners*: organization who met => . 
last night, Mr. Karl Nahmann of Sayvard steted that he . at 
is yolcing objection toa any changes in the onening dates ; ae 
of particulerly walleyed pike, muekelluage, ana aes; Boo. 

in fact, he stated, they object €o any chengea whatever 2. 
: excenting perhens on trovt. Mr.-John m, Taylor, logzer, 

suggested thet the public sblde by whatover decision is 
: reached by the fishery board of the Genartment gince its 

: members are quslified and have beer making e study of fe 
tho matter. ee ; Pee
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. 

f = 

vd ; 0. : 

é ; ce. Wm. F. Geimmer, Superintendent of Game Mandgement- <= - 

: Financial rerort on winter deer feeding progran 

f, Report of field men : : ae 

: g. General discussion 

fhe foregoing presentation required practically ali 

; of the day of the commission meeting at the Foreat Pro- ‘ 

: L tection Headquarters et Tomahawk, It included a wide 

yarlety of factual watter releting to the deer oroblem ; 

in the atete of Wieconsin. Reference ie made to the 3 : 

report entitled, “The 1945 Deer Survey Review" orspered ey 

. on the baeie of action taken by the commlesion at the is 

; ; Hayward meeting yesterdey, copy of which le made a pert ie 

of these minutes. re = ett 
; In the @iecussion under this iten, the following co 

departagntal field personnel werg called unon to review for, 

their experiences during the pest winter and to state ee 

. any conclusions resched as to ways and means by which . me 

ai any mattere relating to the deer vonulation could be ; 

bettered: Harry Hosford; Harley Mokeegue; D. v.. Wagroner; 

: : Arthur Bete; Richerd Wixon; Wayne Gisse; Ernest Meress, 

and 0. K. Johnson. Questions were asked by Nenry-Kuenn 

of Milwaukee, C, 4. Searles of Wseongin Ravids, Dr. #. 0. 
Schneiders of Wavesu, Judge Asa K, Owen of Phillivs, : 
Roy J. Jorgensen of Menitowish, and others who d1ld not 

: ennounee thelr raves. 
Under "g?.. General Giseussion - the Chairman urged - 

: anyone else present to give his opinion relating to the 
presentation of the deer probiem end any other conser- 

vation subject. The following reenondéd to this recuest, 
No ettempt ia msde in these minutes to record in -deteil 

i the discussion between these msn, the commission, and 
Gevartmentel personnel, but merely to nresent a conden- : 

: : setion of the subject matter whieh wae in substenee as 
follows: ‘ 

dudsge Aga K. Quen of Phillinoge - Referring to hig stete- 
; 5 ment of yesteréay thst the department hed estimated the 

deer poruletion at 550,000, he cited the source of his 
information. aa a bulletin of Anril 24, 1944 by Come 
missioner Leopold entitled, “What Next in Deer Policy," Lg 

“snd cirenlar letter dated May 28; 1°40 also circularized a 
: to members of the conservation gongreas which definitely eS 

states thet the estimated deer ponulation ia 550,900, a : as : eee 

Roy J. dorvenson of Manitowish = Stated the corn and Be, 
alfelfa fed by the Genartment ves moldy and showed a 
samples to sunnort his statement. .Re related the 

| heavy feeding done in Vilas county in whieh the local 
: pesovule particinsted, He duestioned the number of : 

; timber volves left in the stete st the present tine, ae 
end chellenged the. Gevartment's statement of the number - sae
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f 

e 3 

/ of deer left. He pointed out that Mr. Feeney >estimated ; 
‘ . the deer population at 750,000-~even higher than Con . ; 

missioner Leopold's figure. : 
Louise Leffin of Menitowish - Related thet of 42 hunters at 
his cam ia 1944, only six bucka were kille@ and one or two | 

: wounded, as commsred with 16 to 25 other years, 

MwA. heahoe of Weusau = Stated this is one of the moet : 
: confusing meetings he hee ettendsd, eince one group says 

: there Le wlenty of browse in Vilas county, another group 
saye the Geer ere all gone in the county, while still another . 
says heavy feeding wae done in Viles' county. “What confuses Baa 
me ies if the deer are gone, why feed theom?® : a 

Yo. 

Galen vpake, Forest Suvervisor of the Nicolet National ne 
Forest, Rhinelander ~ Comuented on She number of predator ee 
tracke he and hig field men eav during the winter. He EN! 
pointed out since both coyotes end Yolves feed on deer - Cs 

: carcasses in the winter time an@ rmvens and bugzards in the ae 
‘Summer time, concluelons shovld not be arrived at hastily. 2 

Conmiseloner Rahr personally commended the men who neve 
taken en active vart in the deer eurvey, stating they have 
Gone their work congelentiously andg thoroughly, He ex  - ; 
pressed the ovinion thet it hes been a great credit to them - - 
and to the department to have the werk carried on es i% has ; 

ee been, concluding by stating that efter all the work the men 
have done in the fleld this year, it would seem to hia a 

; slmole matter for eash sunervisor to get an opinion from the 
" wen for an organized survey the folloving year, on the basta 

of whieh he covld recommend to the commlasion what should be 
done in each ares, This would be interesting, illuminating 
and helpful, - eas ik ‘ : 

: At the conclusion of the Giseugsion on the dear orobles, 
: t Ghaienan Aberg thenked those in attendance for their interest 

ana aid, stated the commicsion welcomes constructive 
* eviticiom, and urged enyone to subait factual information ; 

at any tine, 

A 6.5 Reauests for advancenent of fishing seesons - Order 
- Ho, Be6e2 (Amended 2) (item 8 of agenda). Reale: Pollowing Hr, Peeney's presentation under ‘o! the Lg : Chaivaen stated thet 1f there is angone interested in oe ae 

; the petitions filed for changes in;Fishing detes or the eas : general subject of edvyencing the pénfishing seagon, the acs : general season, and the trout fishige seseon on the Brale,  @Le 
the commission would like to hear fom nin. ey ees 

: : Z Br. Schneidera voiced nis cuvosition to the advange- ee 
mens of any of the seasons in the northern part of the state. 

Mr. Leo Weyers of Phillipe, menber of the conservetion 
' congress, atated that at the general state conserve tion 

. @ongress meeting held at Madison, the Price county ie 
delegation requested that their county ba included in ant wanes 

‘ : ; ;
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/ Minutes, vey 8, 1948--10, 

After considereble diecugesion as to the neture of the Los 

Bess atream and the value of the nroject, 1t was moved by : 

GommiaelLoner DiGkinsen that suthorivzetion be piven the ; 

department to vurchese the 160 seres described frow 

Siered “W, Moe cof Shetek for "1,100.00, the emount to be 

naid Yor from She neblic hunting and fishing erounds fund, 

; ' The motion was duly seconded by Comaissioner Moreland. : 

f ‘ when nut to a vote, motion was carried uneninously. ‘ 

. b. Fond du Lac county - right-of-way into south end of © ; 
Rush Lake from Warl Beier for $1,800.00, : fee 

. Mr. Gonvey nointed out on @ man the eree of land eu 

i which it is vecommended be nurchased es s right-of-vay é 

: and parking ares into the south @Ad of Rush Lake in a 

Fond du Lec county. The tract int question eonteina ae 
aprroximstely 15.9 acres on which? en ontion hes been Se as 

_ obtained from Mr, Eerl Beier for #1,500.00. The com- ek 
: : mission last fell purchased a right-of-way into the : : 

-north end of the lake in Winnebago county which is the : 

‘ only other pubile entry inte the leske (Item 11, Minutes 
of August 8, 1944), 

The iske, Mr. Conway stated, 1g noted fer ite duek 
hunting and its unusual ice fishing, which stetement was a 
concurred in by Pr, Sthneberger, Sunerintendent of Fisheries, . 

: The owher charges 25 cents ner cer for varking during the 
fishing veriod, on the bseir of which without doubt he : 
haa procured an income of several hundred Gollars annually. 

The Ford dn Lac county beard hee adovted a resolution 
authorizing the expenditure of %2,000.00 to grade the 

: necessary right-of-way end have Indiceted that melintensnee 
work will be done by the county highwey depertment.at cost 
to this department. | ; 

: Considerable diacussion ensued vegerding the acauisiticn 
of right-of-ways, varticulerly with resnect to the future 

ene : ‘maintenance costs. 

: : Action was deferred, 1t being the feeling of the conm- 
: mission thet en effort should be mode to interest the : 

; toun in mainteinine the roed. eee 

cae ae of April 10-11, 19468), = oe 
My, Grimmer, Syuperintenfent of Gane Management, stated Raa 

that there hes not been an opnoftunity to formulate recom- 9 2°: 
mendetione for the 1945-46 winter deer survey although the | oS 

: matter has been Sistussed very Oriefly with the Director,  s5> 
: Assistant Director, sndNr. Cramer, chairman. of the depart- : 

mentel committee on deer research, Mr, Cremer pressnted 
, the following revort: 

; The game manegement division egreea vith the denaré- ee 
: : mente] committee on deer research thet the survey ac- : 

: tivities engeged in.last winter should be sontinued for “ 
+ the following reagons: :
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; 1, In ‘any case, the findings of one year's survey Pcs 
could herdly be considered conclusive. 

2. In this particular ecese eepeclelly they could not 
- be sgonsidered so because the yerding neriod vas not i 

- vepresentstive of the average severs vinter. 
o. The survey should be extended. to those yards known, : 

; but not surveyed lest winter, ond those yet to be dis- 
: covered, ‘ : : 

4, New Geveloomente in the browse conditions must be 
locked for, ee! ase 

‘ 5. The Influence of Geer browsing on forest develon- — en 
ment must eventually be evalueted, 1.e., damsge to Co 

: naturel penroduction in conifer end broad leaf stands; eras 
: . . Gamage to conifer plantations ebyuld be determined, a 

; ee ag : A 
: The committee will throughout the svamer months, ee 

possibly oy meeting ongve e month: 
Ree. Ll. Set up a filling and recording system with resnect 

; to the field survey which will fecilitste commiletions 
at the end of the survey. : j 

2, Revise the deer yerd and oredetor rerort forms. 
The committee hee elready come te an understending that 
certain changes are needed, : . 

&. Develon estenderd charts ené granns which may be ; 
a used every year by making figures and grech lines. fe 

: exchangeeble. ee ; 
£,. Determine whet useful information the field men 

: could gether during the green season incidental te 
their regular work. ; 

6. Discuss with the divisions involved the vossibility 
of a epecial summer survey to study brovse resovery and — 

' gex and ege ratio of deer, 
: 6, Have deer damage information assembled sco thet the 

A extent of Gamégze slaime and vaymente over © number of . 
‘years cen be demonstrated, 

%,. Hold meetings lete in the fell or eerly in the 
; ‘ winter with survey personnel, 

Commissioner Leavold menifesten disavnointment thet 
the findings of the deer survey-.sre not oeihe brought 1s 

: -out at this meetine, The nineogrenhed revort relessed Sy 
: “in the interim of the last meetHie indicetes thet our S 

deer yerds heve been overstocked; he etated, 2S 

13. Pitthman-Robertson nrojeata. oS -- ; s eats BRS ad saercta nie na ater amma nah bien? a) eS 
: For flses] year berinning July. 7, 1946. 39 

Mr. Convey, Sunervisor of Refuges and Public Hunting pees 
Grounds, ststed thet according to the latest informetion 
received from the federal goverunent, “4sconsin's nortion 
of the Pittman-Roberteon funds will be about whet wes ae 

~ allocated last year, namely, °20,000.00. .Sowever, there  —. ne 
: * ie a pogaibliity thet the nresent bill in Oongrees may és 

; be emended to increase all sllotments, Mr. Gonway read 
: : . a letter to the Director deted “sy 5 reletive to said 

. + aporopriations, : : 
‘ . =
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j (3) Upland Game Animals: 
(a) DEES. o- poe 

; Mr. Grimmer steted that between the time the a 
county hearings were held and the tine of the final 
game and-law enforcement bosrd seesion three county 
board resolutions were received reauesting a closed 
season on deer, namely, from Iron, Vilas, end Marathon 
counties. Deer committee menvers contacted members of 
these resvective county boards end the conerese members 

A in those counties. Mr. Swift, Assistent Director, 
; reported on the Marathon county contacts; Yr. “ramer, 

Forest Area Sunervisor and Cheirmen of the Denartmentel 
; Committee in charge of Deer Reseeréh, on the Viles and oa 

Iron county contacts. Commissioner Smith cuestioned “e 
Mr. Cremer closely to determine whether any coereton 6 : 
was used in dealing with the Tron and Vilas county " pee 
group. Wr, Cramer emphatically stated there war not. in” 
Commissioner Smith questioned the imine used in mating fete 
the contacts, it being hie contention thet any such 5 

3 ‘persons should be contacted orior to the district ei ee 
meetings but after the county meetings. 

Mr, Nickel, revresentine District #2, stated that he 
: had received » vetition bearing fifty-five names from 

Viles county residents, mostly from, "ale River,. steting 
: that they believe there are sufficient deer in Vilaa & 

: county to warrent an open season durins 1°45. The | : 
petition, he stated, was circulated by Gilbert Sanborn 
of Eagle River, Manager of the United States Emoloyment § 
Service. He understood that the scting county agent was’ 

, also circulating a petition advecating sn onen season 
in Vilas county but said vetition annerently aid not 
materialize. Since he promised Vilas and Tron counties 

-. thet he would honor their recommendation for a closed: 
sescon he was recording himself eecordingiy. 

in answer to an opinion exoressed that the public had 
_ an opportunity to voice their wishes at the county 

meetings and it is no concern of the county bosrd, 
4 Commissioner Smith voiced his ovinisn that the county 

board has a perfect right to exoress its oninion juct 
: . the same as any other group or indivisuel. 

. Mr, Nickel stated that “Mc. Edward Sybeldon, teacher 
at Hurley,.was so emnhatic, eovarently vith backing, thet fe 
he hoved the department will make évery effort to contact = 
him and membere of his vroun if their recommendation for = 

i “a Closed season is not accented. {«. : SS 
f Mr, Robinsen, Chief Yarden, renopted thet due to.the ae 

fact there were numerous commlsintéitrom Vilas an@ Iron ae 
counties thet ruthlers killing of d@er was oceurrine, e 5 
grevp of enforcement men were sent in thet area to : 
concentrate on these alleged violations. He steted thet 

: Mr. Hosford (Lav Enforcement Area Sunervisor) can verify 
. his statements that the intensified checkun di? not : 

' reveal thet there wes an extreordinary number of violetions Ae 
= OCCULYING. =. : : : pe
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Mr. Grimmer read the kill of deer in the various | : 
: counties during the leet season and Fr. Conway, Suner- ae : 

: visor of Refuges snd Public Hunting Grounds, oriefly 
‘ renorted on the recommended closed area for Vilas 

county {see Item 8). 
Mr. Rheaume (Actine Law Enforcement Ares Suoerviror) 

. in reporting on Portage county which voted closed at 
its county congress meeting, stated that he contacted 
the Chairman of the committee who favors a general onen 
seeson in Portage county vrovided the rest of the stete : 
i8 open. - . : 

Mr. Grimmer stated thet Buffalo, Tremnenleau, and ae 
: LaCrorse counties voted. for a seeson*on any deer, but 28 

: that he feela that block, es well as.the block consisting (S 
of Crawford, Richland, Grant, and lowe counties north 3 . 

~ of 18, should be concurrent with thet'reguler serson. ae 
’ In summing un for the entire state,Yr. Grimmer stated es 
it 1s the recommendation of the denartment thet a se-son ee 
of & daye from November °4 to December © be entablished : 

_ with a beg limit of one forked horn buck ver season with 
‘ . Firearms, but the two blocks of counties named to hve 

hunting only with shotgun with ball or slug and bow and ~ 
s arroy but no rifles. 

Mr, Palmer, representing District ¥4, stated that 
< i Buffalo, Trempealean; and LaSrosse counties very 

definitely wanted a one-deer seagan. 
be. Schneiders, Chairman of the Council, steted thet 

the council. conture in the recommendation of the devart~  - 
ment in the matter of deer. ; 

; (For action on deer seeaon see page 20.) , : 

Boy end eprow seasont ve 
: For the bow and arrow season Mr. Grimmer recommended 4 

45-day season from September 29 to November 1°, for. one 
: e. deer. , : 

Mr. Gliese, representing District #6, stated Green Lake 
: -  Gounty 1s opposed to an archery season for deer, 

: Langlade county, at the district meeting, also onnosed i 
: @ bow and arroy. seeson, but Mr. Grimmer and the devart- 

: ment recommended its inclusion, : 
f Pe ing 

‘ el a ee ee ee eG 

| The meeting recessed at 1f Mp 5 eo 
: : . The meeting resumed sat 1236 %.m. oe 

ne : ae ad an) ; Are } 4 os : Been, 
(b) BEAR Ee a. 

: Mr. Grimmer steted the recommendation for the 
bear season is from November °4 to December 2 Por the 
counties listed. .He also called attention to the bear ‘ 
‘traoning season ana the bow end arrov season recom] cee 

: ‘ mended. : Pe
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? (c) Me. Robinson, Chief Werden, stated that the vordr 

‘ysaver live trap" have been eliminated. S f : 

(3) Discussion was had, vrecioiteted by a aueatian ‘ 

3 raised by Chairmen Aberg, on deletins the word WEL sonic — 
which, it was vointed out by Cheirman Aberg, had been ; 

given agricultural etatus by the 1°45 lecisleture. 

| Mr. Vandervall, Director, stated thet the vrovision 

apolies to hunting vith fitch. : 

Me. Robinson pointed out thet regulations concerning 

: the tagging of muskrat pelts should be eliminated, inesmuch 

as they are unenforceable. oe ; A 

Section 13. — 

<o Mr. Swift, Assistant Directory stated this section ? 

“hes been re-arranged and given varagravh titles for the En 

. sake of clerity. . aes : mae 

Section 14 : ae 
(Horicon Mateh, Dodge soanty) 

i Me. Grimmer reed the recommended provision thet onen 

seazons may be declared between the dates of Novemoer 1,. 

1945, and January 31, 1945, and thea exoleined thet since 

i ; there may be e cron of runner rate in the ares he recone : 

eye mended that the closing date be extended throvgn the 

month of February. ; ‘ 

> Section 1s... 
: (vecedah Netional Wildlife Refuge, Juneau county) : 

- Up, Grimmer etated that in addition to the fur bearing 

: aninel sesson that ea bow end arrow sesson for deer on 

3 approximately 20,000 acres hae been recommended. eon : 

Section 16. 
- ‘(Bad River Indien Reservation) : 
: It was pointed out by Mr, Grimmer thet this year 

instes@ of 2 seoarate order dealing vith the vroblem, AN 

3 Te provision is incornorated for the tesuance of nermits - 

i . Af there is e sufficient number of fur-bearing animels 

: to warrant the teking of them. : 

‘ : a os ss 2 Poa 

ee Deer. t oo oe 
At this point Commissioner Smithsstate?d thst in his : Real 

a opinion beth the devsrtment end the council have done a Sie 

: : rood job and in wrincinle he generally pgrees with the ss. 

see recommenéstions with the excention-»f the closes serson . cS 

on deer in Door county and the %Aayy onen seagon for 3 

ae aa deer, feelins thet the latter ia too long. He snoke at — 

length on the virtues of a S-dey seaton as againet s °-day 

eeason, feeline that the shorter cesson would be mere 

satisfactory to a larger grouv of veonle, Es ms 

: : \ :
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Botion No.2. 9 
“kt was moved by Commissioner Smith that Poor county Las 
be claced in the onen arce for deer (regular rifle 
seeson). 

: The motion was duly seconded by Commierioner Dickinsen. 

: The vote by indivicuel commissioner was ar followst 
Ayes: Commissioners Dickinsen, Leooold, Morelend, and 

3 Smith. 
: Nos Commissioner Abers. 

The motion was carried. 

; ; Mr. Klemme, alternete represent ine District #7, ennosed se 

f an open season for Door county unless, he stated, the com = 
mittee is contacted and their annrova? obtained first. ee 

Mr. Kingston, representing District #7, steted that ince, 
Door county does not went an oven fbeson,' end Dr. Sehneidere, ©. 

' Chairman of the Council, nointed ogt ‘that the ceer in Door as 
county oresent an entirely different vroblem from those om 
in Viles and Iron county. He eteted that in his oninion BS 
the vrogram being get uo in those counties for closed areas 
WALL take cave of the "recreational" deer. 

Mr. Swift, Assistent’ Director, cautioned the commission 
that it wes a mistake to onen Poor county. : 

Motion No. 2. : 
: It was moved by Commissioner Smith thet the eeason of 

@ deys as regommended by the decartment be amended to & 
days, beginning on Saturdey, November °4, and ending on 
November 28. 

The motion was Guly seconded by Commissioner Vorelend. : 
: . fhe vete by individual commissioner was as follows:  - 

Ayes: Gommissiohers Smith, Moreland, and Dickingen,. 
Noes: Commissioners Aberg, and Leopold. : 

' The motion wes carried, 

: Commissioner Rehr's telegraphic vote was considered gee 
; : but not accented as a legal vote. 

: NOTE: His telegrem from Greet Falle, Montana, dated 
duly 8, 1945, reads as fellowes: ; : 

"My sirline reservations have been revoked = doubtful } f 
if othere can be secured time to ettend meeting ston in A 

F case ef non arrival would like to ommend dent on their oe 
analysis of deer situation stop tg@ be recorded ag favoring = 
their recommendation on forked hota sesson. on deer also hoes 

ae i refuges as recommended for Viles city® * * “Have no AS 
objection to general seasons and réguletions as offered Boe, 

: by deot* e 9 BA : sk 3a 

i The followins spoke onnosine ‘a shorter season: ; 
: “. Gommissioners Aberg and Leovold; Messrs, Vandervall,. 

: Director, Swift, Assictent Director, Dr. Sehneidere, — Q 
ts _Ghairman of the Council; and Commissioner Dickingen :
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gocke gpenerally, not edvoceting either the nifte or five ; 

day season, bub suggesting a 7-day seston as a coffopromise., = + 

Mr, Wickel, representing District #9, stated his district 

concurs ine shorter secson but vents to be sure the 

opening day ig on a Saturdey. Mr. Hix, representing 
Distries #3, stated they voted for an li<day season bat 

concurred with the devartment for a O-day seagon. Mr, Searles, 

: i representing District #5, voted for o S=dey season. Fr. Elemme, 

representing District #7, voted for a O-day seazon. 
Me. Bennett, representing District #9, ateted his district 

went on record for a P~day sergon with the onenine dey beine ; 

one Saturdey.. Hr. Yalbers, renretenting Pietrict 711, be 

- voted for a 2-day season. Mr. Palmer, reoresentine District ~° 

#4, called attention to the leck of public relations and & 

; the need for education of the publig, which he steted he Z 

- glgo had broucht to the attention @f the council et ite oe 
Se A re ‘ ey Dont A pl RR hee yen! 4 : bon) 
meeting et Wisconsin Rapids on May Sl, fas 

Motion. No, 3. — oe 
{% was moved by Commiesioner Dickinsen thet the com- 

mission reconsider its ection in afonting an anendnent 

to inelude Door county ea an open county fer 2 deer season. 

: The potion was duly seconded by Gommiseioner Smith. 

; ‘ Yhen put to a vote, motion wes carried unanimously. : 

Botion No. 4. : 
} The Chairman then put to a vote the orivinal- motion 

{No. 1) to include Door sounty in the oven dear area. : 

The vote wad as follows: 

: ‘ fives = hone. : : 

: - Woes:'. Commissioners Aberp, Dickinseu, Moreland, Leovold, 

- and Smith. ae : 
The motion was unanimously Lcat. : 

Motion No. 5. is oe ie 
: Jt was moved by Commissioner Smith thet the regulations / 

: : ag submitted with the modificetion for amendments which 

: have been adopted by separate action be avoroved and thet 

ell conflictines orders existing be reeeinted. ; 

The motion wae Jdulv seeantes by Commissioner Leonold. 

: ze When put to a vote, motion was gsrried unanimously. : ' 

Motion No. 6. & : > 
“Tt wee moved by Commissioner Suiith thet an order desig- 8 

: ; - nated as Stete Conservation Conmifsion Order Ne. G-647, ae 

rescinding Stete Conservation Comfiekion Orders Nos. lS 
GaB54, G54 (Amended 1), Ga354 (Amended 9), +554 a 

ae ’ (Amended 3) and MB-10; modifying sections 29.29, 99.95, - 

29.24, 29.25, 29.59, 99.40, 29.45, and 29.45 of the 

i Wisconsin statutes; and esteblishing oven and closed ‘ 

seasons and general regulstions for the takine of various 

es species of wild-birds and animale in the. stete of Bisconsin, Ss
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ie b. Polk county « MexXengie Oreek Public Hunting Grounds 
ft 4 (Item 8, Minutes of June 12<1%, 1945). o : 

Mr, Conway .oresented edditione] lands owned by Bene : 
Polk county which he recommends for nurchase within the 
confines of the MeKenzié Creek Public Hunting Grounde. 
It wes vointed out that the game division intenée to 

attempt the ecaquisition of sufficient additional Lande 
: to include the Glem river. ‘hile the Clam ie not es 

noted a trout stream ea the NeKenple, the fish nanape- 
ment divieion recommends the acoulsition of the land 
between the tuo streame. Tne eres is more nerticularly 
described as Section 30, Government Tote 5, 7, 8, 11, ‘ 

; and 12; Sectlon 31, SY 82; Government lots ?, *, 4, 5, ons 
&, 9, IO, 11, and 12, all in T27N, R15, Town of Loraine, ine 
totalling 607.14 acres; aporaisal #2,419,.56; option Gs 

het 240.26. a : 3, ere 

It was moved by Commissioner DiskPisen that authori- Ba 
vation be given the denartment to nurchase the lenda in | ean 

: Dodge county owned by Mr. Clerence Kleindel for ‘700.09, ae 
ang the lends in Polk county owned by Polk county for 

coe ; 41,240.26, payment to be made from the public hunting 
grounds fund. : ; 

: The motion wasn duly seconded by Cammisaianer Leopold, 
: é When put to a vote, motion was cerried unanimously. — : 

pe &. Winker Seer feeding nrogren. 
pew ' My. Swift, Assistent Director, renorted that the amount 

pid See ereeanet of feed estimeted recuired for winter deer feeding purnoses 
by AO is 1,600,000 pounds at an asnnroximate cost of “45,000.00, 
ay a In addition, he reauested annrovel to rurchese seven 
B® trucks for use in transnorting the feed, five to be paid 

from the deer feeding Pund and two from CNGA, the total 
cost being about $10,000.00. Two trucks from CYGA whteh 

: are no longer serviceable are to be treded in the trans- 
‘ action. Myr. Swift releted thet leet year.the transnortetion : 

hed to be furnished by other divisions of the Aepartment. _ 
: ? Mp, Cramer, Chairman of the Departmental Committee on- 

Deer Research, eteted he is saking the commiesion for’ 
authorization to scend. sertein sums of money for feeding | 
and other experiments connected with the feeding of deer, ; | 

. The oroposals, originating with the committee, vere discussed = 
with Mr. Swift, Mr. Grimmer, end Dro:Hertsough end were al 

: approved by them. Certein Lonvovensnte suggested by - = . 
Or. Hertsough were edonted in shenivie the finel voronogsls. Sess | 

The commission 1s bound by legislBtive mandate to engere care 
in the feeding of deer, Mr. Craner dtated, ond are no doubt So 
exnectéed to snend the money wisely. : 4p 

Information on artificiel feeding of deer 1s scent and : 
‘ i the fects eatablished by exneriments in other atates are 

: not elweays eoplicable to Wisconsin, It ia felt that 
experiments should be conducted with VYisconsin aver under : 
Wisconsin netural.conditions, 9nd 1t is elso expected that : 

i experiments conducted on the homé ground will serry greeter ae | 
E weight with the public. : ; | 

: : 7 : : | 3 s ee |
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Since a fiftty~thousand-doller annual enternrise should 

be besed on sound conelusions, it 1¢ pronosed to make ; 

acourate cheeke os to the actual results of artificial : es 

winter feeding of deer by conducting various feeding 

. experiments et Gamp Rusk in Ruek county end et the 

Komensky gtetion on CYOA lands in Jackson county. At : 

the same time en exclosure in Rusk county is provesed 

for the purpoge of studying the deer-carrying cenrolty 

of a given vlece of lend in the deer country. 

Hr. Cremer further stated Little enough information 

seems to be avaiieble as to the results of deer brovsing 

on forest growth--the tolerance of trees and shrubs to : 

brovaing, the setbacks, permanent injuries and killing ates 

resulting from it, the amount and snée* of recovery in - 

case of damage. It 15, therefore, vroposed “0 establish 2 

_ two browse tolerance plote, one in the north on hervier % 

‘ gots and one in Centrel Wisconsin 5 lighter soll. . 

Mr, Cramer reauested the commiseioy to euthorize the be 

ols expenditure of $3,963,560 for material as expleined on = 

the dlegrams which he distributed to each commiasloner. ; 

He steted that on the besis of a ten-year period the 

: committee proposes to spend less than one per cent of 

. the amount involved in artificial feeding of deer to 

determine the effectiveness of the grorran. ; 

; It was moved by Commissioner Pickinsen that the depert- 2 

ment be authorised to conduct the winter feeding program 

of deer, and in so doting to make the following expenditures; 

' a) the purchase of seven trucks et a cost of “10,000.00 

more oy less for traneporting Teed and materiale, the 

_ cost of five to be void from the deer feeding fund, and 

two from the CYCA revolving fund; b) that the depertment , 

1 be authorized to contract for, buy and store the necesssry 

feed end hay Tor the coming sexgon in amounts thet will be 

necessary, at an eatimeted cost of %45,000,00; ¢) that 

: the department be authorized to expend not to exceed -- 

: 44,000.00 for conducting experimente as outlined by ; 

; Me. Cramer, 46 being understood that the foregoing program 

is in conformity with: section 29.10 ef the statutes. : 

The motion was duly seconded by Commissioner Rehr. 

when put to a vote, motion was carried unanimously. — 

ms Request for permit to construct Nenuin Milwaukee Fiver ig 

ps (Mauthe Lake). s Ss 

‘Sacet O .. Me, Herrington, Sunerintendent of Forests and Perks, % = 

i ; brought to the attention of the commission the need for oe 

constructing a low end inexnensive’®am at the outlet AY 

of Weuthe Lake in the Kettle Moreime State Forest in Bee. 

: order to hola the water levels in. the leke during the 3 

f low water time of the yeer, from 8 te 12 inches higher. ~ 

This measure would be @ vrotection to the public bathing 

beach vhich is used extensively. It wes understood : 

5 that the dam would be built by departmental personnel. i 

: _- Mr, Havrington etoted that approval is recuested to . 

ees file a petition with the Public Service Commission for " 

a permit to construct this dam so that the structure 

would be legally authorized. : 

s »
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LZ i x : zi y j 
4 6. Elonbeau miver ehote forest = Gawyer county. : 

40 geree at ¢200,00 from Sige and Clara Kieloheak’ oF 
of Lovetta, described os follows: 42 NY of Section 28, 
TZN, RSW. : i ; : 

My, Hervington, Sunerintendent of Forests and Perka, 
( pointed gut on the map the losation of the 40 seres 

: : owned by Sig and Clara Sielcheaki of Loretta, whieh he 
: recommends be purchased in line with previous acoulaitions.’ 

it was moved by Gomalssioner Diekinsen thet evnrevel -be 
: given to the acquisiticn of the 40 seres deserlbed owned ; 

by Sip and OClera Kieleheski of Lorétte, for 7200.00, oy 
ine motion was duly seconded by Commlaaicner Leovold, fe 

Bae “hen put toe vote, motion was carried unanimously. ‘ & 

6. roblen deer arene = Ghamberd Talshg. Door county (Item lle,  F.~ _ Minutes of Sestember 11, 1948). 5 -' As 
: Me, Grlnamer, Superintendent of Gane Management, related ee 

the results of the meeting he end Chief Yarden Robinson : : 
: : held on September.25 with the follevwine cemaittee: — 

Harry Sehuyler, Cheirnan, Toor County Beard of a 
Superv’ sore : : 

: Alex Meunier, Door county peaembiyman : Z 
i i Door. county conservation. congreag : : . 

Elmer P, Gebler, Chairman ~ 
Merk Schiiag : 3 : 
Kdgar Weleren - : 3 
Clarence Brodd 

eae GLAf? Lay : 
; _ Marinette county conservation congress : : : . Ben L. Dunn, Atheletane ; 3 ; : 

Donald Buers, conservation warden of Door eounty . : 
a Arthur A, Bale, conservation varden of Marinette county 

Frank Heeden, Seeretary of the Cherryland Hunting & s 
: Fishing Club ‘ Sean : 

; 5 d, C, Weltermann, member of the Cherrylend Hunting & : 
; Pishine Ginb : : é 

R. H. Buege, President of the Merinette Sportemen's Club. . 
: Merle Thorp, Chambers island landowner ; 

A number of those vresent have been familiar with e ig 
: Conditions on Chembere island for She past ten te forty. > 

f years. Zs cos 
; : Mr, Hodinson made e general yenort on the findines of cg 

: : his survey and the following five Alternative solutions a 
were suggested and diesuased at eafalderable length: 5 

sees a 1. A year-around artificlel feeding program to suetain 
‘ the existing herd cn the Leland. 

: it was agreed that this wrovosal was unacand inasmuch : 
g aa if provided no solution to the exiating vroblem, namely, 2 

. reduction of the herd in order that deer food end cover on s 
ae ; the island might reestablish itself. A eosolete feeding ; 

: program would agerevate the problem rather then relieve it,
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f : 2. A live traning yrogram and restocking of the : ee animals on the meiniond, ey aes : : This plea was thoroughly Cisecugssd end finally : discarded bessuse of Alfficultive oY eecera to the islené during the menths ta which the deer would ba ‘ trapped and the vroblem of reestablishment of the i : : weakened animale in new terrain during the winter months. 5 Ye 

5. A general oven EUR eeason to reduce the herd to - ae i : the lowest possible level, 
: j ; This plan was enphetically voted down beesuse of ’ ee Qivfleulties of secess to the ielen4 during s period vs of usually etoray weather ang the vossibllities of ae ; loge of humen Life from eunehot wounds on the isiend ue end hunters attempting to reach thegieland by craft - eee? that might be enscavorthy, - : Lae ine f eas ; ' 4. Removal by the devartment of the entire Chambers a islend deer herd, PS 

oe ; ; Discussion here céntered on tro volnata: 
a, In the Goinion of local residente, the deer herd on Chembers islend hes looked ebout as it dseg ; f now for the neat ten years and the etemins exhibited : by the heré wae a most unusuel thine, It vee generally eae & } egresd that because of the endurence exhibited by the ‘ aninels, 41¢ wight be unviee to sttemns to wipe out atl of the animals'’on the island. - 
b. During the course of the tourlet seeson, hukhdveds : . of boats dock at Chanbers Jalen? te see the deer, ft ig & tourlet attrastion thet is of ergvet value to Door county | y and it was penerally felt thes if. there is eny way in ; 3 which even a few doer eould be meintained during the : “period the Asland was to make 1t6.comebeek, 1¢ would be - meet advisable, If sl) enimala were Yemoved, it wag — Rome believed thet there would be a violent public reaction. . it waa the unsnisous opinion of the entire fPoun that - if deer are to be removed from the Jelena by -shoe ting that such removal be nade entirely by conservation Cenaptta : ment representatives, : : : : g 

\ 5, Partiel removel of the herd, reatocking and yeare ; Ls ae “around Tesding progran. ie e ay Final recomnendations were cendéred on.thia plans: use a &. Removal by shooting by depavtment revresentatives a of the entire Chambers island deer Herd exeenting an~ ta LE : ; proximately 20-25 of the abtrongest mature does and yoesibly Bye. Sea tuo or three of the strongest buckec” : a : : All deer killed should be utilized to the utmost - and first offer of sale should RO to Poor county residente, ! ‘ eae in the case of the poorer snimele, 1t wae felt that even - though the meat was used for venison mince mest or for ° = fox food, 1% would be preferable to utilize the meat in : o ; some way, aie : uae ees eet
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ff b. During the Barksdale (Bayfield county) trapping es 
jf operations this winter, five or gix ef the strongest 

: three or four-year-old hucks end half Gozen mature ata 
does should be either immediately stocked on the island 
or held at Poynette untli stocking 1e feasible in the : 
spring. . ; ; 

: o, Tamediate arrangements should be made to trane- 
port to the island « sufficient amount of second cutting 

we alfalfa or red clover hay, concentretes, and. ear cern 
: to-sustein the remaining herd of avvroximately trenty~ 

os five aninsale through the winter, Arrangements can be 
made through the lighthouse keeper tio feed until about : 

5 a aan - HS ; i i 5 . Bian 
the middle of December, after which 1% would be necessary fk 
to steck the hay anf ta“cache the rsmaining food so that ao 
the deer have ready acoese to it. This feeding could ue 

preferably be done at one or two paints. Artificlel z. 
: s ‘feeding should continues through the entire year in an ; pA 

: effort to divert the nerd as much 26 poasible from feeding see 
on netural browse. ie ee 

: : a, The island shovld be surveyed by convetent deer ‘ 
: : men in order to secure recommendations on anxiliary deer : 

: feedea that alight grow there in the. form of browse. : 
_ ©, The herd should be closely checked sfter the 1946 

faun season, Additional reductionsof the herd may be 
necessary at thet tims, : : 

fhe entirs comalttee as listed voted unsnimongly in 
. favor of vlan No, §, and Me. Grimmer stated. that, he 

concurs in this recommendation, if approved a permanent — 
semmittee of three Door county citizens could be ap- 

an pointed be suopera te whch the Gepartwent in carrying 
out a restoration of the island's deer food singe 1% ta 
felt that 1% will be necessary to exert close control 
fer a minimum pericd of three years. f 

A lengthy disevgsign eneued during which Conmiasloner ; 
: Leopold stated he would like to challence one assunotion, 

namely, that of inbreading, polating ont that no data 
are avellable to prove thet inbreeding is detrimental 

‘ : to a herd, is : 
: Bhar Gommisaioner Rahe stated he did not favor killing 200 

. deer snd commercializing their sale and indicated he 
, would make a motion te delay any aetion for 2a year, ee 

. Letting nature teke its course. He expressed the oolnion = 
: that after 9 year more intelligenB’ action could be teken. =. 

: Chairman Aberg steted thet the sresent program as gub-. - eS 
mitted is 4llogicel becsuse of the, ne¢ceseity for artificial aes 

a i : ‘> 
Peeding ' : & : AL 

4 Ro é os Bee. 
4 Me, Marry Schuvler of Fieh Creek, Chairman of the Deor 3 

, County Board of Supervisors and Chairman of the Town of 

: . Gibralter, related that during the summer seagon there 
sre from six to eight yachts which lend on the tvo Gocka, : 

: : : principally to see. the deer. He coritended the island i 
ae could be developed into a second Naekinac Talend, The me 

hres - deer were placed there thirty years azo oy the community : is
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: and he stated’ they do not wish them a2) eliminated, ? 
; ¢laiming that a small herd could be Jeft whieh would pk 

give the undergrowth an opportunity te’ come bask. : 
- ; vr, Switt, Asglatant Director, pointed out that 

' ginee 1% is the feeling of the devartment that a ; Rear pr am detinite? iat “tt ‘ Lalar , ! deer problea definitely exists on Chambera Island, 
five aiternstives have been analysed and presented, 
OQ 2ex 28 cesearch 1s concerned, he pointed out, ieee 
there vould be value in seeing how lone it took this 

‘ 26hand te eone back from the stendpoiat of renroduction 
: if the deer ware eliminated. ' ; : . Kr. Elmer Gabler of Sturgeon Bay;< Chairman of the ae 

Poor County Conservation Congress, stated that his ag 
comuittee concure in sverything thet was presented by- aes . Sabie ia ene S OR a eye ae ee My, Schuyler. Ne warned that if hoy setion is taken to - Pe natin 7 % yeas ee © " of een oe recnee the Geer herd there will be ‘here agitation by | én? the local people then if the herd iz-maneaged. The aes 
ope en was expressed by Commiesioners Smith and Rehr as 

> that if action was taken to kill off the deer ather : 
: z parts of the estate would become more alermed, feeling 

that the same proseture vould be followed in their ares 
a ie tot i an fs taf DU BY en 7) % a me hy ’ aa a y ue. Gabler, hawever, pointed ont that the conditions on 

: g Chanberd ielend ere entirely different from the mainilend 
dser problenea. ; 

: 4% the centlusion of the @iseussion it vas moved ap 
. bi 6 PBR amt “ Tae hn dp : er St " 5 ‘ 4 a : : Commissioner Renr that plan Ne. & be adopted with the 

exception of the provision for re-stoeking and the sale tion of the | 3 & and the gal: 
es meat; that in Seu thereof the surplus deer be disposed 
of to public institutions without sharce, Z : Bite oy " -- Yeah a tee 459 Motion wae duly seconded by Conniastoner Leonold 

Before the vote vas taken Me. Meunter, Doar county 
aseanblynaa, Stated thet he hae never been on the island 
however, on the basis of infermation subaitted hig by suey : : : : subaitted hima by s 3 My. Sohuyler and othere, in hie opinion the beat UPace dure 
da te reduee the herd to about 25. He exeressed the 

~ opinion that 2% would be inhumane to let the deer aterve : on the leland, end if the remainder of the state were 
apprised of conditions as they exiet there w i be : y f LOMA fg ney exiet there would be ne 
crltician, nie eee ° a ee, : ii 
Mr. Sehupler stated that the veanle of Poor county se 

would be willing ta have the deparitent earry on any > se experinental research on the Jelend:inelasing further 23 Dae ; F ae Le LEO LENE LBP ones er 
: reduction of. the herd should browséiconditiens indicate ee ae - S. conditions indicate Fre 12% SUCh WAR nocessary, but proviGsd ‘that the herd was . a not completely eliainatad, eee ; iQ” 

ore = g Ay i The vote by individual commisstoner wae ss Tollowa: 
&yea: Commiscioners Rehr, Dickineen, Leopold, and Saith 

: Res Conmidgeloner Aberg, stating he di4 not vent te be ae 
i a party to any mass killing by- departmental employees ana thet Ro apind ets aS : ae 2 ne a re + ei} f. 4 ay Bm aae 3 

. th by Perdicting @ Herd of 25 deer to remein on the islend Bi 
; the objective would not be accomelished, ; . The motion was earried, : :
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/ i 
i Gonmlasioner Raber euegegted thet ededuate Information . 

7 we disseminated to the public giving the ressong for Bees i 

the ection taken, and that this information be checked é 

: by Commissioner Leopold or the Direater. : , 

ce Nr. Gaebler steted that the nemeg of the Door county 

: committes could be used in support ef any publicity : . 

on this progren. ; 

: 4 ?. Renlsacenent of esterase and fond building at Ceystel 
Sexines basopesy, ing lode oouniy. | 

He, Sprecher, Agaletant Seperinterdent of Fisheries, : 
: related thet last soring fire destroyed the storage Sa 

‘ and feed building at the Crystal Springs state Tian Se 

hatchery in Langlade county. On the basis of the we 
ineurance carried, the value recovered was 1,569.00 ae 

. Yor the building and $1,679.98 forsthe contents, or - oe 
a total of $3,248.98. Replacements of contents to he 

: date have required en expenditure of $514.09 and the oe 
: . balance of $2,784.84 4s avallable for use in the con- 

; atruoction of the new building, It is proneasd to cone ne 

é s atruct a conervete and frame building, plone for which : 
_-have been prepared by the state architect. The. base- a 

u ment will inelude a cold eterage room equipped. with 
: mechanical refrigeration, furnace Soon, feed grinding 

Poon, feed etorere room, and a truck leading deck. The : 
first floor will include a twa-stall garege, office, . : 

ae torlet, and ene sleeping room, and the gocend floar 
wild eontaln a storage spece and a bunk reom. 

: The estimated value of the builé’ne La $16,000.00, 
Materiel coats wlll be between $3,500.00 and 24,000,060. 

: Mr. Sprecher etated 26 is planned to use fighery 
‘ porsonaed in the construction of the building. He  . 

further stated that mo additionel funds are requested, ‘ 

: It. was moved by Commieeloner Rahr that apnroval be - : 
given for the constructien of the building et the Cryatal 

: Springs Hatchery as outlined by Mr. Sprecher. : 
: ; fhe motion wee duly seconded by Connisslaner Snith. 

; ; When put to a vote, motacn was carried unaninonely. : 

- 8. Minnow propacetion demonstration aras. ‘ : aE: Nat Seven stot ee ai oR eR SS Fee OMS a ee & fF 

Meadow Valley unlt of CHOA, oe : tog 
: ‘De, Schneberger, Suwerintendent @f Fisheries, stated Be 

5 : that the fishery hoard, at its meehing on September 24, ae hag 
tock action te request the cstablighnent of & minnow Se 

propagation area in the Meadow VelSey' unit of the CYGA, Rls 
yi Other etetes and federal agenciag have oublished. ve 

pulletine on the subjeet of minnow farming. None of : ” 
theses bulletine provide conviete informstion on sapital 
and opérating.costs or om all of the merketing. nhosea 

: of the industry. The board belleves. that minnow farming ; 

; will be an eegantial conservation industry in the future a 

_ and thet thia devertment shovld teke stsps.st this time eyiienS 

ue to provide sll posalbie information to prospective ; y 

: minnow farmers. AUR.
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if b. Oneide county - Robert PF, Marty oronerty - _ ayy 
Order No, GR-654, : . 

Mx. Conwey atated thet thie varticrler tract is ; 
‘ recommended for establishment as a pretection to human 

ae é dive end property, At this time, the ovner ig cerrylng 
: ‘ on a construction progrem amounting to about “280, 000,00 

ang from twenty to twenty-five men eve enrloyed there. “ 
It was further pointed cut that there vill be a surficient 

: number of nermanent residents to warrant thie setion. 

é It was moved by Goumissioner Sdith thet the Rebert P, mo : Merty oroperty consisting of 190: acres be eatablished oe 
: ase refurce, 

~& Pai The motion waa duly seconded by Commissioner Merelead. 3 eee Vhes put to a vote; motion wad! cerriea unanimously. ee i : 
a : 

cr): 

: It was moved by Commissioner Sai th that en order ees 
Gesigneted aa State Conservation Commiesion Order ; i j No, Gh-654 establiehing a certein deseribed area tn. te Oneifa county as a gume refuge to be known as the 

te ' Marty Gane Refuge, ‘be edovted and promulgated by virtue 
of_and pursuant te the vrovisions of seation 22, 097-6" 
the “isconein statutes, and the? a eony of the order be 5 insornorated in these minutes, the original being pleasd i : on file ln the office of the conservation comaizaion as : Madison, : : 7 

‘The motion was duly esconéed by Coiisiesloner Moreland, 
a when put to e vote, motion wae carried unanimously. 

\ ; 16. Fire lanes - evening during deer season: 
LRA Mr, Grpamer, Forest Area Supervisor end Chairmsn of the = Pg Departmental Committee in charge of Dear Researen, thee : (eer _ Peleted that neosessary ateoe have boon taken to make : it possible for the sammisston to open the fire lenes : : cn county ferest lands to vehilewlsr traffic during the 

-Gontng deer season if it desired to do ao,. Be stated : : : thet 1t hea been felt for sometime that not only in the eta interest of better doar Manegenent but aleo in the i : _. interest of better forest Management, certein fire lanes : should be opened to zenerel publie use for the hunting 5 : of deer, Not thet the’ deer menerement probleme which tog ‘confront the commission will be%solved thereby bet sose & ; réilefr might result by causing & better @isteibution of 2S ones hunters, a better distribution Gf deer, the hunting a a: ; pressure to be teken off over-hented areas, the acute or © LS 
; neerly asute winter food situstin in other ereas bo, be Been 

' i reileved, forest clantstions and neturai restocking of . x 
valutble forest grorth te be protested from desirustion ; 
by deer, and the huntine preseuse to be teken off réeesrt j ; and recreations! areas, Pune 

‘ Zt was pointed out by Ar, Cramer that only those lanes ae where the devartuent. holde sesamente predominantly from 9. 7. ; 4 : the county were to be considered, Tha wording of the os oe i right-of-way easements gives the gommission the authority
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to. construct fire lanes and.use them for certain purvosess ~ 
otherwise control 1s chered with the landowner. Tn the 
departaent's opinicn cvening the fire lene gates to make 

, the lanea aceessibie to the general wublic during the 
deer season is beyond the vroyisions of the easement. 

Wr. Cramer stated thet he had sought the cooreration 
: of the forest protection personnel in contacting their 

= reapestive local autherities in cherze of eounty forests 
relative. to epening the lanes. On a map he pointed out 
specific lanes on which approval had already been obbeined 

: rs and clted those where considerhble objectiona vere exe eg 
pressed, He recommended tha former be oven, and this ae 

; reconmendation was coneurred in by Mr. Swift, Aesistant BE. 
oer - Director. oe : Plas 

- Considerable Giscussion énsubd on the pros and cons of ia 
: opening the fire lanes for thig-purvose. . 1% wea Con- Soe 

nissloner. Rahe's contention that to do so wouldi give an = "ON 
; opening wedge for other typse of huntera ané fishermen oe 

Pie é : to demand the. seme privilegs, end Commiesioner Moreland Mr. 
: : in referring to lange such as the Sestey Hille lane in 

: Sauyer ccunty expressed the epinion that no setiefestery — 
; resulte would be accomplished ginss there is neither a 

; _.+ Goncentration of deer hunterea nor «a deer voroblem, oe 
i Commissioner Aherg stated that the trend has not tesn 

‘ ; te tighten.up on lanee but ae the forest cover returas 
the tendency hae been to Ilberalize their use when 4 

'. gustified in the interests of the department and the - gf 
: public. Ne expressed the cvinion that baek ereag shoulda 

be made aasessitle to the deer hunter, ; 

It was moved by Commissioner Smith that the fire lanes 
be open beginning two daye prier te the deer egeason and ; 
ending three Gays after the ecloge of the season for deer - 

: hunters in all areas where there ia no objection by private. 
é ie owners, by Gounty ouners, or where the read eurfase ; 

a j condition would net.be such aa to cause damege, and where - 
: no fire hasara would be ereated or exist on account of 

such travel. - : : : : 
‘ The vote by indlvidual commissioner was aa folleys? : 

; Ayes: Conmisesloners Morelend, Smith, end Abere, é e, 
: Salat “eo Not. Commissioner Rahr, wid. eteted that in his opinion +9 

; fire lanes shoald oe utilized Snly for the puruoes fer & 
: which they were constructed, #nd pointed ont thet thers oS 

oe are very few vilderness areaa eft. which showlé be ela: 
' preserved, ae ae 

The motion was carried, - 2. . 

eek Me. LeMay recommended that the following sagéments be 
: relessed singe the sitea heave been ebendoned snd there  _ 

ie mo need whatscever for the continaurtion of the esse- : 
: we HENTBS : aa are 

“ : ‘ : .
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peculiar to Mason leke alone but occurs in s number 

of other instances and will be teken care of in. 

eubseouent orders. é z 

: : . Dr, Sehneberger referred to communications re- 

ceived from the Yest Shore Red and Gun Club of Lake | 
Wirnebago and the Chairman of the Fond du Lac County 

d conservetion committee, reouesting a two weeke! os 

extension of ice fishing on LakesWinnebago, He eee 

atated the resuest had been discussed with the fish ap 
_ management staff and since there ere no facts availa- ae 

: ble te indicate a chenge in the gonditions there is ae 

no reason to trest this in the ms'ture of an emergency Coa 

and 4% 4s therefore felt no actigniehould be taken. Oyo 
é a Ba i 

, 18.7 Werden pension fund. oe 
; Commissioner Dickinsen revorted thet the boerd of i 

trustees of the werden pension fund have secured an 
sctusry to meke 6 study of the warden pension fund. 
He is Mr. H. B. Sturtevant of “ilwaukee. Mr. Dickingen 

: stated a copy of the actuarial rfport will be sent to i, 
each commissioner when completed. : e 

f : y o 8 & & ; 

fhe meeting recessed at 11:55 a.m. : 
‘ The meeting resumed et 1:25 p.m. 

 & & & 4 ; 

14. Deer. 
a. Yinter Seedinn. 

: Wr. LeMay, Ghief Poreat Ranger, related that the 
: program has not changed much from the 1944-45 syaten, 

: d the feeding of deer penerally being carried on the : 

: 5 gone ag in the vast with other divisions varticiveting. 
However, he pointed out that at hia recuest the entire 
resvonsibility for the feeding of Geer hae been turned 

: over to the forest protection division, since its . 
; distribution of manpower and eqtrinvment is such that dg 

: the division is best fitted to Gone vith the mapnitude dy 

_ of the present orogram. At thersame time this division 2s 

“ was relieved of direct responsibilities in connection : aS 

with the deer survey. | Pe oe : GRE 
é My. LeMay added that there is change from last Bien 
year in arrangements in Vilas county “hen Tood was =2 

ue distributed divectiy to about 55 cooneratora in the 
county, Vilas county was eunearently the only one 
where thia procedure was carried on in the vast. This 
year every soonerator in the county was contacted and , 

: _- ‘4dnformed thet “it ig vrovoasd thet devartmental personnel an 
ees assume the entire responsibility for the feeding of the — ie 

: deer; that 1t 18 vronosed to treat the deer in the. back f
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. aveas the same as in other problem ereas and that an Ee 

: attempt would be made to have the feeding stations Tae 

somewhat removed from the publie highways in order 

oe that the deer would be lees vulnerable to p aching. 

Eech cooperator, however, wes urged to ascompany any 

of the personnel. on their decor feeding trins. 

: During the discuasion which folleved 1% was volnted 

: out by Me, LeMay thet the deer 4n the refuge areas ere 

% included in the prograa for feeding on the sane orem se 

as those not in a refuge area, He felt 1% was in the 

decartment's interest to eee ther'the food vas equally c 

@istributed and that.an overamount was not fed to e ae 

i private herd, bearing 4n mind we were anenfiing the nS 

hunter's dollar. cae of 

3 is Conmigaloner Bahr raleted thotafor ebout ten years ee 

he tina been feeding Geer in Fileg county with ordinary . i" 

parley sereenings, which are econditierably cheaper than ie > 

: the high concentretes and are more readily evsileable, eee 

as vell ae eesier to handle. He suggested thet the as 

: department make a survey to determine whether, this 

: type of food is aa nutritionel ee the concentretes : 

fed by the departmens. 3 : 

: Mr. Swift, Agsietent Divrector,faugmented these etate- 

‘ ments by velsting thet Convervetion Yarden Yaggoner . 

: who headquerters at Trout Lake proposes field trive 

for the interested publie. At the regent Geer feeding 

meeting ab Woodruff Mr, Yagaoner outlined a series of . 

aiz or eight field trive which he intents to conduct 

i on Sundeys on convenient wesk daye, He provoses to 

: : viace a notice in the tecal pacer inviting anyone ; 

interested te make the triv with him and informing 

them of the time and place for gathering. Mr. Svift 

steted the plan aubmitted by Yarden Yargoner was 

: generally approved and other wargons vere instructed 

Peteee | 5 to develop a similar procedure to promote public . 

: 3 relations. : ; rouke : 

b. Fhozl coor for dear bulletin (Item 11.1, “Minutes 
of September 11, 1945). 

dh veferring to the last gection of the deer 

; f “bulletin which wae circulerized-the sommission under $ 

i @ate of Desember 27, 1945, My, Beitt, Assietant x 

_ Plrector, related that his anoyoach has been in : Gs 

é correlotion with land ese and the vicissitudes of : ae 

. sna wae. Ue stated that he haf given the eopy te ete 

a pumber of people to read and Sriticice; thet sove oS 

3 thought one part very interesting but euggested another. 3 a 

; , gestion be.cut down, while others expressed the opinion 

that the letter was most interesting bub another nart 

should be evt down. He nelnted out that the cony would 

be longer thon. originally sone sed, Bi :
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in the discugeion that followed Commissioner Leovold sate 
» voiced objection to cutting down the history, end 

: Commissioner Smith stated thet in his oninion. the : 
. lsat part should not be cut down. Commissioner Leovold 

5 suggested that the very end should be a little more : 
explicit es to what the aversme cltizen has. to choose 

; : from. Mr. Swift steted thet by reversing the two points 
at the last, en improvement might be effected, It was 
generally agreed thet.the bulletin was well written. 

Nr. Coon of the division of information and education ; 
reported that all the cuts heve “been compieted with the sae 
exception of the cover ent. He passed around seanies oe 

. Of the printing. ; : : ae ; 
: : oe 7 5 

. Zt was moved by Commisetoner Smith that the bulletin ia? 
as submitted be annroved in subStense with the under- oe 
standing thet such chengzes es the euthor may desire Reto 
to make conforming with the suggestions ewxoressed at ey 
this meeting be emocdied, : 

‘ The motion was duly seconded by Commissioner Pickinsen. 
When put to e vote, motion was carried unaninoualy. 

ee : Deer Bulletin distribution. - , : 
: The discussion then turned to the dliscseminetion of 

4 the oulletin. Ths Director ststed it vee the under- 
standing that 50,000 would be nrinted. : : : 

2 . It wea the sense of the commission thet the initial 
run world be for 50,6000 covles but thet the tyne ehould 

; : be held for reprints if 41% is foun? advisable to heve 
é then. &% was the further understanding that the devart- 

ment would. work out a tentative maltling List and submit 3 
it to the commission at a subsequent meeting. 

c. Surver. 
; Mp, Swift, Assistant Director, eteted thet the 

; wardens are working on the deer eurvey agein thie yeer 
3 and that in hie opinion this is the lerical year to 

explore all new and unexnoiored yards in the state, 
/ The additional manpower figured. for the assignment ; i 

; is 18 men for three months, andk:the rentel of an air- <a 
plane, He, therefore, recnestad thet 12,000.00 be. > 

: set up, although he indleated ¢¢ may not be neseesary oS 
to expend that amount, ey bee 

: . Mr. Feeney, in charge of the Yedr research vroject, a= 
distributed covles of the recotimended deer project 9 

ee : gobe and the mannover needed from Jonuary 1 to duly i, 
2 1946, a sony. of which is made a pert of these minutes. 

Re elaborated on the list, item for item, and these ; 
were gone over individually. Considersble discussion ‘ 

4 was hed with respect to the virtue of item 7, Aerial at 
he : Survey Test. : : that
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In conclusion and in secordence with the teble ge 
presented, Mr. Feeney renuested ean edditicnel ‘ 
allotment of 46,726.68 which he steted ia renuired 
Go cerry on the revised nroject te the end of the 
fiscel yeor. OF this amount en sdditional 4250.00 

. was allocated for eerial survey vork, bringing the 
: total amount aveileble for this phese of the nrojeas 

; fo 2500.00. ; : 

It was moved by Comalesionar Dipkineen thet the 
recommendstions of the department for continuance a 
or the deer survey be anvroved o€ recommended by : ae 
Vy. Swift, Assistant Director, with the suthorie as 
zation of a budget of 212,000.00; for the general 2 
field survey and en anoropriaticoh of 26,780.68 fer gee 

: the deer project. The deer revodving fund is to ae 
oontribute that portion of the 12 060.00 whieh : Peek 

: pertelns to fesding and the 76,786.68 is te cone + : 
from the Pittman-Robertson fund (75 per cents from 

: . the federal government and 25 per sent from the 
conservation fund). : i 

The motion wae duly seconded by Commissioner Smith, 
; “hen put to a vete, motion was carried unenimously. - 

a. Hoathix reports. : 
4% the réqusst of Commlasioner Smith, the depart— 

ment was directed to submit monthly progress reports — : 
On all phesea of the deer program to the commission, 

i Le_Grosse (iten 9, Minutes of October 9, 1945). He 
I¢ was moved by Comaiesloner Dickinsen that the Merch 

meeting of the commission be held on Friday, March 15, 
at la Crosse, and thet the Direstor extend an invitation 

: to the Dirsstors of the Minnesota and Tova Conservation 
: Devartmentsa to attend. - : : 

The motion was duly seconded by Commiseloner Smith. 
; vhen put te a vote, motion. was carried unanimously. 

16. OGG tusks. a : », p Bp. Vanderwall, Direster, exptsined that daring the tg 
. 4 war the department had quealifiedtfor additional federal be 

aid under the WPFG (var Forset Fire Cooperstion) to ; =. 
j : intensify forest Tire control efforts around instai~ ae 

; : letions strategic from the standdoint of the war effort, — 
Durlag the verlod that this progwain wae ln effect sieht ae 

d trucks hed been placed at our disposal for uss on queli-- ‘ 
‘ fied projects, ‘ith the ceasetion of hostilities the : 

WEEC projeet ite now belng liquidated and they have offered . 
to sell the department the eight vehicles thet have been 
available to us at. the orice of "2,278.00 or $2860.00 per . 

: .' Unit. He polnted out that if soprovel is given by the . 
be : commission, merely a paper transaction will be effected, :
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peen carried on for nearly a year. Tne VAisconsin Realty 

Company, the owners, stete thet in most cesea they heve 

owned these Lande from 35 to 50 years end heave continu- 

ously valid texes on them. He informed the commission 

that the agriculture end forest committee of Ashianda 

: county went on record on Februsry 26, 1945, #8 Pevoring 

the sale of this land to the state. . 
+ Bri Swift pointed ont there is a flowsge reservetion : 

in the option explaining thet a dem site has been es- ; 

tablishsd of the aarth Pork of thesFlambeau river vhich an 

1f developed would flood some of these lantis. However, ce 

ae he steted the probability of this dom being built is Ly: 

' . pemote, The same problen which exists in the land escui- ee 

4 _ gition in the Flambeau River atate'forest where the va 
Wiesongin Reslity and the other company wish to reserve fa 
flewage rights 41f and when they sell to us, apolies to ee 

this case. ; ee 
Me, Hassler enswered questions reised by the con- . a 

missioners relating to the effects of 2 vower dam 4f 
constructed. : ‘6 

( : It was moved by Commiasioner Ralf that aprreval be 
given to the wurchese of 4,840,80 acres from the “iseconsin . 

: Realty Company and Winnebago fealty Company, Hilwaukee, et 
£15,000.00. : : 

fhe motion waa duly seconded by Commilesioner Foreland, . : 
; When put te a vete, motion was earried unanimously. 

a. Pes@ing (Item lda, Minutes of denuery 6, 1946). 
. ; Wr, bLevay, Chief Porest Nenger, referred to charts 

; and mans in sonnuection with the revort on the deer : ‘ 

: feeding progras, It was pointed out that of the budget. } 
of &62,150.00 aporoved for winter feeding of deer the : 

: : exoenditures ag of Janusry 31, 1946 totaled 247, 176,04. ae 
: 4 Mr. LeFay inforued the commisgion that feeding haa 

been doné in preetically ell countiee in forest protection 
dietricts vith the excention of the extreme eastern counties 
vhere the deex have not as yet started to yard. The food - 

: hag been ached out and one milifton sixty thousand nounde hg 
: of hey have been allotted to dateg also 84%,000 nounds of 3s 

: : concentrates. He ‘pointes out thes the feeding has been: ~ es 
“done gradually, 1t being the feeling thet as the winter oo 

: s progredsed, the food world be ingreased, : : RE 
In addition to the 68 men in thé foreet vrotection : Bye, 

i : division who have been essigned to winter feeding on 2a 39 

: part-time basis, Mp, LeMay ateted, 17 men have been em- 
; : ployed on a permenent basie and eight of the men of the 

forest protection divisien have been assigned on a full- 
time besis. It was renorted by Mr. LeMay thet they have : 

' _ had very favorable coments froa all of the counties con- He 

‘ se "cerned with the excertion of Vileg, and a criticism or tro : 
hae coma from Merethon county. i
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Kr. Leteay further reported thet there are 582 feeding 

stetiong thia year, whieh is en increase of 217 over 

‘ last year, and generally these are riaced in yards back 

off the roads and in aress which re overbrovesd. 

During the digonssion which followed ie, LeVay anewered 

: questions vaised by the commisaioners and he ehoved mans 

of the tractor trails, location of feeding stations, ete. 

fnvolved, in eech seae explaining the legend on the mans. 

Th answer to Commissioner Hehr's inouiry pertaining to ) 

: the effect of barley screenings for feeding, (item l4e, is 

“inutes of danuary 8, 1946) Me. V. A. Foon, Forest Area = 

i , Supervisor, told of the @etaiis in connection with their ae 

ee observations with e fawn fed om 4%. He related that 5 Ci 

; although the sereenings Go not esperar to be aa satisfactory <>.) 

ap the other food, a more compreberisive experiment is being cals 

carried on in the vena at Ladyemtth where weights of deer = = 

and other data vill be sompiled. i : Seen 

The commission commended Mr. Levay for the vork being He 

dore on the project. 3 : 

b. Savver.. 
eae Ag a’ progress report Mr. Grimer, Forest Area Suver- : 

visor and Chairman of the Committee on Deer Reasearch, 5 

stated that since only a vert of January wag. utilized 

for actual field activity because of necessary vrepera- 

tory vork, he would confine his remerka to the orgeni-- 

fis cation of the survey end ite method of oneration. 

; fhe plane for a second survey of the winter deer con= 

5 centration ereas throughout the state vere prepared st 

: meetings of the committee on deer recsarch with fan 

: sistant Director Swift, These plans were siscussed end: 

approved at a joint meeting of the lew enforcement division 

é and the committee with the Direetor and Assistent Director, 

i - he vlen celled for'aa complete a survey of all deer : 

i yerde in the state eg time pnd personnel avalleble would : 

; ‘ permit. To be included in the aurvey were wnet may be 

: termed the original der counties in northern and central 

Wieeoensin, and certain agricultural counties whieh found 

themselves with a growing deer herd and growing deer : 

oi demeago clsims on their hends. i. ig 

Aa the forest protection civifion had been esgeLened the Sy 

- Job of. feeding. deer, 4te active: perticinvation in the survey. ©. 

: me wes precluded, It was obvious Shen, Yr, Cremer stated, . ie: 

that the burdean of carrying on ‘She’ survey would reat prima- ALE 

rily on tho shoulders of the lav enforcement @ivision aa the Ss. 

cai, only other orgenization eble to -fupnish o sufficient number “2 

of qualified .asn. : ; 

fhe granting by the commission. of edtitionel funds for 

the dosr survey made possible the hiring of extre man ee 

agsistentsa to. the werdéns in counties with e hesvy work : 

ce : losd. Seventeen men, most of them from the forest oro- - 

: ‘ seetion cayrolLi and tenvorarily Lela off, were engepzed ; 

: for thet onrpoess, One gane Givieion field man end one 

: besver trapper, both men of permanent status, also are 

used on the survey. :



: The personnel actively engaged in field vork includea 
Si conservation wardens and 19 agsiatents, who renort aa 
Girectly to the 5 law enforcement supervisors, who in ee 
turn report to the Committee on Deer Research, Twenty- 
two wardens from southern counties heve been asslened : 
by Chief Yarden Robinson to short periods of survey : 

: Guty in' Pebrvery and Marah, : 
Cooperation is given by “im. Feeney of the Pittman- 

Robertson deor research project by providing helo in : 
training in-sxoeriensced men. : : Early in January, meetings with the warden force ‘ were held at Hayward for law enforcement area 1, at ; : 
Woodruff for area 2, snd at Black! River Pells for co 
areas 3, 4, and 5. At these meetings the survey nian. = ‘ : end methods of execution, as vell ea use of prenort a forms, were exniesined, A short refresher courge in ean: ; the identification of browse syeeies vas riven, : a : Provision was mete fer a limitad use of vanes té GG 
aesist in determining deer yerd Uounderies; Gegreas eS i of concentration and in dkLevcovering new yards. oe The survey plen emphaetzed the necessity of searching eae : for Geer soncentretion ereea hitherto unnoticed and the : desirability of teking the vublie into our confidence, i Study tours into the deer country and exvlanstory talks i at meetings vere recommended, . @ ! 

Surveys in law enforcement areas during the moath : of January include: 3 ; 
: aga e 66 CLO Yanos 46 PREVEoUS KRous 36 wey YARDS (SontHveaz ) BOY NOY BURAYEYEO Yo. 

AREA 2 | $¢ CLO vaRDS 6 PREVeOUSLY KRauN 23 Mey vaRDS (RenrazasT) 8UT MOT SUAYETED Yos. 
FASA F 56 OLo Yanos 42 pRevsousny Keo . 6 MEY YARDS — | : : (Genviat } BUT NOT SUAYEYED Vos. | 
anea § 7 CLD vanDs 2 eREVECUSLY Row 6 key vanca (SouyHasy ) SUT NOT suaAvEYED ves, : : ‘ 

: aaza § 2040 YARDS NO PREYioUSLY Keo ae i : (eouriuce? ) BUY NOT SURYEvYED Yoo. No WEY YARDS ¥ 
Seepeencemse SN teehee tPA St te TER Tree ter EPS EY Stele OA ENERERE Ca Annee ecensaneee ] } ‘ f A VOPAL OF 22) 0.0 vamos 36 PREVicUBLY KNOL 68 new vangs : HUT NOT SURYZYED ¥OS. : . 

ALTOGETIER «325s et 
é : se ; ue “ge | : Discovered, but not surveyed, were 1 new yard in : a | area 1, ? new yards in erea 2, he Giscovery of 76 eS _ Rew yards, Mr. Cramer stated, igsrather significent, — Ee : : We may have to gridivon.every dear county, he said, (og in order to get a true and complste victure of the — winter deer range, me : 2 ees Ur, Cramer dianlayed mana shoving the gecgrenhical 

extent of the survey, the number of yards surveyed, 
i the condition of the surveyed yerde (naturel food. ; F 

conditions) aa-sesn in a generel wey from a county-wide c
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angle, certein westher data for the month of Jenunry, 
and the extent of publio relations work carried on up 
to Februery 1. — : as) 

Vr, Gramer Gonoinded his report by reading scommenta — 
expressed by tha vublic at meetings or etudy groupe aa ; , 

submitted by the wardens, 
; then Commisaloner Smith inquired concerning the con- 

dition ef the.deer herd, Mr, Cramer stated the generat é 

appraiga? of the wardens was thet they ere still in : 

good condition. ut : 2 ee 
In answer to Commissioner Leoveld's comment that the . ip 

: report covered merely the mechanies of the survey anti oe 
his question as to whether the deer yards were deteri- “y 

; se tie orating as rapidly as was expect}id, Mr. Cramer stated Cor 
; the general impression was thet. the yards were poing én 

Gownhiil but a little lese rapidly than wae enticipated, oe 
possibly becauee of the lese severe weather conditions 
of this and the orevious winter. : 

In anawer to his other query concerning damage to 
: forest. reproduction, Mr. Swift, Agsiatant Director, 

4 explained that the men heve to be trained for one 
phase of the survey at a time. We pointed ont that 

A ‘ they were continuing the work for which they had been ‘ 
trained last winter, namely avnraissl of the food con- 
éition th the deer yards. : 

c. Pesp and besr damage claims. 
: Mr. Vandervwall, Dirsetor, distributed to the com- 

nissioners a statement of the deer and besr damage 
: ' @laime for duly 1, 1945 to February 8, 1946 which re- 

: : vealed that of the $25,000/00 appropriated to the dser ; 
and bear damsge fund, the following exnenditures have 
bsen made: j : nie 

ys 207 Deer damage claims 415,664.21 
. : : 178 Bear damsge elaine B5797 .b7 

- .Desr fencing ee 
: ; 22,278.98 : 

Enoumbrances 
-. Deer fencing ie, 664.08 ig 

5 i. 3 et 

Ne, Vanderwall stated that atMthe oresent time’ there - - : 
ees : “are 73 deer dauage Glaine on head amounting to &6, 89:05, oes 

‘ : four oleine of an undetermined spount, three bear damage . ve 
claims amounting to *707.58, en@sone bear domare elain Bee, 
of an undetermineé amount, He Bxoleined thet cleime are 3g 

eee ae nuwhered as.received, that the lowest numbera receive 
priority for payment, and indieated when the funds are ‘ 
exheueted the psyments vould cesae. Ae 

é Seyeral commissioners vointed out. that it ta unfair o 
: - to pay @ claimant for damege incurred eerly in the a 

“ Rees '-. flacel year and not pay those filing cleima towerd the : 
ae year's olose. Mr, Yendervsll releted that on several : 

Me eccasions digeussion hes been had by the commission
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a ae concerning the ultimate nlan for ea4ministering deer - 

snd beer damege claims. Fe pointed cut that very 

definitely » telling must be ertablished since on e 

: previous occasion there hag not been a eufficient 

‘ amount to ney the claims filed, 
It was brought out that there sre some claime fron 

the fiseal year 1944-45 that ag yet have not been 

_paid and that 1% wes difficult to ascertein how much 
in claings might be received to the exniretion of the nesaieh 

current’ fiseal yeer. aS nee 
During the lengthy @iaouseion which followed as to oa 

: 4 the most satiefectory solution, Commissioner Rahr f 
: suggested that the department give further etudy to nae 

; ( the oroblem and sybmit a recommé@hdetion at. the next bee! 
moeting. Cennissioner Leopold sngrested thet other es 

' gtetes be sonsulted, like Penns) vanie, Michigen, and i eae 
California who heve devoted considerable atudy to the k 

: subject. : : é Shee 

S : At the terminetion of the discussion 1¢ was moved 
. by Commiesioner Smith thet the gevertment recuest the 

: emergency board for a sum sufficient to vay the sllow a 
ableClaims and thet the matter of hendling these cleins . 

: be referred ta the devartment for further investigation 
, and recommendation. : : 

: The motion wag duly seconded by Commiesloner Aberg. 
: : Vhea put to a vote, motion waa carried unenimously. 

dg. Eneationnains of 1945 deer season. ae 
My. Geimeer, Sunerintendent of Game Management, ; 

related that in dJenuary a duestionnedre waa elreuler- 
; ized the field personriel of fifty-one counties to 

pe as _ procure a rough overall wicture of the results of the 
1945 deer seesdn. He displayed individual outline 
maps of the state shoving the results of the auestion= 
naire which indicate thet bucks ere generally larger 

: with a greater antler group; the. fawn croo and the 
: size of the fawns are lerger; more lezel bucks wera 

kilied 1n 1945 over 1944, and fewer illegal bucke - ee, 
were taken; the number of hunte#s was less; hunting 29 

: in 1945 was better than in 1944%. most hunters fevor 2 
: taking only forked-horn deer; mist hunters feel the Cas 

rifle 14s more effective than shutgun slues; moat d ee 
hunters are gatisfied with the Bow’end arrov season, le 
and most hunters thought the 19¢5 season too short. : a 

. e, Dintribution of dear bulietin (Item 14b, Minutes 
of January 8, 1945). | : : 

Mr. Alexander, Superintendent of Informetion and ‘ 
‘ Education and Chairman of the Public Relationa Boerd, : 

: / reported that the public reletions board et ite meeting ee 
. . _on Januery 29 recommended thet a .covy of "A Blatory of : s 

Wisconsin Deer" when completed be given to every vureheser
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of a 1946 deer tar. He aleo Aistributed a copy of the 

aug@geated deer booklet @istribution List for alternete 

use if this recommendation might not receive commission ' 

eporoval, He pointed out thet the Imstiel run requested 

is for 50,000 and that if every purchaser of a deer tag 

: ta to receive a copy an additional supply will have to ‘ 

. : be ordered, 

Me, Alexander elso gtated that the public relaticns : 

; posrda considered the matter of charging a Plat rate for : 

extra copies since from experiencé= many requests will hes 

be fortheoming for quantities. : ip 

; A third point that Hr. Alexander prought to. the st~- ees 

sention of the commiseion ie with gespest to .copy- a 

righting the booklet. He yeleteda “thet the board did eS 

not favor copyrighting eny of the m-beriel end that bo 

So shey recommended the use of 4 statement to the effest ee 

, shet peraiasion is granted to repretuce the text in 

whole or in part since 1% was the feeling whether eat 

7 revpoduetion with or without credit is of secondary 

: eonpigeration to giving the Coer information the 

aveatest possible Gigeemination. ,vovever, he. vointed . i 

; out that since the board meeting £% has been brought 

to his attention that because of the art work and , 5 

d dvawinge whieh will be rather eleborately illustrated, 

’ ; there should be sone protection for their use. 

' Ts was the consensue of the commiesion that 1% would 

ek not be vractics] to Aintrivate a scopy of the deer pubhi- 

cotion to each purchaser of a deer tag, it heaving pean 

brought out by the Direrstor that 290,c00 deer tage sre 

on order for this yeer. 
: 

During the discussion which follovrad Commissioner Rehr : 

f éxpressed the opinion thet these bookleta should be : 

furnished for their actual orice sné thet of mailing and , 

; peckaging. It, however, was the opinion of Commissioner 

; ; Aberg thet a flat rate of 25 cents would be more geceot- 

able. : ; . : 

At the conclusion of the Giseussion it was moved by . : id 

: Commissioner Aberg that the deevt-bulletin entitled, : dy 

“A History of Wiasongin Deer’ bé-published without covy~ =. 

: righting and with pernission to bse on condition oredit. oe De 

: be given to its soures, and thetiedditional conles be . LE 

; sold et 25 cente per copy. . < Bee. 

; ‘he motion was duly seconded by Commiesioner Morelang. 3g 

when vut to 2 vote, motion wag earrieé unanimously. 

42. license aecount records = claritiontion. and balange.. cee 

" vp, Straus, Supervisor cf Tieense Gales, stated thet BS 

i : 4t is hie recommendation that the accountea of ths Sees 

. license agente submitted to the ecmmission be belanced. .
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; the provision, and s21d4 it was contrary to forestry at 
practices, Mr, Scott ae of the opinion thet through 
Lawes of this character, it wes poselble to educate the 
public. 

(3) Unprotected wild animsls, 

(2) No change wae made exeant to combine the foxes 
- by specifying “any soesles ef foxes and mutations 

thereof, * 5 

{b) Deleted the bronzed erackiesa, Mr. Scott stated oy 
thet detrimental flecke ef thia bird are not common and Same 
do ne greet amount of damage in, Wisconsin. 3 ? 

a Bat. 

(4) Upland Game Mommala. Se :} 

(a) DEER. Mp, Grimmer stated thet the Gengress hed 
: spent an evening on the question of the deer, and 

that thelr final vote wee vortrayed on the man which he 
displayed. Ag Vilas county bed subultted no final 
recommendation, i¢ wea placed in with the remsinder of 

f the counties with the nine-day,” forked-horn beck season } 
recommended by ths Congress--November ©& to Deeember 1, = * 

Hp, Palmer, resresenting Dietriet 4, auggested that 
any action on the deer season be deferred until eae later 

; meeting of the Conmiseion and that during the inter4mn, 
; the Council snd the Tongrese members be ohreulerized on 

: the department's proposal, He suggeated thet the ‘ : 
Council. members hold distries nestings of all the county : 

, delegates, and that the county committees, in turn, : 
hold sounty hearings. He thought that the publle should 
be informed ef the department's proposal before any 

eis : definite action was taken. 
Mp, Venderwall, Direetor, felt that the seasone and 

the bag limit ghould be definitely asted upcn at thie 
meeting due to the limited time remaining before the 
opening of the hunting seseon, The advisability of 

: soving the meeting perteining to hunting and trapning 
regulations forward a month bed often been Giseussed, | a 
He further stated that the other asvects ef hunting : ton 

: were Closely interralated withithe deer regulations, & 
; thet by holding up thig partictlar vhase, it would be as 

- dampractieable to go ahend and Regulate the beer seasons | a 
and others, a9 it is impossibl@ te shene one without c- 
sheping the program in ite enterety. a” 

; : After considerable discussion on the deer question, 
Mr, Grimmer requested Br, Swift to present the depart- 
ment's renoumendation. : ie 

Mp, Swift related the following facts: - 2 
: "Tao map whieh haa‘been submitted to you represents - * 

' tha department's recommendations for the deer season : iF 
: in 1946. We have been carrying on deer surveys in. an
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intensive manner since 1840, Prior toe that time, we bo 
knew considerable sbout the deer situetion but were 

: not given oredit fer it, Sinee 1940, we have snent a 
' greet deal of money, have expended much honest effort, 

and have ansiyzed the deer situation thoroughly, The 
j fap shows the results of last year's deer survey--the 

poor, medium, and good winter feeding srounda. There 
/ nay be chenges from year to year. A mild winter will 

meke the sltuation show up better. Lest year we hed 
mild weether, but in anite ef the facet that the deer : 

: a8 &@ Pesalt of 1% were epreed aver 5s wider range, the a 
: anaiyais of the yards showed a considerable part poor = 

end a great pert only medium, In a normal winter, we a 
might go back to. e greater extent to ‘ncor’ On the - 3 

; basis of our studies and in view of the evidence Ake, 
; coliceted over the years, the aprartment vegreta thet Ral 

it cannot go alone with the recemmendations of the ae 
congress, We Gan GonsSlentiously recommend only a 
Beason on any deer. : 

“Although ZI personally feel thet four ders is 
comparatively short, the genersl consensus of the 
erovps consulted wes for a foureday season. A ; 

' shorter season would mean huntepe over-enxious te 
piney get in thelr hunting and kill their deer, and who on 

account of the tine element misht be more or lese 
hasty and careless. 4 

"The dusstion has been raised on the eadvissbility —. 
of shooting fawnc; that Ls, a recommendation has been 
made to have an open sezson on mature bucks and does 
but closing the geesen on fawns. In many cases the 

: : average hunter could not distinguish the fawn from the 
meture animal, The beekerouné egsinat whieh the deer 
is placed, the fsat whether or net there ere other 
Geer present for comperison, and similer factora will ? 

j influence the hunter's judgment as to the ese of the 
: : animal, Hunters do not etop te anelyze the age of the : 

; animal they are about to kiii. If the sesson ie oven 
on bucke end does only an@é not cn fawns, there would 
be a tremendous number of fawns killed and left in the ’ 
woods. Then, too, the law enforcement division would ~ : 

: hsve difficulty in determining:the legality of the kill, tea 
: It would also be diffieult to get the gsupnert of the ei 

courts on this matter as the ofily definite way to i ee 
i Getermine the age of a deer tehby examining its teeth. ae: 

: i There, no doubt, will be eritigisms from certein grouns Ave 
with regard to the killing of Bawne, but if the season woe 
were open on does and bucks only and the fawne which ee 

5 were killed were left in the woods, the erlticlem would 
be saually as great. The deer herd is increasing 
substantially because of fevoreble westher conditiona, 
in anormal winter, the first deer to die would be the : 

i : fauna. i : .
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"For theee ressone, we think.we should have a sesson i « 
On any Geer, Im some countise cloeed sreag will have 
to be established, perheps, esnecielly in the central 
Bert of the estate. This would heve to be vorked out by 
the county comaltteenen in cooperation with devartmentel 
personne), but f don't think 1t would chense the gsnerel 

é asneet very much. a 
“We have been talking of controlled hunting, Controlied 

; : hunting laws ehould be on our booksa-=they have merit, 
Yor the past twelve years, Fenneyivania has had a con- . 
trolled hunting bill on thelr atatutes, but the vublic a 

ip would rather have sn entlerless deer season then have = 
the etete say who is. going to hunt or not going to hunt. az 
the controlled hunting lews in Pennsylvania ere practicelly: | 

Sy Don-Operating. That stete haddte resort to the open season’. 2 
: for menaging ite deer herd. ass Ne ‘ “fovember 16 was decided upom es the etarting date hae 

f because by the 24r€, we may have enow storms which might : 
et confine the hunter to ares¢ where there would definitely ay 

be overshooting while in other aress there would be 
practically no hunting. The idea of November 16 was 

: -wicespresd and wae desired by those who wighed equal 
hunting pressure, “ : 

"It is recognized by the department that ve cannot . 
control the sale of deer tegs, but one. measure of seeing : 

= that the hunter got out of the woods after he killed the 
Geer wes to clees the season on all other epecies. 

: “There hae been presented to us a sugeestion of closing 
the seseon on all federal, stete, and county roads within 
tro hundred feot on each side of the center of the road. 
We are not exactly certein as to how such a vlen would 
work, but ve are recommending thet the exoeriment be tried, 
ag there 1s some justifiestion for it. One of the come 
vlaints we have in mind arises in erese where the summer 

es resorts ere lossted beceuse of the consentration of 
‘hunters along the reads. * 

: He. Robinson, chief warden, esid that the i@ea of the 
: reguietion in the leat varegranh of Mp. Swift's comments 

; wes to prohibit consentration of huntere in the areas : 
along the highways, When confronted with verloue compli- 1a 
cations from menkerg of the exSeutive council, Mr, Robinson & 
eugzested that meetines with the enforcement men bs held ‘es ; prior to the season and agquelkt the oublie with the regu oh, 
lations, : , ah aes 

Mp, Nickel of District 2 atath? thet the Congress had _ 
‘ @ORs On record ae fevoering a nine-dey, forked-horn season, eee 

: and although he realized thet the vote was not plolegically 
sound, nevertheless, it did renreaent the sentiment of the 

: Congre sa Hobs 3 and the veople of the counties, It was 
his opinica that we keep the good will of the-cublic. : 

it was Commissioner Smith's oninica that the nine=+day, ~~. 
‘ : forked-horn sgasen was carried by the Gongress bescuse :
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: of the directive votes taken et the county meetings; i 
however, he felt that the sentiment of the membera sia 
of the Congress seemed to be evenly divided on the 
question, : 

; Mr. Swift was of the opinion that the counties, after 
' gtudying end analyzing the situsetion,-might reverse 

their opinion, 
; ; Mr, Palmer of Digtrict 4 recommended that meetings be - 

: held in the counties to give the public an ovvortunity 
to learn of the department's wropogel, end that after 
such fasts had been presented, Allow them to agein vote 

: om the question. a a 
Mr, Klemme representing Dietvisct 7 stated that his = 

county voted forty per cent for any deer and sixty ee 
per cent for the ferked-horn buck season, but that he ite 

. wag willing to go eleng with tile department on their os 
propoded plen, as he believed fie dletrict realized aa 

, that something had to be done in regard to the deer alee 
. herd. i 

: fhe time of onening on the firet day of the deer 
season was diseussed by the Commission and the members 
of the Executive Council, but definite action on thie 
fRatter wee deferred until the July 23 neetine. 

It was Commiasioner Leopold's opinion that the members 
of the Congress. do net adesuately reprasent the forestry ue 

° angle; he said it wae not realized by the publics in 
: general the degree to which the forestry laterest is 

jeovardized by over-populstion of deer, 
5 f Gonmiesloner Leopold further related the following facts: 

: "fhe effect of surplus deer on forestry is alweye telked 
; of in terms of damase to vlantations, but in my opinion 

that isa e bagatelie comeared to deer damage to netural 
reproduction. Thies 1s usually invisible te laymen, anda 
much more aerious than is commonly eorreciated. I will 

: try to tell why in terms of @ single enecies: the white 
- vine. oa : 

"Even without deer, the odds ere usuelly ageingt the : 
pine, for a young wine cen start only when five con- 

; : ditions hannen to be favorable simuitaneovely. 
“Piret of ell, there must be a seed-year, and these 

, come only once or twice in a decade. ; ie 
"Secondly, there muat be Pike vrotection. tay 
"Phirdly, there must be eno®eh, but not too much, shade, © 

oe The new seedling Goes not survive in full sun, =. 
“Fourth, the seed must fallzon a srot of mineral soil. “i; 

It cannot start in sed, or in'Sthick duft, — eS 
{Pirth, there must be a lowsin the enowshoe here cycle. a 

: : ‘ Snowshoes mow down young piries when the vinea ere near ed 
eover and the snowshoes ehundant. 

"These. five conditions combine fevorably so seldom that 
; : foresters always allow a decade, or even two, for netural 

: reproduction to atart sven after they have reculated Ne 
: several of the confitions artificially. : pees 

: ,
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: _ ' 

"when we add esurplue deer ag s sixth Tiek, thevedda 2 36 
become so unfavorable as to be prohibitive. : 

"Let mé point out, too, that 1f we fell te get a 
caten of young pines during the present decease, we 
shall have to weit hel? » century for another chance, 
This 1a because our fire protection bessme effective, 

: over moat opeae, sbout ten years ego, and the zrowthe ; 
: of asven, birch, and other hardwoods are closing feet. 

Unless the vines get sterted before the hardvoods : 
close their crowns, they oannoti start until they are : : : cut, A pine, during the growife seeson, has a tender oe 
tip (ilke an esperagua) and the tree ‘brooms out! when * 
overtepped, cates 

“These are some of the reasois why there muet be 2 pee 
reasonable give-snd-teke sttitdde »4 between those fa 5 
interested only in deer, and tRose interested only in eae ‘ forestry. To oontinue the oresent overload of dser ie ( : 

: e hoveless handisan to forestry in many parts of Wieconeia,*® —¢ : Conuiseloner Leopold further etated that we ere heking 
a decision here ss to whether in thia century we are 

: foing te have pine reproduction. He said that aany 
' states had taken ection to redyee their deer herds, but 
invariably heave dons 1% too late end to an insufficient : 
extent, He further steted that we do not heve an uneq : ® : limited period of time in which to reduce the herd, 

: it} was hig ovinton that the Gommieston should lead sné 
not follow public opinion, 

; it was Mp, Streua' opinion that 4% the Cenmmiegstion aid 
not go along with the vote of the Conerees that that 

‘ organizetion would lose much of ite prestige. f 

: The meeting recessed at 12:06 vo. a, : 
: The meeting resumed at 1:25 p.a. 

Commiusioner Smith diecussed the importance of the 
Geer problem at hand, He eteted thet the philosophy ie : of the people in the state hadsbeen reflected in the a! 
vote of the Congress, It was Rie oninion thet, even =, : though he fevored the devartneyt's recoamendation, the eee 
counties should have an copertinity to diseuss the / Ais fevartment's plan before any G&Pinite astion waa taken Be on it by the Gommission, cn : 39 

: He suggested that the desartment's recommendation be 
taken back to the county meetings end that the counties 
be given an opoortunity to analyze the situstion: that 
the Counell members come bsek at-a later date and report ae 

7 the aetlon taken by the various county srouns,- eee
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: Thopeuy + as Fhereapon the following resolution was int 4 a ony he Polioving resolution vas introduced by 
Comaisaloner Leonold: ait «i ees 

Yoaniveac Abe ey Ae eh rt 4 Fd Reaolved, that the cuestion of deer nolicy fer 1946 
presents a conflict between the forestry orogrem end Co ee between ths roreatry program and ; 

; ne Peconmentetion made by the Congress, The forestry 
% nye! smh 2 esa a iam os if ees ae wey See a ina: a peduetion in the herd: the Conzress 
ecommended the usus BT eet oN A a a ; : oe ed the usuel buck Law, whieh will not reduce 

Fitts os a cia iG ea. * 4 : The Commissien ie inclined to spsrovs a one-Geep - : 
feason ag recommended by the danertment, but ve do % en oe ‘ 4 12 UIpertwent, bus we RO’ 
wish to do so without firat consulting the bounty ag feck: 
Wetigne. Welp-Gha Gat the Gistrigta ore ccucts ee pees. we 128 het the dletricts and counties 
reconsider the matter betveen now end culy 2% and that 
the council meet with 88 ROW end culy 2s, and that es ouncil meet with us on thet dete for fine] a elt ith us on thet dete for finel eetion Fak 

the motien wae duly seconded. by Commissioner Moreland a * ee onded yukissiener Moreland, one 
When put to a vote, motion wes carrled unsnimously. ; ey AR Cary : tOR BOUL. ae, 

: Fa te aaah Nile ones ce ¢, 
’ 

lr, Nickel, a member of the Exeautive Counci? 
District 2, sarezested thet the uneil | are ¢ 4 ; sgeested thet the council membere cali 
a meeting immediately end thet they in turn eell a. Hee Oe te é ney Urn call a 
county meeting. By sa doing, the vote of the pauntles 
could be obtained, Even thaugh the aounties gecaeea the depertuent's plan, nevertheless, a feciine of 
Rood will would have been aébablished in recucetine : thelye opinion on a matter which had been apes! suas. 
votecé upon, but one 4n which the department, aAtar 2 Se oeen A we oes AO b MED 
oe anslysie, deemed inadvisable : 

132 z sam 7 . fi 5 x our Leopold suggested that it might be 
possibile for the department to draw up ite resam 
mendationa with the teasons therefor. end ond $t 
to the various counties to ie te in ely ite 2 COUNDZiCg x 1e LN GEL a s 
discussion, = a 

Tammd qed 249 4 ple ; Comm’ agioner Dickinsen suggested that the recom- 
mendations ef the counties be given te the denertuent 

_ @8 800R as possible so that the devartnent oe : ei : iS CODAP TMH O42 

o.poulerize the members of the Executive Couned) Hs 
further stated that 1P a member of the Commission - ee ae : 18 UVCRHES Sloan oF 

ers the Executive Council could not be oresent at th - 
meeting duly 23, that their veepective vot . pe peel . , 2 Pe pective vote be sent 

< pt ne : ta 
| (b) BEAR. x 2 2 $ Mes 4 eye . i = a ott Grimmer, Superintentient of Game Menagement, — 

Lee the discussion om besr, He gtated thet che depart we = mst EA) cs es Ra 2 Ch et Ree heat PAP t= Ave 
neat 8 Pecoumense blons Gig notleonegr with those ? the ae 
Gongroes, which he believed usenforceabic. ne shee in s 
regardiess of the tyne ‘of deer sedean fincas ve jj e 

. S = s “SC? 22h: ¥ DHPOVES 
by the Comniesion that the sounties which haa Dhleke 
seagon for black bear Guring 1945 be pisped oh wie 0 
protected list for the voting year vith ne baz limtt. 
Ha stated, in addition, that because of Wag. paie _ Be st : 2d nat hecause of M=40,. vernits es 

‘ would be required to hunt bear end snecial Sere as 
: : would bes saten fe . a ee ee ' : : ould be needed to hunt bear with dogs; ‘There vouid



ices 

. a Wisconsin Goneaervation Conmigsion 

; Special meeting of the Wisconsin Conservation Commisaion 
was held Wednesday, July 24, 1946, in the Departmental Conference 
hoom, State Office Building, Hadigon 2, Yiaconsin. : 

The meeting was called to order at 9:16 by Mr, ¥. 4b. 
Dickineen, Chairman, . 

Yresent: Commissioner V, L, Dickineen, Chairman Sane 
Comniseloner Guido BR, Rehr, Seeretary;, present for ; 

the morning session es ie 
Gommigsioner Wm. J. P, Aberg~ ee 
Comniccioner Alda Leopold : : é 
Commissioner dohh 0, Norelandg a 
Gommaiesioner Chas, F, Smith, Swho left during the ee, 

2 discussion of item 2.2 ae ay cle 
. x : 5 Eg 

Departmental personnel present: Mr. Yanderwall, Director; ee 
' Mr, Swift, Aseistant Director; end Mrs, Vallely, 

who reported the meeting for the Secretary: 
Mr, Alexander, Superintendent of Recreational 

j Publicity; Mr. Grimner, Superintendent of Game 
; Kanagement; Mr, Harrington, Superintendent of : 

Forests and Farks; Mr, Hein, of the Information : 
‘ and Education Division; Ur, LeMey, Chief Forest 

Hanger ; Er, Robinson, Chief Warden; Dr. Sehneberger, 
: Superintendent of Fich Management; Mr, Wilson, 

: ' Superintendent of Cooperative Forestry; Mr. H. A, : 
Anderson of the Fish Manegement Division; Mr. I. Euss, 
Biologist If; Mr, Bye, Supervisor of Rough Fish 
Control; Mr. Kaminski, Assistant Legal Counsel: 
Mr, Hoon, Poreet Protection Supervisor; Mr, W, &, 
Scott, Supervieor of Vooperative Game Management: ; 

: : Colonel Smith, Legal Counsel; Mr, Sprecher, Assiatant 
: _ Buperintendent of Fish Management. 

Executive Conservation Gounell Members vresent: : 
CG. A, Searles - Chairman 

District’ 1 = W, A, Burdick, Rice Lake 
District 2 = Arthur Nickel, Jr.,. Tomahawk - . j 

Ges Fet Wilale, Bdsider Junction . ee iq 
: Dietrict 3 - Royce KR. Wix, #mbigo Be 

: District 4 - E,W, Felner, hlleworth = 
: District 5 = C, A, Searles>- Wiecénain Rapide : a 

Richard 4, Hemi, Moeinee, Seoretary= i eee 
: Treasurer 2 : eS 
District 6-H. 0, Giese, Princeton . = 

ae ; Dietrict 7 = Harry Klemne, Kiel ’ : 
District 8 = Mes Swinehsart, Avoca ; : 
District 9 = Roy Straus, Medison 

: : Ross Bennett, Portege . - i oe 
District 10 ~- Phil Sander, Kenosha, Vice-Chairman —- =. 
District 11 - John Fraser, Jr., Milwaukee 2 oe 

E,W. Gifford, Milwaukee. 2 :
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. . 2% vas moved by Commissioner Smith that authorization Be 
be given to the purchase of the twenty-two tractors at 
the additional estimated cost sa recommended. by tne 

: department. 
fhe motion was duly seconded by Gommiesioner Moreland. 
When put to a vote, motion was carried unanimously. 

: ee Commissioner Dickinsen suggeated that in view of the 
fact that all the commissioners were now present, that 
they proceed with the hunting and trapping reguletions. : 

2, Final aotion on hunting and trooring regulations - ce 
Order Ho, G6690 (Item 19.5, Hinutes of duly 9, 1946) sé 

f Appearance of Executive Conservation Council. 3 
My. Grimmer, Superintendent of Game Management, led og 

the discussion. He stated that thgre were four items a) 
: which he was bringing to the attention of the comission Rem 

. and members of the executive council; namely, deer--the se 

: @un season; deer--the bow and arrow season; the black : 
bear season--whether they be placed on the unprotected 
list or have the season concurrent with the deer season; 
and deer--the gun and the bow and arrow eeason. for the 
Necedah Hationel Wildlife Refuge, * 

in regard to the first item=-=gun aeaeon for deer<- et 
5 My, Grimmer diesrlayed maps showing the original resom- 

‘ mendation of the Congresa on the nine-day forked-horn 
buck season; the ¢eer season vropesed by the department; 

i and a map displaying the four-day, any deer season with 
the tabulated county votes. 

: Mr, Grimmer stated that the proportion of the county 
votes was approximately two to one in favor of a buck ; : 
season, but thet the department still adherred to its 
original recommendation for a four-day, any deer season, 

: even though he realized that the recommendation was far 
from being a popular one, He further stated that he 
had hones that frem this controversy would come the 
knowledge that the peorle of the state must do some 

: 5 serious thinking on the deer question and that in his ( 
Opinion, legislative action was necessary to permit the : 
enactment. of seasons that are reasonable and that cen : 
be controlied, ne Lg 

: : * 33 

: Reports of the dietrict voting were given by their 2S 
: respective rerreasntatives ag folkows: a 

i Ee - 

Mr, Burdick stated that five counties in his district 
voted for the nine-day forked-horn buck season; three . 

counties yoted in favor of the department's plan. in 

; the three counties favering the department's plan, the ae 

; _ number of votes c#eat was comparatively small and very ee 

close, He stated that he was in sympathy with the 2
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department's recommendation, but that he was delegated a 
vy the Glatrict to follow thelr wishes, He statea that 

his county was interested in a longer season than that 
recommended by the departmens. On the whole, he stated, 
District 1 wee definitely opposed to the recommendations 
of the department, 

" Vote of the counties in Pistrict 1 in regara to the 
four-day any deer esason 1s ag follows: ‘ i ; 

di 

: in favor Omosea oo 
Barron Rayfield “ 

: Savy er Burnett ; 
Washburn Dotiglas E., 

: Polk. ea” 
Budk eS 

District 2 -_Artnur Mieke) dp. tomahawk: 

Mr, Niskel stated that his district had voted for the 
nine-day feorked-horn season, some of the counties voting 
unanimously in favor of it. He eaié that he had received 
many letters and petitions from sportamen'sa organizations : 

: and county groups opposing the four-day season. At the 
taylor county meeting, the discusaion vas a rather antage- — 
nistic one. They questioned the authenticity of the 

_ statement that Taylor county is overbrowsed and over= - 
; populated with deer. He further stated that they had 

: belistied the two hundred foot regulation propossd by : 
the department. 

Tron county also strongly oprosea the department's 
recommendation, Mr, Niekel stated, as wae evidenced by 

: : the petitions which contained approximately twelve 

hundred eleneturesa. In one of the letters from tron 
county which “pr, Hickel read, a public hesring was demanded . 
jin case the sommission went on record as favoring a Tour- 

Q day any deer season; they claimed to have eufficiens 

' guthentic elenatures on the petitions to warrant the 
calling of a hearing. : 

Mr, Bickel further stated that eix of the seven counties Poe 
wen’ on record and passed e resolugion thst in the event < 
that the department's recommenda tian er a four-day any = 

; deer season be established by the @pmmiesion that aix : a 
of the seven counties, namely, tro, Ashland, Tayler, Ge ee 
Price, Oneida, and Lincoln countiees wished to have their oe 

. @ountiea closed to deer, YVilees county did not vate on a 
: this resolution, Some of the counties felt that they 

: aid not have the deer to warrant a wide open season ane 

that they were not confronted with the starvation problem. 

. He gata that membere of the county groups favored con- ae 

trolled hunting in those counties where it was necessary, Na 

: : Mr, Mickel’ called upon Pat Wilste, Boulder dunetion, ‘ : 

: to give the recommendations of Vilae county. | Mr, @iiele = 

‘ staged that Vilage county had voted unanimously in opposi- 

. tion toe the four-day any deer season; had voted unanimously  . A
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in favor of a closed season on ell game except deer Dara 

d@uring the dear season; and had voted in fevor of : 

_ the two hundred foot regulation proposed by ths aeparte 

meng. -Yilae county euggested a plan whereby their 

county deer problem could be left to their county congrées 

: committee for procer study and reasarch, fhe county geve 

their recommendations on sheoting hours, closed areas, ; 

; the roglatering of hunters, and@ the registering of all 

Geer killed within twenty-four hours efter killing; 

: : stated that thelr problem areas arg never touched; also — 

suggested that if a forked-horn genzon is established os 

now that an antlerlecs season be established in January et 

to take the deer in those arsas where starvation may AG 

exist. i ee 

Yote of the counties in Distriet Bin regard to the ; e S 

_ four-day any Geer season is as follows: : 5 

in favor Ovo ced 
Hone Aghlend 

! Aron : 

3 : Ligsoln a: 

: : Oneida 3 
: Price ' : 

fh 5 Teylor : 

NIDAS! oy ; : 

District 3 = Rovee BR, Biz, Antigo 

4 Mr, Hix ate¢ed thet when he presented the department's 

recommendation to his district representatives, he did 

: ao in a very impartial manner and inetructed the county 

chairmen to do Likewise, He stated that all the countles 

; in hie @istrict went on record aa opposing the depart- i 

ment’s recommendation. 

; Vote of the counties in District 3 in regard to the 

; - four-day any deer season ia as Tollowa; ne 

3 None YLorence ; ta 

Pobest 2 
: Langlade =e 

oo 2 
: : OgSnteo 7 AS 

; / We, Faliner atated that of the mlne counties in his 

_ district, eix had voted fora 42-day season and three — : 

for a buck season: that two of the three counties that re 

f - yotea for a buck season are in the primary deer area sere 

aa while the other counties are in the secondary deer :
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By area, Mr. Palmer suggested that the department adoot © : 
: o policy of making thelr recommendations prior to the 

county meetings Instead of after the Congress meetings. 
: Gommissioner Dickinsen etsted that opposition to that : 

suggestion had come from the Congress in years post, 
and as a result the commission went on record as dise 
approving that plan, but that it was to be rsvived 
beginning next year. It was Mr. Palmer's opinion that 
several platis covld be suggested, allowing the counties : 
the privilege of suggesting on oltexvnative plan if they ee 
wighed, o 2 

. 

Vote of the counties in District 4 in regard to the ae) 
foureday any Geer season ie as folkows: ce 

” 6x | 

: ‘ Buffalo ; Chippewa ; | 
: bo Duin ae Eau Claire | 

LaCrosse Trempealeau Dee 
Pepin . : 3 
Pierce ; 

‘ : St. Croix. 6 : 

: Distries 5 2 O, A. Searles, Wisconsin Repids : 

My, Searles said that the yote of the eight counties ‘ 
: in his district was seven to one against the four-day : 
; any deer season vreposal, the one county voting in favor 

; was Monroe, Partage county strongly oprosed the departe 
ment's regommendation; their representatives felt that : 
‘deer starvation was not one of their problems as their | 
county has all the natural cedar needed and could, if : 

: _hecessary, support a larger herd. ‘The county, however, 
; ; favored the department's two hundred-foot regulation, : 

and favored hunting as in the past--no shot gun season, 

: Vote of the counties in District 5 in regard.to the 
four-day any deer season is as fellows: 

; in favor Oenored s a 
2 Honro& Agzing Pa 

_ dkekson ao 
J Uneasy, ‘ : us 

: 4 Mayathon es : Re 
: Portage ( — 

f : : Yood : : 

Distrist 6-H, 0, Gleee, Erinceton . - : 

: Mr, Giese stated that of the 433 votse cast in the : ie 
aight counties of his district, 402 were against the : i 

: i four-dey any deer season, and ol favored 1%, ‘
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¥Yose of the counties in District 6 in regard to. the pees 
four-day any Geer season is ag follows: 

an favor . Qnpoged 
Nene Fond du Lac 

; Green Lake 
: Harquette 

i : Outagamie 
: : : ‘ Shawano 

Wanpaca . 5 
: Waushara : 

i Winnebago ns 
+ 

District 7 - Marry Klemme, Kiel _ - 
i eS 

; Mr,. Klemme gave the results of the, vo bing in the eix ber 
counties in hie G@ietrict, saying that two counties had ee 

voted in favor of the department's recommendation and 
four had opposed, : 

: Vote ef the counties in Bistrict 7 in regard to the 
four-dey any deer season ils as follows: : 

e @. 

on favor Ornoged, : 
era Brown Calumes . 

: Door. Kewaunee 
Manitowos : 
Sheboygen 

Dinteict 8 - Mec Syineheart. Avoca 

Hr, Swineheart etated that in his district four eounties 
favored the recommendation of the department, with two 
counties feavering the nine-day forked-horn season. 

ue Vote of the counties in District & in regard to the : 
four-day any deer season is ag follows: 

Jn favor / Oppaned 
: CrauTord Lowe, : 3 

2 = Grant Richland ss 
Lafayette a ae 

: Verne xe : ee ernon Be ; re 

: Mr. Straue stated that of the five counties in his 40 
sta district, two favored the department's recommendation 

and three opposed it. He said that the Gongrees members 
: in his district had been called together and that they, 

a in turn, hed attempted to promote the devartment's recom- . 

A -mendation, Controlled hunting was diseuesed 2% length. . 
° et the Dane county meeting and members were heertily : 

: in fovor of .some syatem of contrélled hunting, whereby : 

the lottery system could be used to take an eatimated : 

; ; \
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number of does each year, It was Mr. Straus’ opinion oie 
that by having a syetem euch as this thet the regularly 
occurring deer problem could be eliminated, 

‘ Mr, Bennett of Portage spoke in behaif-of Columbia 
county, He stated that Columbia county had strongly 
Opvteed the four-day any Geer season and that if the 
commission concurred in the department's peconmendation, ; that Columbia county wanted a eLosed eeason, He stated ; thet hile county ned never recovered fron the eplit 
season that they had had several yeers ago, He further : stated that. hie county was willing-to go along on a She ; controlled hunting plan such es Mr) Strave had suggested, a . When questioned by Commissioner Dickinsen aa to the He Geer damage in his county, Mr, Bennett stated thet the Be 3 . anount of the damege was not a dirket refleotion on the ae : deer situation in Golumbie county, ae the deer were ee moving out of the swamps into the dgricultural areas eS 3 where the damage was occurring. ; : eis Mr, Robinson, Chief Warden, stated that the deer d a! Gamage in Golumbia county was one of the highest in the 
state, 16 being [979.70 for the period July 1, 1944, to June 50, 1045, and $1,307.66 for the period July 1, 1945, 
to June 1, 1946, & : 

it wes Hr, Straus’ epinion that fluotatione in value cay 
must be taken into consideration in comparing yearly 

: damages ellowed as prices heve Bradually inereased in 
recent years on items on which damages were claimed; he 
algo stated that amounte allowed ae demages and number 

a4 ; of claims allowed often had a direct bearing on the 
: superviror of the area, 

Vote of the ceunties in Districts @ in regard to the 
four-day any deer season is as follows: f 

an favor Sonosed, 
Green Columbla : : ; Sauk Dane 

Rock 

Disbrict 10 = Phil Sander, 6205 = 22nd Ave. Kenosha a 
Mr, Sander stated that seven cougties in hie district = ees favered the four-day any deer seasen and that one eounty tas ee Opposed 1%. He sald that his county felt that the departs a, 

ment had given thé preblen seriouarstycy and that. the Aus 
department recommendations im regerk to the deer situation, Se : as well as the forestry recommendetions, should be given ie 

‘ ' consideration, : 

Vote of the sountiee in Diatries 10 in regard to the 
four-day any deer season is as followa: : ee
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aan in feyor Opnosed ° ey u Dodge Vaghington ae 
: Jefferson . 

Renogha 
Ozaukee : 
Recine 

: Walworth 
Waukesha 

Higtrjet 1 = John Fraser, Jn. 757 N. Brosduey, Mikweukee 2 
. ay 

Hr, Fraser stated that Milwaukee.county had voted five es 
to one in favor of the department's recommendation. . He ~% 
said that his county felt that the commlesion and the <e 
department handled the game managahent program in a very. Tis 
Gapadle manner, they being much beter informed in con- Gay 

_ Bervation mattere than the averag@layman, and that thetr =. = 
' County would place thelr confidence in the department's : ; 

' judgment. He stated that the sentiment voiced at their 
county meeting was that of many eportemen's Slubs, women's 
Organizations and various other groups, : 

; : Vote of Dietrict 11 in regard te, the four-day any deer 
: season is as Tollows: : : Sate 

° an favor Snvgesed : 
_Hilwavkee None 

: Hp, Grimmer stated that the department hed received 
\ a number of letters and telegrams from individuals and 

organizations throughout the state and that the eentiment 
expressed was approximately three te one in favor of the 
nine-day forked-horn season. aie : uh 

Mr. Searles of Wieconsin Rapids, Chairman of the Executive 
ie Conservation Seuncil, told of his intense interest in 

; Cofzeryation, cited the history of the commission, their 
eetup and duties, the many atudies and inveatigations — : 
Made by individual members of the commigeion, and their 
exaloition of fair pley in all matters, including the 

; ‘submitting of the deer question to the public befors 
definite action was taken, He stated thet ths assertion - +. 

: had been mede thet whatever ectlom taken by the com- = 
: mission would be final, but qualited that assertion by = , 

: stating that the Geverner still hes the power to refute 2S 
theie dasision, ey 3 i oo es 

: a ay Boe, : . om ee € : 33 

ea ‘ At this point, the Chairman called a ten-minute recess, BY 

: Commissioner Dickinsen »resented a petition whieh wes ~ 5 
sponsored by Mr, Arthur BH. Brown of: Reedsburg, Wisconsin, 
and sgigne&’ by varicus individuals of Sauk county, whish 
stated aa. follows; Meg hinge sos gre : :
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; actiong, and much trouble. He said thet suvnposing the ‘ 
: commiseion did adopt a nine-day forked-horn season as 

recommended by the Congrese end supposing there is ea 
i : hard winter this year which would mean a terrific loas i 

of deer and much demage caused by overbrowsing, never- 
theless, he believed the gain made in secenpting the 
recommendation of the Gongreas would more than offset 
the loss, as the commission cexld go to the legislature 
with “clean hands." He said that legislation wag necessary : 
to give the commission the power te' solve the problem deer 5 
areas, He suggested that the same authority be given to oes 
the commission that ie given te a doctor when the ease S 
warrants it. alae is ea 

ie ox ce 
4 Sfter much dissussion, Sonmissioner Smith moved that ba | 

the recommendation of the Congress‘as to the nine-day ; cot 
‘ forked-horn season be adopted, ‘ 

y Tae motion was duly secandsd by Commissioner Aberg. 
Vote: In favor: Commissioner Aberg 

: Gommiseloner Piskinsen 
_ Commisaioner Horeland 

. : : Commissioner Rehr 
Commissioner SaLth cea 

4 Opposed: Commissioner Leopold : 

or Hotion carried, 

A Preceding the finel vote on the motion, Coumhasioner 
Leovold stated that in all probability he waa expressing. 
the opinion of the minority and that he wanted te make 
1% clear that he was pleading fora reduetion of the : 

3 deer herd and a reduction this year, whether 16 be 
: accomplished by reduction by antlerleas season or other= : 

: wise; he, however, favored the antlerless seagon te the : 
department's recommendation to reduce now, Sommiestoner ; 

: Leopold presented his views on the crisis in the deer : 
4 ] policy, as follows: : 3 

4 "fo again postpone the redustion.of the deer herd will - i 
f be, 3 think, the moat important aga far-reaching error x 

ever made by this Gommissioen. i have four reasons for Fed z 
this cpinien, ae oe oo 

a. TP - + 5 oe Ds ; QUE 

‘Wais ssarvation will take place in the back. awampa, 
F and hence will be less offensive than the reduetion by } 

es shooting, Whether we feed or not will not greatly alter | : 
: : the starvation loss, bus we will get rid of $52,000, a ‘ 

‘ and some grain which is needed slsewhere, : a
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: fT want to underlines this impending starvation, and = 
i want my exact worde in the reeerd. The aame publics 
‘which now insiste that we postoone our reéuotion program. 
will ack us, after the starvation te over, why we did 
not foresee 1%. 

al 

"Deer management offers many debatable ovestione on Be 
whieh experts disagree, bat it effers two facts which oe 
have been proved so often ae to be beyond debate: (fe) Bi 

_ . that a Geer range onss allewed to reach the stervation 3 
. point hap little earrying capacity left, and (pb) the a 

recovery of a starved-ous range Leos matter not of che 
years, but.of decades, me 

‘If we again postpone reduction, our some will pay 
: the penalty in the form of scares and under-neurisned ae 

deer, ; 

*fne Congress has at least eome claim to consistency 
in the present crisis, besause it does mot Glain to : 
revreesnt the forestry interest. tha Gomnission, en 

a the other hand, is charged by law with the duty of : 
_adjusting confiieting interests, and this ia suoh a cone 
fliet, only the forestry interest 1s silent. : 

"% Goubt whether this Commission realizes how exoeaae 
: deer gradually pull down the quality ef a Terest. The ; 

/ orocess is so gradual as to be partially invisible to - 
; ue, and wholly invisible to the average citizen, There E 

: will alvays be trees, but under continuous Geer preasure 
the trees will some te be bireh and popple, instead of : 
mine and meple, All are green, and mence ell look alike 

> i to most. peovle, oi aie ert 
: ee al) 

: "thie state is subsidizing foregsry on a large scale. a 
‘These subsidies are oell2a by mang: nemes - stete forests, 22 

: forest crop law, woodlot tax law, sand forest protection, oS 
but they all rest on ons baaic assbmption; That the SALE 

: prowing forest will ultimately pay? back the “loan”, a 
ae How can we consclentiously allew. an overlarge deer herd * 

to convert Large arens of thle growing forest to inferior 
epecien of trees? The only honest rationalisetion is : 

: te say that the public does not see what 1s going on, : 

; Renee £6 Ls Bll upright, : : é 

) : ee ae :
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"But we as Commissioners must eee what 1s going ons S 
; at least we are spending research money in six figurea ee 

: each year to Pind out. It now looke ae if we had failed 
to understand what our ressarch has been telling us. 

"4, Bome statensnts whieh seem to me to be falisoles - 

(a) "A Year's Delay Won't Matter." History shows 
that the Interval between the first aymptom of ; 

' deer irruption and the final catastrophe 2 
seldom exceeds 10 years. Our 10 yeare of grace ...° 

: ; ig half gone, Damage pyramids with each sué- 6 
‘ ceeding year, & year(s delay matters greatly, 2 4 ; Pe 

(b) "Let's Wait tor a Controlled Shooting Law! I ei 
used to say this myself, < nave changed my ae 

: : mind, The lest legislature refused to give 
; us such a law, Are we sure the next one will? 

: if 1% does, will we uae 16? Pennsylvania haa 
3 a controlled shooting law ond does net use it. 

(c) "A Onesdesr Lay will Gver-reduce the Hera." - 
ate Hinnescta hag a one-deer season every alter- Cae 

eo nate year, and her herd is insreaning accord- ; 
ing to Ep, Chester Wilson, Coneervation 
Director, . 

"Of course a cne-deer senson will not reduce . 
oe our herd uniformly, but local over-redustions 

} are less serious than the present general 
overload of Geer, : : 

: neha don't know vhether there are lesa deer, or 
More dser, but our survey of yards shows there 

: ie certainly less food. The state coulda not : 
. possibly carry the 1945 herd for more than a : 

; : few years, To use the 19435 level as a starting 
Sime ce point for bullding poliey le to deny everything i 

es the world has learned.labout deer. tes 124 

"To sum up: this Soumisaion wa created, and wae given = 
: regulatory powers, for the expreés purpose of insuleting ee 

1%, to some degree, from the domifation of fluctuating BUS 
‘ ‘ public opinion, It was hoved thas such a Commission = 
ieee might take the loug view, rather than the short view, ue 

‘ ‘ of censervation problems, | ; 

"f eannot escapes the eonviction that if we fail to 
ie - reduce the deer herd now, we are taking the short view. ‘ 

A The sportemen who now ingiat on delay, will likely insiet, - 
° ( & desede henes, that we should not. have allowed them to 3 

y t 0
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make sc tragic an error, Hy piea ig that we vote on eae 
thie dgeue, not es delegates representing a Gounty, but 

-.ag8 statesmen representing the long view of Biecenain 
as a community." - 

Gommisasioner Absrg stated thet it wae his opinion that 
: the recommendation of the department for a four-day any , 

; deer season under oresent conditions where one cannot : i 

regulate the take in any lesality is going to Go more 
harem than good, The hunter goes intel ereas that are : 
most acceseible; 1% doesn’t follow that the areas that oe ni 

need redustion are most accessible, f% was his opinion ve 
that the repercussions which would come from overshooting ae 

: are not worth the benefits we might Yain by reduction ? 

: in the areas where there is need of ‘reduction, He stated én. 
. thet little constructive legislation?on conservation, if eg 

_ any, was pacged by the legislature tart year. it was 
: his belief that this commiagion should have in ite power, 

to a greater extent than they now have, the authority 

to determine the localities in which definite regulations 

ehould be exercised, He helieved that controlled hunting 
eenld be made effective. & Sy : 

Commissioner Aberg further stated that until we can . 
: ° Limit the take by Limiting the number of Licenses, he 

: wae not in faver of any wide open buck and dee season, 
sre and vas opposed to a four-day season, He atated thas 

. there wae & three-day seagon in 1957 that was the result 
of a seagon fixed by the commission which wae opposed 

; by many people of the state; thet the issue was taken 
- to the governor, and the then governor of Wisconsin 

interferrea for the first and only time in the history : 

of the present conservation act with the Pixing of. a 

; season on the Tish and came with the result that the 
' gommiasion compromised on a threg-day season, probably f 

the moet ineffective and woras season that we have ever 

had. Uf we are going to have a season on buck and doe, ; 
: Commissioner Aberg aaid that he would favor a longer one. 

He further stated that he was not willing to sacrifice 
the many important factors in conservation for a deer 
season thet was eatiefactory only to. the deer management e 

men, He further stated that he weapnot questioning thelr A 

: knowledgs, bus rather thelr renediaa recommendation, it » 

; yae his belief that the whole deer grablem was overestimated oo 

ae & state-wide problem, He soneuried with Commissioner ae 
Emith's opinion that there are meny-yabters in conservation cP 

: whieh are just as impertent-<many, diore important than decor. ~ a 

He steted thas he wae going to support the recommendation 

of the Congress and do ao with full knowledge that he was 

doing what might be beet from the deer wanagement stend= 
+ pOine . : 

re Commissioner Rahy asked whether the motion previously pu 

ae ‘mods ineLuded some of the exceilent recommendations of : ee 

ey the department aa to the matter of shooting along high~ : : 

“ways, closed areaa, and other details. Commiasioner Smith
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stated thet his-moticn did not inglude those items; fie 
that they would heve to be considered seperately. 

: Conmisaioner Dickinsen said that he favered Commissioner 
Smith's motion for the reasene that he felt that it was : 
necessary to keep the support of the public whish they 
had at the present time, He said that he would assume 

: bie share of the reaponsibility in not having the derart- 
ment make ite recommendations before the meeting in June. 

Ne suggeated that thia coming year, each sounty be 
pequecsted to have e citizens committee, appointed by the : 
county Congress representatives, for deer research; thet oA 
the devartment take there citizen committees inte the me 
deer areaz thie winter and together make reoommendationa, © 

: thereby procuring better public relations than we have ? 
had in the past, He evegested also"that from now on ae 
the department make thelr recommend@tions preceding the - pee 
regular county meetings an€ submit them for consideration eee 
to the counties, d : 

Commissioner Rahr etated that many peocle are not 
: ' sufficiently interested and othere do not realize that 

the sommiasion does not have euffielent power ta do the . 
intelligent job thet could be done £f permitted to do : 

. so, He atated that the people still do net realize : 
: . thet it is to their beet interset and the interest of 

the state to get efter the legislature and sse that suen 
péermigsion Le granted, : 

Mr, Burdiek, representing District 1, stated that he 
felt that one of the weaknesses of the departments was 
their coming into a territory to do research work, 
without the knowledge of the county members, and the 

; information thug obtained not being elven cus te the - 
county at the time 1% le procured, He stated that Lt 
wee hie Gpinien that 1? the county committseea vere 

: allowed to work along with the department personnel, i 
greater interest and goad will would be orsated, 

: : Conmissionere Dickinsen and Rehr suggested that a 
: Piveeman public relation committee would be an advis- 

eble adjunct to the present setup, : 
Closed areas in regard to the hunting season were 

; Giscuased by the commission and ths council members, Be 

‘ Mp, Nickel; of District 2, stated thet his distriot se 
on wee Opposed to putting an order on She books shat they ea 

felt the wardens could not enforced; Mr. Hemp of District & oS 
‘ : reported that Clark eounty opposed “he two hundred-foos es 

- 9.  : vpeatriction, Vilas county Cavored Slozed areas around achools, ~~ 
: recreational arees, and thickly von@lated areas, Gommissionsrg i4 ~ 
eegeah aan Smith and Horeland expressed their opinions in favor of ‘ 

the two hundred foot reetriction aa they stated it would 
be a safety measure ae hunters would not be vermitted te 
hunt deer from the highway, Mr. Hix reported thas his 

- Gistrict was Tully in secorad with the: recommendations : . 
; ‘of the departuent regarding the two hundred foot restric- es 

a tions, however, he stated that oftentimes 1% is impossible
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- $0 determine the proximity of the road when cne is in the & + 
woods, He further, stated that the regulation may cause 

the arrest of many innocent individusis, Ur. Alemme of 
: District 7? said that his Gistrict favored the highway 

peatriction for shooting, bub was opposed to have to 
: stop hunting after individuals had their deer. In his 

: opinion, one hundred feet from the highway would be : 
: ample @istance, Mr, Wilsie suggasted that there be no i 

. hunting from any federal, state, or county highways, 
Mr, Felmer of District 4 suggested having a restrietion 

: whieh would prohibit shooting acroSe the highways. The c 
prohibiting of sheoting within 160 er 200 paces, instead > 

of 200 feet, was also discussed. Mr. Burdick of District 1 7 
etated that he was not in favor of the two hundred foot 3 

5 regulation in regerd to bow and afrow hunting, as groups a 
of these hunters often meet on the highway and generally et 

; have a shooting match in the evening. 5 sae 

It wae moved by Commissioner Mcreland that there shall 
be mo open season for any species of wildlife within 

: two Rundred feet of the center line of federal, atate, 
or county highwaye duping the 1947 gun seasen tor Geer. 

The motion was duly seconded by Voamissioner Bmith. 
When put to a vote, motion was carried unanimeusly. ay 

: : the open season for rifle, slug, and bow end arrow . 
: was discussed by the commigsion end the souneil members, 

Hy, Robingon, Shie? Varden, stated that Columbia county — 
had requested an open season for slug and bow ana arrow. 

: He stated that the deer hunters wanted rifles, whereas 
the farmers did not. Representatives of Sauk county 
stated thet they did not want an open season if they ; 
had shot gune, and 1t was Commissioner Aberg's opinion 
that Sauk county could not stend a rifle season. Towa 

; sounty voted in fever of the shotgun and slug season. i : 
Commissioner Leopold stated that he was well eequainted P 

: with Seuk and Columbia counties, and that the slug and 
; f snot gun season would be the utmoat that those counties 

sould atand, that if they go over to rifles, 1t would be 
ruinous. ~<. a Se, ’ : ‘ 

; ce tg 
Gommissicner Rahr moved that the countlea of Yauk, Bs 

mye Solunbia, Towa, Richland, end Grant be open for shot =. 
gan and slug only end that ali isiends in the Wisconsin ae 
river from the north line of Saukaand Columbia counties - Le 
down atream to the mouth of the river be closed to kee 

: ‘. deer bunting, September 28 to November 11, : ne 
The motion wac duly seconded by Commissloner Leopold. : 
When put. ¢¢ a votes, motion was carried unanimously. 

Mr, Grimmer, Suverintendent, of Game Kanagement, disnlayed a 
: . @ Map showing the areas in regard to the bow and arrow eit 

season, He atated that Door, Shavanc, Marquette, and :
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; Green Lake gounti¢s had asked to remain cut cf the caw eae 
and eprow season end that the devartment vas willing 
to go.along with their requests. 

it woe Mr, Nilsie’s (District 2) opinion that Shawano 
county wes not any more opposed.to the bow and arrow 
#eag0n then was Vilas county, He atated thet Vilas : 
county would favor the bow and arrow season if certain ; 

: reguiatione were imposed, such as regulating the hours—- 
: Making the cloaing Horr four o'clock in the afterncon-- : 

and getting the bew hunters off the highways, He said 
; $hat his sounty opposed the attitude ef the bow and = 

arrow hunters, Hr. Nickel of District 2 stated that ae 
there are a number of archers in Eagle River who are eae, 

\ vitally interested in the bow and:arrow season. oo} 
Nr, Burdiok of District 1 spel. ‘Aln behalf of the pet 

: bow and arrow sportsmen, Ke state). thes bow and errow : nee 
‘ : hunters as @ rule were good sportenen, although there 2a 

. fray De a few amateur ones who would violate the laws. es 
: I¢ wag his opinion thet the four o'clock closing hour 

was too early, as the bow hunters often wait on feeding 
flelds in the woods, He suggested that a cloaing hour 
of a half hour before sunset would be more. faverable 
than the four o'cicek closing hour, as that would ebill 
give the hunter an opportunity to get any deer. which i 
were wounded, He further stated that even though the 

: bow and arrow season extended over «2 longer period of 
time than the gun season, nevertheless, most bow and 
arrow huntere huni on Saturdays only or after working 
heurs if they live within a radius of three or four ‘ 

: : miles to a hunting eres, 
Commiasioner Aberg and Ur, Nickel, of District 2 agreed 

that the closing hour of a half hour before sunset 
would be a good rifle regulation alao, 

‘ Ur, Giese of District $ stated thet Green Lake county 
apposed the bow and arrow hunters because of the damage - 

: caused by trespagaing on the farina. 

; : Sfter much discuasion, Commissioner Bahr moved that a 
the bow and arrow shooting ceace a half hour before 
sunsét, and in order te ayold abuses to regulations, ee 
that no shooting be permitted withbow and arrow withia te 
tue hundred feet of the center lige of federal, state, De 

ate or county Righvays during the 1948 bow and arrow season, = 
September 28 ta November 1i, = : a 

: The motion was duly senonded byitiommissionser Leorold. ec 
When put te a vote, motion vas ghrried unanimouely. oy 

: Commissioner Rahr moved that Merquette and Shevano 
counties be included in the bow and arrow season, but 
that Door and Green Lake counties be exoluded, : 

: The motion waa duly sesonded hy Cammissigner Aberg, ie 
: when put te a vote, motion was garried unanimously. cee
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Wieconein Coneervation Commission — - : 

The reguler meeting of the Gonserystion Gommisaion was 
held Tuesdey, Avril 8, 1947, 1n the departmental conference 
roon, State Office Euilding, Medieon 2, Wisconein. 

SCs The meeting was celled to order at 9:41 a.m. by Mr. : 
i Chas. F, Smith, Chairman. ; : 

: Present: Commissioner Chas. F. Smith, Cheirmean i : : 
Commiseioner J. O. Morelands' Secretary es 

‘ ; Commissioner Wm. J. P. Aberg ‘> 
Commissioner V. L. Dickinsen : aon 

: - Commieetoner Aldo Leonold ‘ : Gea e! 
4 x : ey . 

Me Abeent! Commissioner G. R. Rehr 2 : fol 5 
+ © ae 

Devartmental. rersonnel rresent! Mr. Vanderwall, Director: ny 
Mr. Swift, Assistant Director; Mre. Vallely, who a 

; rerorted the meeting for the Secretary; and. the 
following divieion chiefs and other versonnel for 
either all or vert of the meeting: Mr. Alexender, 
Surerintendent of Recreatio®tel Publicity? Mr. : 
Grimmer, Sunerintendent of Game Management; Hr.’ ae 
Eedlend, Chief Yarden; Mr. Harrington, Suverin- i 

: tendent of FPorerte and Parks; Mr. LeMay, Ghie? i 
Forest Rangers’ Dr. Schneberger, Sunerintendent 

: of Fish Management: Mr: Wilson, Suverintendent 
of Coonerative Forestry; end Mr. Baxter, in charge 

: of License Section; Dr. Buss, Chief of Gene 
Research; Mr. Calhoun, Sunervieor of Education; : 
Mr. Jog. P. Gorbin, of the Refuges and Public i 
Hunting Grounda Section; Mr. Cramer, Acting Suner- 

: visor of Refuges and Public Hunting Grounds; Mr. 
; Gurren, cf the Refuges end Public Hunting Grounds 

ce : Section; Mr. Deerwester, of the Refuges end Publis 
Hunting Grounds Section; Mr. Dye, Suvervisor of 

: Rough Fish Gontrol; Nr. Erdlitz, of the Forest : 
; 5 Crov Section, Cooperstive Forestry Division; Mr. 

. Field, Suvervisor of Game and Fur farms; Mr. Ivan 
Haceler, Forester, Minocqua; Mr. Hein, Suvervisor oe 
of Public Reletione; Mr. Keminski, Aseietant Se 

: Couneel; Mr. O'Donnell, Ghisr Biologist; Mr. Natt 2 > 
: Petterson, Sunervieor of Gieat Lekes Commercial ee, 

Fishing, Sturgeon Bay; Mr. iRease, Suvervisor of ~ GRE 
Visual Aids; Nr. Scott, Sunsrvisor of Coonerative ae 

: : Geme Menagement: Mr. A. H. “Smith, Legel Counsel; 8 
: _ Hr. Clyde Smith, State Forest Sunervisor, Camp- 

: bellanort; end Mr. Syrecher, Ageistant Suverin= 
: Z tendent of Fish Management.



“fs etQrosed construction of Dairyland Power Goonerative 
den = Plembesu River. (item &, Minutes of Executive 
weseion, January 14, 197) 

‘ Arvearence of a delegation from. Rusk county. : 

Bae : Minutee, Avril 8, 1947--20 i 

The Chairman announced that a Gelegetion from Ladysmith 
: and edjscent areas wae present and invited those who wished -. 

: to gsnerek to do ¢o at thie time. 
, Hy. W. d. Christman of Tony, Wiseongin, the first 

snenker, rresented the. subject of the vronesed dam from : 
: a loesl resident's viewnoint. Ueing a man, he showed fe 

the. location of the rroroged dam, the surrounding agri- = 
cultural area, and the outline of the Flembssu State 7 
Forest, and stated thet the proroged dem is anproximately 2 

ie eight miles below the southern bowder of the Forest. The en 
dam which the Dairyland Power Gooserative wae vlanning. ae 

( on building would be Locsted between two vresent dans canes 
. owned by the Lake Sunerior District Power Company. In’ : 

‘ hia opinion, there would be very little destruction of 
} naturel scenie river waters if thin construction vere 

i nermitted, and he d3d not believe it would interfere 
with canocoists. Pseornle who make the canoe trin usvelly : 

; start around Pifield and go down Stream about fifty miles 
: through natural scenic watere, which flow through the ; 

Flambeau State Forest, then take out at Big Falig Den. 
Very few canoeiste go as far es Ledyamith. In his opinion 

: . the fifty miles, above described, is the ideal seotion 
: for the canceist and ehould be maintrined as euch. In 

; the area of the wronosed dam, he etated thet there is . 
very little natural forest, as the country is mainly 

ae egricultural. The neorle of Rusk county favor the build- 
ing of the dam by more then a nine te one vote. 

Questions in regard to the locetion of the various dans 
; in relation to the State Forest and the vronosed dan were 

agked by the Chairman, and eetimated distances given by 

‘ Mr. Christman. If the wronosed dam were to be built, ; 
Mr. Christman added thet he believed that fishing would 

: : be enhencéd. Using a man, he rointed out the area where 
: an artificial lake could be develorned, which would aid 

in develoring the county end thereby reduce county taxes. peo 
With reference to ornogition tothe dam, Attorney 429 

Norris Maloney, Madleon, stated thet the Leke Sunerior Be 
ae Dietrict Power Comnany objected, shen the enrliesticon 2s 

q was first entered, to the fect thet the dem would be pact 
used es a peaking nisnt, but after that wes “ironed out," ALS 
they indieated thet they would withdray their objection. Pee. 

. Mr. Glenn Bell, attorney for the nower company, had om 
indicated that if the coonsrative waa to onerate on a 
river run basis then they would have no objection to the 

construction of the dam. The R.b.A, has agreed to that 
-. din their anvlication and there is under discussion with : 

the Lake Superior Distrlet Fower Gomnany the feasibility eR sea 
es ' of constructing a regulating dam less than a mile below : 

5 the vronosed nower dam to control the flow of water. I1% 
: dea distinctly understood end agreed to by the R.B.A. that 

- the coneatruction of the dam will not interfere with the 
’. Ladysmith dam. : ee : : 

d - Gommissioner Moreland inoulred es to the roasibility 
: . of wnurochasing newer from the rresent power comranies. —
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‘ 4&ccording to Mr. Christman, the cost wonld be far greater,” .* 
and at the present time, there is no utility company that 

i can render the eervioe needed in Berron county. The present 
offer of the Loke Sunericr District Power Gommany to furnish 
300 kilowatts, which could only be increased if edditionalL 
building were done, would: not berin to f4i11 the needg. 

Nemee cf the varioua orgenizeaticns and clube which had 
fone on record as favoring the rroject were then given 

; by Attorney Norrie Maloney. : 
‘ : With reference to the vronosed gonstructicn of dama : 

‘ on the Chinrewa and at Ojibwa, Attorney Maloney en id A 
: _ thet he knew of no other plens on the part of the R.E.A. 2a 

to construct e dam in that territory. He, however, stated 6 
thet if construction of this one;4e denied thet the é 2 
coonerative would look for anothdr source of vover. ean! 

When questioned by Commissionen Aberg as to his knowl- ans 
_ * edge of nlans of vrivate utilities for the construction Pe 

‘ of dems, Mr, Meloney said thet 4t wee hie understend- 
; ing thet the Lake Suverior District Power Commany is con- 

: Sidering the construction of a dam in the State Forest. : : As the Flembeau River State Forest is controlled by the 
: 4 stete, Commissioner Aberg contended that it would be i 

immoesible for the Lake Superior “Power Company to @evelop e 
: a dam there, as they eannot condemn against the state. 

Attorney Maloney stated that he would heve been glad 
" to have received that informetion before. He had asked 

Mr. Tulene, Assistent Attorney Generel, for information 
i as to what land they did not hove the flowage rights for, 

and thet information was refused him. At this point, sate 
Dr. Sehneberger stated that recorda had. been offered to 

y Attorney Maloney at Ladyemith. | : ; 
Commissioner Aberg then announced for the benefit of ; 

; those nresent, thet all such deeds and information are 
i ' wublic records and are available for anyone: they are 

available now and always have been. 
s The Chairman then informed Attorney Maloney that there 

may heve been e misunderstanding in regard to use of the j 
public records, but that the integrity of no one was be- 

: ing questioned. : 
Briefly, the Chairman steted that a request hed been 5 ee 

: made by the citizens of Rusk coulity that the Commission — a) 
. reconsider the matter with a vie®of withdrawing ite & 

ae onposition to the construction of the dam, ; ees 

It was the sense of the Commission thet the meeting ge 
adjourn and that the matter be again considered at the aes 

‘ ‘ afternoon session. ' vue i : y 

: The meeting adjourned at 12:58 a.m. and reconvened : 
j 2 7 8he2t 30. p.m. ae : ; : e
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. Resuming the @iscuesion, the Chairman called on Mr, ies 
; Swift, Aesistent Director, to present the devartment!s 

: Viewnoint. on the subject. Mr. Swift stated thet when 
the matter of the Plambesu dam was brought before the 
Commission, the department recommended that. the construc- 

; tion of the dam be oppesed, not from the standvoint thet 
ae _ it wee a R.A. Gam, but the depertment wea onsosed to 

: any further develormente on that river. They took that 
: noeition because the number of rivera in the etete of 

Wisconsin.are diminiehing, are sdereaging, and there are Bae: 
only certain segments of rivers Left any vlace in the i= 
state thet have those advanteges. He further atated ae 
that in the Congervetion Denertment, over a veriad of s 

; yeare, he, personally, hes attemted to keep the Flambeau eC 
i a wilderness ares without bridges or dams across the fo: 

river, and it is their thought aha hig conviction that ae 
; 4 there ought to be suitable areas left in the state of 5 

Wisconsin from the etandnoint of canoe ereas. The depart- 
: ; ment Gid not feel thet the state necessarily had to be 

'8 rivarlen owner in view of the fect thet the lskee end : 
rivers are essentially the proverty of the pneorle then- : 
selves. The devartment appreciates that the matter ariaes 

: : from an economical and recreational atandroint. Recreation - 
wroduces revenue that peorle live on. If we keen biting 

: .off the edges. and keep giving ell the time, there will 
: soon be nothing left to give, nothing of that netere or 

"any other nature. ; j 
: For that reason, Nr. Swift stated thet the denartuent 

: recommended opnosition to the dam--not from the standroins 
pee of who wanted to build it, or who was going to build it. 

The department took the same noaition on Big Potato and 
the St. Croix river=-they opnosed the sonstruction of the 

‘ dams from the stendroint of recreation and seenis boauty. ° 
; : Dr. Schneberger, Superintendent of Fish Management, wae ; 

- then called on for additicnsl comments on the éenertment's - 
; ; position. He atated that Mr. Swift had expressed the > 

j devertment's position exactly and correctly, and added 
. that 1% is always gaid that there are other parte of this 

river and thet there are other rivers. thet ean be devoted 
sacs : to. fish, wildlife, and recreation. However, 4f exceptions an 

; are continually mede and if thesbuilding of dams is son- ! 
tinued, there soon will be nothfig left. The whole nation % | 

mea - 48 confronted with en immenge eount of dam building on oS 
: : rivers, such ag, the Colusble, fhe Miseisaippi, and the ee 

i Hissouri. The whole country iscbesteged for, some reagon ee 
or another. There ie great inténsity to try to industrializes 

Su the streams. It is oft>n said, "Why not dedicate thig 
river te us; there are other rivers." Dr. Sohneberger 

i wondered 1f it is the sense of the country not to have 
some free flowing streame left. From the standroint of ‘ 

; .. Quiet. bodies of waters, the stete has many lakes and ie 
: : : Tlowagea; hovever, the list of atreama is gradually being : 

i : utilized. ; 

: It. was then moved by Commissioner Leonold that the Gom- 
é mission atand by ite former position. —
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i Commissioner Aberg ateted that he war going to second i 
the motion to nermit the, members cf the Commission to 
vote on the question. Ne had refrained from ecting, 

: aneaking, or voting on the issue when it was nrecented : 
ay at the Jonusry meeting. He further stated that his : 

recerd for the nast twenty-five yeare or more and as a 

: : member.of the Commission, hea been to do everything a 
: roesible to rrotect rublic velues--not because he did 

“ net recognize economic, values. Economic values are 
‘reccenized in the raver mili field, If the lswa on the ; 

i book were enforced, there would fiét be e naver mill ~ sat 
overating because of vollution. Recognition is given, se 

: however, to the fact thet the induatry provides work for of 
the public: it involves the enol oyment of hundrede of 2 
neorle and the exnenditure of miltione cf dollare. én” 
Netichally, nollution is one of the worrt menaces to ens 
yublic values in streams and watere. It 1s suggerted in : . 

' the legislation rnending in Congress thet some streame i | 
be Gediceted te economic use and seme be dedicated to 
nollution. Seme cf the streams ere so.fer gone thet no 
tian living would live to see them restored. Not enough 
attenticn 19 given to nublic velugs. The Commission 
advocates clean streams, cleen water, and cleen Jakes. ; ‘ 
Conmiseioner Aberg steted thet he wes one who fought Ri 

: -for a lav in this etate and helped to dreft it to require 
the nublic service commission to give weight to rublic j 
velues and recrertional velues in determining whether a 

: stream enould be used for nower nurposees. Peonle who 
/are onrosed to this law went it renealed--they are fight- 
ing it.° They want the public eatream used for a vrivate 
or econonic enterrrice. Thet Tew was naseced and sn.attemnt - 

: is now being msde te reneal it. A hearing is being held 
on it today. The reason for wanting it rerealed is because 

: : in thie democrsey of ours, neonle become hyeterical at | 
times, and lose the long-range view entirely--lose the 

eis objective beyond the horizon, and stop at nothing to 
d accommlich the result which le immediately before their 

: eyes. : 
: Legisintion for forest fire rroetection was brought 

about because there were, and are, neonie in the state ee 
-who ere willing to look beyond the horizon. Commissioner a 
Aberg etsted that he igs still oneiwhe is willing to do 2 
that. ie Bg 

, Attention wee celled to the DuBsy enternrise, involv- ee 
: ing en exrenditure of fifteen to “Sighteen million dollars. a 

4 This nroject wes studied and it wae recognized that the a 
: : economic velues were naramount. .The sresa and espects ‘ 

irvolved were evch that no onrosition was raised. Z 
Frankly, he stated, the vrejest under consideretion is 

in en aree where the economical values and the recreational 
: values are closely allied and rether evenly balanced, and ee 

.°' 4% might be decided one way or another. He recognized : : 
ae: the area ae one where there 1a imrertant agricultural : 

; develorment, but was not resdy to eay thet there develop~ 

mente are more important. The nrinciple involved in the ‘ e
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history of the Commission in its endervor to protect Sire 
¢ vublic develovments is jJuet ea innortant as the develope 

ment provosed. When the Northweat Ordinance wag edopted 
in 1787, one of the long-time and fsr-reaching proviatlons 
in 1% was thet all the rivers and atreams, navigable, and 
the carrying vlecea between them should be forever free 
fo the public. Thie decree has been violated by the . 
courte et times, by circumventing the intent of the 

é : freners of the Ordinance, eaying it wag only thoee carry- 
: ing places thet were then in use. These fremers were : 

people whe saw the future of this-s'erritory and wanted, pe 
: among all thinge, that the waters end streams be forever is 

free end onen to the public. Thet Ordinance 1s violated - oe 
every time » Gem is. bullt acress.a stream. Dams sre bs 
eeld to be built in the aid of nevigetion. 3 ey 

i Thie Commigeton in cerrying out Ate volicy, running back boy 
for decades, waa inatruoted to nretent to the vublic a 
service commission ite views with respect to rublic values, 
fisheries, and releted items. Thies was done. Ag. to the 
fichery vart, Oommissioner Aberg believed thst on the 

: whole impoundments with various levels are ruineus to 
; fishing, whereae, iimnoundments remeining level favor 

“fishing vossibilities. 
a ey fhe Commissionera are now confronted with making a : 

decision in light of what has been vresented, the desires 
-of the community involved, as to whether the economic 

Me aenects are more imrortent than the recrestional aspectea. 
Commissioner Aberg stated thet he was not resdy to say 

; that the economics asnecte were more imoortente that he 
was not going to vote on it, so that his motives would 

“not be challenged. Frankly stating, the economic. aspects : 
mey be more important and if they are so recognized hy en 

. the Gommiseion by vote, Commissioner Aberg stated that 
. he honed 1¢ would not mean that the Commission isto lose, 

: forfeit, or throw away ite duty end right to protect 
public velues in the state. He had heard of several dams 

i) that were vronosed, and thet would come before the Some ; 
miseion. If these Gama are vronosed by some private 
utility, it was Commissioner Aberg's ovinion that the 

: Commiasion's onrosition to them will be cheered; if they 
: : are prorosed by some organizetion:as 1s now involved, Ld 

: the Commission will be condemned for their opposition; ) Sp 
; in other words, the nrojecte are wot viewed in the light ~~ =. 

of thelr merit, but by the groun thet is beck of then. - woe 
: i Ag far aa the wublic is concerned,;a dam by the R.U.A., ; oer 

8 public service power comnany, ths Northern States Power Be, 
: Commany, all look alike end ell dé the seme to the river. 32 

sata Reviewing his stend, Gommiseioner Aberg steted that he 
: wae not voting on the quéstion--not thet he did not have 

convictions, as hia sonvictions have always been to 
nroteet the oublisc. Ne has always refrained from taking : 
getion which is harmful to any velue in conservetion ee 

“mattere in general, and not because his firm hae a dam : 
ai above this ‘one. When the dam above wea installed, there — é
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2s, vag no nrevision in the law for the public eervice come : 
: Migseion to refuse s permit under such circumetances ag 

; this, but thet time hae vassed. 
: Agreement as to the importence of the matter and ite _ 

: fer-resching nosgibillities wes exoreaesed by Commiceioner 
Smith, who steted that very deer eangideration should he 
given the matter. In stating his vosition on the vote 
which he intended to make, he said that he thought thet 
the denartmont was entirely justified in taking the ; 
rosition which they did in onnosing the construction of it 
the dem, because at the January méeting of the Commission, es 

; the Commigeaioners voted, and he voted along with then, - s 
j to authorize the department to ovnose the dam. He fa 

eteted that he osne from the northern part of the state sea 
where the feeling nreviously expressed by Mr. Christman | bo! 

: . 1s justified by the surroundings More than in other nlaces. sie 
Ree Sines the Jannary meéting, he had learned several frets i 

that he hed not rreviouely known; namely, that the sentie 
ment of the majority of the peovle in that vicinity 1s 
in fevor of the construction of the provesed dam, ag was 

: rerorted earlier in the dey; that city councils, county : 
ma : boards, and fish end game clube throughout thet territory: 

had voted overwhelmingly in favor of the installation of cea 
thet dam; that the vronosed dam was to be located about 
elgbt miles or so below the southern border line of the 
FPlambesu River State Forest; elso, that there is no 

. reasonable probability of any dem being established within 
i . the borders of the Flambeau River State Forest. It waa . 

; his belief that the neorle in thet section are just es nie 
much interested in nublie recrestion as the people in any - 
other pert of the state. In weighing the metter as to 

; whether the economic advantage of the provosed dam may ee 
outweigh any voasible demage to that etresm, he agreed 

: . with Commissioner Aberg that 1% vase a debatable question, 
; and. thet he wes not in a vosition to say whether the 

economic advantages would outweigh the recreationel 
sdventeges of the stream. In view of thot fact, he aia 
not feel that economics. nrogress should be. obstructed 

es unlees one is satiePied that economic nrogrece will be 
-outvelghed by damage done to the .atream. The conclusion ° bs 

. reeched wea thet he did not believe that the demage to 5 st 
i the stream would be ee greet as the economic vhase. He, =. 
_.. ~ therefore, atated that he was going to recall his former oe 

rogsition taken at the Janvuery megting, that of oprosing 3 Gis 
‘tho construction of the dan. = ae 3. 

Commissioner Leoncld stated thet if each oceasion of 3Q 
; a vronosed dem is satisfied in the light that uncertain 

se economic values of that dam exceed the recrestional 
- values, the stete would end un with no free running 

rivers. With reference to this rarticular develonment, ; 
: he eatatsd that most neorle recognize that we are facing : 

: A cese of local interest versue vublio interest. From - :
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- the standroint of local intereet alone, the dam is ; ane 
: justified. Commigeioner Leopold told of having hed the 

gocd fortune of becoming acquainted with some of the 
lesdere of the R.&.A. and found them to be genuine people 
end he had the highest resoect for them, but the aveation 
as to whether the interests of the locrl farmers should 
take nrecedence over the genernl conservation and reoréa- 
tional interests of the state, wee one which he believed 

% should be. decided in favor. of the conservation Interests. 
i The Gommigeloners ere the custodians of the state's : 

natural résources; hence, he felt aubligeted to maintain soa 
the original rosition, thet of eppesing the construction is 

ats of the dam. : fo 

: fhe motion vreviously made by Golumicetener Leonold that &A 
_the Commission stand by ite former? roeition wee duly . asec 

: seconded by Commlesioner Aberg. 
Vote: In favor: Commissioner Leovold 

Onroded: Gommigsioner Dickingen : : 
Gommiseioner Smith 

“ € e. : a 

; Not voting: Commissioner. Aberg s 
Conmissioner Norsland | 

. Motion lost. 

; Commiseilener Dickineen expressed his oprosition te the 
motion on the grounds thet the location of the wreposed © : 
dam le below the wresent dam where the @amege hag elready . 
been done. He also stated that this rural sree ia greatly — 
in need of power et the wrerent time. : . 

fa it wee Commicaioner Aberg'a interoretetion that no : 

further action by the Commission on this subject was - 
neceseary; and subseauently, the Chairman announced d 
that this also wae the sense of the Commission: and 

: instructed the department to teke no further stena for 
” : or againat the conetructicn cf the Dairyland Power Coopera- 

tive dam. oy ne t. 
fe ae 5 a 

"13. Pronoeed Cox Hollow nroject - Lows: county. (Item 11, . 2 
: Apri] 8, 1947, agenda) (Item 17,{linutes ef Merch 11, aos 

_ 1987) ae - as 
Apnearanee of delegation from Iva’ county. See ee 
In commitance with 9» reguest meade by the Commiagsion at 5 

cen fits Merch 11, 1947, meeting, further investigations and : 
atudies were mede by the devartment and a renort on the ; 

2 pronosed land acauisition and dam construction. project. 
wes sent to the Commigsionere nrior to the meeting. : 

: Mr. Cramer, Acting Surervisor of Refuces and Publis . 
; Hunting Grounds, wae callea& woon to vreesent the deta : ie 

: vertaining to a croposed land aequisition and dam scone : 
: struction projeot in Towa county, Sections 10 end Li,- 

fornshin 6 North, Range 3 East, about four miles northeast
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of Dodgeville. Nr. Cremer atated thet in the oninion ae 
of the department this vwroeject erenosel should be ocn~ 

; aidered not merely on its own merits, but in relation 
to the over-all public hunting grounds program and in 
tts relationship to the derertment's total fineanolal 
posaibilitios end obligations. @he vlan is to create 

: a pond on land known ae Gox Hollew and to acquire adjoin- 
ing lands considered of high value because of their 
scenic aenects. Mr. Cramer stated thet the site is . ; 
ecenloally very attractive, end would make an excellent. ; 

.setting for a pond. It would be Anitable ac a park site. ee 
; An estimated itemized cost renort covering the con- es 

: etruction of a dyke 800 feet long and containing 13,719 & 
Pe cubic yards of earth and of a epiilway sontaining 300 Poe 

_ gubie yerde of concrete was given by Ur. Cramer, who én. 
atated thet the total estimsetsd e@st of this construction ees 
would be $18,247. Yo this estimate would have to be tec 
added the cost of the acquisition of the privately-owned 
lands needed for the carrying out of the vrejeet, which hey 
aooording to the epvraiser's repert would amount to 

. $7,575, making a total of $25,822. This detsiled report 
wea sent to the Commissioners prier to the meeting. Hr. 

ae Cramer felt thet the estimate given on the construction 2 
of the right of way would be inguffielient to improve 1% 
#0 1% would be useful in all kinds of weether.. . 

' In enumerating the various vercela of land preposed 
: for aeguigition, Hr. Cramer informed thé Commission that 

Towa county hed asreed to Gonate 160.5 acres. The ‘ 
remaining lande to be acquired and the vrices asked are 

- g@ followa: 120 aeres from L. Es Gruenwald, coat $5,400; 
4O rperee from damen Mitehell, cost $1)800; and 5 acres 
from Wm. Cutler, cost $375; totel nersage 325.5; total 
lend cost $7,575. The dam site ig to be located.on the 

: ; jana now owned. by the oounty. : ‘ 
/ ' Although the department recognized thet. the tract under ; 

at consideration would make a ecenlcally attractive setting 
: for a nond;: nevertheless, Mr. Cramer stated, it is felt y 

thet the creation cf a sixty-eight ecre cond with acguisi- 
tion of the surrounding land et a cost of $25,822 or more, . 

. eS wad. .out of pronortion with the benefits to be derived Fu, 
: therefrom. The program would elas: invelve serious roeponei- sa 

; : bilities for maintenance and possrble damage claims because = 
-of ssepage, washouts, withholding-ef water, and other oS 

; . gimtlar obstacles. : : ee erie 
i Considering the program as a whhle, Mr. Gramer stated S 

; thet in the ovinion of the depart@ent it would be nore 5° 
edvigeble thet it exvend ite efforts in acquiring owner- i 

ehin or accese to naturel hunting end fishing grounds Me 

: thet woul@ not. require such extensive improvements. If 

; : 4% would be imvossible to find a more acsanbable project, 

after an exploration of the adjacent eress,. the Cox : 

: - Hellow projest might again be conaidered. The statua : :
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of the public hunting grounds finances should be considersd — 
. also with reference to the project. If a number of expan- 

sive deus were bullt, funde might be lecking for the lease 
ing or purchasing of desirable lands. 

. the Chairman iuquired as to whether any other areas in 
the vicinity had been exniered where 1% would be posealble 
to geoure a trest under more frvoreble cenditions. An 
erea near Argyle was suggested by Hr. Cramer. Investiga- 
tions on thie elite, however, are incomplete. 

Commissioner Aberg inquired as to the usability of the ‘ 
Cox Hollow aroa ag s tigretory bi7a haven, breeding, or au 
reating place, or itd availability from the etendpoint ae 

; of a fishing area or e looal vark. . Ur. Gramer indicated — f 
: thet it would not. serve as a mignitory waterfowl aroa, 2 

ie but thet 4% would be suitable foria locel park meinly. ia 
. He added thet Dr. Schneberger had?suggested 1¢ might be ae 

: suiteble for the planting of baas, sunfish, or bluegilis. Gees 
ites availability from the standpoint of a fishing area, i 
according to the Chairman, would be subjest to qualifice- : 

‘ tions. If fish were planted there and lived, 1% would . : 
: be usable for thet purpose. The cost of the project per 

acre of lake water would be consigered prohibitive in 
: : northern Wigoonsin, where such aereages are plentiful, . 

wherees in southwestern Wigconsin, due to the searcity, 
the area would heve to be judged on a different basis. 

( Commiesioner Dickinsen inquired as to what projecta 
. were boing contemolated by. the devartment in areas where 

there are no lakes, such as the one in Towa county, and 
‘ : - wes informed that there were none. Discussion then ensued 

- 4n regard to the various vrojects throughout the state : 
thet hed been considered. ; a 

: fhe nroblem of silting was diacuesed by Commissioner 
Leorold, who atated. that the permanence of the invest- ‘ 

: ment in this osee might be agsured if there were brakes 
: ae thet would protest the watershed end keep the rronosed 

ei ‘lake from silting. Mr. Cramer agreed ag to the imnortance 
co ae : of the nroblem, end read a atatement by State Geologist 

, Bean to the effect thet silting of the rroprosed reservoir 
“should not be ravid.* : 

f Attorney George J. Lerke, Dedgeville, acting as stalea= 2. 

; man for the Iowa county delegatiah, presented their a 
. reaueet for the conatruction of fie Geox Hollow project, - ae 

and emphasized their lack of lake or water fecilities, a 
; _ . atating that whenever access to. a:lake is wanted, 1% is ee: 

necessary to go to Madison or Devykl'a lake. Using a map, So 
; he located the nronosed arsa, the highvays used in getting 39 

one ‘ to the vlace, the tracta thet would be included in the 
project, and the various tynes of soil soverage. With 
reference to the estimated coet ag nresented by the denart- 
ment, Attorney Larke stated that althcugh the cost is Ris 

: rather high, thet from the standpoint of desirability, a 
i ' beauty, songservetion, and need, 1% could be fully justified. Rs 

Fe - He stated that the neonvle whom he represented felt that 
something shovld be done in southwestern Wieconsin and he :
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Bnei see knew of no other place that would be as suitable as the i 
one now being considered: hovever, 4f a more suitable 

‘ eite in the vielnity could be found, he believed 4% would 

rageive favorable consideration from the Lowa sounty i 
residente. fhe neonle who will benefit from this project 
wlll te the peonle in Wisoansin Living in the eurrovunding =, 
territory, and the project will not be develoned for Tinan« 
elel gein to draw tovrists from ous of the state as ara 
40 mony orajects of thie nature. : f 

Senator Helvin <d. Olsen, renresdnting Green, Towa, and ; 
3 Lafeyette counties, aonoared in behalf af the project, = 

stating that his district has seldom come to the Commise * 
sion with a request, but that they feel thie cone to he a eee 
vorthy cause and hone that favorieie congidersticn will ee 

- be given it. ; Oh ‘ Gea 
. Mr. KR. O. Raloh, chairman of the Towa county Joint NC eae 

Committee on Fark Development, expressed the interest of 
: himself ana the board in the wrovesed projest, and atated - 

thet the board would be glad to cooperate with the, stete : 
in the hevg that a worthewhile develonment will reault. : 

; Xf sedimentetion should become a vroblen, legal measures 
: . could be taken to vrotest the erdn from excessive erosion. . 

; Commissioner Leorcld stated that twenty or thirty counties : 
; ‘ head soi] conservation authority, but thet this was the 

fivet inetance in histery thet he Kner of anrhody ezercis= 
ing 1%. . : : 

: Next to appear on the voregrem vea Assemblyman Robert 
: NeGutchin, Jowa county, who briefiy exoressed the intereet 

of his county in the project. Hr. BE. 7. Monday, ‘Dedgeville, 
'gtated that even though 1% was necessary to exrend 925,000 ; 
or more on ¢he Cox Hollow project; he Dalileved the expendi= 
ture would be. well worth whil». Mr. George dd. Harris, : 

- Dodgevilie, representing the fowa Scenie and Good Roadz : 
‘ Association, and a member of the Southwestern Wisconsin 

: Scenio Assosiation, expleined a booklet published by fowa 
county to edvertisa and dvaw interested people to that — 
section, but regretted the fact that they had po lake to. 

: advertises. He believed that if a lake were constructed, 
: 4% would attrect many peorle. ee: 

Speaking 4n behalf of the farmers of the community, the a 
i: i haga ioe a n SS he CErre £ i ( so-anlled “forgotten men," who e@é the taxpayers, Mr. 3. a 

; Hicks, Podgeville, asked thet soite recreation be afforded > . 
‘them in the vicinity, so that efter a period of hard labor yes 
ang with very limited time, i¢ wauld not be necessary : eee 
for them.to trevel long distances to find recreational Ro 

-faciliticea. : “ ; 3 
Commisaioner Leonold emphasized the fect that the : 

} éelegates renresented citizens of Wisconain who needed 

G and were entitled to reoreational facilities, and atetsd 

thet 4% wea not necessary for them to accentuate the fact 

; thet the contemplated project would bring tourists to “he a 

j i ares: however, the technical merite and the feasibility. : 

_ of the rrojeoct are other. phasea that would have to be ; : 

sonsidered. : ‘ t : Nea 
The Chairman eveted thet hs fully understood the situae- 

ee : tion in southwestern Wisconsin as he originally came from
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@ geotion in South Cerolina where there wea a sosreity ee 
; of lakea. Questions, however, had come to hia mind as 

to how the rrojest could beet be acoompliahsed: whether - 

thie narticular area would bo the moat suitable: and what 
; other vrojects outaide Wiaconain's lake area mignt be . 

_ considered, The Commieaion might be besteged with many 
eimiler projects in southwestern Wiseconein, and 4t was 
his suggestion that the provesed projeat ba considered 

. : in relation to the over-all vrogram for that part of the : 
: eae stete. It was hie firm conviction that ‘southwestern 

Wisconsin wes in need of a develorment of this neture ae 
more then any other rart of the state, but believed 1% ie 

: should be considered on a planned state-wide basis with we : 
: consideration being given to #11 »arte of the etate do 

; where recrestionel areas are lacking. He aid not belleve is . 
: that the Commission wes in a position to act on the propo} oo 

aition at thia time. : ues 
Commissioner Aberg agresd that the project shovld be i 

‘coneldered on a wlanned, state-wide besis and thet in 
: the vrojest under sonsideration, there wae no question 

; as to the merit or desirability of it; however, the 
depertment has other projects thet have been under. . 
invertigation for a number of yerrs. He sugzeated that : 

ae : the deoartment be inatructed to give this metter further 
eB consideration as to the ectual detalls involved, euch as, 

eoet cf construction, if- neasibilities, land acauteition, 
coat of lang, end seepage rights of adjoining or rivarian f 
owners, and then to proseed on the basis of a major plan 
with this project aa one of the foremogt. 

: . Gommissioner Moreland ateted that he well avoresiated ‘ 
: | the intenge interest expressed by the delegates, ag. he 

; came from @ lake region, and realized the value of such 
a recreational area. He praised the queetion as to what, 

2 : if anything, would be done with respect to the responsi- pe 
Set " . “bllity of the everation of the dem, stating in hig ares 

: . . | the county exeeumed that reanongibility, but that the Come 
‘ j mission teck the water level readings. Probleme with 

reference to riparian ownere below the dam have arisen, 
{ he said, and consideration should be given to that problem. 

: Continuing the discussion, Commissioner Aberg suggested - ; 
; : : that the department continue with their work on this ton 

: vro ject, treating 1% as a vart of the major rlan on the 2 
; whole area, giving thought and stiady to available funds ~~ ie 
ey “and toe its resommendation on the torder in which these te 

é : projects should be handled. a ‘ ae 
Commissioner Dickinsen atated Ghat he wea vitelly Bee. 

; interested in the project, as he was originally a native = 
: : of Towa county and realized the laak of resreational . 

; facilities in that county. He had edvocated. for yesra 
that a study be made of the forestry and recreational 

: vrograns in thet area, but up to the vnresent time, nothing si 
aus -hag been socomplished. Practically no action has been eee “ 

ee 3 _ taken on reforeststion of hardwoods, he said: it baa a 
; lain on the enelf for the last three years. . He had no
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: : objestion 42 the Commission wanted to delay action on eae 
thie project, but he would like some essurance that 1% 
would not be definitely laid on the table and no action 

: taken. : : 
: Mp, Vanderwall, Direstor, expreseed the opinion that 

) 4% might not be Just a question of months, but of years, 
as em attempt should be made to consider tho project 

Me : from the etandroint of the over-all sconstructicn of ; 
: impoundments. Ke informed Commissioner Leopold. that the 

devartment hail the pergennel and sould gear themselves - ; 
: to do the job, but that it might “be several yeara before a 

a general over-all vrogram could be sarried out. : ay 
2 : Discussion then ensued as to the ownership of the 160.5 BEDE. 

: eaeres, which are to be donated toythe denartment if the oe 
; wroject is avproved. Agcoarding tb Commissioner Dickingen, = ga. * 

the lend is held in trusteeshin by-the county home. ue 
Bea There 1s considerable white and red pine on the tract, ; x 

: - and many peorle have exvressed théir desire t> vurchage ot 
: 4t for ite timber velue. He did not favor tabling ths 

issue indefinitely, but bolieved that some definite 
action should be tsken on the project within the next 

? three or four montha. In responsg to his inquiry as 
: to whether the county would hold the land for thirty : E 

days, one of the Lowa delegates ateted that they would 
be giad te do so. ; : 

fhe Chairman etated that the project wea comnaratively 
new to him aa the first he hed heard of 1% was at the 

: : ; previous meeting. He belLeved 1% to be a worth while 
one end one thet required considerable study and inveati- 
gaticn. He instructed the delegates to inferm-the people : 

: whom they représented that the Commiesion waa deeply 
interested in the prejost, end thet it vas not to be 
laid on the table indefinitely, but that they were ask- 

. ing the department te repert back at the next meeting. : 
ie . Gommissioner Aberg reminded the audilense that as 

projects such as the one contemplated last a lifetime, : 
they should be considered wisely before astion is taken; 

: : and that it is imnossible to give a decleion on matters 
of this kine without investigating sarefully and giving 
thorough study to the propblen. ; ' . ee 

: 4g to whether there should be 9 mejor ownership of A 
: lend, Commiseitoner Leonold sugsedted that rather than 2 

: think in terme of lese land, that: the Gommission think aS 
. in terme of more money and more lend with reference to ee 

: the Gox Hollow project. : a 
a ies 

wee In reviewing the eitustion, the Chairman stated se a 
the consensus of the Gommiseien: that the projest 

; : appesre te be a worth-whlle ons; thet they anpreciate 
: the need for its that they are instructing the depart- j 

; ment to make further investigations with reference to : bia 
: coats, the surrounding territory, exploring the adjacent : 

ae Hs aress to determine if a more dcalrable area covld be Suite 
: found: determining how this project would fit in with , 

“the general over-all plan; and, having this site in ming, | : 
« the liability that.the department would assume in regaré : 

Oni. : a5 : : ;
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Ne. Gramer inquired 1f 1+ wae the sense of the Com- nk 
miesion that the projest be atudied .on a regional basis, . 

c and was given en affirmetive anewer by the Chairman. 

13.2 Pronosed construction of Dairyland Power Cooperative 
Dan =- Plamboau viver. (Gontinuation of item 12) 

iva. Sax Schnitt, Vauwatosa, Wisconsin, expressed her - 
diseppointment in leerning of the action taken by the : 

: Commission with reference to the vronosed construction 
: _of the Dairyland Power Cooperative Dam on the Plembeaw i 

; river. Speaking for the organizations which she repre= . Ue. 
; sented, namely, the Milwaukee County Conservation League = 
: and the Wiseonsin Gongervaticn League, she maintained oy 

that the Commission hed sufficient reason for opoosing Haves 
the conatruction of the dam, andyehould have edhered a. 
to ite former etand. Since they thed reversed their . fe) 
aecision, she felt thet the ssonbe were entitied to Ree eos 

: know the reason. i 
: The Cheirman informed Mra. Schmitt that the item had 

: been digcussed fully eerlier in the day and he did net 
helleve it advisable to reonen it at this time, and 
thanked her for appearing. : ; ; 

4 eS ‘ 

‘ 4. Amendment to Gsonerative License and Agreements. (Item 
13, April 6, 1947, agenda) 

: Hy. Wilson, Superintendent of Gooperative Porestry, 
reminded the Commissioners thet the departient has 

‘ several cooperative licenses snd egreements with the 
: Secretary of Agrioulture=-ons on the Jackson county 

; and related landa; another on the isolated settier 
: ; ourcheses; and a third one with the Secretary of - 

‘Interior on the land in Juneau and Monroe counties 
which is under the supervision of the Fish and Wild- 

ie life Service. 
: fhe U. &. Forest Service, as sronser for lande under : 

: the license and agreement with the Searetery of Agri- 
culture has submitted amendments to the two agreements, 

: the CWOA and the RCL, in the hope cf standardizing the , 
4 agreements which they edminister, so that procedures 

will be uniform for all the etetee with which they deal. 
My. Wildon stated that some of the other states have iq 
already declined to aporovsa the @nendments for various Sy 

A : - peagons. A A@iaouasilon of these Bmendmente was had with =. 
; My. Swift, Asaistant Director, afd Ur. Cremer, Acting ~ ae 

Supervisor of Refuges and PublicHunting Grounds, and Bie 
the conclusion reached was that Bi was not desirable Boe. 

Dre ee to execute then. * q 39 

The moet significant change in the amendmente provider’ 
"tf at any time the United States should determine : 

from the information contained in the reports referre:. 
ies to in Section 10 below, or otherwise, that the total 

.ineome and revenue received by the State for the use nie 
pane f awe and opetation of said property excaeds the total sost :
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/ pe of said Lot #5, thence South 01° 509 sole i 

S : wost 503.2 ft. thence South 89° 43° I 
East 1882 26, to the west Bank of the a 

: Reck River, thence Northerly and Easterly i 

| aleng the West Bank of said Rock River, to i 

. ; i the North line of said Lot 5, thenee Souta i 

: ; : 890° he? yest Lo2k ft, to the point of | 

beginning, exeopt a strip of lend 20 feet 

wide and 150 £8, long, which is an extension | 
: of Chestnut Streot, éaty of Horicon, ; 

: : previeugly dseds& to the City of Horicon, | 

: and e strip of Tend 40 ft. wide and 150 Zeet.. | 

. tong previously deeded to the State of = 

i yaeconsin, containing Ln all 23 a0rea more | 

or lege, ‘¥ Got 
etn bo) 

: After a general discussion of tie propused purchases, © YJ 

Gomaigsioner Dickinsen moved that approval be given for ea 

: the purchase of 197 acres from Henry Arndt, at s cost er , 

47,550, and 63.12 acres from lirs. Frieda Clark, at a coat i 

: of 611,000, the latter transaction to include auch 

; : flewece rights aa woulé relieve tho desartucnt of any | 

Ss further claims for dameze to hevefarm because of seepage ae 

: or fleoding ae a result of the proper operation of water... = 

levels on Horicon Maret. ; 
: fne motion wae duly seconded by Commissioner Aberg. 

When put to a vote, motion was carried unanimously. : ‘ 

8. Southvestern viccongin =~ pramess report of public Bunt 
dng Grounds csotion as- called Yor in ltem 17, Minutes of i 

March 11, 1947, an : 

: Me, Gramer, Acting Supervisor of Refugee and Publis 

Hunting Grounds, Informed the Commissioners that inveatiga-- 

: - ¢$ong and eueveys kad been conducted in Southwestern 

ee an aocoréance with thelr direstive of March Ul, — 

LJ? 3 
: Farther inveotigation of the Gox Eollow project showed 

( Lassie evidense of erosion on the area, What erosion 

: does exist 49 confined mainly to the cresk bed, The 

engineer of the Soil Conservation aistrics sensiders the 

watershed im good condition.  5-. * + 

: In the eurvey of the Southweagirn arse, Gwenty airferent x 
ee 4 a a e 

: arose were surveyed, and 1% wag*found that the Yellowstene = 

; Greek avon in particular coulé Be recommended, It is os 
located te the southsast of Coni gis jew On the Vicinegy of 

of Mineral Poins, ‘This area would allow 735 acres of ! 
; flovage aa agsings 65 seres in Cox Hollow, The land ds 5 

. very marshy and seventy-five per cont of 4%. 49 rated 

“poor. Fleoding 1s common, Mr. Cramer stated that thig - 

: project ts being recommended in preferones. to any other 

project, elthough the details hava not peen sompletely i 

ei investigated, : eae : 

. : Commissioner Aberg inquired of the Dirsotor 4? in the , 

study and investigation of these situations, the departe - : 

nent ia setsing wo standards and priorities and viewing ; 

thia program oF creating artificial vodies of water Tor 

: local use in its entirety instead of viewing each one on 

the extent of the pressure exerted from various grounds.
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; Me. VYou@emveli, Direster, easured him that the various 

i projects are being consideres’ in relation to the progran 
j - &n general end that there is a question as te the legality 

of the state undertaking impoundments of this nature. He 
believed that there should be an investigation from ths 
etandpoints of legal authority before embarking on an 

; extensive program of this neture and suggested that the ; 

5 Attorney General pass on the principles involved. 
Goumiselorer Aberg said there was no need to be tote 

: eerned about the Gommiesion's Logal authority. He said 

i ; he could not understand why the department eamoulé be i 

; : expected to teke over or be eharged. with the responsi os 
bLlaty of every Little dem that was becoming antiquated ~ 

: and no lenger profitable for the purpose for which 2% “S 

wae pubis, and cited ag an examplo' the Belleville dau. ee 

: Me, Yandetvall etated application sed been mede that 62) 

_ the department teke over this parvicular dam or give add Soe 

: in mainteining 4t. The matter wes investigated, and 
engineering date are on file in the office. The raquest 
was tupnea down on the greunds that the department had 

neither authority nop funds for prejests of that kind, 
which 4% would be Gifficeult to justify. 5 : 

Commissioner Smith enggected shit a formal epinion 
from. the Attorney General be obtained as to the legality : 

; of undertaking projeate of this nature. If the Semmise : 

sion hag the authority, he seid, they can consider the 
: bees avaliable cite, He stated that the people interessea 

4n the Gor Hollow project had asked Tor an appearance, . 

but he had informed them that the matter would be dis= 
cussed at this meeting, and they would then be notified 

of the position taken and could appear a% the dune meet- 

ing, if they sa dsaired, 
4 - Commisstoner Aberg contended that the department hes 

k several competent abtorneys who could give advice on 

the question. He safe that Af any request were made, - : 

: 4% showld be prepared with the utmost care... Ne cid not 

: believe that there was much more needed an the way of : 

: legal authority than was contained in the provisions for 

; the establishment of publics hunting and fishing grounds. - 

Commiseioner Leopold inquived ag to whether the legal 

opinion pequested would be of a iépeolfic or general : Cs 

; : neture, and wien informed that ig would be general, he sl 

‘ suggested that it might be better to have eaeh individual = é 

: cage éecided on its merits. He vsuggested that Commiesionera 2 

_ bverg and Smith decide the issues » ae 

: : fhe Chairman replied thet thais rasitiens on the Gon= ae 

miseion do net eushorigze them to give legal opinions, 49°” 

and added that he favored cbhtelning a legal opinion with 
reference to the Commission's authority to uncertake 

_. projeste of this natures, and believed that such a ruling . 

from the Attorney General would satisfy the people con- Be 

: 3 cerned and would aid the department in bangling future - us 

aa requests of this nature. é =
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f Commfesloner Aberg suggested that 1¢ would be well to — . 
anform the Coz Hollow representatives that the departe ho 
mens is deine ita utmost to investigate standards and 
4g making a thorough study of thess projects in thelr 

j . entirety, He d414 act believe that the Commission should 
i be etampeded into rendering an immediate decision on a 

project as vital as the one under consideration. He 
: further steted Ghat what constitutes internal 2uprovoments .. 

‘ : hag been adjudicated by the Supreme Court for the last 
one hundred years, and that asking for the Attorney 

. General's views on any particular question where fasts aa 
are involved is not for him to Gedide, He suggested that HON 
the Commigsion pregress on the beste of Mr, Craner'a i 
outline and the pciiey set forth im the publie hunting oe 

. -@tounds law, and operate frem that point on, ae 
: ne oo ‘ 

After considerable discussion pipe subject, Commig- fo 
: sioner Dickinsen moved that the department ebtain the Lona. 

. opinion of the Attorney General on the legality cf the : 
‘ construction of impoundments of the nature of the Cox : 

Hollew proposal. ; 
Whe motion wag duly seconded by Gommigsiones Moreland, 
Vote: In fevor: Commissioner Dickinsen | 

Commissioner Horsland ; 
Commissioner Smith ‘ 

pea Opposed: Conmisgsioner Aberg 
. Commissioner Leopold 

: Motion carvicd, . 

Gommiagioner Leopold stated that he was casting a 
negative vote besause he felt that an opinion in this 
ease might very likely be damaging to the Commission's 

. future activities. ; 

; : fhe Chairman announced as the consensus of the Com= 
missicn that the department notify the Gommission as te : 

: the decielen of the Attorney General before relaying : 
c the information; thet the individuals directly in charge 

of the Coz Hollow project be informed of the position 
of the depavtment with respect te the surveys end the ee 

position of the Attorney General with reference to the a 
, legality of the underteking, prdor to the June meeting: > . 

and that the Ceyartment continug ite investigations : a 
with reference ta the Southwestern Wisconsin area, eS 

Commieshoner Aberg emphasized ‘tne importance cf the 2. 
2 : woraing of the vequest and sugeéeted that it be tons 39 

through the department's legal counsel, - 

&. Poine Beach Stave Foragt - Maniticwoe county. : ae 
i (i) iG asres from Bass Wisconein Trustee Company, fe 

eer Manitowoc, Wisconsin - appraisal $1,254; option prises : 
ae 21500, . : ie ; :
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the vines, eat the berries and vines, end new the ground 

eo thet it is necesssry to haul more dirt in and risnt 

more vinea. Each year the situation 1s growing steadily 

worse, she steted, and now it is nocessery for members 

of her family to patrol all night in an attempt to chase 

the deer off the marehes. She vointed out it would he 

dmnogaible for her to vay for a mean and cer to do thie 

vatrolling. Extra cost is involved throughout the entire 

process of growing the berries due to deer damage from 

the time the cranberries are vlanted until harvested 

: and ghe eaid it is almost impogsible to hire peonle who 

will vlok over the berries to eliminate deer leavings 

ané thet in the event she has trouble in violating ths 

E pure food law she wondered whether she or the state 

would be at fault. She informed the Commission that 

5 she hed esked for a fence but wae told 1t would not work 

end Gommissioner Aberg stated that an eight-foot fence 

wags ninety-nine ver cent deer proof. 

Mr. Seerlec, Chairman of the Exeoutive Gonservetion 

; Council, enoke briefly. on the matter of fencing and 

brought out the feot thet if the department fences Mra. 

Amundson's proverty, it will be deluged with renueete 

from others in the cranberry bueiness, and it will 

branch out and include requests from peonle engaged in 

Y raising other egriculturel crore. in his opinion, even - 

: the atate would not be in a vosition to hire engineers 

‘ and buy fence rosta and other equinment necessary to 

fence nll these lands. He feels very strongly that this 

4a not the answer te the deer demage problen. 

The meoting recessed at 12:05 n.m. and reconvened 

at 1740 p.m. 

15. Bunting and treoning reculetions for 1947-48 = proposed 
Order No. G-680. (Continuation of item 13) 

Gontinuing the G@isguasaion on the establishment of 

open and closed saesons and generel regulations for the 

teking of vericus anesies of wild pirds and animals in 

the state of Wisconsin, the Chairmen asked thet the 

. perort of the denartment be nresented first, followed 

by that of the Congress and aigcusaion from the floor. 

Lootion by a 
(4) Updend Gene Aninels: 

(a) Beer 
: As the department's recommendations and thoae 

of the Congreese were not in accord on the Geer question, 

Mr. Cramer, Acting Sunervicor of Refuges and Public 

Hunting Grounds, revorted on the two recommendations. : 

He atated thet in the vrovesed order the recommendations
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; of the Congress had been left prectienlly intact, with 

2 the excention that Dunn and St. Grolx countiee had been 
F placed in the open gun season and Pleroce county in the 

oven non-rifie sesson. Petitions with over ene hundred 
signetures had been received from Dunn county asking for 
an onen deer eerson, and after consulting looel wardens 
end Congress representatives it waa decided to open theee : 
counties. Marquette county was also included in the 
oven eezson ag it was felt that this county could etand 
such @ season, and the sunervisor, Mr. B. 0. Trainer, : 

"end the warden, Nr. B. F. Evans, hed indicated that their 
committee would go along with the devartment on the oven 

; season. 
. A member of the scommittes frem Dunn county steted that 

at a meeting held recently St. Croix, Bunn, and Pierce 
counties still favored a closed eerson es indicated at 
the Congress mseting, and he Enew nothing of the peti-g 
tions which were nrecented to the davartment. Mr. Burdick, 
Rice Leke, representing District 1, reverted thet Dunn 

; county is definitely opposed to the onen season and does 
not want it. This cnpesition is strongly exoresesed by 
the rural novulation. . 

Mr. Gramer then reviewed the length of the season 
pronosed and other provisions which were incorporated 
in the order. This presentation was followed by e dis- 
eussion on claims paid for Geer Gamage in the verious 
counties, sunrlemented by stetistice taken from the 

¢ devartment's records. 
Hr. Scott, Supervisor of Cooperative Gsme Mansgement, 

: reoorted on damage done by deer to cranberry aress, 
stating that of the 51 reports received from the cran- , 
berry growers from ten counties of the state, 22 growers. 
in 6 counties renorted as of June, 1947, damages by 
deer amounting to $21,551.20 in the last twelve montha, 
averaging apnroximetely $2,000 eash; and 29 growere in 
8 counties revort no damage by deer. 

Mr. Gramer stated, ae the viewnoint ef the department, 
that in the agriosultural counties the deer should be 
controlled so aa to held damage to agricultural crovs 
in check, but thet in the central and northern counties, 
the natural heabitet of deer, deer should be kent in 
belence with their food sunyrly, esnecially their winter 

. food surnly, end excessive damage to forest recroduction 
should be vrevented. He exnieained deer research work ; 
thet hed been esrried on for almost eight years and 
that deta with reference to this research had been given 
the Gommiasion ané the Congrese. These research find- 
ings were suprorted by a generel deer yard aurvey which 

: was conducted by membera of the department for twe - 
winters and by a survey on damage by dear to forest 
rerroduction. A map illustreting the areas where damage 
had resulted to forest reproduction wee exhibited and :
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percentages given for acer damage done in the various 
areas. Mr. Cramer further added that no information 

5 had been presented which would invalidate the findings 
3 of the denartment. Ne data, he seid, have been given 

g : thet vrove the devertment's findings in error. Sterva- 
e tion of deer has not heen in evidence the past severe] 
: _winters because of mild wintere. By the use of an 

illuetreted map, the condition of the 1945 winter son~ 
centration areas was then exvlainsd. 

Er. Cremer rerorted thet the denartment’s recommen 
dation for the generel deer season this fell ig ae ; 

: unanimously voted by the Game end Law Enforcement 
s Bosrda; namely, a five-day aeason on any deer in major 

; deer counties bot tia closed areas) from November 22 to 
26. Gounties without msjor deer concentrations were 

E suggested either for a shotgun-slug season or closing. 
If such a seeson were eoproved by the Commission, closed 
areas would be mapned out nrommtly through a series of 
district meetings of depsrtmental personnel and Con- 
“servation Congrass representatives. ; 

Nr. Cramer stated thet in view of the findings and 
j surveya made by the departmental personnel, the depart= 

ment does not feel in a position to go along with the 
'  Yrecommendations of the Gongresa. 

Mr. ©. A. Searles, Cheirman of the Executive Conger- 
vation Gounoil, Wisconsin Rapids, rerorted thet the 
Council at ite meeting earlier today had voted to Zo 
along with the Congress recommendation, aa contained 
in the order; however, he vergonaliy could not go along 
with the recommendations of the Council or the Congress. 
The majority of the Gounoil members voted for the nine= 
dsy forked-horn buck season, entler to have bransh or 
fork one inch long or ever; the actual vote being 8 
districts in fevor of the Congress recommendation end 
3 omoged, ‘ 

The possibility of carrying ovt a vlan similar to 
that of the Necedeah Refuge in areas where e# heavy 
porulation of Geer exists vas discuased, along with 
the noseibliity of Wood, Juneau, Jackaon, and Monroe 
counties forming a block which vould be onen to an any 

: deer season. 
Mr. Hemp, Mosinee, representing District 5, steted 

that Wood and Juneau were the only two counties thet 
j ‘voted for an any deer season at their county meetinga: 4 

the remainder voted for the nine-day forked-horn buck : 
feacon. 

Renresenting District 2, Mr. Arthur Besee, Glidden, 
: stated thet 1t is anparent thet counties concerned 

with cranberry marshes and counties thet are over- 
populated with deer have a special problem end should 
be given consideration, but he did not believe that 
the ether counties ahould be renaliged by having a i 
one deer season. He told of the elaughter thet had
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y occurred in 1943 when such a season wes in effect. He 
- aleo cited figures on the deer kill in his aistrict 

| ee last year, and eteted that there figures did not 
, _ indicate an overnomuletion of deer. He believed the 

; denartment to be sincere in ite recommendations, dut 
atated thet the Congress, which reprecents the peoris, 
18 also sincere. Hs maintained that Ashland county 
Gould stand e much larger deer norulation than it is 
euprorting at the present time. Districts de 8nd 
3 form a solid block and Mr. Besse informed the Gon~ 
missionere that they definitely want a nine-day forked- - 
horn buek seraon. In view of the recommendations of : 
‘the Congress and the Council and public sentiment, in 

: adéition to fects and figuree furnished by the denart- cotta 
ment, he believed that these digtricte should be allowed 
to heave « forked~horn buck seeson. 

Me. E. W. Palmer, Elleworth, recresenting District 4, 
said that he has been ettemoting to noint out for the 
vast two years, to the Sommission and the department 
that he felt that the nroblem was a nublic relations 
one, and rroner consideretion had net been given it. 
He believed that the public should ba given the facts 
in conjunction with an eduestionel program. The signifi 
sence and worth-whileness of the Congrese and county 
‘meetings were then discussed. If the Commission votes 
in fever of an any deer sesgon, Dunn, Plerce, and St. 
Croix counties will accept this’ season: however, if the 
Commiseion fevors ea nine-day forked=horn buck season, 
these counties wish to be closed. These three counties 
agreed at thelr meeting to resuest a closed aeason due 

' to the large kill exnerienced last year in 8t. Groix 
county, and 1% is their intention to heve a forked-horn 
Season every other year. 

With reference to District 9, Mr. J. T. Welker, Beraboo, 
Made the following commentst Congress which met in 
Medison wae nresumed to reoresent public sentiment and 

: the neonle of the etate of Wisconsin; it is presumed 
' to be a democratic nrocedure whereby the srortemen and 

the peorle of the stete esn give expreseicn to their 
desires on game ssnagement. They met, end by a large 

: wi2 jority, requested of the Gommission that they ont 
inte effect a forked-horn seraon and he believed to 
Go otherwise would be to disregard the democretic voice 
ef the srortemen and neonle of Wisconsin, He etated 

' thet if the Commission votes for a sesson on any deer, ; 
then District 9 wishes to be slogsd; if the Commission 
votee for e forked-horn season, Sauk and Columbia would 
£0 slong with the nian. 

Mr. Burdick, Rice Lake, representing Distrist 1, 
renorted that the srortemen in his district have asked 
thet the Commission urhold the Congreas recommendaticn, 
and read a telegram which he hed reeéived from Mr. Art : 

: Revier, member of the Censervrtion Congress, which :
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3 eteted: "The srortsmen in thie srea are ur in erna 
r _ over New prorosed deer season. Stick to one buck law 

now in effect. Unhold Conservation Gongreas decision." : Nr. R. R. Hix, renresenting Distriet 3, Antigo, con- : curred in the stetements made by Nr. Besse from District 2. 
; stating that hie district fevored the forked-horn buck 

geeson. - 
Hr. Fred Rehfeldt, Anniston, representing District 6, 

sroke on the sefety angie and the riska involved in con 
nection with the any deer season. -Hie district favored 
the recommendation of the Congress, but shoulda the Gom-— 
mission decide to go along with the denartment's recom 
Mendetion, Shawano and Waughara wished to have a closed : season. 

According to Nr. Pet Wilele, District 2, Star Lake, 
Vilas county's vote fevored a forked-horn busk serson 
by a smell majority. He commented on the time, effort, 
and money which was spent on deer research and surveys, 

. and felt thet the facts derived from all thia effort 
should not be disregerded. He also told of the noor 
condition of the deer in his county. 

With reference to the eafety engle, Mr. Cramer pre- 
' gented etetisticel data showing a comrarison of the 

number of people Killed during the deer season in 
: Hinneeota, whish hea an any deer season, with that of 

Wisconsin's forked-horn buck seagon, the number killed 
vronortionately being greater in Wiscongin. 

In commenting on the stetement made by Mr. Palmer 
that the Congress is at stake if their recommendstiona 
are not followed, Dr. Buss, Chief of Game Research, 
added that the ressarch seetion also haa something at 
stake. Three-fourths of the research money comés from 
the federal government, and additional money 4s aveileble 
at the vresent time. If the findings of the reeearch : 
Genartment are not heeded in part, he wondered what 
action the Fish and Wildlife Service might take in the 
future. He told of a meeting that is to be held on the 

: 15th end 16th of duly with the Federal neorle to diecuss 
the poasible use of the money thet comes from federal 

; ~ eid and is used in Region 3. 
Br. Riegel, Commissioner-elect, steted that during 

the yeara he was a member of the Congress, he had 
experienged situations similer to the one under dis- 

' cussion by the vresent membera of the Council. - On 
several oceasions, the Congress had made definite reeon- : 
mendations whish the Commission completely ignored, and 
Dr. Riegel felt that ae a result, the morale of the 
Consress had been lowered. However, he believed that 
the nresent inatence Giffered from those experienced 
in the vaat, in that when the Commission overruled the
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: Coupreae before, no reasons for so doing were given. ~ ee 
in this inetance, the devartment hes eubmitted fects 
ae to why the Congress recommendations should not be 

‘ followed, and hs did not believe 14 would leseen the 
dignity of the Congrese to yleld to the findings of ¢ 
the devartment. He. questioned whether all the correst 
answers were known, but believed that voasibly the depart-= 
ment. hed failed in develoring a good nublic reletions 
vrograa. He etated thet the Congress wos a necessary 
adjunet and he aid not wish to see,it abolished, bus : 
believed it might be neceseary at-times for each group ee 
to make concessions. ; ey 

; 4s a matter of record, Mr. Searles stated thet at no we 
time at the dJuneaw county songressy, meeting was the cran- : 
berry auestion injected into the Reeting, as he stated ea 

; that that was but a minor item invthe deer problem 4n ss 
: comparison to the egriscultural and timber damages. Gee ? 

Commissionsr Leenold expressed hia aporectation for 
the courtesy end moderation with which those who diae 

: agreed with him had nresented their side. He accepted 
their sincerity and good faith, although he Gissgreed 

E : with their sonciusion. He neinteg out thet the same Ys 
fallacious premiss thet has always characterized all : 
argumente of this nature is the assumntion made that 

d Wisconsin was serrying the deer herd in 1943. He pnolnted ; 
out thet the deer herd wee not being carried by the . 
stete eny more than the Kaibab herd was being carried. 

: : it was a% the neek of an eruntion and would have starved 
out anyhow without such a geason. He then called atten- 
tion to the effect of such starvetion and what was left. 
He stated thet 1¢ is the unanimous belief of deer men 
on the weetern deer eruption thet the carrying ceanacity ; 

; . that is left efter one of these erunticns is never more 
: than fifty ver cent, and may bo os low as ten ver cent. 

For every year of delay, for every yeer that reduction 
is vostnonsd, the atete will vay the penelty in the s 
form ef undernourished deer and an inferdor snecies of 
trees. Statistics show that the rating of crenberries 

: - @8 a deer browae is half way down the list, and that 
forest renroduction ranks much higher and makes e better e 

: deer browde. He believed thet the cranberry Loas, Te ie x 
: but a bagatelle compsred with thé:loss thet 1s inflioted = 

j on the forest trees, and added thet the forestry angle a 
wee not defended by the Congress He told of Minneeota's . ee 

: experisnce with the one deer openisdesson, which they had oe 
for the past several yeere. Their deer herd had not a 

\ suffered under the annual one deer lew, and from all 
indications apoeared to be etationary or on the inoreage. , 

a : ‘ 

; : After sonsiderable diacussion on the subject, Gom- na td 
ie miestoner Leanold moved thet the recommendations of ‘the Pi 

department as to the Geer season for 1947 be apnroved. - Say 
: : The motion did. not receive a second. : 

5 oa 
; Cane re ; | 

Sean eee |
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ee during the phe t te prevent enforcenen’s | : 

steted that the a the pheasant season ai - cement cone 

at uh on 220 epartment? 
Belin rire Sp. Grimmer 

reat 

as the ovening dace Pe recommendation pelea 

peas ning Gete was pesed o mendation of October 
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: seacen would hive yee be sed og the fact pubes October 24 

7 A a aly. 
‘i & $Ye bales. 

honed that more w hetive breeding watert ay tab the deleyed 

atthouch not re would return to heed nk 
and 4% 23 d 
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Pee weber th hes much auck oe Dpreed- fn Wigepne 
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certein lak 19% the later season w a Beet opoortunl
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Bea lakes and yeorle of the n would affest saver eae 

gugzested that thie re of the northern eov: pee werses) 

end that pea ees year 1% be 2 ee SPH eounties,. buy : 

A See ees fort be moe % @-& metter of give enc x 

year. He believed thet en to correct the #41 sreeecdpapenie 

Le iheved the ee Yeos the situat4 aes 

Thewhibks are es cen
 oe eet were 
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is é é 0: i 

of counties was 6 seErned n keeoi ran 
of counticn woe concerned, 1h Keeping with Minhesste.” 9 ” ” 

@ steted that the northern counties did net ins it 
_ -whessant to hunt in the fall a ig aaa cee Senne ce, Cee aii, and that the only game —° 

Jeft for them were the duoke, ‘and he believe2 Wisgonain We ha teen ee = aS VELLECFYe@d WLsSgonsgin 
ia be plscea in the cetegory of Minnesota for ai 

early opening season. : ee : 
Gommigsione mold ran | 4 Ca ee began his diseuseion of the sub- x 

: Jeet by commenting on the fair-minded attitude and nod ce x : -m REN BGObLeUGS SN Mote 

huieae erate epirit of Mr. Bease'e nresentation. Be thenvuee oe pense’ e presentation. He thoroughiy 

‘ ee eo in the conservation of ducka. The entire trend ; 
of cuck bending in the lest ten‘yeare hag cone to ehev ue 

i : witout a doubt, in most species, int evens dosetite : 
: 3, hes its own breeding atosck end Niet Geoak retiene the * 

from year to year, end 4% is oniy with me ee CHeTS es 

Trom yt : a 41t is only wit reat slownegs z 
thet the generel reservoir of dicks Soe ta nesters” ae ee : AUG 8 CNaABR & FB aTOPS bal! 

} where the local birds have been2shot out. Th ‘ “penal! oe . 3 ins 2 ese Vas LA tee As Be S. 2c se sp 2 

; Feburas have shown thet the deep water pesiea oye ae 
mech elover in recolonizatic teas ee i lower in nization iG the situetion the Pele aes pea. zation, ana the seltuetion there : 

Mons z les ‘ : : 

ag vom seioner Leovold further stated thet in the southern 
part of the state, the duck situstion is elnoet a cacag 

: troche And Ae wee Blo Seisehtalt there ce xe a was his belle? that there wae a ninety < 
per cent decrease in breeding ducke in the Wissonain: ee : * 1S CUCAS nn 6 wis BAL Sea 
river march ares during the past decade ie a ord 

; march area, it ie @iffiewlt for anyone to get an exact 
ers The birds berin to migrete in early ues on 

; late duly. Hence, the duske on the aces Goo pa dace 
: 2 noe, the ducks cn the area are. not 2 -tru : 

feature of whet was reieed. fhe fisid Men eee Boor -*hS TLeliG MEN seem to ageres 
i that the total amount last year wee in the Hinapea “oath 

then the thousands. Ee aid not know ho ithe foosl | ested : sands. Sid nos know how the loos] breed- 

es atock could be restored excevt by aoferping tH ape 
une dates ONLR Wosie bene aves. Garioe 6p a ° A Would tend over @ neriod cf years +t g : | OU 24 3 f-yeers % Loy 
the lessls to bulid uo agein. Ee contended thet fii Oe 
the thres or four weeks when e211 the shoctine is cone” er ae : eeks when 211 the shoeting is con- 
centreted A , wd ms fo : : ey a on local birds, a terrifies slaughter is teking 
vlace. fhe locsia do not heave ea ohanee, but if eh oting : 

: is rostpvoned te a later dete, the loaais bacon st hoa ee cee oa! x 8bS,\ CH LOgais eCoMme BLiKea 

with the flight and a much leas severe mabtelsty: tans 
taxes place. He, therefore, favered October 21 as the 
onening Gate, as sol ieve. Mie dea ae ee ae sions date, as he believed itwould aid in the eon- i 
: ation of the leeal ducks eng in the restoration. of <a 

sive Wisconsin's netive breeding atask He baliewed 1¢ | a = ; : ain's t ding stqwk. He belleved 1% wa = 
: imnerative thet a program of this tyne be Beanie heat : ae 

eae nena hie AU OU Uy Sea Wee BS OC tae = 
Nr. Besse etited that he a4d Rot believe thet Wisconat oe 

should hay ‘ cid Riot believe tnet Wisconsin ep ye 
shovid have an onen season; the’ a’ closed egason should 
be ceclared; and thet he vould dike to vee Wisconsin a 
Jest Up such eg UArORean  HEGeee ek Getto oe ee 7 te ee a Sms pees if they were to have 

: he open season, he asked that the Gonm3 ; 3 : ; ed they the Conumiesio “Oneladex oe pone te 3 » Vommiesion reconaider 

; : Commissioner Riege id ; he a : eae ee ie hed found from experi- : 

: : eb 30 is not reasonable to set en equitable season -~
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‘ ia Wisconsin whereby the hunters in thea North end South 
‘ have ah eauel cvrortunity on Guck hunting. He felt that —. 

: the, duck hunters in the Nerth would be devrived more 
: than those in the South by the nresent season, but he | 

6G1li believed the big vreblem to be the conservation 
: of ducks. He atated that he would be willing to foragb 

’ a duck hunting seagon this year if he felt thet i¢ would - 
enhance shooting for yeare to come. He wondered vhat 
the reaction would be if the season were onened on : 
Gctoter 21 and closed one week earlier in the South, ee 
restricting the season te three weeks. This would fur- 2 
nish a refuge for ducke thet will be driven out of ie 
Minnecota. sie io 2 

Gommissioner Absrg commented onjithe discusaion being ie 
of vitel_interest uv to the nointjof changes in the : ae 

: - order. Ke believed that to further restrict the order pete Eee 
: by closing the leet week of the allowed season, saa ‘ 

: oractical pronesition, regardless of the conservation of 
an ducks, wae out of the question. The few ducks that would 

be conserved would be only a comvaratively emall. number 
in relaticn to the total sunply. .Aleo, in the southern 

: part of the etste, the goose senc@n wae usually started 
: about the tenth of November, and Chriatmas day was often : 

the Lest day of the onen seeson. It would not be wise 
: tO curtail the goose ssason we now may have. 

Coumiasioner Aberg further eteted thet any attempt to : 
: restrict the North 46 not fair to Wiseonsin hunters. I% 

wee his opinion thet the Fish end Wilélifs Service hed : 
fe not Cone a commendable job in the establishment of the 

oven. seasong, but he did not believe thet there wes any- - , 
thing that coxld be dons now excent to accent the resula- ; 
tione and then make an effort to get a more Logics] { 

re  anurcect to 1% next year. : 

: &éfter wach discuseion on the subject, Commissioner 
Holsiad moved that Commission Order No. AGB-682 which os 
hed heretofore been arwroved by the Gonmiesion br 

: telegram, be now ratified and annroved: : 
‘ The motion war duly esesonded by Commiesioner Aberg. oe 

: When rut to a vote, motion weeigarried unenimously. — - 9 
. : : i me ; 2 

: it wes moved by Gonmigsioner Méletad that an order 2.2 
: designated ae State Conservation Gonmiaeion Grder No. ene 

i AGE-881, reaoinding Stete Conservation Commission Order Peas 
: “ No. AGB-661 and modifying sections 29.22, 29.25, and Boe. 

: 29.86 of the Wisconsin stetutes ineofar as is necessary iB 
: to conform witea the vrovisions of thie order, and estab- : 

. dishing oren and closeé adgseons, beg limite, posseesion 
jimits and general hunting resuletione on all migratory 
birds and waterfowl] in the atate of Wiecansin to con= Ce 

i form with the proclamation by the President of the Be hey i 
: ‘ United Bistea of July 31,.1987, under the provigiona ..—. 

: : of the Nigratory Bird Treaty Act be adonted and :
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a vromulgeted by virtue of and pursuant to the provisions = + 
‘ ‘ of Seotions 29.174, 29.085 and 23.09 of the Wieconain 

atatutes, and. thet the anrroval of the Governor be 
5 neourdd, a sony oF the order be incorvorated in these d 

minutes, the orlginel being vlaced on file in the office 
; of the Coneervation Gommiasion at Medison and a coor : 

filed in the office of the Secretary of the Strte. : 
The motion wes duly eeconded by Commissioner Aberg. 
When put to a vote, motion wae carried unanimously. ~~ 

15. Heetings - International Assoc 1ehion of Game and J dek 

See item 21.5. Ay hah he eas ce) % 
wy, 5 ? 

16. Gonmoroin! fishing - Lake Suverfor ~ Proposed Order i. TERY is Rs Oe ep aeeats ror aa o 
: De. Sohneberger, Suoerintendsnt of Fish Management, Saar 

‘ : : revorted that ea hesring hed been held at Washburn in 
eecordance with Commission action and a proposed order 
vrenared on the besis of information secured. The 
recommendations are that the closed season on Lake trout 

en ; be from October 10 to November 15, the same as last 
: yeer, and of whitefish from October 10 to November 25. ; 

Dr. Schneberger nolnted out that this- closed period o : 
agrees falriy well with Michigan on lake trout. : : 

Hr, Bodin of Weshburn anoke briefly on Lake Burerior 
i fishing regulations and exolsined thet the reason 41¢ | 

Reis wae recommended et the Washburn meeting thet the closing 
Gate be later was that Michigen fishermen come over! ‘ 

: i into Wiaconsin watera next to the snewning grounds and 
: fieh until October 10, and the Wisconsin fishermen are - 

; not allowed to fish et that time. The fishermen want 
p the aeagon to compare with Michican until the states 

io. : get together on a uniform. earlier closing date. 
-For the information of those present, Gommissioner j 

Moreland said that the Lake Sunericr fisherswen are in - 
frevor of a longer closed season froma conservation 

: : 5 angle, bus due to difficulty with sdjoining states, 1% 
‘ ‘ is felt Wisconsin seasons showld coincide as much ag 

woeaible with Nichigen’ gs. ie : ° 
: cea ; ee < 

. ; It was moved by Gommisaloner fiverg thet Order CF-693 ‘¢  @ 
: ‘ as recommended by the denartmens be anrroved. 22 

The motion wes duly essondeda “by Commissioner Moreland. . ieee 
When nus to a vote, motion wai cerried unanimously. es 

: 3 a : Sean ’ ‘ : o . re 

k : ZG was moved by Gomeissioner Aberg thet an order a 
aeaignated as State Conservation Gommission Order No. 

‘ -  - . GE-693, rescinding Gonservation Gommigsion Order No. ; 
. GFP-655 and modifying Conservation Gomilesion Order i: 

Ae ‘No. F-105 pertaining te oven and closed seasons, aize — : 
: limits end the use of various kinds of fishing gear 4n Zi 

* f * ¥
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; Besson = vunoay county = vehition 
j Mr, Scott informed the Gommisston of a retition that 

; had been received from Junesu county, containing anproxi- 
: i mately 260 elenatures, which ateted: 

| 
/ ®"fot Conservation Depertment of the Stete of Wigcoasin. 

: ¥e, the undersigned, respectfully vetition your 
: Honorable body to clese all territories in dunesu 

| cpunty, Wisconsin, south of U. S. Highvey 12-16 for C 
; ' 6Gon hunting for the 1947 season for the ressen that r 

coon are exceptionally sarrce in this territory sa 
result of over-hunting the ares and aleo because of 
the early date which ccon hunting ia opaning in this 
aree this yeer.® : 

4lthough no particular inveatigation had been made 
: , in the dunesu county area, Hr. Seott ateted thet it La 

| Senerally believed thet raccoon is at a high population 
| level. He said that the department its recommending thet 

3 | No action be taken on this vetition to Gloge the gesson 
4 | at this time, although there may be rather heavy nunt- 

| {ne vreceurs. 
Commissioner Leapold stated thet thie is another 

: cpee where confusion exigts in their adminiatrative 
action as there ia no acceptable theory ae to what 
oauses the “uns end downg." If the present increaae : 
is a vhese of a genersl eyele, then 1¢ is not a slight 

_,. -overhunting pressure that 1s threatening the racecona, - = 
but something thet is boyond our control. He steted 
thet due to the lack of a sound theory of hew to handle 
furbearers, he favored letting the present reguistions 
stand. : 

Hr. Ssott believed that the situstion is in vart 
7 related to the price of racscon velte. 

" 16.1 Heedow Valley ~ Heoedeh Refuse Antler) enc Deer Bunhing 
Season — raduotion in number of nermits to be isened. 
(Item 13 and 13.1, Minutes of August 15, 1987) — - 

Hy, Swirtt, Aestatant Direcster, eteted that when this 
subjeat was called to the attention of the Game Manage- 
ment Liyiaion, the first consideration was the oveming 

. of the refuge. It wee suggested at that tine that 
6,000 avvlicants be sllowed to participate in an antier- 
dese deer hunting seseon: 1% was ales auggested that 
the acreage ve increased to 60,000 aeres. Ir this : 
latter plan were to be followed, 1% was indisated that 
the number of anolicents should alee be inersased ts 
averogimetely 12,000. Hr. Svl?ft said that he nerson- 
ally felt thet the numb-r of apolicante should be 
6,000 for 60,000 acres ag he belfieved this situation 

: ehovld be vlewed from a long range progres of oon Pa 
trolled hunting. He did not believe that it sheuld. be 
overdene at thie time, and thet mors could be gained 
by vay of controlled hunting in the future if the
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: number of permits were to be dseressed from 9,900 to 
3 6,000. He contended thet the decrease would veault 

: in leas deer being teken, but. believed that from the 
Z gtandrolat of public relations and cublic underatand- 

; ing, this plan would be the most sstiefsctory. ‘ 
Mr. Swift further stated that he had advocated raduc- 

3 ing the deer novulation end thet wag also his attitude 
: when the matter was discussed at the game board mest- 

¢ ing; hovever, he dia not feel that 4% showld be over~ 
& : done: that 1% would be move advisable to let the nublis 

see what could be accomplished by controlled hunting. 
The Federal Fish and Wildlife Service had conducted 

: a gurvey of the ersa which Mr. Swift felt wes an 
insdeauate one. After this survey, Me. Swift etated 
that he had anent several week-ends in the territory 
talking to neople and trying to analyze the situation. 
It wag his feeling that the situstion should. have been 
ansly2eG more thoroughly before reconmendetions were 

+ meade. He conmended the survey made by Mr. W. S. Peensy, 
when in cherge of Geer recearch, and Hr. Gramer, Super- 
vine a Refuges and Publia Hunting Grounds. ‘ 

Last yeer the oreseure was equal with a eimultancoug 
aesson inaides and outside the refuge, but this year 
with the antlerless season following the buck season, 

: : the deer will tend te drift out snd be less in number 
causing the vublic te believe that the deer were not 
there in aa great numbers as they hed antisivated. 

Commiesioner Riegel alse believed 1t would he Par : 
os ~~ gePer to undershoot rather than overshoot, and that 

‘ taking too large a number may jeopardize vlanse of 

i ecuseting the publis to a etate-wide sontroliead hunte 
ing oregran. 

: Blacusaion then eneved es te the number of estual 
hunters thet would particinete if 9,000 permite were 
to be issued, and estimates given ranged from 4,000 
to 6,000. 

Commissioner Moleted told of revorte that he. had 
heard with reference to tho merked decrease of deer 

~ over jast year. In thie connestion, Mr. Vanderwall, 
Director, reported that in a telephone conversation, 

: Hr. Glarence Searles, Chaizman of the Exeeutive Con- f 
: servetion Council, had infermed him that from observr- 

tions made by men Tlying over the arsa, that deer were 
there in quantities until about six weeks ago, the 
assumption being that vesslbtly they had migrated inte 
the riléges. 

it was Gommiesioner Leopold's oninion that the 
Necedah controlled season wag one of the major geins 
meade in controlled hunting, end he believed that the 

' Seommission should aprrove the devertment's nresent 
plan of reduction in varuits. 

Mr, Seott steted that no survey cf the ares had been - 
mode whioh would give sm accurate count of the deor. 

oye He reported that the Federal Fish and Wildlife Service
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head agked thet three or four thousand deer be taken | : 
from the area last year, and 1% was estimated thet 

: aoproximately 2,000 had basa renoved from the total 
number which was Pigured at 7,500. They then cana 

é back with a request to harvest 4,500 more thie season. 
f Ascoréing to Br. Williem Hooking, Nanager of the 

Kecedah Wildlife Area, Pederal Fieh and Wildlife 
Service, indiortions were thet there were leas deer : 
with the opening of the aroher eeagon. Asa an indloa- 

; tion cf the number of deer in the area, the K111 was 
; used ag svidenca--lgat year 122 deer were teken in 

the first five days: thie rerar, with hunters allowed 
‘ to take dose and fawn, only 82 were taken in the same 

period of time. Mr. Seot% then told of the slains 
f that were peid by the department for deer damage. He 

also reported thet according to a survey mede on dser: 
damage to natural forest reprcduation, about one-half 
of the future timber srop had beon damaged by deer in 
central Wisconsin, whisk includes the area under dis- 

, ouesion. : 
Sr. Hovkina believed that reduction in the number of 

permits vss not the most advisable proesdurs. A better 
one, he felt, would be to close the buck aseson on tee 
refuge thie year aa thie ssagon, no doubt, would attract 
® lerge number of hunters with the result thet thera 
would be a heavy kil] on protected deer ag wall ee 
legal bucks. If such proved to be the case, contrelled 
hunting would fail te maks a gcoo@ shoving. . Els recoa- 

a —hendetion wage thet the Yecsdsh refuge be closed darlag 
the regular sensen to buck hunting end thet considera~ 

j tion be given to ovening the area not only tea antlerless 
. “———~ Geer but to bucks as well during the special seagon. 

this recommendstion was conourred in by Mr. Booth. 
He believed that by isauing 9,000 vermits, arvroxt- 
mately 50 per cont or lesa of the aprlieante would 
actually varticlosée. 

Tn response te a queshion by Commissioner Riegel ag 
$o a meeting which was held in whieh vroteste were ; 
taken cere of by grsating ths pronoged buek season, 
Mr. Baott atated thet an effort was made to close tho 
CWCA Lande to buck hunting and onen then to antlerless 
sheoting. When this matter waa discussed vith she : 
local semmittee, they felt thet if the vrefuce were 

. open to Buck hunting during the regular seeaon, it 
then could be opened to antlerless hun¢ing during the i 
epeoial ceason. The recommendation ax. nov presented . 
DPrOToses GO olose only the refuge, and not the CvG4 
janda, to buok hunting. 

Gowmissioner Riegel voiced Bia eneosition to thigz 
eas vlan, Believing thet the better nlan would be to reduces 

the number cf permits issued instasd of changing the 
BSECONS. ; ! 

Gomnlssioner Molstrd ateted thet Me. Scott might be ' 
sorrect in hie recommendation as far as game managenent
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j is coneerned; however, if the kill is excessive, he 
; believed that mush erlticism wovid result. j : 

; After sonsiderable diecussion, Semmi soloner Moreland 
3 moved that the number of permits to be issued to 

i auniieants for the antlerless deer hunting season in 
3 the Meadow Yalley-Necedah Refuge area be reduced fron 
‘ : 9,000 te 6,006, 

be) g eer ’ ‘ my “ she motion wae duly seconded by Gemnissioner Risgel. 
When nut te a vots, motion wes sarried unanimously. 

i7. Zime end viese of next meating, 
Re ee a er is was the consensus ef the menbers of the Sommiagion 

; that theiy next meeting be hsld on Friday, November 14, 
: at Madiagon. : 

: 18. Commissioners! mettera. ; 

T) Proressd changs of entrance. 
{2) Extenaion of clealng date for use of nark, : $ Commissioner Aberg rererted thet he hed hed a call 

from a pesigent of Bahrain end letters from the Enhrain 
Men's Club and the village of Bohrain objesting to the 
Pe Selon changing of the entranse ta Fenlnaule Stete 

AEN « 

: ay fae Letter from the Bphreim Men'a Club pointed out : 
et if treffie were diverted to the lower reed, mors 284g ; ees aes ecéidents would result than from golf ptslis hitting 

Suiomebi les on the upner reed, as the lower road is at 
. the botton of the entrence of the highway where motorists 

neburally wick un eneed to make the hil]. Another FESSOR 
Yor the objection 42 tha$ the entranes et this noint is obscured by trees and bushes. : 
ec one letter fron the president of the village of : i. = i Poth ; 6 ‘> ro, Evbrala, My. Twen L. Thorp, contended that the lower 
entrances would develon a very great traffic hazard at 
the Junction cf highvey &2; sleo the nrovosed route 
Pron she sinh house 1s a windy, Gangerous route. Sece 
ondiy, they oolected to siceling the park to cemnere 30 oe 8 ec & mooie : t OMSL E 
erty in the feil. ‘See veragranh & of 18-b of these 
BLMICeSs.? : 

_ Boch isttera were opesented ty Gommisetoner Abergr for 
: the department! s Piles. He then eusvested that the Com- fission be advised of any changes centemmlated end that 

ne Hee changes be made until arpreved by the Conais-_ eae a 5 Mi Bak a BS ae Bn a kee tee sion. Nr. Vandervoell, Director, revorted that the matter ie now in the rlannine stase ond thet the viane wiit we +8 Now An the planning stage and thet the vlana will be 
Sumitted iater to the Comaiseion for their avrroval. 

e> Pores a aas ray hhawes 3 ae pe Te on ot ~y t % cs f as - ae ,vommlasioner Aberg also aszed that the derartment 
§Ve consideration to keeping thse park oven to camoera 
for a lenger period in the Tail. :
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< IS was moved by Commissioner Aberg that aporoval be 
given to the ourchase of 113 acrea from the ©. V. Branhar 
Luxber Company of Engle River for $600. 

f fas motion was Guly sesonded by Commissioner Leonold, 
“men put te a vote, motion was carried unaninously, 

Question was raised as to any progress that hed been 
made with Vilas county in connection with the land 
exsnange that wae proposed several yearn ago (Item 7.1, 
Minutes of April 9, 1046), Mr, Harrington explained 
tho pregong status of that transaction and stated taat eee 
while considerable delay had oscurred that it was 
hoped some tine after the firat of the year this matter 
sould egain be taken up with the officials of Vilas 
Si : : 

8, Slozanéep hydro projocs on Wisconsin river three miles 
- -moeth of Meeps li. 

De, Sohneberger, Superintendent of Fish Management, 
Felated fiaat A Tequect: has been reselvred by the Federal 

5; Power Commission dnquirdnge whether the commiesion hag 
any objection te a Yeteral permit being granted for 
tho Alexander hyére prejoct on the Wieceensin river. 
Tne Gam 1g avout three milea upstream from Merrill, 
yas conateusted in 102% and has been in operation sever 

i sines, In accoréance with the federal power act, it 

appears that a federal power nermit ie necessary when 
sush nyare electris projects occur on navigable waters i 

. an aovarentiy the Federal Power Comaisston La now c#l1 ing 
upon these esteatliched works for a fecersi pernit, 

| 

Sinee the dam had already been constructed and bad 
deen ln operation for many yeava, 1% wae the consensus 
thas the commission 16 not now in a sosition to act. 

: .» (Sse also Items 9, 10 and 10.2 of theea minutes.) 

3%. Hiseonginelticnigan Power Company hydvo-eleetric dam 
ae Big Seanmenses Palio on Nenoming) river asa Miecara , 

: by, Schneeberger, Superintendent of Fish Management, 
stated thaS the Wiscorcin-Michigan Power Company has 

: applied for a permit to construct, operate and malntain 
! @. dam for bydroa-~eleatric ourposes on Elg Quinnesese 

Fails on the Menominee river, near Niagara, Wiaconsin. 
A hearing was held ty the Publie Service Commiasicn .- ; 

; at Niegara on Osetober 7, at whish the Gepartment vaya — 
represented. A dam exists at this site at the present 
tine which hae a head of approxinatoly 60 feet, and : 

: the plene ure to inerense the head apnrcziuately 320 
edéitionsl fees, The cost will be $2,400,000 with 

g $350,000 betuy spent ou the Waseonsin side. 
the County Board of Dickinson county, Michigen, hes . 

@rentea permission Por the project, Dr. Schaneborger 
related, and the Hichigan Comeorvasion Deo xtment has 

2 :
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f . : 
? waived the construction of a fishway in exchange for an 

E agreement that the company will bear the coat of sein- 

ing and transferring Tish over the dam when and if 

necoasary . 
Dr, Seanebsrger atated that he felt in this case the 

question of a fishway should be considered and that 

action be taken in line with Michigan’s, to waive the 

eonstrussion of a Tishway and in addition that neasures 

, be taken to prevent the destruction ef fich in the pen- ; 

‘ stock and racsvays, Similar to a condition existing at 

the Jim Falla dam in Ghippewa county, 
In answer to s query, Dr. Schneberger stated that 

ovr field men are investigating the dam to determine 

the damsge. to fish life, Bn a 

se a Item 10, and 10.1 specifically for action taken.) 

"16. Pronosed water newer projess on Chippows river ag 
Iateona in Cuma ad Jags gounte ad = Spnlieation 

h of Honshsern States Powsr Company of Eau Claire. : 

: : Mr, Swift, Director, stated that possitly all the ; 

: items relating to dams should be conaldered togsther. : 

(Seo Items 6, 9, 26 and.10.1 of these minutes.) 

; 10.1 Patenyeli aan project on Wisconsin raver. 
De. Gshneberger, Supt, of Fish Management, stated é 

y that the appliaetion of the wicconain Raver Power 

= Gompany of Wisconsin Rapids for a permit to sonatruct 

a damio% Petonvell which will affeet Junean, ood, 

: and Adame counties had just been reseived. The 

hearing is ackecuied for December 16, Dr, Sehnaberger ; 

seninded the commissioners that in September he had 

: aipoularieged them with a newspaper tory which included 

a map of the area and a pather complete story concern- 

: ing the plans. 
Gommisstoner Riegel called attention that dam sites 

alrendy had been atudied by engineers for almost every 

‘21s of fast water in the atate but Ghat no each 

Snosougn outvey? havo been made to determine She 

| Pesveational ané aseshetic values to be conaldered, 

Commissioner Molstad explained that greater values 

aget be attached to the Pew wilderness areas vemaining 

: and reeoamanéed field atudies and the deyslopnent of : : 

; a general pollay. 

Commissioner Abevg exvlained that policy consicts 

of a proceaa of thinsing and acting over a period of 

s yerrs: that policies do no$ necessarily have to be ; 

: : “written te be a fact, the main problei being to main- 

tain those nolieies in spite of existing pressures. 

Gonnigeioner Leopold urged that full consideration 

_ 08 @iven in these saqe6 to the intangible values, 

; an@ argumenta should not neceatarily be on the basis 

: : of doliars.. He feld it vas important to consider 

cuakesher the esonomle gain wae greater then tha xeeraa~ 

ional Roas represented by the teteal extinguishment 

of a bass water, sance Fouts, or othe: public values,
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ee CGheirasn Smith cusmerizséd the matter oy statiag thet 
ff io major reason For putting policies in writing was 

GO aseure continuity of estion Geanite changes La 
: , Somali eetoners, : : , 

Qooortment Sovtrucsed to make euryay, . 
‘Ab the comelusicn of the discussion, the Chaieman 

inatrueted the asraroment te make a survey of all three 
i » of these Gama and report back to the commission, the 

objsetive belug te Pormuljate a general polley arfecting 
ali deme, 

Appointment of sopmittees of commiasion, 
it was tha consencus of the comadssion that the j 

; Shairaan appoints smell permanont committees of soumis-- 
Bioneers to study major prebisas and meet with the 

| Daweetor in fornuleting recommendations for commission 
: | consideration, (See item 19 of these minutes) 

ii, fur farn anolicaticn (iuskret) by Paul Munndnehot? of 
| Ehingiandes (ftom 12, Minutes of Osteber 12, 19h7)" 

ir, Swilt, Disaster, dletributed copies of the 
reguns of the cublis hearing held at Rhinelander on 

. : the evening of Hovenher 6, pointing out that the vote 
wos 158 opossod to muskrat Yur farms on the Wiaconein 
river in Onelds county, and 2h in favor, Another : 

‘ yota unsnimousiy favared the establishnent of public 
hunting grounde on She area, 

Commissioner Riegel wae present at thie hearing, 
Kr, Gwilt ateted, and since certain legal queetionea 

: : earece he roguosted that the Atterney General be con- 
: Jected concerning then, Subsequently Mr, Wa. H, Field, ; 

: Supervisor of Gane and Fur Parma, consulted with the 
Attorney General.’ 3 department, and Me, Swift ateted i 

“he had regqueaticd Me, Roy Tulane, Assistant Attorney : 
: General, to be pragenS at this commission meeting today. 

Nr. Georges Richards of Rhinelander, attorney represent- 
ing Ns. Paul kunningaorY, the apolicant, atated that 
sime The sommiseloners sre all femiliar with the ‘ 
situation that he would forego ite history bub nointed 
out there 16 no question but that the weter ia navigable.  . 

: Esing navigsbis watera, the Supreme Court haa alwaya 
: hele Ghat right did not deorive ite usa from the publics 

: (e7en Ghough 2 Tuy. facrm might be eatablished theresn, 
Hy, Righards pointod cut that a@sspite thia desision, 

i sinee: seme poopie Coal ther might logs shose sleshts, 
he i4 giving weitten assurance that gubilis miente se 
far as use of the waters for fishing, hunting and 

navigation weuld nov be affected. : ; : 
Mr, Risharpde ¢teted thes gome of the people whe 

attended the public hoapine and vetted againat the far 

: fara have sine infocasd him that efnee they now undex- 
stand the sitvation they feal the lisense ehoulda be 

given, The opposition emenates from a emall greup of 
trappers, Ur, Bichardga indicated.
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ie recoamending that the percentage be reduced to 5S ser 
cent, and this reduction in rate algo meets vith the 

: approval of Minnesota, : 
3 aaa Gommissioner Aberg called attention to 4 typographical 

: error in paragraph 5, and alse questioned the wording 
of paragraph 7, which states that "Each of the states 

: agrees to furnish a duly and regularly commisesoned 
game warden to supervise ... .," ad he contended that 
this is not done, A warden 1s furnished, but ia not 
always one who meets that particular deeprintion. 

: Now that Ghis supervision comea under the juriediction’ 
of the law enforcensnt division entiraly, Dr. Schneberger 
thought that 16 migat be possible to adhera to that 
statement, but addei that the statement could be worded 
te follow Commissioner Aberg's suggestion; namely, "Zach 
of the states agrees to furnieh g warden to euvervyise, . .? 

¢ : Commissioner Abery then moved the aporoval of the 
: Menorandum of Agreenent between the State of Wieconsin 

eee and the State of Minnesota, covering rerulatione. for 
iF rough fish removal in the St. Croiz River and Lake 
: ' St, Croix, as submitted by the devartnens, substituting 

in the firat sentence of varagranh 3, five ner cent for 
é 15 ner cent, the sentence to read in vart, "Phe contracts 

: isaued by each estate shall be as nearly uniform a4 
vossible, shall provide « percentage of not less than ; 
five ver cent (5%) cf the gros: sale price ef fish taken 
therounder ag the state's nereentare , , , 

3 The motion was duly seconded by Comnissioner Moreland, 
i When out to a vote, motion was carried unanimously, 

‘15.2 Leadoy Vallevetiocedsh Refuge Antlerless Deer Hunting 4 : Season, (iten 22, November 12, 197 agenda) 
: ‘ir, Wilbur M. Alezander, Necedah, enzirman of the 

Juneau County Conservation Congress, waa the finat. 
speaker to apoear in opnosition to the antlerieads deer 
season in Juneau county, He began hia discussion by 

: relating the events leag@ing up te the ectablishment of 
_ the season, telling of a meeting held at Meadow Valley 

. at woich the departrent preeented their ororosel, to- 
gether with thelr rsasons, for an antlemleas season, 
Fepresentatives of the county --sru not entirely favor- 

: eble to the program, but agreed to 2 compromise to hold 
the antlerless deer season following the buck ceacon, 
At that time, they agreed to cooperate; however, as the 

“Matter now stands, 6% is practically impossible to secures : 
envy cooperasion as tas county ie einost unanimous ageiust 
the season. Mr. Alexander stated that the county bosrd 
passed 8 resolution smpovering a thres-man comnittee to 

: present their side cf the question to the Commiesion. 
if the antlerlse> season de permitted, the tow hunters 
heave indicated that next year they will go. sleewhere to 
hunt and tans the county will de penalized as.it will : 
tose a very lucrativs bueineas, The county feels thet- 
the number of deer taken out laat year has damaged the 

: mresent deer herd ard thet if the antierless season 1s 
eliowed after the regular .seacon that 1% would greatly
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Geplete the herd, I$ 46 estimated that 3,600 or nore i Geer were taken ous of Juneau county and that several : thougand were killed illegally, The county haa dona ; mush Go curhk this szlegal ki11 by making aporopriasions for additional hetp and by getting out hundrede of j posters warning hunters what was being done, He told 2 of the opnosition to the antlerlesa senson by menbers of the County Rod and Gun Club, business men, and oct 5: of the peonle in the county, Tn hie opinion, consarvation- : hunter reletionship would ve practleally nai if the Coamission peruits ths season, When the Pevrsesentativas eareed to the cenmpronine lags fpring, he sontendad thet : d2er appeared to be plentiful, bus later Feports Ladicate that the @ser spe not there in a3 great numbera ag ! ofliginally theughs. 
ie arguacnt which had been advanced was that deer ware ; ; doing considersble dsmage to cranberry RMarshee, outs he contended that the devage that wae go “ldely publicized 3 had) ocourred in vood vounty and not in Junsau county, urs to appeer on the bPOogrTaa vas Nr, Guy Potter of Gan Douglas, a member of the éounty beard end allao the owner of a cranberry marsh, %o9 his Encwledge, no som plaint had been Pileé for deer damage ty any orenborry grover in Juneau county, He Pelt that Mere. Amundsen was Justified in her complaint, adding thet her place is located An Wood county, not dungau, and sitvations such @o that one could be ramedioa by taking care of deoiatsa eases, 
Hg, Potter stated that at one of the meetings 4% was : suggested that the department fense cranberry marshes ; whidh were being Gataged by deer, and in this connection, : he proposed that 1° the ewner vere required ta vay a - certain percantaze of the cost of sich fencing, that he would not ba wiiling to spend the money unless his placa Was really being dama¢sd, He felt that deer ere nos plensiful and having sn antlerless season following the Pepular esason would be ALeantroug to the herd, Vhen asked for addibional remarks on tho eaubject, ‘ Mr, Haroida DeLong , Mather, stated that na bDelisved the subject bad been ooversa rather fully, but wished to atrpese the fact that iser in Juneau county are not as ‘ plentiful as originally supneged, and that to hid knowledge : ne deer damage slaing were made by ePanverry growers in i hie county, He coneurrsd in Me, Potter's suggestion rs. @arding the fencing of an area where considerants damags ie beins done, requiring the owner to pay a portion of the cost, He also gald of the resolution adopted by the a‘ dunezu County Board opoosing almont Unanimously the anklerices adver. season, 

: cae The departrens's viava with reference to ¢he aubjest were presented by Nx. Grimmer, Gunerintendent of Game Menagenent, who exhibiged e graph showing the number of deer ssen by individuals patrolling the Amundgon area ; whith adjoins Juneay oounby, resorhing that the deer . spotted averaged $6. 52r night. He alao told of the coat
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So the department of patrolling the Amunéson proverty. : 
The department, he stated, has tried te look at tha 
Meadow Valley queation with an open mind becauge thoy 

: wanted ta face the true facts, 
Ur, Grlumer referred to a letter received on June 20 

fpom the Pish and wildlife Service, Minneavelis, racuest- 
ing thet the department conduct another antlierles: hunt 

. to remove 4,000 deer and that the hunting be conducted 
mush as it was the previous year, A meeting, conducted 
by Mr, Cramer, waa held at Meadow Valley, at which Mr, 

: Clarsnce Searles, chairman of the Council, local revore- 
sentativea and members of the Juneau ecunty committee, 
Meners, Seats and Hopkins, and others were in attendance, 
The final pian deciéed upon was to open the refuge and 

: CvCA lands to buek hunting, without permit, during the 
rernler season, Noverber 2? to November 30, inclusive, 
followsd by the antlerlegs season, Desomber 6 to 
December 14, inclusive, Originally, the plan was to is*ue 
9,000 permits, but the number had been subsequently re- 

; : duced to 6,000, : 
Ne, Grimmer gteted that reports received uo unsil the 

opening of the bow enc arrow season, September 27, ine 
dicased that deer rere very plentiful in that area,_ . 
Renoxse received since then indicate that: deer are not 
there in as large numbers as previously renorted, with 
reference to the bow hunters, Mr, Grimmer stated shat 
he realized that the bow and arrow season meant a great 
deni in the lins of business to Juneau county, 

‘ Approximately 19,000 spplications were raceived by the 
c¢partnent for the antlerlees season, and approximately 
6,C09 permits wero issued, whieh does not mean that 
6,600 people would actually nunt. Eactors entering into 
the number partlicinating are weather conditiong, number 

J of dser taken during the buck season, and matters of a 
versonal nature, 

i Tha surveys made in 1945 under the direction of Dr, J.0. 
: Buse, Researoh Chief, and in 1946 by Mr. Stanley G. DeBoer, 

Forester, Black Hiver Falla, and one conducted on Octoher 
27, 28, and 29, 1947, by Mr. B. L, Dahlberg, in charge of 
ccer peseareh, Ladyeaith, were then boiefiy nentioned by 

i ir, Gpimmer, who ealisd on these individuals for further 
Cataile regarding the surveye made in tas Juneau county 
area. i ; 

Dr, Suse Ssummariged the following facts: In January, 
‘“Yebruary, and Merch, 1945, the largest deer survey ever 
unéertaken in Wisconsin wat made vy tecanisal men, waréena, - 
Torecters, and wame division personnel, Forty-nine deer 
yeraa were opitisally examined in the Central Wisecnsin 
Area, insluding geven in Juneau county, to. evaluete and 
determines their atatue in regard to browse conditions. 
Results of the survey indicated that 19% showed heavy 
concentration; 448, medium consentration: and 37% indicated 
light, Sixty ose cent of the yard@ were below the carry- - 

i ing senacity and had been browsed out; 40% of the ersa 
hed bean byowsed bus was equal to the demand; and none were 
Touné to have a surplus of available boowse, The potential 
of these yards hed the deer been managel, reduesd, or con- 
trolled would have been above the progend carrying capaci ty.
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By way of comparison, Mr. DeBoer, who acted as the 
survey's Chief of Party under the direction of a six-man 

copmittes, presented detaile of a comprehensive dser 
damage to forest reproduction survey which was started in 
1946, the survey of the central area, of which Juneau and 

d wood counties are a part, being completed in the spring 
of 1947. 

Over four hundred sauple pilots were established in the q 
central area and cruises laid out for each of the field 
men by Mr. DeBoer, The general set-up was then shown on 

: ae a mep which was explained by Hr, DeBoer, and summarized 
ag follows: confiere in the Central Area of the state 
were found to have only 48.1 per cont of their number 
unbrowsed, 28.7 per cent broweed, and 19.9 per cent 

: heavily browsed, During the four years preceding, 22.3 
pericent of tha potential erop of conifers had been 
heavily browsed, Of the hardwoods throughout the ares, : 

: 28:7 per cent appeared to be unbrowsed, 36.1 per cent 
: browsed, and 28,7 per cent were heavily browsed, Jack 

: ping, central Wieconsin's most imvortant forest tree for the 
nex half century, showed 49.2 per cent unbrowsed, 27 
per ‘cent browsed; and 18.5 per cent heavily browsed, For | 
the most desired white pine, 31.4 per cent is unbrowsed, 
46.8 per cent browsed, and 36,3 per cent heavily browsed. 

Mr, DeBoer believed that a true victure was obtained 
4 from the survey as the figures presented are statistically 

: accurate within 25 per cent variance, and the entire survey 

was done on a purely unbiased basis as 1% was desired te 
get the true picture as far as forestry was concerned, 

: Me. DeBoer reported that earlier this month he had 
spent several days hunting with bow and arrow in Jackson 

: county, and saw practically no deer in tha area, Both ‘ 
: Mr. DeBoor and a representative of Juneau county told 

. of the large fawn crop of a year or two ago in the Central 
Wisconsin area, From recent surveys, Dr. Buse related 
that the fawn crop is still very high, Indications are 
that there will be a high influx of deer in. the Juneau . 
area which will continue to grow for the next few weeka, 
and he atated that it may be that the same population 

“-of deer that waa there for the past several yearn would 
return, 3 

Mr, Dahiberg was then called on to report on the survey 
which he conducted on October 27, 28, and 29 on the Necedah 
Wildlife Refuge and the Meadow Valley Unit of the CwCa, 
which was conducted to determine the. oresent status of 
deer in the area. Random viets were chosen and random 
famples made, A map waa then presented showing the brows= 
ing conditions of the area--the critical area, aa far as 
food conditions were concerned, and the areas which were 
only medium browsed, where deer wera not browsing in 

: exosss of the annual food that was being preduced. Mr, 
Dahiterg stated that the general consensus of the men who 
made the cruise was thet if a severe winter vag had that 
practically all ef it would be overbrowsed, He pointed 

i ; to one small area whieh was in good condition. There
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were certain sreas where the browsing wae light, lesa 
i than for the previous winter, ang he informed the Come 

miscioners that it was possible to read browse for the 
preceding four or five years. The survey made included 

: current browveing and recorda of browsing conditions for 
the past two yeass, In certain portiona, carticularly 
in the southern part, surveys shoved that browse conditions 
were not as noticesblie thia year as the vorevious winter. 
fhe reason for this may be attributed to the fact that a 
Jarge hunting season was had lact year, A relatively 
high carrying cenacity could be maintained in that part 

( of the unit if 2 redustion is meda in time ta orevens 
the area from going into the critical state. Considerable 

; proveing on wintergreoas, dewberries, and raspoerry bushes 
' wan in evidense. The signe that were observed on the area s 

did not indieate that there had been an: disappearanse of 
deer, [tot many Geer were seen during the curysy; however, 
they did not fegl that the deer bad disappeared or that 

++ there would be a great influx back Lato the area, It was 
: their dpinion, judging from browae conditions, that there 

are atta & considerable number of dser in the area. i¢ 
sae) indisated that for the past geven years, 30 or Lo ner ; 

: cent of the state's deer population were fawns, and : 
Me, Dahlberg did not believe that there had been any 
noticeatie change in that situation this year, i 

: Commigsioner Moistad stated thet there seens to be 
perfect unanimity of opinion among the how hunters that 
the herd has been redused and inquired as to whether there 
were any hidden areas, to which Mr, Dahlberg replied that : 

a there were merok areas wnich wera diffieult to traverse, 
and “hat deer may haye gone into Ghe Ganper areas during 
the dey fall. He felt taat all the marshes were not 
covered py the bow hunters, Deer tracks and dser signs 
were in evidences everywhere on the area, and, perhaps, 
a li¢@tie heavler in the marahes, He further reported ; 

. that for the past four years, there les been very little 
sow aml dezrp could feed on bushes, sneh as raspberry and 
dexbevry, ont 17 a severe winter otcurred 2 sonsiderable 
portion of ths area now marked medium would be overbrowsed. 

In anever to a question inguiring a6 to whether 1% might 
f be possible thet the overbrowee oscurred| during the years 

that the arse was closed, Dr. Buss reported that the 
: currens browss Gan be identified from the previous years 

and evidenee of the browsing for the oast two yeare are 
on resord, s 

Sommieeioner Abery stated that 1% would be most unfor= 
tunate to make a chanta at thie time ae the vernites had. 
already sen isaued and revealed that this is the tyne 
of story heard in many areas in regard jo the number of 

: dager in relaticn to the damage to forest reproduction, : 
whieh neseasarily must bs sonsidered, Go change the 
present set-up woul dierupt olans of thoudands of ceople 
who had mado arrangements to hunt there. The order bas 

_ already been elgned vy the Governor and "vii srec.,
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: Commaiegioner Riegel said thet the matter again waa a 

esan of gesting selentific data from the game management ; 

: divielon, and for exnerimentat purposes he atated that 

he waa going to vote shat the eeason remain as iti is to 

give the game men an opportunity to show what they have 

been doing. A : 

The Chaisoan anncunged that the department wae in Pevor 

of leSting the regulations ctand, and sdéad that these 

regulatiogs ware dravted with the consent of the people 

who are now opposed to them, A3 this request to chanve 

: “he regulations ease at a rather late date, i% would 56 

; Ciificuls to ecounterzand the order. 
} Commissioner Laoneld also reported that the archers 

are almea? unentinous in their belief that the deer have We 

Cisavneared fron the area, a Situation whish is very 

GiffieuL$ to explain. - Phe fact that the area la over- 

: prowaed 48 alse in evidenss, The bow hunter is insvitably 

; ae going to 4gnore tae eruption and 498 going to be Gisagoolnted. 
He ecanented on the statement made by Mr, Alexandar is 

: rega fa to the dligeal BLIL of dser aa a problem which the 

Commission ehould congider, i 

: Mr, Alexander then inquired as to what the reacticn of 

the Commiaesion would be te closing the area to a luck 
season and was informed by Mr, Swift, Direator, that 
that was one of the department's original igeas, but wa3 
not gubseribed to by the county; however, vefore making 

: e Cefinite desigion, he woulG like to give the moiter. 

i further congitieration. ‘ 

Ge Leonola thea moved that no change be meds 
$n the nreaent reguietione pertaining to the Meadow 
Valley-Nesedah Revues antlierless deer hunting #eagon, 

; fhe motion wae duly seconded by Commiasioner Abevg. 

vhen pus to a vote, motion was carried unanimously, 

ppLEe. 
; i She availability cf Wiseonsin Point in the city of 

. Gunerior sa a poutiblie erea to be ineluded in the state 
vuark syatem ned been onlled to the department’s atten- 

tion by Senator arthur A, Lenroot, Suverior, during the 

i recent legislative gession and hae subsequently been 
@iseussed, aA report and recommendation on the sugject 

: had been sironiariged the Commissioners, 5 

iv, Harrington, Svoerintendent of Poreste and Parks, 
reported thes Heaere. Hangen and Simmons, leandsea:s 
aruhiteete, had mada a study of the area, and thn > Mr 

Leif Steirs, State Forest Supervisor, end he had investi- 

: vated the area. It wag the consensus of opinion thet 46 

: HWOLBLG be inedySeatle to inelude in the state sark aycvem 

thie naptieular txyect known ae Wisvonsin Point and tant 

the rensone for this eoncluaion are enumerated in a 

: nenoranden written to the Dapoetor; namely: (1) Zt is 

; : Located within the corporate limits of Supporter; Vey b 

3 undoubtedly ean beat be used a8 8 vart of the city of 
Superiom wark eycher of ag a sounsy-city development; 

(3) The area itseli 24 rather emall for a state ork) 

and (2) the evfart cf tha Commission tn that pars cf the
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: keen them from ishing the stream, he veceivea moat of 
the benefit of the stream, and numerous persona want 
this pren establiehed 9s a refuge but the owner does 
not, explaining thet he permite fish to be taken in the 
oven seeson but has attempted to keep peovle off the 
eres by hiring a ceretaker so thet 4llegel fishine is 
not cerried on. However, Mr. Anderson eteted, the 
fishery area supervisor and fishery area biologist do 
not concur in the recommendation of the local warden, 
end the staff members of the fieh menagement division Be 
recommend thet no ection be taken. : i 

It was the consensue of the Commieeion that no action 
be teken at thie time on the request to reseing Order 
No. FR-577 eetablishing Little Niagara Creek in Bau Claire 
county ag a fish refuge, or on the renuest to.esteblish 
Hay Greek in Savyer county as a fish refuge. pee 

19. Water nower nrojecta (Items 9, 10 end 10.1 of November 14, 
1947 minutes) 

; Dr| Sohneberger, Superintendent of Fish Management, ; 
; stated thet on the basis of the Inetructiona of the Con- 

miesion at ite lest meeting for e further investigation, 
additional field work was verformed and » meeting held 
with the River Basin Groun of the U. S. Pish and Wild- 
life Service. The following recommendations are, there- 
fore, made: 

a. Pronoved enlargement of Wisconsin-Michiean Power 
: Company hydro-electric dan at Big Suinneasec Fells on 

. Menominee river neer Niagara. 
Dr. Schneberger stated thet it is felt definitely 

: thet s scenic value exists and should be preserved. If 
the cresent dem is enlerged and the head cf water raised 

: ; es anticinated, 1¢ will eliminete Horse Rece Revids, 
vhotograrhs of which he pessed around to the Commissioners. 
Fish and wildlife values ara secondery in this inetence, 
he said. 

b. Pronosed water nover nroject on Chinrewa river at 
Holcombe in Chinnewa and Rusk counties ~ Arplicrtion of 
Northern Ststeg Power Comvany of Eau Claire. 

Dr. Schneberger showed a meo of the nronosed flow= 
ege which he had obtained from the Power Company: and : 
steted thet the dem would be construeted below Holcombe. 
The wresent fish veluea ore somewhat Goubtful, there be- 
ing three trout streams ~ Crenberry, Alder, and Birch - 
which are verheng of secondsry importance, The dam will 
influence the Jumn river, which 1s musky waters, and a 

; small portion of bass waters in the unrer nortion will 
: be affected. Locr] sentiment seems to be very much in 

fervor of the project, taking into considerstion increesad
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, tax velues end a temporsry building boom. The only scenic 
: value thet is avnarent, Dr. Schneeberger indicated, 4a a 

smal] one in the vilinge. He steted it is the general 
opinion of the derartment thet the construction of this | 
‘Tlowage should be epvosed. 

Mr. Fred R. Zimmerman, Acting Suvervisor of Gocnerstive 
Game Management, rend » detailed -renort prenared under 
date of December 6 by B. L. Dahlberg, in cherge of the 
deer research vroject, the gist of which indicates that 
wildlife will be affected edversely insofer as river 

: bottom snecles ere concerned. Mr. Dahlberg msde a three- 
dey survey of the area and also contacted Hr. Lund of the 
Northern Stetes Power Gomnany at Esu Gleire, 

Dr. Behneberger recommended that the Publio Servics 
Commigsion be resuerted to nostrone the public hearing 
on sg anvlicetion, scheduled for January 6, in order 
to allow more time to gather sdditional informetion. 

: c. Pronosed Petenvel] dem vrotect on Wisconsin river at Petenwell, southeast of Necedah, 
be. Schneberger stated the department does not 

feel thet the fiech and wildlife valuea are too great at 
this time, end thet there are no eceniec values involved. 
fhe fieh in the area are teinted from volluticn of the 5 
water, and consequently it 1s felt there its no real : 
Dasie for oprosition. aa. ; 

--The diecuseion was continued 4n the afternoon seasion.=-- 
| 

: the meeting recessed for lunsh at 12 M. 
: 

The meeting reconvened at 1:34 p.m. : 

Preeent: Commissioner Chas. F. Smith, Chairman . 
Commissioner Arthur Moletad, Acting Secretary 
Commigsioner Wa. d, P. Aberg 
Commissioner Aldo Leonold ; 
Commissioner J. A. Riegel 

: Absent: Coumiesioner J. O. Moreland, Secretary 

19. Continuation of Water vover projects (Itens 9, 10, and 10.1 of November 14%, 1947 minutea) 
&. Wisconsin-Michigan Power Comnany hydro-electrin dam 

ot Bie Quinnessec Felig on Nenominse river near Niagare. 

b. Pronosed water nower vroject on Chinneva river et 
Holcombe in Chinoewa and Rusk counties = ponilestion of 
Northern Stetes Power Commany of Hou Claire. 

| &. Fetenvell den nroject on Wisconsin river et Petenvoll.
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Continuing the discuselon of ¢hig iten, the Chairman 
briefly reviewed the recommendetions of the department 

: : on the three wseter power projects, atating that the 4 department opposed the dam et Quinneseeo Falle on the 
Menominee river; favored postronsment of ncticn on the 
dem et Holcombe; end hed no objections to the Petenvell 
dem project on the Wisconsin river. 

Hr. Swift, Director, suggested that if further informa- 
tion is degired with reference to the dam at Holcombe : that e woatuonement of the Public Services hearing eouléd 
be requested and that in the feantime, and vrevious to 
the next Commission meeting, more information would be 
secured by the denartment so that a more comniete under- y ‘ stending of the nroject could be hea before teking final 
ection. With reference to & and oe, Mr. Swift consurred _ with the recommendations Given by the devnertmental 
perfonne?. 

4& suggestion was made by Sonmiastoner Leovold that a stete survey be made of sll potential power sites, 
desireable cenoe routes, small-mouth haas fly streans, : end other etreamea suitable for verious geme fish, decir able hobitet of the various gene species, stre:ma heving especial fish velues, such as, the Wolf river, and snecial scenic values similar to the Niagara, and other factors that might heve a bearing on the conatruction of water nower vrojects. He believed that if information of this Nature were made avalilebdle, nerhaps in map form, thet : when apolicetions are received for power sites, such Gata could be used to determine how a stresem would be affected adversely snd a nore conclusive baeis could be hea in rendering a decision as to whether an apnlication 
should be granted. Commisstoner Leonold etated thet he realized thet auch an assignment would involve consider= able work and judgment, but belioved thet with this information, a more intelligent decision could be rendered. Mr. Swift informed him that one vhese of this nrorosal 
is being undertaken as it is nlanned to nublish a booke- let on csnceing routes in the soring. 
Commissioner Riegel queationed whether irredeemable 

conservation assets were to ba seerificed for energenoles : such ea the vresent need of electrictiy. Private utilities, . he stated, pre concerned about tho REA, which obtains federal money to undertake projects of this kind. These - wrivete utilities breve the corortunity of saying that some ef there projecta are unnecessary and of .offering ; to furnish the power, but in some instances they do not haye sufficient power to sell. In hia opinion, John L. Lewls haa made the denena for nower sites more acute, as industries feel thet they cannot devend on coal ana must develon water nower. He further ateted-that there obvi- ously will be an ebundance of rower in tha futura fron verioue sourses, but when the rivers are once destroyed, . they ere gone forever, He, however, waa willing to defer aotion because he felt thet 4f the subject were piven a 
:
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further etudy and additional informstion procured, it 
would enable the Commission to annraise the whole eltua- 
tion and avrroach it in a more intelligent manner. 

Commissioner Smith voiced his orrosition to the use 
of rivere for pover vlants if the scenic or recreational 
volues offset the economic values. However, in the case 
of the three deme confronting the Commiselon, he believed 

, thet additionsl investigations should be made and data 
made available es to the rivers or nortions of rivers 
thet the stete wishes to nrotect and vreserve. He did 
not believe thet definite action should be taken without 
heving concrete fects ee to the damage thet would result. 
The subject of water power projects wag broed enough in 
score, he believed, to warrant the annointing of a com- C. 
mittee to work with the Director on the matter before 
vrecsenting it to the Commiseion for action. - 

Commissioner Molatad contended thet a volisy relative 
to the construction of dams on navigable rivers had 

4 been voiced and sction teken with reference to the 
- FPlembeeu river et the Sectember 17, 1947 meeting, and 

he dopbted whether further investigation would alter 
the vote by the Commission, es he believed the under- - : 
lying nolicy would not change. He further contended 
thet if a vote were taken today, it would enable the 
derertiont to teke 6 definite stand st the Public Serv- 
ice herrings. In hig ovinion, it would weeken the stand 
of the Gonmmiseion to vrocrastinete when all the circum- 
atancee ere presentiy known. 
Commiseioner Aberg stated that the Gommiseion heg 

onnosed the erection of nower dsms on rivers which were 
; without queation of seenic and recreational value. In 

his opinion it would be unnecessary to obtein additional 
information to oppose projects on rivers such es the : 

f Brule, the Wolf, the Niegsrs, and similer streams which 
heve snecial known voluers. He did not believe that : 
there waa any aueetion as far as opposition to item a 
waa concerned, es the area involved virgin territory, 
end the scenic, as well es the recreeticnal values 
would definitely be demeged. As to item b, he granted 
that the Commiscion wes not in a nosition to take action 
on the besie of nresent information. He aid not believe, 
however, that it vas neceseary that the Public Servica 
hearings be voetvoned, but that a renuest should be 
made fer en opnortunity to file a protest at a later 
aste. GCommiseioner Leopold soncurred in this remark, 
eteting thet he wes ready to vote on item a, but vre- 

: ferred to delay ection on items b and g. 

Hotion on iten 19-2. 
i it wees then moved by Commissioner Aberg that the Con- 

mission go on record es opnosing the granting of e permit 
to erect ea hydro-electric dam at Big Quinnessec Falls
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on the Renominee river near Niagara for the reagon that NG 
4t hee scenic snd recreationel values far in excess of 
ite economic velues for power purposes. ; 

The motion wae duly seconded by Commissioner Leopold. 
Vote: In favor: Commissioner Aberg 
; Commigecioner Leopold 

Commissioner Moletad 
Commisaioner Rlegal 

Not voting: Commissioner Smith : - 

Motion carried. : 

Conmissioner Smith etated thet he was refraining from : 
: voting for the réeagon th-t he felt that the three 

projects come under the same cetegory and that more \ 
‘ informetion on them should be had befere final action 

; ie taken. E 

Commissioner Holstad then moved that the Conmicsion 
go con record as disarproving the anvlicetion of the 
Northern Stetes Power Comnany of Esu Claire for the 

.erection of e water rower nroject on the Ghinnewa river 
at Holcombe. 

The motion wea duly seconded by Commissioner Riegel. 

(No vote was taken on this motion.) 

Mr, Thomse A. Blick, Biologist, Snooner, stated that 
with the vermission of the Commission ané Dr. Schneberger, 
Superintendent of Fish Management, he would like to read 
@ report in the form of a memorandum which he had sent 
to Dr. BSchneberger regarding the prorosed dam at Holcombe. 

; fhe following memorandum was then read: 

"It is my recommendation that the conetruction of 
the pronosed hydro electric rlant at Holcombe, Chinrewa 

: river, not be contested by the Wisconsin Conservetion 
Department. The reasons for this recommendation are 
lieted. 

1. The streeme involved are borderline trout vaters 
of cuestionable velue. Cur records indicte only 
fingerling nlants of trout in the ysst end there stopned 
entirely in 1942 on Alder ond Taylor Creeka and in 1945 
en Birch ereck. There are no nlenting records for 

- _ Cranberry creek. My contects indicete the fishing vres- 
sure on these streeme 16 light, and if the vrescure hed : 
warranted it the warden would ne doubt heve esked for 
legal viants at quote tims. The urner reaches cf Main ~ 
ereck (trout ~ster) probably would net be effected by 
the dem. 

2. Nearly all interested rartiss contacted agreed 
the beet muskie fishing is unstreem on the Chirnewa 
river from apnroximstély 7.33", R 7W, 8 33, and down- 
ftream on the Plamberu to Pine Telend, with little to ; 
no mugkie fishing downstream from theese vointe.
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3. The unatreem ares bounded by the north bend of 
- the Chinreva above the Plambesu confluence and the 

Deer Tail mouth downetream is reputed good smalimouth 
bese fishing with much of the aren suitable for wading; 
however, no comments were made by interested narties 

‘ in favor of emslimouth fishing in the area even when 
ouestioned about it. Either they know nothing of the 
fishing there, or weren't interested end I'm inelined 
to think the latter as the fishing in the arsa 1s for 
muskie. It ia debatable as to how much the dem would 
influence smellmouth fishing downetreeam on the Chivrewa 
to the mouth of the Deer Teil ae the flow line man does 
not indicate any greet chenge in the contour of the 
streem with a maximum increese in depth of five feet. 

4, Not enough ia known about conditions that might 
reault from Ploocding the dump river to a shaliow elow 
moving flowage uvatream to about f 33N, R OW, S 1. 
From contects mode, indications are that although there 

: 4e some muskie fiehing on the river, it ien't as inten- 
; sive as on the Firmbecu end Chirrewa. Such = shellow 

slop moving flowege that probably would result may 
either hely or hinder muskie reproduction and growth, 
or it may favor the production of the redhorse sucker 
groun devending on the amount cf avelleble shelter and 
food. Then, too, there may be a danger of winter kill 
in this flowage if volume flow isn't eufficient to 
“aween" the srea. That too may or mey not be e benefit 
devending upon which tyne of fish (game or rough fieh) 
Bay be fevored by the flowaga. j 

5, With the excertion of e short fast water rapide 
rezicn with abundent kettle holes worn in the shoal 
water end river bottom at Holcombe, the scenic values 
of the ares sre nil. Aceording to Mr. Vinee Sauire 
of the Chinnewe Sounty Goneervaticn Committee some 
peovle have been killed in these rapids. 

6. Wherever I went on my vreliminery survey of opinions 
regarding thie vroposed dem, I found the public enthus- 
dastic. Department versonnel in forest protection and 
lew enforcement who would voice thelr oninions were all 

: of the belief thet the dam would probsbly benefit oon- 
servation = fish in perticular. 
“The reasons thet I have listed above leaves me no 

other recourse then to favor the pronosed hydro electrics 
- Gem et Holcome on the Chinnewa river." 

: Commissicner Riegel commentsd on the fect that the 
survey made by Mr. Klick and Mr. Poeekeny, Aree Bioclo- 
gist, Snooner, presented the sltuation only from the 

: fish management standnoint. Commiesioner Holsted 
expressed the ovinion thet the fishermen and townsnecnle 

: oentscted were, no doubt, not thinking of the situetion 
in long-ranzve terme snd how 4% will effect the stnte as
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a whole, but only of what will accrue. to their business 
if the dam is constructed. . . 

| Hp. Swift believed that all the pertinent facte shoula 
be mede aveilable before a definite strnd is teken; 
however, if it was the desire of the Conmiseion to take 
definite ection at this meeting, his recommendation 
would be to onnose the anvlicstions. 

Commigsioner Riegel steted that although he was rerdy 
: to vote on the nrojects, it was his belief that when en 

issue es imrortent as this one 16 brought to the Con- 
Miacion for action, all membere should be vreecent to 
varticinate in the veting. 

It wae contended by Commisetoner Aberg thet if action x 
is teken without heving a eound besis on which to make 
a decision, that the Commission's position is weakened 
ali slong the line, and he ststed thet he wae not ready’ 
to take action when he wae not fully satisfied that all 
the facts were known. As dame are not beilt overnight 

ui nor nermitea granted overnight, he believed thet the only 
“ection necessary at this time wae to ask vermigssion of 
the is Service Commission to file atatemont at a ; 
later dete. In his ovinicn, final eotion should not bo 
taken on such importent issues without heving eufficient 
beokground to carry the decision through; and he, there~ 

4 fore, recommended thet action on b and @ be deferred, 

Motion on item 19-b. 
Commissioner Leonold then moved thrt action on item 

19-b be tabled. : 
ae The motion was duly seconded by Gonmisetoner Aberg, 

Vote: In favor: Commisaioner Abarg 
Commissioner Leonold 
Gommisesonar Smith 

Onvosed: Commissioner Molated 
: Commigsioner Riegel 

Notion carried. 

i Gommisaioner Leopold steted that his sole purvore in 
Making a motion to table the item was to gain time to 
obtain e brosder value and avproach to the subject, as 
the investigetion thus far concerned only a narrow 
avoraicel from the standvoint of fish, some of the : : 
testimony being made by biased individuals. ; 

The Chairman panneunced thet the tabling would give 
the devertment an onvortunity to-meke further investiga- 
tion end vresent a more conplete renort. In this con= 
nection, Commissioner Aberg suggested that the Public 
Service Conmisaion be notified that further investiga- : 

5 tions are being carried on in regard to the projects on 
the Wisconsin and Chinnewa rivers (Item 19-b and co), and 
& revort wlll be vresented at a later date. 

5 Commiastoner Moletad expressed the orision that extreme 
: ‘ cere muet be exercised to show consistency in handling
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situations of thia kind. He stetea that the Commiseion 
hed mede known their stend on the Flambeau and at Big 
Quinneesec Falls, and questioned whether there wes 6ulli-» 

‘ cient disaimilerity on the Chinrewa eng the Wisconsin to 
give merit to the annrovel cf thoge deme in the avent 
thet further inveatigations were mads end recommengstionas - i 
Given for avrroval. 

7 Hotion on item 19-9. 
it was then moved by Commiesioner Aberg thet item 

19-6 be treated in the seme manner as item 19-b, and 
thet further study and inveetigetion be carried on and 

: a revort submitted to the Commission. 
The motion wes duly seconded by Commlestoner Leonolad. 

; When put to a vote, motion was carried unsnimougly. ; 

19.1 Land acouleition - Publis Hunting and Fishing Grounds. 
(Continuation of item 12 of theas minutes) 

a. Kiezer - Burnett county. 
(17902705 acres from August end Ida M. Peterson, 

Webater - anpraisal $10,352.74; ontton $10,250. 
(2) 29.61 ecrea from dames F. Beren, Webster - 

appraise] $500.75; ontion $625. : 
The dates of the exniration of the eptione on the 

: nronerty in Burnett county were Aiscunced with the 
thought that rostvonement of sction on the matter mignt 
be edviseble to eneble Commissioner Moreland to present 
hie views, ae he had inavected the property along with 
Commiseioner Riegel. ; 

Commiasioner Riewel told of the investigation he hed 
‘mnde of the nroverty and exoressed the ovinion that the 
vrice acked was ocomnaratively. high and thought it well 
that the Commission be informed of all the aepects. 

Photogravha cf the land under coneideration were then 
distributed by Mr. J. R. Smith, ecting Surervisor of 

‘ Refugee ond Publis Hunting Grounds, who eleo pointed out 
i the location on a man and fully deseribed the arer, 

stating thet the nrice is higher than thet of property 
in the Crez Meadow area, as 1t 1s considerably better. 

Commissioner Smith stated thet he hed given the matter 
a great deal of considerstion and thet at firet he was 
rather gkentical of the purchree, but efter further 
investigstion, he concluded that it would be well to 

. @xercise the option. 
; in resvonze to Commiseioner Aberg's question es te } 

wheather the lakes on the aren are meandered, Mr. Deserwester 
of the Refuges end Public Hunting Grounds Section,. stated 
thet the lakes on the area are marshy, but not merndered. 
Gommiseioner Riegel considered then nothing but duck 
mershesr. The imorovemente on the proverty consist of 
two farm buildings, velued at $517, which would heve 
anproximateiy the seme arlvage value. In explaining the  . 
area on which he contendsd thet the lekea and fish 
velues were secondery, Commissionar Riegel nointed cut
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it was moved by Commiesioner Riegel that wiseonsin accept 
and agree with the Minnesota Conservation Department on a 
reduction from 15% to 10% for.the payment of aupervision, 

The motion was duly seconded by Commissioner HYoreland, 
hen When put to a vote, moticn wae carried unanimously. 

! | (Commissioner Aberg vas absent for the discussion and vote 
on this item, ) 

‘It. Fish rearing ponds - Deed from Barren county for site, 
; Dr, Schneberger, Suosrintendent ox Fish Management, 

: explained that in the nrogram of rearing valt-eye to 
fingerling elze, small landlecked ponds have been used but 
the fishery division has come to the conclusion these 
ape not entirely satisfactory because of the fish left over 
from year ta year, Natural elements or freage-out cannod 
be depended on to clean the ponds thoroughly, It is felt 
necessary to have ponde that aro drainable and can be 

: | _ Pegulated, A number of siten have been inspected, according 
: to Dr. Schneberger and this partieular one in Barron county 

lends itself to construction of a 22 aere pond, The county 
: | of Barron haa provided a quit claim deed to the state for 

| this area, 
‘ Mr. Fred Jensen, Engineer, informed the commissioners that 

. ; the source of water fer this proposed pond will come from 
: Little Sand lake. The county has righta so that they can 

control the level of that lake, If standard gluilesway is 
used, ho said the coset of construction will be approximately 
£5400, but 4f the department obtains permission from the 
Public Service Commisrion to use the drop inlet, the cost 
for concrete will be cut about one-third and the total coat 
will be in the neighborhood of $4,060, 

It was moved by Commissioner Moreland that the commierion - 
accept the quit claim deca from Barron county for the site 
in Section 27, Township 36, Range 14 weat, near Barron, 
Wisconsin, to be used for the construction of fish rearing 

: ponds, : : 
a: The motion was duly seconded by Commisnioner Leopold. 

when put te a vote, motion wae carried unanimoualy. 

12, Vater pover projects {Item 19, Minutes of December 12, 1947) 
8 Chinnsye river oroject at Holeomhe in Chinneya and 

Rusk counties ~ Anpiication of Northern States Payer Company 

be fotonyell project on Wisconain river at Petenwell , 

. Dr, Sehneberger, Superintendent of Fish Management, expreszed 
4 regret that they had been unable to do any further field work 

‘ to collect additional data on fish, wildlife, and scenic 
values of those aeetions of the Wisconsin and Chipoewa rivers 
for which epplicationa for dams have been filed, fee forming 
on the rivers makes it hazardous for carrying on test netting 
operations, Consequently, the availeble Anformation was 
summavized in memoranda prepared by Dr, Schneberger and
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Mr, Zimmerman and a letter by Hr. Roy Tulane of the Attorney 

Generalia staff covering the salient facta brought out at 

: the Publie Services Commission hearing on January 6/4n 

: connection with the Holeombe project, copies of which were 

cirevulariged the commission, 
Mr, Swift staved he would like to make a short statauent 

along the linea of what Mr. Tulane has written about adrave 

downs, His best experience has been with the Chippewa 

flowage where it has been Found when the water ia high is j 

4 the fall and a severe winter follows with a heavy covering 

of 406 that is when thes biggest fish kill results. As to 

the atumps in the flowage, i% is hie belief that these have 

a tendency to prevent erosion and consequently there is ; 

advantage in leaving them there, When thera ig a dry year, 

there 15 a groyth on the flats which inereases the fish food 

: and & large fish pond ie developed, On the other hand, this 

a does not entirely offset the damage which has been tremendous 

an the past. The operation of the Chippsua Plowazge has been 

pone ores earefully with the power company, Mr. Swift stated, 

and kf thie dam 48 put in at Holcombe, it ia his opinion ; 

there should be a @imilar agreement with the company. To say 

i that drawdown in dteelf ie entirely damaging is not absolutely 

i - true, Me. Swift said. Commiscioner Moreland pointed cut that 

he and Mr, Swift had gone over the area of the Chippewa . 

: Flowage carefully and had the power company dredge ous certain 

soote although the scomvany said these would only refill again. 

: : However, 4% wad found where there were stumps thoy did not 

: have that condition as they did where there waa a field or 

cultivated lands. He agreed with Mr. Swift that the stumps 

were a Valuable angle to erosion. Commissioner Riegel stated 

f that 4t is not just a matter of so many Tish being lost by 

: the construction of a dam, oud one of destruction of habitat ; 

and tendency for theae fiah to persist there, 
Connissioner Leopold stated that the question 48 whether the 

destruction of biack base waters 46 of sufficient importancs 

to warrant the commission maintaining ite stand in opposition 

of the dam, CGommissionor Aberg expressed the opinion that 

. the overall eonservasion factors are less involved in the i 

Petenwell area than the Holcombe einse the former dove not 

have great voereational value, It waa agreed that the matter 

should be narrowed Gown to effects on fish and game, Gallod 

on for information relating to game, Mr, Zimmerman reported 

that the damage will be to river bettem inhabiting gpeciss of - 

wildlife (fue bearers, squirrels, woodcosk, waterfowl, deer 

. ond papbits), When the water lovel ite raised and the timber 

cut off, river bottom spsciey will move out, fot being able 

to take over the adjacent farm lend, they will either move 

to other arsag of will be wiped out, Mr. Zimmerman pointed 

outs 4% is difficult to act on very shor$ notice on these 

various den aises., Gonsiderabla timo 48 required to make 

surveys to obtain the dasired. information,
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Commiasioner Riegel eald it is his opinion that the 
problem of rivers should be approached in the sane way ag 
the deer problem haa boen approached, He feale the depart- 

' ment would ba justified in setting up a fund and a body 
of competent men to make a study of the atate's river 
ayatems ¢o that there will be yardsticks from which to make 
decisions, Although the values in theee particular areas 
might be of small contequence, they still would be valuable 
4? some of the others vere destroyed, He suggested that 
somebody sesure data not only on what rivers there are but 
also the flowages, In that way, rivera could be nut on 

: a priority basis. Tho secommendations of the department 
: .would probably then carry more weight, Commissioner Riegel 

pointed out, sines there would be facts to substantiate 
- guch recommendations, Until then, Gommigcioner Riegol - 

atated, he is opposed to all dams. ‘ 
Chairman Smith agreed with Commissioner Riegel that the 

commission has been proecesding in thie matter in the wrong 
way, pointing out that the commiasion'a recommendations at 

: the laat hearing carried no weight with the Publie Service 
Commission, probably because there waa no study made, 
Action 49 being taken on the dams one at a times on. short 
investigation instead of requesting a study as to which 

.Pivers should bo protected, which ones it is felt the value 
of a dam will exocoed seenic and recreational values, etc. 
Until these facta are available, Chairman Smith said he 
would take the position that the commission is wrong in 

- “opposing any of these dama. ak 
Commissioner Leopold mads the statement that the building 

of a power dam 46 an act of violence on nature and 4% je 

4 up to gomebody to prove = dam will make the river more 

valuable ¢han 1% is without it, He stated he 1¢ in favor of 
the survey and classification of rivera, but in the meantime 

the commierzéion should take the attitude that until it is 

able to release a dam site as being of slight value that 
they should be opposed to the dan, : 

For information purposes, Mr. Zimmerman said that 1% was 

prougnt out at the Midwoat Wildlife Conference that Kentucky 
has a PittmaneRobertson program on river basin studied much 

like the Fish and wildlife Service; in other words, 1% is 
possible to use Pittman-Roberteon funda in carrying out 

atudies on flowages and rivers, 
: Commissioner Abexg expressed the opinion that the commission 

must now or sometime approach thie gituation from a more 

realistic atandpoint as there ia an economic facter involved 
which eannot be disregarded, Te say that the commission is ; 

against all dame will mean that thelr opvoaition is ef no 
effect, There are certain obvious casas that should be 

opposed but there aro some places such as the Petenvell : 

area that has Little or nothing. to offer by way of recrea- 

Gional or ovtécor activities where anything that is done 

would be an Improvenen?., In his opinion tha commission ; 

ehould concentrate on areas they know should be preserved
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for nosterity and not vatte time on something not cubjecd 
to any considesation, He pointed out he had not heart ALLY 
perauarive Leasons Tor supnertding these. He ante. he had 
onposed attempts made in the past on the Flambeau and 

i othere which should be opposed without any more rosaexch 
but when considering the t@vo sites under dliecussion, the 
commission is weakening its position and destroyine 46s 
usefulness in protecting values in the state, Ne favors 

es a thorough Jnveatisation and gtudy but added that the 
Public Service Gomnission has Information on every dan - 
site in the state so far as physical data are’ concerned, 

é and what is needed ig information on wildlife, fish and 
recroational values. 

Commissioner Riegel stated he would prefer to oppose the 
dans until he kkews juat what the velues are because when 
dems are put in, there re losses in eome phase of econser= 
vation, If this one is approved, he expressed the oninion 
that there would be anyvhere from 25 to 40 more rocquests 

: for'construction of dama. white waltine for completion 
: of a supvoy or delaying action, Commissioner Riere) exnresced 

- concern over the fact that many other valuable spot? in the 
che could be lost, 
Commissioner Leopold pointed ous that the standard of 

reoreational yalués change constantly and if a olaerisiention 
of rivera is made, it wil} be neeeeaary to look into the 
future rather than assume they will be the same as today. 

; By not opposing theee dams, Chairman Smith stated thas 
did not mean they are in favor, but merely that they dia 
not have suffielont grounfls on which to oppose then, 
Commissioner Riegel agked waat the Publ4e Service Connissionts 

: reaction willl. be if no action 4s taken by the concervation 
commission and Commissioner Aberg replied that tholir decision 

: will undoubtedly be the same with the added possibility they 
will take some stock in what is recommondca by the conserva~ ‘ 
tion commission in the future if they are informed that a 
atudy is belng made. 
Commissioner Molsted suggested that the somninsion formulate 

& vesolution.in which they misht exvereas their plana and 
sentiments which will give the Public Service Comatasion 
preliminary notice, Commissioner Moreland radeaed queation ag 
to what would be sald to anyone vho appearsd before the 
Public Service Gommission since nothing 4s seid in the 
reports Zvom the field men about recreationnl benefits acerusd 
ag a vrosul’ of putting in a flowace at these two aites, The 

Ee Chippewa Flowage, he nointed ont, has been of value. Come 
; niegioner Riegel Snformed the ecmmission that he had opncasd 

; the Glam plver dan goveral years azo and the same argumente 
were used by the prosonents of tha dam as he had used to 
oppose 1%, Sinee the dam wae put in, there hae voen exesllont 
duck hunting end sood fishing for some ¢necleg and there 49 a 
question in hie mind now ae to how long this wil) endure, 

: Some very good eal) mouth and trout fishing watere were lost 
there hovever, He said ho would like further Information on 
whet san be expeoted in the future, but will not agree to the 
buliding of the dema first and then finding out the results 

: later.
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It waa moved by Commiestonar Nolestad that action on 
Z%on Ll2a pertaining to the Chippewa river profest at Holcombe he delayed and the Diractor be inatructed to draft a rasolutiscn enuneleting the intention of the Gon-= Biseion to institute a atudy of dam e4tes and rivera in accordance with wishes expressed by the Conmisstonera during discussions and that the Public Service Commission - ; be informed of ths intent and purposea of thia action. 

The motion was Guly seconded by Commisesoner Lecpold, Vote: Zn favor;  CommisclLoner Aberg f 
Commissioner Leapsid 

. Commiesioner Molatad 
Commissioner Moreland i 
Commissioner Saith 

Opposed: ‘Commisgioner Riegel a 

Motion carried, : : 

Me, Swift sald 1$ 48 his opinion that the fepartment ean ; vresent the facta, but that 46 will be up to the commission to estabiich the Standards, and added that 4t will be neces gary to request funds to carry on she work, 

Commissioner Molstad explained that hle reason for favoring this resolution 49 so that thers will be an expression as to : what the commiacion intends ta do and thia will be merely a ¢ step for instituting action, : : 
In explaining hig negative vote, Commissioner Riegel ; pointed ont that he is opnoded to the first part of the motion, but favor the last nert Pelating to a survey of : Gans, . : 

i It wae moved by Gommiselonse fberg that the commission , delay action on iten 12-b, rolating to the Petenweli project 
near Nesedsh, 

the motion was duly sesonded by Commissioner Leopold, 

Vote: In favor; Commissioner Aberg 
: Commicsioner Leopold 

Commissioner Molgtad : 
' Commissioner Moreland : 
Comma aeioner Smith 

: Gppeded: Commissioner Riegel 

Motion carried, ; 

Oo 8 8 & 

uae . The meeting recessed for lunch at 12 H. 

: ee 68 cake
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State Conservation Commission Order No, FC.700, entering 
317.07 acres in Merinetie county; 

Stete Conservation Commiseion Order No, FC-701, entering 
4§0.00 acres in Onelda county; 

Stete Conservation Commission Order No, FC-702, ontering 
560,00 acres in Polk county; 

State Conservation Commission Order No. FC-702, entering 
_. 6,640.00 ecres in Frice county; 

j Stete Conservation Commission. Ordsey No. FC-704, entering 
1,639.66 seres in Rusk county; 

State Conservation Conmiasion Order No, FC-705, entering 
2,007.22 acres in Bawyer county; 

State Conservation Cammiesien Order No. FC.706, entering 
4 100.00 acres in Taylor county; 

; Stete Conservation Commiagion Order No. FC.707, entering 
5,173.62 ecres in Weshbura county; - : é 

State Conservation Commission Order No. FC-708, entering 
366.51 acres in Yood county; 

and that a copy of each order be Ancornorated 4n these 
minutea, end the originals pleced en file, ° 

The motion was Guly seconded by Commiagioner Moreland. 
When nut to a vote, motion wes cerried unanimously. a, 

13. Shooting preserves =» Revision of Order No, Me102 (Revised 5) Mr. Grimmer, Superintendent ef Game Managemsat, furnished. 
each commissioner with copies of Conservation Commission 
Order No. H-102 (Revized 5) setting forth reguletiona 
relating to shooting preserves and a vronozed revision 
(No. 6) to thet order. Some of the main ebjections to 
existing shooting vrererve regulatione that hsve been 
voiced, Mr. Grinmer atated, ere: 

{e) Theat the preserve ownere ere for the most part 
ehooting not ertificlally stocked birds, but wlla birds 
even thougn the vercentage of birds taken 1s lew; 

3 (b) Preserves have been estebligheda on natural wintering 
eroundn end there is some movement with the birds conning in 
during November end December and. thereby giving ownera an 
onvortunity to increase their ateck with wild birda; 

(c) That the season (avrroximetely 32 months) 49 too lene, 
Me. Grimmer informed the commlestoner that the propoged 

revielon Je the result ef numerous conferences with nersonnel 
of the dopartment, the game boord and interested evortanon 
and shooting vreserve members, and the major charges now 

' recommended sre aa follows: 
(1) Persrrach "a" under eection 3 would vrovide that there be 

: ; no sheoting preserve established nor lisenee lseued therefor 
en any area where stete-owned vheasante have been etocked 
with the knowledge oy consent of the owner or lecsee for a 
veriod of one yeer vrior to the date ef epdileation. 

(2) Peregrevh “co under eection 3 would vrovide that the 
fearon vould be shortened so that 1% would open consurrent 
with onening. of the reguler yheesan$ seeson and elese on -
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January 15. Heretofore, 1% openeA the middle ef October 
snd. closed February -1. 

(3) Paragrevh "P" wed‘oreyiously avproved by the cemmiscion : (item 15 of Minutes of Fund 13, 1947 meeting) to provide that 
@8 soon-aa eo pheasant! is yet Lt pust be teeged immediately, 
end anvlies both during tho/¢snereal open sesson for pheasants ; and during the eoeclel phenrzant esason for proserves. (4) It le recommended that old, pareprent: "ge" Limiting the : Acreage Of orererves to 640: ecres be eliminated, * : (5) Mr. Grimmer reed the mrovesed revision of paragraph "gs", : This would vrovida thas no ehooting preserve license ehsli. be lasued eftor the effeotive date of thia erder, other then those ealrosdy in operation, for any area that includea er , benefits from ea mador phearant winterlng grounde; further, 
thet all epplicetiona fer shooting preserve licenses will 
be ected upon during the verted beginning December 15 and : ending Maren 15. All lend deserlytions licensed under one : license shall be contigvous. > » Question was raised as to what constituses "major" winterine. grounds end Mp. Grimmer agreed that word is wPopably net as C Oceinne teed es Lt might be, ~ ; He exolained that 44 would be almost impoasible te 
aporaise en eres and actually determine during August, 
Seutenber, or October whether the birda ere wintering 
there anti thet is the reason for the stetement that 

- eoplications will be ected upon between December 15 and Merch 15, ; 
(6) The moet drastic change in the order, according ta 

Mr. Grirmer, 46 conteined in paregravh ® 58 referring to the : "eontle relerse meshed” aa follows: 
: ; ‘All birds liberated shall be of the beet quality stock 

end not more than seventy~five ver cent of the number of : vhesrants stocked may be ehot, taken, or killed in any 
manner. For each mature hen pheaesnt stocked from Mareh 1 
to Merch 31, both detea inclusive, under the supervision 

i : of the conservstien commission, a "stocking" credit of 
three vhearents (elther hens or coske) pins the henge 
liberated will be allewed for each hen eo atocked. This 
credit ehell erply enly to the shooting ureeerve sesson 
hext following the ecring liberetion. Btrda released 
Guring the neried frem March 1 to March 31 shail be in 
the ratio of net less than ene cork to elgat hens, 

All vhearantea atocked from March 1 to Maren 31 shall 
be libereted using the "gentle releese method” to be ; 
described by the conssrvation devartment. 

Fheaeants not lese then aix weeka old hay be stocked 
under the"gentle relesee method" between April 1 and 
Sentember 30: : 

if the "gentle release method ie not used, then credit 
will be ellowsd only on adult vheasante liberated after 
Sentenber 30. : 

3 It wae explained by Mr, Grimmer that the atate has beon 
: conducting exoerimenta relative to the "eentle releaee 

: eystem end 1¢ haa been so effective that the research seetion
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ig vrenered to beck this plan 100%. It igs Delieved that the é fires impertent thing 4a.to secure high ouslity birde end stock the hens vreferebly durine the nlddle of Ferech rether § than Avril 1 te 20. It is too Jete thie yerr for this verticuler provigion to tske effeet end he wovld like to heve \ the helance of the orver effective Avril 21 to permit those | heving birds now to nut them out, In other worde, & precerve ; operetor may stock in Herch thie year, end next yesr will be e reovired to atock in Hereh. Mr. Grimmer exploined the stocking creéit nlen ené also grve rdditional informetion on the erverimente condueted on the pentie relerce method. It wee brought out thet at orerent there are £9 licensed prererves, connrieing annroyimately 46,000 aeres, and at enly one le e cherge mace for the vrivilege of vublic hunting - thereon, the others being onerated only for individuals or Praune, jee i ; Commincloner Nolsted eteted that the chenges rronosed are very good, but exmrenred the ovinion thet they do not go fer enough. He said the origine] nurvore of this law wee to | eurment through nrivete effort the oponeration ef nheersnta, but corsa not believa the rerulte have been sufficiently pood ‘to fry thet thir noliey hee been euccesaful end exoreeced | dovbt thet the overell pheesant powoulation hae benefited i beceure of thie vrivete effort. He added thet “shooting : nreserye” hee « connotation thet ie dieterteful to the bulk of tha veople in Wisconein pnd in hia colnion har no place ; in this atete., They perhaps should not be ruled out of order right now, but he feela the co--Lesion's action shoula be toverd curbing shia nolicy. 
Commissioner Molatad called ettention to the fact thet thers ere no shroting nreeeryes for @eer or other game and that 1% would be regerded ae ri€tevlour to have tham, The average hunter haa 1¢ ¢aya' hunting for vhessente and shoote only cock birés while persons connected with shcoting orerarves . ‘havea 29 Geye' honting which it 4e “porored to recuce by about 15 Gays end shoot hene, He exorerred the oninion thet 4f the “Tonegr ting effort were to be fupolemented, the shooting of hens is definitely canaging to the effort, Conmiseloner ' Holeted then suggested thet either Mr. Grimmer cr froneons Geelenated by the Director orerent to the commission et the : next meeting e@ suererted revision that wll] further curtail 

the number of @eya in the oven seseon end elimin: te the shooting of henge; moreover thet the vecnle from other ste tez who' heve prererves in Waeconain be further reetricted. He inédleated thet there ere e-me nrerepver having Tilinois : reeldente er ownera and in thia way they ere given an 
onoortunity to shoot nhserrnta under sore ides! conditions ‘han are the reaidenta of Wisconsin, end @o so reesonebly eince the lisense fee is only £5.00, Conmiesioner Foleated '  nointed out that this fect ia not looked unon favorebly by 
neon)s in southern Wieeongin, - He eteted that he hee hed 
renorte from enortemen who object strenuously to the nrocrem of Rooting oreesrver end Lea surrrieed. that some are 
ennserantly in sccord with chenges ae nronoesé se he vunéeretoc thet they wented mora areetiec curtollmonts,
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It wan then moved by Commissicnar Holetsd that action on thie item be delayed until the nox Beeting end that other sucgested pavieions be brought to the Bttention of the coumiseion at that Sime which wil vory materially curteil : the hunting seesona and shooting of hen sheasants and place restrictions on the dicensine of people from out of the stato controlling ehooting preserves in Wiseonsin. (Hotion €44 not reesive a eocond) 

Coumiasioner Leopold raised cuestion as to the numbex of henge shot on proservyea and Hy, Grimmer reported that he did not heve these figures, but thet the number in. probably ia excess of the cocks takon. Tt was brought out by Commtesioner Aberg and Mr. Grimner : thet the esteblicnmens ef & shooting oreserve involvga considerable expense on the nart of the interested pergons end that in order to encourages him to puild up habitat, ete. it is necegeary to offer fone induesnent whish <a Gono in : the way of a longer Beason, 
Commiesioner Aberg sontinued that in connection with shooting orererves thera de en ides that Somebody fa recelving a anecial privilege which in his opinion ds not trué eince al] this rogulation does ie nrovide that anybody whe has lend and wants to put birds on it may shoot 758 of the birde end edded thet he ia hot shooting the atateta : birds. He called attention to the fact that the args Goes hot remain static, rolnting out thet although 1,000 birds mey bo released, all but 260 may migrate. He atated that thera is a twofold purpose te the eghooting license: (1) to enlarges the supply, and (2) to atinulate an inesantive in neopls toe furnish thelr ovn sper¢ and Own game. With “reference to Commiestoner Molstad's etatement that thers are no shooting oreserves for deer, Coumtesionar Abarg vointed out that this is not correct since dear may be shot on licensed dser farma, Further, he feels that the shooting of hens does not nake any difference vince they ars the owner's birds an@ on his own Jana. He espresesd the ovinton there are provisions in tha omer now thet are extromely restriotive to the iné@lyidus? who Bees £4¢ to supply his own hunting and game. He gatd he ig in favor of the changes, and de not in accord with farther restrictions, He doog not favor postroning astion on the item, feeling that people who ars in a position to etock birds this year ahould : ' be able to da ac, 

Mr. Qplaner explained that at the Janesvilig meeting 2 where theses revisions wave Gisouseed, somes of the etrongest opponents to shooting vregervga were in attendance where the conzonsus seencd ta be thet (Pf e man wishes to budid up ' the cover, stock birds, devslon own feed, ets., let hin . have hig shooting preserve as he is bonefiting the nublic. ConnlagiLonep Riesal pointed out that in apite of she eftorta of the comulasion and devertnent in oroviding funds end other mesna te inorease end meintain and RANA ge f good pheasant bunting &itustioa, hunting le etlil net
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improving. The part about thia progrem that he said 
: leases him most fe thet only one licenses is operating 

commercially. Where an individual kes hia ovn jand 
and is making an investment, he is obtaining very ttle i in return. Purther, 4t de evident from the fact that 
there ere only 40,000 acrae under this program that there 
ig no influx into buying Jand for the sateblishment of 
breseryea, end the reguiationga ag eurrested are favorable 
to the public, As long aa the vropoeed revisions ere 

‘ reatriotive and an imprevement over what hayes bean in 
effect, Commissioner Riegel seid he womld be inclined te 
Ro along with these chengse. 

: Conalssioner Melstad again atatea that he feels there 
‘ should ba a more drastic reduction in the isngeth of the 

egoson, It wea then brevght out by CGonaiasionar Aberg 
‘ that the shooting preserve owner 29 not taking anything ~ 

. fron the hunter, but rather is helping him by furni shing 
: pheasants, and called particular attention to ons vressrve 

: : where from 400 to S00 pheasants a year are raieed and 
oe and ern a conseouenge the furrounding area ig 
heavily populated with pheasenta. The sunber ef birds shot 
by tho owner is negligible end the esuntry vould be 
oractically berren if 4¢ were not for the efforts of this 
individual. i : 

Commissioner Leopold stated that one of the blige oroblene 
in Wisconsin is. thet of arcrieulturs @oing an one direction 
and wildlife in another eo far an southern Vieconein 4s 
concerned, Neng of the activitier which are aesiens ted 
a8 gang volicy Ceal with the fundementel oroblen st creating 

; & motive waarsby the landewner will have razson for 
; nartlally countersacting that trend. He recalled that the 

original logic behind the shooting oreserve lew wee that 4¢ : 
might be a etert tovard the erertion of a notive, He agreed . 
vith Commiasioner Holetad thet 4t bas not proven to be a 
vrouising lead because it eorte go much 1% cannot becons 
widesnresd, but it remains ea fact thet the commlarien has ne 
nolicy on this basie question of a motive for the retention 
of gane cover and facd on sericuitural lanis. He eellsd 
ettention to the fact that the denartment’s public hunting 

i ‘ erounds have no requiroments ag to maintenence end increase 
of cover, but feele that the domartmental rerrerentatives 
who contact fermers acrumuloualy refrain from mentioning 

; certain factors lest they not obtain the leage and added 
that the gems farm ororran is not deeling with eommirzsion 
motives either, Before making any drastic changes in what 

i has been done so far, Goumiaaioner Leoneld sugrested that 
consideration be giver to the question of motives fer 
southern Winconsin landcuners. Hea nropesed that the come 
uieeion devote an evenings nesting in the not distant Tu ture 

: to a discussion on this matter, pointing out thet there ia 
: & pesearsh divieion in the department cesting a larse amouns 

of money esch ysar where data have baan collected bearing 
on this fundemontal question. :
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ComnireiLoner Riegel seid he feele thet the nvronored changes 
ere onen to criticiem on the length of the serron end vrobably 
on the. shooting of hena, Commissioner Leonold, however, 

A fe ed -eteted thet the length of the eerson in the imnortent feector 
' | to.» shooting vreserve owner. : 

For the rurnose of clerifying some of his rtetenente, E 
Conmissioner Noleted eteted thet he doses not feel the resulte 
heve been otteined thet ehoulé heve been even thourh there 
have been certrin bensfite in en immediate locality. Aer to 
orivileges, he rerlires thet 21] have the same onrortunity of 
erteblishine - ~precervea and pleo thet the ownere do not 
have everything on their eide end 1¢ is pn oxrensive vrevosi¢tion 
Revever, he feels it Le contrary to our cencent of rama 
hanerenent to encovursge shootings nrererves, 

fescenblynen Mullen anverreé before the conmiseion rt 
thie time ene evoke briefly on shooting sreserver. He - 

\ informed the commissioners thet he hed ennerred apeinet 
| the Jicensed enootine nreserve bli] in the lericleture 

: in 10°12, sn? exnresare the oninion thet it bar been a 
: | diene) failure po far. re accomolishing anything ecnetructive. 

| It hse been in effect for 17 yeere end there nre only 
i : LQ,000 eeres set un under thie nian and he nereonrliy 

ie sled there ere not more. Mr. Mullen raid that ah shootlig 
: erererves ere locabed in merehy, are-¢ with some surrounding 

hilly country vith good cover and when the seseon starts, 
the birte go into there creer ene ptay there for the duration 

y of the sereon «nd thea rersone conneetsd with eheoting urererves 
heve en onvortunity to sheot then. «Jeo, he eteted thet 
feedine 1s Gone to entice the birds into the vrererve. 

. Hr. Uullen connered thie eyetem te that in Purenean countries 
where only lendovners hed on opnertunity to hunt, end said 
he did not believe this vee the Americen rey of life. He 
nointed out thet he owner Jend vhere he feeds birde end vernite 

: hunting by the nublic but Coere not ehoct out of reason. He 
. 4 eleo crlled rttention to the fect thet the nonresicent who is 

huntine on e shooting nrererve in thie etete ie not remnired 
to mey the reevisr nonresident euall csme licenee free of 25 
butconly 75.00, : 

“ry. Hullen seid thst the birdr shot in the vreserves are 
: rot cenerelly thore stocked by the owners, but rether wild : 

bires whieh cone into the cree. He eugrected.thnt if these 
npaverver pre to be ellored that the ceesen be eut to 30 
Ceye pt s time when there ia no snow on the rreund. 

Commissioner Aberc Cirsereed with many of the etetenentes 
meee by Fr, Mullen, neintirg out that oreserver rre not . * 
neceserrlly lJoerted in low nlecer, but erear ere selected 
which heve good cover end then the cover is improved. 
Further, he eteted thet only ¢« emall number of birda ide 
teven commered to the number etocked. 

“p, Nullen cormered the onening of ehooting nreserves to e 
serson which wae estsblished one year in waukeaha county 
vhere the seeron wee onen four Monfayes; that ie, hunting wee 
cermifted on ¢ Moneay end then clored until the next Monday, 
ete.. The bires need feed end come into there hollorse end 
hunters po in on . uncaye to hunt. 5
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: Mr, Swift, Director, evoke briefly on this subject, atating 
d thet he hae been fomilier with the est-uo over the yerrs. 

There han been a difference of ovinion sr to whether the estab~ 

‘ lishment of shooting vreeerves wee good conservation rnd 
4t hea never been teken out and eola to the vublic and ho 
Goes not know if thet wee the job of the doenartment. He 
mointed out that there are tvo groune involved: (1) the 
‘pengral vublic, end (2) neonle who heve elready eatablishned E 
ehooting orererves; and it is a matter of attemoting to get ~ 

| these grouns torether. Mr. Cwilft steted that there were two 
parts of the vrovogsed revielon with which he wae not entirely 

; -4n eecord; one is that he believer the general nublie wenld 
be better eetisfied If the aeaseoa were ehortened somewhat 
end the other thet he believes the limit of 620 ecrea should 
not have been elimineted.. ith thoes two excentions, he 
feela thet the revisions are verking toverd the desired and 
and that better undereatanding on both sides can bs developed. 

: \ Commieatoner Aberg aueetioned whether retaining the 6l0- : 
| rere vrovision would not acoly to the area in cuerction, 
| nointing out vertioulerly in central Vieconein screzge would 

rot mean meh where there ia nothing in the wey of cover ta 
| nold the birds aftrr they are relessed. Hr. Swift, hovever, 

exoresset the belief thet eo far aa relationshing betyveen 
the groupe 1% would be edvisable to retein that restriction. | 

1. it wee moved by Commissioner Riegel thet the nronoaed PA 
revisions to Order No, M102 (Reviacdi 5) re resommended by / 
the Gerartment be annroved (excent with reference to the i 
onen serson whieh is covered in ae separate motion) but thet I 
neverrenh "es? of paction 3 in Omer No. M8102 (Revired 5) ! 

: establishing + Jimit of 6L0 cerpee in any good vhearent > 

country be retrined, } } ae c 
The notion wes duly seconded by Commigsionsr Leovold, . 
when nut to e vote, motion wae carried unanincurly, y 

2. 1% wes then moved by Commiesioner Riegol thet legislation 
: be pnonsored to veculre nonrerigenta to nay the resular 

: nonresident Tes for hunting whether on preservee or otherwise 

in the etete of Wiacongin. j 
The motion wee duly eeconded by Commisrionser Molstad, 

Yote: In fever: Commicrloner Moleted : 
: Commissioner Riegel 

Gonosed 3 Commiesloner Aberg 
Commissioner Leoneld 
Commiseioner Moreland 

Not voting:Commleesioner Emith ~ : 

: Notion lost. 

: 9. It wes moved by Commissioner Riegel that the onen serson 
on shooting preneryoa be from the opening day of the general
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vheasant hunting season te Desenber 2, 
The motion waa duly seeonded by Commirgeioner Molsted. ; (See restatement of motion below) 

Commingloner Aberg ateted he was opposed to this 
becauso such a reguletion would remove the ovportunity 
and incentive for neople to ret ous into the open, Ags 
to the sunply, thet is not an important factor becaure of : i the small number of birda teken. Commlertoner Leovelda 
slao steted thet he would vote egainst a Decenber 1 
closing, but would be in fevor of January 1. He gaid : thet he knows in some cases neraons on shooting preserves 

. dike to have e chance to hunt with their children during 
the Chriatnere holidays. 

( Commieeioner Molstad expresred the opinion that there 
ore other onvortunities for nsople to teke advantage of . | the out of doors without carrying a gun on a vrergerve. He : | acded thet there are vreservea where biréa can come An | al] through the winter end 4f it 4e the plan to adhere 

| to a nolicy of suoplementing the bird conulation, that 
| atill givea en onmortunity to hunt for a long neriod in 

the autumn months. 
; In the disounsion, quertion wea reised by Commieatoner : : ' Riegel af a commremise of danuery 1 would be egreeabls, 

Comalagioner Moleted, in recognizing a conflict, aaid : he would like to see thet in the future there will be iz consideration to further reetrictiona on shooting : 
i nreservea., He agreed to eeconding the mogion with thie 

change for the reason that other reatriettona have been : _ mede et thia meeting along the liner he fevored. 

: It was moved by Commiseioner Riegel that the open : 
feason on ahooting preserves be from the ovoning Gay 
of the peneral pheasant hunting season to January 1, 

The motion wag duly seconded by Commigatonar Moletad. 
When out to e vote, motion vaa carrisd unanimously.
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It vas moved by Commigeioner Riegel that an order 
designated ea State Coneervation Commission Order 

| No, M102 (Revised 6) rescinding State Conrervation : : 
| Commission Order No. N-102 (Revieed 5) and eatab- 

| lishing reguietions for the governing and edninisetration 
of licanaed shooting vreeerves in the stete of 
WNicconsin, be edented and vromulgated by virtue of 

» end vursuent to the vrovisionsa of section 29.573 : 
(6) (a) of the Wieconain Stetutes, a conoy of the order 

: be incornoreted in these minutes, end the original : 
; vleced on file in the office of the Conservetion 

Conmmiesion at Madison, . 
: The motion wae duly seconded by Commiseloner Moletad. : 

When nut te = vote, motion war cerried unanimously. 

It wee the further senee of the commisrion that the 
Director be inatrueted to give thie entire matter of 

| snooting vreserves special etudy and also thet each 
i commissioner make a etudy of it. 

; The meeting recereed for lunch at 12:35 o.m. 

The nesting reconvened et 2 p.m. 

Preasnt: Commissioner Chae, Ff, Emith, Cheirnan t 
: Comniesioner John 0. Mereland, Secretary 

Commiesioner Wm. J. P. Aberg 
Commissioner Aldo Leonold 

, Comaieatoner Arthur Molsted 

Absant; CommiLesiener J. A. Riegel 

»
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Wisconsin Conservation Devartment : 

: Fish & Game Funda ( 

Balance 3-1-47 (Fish & Game) $926,108, 82 
yea Sinan-Hobersecn) ; 16, 893,81 
Central Wis, Cons, Area) 16,995.30 
(Northern Cons. Land) 5,912, 82 y 
(Special Revolving Fund) §___29,561,07 Ue 

& 995,472.81 Plus Estimated receipts to June 30, 1947 (Schedule "A") : is 5 28 
i ?: es Less division allocations to June 30, 1917 ee 

(Schedule "B!) 825,393.54 1945-1946 Encumbrances 14,012, 43 : 
Repay Gen, fund monies reseived from Emg'cy 

Bo, Deer Damage 28,323, 80 ase oon 

Estimated unexpended balance June 30, 1917 & seers m3 
Estimated receipts 1947=1948 (Schedule "C") a ee 

$2,343, 205,01 

1947-1948 Budgets (Schedule "D") LG Pe 
Ww 17. » Le 

Transfer to deer damage = July 1, 1947 ___ 25,000.00 
Unallotteda § 153,411.47 

Fatbesey hice Ch visage (f Cn, Ercewat th neice ) 

Loar 25%e cf pret filing ere F200 ( Qineleuor t225) | 
pre. 270 uf milled iad eeckuais la ( Bebe 22.5) : 

teeth, we Oot nee bee 

Irkenge U29 OY? (Mthees) | 
, oe met Bete 2 eo. ie 

NCS OA en: Mh a Cre Serre Pkt lne nant Cin F Ypras aneaey,) anes iors shunts ay opraeme 
« eed 

{
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} Wisconsin Conservation Department 
f Madison 2, Wisconsin 

ry (Schedule"A") ‘ 

Figh & Game Fund Bet. Receipts to June 30,1947 

Clamming licenses anes iy, te 
Confiscations & seizures 4,304.27 

i Deer farm licenses 301,00 
: _ Deer tage 48,00 

Duplicate licenses there 
Family 10-day licemses 11> 7.50 
Fish dealer Licenses 00,00 
Fish shipping coupons 950.20 
Fur dealer licenses 12.00 
Fur farm licensee : a 
Game farm licenses ea 0 
Great Lakes fishing licenses “ 6.50 
Guide licenses i 16,00 
Mississippi river fishing licenses 3,953.00 
Nonresident fishing licenses bib ek oe 
“Occupational tax~mink 1,48 ‘° 
Resident fishing licenses 143,198.40 
Resident hunting licenses 31,194.00 
Slat net licenses and tags 1,952.50 ; 
Sportsmen licenses 129.00 
Sturgeon tags 324.00 
Taxidermist licenses 25,00. 
Trapping licenses 4,600,82 
Trap tags 6,745.78 
Pittman-Robertson receipts 24, 291.79 
Miscellaneous 500.00 
Special revolving receipts 8, 000,00 
CYCA receipts 7,500.00 

$ 427,873.92 

{ 
\
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Madison 2, Wisconsin 

( (Schedule "f") 

: Division Allocations 
Fish & Game Fund to June 30, 1947 

Office rent $ 1,787.04 
Administrative frgen' es 
piers cae 1 agen 
inance , . 

Parks af’ 884,46 
sy Law enforcement-patrol boat-beaver cont. 177,031.69 

Fisheries, management-propagation, J 
biology-Great Lakes 196, 299.93 

Rough fish control — 3, 040.93 
Game, management-farm, refuges, pathology 177,453.75 
Inf, & Edu., Education-photographic- 

nub. rel, Peper Ee 
Fittman-Robertson 60, 864, 44 ; 
Unemployment compensation f 2,237.25 

) Compensation awards , 300,00 
Board of déposits 1, 568.98 

ove Land purchases 17,147.07 
Miscellaneous 15,092.06 
Fire loss ea ee ; 
Deer and bear damage 11,831.38 . 
Employees retirement 1,338.56 
Bounties - 1/2 fox 35,000.00 
Exhibits 2,047.05 
Central Wis. Cons, Area 2k 495,30 
Northern cons. lands 5,912.81 
Special revolving funds 35,358.59 

$ 825,393.54 

( l
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

y (Schedule "C") 

Fish & Game Fund pesmi © ai 

Christmas tree dealer licenses $ 5,522.21 
Clamming licenses 335.00 
Confiscations & seizures Wh, 575.02 
Deer farm licenses 3, 326.55 ; 
Deer tags 91, 287.00 
Duplicate licenses ; "966.50 
Family 10-day licenses whe tere 
Fish dealer licenses 3,400.00 
Fish shipping coupons 6,610.70 J 
Fur dealer licenses 8,929.00 
Fur farm licenses 8,617.36 
Game farm licenses 741,15 
Great Lakes fishing licenses 11, 931,50 
Guide licenses 997.00 
Mississippi river fishing licenses 5,732.75 
Nonresident fishing licenses 590,701.20 
Nonresident archer licenses 3, 820.00 
Nonresident hunting licenses 53,000.00 
Nonresident hunting preserve licenses 310.00 
Occupational tax-mink 1, 663.69 
Resident fishing licenses 335,925.50 
Resident hunting licenses 329, 848.20 
Set line licenses 4,211.00 
Settler hunting licenses 470,00 
Slat net licenses and tags 2,254.50 
Sportsmen licenses 46,962.00 
Sturgeon tags 530.55 
Taxidermist licenses ~ 570.00 
Trapping licenses 26,577.12 
Trap tages 50,994.62 
CYCA receipts 28, 699.29 
Northern conservation land receipts 609.43 
Special revolving fund receipte eee 
Miscellaneous 7,497.53 
Pittman-Robertson receipts (75% of 55 .732.82 

P,R. budget) 
$ 1, 787, 589.05 

(
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

a (Schedule "D") 

Fish & Game Fund ~ 1947-1948 Allocations 

Office Rent §- 7,148.16 
Administrative 10,520.00 
Clerical 41,254.00 
Finance 65,974, 00 
Parks » 168,035.00 
Law Enforcement-Beaver Control=Patrol Boat 585,370.00 
Fisheries Mang't-Propagation~Blology-G, Lakes 557,670.00.) 

: Rough Fish Control 40,000.00 
Game 422,899, 57 
Pittman-Robertson 74, 310,43 
Information & Education 29,006,00 - 
Exhibits 20,000,00 
Como, Atards-Unemp'1, Comp.-Board of Devosit 9,500.00 
Central ‘isconsin Conservation Area 28, 699, 29 

} Northern Conservation Lands ore 
id Revolving Funds 12,737.6 

Employees Retirement : — 6,000,00 
Bounties - 1/2 fox 35,000,00 
Miscellaneous-Printing, ete, 30,060.00 ; 
Lend 20,000.00 

: $2,164,793, 54 

\
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, Wisconsin Conservation Devartment 

v Forestry Fund 

Balance 2-1-47 (Forestry) $190, 741.47 
(Clarke McNary) 68,238, 04 

§ 258, 979. 51 
Plus estimated receints to June 20, 1947 (Schedule "A") ed 

Less division allocations to June 20, 1947 ee 
(Schedule "B") 795,904, 06 

1945+1946 Encumbrances 64,922.55 
"194-1945 Encumbrances 68,11 
Revay 20,.20,14C Monies transferred to 

Forestry 150,000.00 
j $21,010, 894, 72 

Estimated on expended balance June 30, 1947 - 7274.20 
Estimated receipts 1947-1948 (Schedule "C") eee 

52139, 723, OF 
1947-1948 Budgets (Schedule "D") 1.717, 814,20 

£ 21,909. 5¢ 
Transfer to forests so. Wis, (Kettle “Yoraine) July 1 : 150,000.00 

Unallotted eae Bat opens 8 

.



Wisconsin Conservation Denartment 

< ; 

(Schedule "A") 

Forestry Fund Est, Receipts to June 30, 1947 
2/10 “ill tax $1,165,000,00 
4/5 Severance tax 8,000,00 
Forest Road receivts 4,000.00 
Clarke McNary receipts 137,189.46 
Mise, Foreetry receints 5,000.00 

$1, 319,189.46 

{
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“ULeconsin Conservation Denartment 

(Schedule "R") 

Forestry Fund Division allocations to June 30, 1947 
Office rent § 1,333.65 

, Administrative 5,381.26 
Clerical 25, 808.78 : 
Finance 3,564, 28 
Forest Protection 308,780.79 

_ Fire suppression 46,698.11 
State forests & nurseries 74, 639,18 
Co-operative forestry 53,955.03 

: County forestry aid 180,000.00 
Inf, & Education, Photographic & Public ‘ 

Relation 18,597.81 
Blister rust control 4, 308,16 

: Tree disease research 9,228.21 
Soil research 4,775.55 
Forest insect research 2,787.59 

_ Compensation avards 674, 34 
Unemployment compensation 900,00 
Land vurchases 53, 241,01 
Miscellaneous : 2230731 

$795,904.06 

( ;



Wisconsin Conservation Department 

( 
(Schedule "c") 

Forestry Fund Estimated receints 1947-1948 
2/10 Mill tax €1,165,000.00 4/5 Severance tax 47, 674, 48 
Forest road receipts 25,000.00 
Clarke McNary recelots 301, 922.00 
Wise. forestry receipts 2852.95: 

$1,572, 449,43 

(



p 

Wisconsin Conservation Denartment 

(Schedule “p") 

Forestry Fund 1947-1948 Allocations Office rent . § 6,534.60 _ Administrative 10, 520.00 Clerical 41, 254.00 Finance ; 10,798.00: Information & Education 22, 303.50 Forest Protection 814,971.00 Fire suppression 50,000.00 j State forests & nurseries s_—- 283,049.00 Co-operative forestry 120,054.00 County forestry aid 180,000,00 Blister rust control 6,000.00 Tree Gisease research 14,050.00 Soil research 5 11, 200,00 _ Forest insect research 8, 540,00 - State forest roads . 25,000.00 Miscellaneous 7,040.00 Comp, awards, Unemp'1. Comp. 6,500.00 : 
Land z 100,000.00 

$1,717, 814.10



a I] 
: Wisconsin Conservation Department 

‘Madison 2, Wisconsin 

( Forests So. Wisconsin (Kettle Moraine) i 

Balance 3-1-47 $275,914. 66 

Less estimated expenditures to 
dune 30, 1947 $85,570.97 

1945-1946 encumbrances 979.99. - 86,510.96. 

Estimated unexpended balance 6-30-47 189,403.70 

Transfer from forestry fund [ownuntty ) 150, 000,00 

339,403.70 

: 1947~1948 budget $ 339,403.70 

(



Wisconsin Conservation Department Ia 

y | Madison 2, Wisconsin 

4 ; Public Hunting & Fishing Grounds 

Balance 3-1-47 (hunting licenses) $347,944.26 
- (sportemen “ ) __ 59,794.92 eal 

$ 407,739.18 

Plus estimated receipts to 
June 30,1947 -hunting lic. 17, 330.50 

sportsmen lic, emai. ——-422.360.87_ 
; $ 425,100.05 

Less estimated expenditures i 
to June 30, 1947 96, 207.33 

19li5~19h6 encumbrances 2,168.57 ' 
; 1944-1945 encumbrances 198.00 98..573.90 

Estimated unexpended balance 
June 30, 1947 $ 326,526.15 

Estimated receipts 1947-1948 
hunting licenses 183,484.50 
sportsmen licenses 31,900, 00 $ 215, 384.50 

: $ 541,910.65 

1947-1948 budget $ 541,910.65 

\ ;



3 
“4 sconsin Conservation Department 

, Madison 2, ‘lisconsin 

C : 
Deer Feeding and Deer Yard Acquisition 

Balance 3-1-47 7 $ 75,630. 36 : 

Plus estimate receipts to 
June 49,1947 (deer tags) $ °° 73.50 : 

(forest products) 1.18:82 wight 
2902. 

Less estimated expenditures 
- to June 30, 1947 | ; 22,948.97 

, Estimated unexpended balance June 30,1947 48,953.75 

Estimated receipts 1947-1948 ae 
| THO, 240.75 

1947-1948 budget $140, 240.75 

(



Wisconsin Conservation Department 4 

Madison 2, Wisconsin 

@ Rough Fish Control Fund 

Cufanet Vere? fi nem Fuk & My cune) 

Balance 3~-1~-47 ‘ $ 77, 99%. 34 
Plus estimated receipts to June 30,1947 57,664.99 

' : 135,659.33 

Less estimated expenditures : ! 

to June 30, 1947 $ 92,307.10 ‘ 
1945-1946 encumbrances 3,352.23 95,659.33 

Estimated unexpended balance 6-30-47 $ 40,000.00 

Estimated receipts 1947-1948 < 175,000.00 

215, 000,00 

Budget 1947-1948 $ 215,000.00 

¥ 
T Lane yo ee Was Cees en Se eel enema



15 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 

‘ Madison 2, “wisconsin 

( 
f ; Park Fund 

| (Fans Fahd haa S16P000, pS) 

Balance 3-1-47 a Mie $ 33,962.82 
Plus estimated receipts to June 30,1947 aaa eke 

f 37,800.00 

Estimated expenditures to June 30, 1947 —-25.000.00_. 

Estimated unexpended balance 6-30-47 12,800.00 

Estimated receipts 1947-1948 Ee : | 
37, 9 ° 

19h7W1948 Dudget Joo muh bY ops Pande 7 946,090.00 

} (neirottea — 
42,800.00) 

- Pee ebay 1eB00O ; 

ac 1 Pe 35,v00 

ise j 20 3,000 actucl frmds ‘ 

( '



d Wisconsin Conservation Department ; " 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

wi ise 
a i wet Pi 

: eh” oo 
( F Park Recreation Fund , Se 

(Barennrisel for Parone tetas Park by Stolle) 

Balance 3-1-47 : $18, 060. 33 
Estimated expenditures to June 30,1947 won 260.33. 

Estimated unexpended balance 6-30-47 23,000.00" 

Estimated receipts 1947-1948 (gq. fre) 2.0,.000.00 

. 23,000.00 

1947-1948 budget : 12,646.00 

Unallot ted $ 10,354.00



') 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 

e Raccoon Propagation 

( labile - ~ AK ares ) h ie : 

Balance 3~1-47 £16, 500.50 
Estimated receipts to June 30, 1947 3 238. 33 

e 9 ° 
Less estimated exnenditures to June 20, 1947 ) aaa 

Estimated unexpended balance June 30, 1947 O15, 723.41 
Estimated receipts 1947-1948 a 205-00 

ed ? ° 
: 1947-1948 Budget 4 790.90 

ae i Unallotteda 17,428,



Wisconsin Conservation Department 1 
Madison 2, ‘lisconsin 

c ‘ ° Government Reforestation Funda ‘ 

Balance 3-1-47 $ 59,599.69 

Plus estimated receipts to June 
30,1947 Nursery stock $ 32 349-79 

Leases wee 08 3 559 B 

Estimated unexpended balance } 
June 30, 1947 63,153.50 

Estimated receipts 1947-1948 : 
Nursery stock 27,463.91 

; Leases 1,831.61 29,295.52 

92,449.02 

1947-1948 budget (Alita, later) 50,000.00 

Unallotted $ 42,449.02 

ee fru ee it i ; 

Fane Be nt if 190 bs 4 Fr Ph embny ben Blah Cicnel, 

(



> Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Percentage of Budget Allocated to Divisions 

&G 
Parks : 4,14 % 4.6 Z 5.92 % 6.31 4%. 6.62 % 7276 # Law Enforcement (Includes ratrol Boat) 29.95% 32.04% 30.91% 28.75% 25.51% 26.5 % Fisheries (Includes Biology) 24.46% 25. % 26.42% 27.94% 28.4% % 25.76 % Game % include Pub. H.&F,, Deer Feed : 
_ or Poke) 20.5 # 20.7 2 20.76% 19.07% 19.94% 19.54% ther 

i 
100 i 200 ; 100 : 100 100 100 4 

~ Fo Re. 
Forest Protection (Includes Suppression) 48,43 4 47.34 @ 47.27% 49.31% 45.14% 46.31 4% State For, & Nurseries (Includes Kettle Horaine)16.39 $ 21.75% 21.01 3 21.77 2 21.94% 23.19 % Co-operative Forestry (Includes Co, For. Aid) 21.34 4 19.28% 17.83% 16.44% 17.23 $ 16.07% | : Other ’ i 

. 100 ; 100 100 100 z 100 Z 100 - 
: Po E ; ic ) Forest Protection (Includes Suppression) 41.46 Z 3752 $ 36.48 4 36.86% 34.75% 36.13% State For. & Wurseries(Includes Kettle Moraine) 18.6 % 25.81 % 25.31% 27.12% 25.38% 27.49 % Co-operative Forestry (Includes Co. For. Aid) 24.22% 22.87% 21.48% 20.48 %$ 20.49% 19.17% Other 15.71 % 13.8 & 16.73 % . 15.54 % 19.38 % 17.21, % 

: 100 «© «100 % 100 % 100 € 10 =% 100
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Office Rent 

(3 1946-1947 8 1947~1948 
Budget Budget Increase or Decrease 

Rent-State office Bldg. $12,482.76 $12,482.76 
“Outside Quartera = 200,00 _ + £1,200,00 

612,482.76 613,682.76 + £1,200.00 

Due to the over crowmied conditions of our svace in the state 
office building 1t 1s necessary to rent additional quarters,



: 
2 

° Administrative 

C ; : Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budget _Budget _ Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent $14,352.00 15,420.00 + 1,088.00 
2. Travel exnense ~- 4, 600,00 4,800.00 + 200,00 
3, Telenhone & telegraph 540,00 540.00 
4, State car expense 250.00 250.00 
3. Insurance we OOO) i OOO) 

19,752.00 $21,040.00 # $1,288.00 

T2550) we, Sperm Bute Att wit Paneusies 0 recwiacdebes 

| 

{ 

r f 
|



“Le 

Administrative 

C } 1, Salaries Permanent includes 
Director £416.00 Per month & 5,000.00 
Assistant Director $295.00 " " 5,940.00 
Personnel Officer £375.00 * « 4,500.00 

T. 7 hee oo 

2. Travel exnense includes travel of commissioners, director, 
assistant director and nersonnel officer : 

3. Teleohone & telepraph - Normal rent and tolls 

4, State car expense includes storage, gas oil and repairs 
to Nash sedan 

5, Insurance - Nash sedan 

C
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; Clerical Division 

C ; Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
_Budget Budget _Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent * 83,784,00 $68,208.00 ~- £15,576,00 
2, Salaries - Temporary 1,500.00 1, 500,00 
3, Travel expense 1, 200.00 200,00 = 1,000,00 
4, Postage 9,000.00 3,000.00 = 6,000,00 
5. Printing 1,600.00 1,000,00 ~ 600,00 
6. Express & freight 1,050.00 200,00 « 850.00 
7, Televhone & telegranh 1,060.00 600,00 = 460,00 
8, Suppvlies 5,400.00 7,000,00 $ 1,600,00 
9, Equivment 4,470.79 500.00 - 3,970.79 

10. Services pis 300800) a aoomeu 

$109,064.79 $82,508.00 - $26,556.79



; Uy 

Clerical Division 

( 1, Salaries Permanent includes ; 

; : 1 Clerk, Stock, G II 175.00 Per Mo, {; 2,100.00 
; 1 Clerk, Stock, G IV 215.00 * x 2,580.00 

1 Clerk, Junior 190.00 “ 2,040,00 
1 Clerk, Head File 200,00 * « ~ 2,400.00 
1 Sec'y. Asst. to Cons, Comm. 320.00 * 8 3, 840,00 
2 Stenographer, Junior Clerk ee at ee 3,216.00 
2 " 4 “ 142,00 * & 3,408.00 
4 ‘ * ® 150.00 * : 7,200.00 
2 _ ‘a : 260,00 " °° 3,840.00 
5 . 5 . 170,00 " a 10, 200,00 
1 Stenogranher, Senior Clerk 273.00." ) «8 2,100.00 
1 . . : 185,00 * . 2, 220,00 

: 3 . * : 195.00 ° 2 FA gan 
2 Stenoprapher, Principsl Clerk 200.00 "_ % » 300,00 
1 Stenographer, Secretarial 205,00. % : 2,820.00 
2 Typist, Junior Clerk nos 00 Ole 3,216,060 
oe D . 142,00 "8 area 
a " 150,00 1,800,00. 

Me »20 00 

2. To permit employment of temporary help when needed : 

3. Travel expense includes stenopranhic service at meetings 
held outside of ‘‘adison 

4, Postare - Normal oversating costes 

5. Printing - Normal operating costs 

6. Exoress & freight ~ Normal operating costs 

he Telephone & telegravh - Normal opnerating, costs 

8. Supplies - Normal operating costs 

9. Equipment - Desks, chairs, etc, 

10. Services - Normal operating costes
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Finance Division 

¢ F 
i Increase 

1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent $16,150.00 61,572.00 + $45,422.00 
2. Travel expense 1,000.00 6,000.00 + 5,000.00 

. 3. Postage 7,000,00 +t 7,000.00 
4, Kxoress & freight 1,000.00 + 1,000.00 

'3. Telenhone & telegraph 500.00 + 500,00 
6, Supnlies ite cere. tn OOOO: £7965 008 

$17,150.00 $76,772.00 + $59,622.00



2, 

Finance Division 

( By the transferring of the license section and cost 
: accountants attached to other divisions to the finance division, 

_ the budget for the division of finance is considerably higher 
than the previous year, By the same arrangenents other division 
budgets are reduced, 

1, Salaries - Permanent include 

; 1 Comotroller “ho0,00 Per Mo, & 4,800.00 
1 Accountant, G IIT BLO. OOH 2m) is 3,720.00 
1 Accountant, G I 2h0,00 " " 2,880.00 
3 Accountant, GI 220,00) 11% 8 7,920.00 
1 Auditor, G II 205.00) *. 7" 2, 940,00 
2 Auditor, GI 215,00 * 3 5,160,00 
1 Administrative Asst., G II 285,00) 8 > ® 3,420.00 
1 Procurement Asst,, G@ II 275200" . 9 3, 300,00 
1 Cashier 295,00." |" 2,320.00 
2 Business Machine Operator, G II 165,00 " % 3,960.00 
1 Clerk, Accounting a75.00 8 2,100.00 
1 Clerk, Supervising 235.00) 2.8 2,820.00 
1 Clerk, Junior : 134,00 " 1,608.00 
1 Clerk, Senior 195,00." © 2,340.00 
2 Stenogranher, Junior Clerk eOOe OO. tae 3,840.06 
1 Stenogravher, Senior Clerk 255.00 8 2,220,00 
1 Typist, Junior Clerk 160,00" © 1, 704,00 

: 1 Tyoist, Junior Clerk 142,00 ° * 1,920.00 
1 Typist, Senior Clerk 17500: 200" 2,100,006 

$61, 572,00 

2, Travel expense includes normal travel 

3. Postage includes postage for the mailing of licenses : 

4, Express & freight includes express on shipments of license 
material 

5.- 6, Telephone, telegraph and supplies are nornal operating 
costs " 

C



; ae 

PARK DIVISION : f 

1946-1947 1947-1948 Increase or 
Budret Budeet_ _Decrease_ 

1. Salaries —- Permanent 59,140.00 84,696.00 25,556.00 
2. Salaries ~ Tennorary 29,910.00 41,808.00 11,898.00 
3. Travel exnence 4,325.00. - vapor 1,000.00 

: 4, Rent, fuel, light & water 2,910.00 ~ 3,495.00 585.00 
5. Postare i 535.00 135.00 f 
6. Exnrere and freight 125.00 125.00 
7.. Telenhone & telepranh i 190.00 290.00 100.00 
8. Gan and O11 4,925.00. 5,475.00 - 550.00 
9. Bunvlies 10,850.00 12,600.00 aa 

10. Mtnce.,faquin.,Construction 28,950.00 46,400.00 17,450.00 
11. Insurance 2,570.00 2,686.00 116.00 

? 14,030.00 3 203,035.00 59,005.00
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Bp PARK DIVISION 

1. Salaries - Permanent ‘ 
1 Cons. Aid Gr. II Oo a ner mo. 3 1,608.00 
2 Cons, Aid Gr. IT 142 ver mo. 3,408.00 
7 Cons. Aad Gr. II 150 per mo, 12,600.00 
3 Cons. Aid Gr. II 160 per no, 5,760.00 

: 1 Cons. Aid Gr. IT 170 ver mo, 2,040.00 
1 Cons. Aid Gr. IIZ 160.ner ino. 1,920.00 
1 Cons. Aid Gr. IIIT 195 ner no. 2,340.00 

; 2 Mechanic Gr. II- 220 per mo. vi 5200600 
. 1 Bricklayer & Nason Gr. II 235 ner mo. 2,820.00 

4 Carventer Gr. II 220 ner mo. ; 10,560.00 
5 Park Manerer Gr. I 205 ner month 12,300.00 
1 Park Manacer Gr. I 210 per mo. 2,520.00 
2 Park Manarer Gr. II 235 ner no, é ' 5,640.00 
3 Park Manarper Gr. III285 ver mo. 10,260.00 

i 1 Landscane Architect 25 ner mo. . 2,940.00 
1 Sunt. Forests & Parks 1/2 salary 2,700.00 

“704, 696.00 

2. Salaries ~ lennorary 
52 Cons. Aid Gr. II @ 3134 ver mo. 

for 6 months 41,808.00 

3. Increased general activity. 

4, Greater denand for light and ower, 

5. Normal onerating costs. 

6, Nornal operating costs. - 

7. Small nominal increase. : ae ; 

8. Greater anticipated activity ~ higher vrices. ; 

‘ 9. Hisher vrices - additional services. 

$0000 bey pa de wrt Pep savin over » : 

( |
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Park Divinion (Ccnt.) 

C) oy it, 
10. Haintenance - Brunet Island 3 $00.00 ‘ 

Conver Falls athe ae : 
Devil's Lake 3,400.00 
Interstate : 1,000.00 
First Capitol 300.00 
Mill Blurr 200.00 

Y Uerrick - 800.00 
Castle Mound f 200.00 
Nelson Dewey Memorial 1,000.00 
Pattison 2,500.00 
Peninsula 3,000.00. i 
Perrot 500.00 
New Glarug 200.00 
Potavatoni 500.00 

i Ojibwa 200.00 
Rib Mountain 2,500.00 

, 4 Terry Andrae » 1,000.00 
Tower Hill : 500.00 
Rocky Arbor — 200.00 ‘ 
Wyalusing 2,000.00 

4 22,000.00 

Mquioment = i . } 
Devil's Lake ~ 1 nickun truck 900.00 

y Pattison ~ 1 nickup truck ; 900.00 
Peninsula ~- 1 »ickuy truck 900.00 

' 1 stake body truck 1,400.00 
Wyalusing ~- 1 stake body truck 1,400.00 
Merriok - 1 dumm truck 1,900.00 

, 5 nower mowers 2,090.00 
, 1 tractor 4,000.00 

& 13,400.00 

Construction = (0b waliud. fli ty 04 wl rtur) 
Conver Falls - bridge (flood damare) : 4,000.00 | 
Interstate ~ new toilets 1,500.00 

\ Pattison ~ finish service building ' 1,500.00 : 
Peninsula ~- new toilets ; 2,000.00 

; Rib Mountain — heating unit 1,500.00 
Brunet Island ~- new toillete ; : 500.00 

} 11,000.00 

«J ! :
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4 Park Division (Cont.) 

@ 

11, Small noninal increase. 

Note; Mtnce., Fauin,, Construction (rrounds, buildings, i 
facilities). Looking forvard to heavier vark use for 
coning season ~ additional maintenance needed. Plan to é 
acoutre 6 transvortation units and tractor, additional 
vover movers for rrens and weeds. Construction itens ~ 
new toilets, start on heating unit for Rib Uountain : 

; shelter building, finish service unit et Pattison park, . 
: renair bride at Conper Falls (flood danare).
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() PARKS NIVISION 

GOL" COURSE Pruwelir Pale 
(Cte thers leneel & Golf taba ) 

1946-1947 1947-1948 Increase or 
—Budget —Budget —Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent ® 7,375.00 5 .3,900/.00 2 = 475.00 
2. Salaries ~ Tennorary 2,625.00 3,216.00 + 591.00 
3. Travel Exvense 300.00 200.00 - 100.00 
4, Rent, Fuel, Light and Water 300.00 300.00 
5. Postage 10.00 20500 
6. Exoress and Freight 10.00 10.00 
7. Televhone and Telerraph 10.00 10.00 
8. Gas and O41 400.00 500.00 + 100.00 
9. Sunnlies 1,000.00 1,000.00 

10. Mtnee., Equin.,Construction 2,700.00 3500.00 + 800.00 

$11,730.00 > 12,646.00 + 916.00 

¢ }
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( PARKS DIVISION 

GOLF COURSE 

1. Salaries - Permanent | 
1 Conservation Aid, Gr. III © $175 ver mo. ®% 2,100.00 
1 Conservation Aid, Gr. IIT © 150 ver mo. 1,800.00 

. 3,900.00 

2. Salaries - Tennorary 
4% Conservation Ald, Gr. II © ‘134 ver mo. 

for 6 months 3,216.00 

3. Nornal travel 
4, Normal onerating costa 
5. Normal operating costs 
6. Normal overating costs 
7. Nornal onerating costs 
8. Nominal increase 
9. Nornal onerating costs 

10. Mtnce. of buildings (3500.00), grounds (3300.00), improvements 
to water systen (31,400.00). Plan on getting grass cutting 
equinment (°900.00), tools (3400.00).
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} Law Enforcement Division 

C ) 
-) Increase 

es wn | 1946-1947 198 7=1948 or 
jor Budget _Sudret _--_ _Deorease_ 

1. Salaries - Permanent $252,895.00 294,840.00 + $41,945.00 
2, Travel exnense-Permanent 162,331.00 177,465.00 + 15,134.00 
2: Salaries - Temporary 17,987.50 20,705.00 ++ 2,737.50 

. Travel exnense -Temmorary 193,162, 50 19,190.00 + 1,027.50 
5. Rent, fuel, light & water § 600.00 600.00 
6. Postage 300,00 300,00 
7. Printing j 500,00 300,00 - 200,0¢ 
8. Televhone & telegraph 1,300.00 1,500.00 + 200, 0¢ 
9, Gas & oil 2,060.00 1,200.00 ~ 860.0. 

10. Supplies 1,800.00 1,800.00 
11. Insurance 7 600.00 A 800,00 + 200, 00 
12, Maintenance of equinment 1,500.00 1,600.00 + 100, 90 
13. Eoulpment 1,800.00 23,150.00 # 21,350.00 
14, Exoress & freight 600,00 600.00 - 100,00 
15, Unallotted 2,000.00 9,800.00 # 7,800,00 

Ch6L,436,00 $553,750.00 + $89,314.00 

(}



Lay Enforcement Division 34 

1, Salaries - Permanent ; 

( » Complement of conservation wardens include: 

4 18 Conservation Wardens, Gr. I at £205 per month & bk, 280 
13 Conservation Wardens, Gr, I at $215 ner month 32, 540 
39 Conservation Wardens, Gr, I at $225 ner ronth 105,300 

8 Conservation Wardens, Gr, II at 5233 per month 22,560 
12 Conservation Wardens, Gr, II at 5225 ver month 35,280 

: 7 Conservation Wardens, Gr, III at $285 ver month tae 
“5 Conservation Warden, Gr. V at $385 per month » 620 

a 

As of July 1, 194? the Law Enforcement division is taking 
over Missiseinni River Supervision which includes: _ 

1 Conservation “ Gr, IIl ee £175 per month § 2,100 
9 Fish Managers, Gr. I at $215 per month zh Br0 

v294, 

2. Travel Expense - Permanent . 

1 Chief Warden {150 per month " 1,800 
5 Sunervisors §140 per month 8,400 
2 Svecial Investigators $150 per month 3,600 

90 Wardens i120 per month 129, 600 
10 Mississipoi River Supervisors {120 per month 14, 400 
Personnel from other divisions during deer season 

210 men at 23,50 per day for 19 days 13,965 
Personnel from other divisions--car allowance 

100 men at °3,00 ver day for 19 days mee fet 
LOT 

3. Salaries + Temporary . : 

To nermit the emoloyment of six wardens for a period of 
45 days on the Wolf river during the soring run of pice 
and sturgeon. 

6 wardens at {205 per month for 45 days § 1,845 

| To permit the emoloyment of 46 men for a period of two 
months during the deer season i 

46 men at £205 ver month Hee 
$ 20,70 

4, Travel expense - Temporary 

Travel expense for 81x wardens at (190 per month for 
45 days on Wolf river, 3 2,710 

o Travel exoense for 46 men at $190 per month for 2 
( months in deer season. vk ED 

j vy 19,19
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5. Rent, fuel, light & water - Normal operatinr coste § 600 

a 6. Postage - Normal operating costs a 300 
} 

( 7. Printing = Normal operating costs $ 300 

8, Telephone & telegraph = llormal operating costs $ (1,500 

9, Gas & 011 ~ Normal operating costes & 1,200 
10, Supnlies ~ Normal operating costs 5 1,800 

11. Insurance - Normal operating costs 4 800 

12. Maintenance of equipment ~ Normal operating costs & 1,600 

13, Eaulpment ~ 

a, We have allotted 37,000 for a preeeser auxiliary 
patrol boat, provided one can be obtained from 
this figure, 

b. Also $5,000 for one half the cost of erecting five 
: fixed F,", radio stations in conjunction with the 

forest protection division, . 

c. $9,000 for 15 F.M, radio sets which will five us 30 
sets in all which will be a great help to our law | 
enforcement program. f 

a, The remaining $1,350 to be used for new boats, field 
glasses, sleeping bags, outboard motors, life 
preservere and tires for state trailers, $ 23,150 

14, Express & freight - Normal operating costs 3 500 

15. Unallotted = (trem afrtiw arto alt yt) 

aA, We anticipate that we will need 5 men to man the new 
provosed fixed F,™, radio stations for a neriod of 

i about 8 months, 7%» f 

b, Also $2,000 for any emergency which may arise. $9,800 

e
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Lav Enforcement Division 
A Beaver Control 

( ? ‘ 

Increase 
1946~19L7 19L7=1948 or 

: Budget Budget Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent : § 6,300.00 § 6,720.00 + £420.00 
2, Travel expense-Permanent 4,140,00 4,320.00 + 180,00 
3, Supniies 400.00 400.00 
4, Equipment 320.00 320,00 

$11,160.00 $11,760.00 + £600.00 

' he arg itew Npanaisohne es with bnewl 

beta slean paler Pics Dacradon .
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Law Enforcement Division i 
; Reaver Control 

C) 
1, Salartes - Permanent 

1 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at 170 ver month $2,040 
2 Conservation Aids, Gr. III at $195 ver month oo 

Oy ¢ 

2. Travel Expense ~ Permanent 

3 Conservation Aids at {120 per month ; 64,320 

3. Supplies - Normal operating caste & 400 

4, Eoulpment - Normal operating costs § 320 

i
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Law Hnforcement Division 
, Patrol Boat : (ee 

Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budget Budret Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent i pelecde® ¢1%, 280.00 + $4,068.00 
2, Travel exoense = Permanent 4,140,00 5,520.00 + 1,380.00 
3. Rent, fuel, light & water 500.00 500.00 
4, Telephone & telegranh 200.00 360,00 + 160.00 
5, Supolies 100,00 100.00 
6, Equinment 100,00 100,00 
7. Dry cock boat for repairs and 

general maintenance of eauinment, 
vlus rebore engine wo 500200) | 2.000500) 1,500.00 

$12,752.00 19,860.00 + $7,108.00
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Law Enforcement Division 
i Patrol Boat 

C7} ; 

1, Salaries - Permanent 

1 Engineer, Fishing tug at $200 per month $ 2,400 
1 Engineer, Fishing Tug at (220 per. month 2, 640 

(wer) 1 Cavtain at 7235 oa Month (ctadliaside J runes git) 2a 
1 Supervisor at (2 Ch captor Seat 

i . ) airzee 0 

E 2. Travel Expense — Permanent 

2 Engineers, Fishing Tug ¢100 ver month *. 2,400 
1 Captain iene per month tia 

. 1 Supervisor $140 per month 680 
RA ) 9,9¢0 

t 3, Rent, fuel, light & water - Normal operating costs oVmASOo 

4, Televhone & telegraph - Normal operating costs & 3 60N 

5, Supplies $ 100 

6. Equinment © - 200 

- 9, Dry docking of boat for repairs and painting and 
general maintenance of equipment (Rebore engine). 
Main engine is now 10 years old and should be. 
rebored and given general overhauling “ 2,000
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Fish Management Division : 

{ Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 

Section Budget Budget Decrease 

Erom_Pich_and Gone Funds 
20,20—1) 

General Administration $19,370.00 $ 9,790.00 =~ $ 9,580.00 
Fish Propagation 367,559,500 420,194.00 + 52,634.50 
Fishery Biology 97,522.00 115,380,00 + 17,858.00 
Great Lakes Com. Fishing 11,610,00 12,306.00 + 696,00 
Rough Fish Control 60,000, 00 40,000,00 = 20,000,00 

Total Fish & Game Fund £556,061,50 $597,670.00 + $41,608.50 

Ro Fish Revolv: Fund ] 
20, 20-9 

Total Rough Fish Control $260, 256,15 000.00 = $ 5,256.15 
: Less Amounts From 20,20-1 60,000, 00 40,000.00 - _20,000,00 

Total From 20, 20-9 $200,256.15 $215,000.00 + $14,743.85 

Total Fish Management Div. $756,317.65 $812,670.00 $56, 352. 35 

(
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Fish Management Division 
‘ General Administration 

( 

Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 

; Budret Budget Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent $13,030.00 $5,400.00 ~ $7,630.00 © 
2. Salaries - Temporary ' : : 

ic Travel Exnense 2,000.00 1, 200,00 - 800,00 
» Tent, fuel, light & water 

5. Postage 75.00 75,08 
6, Printing 400,00 250.00 - 150.00 

: 7. Televhone & telegraph 400,00 300,00 - 100,00 
8, Exoress & freight 50.00 15,00 - 35,00 
9. Gas & O11 

10, ee 750.00 50,00 - 700,00 
11, Tools & equinment 
12, Building material 
14, Fish food 
17, Truck repairs 

/ 24, Insurance 
27. Groceries 
28, Corn & other fish food 
29. Druge : 
30. Services ; ; 

Advertising 1,000,00 1,000.00 
Unallotted 1, 665.00 1, 500,00 = 165,00 

$19,370.00 $9,790.00 ~ $9,580.00
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Fish Management Division 
a General Administration 

cd 
1, Salaries - Permanent _ 

1 Fish Manager, Gr, VI at $450 ver month - £5, 400.00 

This salary is ©{240,00 higher due to annual merit 
step increase 

3, Travel Expense : 

i Travel for Fish Manager, Gr, VI £1, 200,00 

5. Postage - Normal Overating costs 5) 75.00 

6, Printing - Normal onerating costa . 8 5250.00 

7. Telephone & telegraph - Normal operating costs * 200,00 

8, Exprees & freight - Normal operating costs | § 15,00 

9, Sunplica - Normal operating costs £ 50.00 

30, Advertising 

Estimated amount needed for advertising commission : 
orders, hearing announcements, etc. £1,000, 00 

Unallotted 

For unforseen emergencies that may develop 1,500.00 

General statement: 

It will be noted that the general administration budget of 
the fish management division shows an overall decrease of 
69,580.00. This decrease is accounted for by the fact that 
the records and statistics section's 1947-48 fiscal year 
budget 1s made a vart of the finance division budget,
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Fish Management Division 
Fish Propagation Section : 

( 
Increase 

1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent $167,530.00 $205,052,00 + $37,522.00 
2. Salaries - Temporary 47, 709,00 37,803.00 - 9,906.00 
z Travel !ixpense 16,901.00 16,475.00 = 426,00 

- Rent, fuel, light & water 7,275.00 8,239.00 + 964, 0¢ 
5. Postage 324,00 302,00 - 22.0 
6. Printing 200,00 100,00 - 100.0 
7, Telephone & telegraph 2,212.00 2,398,00 + 186, 0: 
8. Exprees & freight 305.00 870,00 + 565.0 
9. Gas & oil 9,885.00 10,595,00 + 710,0 

10, Supplies 12,300.00 10,870.00 - 1, 430.0 
: 11, Tools & equipment 20, 232,00 32,878,00 + 12,646,0: 

12, Building materials 24, 383.00 30,496.00 #  6,113,00 
14, Fish Food 40,135.00 46,787.00 +  6,652,00 
17, Truck repeirs 7,270.00 6,860,00 - 410,00 
24, Insurance 3,660.00 3,840.00 + 180,00 

Unallotted 7,238.50 6,.629,00 = 609,50. 

$367,559.50 $420,194.00 + $52,634.50 

(
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Ll 
Fish Management Division 
Fish Propagation Section ‘ 

J ' 

( 1. Salaries - Permanent : 

1 Fish Manager, Gr. V at 375 per month § 4,560.00 
3 Fish Manager, Gr. III at $285 ner month 10, 260.00 

13 Fish Manager, Gr, II at ©235 per month 36, 660,00 
6 Fish Manager, Gr, I at “225 per month 16, 200,00 
2 Fish Manager, Gr, I at £215 per month 5,160.00 
4 Mechanic, Gr, II at {220 per month 10,560.00 
1 Carpenter, Gr, II at $220 per month 2,640.00 
1 Painter, Gr, II at $220 per month 2,640.00 

20 Conservation Ald, Gr. III at $195 per month 46,800.00 
5 Conservation Aid, Gr, III at £185 per month 11,100.00 
A Conservation Aid, Gr, III at ¢175 per month 6, 300.00 

Conservation Aid, Gr, III at ioe per month 7,920,00 
1 Conservation Aid, Gr, III at $155 per month 1, 860,00 
1 Maintenance Man, Gr, I at ‘180 per month 2,160,00 
4 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at $170 per month 8,160,00 
1 Conservation Ald, Gr, II at $160 ver month 1,920.00 
3 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at $150 per month 5,400.00 
9 Conservation Ald, Gr, IT at 6142 per month 13 3e oe 
5 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at £134 per month 8,040.00 
1 Truck Driver, Gr, II at {190 ver month 2,280.00 
1 Senior Clerk at £195 per month 2,340.00 
2 Junior Clerk Stenographer at $134 per month 3, 216,00 

_.l Bricklayer Mason, Gr, II at *235 per month(Part time) & 
92 i aati a 3 00 

: Less amount of maintenance furnished personnel Bete 
Net permanent salaries per budget $205,052.00 

Permanent salary increase is due to annual merit step 
increases, the adjust of salaries to vroposed salary 
levels and the transfer of temoorary personnel to the 
permanent vayroll,. 

2, Salaries - Temmorary 37,803.00 
20 Man=-months, Conservation Aid, Gr, II 

#160 per month § 3,200.00 
36 Manemonths, Conservation Aid, Gr, II 

ihe ver month 5,112.00 
220 + Man=-months, Conservation Aid, Gr, II 

$134 per month 29,491.00 
Temporary Salaries ver budget & 37,803.00 

The reduction in temporary salaries does not represent 
an overall reduction in personnel as many temoorary 
employees are being transferred to the permanent payroll. 

(J 3. Travel Expense & 16,475.00 

Normal operating expense with decrease due to mess hall
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aaa / 

operation at Northeast Area Neadauarters for first time 
in several years, and to a smaller construction crev at 

( the Crystal Springs station. 

? 4, Rent, fuel, light @ vater — 8,239.00 

Normal expense for lights and fuel at most stations with 
the increase due to: : 

1, Additional electricity for power grinders at Hayward, 
_ 2, Purchase of electric power from new high line at 

f Langlade, 
3. Lakevood-purchase of electric power from provosed new 

5 high line, and purchase of fuel oil for heating new 
office and grinding room. 

4, Crystal Springs-purchase of stoker coal for new building, 
electricity for new refrigeration plant, water pumos 
and motors for new building, 

5. Postage $ 302,00 

Normal expense with slight decrease due to carry over of 
inventory on envelopes and stamps. 

6, Printing : g 100,00 

Normal expense with $100.00 decrease on administration 
printing, 

_ 9%, Televhone & telegraph — € 2,398.00 

Normal coste with increase due to additional long distance 
tolls because of increased planting and transfer operations, 

8. Express & freight % 870,00 

Normal costs with increase due to freight expense on 
anticipated increased purchases of equipment and suoplies 
and also that 911 fish foods cannot now be purchased on 
an FOB destination basis. 

9. Gas & 011 $ 10,595.00 

Normal operating costs with additional money for increase 
in the price of gasoline, more gasoline for trucke in etepped 
up transfer work in the Northeast Area, and some additional 

: cost due to increased trucking involved in yearling and it ad 
size trout vlanting at rearing stations, aa well as federal - 
fish distribution, 

10. Suoplies § 10,870.00 

A decrease in supplies expenditures st most stations is 
. anticipated because inventories are in a better condition 

« } than last year and smaller purchases of these items can be 
safely made this year,
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11. Toole & Equipment ' § 32,878.00 

( The budget for tools and equinment is based on anticipated 
\ purchases of the following items: . 

1, New trucks for Northeast Area € 8,000.00 
Nev trucke for Northwest Area 8,000.00 
New trucks for Southern Area 8,000, 00 

2. Northwest Area Headquarters - battery charger ; 
Distrib-U-Scone, Cylinder hone, and Sioux power 
drill & 474,00 

2 Bayfield - new meat grinder 315.00 
. Brule - Hatchery stove and pover grinder 125.00 

; 5. Osceola ~- Grates for furnace in foreman's 
residence, hand lawn mower, and heating stove 

: for office 250,00 
6. Delafield - Equinment for new apartment over i 

hatchery building 1,000,00 
7. Southern Area Headquarters = Shop and other 

equinment 3,400.00 
8, Langlade - Centrifugal pump, motor, and fire 

hose for fire protection, Rearing tanks, Water 
pump for foreman's residence 1 500.00 

9, Lakewood - Furnace for office and electric motors 400,00 
10. Crystal Springs ~ New meat grinder and centrifugal 

~ pump d 750,00 
f 11, Miscellaneous sundry items 1, 664.00 

12, Building “Material & 30,496,00 

The following items are included in the budget for 
building material: ; 

1, The processing of cement blocks at N.E. Area Hdars, 
_ for Langlade and Thunder River, and vipe for new 

: pine line at Manitowish Yatchery 5 \ € 1,600.00 
2, Lakewood - Materials for circular pond construction 

and minor improvements ‘ 370,00 
3, Bayfield - Material for new hatchery head trough, 

and water gupely construction in Birch Run area . 500.00 
4, Hayward + Material for new head troughs and cement | 

for repair of raceways ~ i 300.00 
5. Osceola - Installation of walk-in refrigerator 2,000,00 
6, St. Croix Falls - Remodeling of hatchery building 2,000,00 
7. Delafield - Material for construction of nev . 

apartment 2,000.00 
8. Southern Area Headquarters - Material forrearing 

pond construction and seneral repairs 5,000, 00 
9. Crystal Springs - Purchase of remaining materials 

for new building vc 2,500.00 
Construction of bypass at Crystal Sorings 1,000,00 ( } 10. Hartman's Creek - Construct bypass 2,000,00 , Pond construction at Hartman's Creek 1,500,900 

11, Northwest Area Headquarters - Comlete rearing 
pongs : 3,000.00 emodel shelter into residence » 000,00 

12, Maintenance requirements 6, 226,00 

|
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13, Fish Food & 46,787.00 

The inorease of budget for this account is due to 
( increase in price of meat products that are fed to 

trout, and also because the expanded overations for 
rearing larger trout will necessitate purchasing more 
foods of various kinds: This budget is dependent 
upon prevailing fish food costs and may be changed 
as conditions warrant, 

14, Truck repairs $ 6,860.00 

The major,reason for anticipating a decrease in truck 
repairs ft) the operation of never trucks which will 
require less repair expense, 

15. Insurance > 3,840.00 

Increase due to anticipated equipment ourchases which 
will raise insurance coverage on building contents and 
also due to increased insurance rates in general, 

Cj : i
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Fish Management Division 
Fishery Biology Section 

( 
Increase 

1946-1947 19L7-1948 or | 
—Budget _  _ Budget _Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent 945,646.00 § 61,416.00 + $13,770.08 
2. Salaries - Temporary 20,064.00 11,654.00 ~ 8,410.00 
3, Travel Expense 11, 034,00 14,563.00 + 3,529.00 
4, Rent, fuel, light & water 677.00 757,00 + 80,00 
5. Postage 5.00 40,00 +} 35.00 
6, Printing 212872 235,00 + 22,28 
7. Telephone & telegraph 495,00 515,00 + 20,00 
8. Express & freight 153,00 aeaece + 10,00 
9. Gas & O11 970.00 994,00 + 24,00 

‘ 10, Supolies - 1,759.00 i, 309.00 # 2,550.00 
11. Tools & Rauinment 8,780.03 8,344,000 - 436.01 
12, Building Vaterial 935,00 1,885,00 + 950,00 
14, Fish Food 20,00 20,00 
17. Truck Repairs 747,30 685,00 = 62, 30 
2h, Insurance 333.70 309,00 = 24.70 
29, Druge 810.00 1,090,00 + 280,00 
30, Services Booed 6,129.00 + 3,570.72 ~ 

Unallotted 2, 321,99 2,272.00 - 49.99 

$97,522.00 $115,380.00 + $17,858.00 

(



om x Fish Management Division we jy 4 
Fishery Biology Section yr Hf 

Py Moe 
( 1, Salaries - Permanent i he 

1 Biologist, Gr. III at 5310 per month § 3,720.00 
5 Biologist, Gr, II at $260 per month 15, 600,00 
1 Biologist, Gr. I at $230 per month 2,760.00 
5 Biologist, Gr, I at $220 per. month 13,200.00 
4 Science Aid at $180 per month | : 8, 640,00 
1 Carpenter, Gr, II at $220 per month 2,640.00 

: 1 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at $150 per month ‘1, 800,00 
1 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at $142 per month 1, 704,00 
2 Congervation Aid, Gr, IIT at 4134 per month — 3, 216,00 
1 Asst. Glerk at *142 per month 1; 704, 00 

we 3 Jr, Clerk Stenographer at $134 per month 4, 824, 0¢ 
hw 1 Jr, Clerk Typist at $134 ver month see 

: ' 561, 416,00 

: The increase of %15,770.00 is accounted for by 4 75,540.00 
| amount necessary to adjust salaries to the new vroposed 
\ ranges and for regular merit step increases, The balance 

ey of “10,230.00 represents an increased complement. of 
ies { permanent personnel which in turn is shown in part by a. 

: f | ' decrease in the temporary salary budget. 

2, Salaries - Temorary y 

| 76 Van-months Conservation Aid, Gr, II 
Se $134 per month $10,184,00 

| 1 Crew chief for hydrographic mapping - 6 months =. 
; ‘ $200 per month 1, 200,00 

Ai wl 1 Biologist, Gr, I for approximately 6 weeks on 
gy’ ws Brule river population recheck mee y 

. cw Gil, 654,00 

' on The net decrease in salaries = temporary is accounted | 
for by the transfer of seasonal employees to the permanent 
payroll. : 

2, Travel Expense $11,034.00 

; The increase of 13,529.00 16 due principally to the 
- @extension of the field seasonfrom April through October 

for surveys or more than double the intensive field 
period of past years. A corresponding increase in 
expenses for this period is necessary. However, vart 
of the increase is neutralized by the normal. expenses 

; for the extended period. 

4, Rent, fuel, light & water ; $ 757.00 

2 Increase of $80.00 due to increased cost per ton of 
K. : coal and increased reauirements to heating additional 

: : space. : 

= 5. Postage - Normal operating costs S 40,00
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6, Printing § 235.00 

Normal operating costs, Slight increase of $22,28 to 
( caxe for additional revrints, i 

7. Televhone & telegranh ¢ 515.00 

Normal operating costs. Slight increase ($20.00). 

8. Express & freight & (B68200 

Normal operating costs, Slight increase ($10.00). 

9. Gas & O11 F © 994,00 
Normal operating costs, Slight increase (%24.00). 

10, Suonlies $ 4,309.00 - 

Normal operating costs, The item remains the same as 
last year for the laboratories, The increase of 

; 2,550.00 1s due to two items, Materials for painting 
the Madison Laboratory will amount to $350.00. The 
present condition is poor and will require removal of 
old paint on large area and three coats of new paint. , 

-The additional {2,200.00 will be used for the purchase 
of 3 tone of derris root (rotenone) for use on various 
fish management activities, 

11. Tools & Equipment & 8,344.00 

' Decrease of $436.01, Sharp decrease at each laboratory. 
Area funds will be used to replace laboratory glassware, 
gill nets, seines, additional netting, one binocular 

; dissecting scope, heater for truck, equioment for 40 
incubator and a vhotometer for ice work, In addition, 
a Fathometer ({2,600,00), soecial boat and trailer 
(400,00), and truck (1,000.00) will be vurchased for 
the Hydrogranhic Mapping crew, which will operate statewide 
in prenaring additional hydrographic maps of the several 
thousand unmapved waters, 

12, Building materials { 1,885.00 

_ The increase of [950.00 is due entirely to remodeling to 
ners additional work space at the Spooner laboratory 
£700.00) and providing additional vork space at the 

Madison laboratory ($250.00), Balance is normal repair 
and maintenance cost, : 

14, Fish Food - Normal operating cost g 20,00 

17, Truck Repairs § 685,00 
i i 

\ Normal operating cost. Slight decrease (62.30),
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24, Insurance $ 309.00 

( Normal operating cost, Slight decrease (24.70). 

29. Drugs i $ 1,090.00 

Normal operating cost. Increase of $280.00 due 
u principally to increases unit costs for items vurchased, 

30, Services ¢ 6,129.00 

Increase of ©3,570.72 due to contract work in painting 
Madison laboratory (%650.00), contract for heating 
extention in Yadison laboratory ($750.00) and charges 
for remodeling to vrovide additional vork svace in the 
Spooner laboratory. Part of funds for University 
Cooperative Projects also apneare under services 
(£3, 262.00) 

Unallotted § 2,272.00 

For unforeseen emergencies snd special assignments, 
Decrease of “49,99,
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Fish Management Division 
Great Lakes Commercial Fishing Section 

( 
: Increase 

1946-1947 197-1948 or 
—Budget Budget Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent § 7,240.00 % 8,028.00 + £788, 00 
2. Salaries - Temporary 
3 Travel expense 2,440.00 2,184.00 - 256,00 . 

- Rent, fuel, light & water 460,00 544,00 + 84,00 
5. Postage 100.00 150.00 + 50,00 
6, Printing 
7, Telephone & telegranh 400,00 400.00 
8, Express & freight 
9. Gas & 011 

10. Supylies 500,00 500,00 
11, Tools & equipment 
12, Building material 
14, Fish food 

Truck repairs 50.00 50.00 
“2h, Insurance 20,00 50,00 $+ 30,00 
27. Groceries 
28. Corn & other fish food : 
29. Drugs 
30. Services ; 

Unallotted 400, 00 400.00 

$11,610.00 $12,306.00 + $696.00 

( :
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Fish Management Division 
Great Lakes Commercial Fishing Section 

at 1. Salaries - permanent } 

«1 Fish Manager IV ($3,900 less $300 Maint) $3,600.00 
1 Fish Manager II (New employee) 2,820.00 
1 Jr, Clerk Stenogranher hae 

,» 028,00 

Merit step increase and amounts necessary to bring 
salaries to new minimum, which amounts to $876.00 
which exceeds the budget increase of ”783,00 by £89,00, : 
The 1946-47 budget provided for the employment of this 
additional permanent employee, but temporary help wae 
used instead, 

3. Travel expense 

el Manager 7 Ohya 00 
ish Manager I 84.00. 

; $2, 184, 00 

If Fish Manager II is emoloyed the unallotted $400.00 — 
wlll be added to the $684.00 for his exnense. (See 
statement under Unallotted), ; 

4, Rent, fuel, light & water $544.00 

Fuel-40 tons coal at {10.00 per ton £400.00 
Light & water-Average £12.00 ner month 144,00 

; Increase due to Great Lakes Commercial Fishing Section 
carrying 100% of these costs due to the fact that the 
hatchery will not onerate, 

5. Postage £150.00 

Increase of $50.00 reauired due to more letters 
being written to commercial fishermen, 

7. Telephone & telegraph - Normal operating expense & 00,00 

10, Supolies © 500. 

Not increased, but if expenses run over the requested 
amount it will be necessary to cut elsetrhere in the 
budget, 

17. Truck repairs - Normal operating expense : $) 2 50'. 

24, Insurance. Go 50. 

( Increase of {30,00 due to rise in insurance rates, wat
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30. Unallotted “400.00 

\ If the Fish Manager II 1s not emoloyed, the salary of 
%2,820,00 and expense money of “684,00 will be used for 
the salary and travel exnense of temporary employees in 
the sea lamprey control program and for the supervision of 
permit activities; the (400.00 unallotted would then be 
diverted from the travel expense of this man and be used for the 
purchase of additional supplies or eauinment that might be 
‘required and for the employment of a Conserv=tion Aid II 
for approximately three months to work uo intensity of 
fishing data, 

\
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Fish Management Division 
; Rough Fish Control 

’ 

Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

oF, 
1. Salaries ~ Permanent Cuey ae ee $153,802.00 - “13,278.00 
2, Salaries - Temmorary , 601, 23 19,668.00 $. 5,066777 
2 Travel Exnense 19,456.00 14,655.00 = 4,801.00 

- Rent, fuel, light & water 3,631.00 ores $+ 1,604.00 
5. Postage 38.45 0,00 + 1755 
6. Printing 38,00 50.00 + 12,00 
7. Telephone & telegranh 2,305.01 2,510.00 + 204,99 
8. Express & freipht 74, 00 35.00 = 39.00 
9, Gas & O12 3,775.00 3» 672-00 - 100.00 

-10, Supplies 5,430.00 b,475,00 = 955.00 
11. Toole & Ecutoment 7,430.00 15,948.00 + 8,518.00 
12, Building Material — 1,021.00 1,350.00 + 329.00 
17. Boat, Trailer & Truck Repairs}, 100,00 3,125.00 + 25.00 
24, Insurance 1,279.26 1,318.00 + 38.74 
27. Groceries 15,467.50 16,550.00 + 1,102.50 
28. Corn & Other Fish Food 4, 440,00 3,400.00 = 1,040.00 

Fish Boxes ; 8,500.00 ¢ 8,500.00 
Advertising 27.00 27.00 
Compensation Awards 250.00 250.00 
Unemployment Comeneation 1,300.00 600,00 = 700.00 
Unallotted | 15.530, 70 5.785,00 - 9 745,70. 

.™ $260,256.15 $255,000.00 - § 5,256,215 
Wire ace) Cokie. vt Lins grow 32000 

in : +27, c00 
9 ale Le eager Mae Ran wate 

t V1 raed nour ada cect be 7 phe} fradein ome, ( blatant 3 ear) ' 

pee rene hadgot define nedachion Prtyens 240 669 
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Fish Management Division 
Rough Fish Control 

\ 

1, Salaries ~ Permanent 

1 Fish Manager, Gr, IV at $310 per month § (3,720.00 
‘ 1 Fish Manager, Gr, III at. {285 per month 3,420.00 

8 Fish Manager, Gr, II at [235 per month 22,560.00 
1 Fish Manager, Gr, I at ¢225 per month 2,700.00 
4 Fish Manager, Gr, I at £215 per month 10,320.00 
2 Fish Manager, Gr, I at ‘205 per month 4,920.00 
1 Carpenter, Gr, II at $220 ner month 2, 640.00 
1 Stock Clerk, Gr, IV at ‘235 per month 2,820.00 

11 Conservation Aid, Gr, III at °195 per month 25,740.00 
1 Conservation Aid, Gr, III at £185 ver month 2,220.00 
3 Conservation Aid, Gr, III at £175 per month 6, 300.00 
2 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at {175 per month 4,200.00 
1 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at “170. ver month 2,040,00 

13 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at %160 per nonth 24,960.00 
10 Conservation Aid, Gr, II at “150 ver month 18,000,00 

2 Conservation Aid, Gr, IIT at ©142 ver month 3,408.00 
4 Cook, Gr, I at £175 per month 8,400.00 

4 2 Cook, Gr, I at $165 per month 3,960.00 
1 Cook, Gr, I at “150 per month 1,800,00 

| fas ou ks sh OC 

Less maintenance furnished to personnel eet 
Total nermanent salaries as ner budget ©1532, 804, 00 

The decrease of the “13,278,00 in the permanent salaries 
account is due to the transfer of the “ississipni river 
supervision activity to the Law Fnforcement division. 

2. Salaries - Temporary . 

102 Man-months, Conservation Aid, Gr, II 
$134 per month f 13,668.00 

The reduction of permanent personnel requires that an 
e increased number of sessonal employees be used during 

the peak seasons. The budget provides for the emloyment 
of 17 temoorary emnloyees for two three month intervals 
during the heavy fishing seasons, The increase in the 

: cost of seagonal employees is further accounted for by 
the fact that the stated wage is based on the nronoged 
Aalary schedules, i ! 

3. Travel Expense ~ 1h, 655,00 

05,481.00 of last years budget was for Boundary Waters 
suvervision, which 1s not included in the present budget, 
This decrease more than offsets the decrease of °4,301,00 
as shown, which is due to higher travel costs,
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4, Rent, fuel, light @ water & 5,235.00 
) An increase of '1,604,00 is requested due to the fact 

that the 1946-47 budget proved inadequate, also due 
_ to the increased costa of fuel and lights, 

5. Postage - Normal operating expenses s 40.00 

6, Printing g 50.00 

Normal opérating expenses, slight increase, 

7. ‘Telephone & telegraph & 2,510.00 

Increase of “204,99 due to increased rates on service 
and toll calle, 

8. Express & freight 8 35.00 

Normal operating expenses. Decrease of $39.00 on the 
basis that the 1946-47 budget proved excessive, 

9. Gas & O41 § 3,675.00 

The 1946-47 budget included an amount of $235.00 for 
Boundary Water supervision, which is not included in 
this budget, hence the {100.00 decrease as shown is 
actually a £135.00 increase which 1s accounted for by 
increased costs, 

10, Suvvlies 3 4,475.00 
Fish boxes have been set up as 2 separate account in 
this budget so the supnlies requirements, including 
fish boxes for comparative vurnoses, are actually 

f increased by £7,545,00, The supolies and fish boxes 
_ dnerease is needed to replace devleted inventories of 

these items, , 

11. Tools & Eouivment 7°15, 948.0 

For the ourchase of tools and equioment as follows: 

1 - Replacement of five trucks $ 5,500.00 
2 - Replacement of 6,000 feet seine | 4,500.00 
2 - Two new launch motors 1, 600,00 

- Two new launch hulls 1,000,00 
5 ~ Eight new outboard motors 1,000,00 
6 = Miscellaneous tools and equipment 2, 348,00 

The above purchases represent an increase of ‘8,518.00 
over the 1946-47 budget, Due to the shortage of items and 

f . to financial difficulties equinment replacement hae not 
( been maintained at a normal rate, ‘
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12. Building Material © 2,350.00 
( 

: No new construction is contemmlated, the reauested 
budget 1s needed to complete revairs which have heen 
held uo by the inability to nurchase necessary 
materials, 

17. Boat, Trailer & Truck Repairs & 9,125.00 

Normal operating expense, Slight increase 

24h, Insurance j € 1,318.00 

Normal operating expense, “Slight increase due to 
: higher rates. 

27. Groceries { 16,550.00 

Normal overating expenses with increase of “1,102.50 
due to higher food costs, 

28. Corn & Other Fish Food : 5 3,400.00 

Decrease of {1,040,00 due to the fact that grains are 
not available in sufficient quariities and waste corn 
and peas from canning plants ill be utilized wherever 
possible, 

Fish Boxes 8,500.00 

Set up as 2 separate item, See exnlanation under 
Account No, 10, Sunnlies, 

Advertising - Normal operating exnenses % 27.00 

Compensation Awards sy Hert 250,00 

Same estimate as last year. 

Unemployment commensation & 600,00 

Based on the amount of temoorary salaries, 

Unallotted & 5,785.00 

For unforeseen emergency items,
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Game Management Division 
’ Budget Summary 

Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 

. Budget _ Budget _ Decrease 

Administration “10,180.00 *% 10,180.00 
O50 iA. 3,770.00 3,770.00 
Fur Research 3,500.00 -7,000,00 + % 3,500,00 
Chief of Research 6,700.00 +¢ 6,700.00 
Refuges & Game Food Nursery 16,009,00 23,123.00 ¢ 7,123.00 
Game Farm 272,666.00 291,337.00 ¢ 1 Oe 
Co-op Game Management 38,554.00 73,295.00 + 34,741.00 
Deer Yard Survey 7,000.00 - 7,000,00 
Horicon March 7494.57 £7,494, 57 

$351,670.00 $422,899.57 + “71,229.57
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Game “anapement Division 
F ; Administration 

( 

Increase 
: 1946-1947 1947-1948 or 

—Budget_. Budget _Decrerse 

1, Salaries - Permanent & 4,680.00 & 4,680.00 
2, Travel Expense 600,00 600,00 

me 2. Postage — q 130,00 130.00 
kL, Printing 950.00 950.00 
5. Exorese & freight » 80,00 40.00 
6. Telenhone & telegravh 575.00 575.00 

j 7. Suonlies 900.00 900,00 
8, “iscellaneous 1,000.00 1,000,00 
9. Advertising 1,125.00 1,125.00 

10. Unallottea ted, 00_ 500,00 
£10,180,00 10,180.00 

(
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Game Management Division 
ie aS 

Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budget Budret. «ss _Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent #1, 500.00 “1, £00.00 
2, Travel FRxmense 750.00 7£0,00 
3. Telephone & telegraph 80,00 80,00 
4, Supolies 920,00 920.00 
5, Unallotteda 520.00 520,00 

“3,770.00 23,770.00
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Game Manarement Division 
Fur Research Project 

« 

; Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budret Budret Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent 2,340.00 $2,640.00 + 300,00 
2, Salaries - Tenmmorary 1,100.00 ¢t 1,100,00 
pi Travel expense 950,00 1,320.00 ¢ 370,00 

. Rent, fuel, light, & water 26.00 t 26,00 
5. Postage 40.00 20,00 ~ 10,00 
6, Printing 25.00 t 25,00 
7. Telephone & telegraph 50.00 t 50,00 
8, Express and freight 20.00 40.00 4 20.00 
9. Gas and oil 100,00 + 100,00 

10, Equinment rental 200.00 t 200,00 
11, Supolies : 40,00 300.00 + 260.00 
12, Insurance 15,00 + 15.00 
13. Equipment 90.00 740.00 + 650,00 
14, Contingency 20,00 41h, 00 t 394,00 

; $3,500.00 7,000.00 + $3,500.00 |
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Game Manarement Division : 
Fur Research Project / 

‘@ 1, Salaries - Permanent 

1 Biologist I, 12 Mo. at “220,00 2,610.00 

2. Salaries - Temnorary : 

1 Biologist I, 5 t'o, at $220.00 1,100.00 

3. Travel Expense 5 

1 Biologist I, 12 Yo. at ‘60,00 $ 920.00 
1 Biologist I, 5 "o, at iii aye 

4, Rent, fuel, light & water - Normal onerating costa % 26.00 

5. Postage - Normal overating costs % 930.00 

' 6, Printing - Normal operating costs — f 1) (25600 

7. Telenhone & telegraph - Normal onerating, cosets $ 50,00 

8. Express & freight - Normal onerating, costs 2 40,00 

9. Gas & O11 dnc tenons) - Normal operating costs § 100,00 

10. Equinment Rental (airplane) & 200.00 

11. Sunvlies (trans, wire, lumber, etc.) & 300.00 

12, Insurance § 915,00 

13, Bauinment © 740,00 

a. 5 N.P. Johnson motor - $125.00 
bp. Boat - 170.00 
ce, ‘Skiff - 130,00 
ad, Binoculars - 130,00 
e. Seales - 50.00 : 
f. Miscellaneous - 135,00 

14, Contingency % 4o4,o5 

\
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Game Yanagement Division 
( Chief of Wildlife Research ; 

1947~19L8 
. Budget 

1, Salaries, permanent 

Chief ~ (360.00 per mo, (Biolopist Iv) $4,320.00 - 

2. Salaries, temorary 

Conservation Ald II at £120.00 for 4 months 480.00 

3. Travel Exnense 
f 

Chief - 100.00 ver mo, for 12 months 1,200, 00 

4, Postage 35,00 

5, Printing 100,00 

6. Telephone & telegranh 190.00 

7. ‘iscellaneous Supplies 50.00 

8. Tools and Fauinment 75.00 

9. Contingency 250,00) 

$6,700.00
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Game Yanagement Division 
Refuges and Game Food Nursery 

{ ’ 

Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1, Salaries, permanent c proen on © 4,548.00 + $1,068.00 
2. Salaries, temorary » 770.00 12,000.00 + 7,230.00 
3, Travel Expense 1,600.00 2,000.00 + 1,400.00 
4, Rent, fuel, light & water 150,00 100.00 ~ 50.00 
5. Express and freight 50.90 25,00 - 25,00 
6. Telephone & telepraph 250.00 250.00 
7. Gas & Oil 200.00 250.00 t 50.00 
8, Supplies 500.00 1,000.00 + 500,00 
9. Building material 1,300.00 - 100,00 - 1,200.06 

10, Feed 1,500.00 1,000.00 - 500,00 
11, Maintenance, eauinment 100.00 100,00 
12, Tools and eauinment 2,000,00 500,00 - 1,500.00 
tee Insurance 50,00 50.00 
14, Printing 50,00 + 50.00 
15. Services d 100,00 + 100,00 — 
16. Advertising ' 50,00 50,00 i 

“16,000.00 %23,123.00 + $7,123.00
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Game Management Division 
Refuges and Game Food Nursery 

: 1, Salaries, permanent 

1 Forest Ranger IV at 360.00 (Split with P.I.G,) § 1,728.00 
1 Game Manager II at 235,00 fo 289-88 

2. Salaries, temorary €12,000,00 

Includes public hunting ground personnel vorking 
on refuges and on law enforcement during deer 
season, based on vrevious year's activities 

3. Travel Exmense “ 3,000.00 

Expense incurred by versonnel in other sections 
vorking on refuges 

4, Rent, fuel, light and water ~ Normal operating costs % 100,00 

5. Express & freight - Normal operating costs $ 25,00 

6. Televhone & telegraph - Normal onerating coste $ 250.00 

7. Gas & 011 = Normal operating costs $ 250,00 

8. Supnlies - Normal operating costs ¢ 1,000,00 

9. Building materials = Normal operating costes 8 100.00 

10. .Feed ~ Normal operating costs % 1,000,00 

11, Maintenance, Foulnment - Normal operating costs £160.00 

12, Equinment - Normal onerating costs £ 500.00 

13, Insurance - Normal operating costs ¢ 50,00 

14, Printing - Normal operating costs $ 50,00 

15. Services - Normal operating costs & 200.00 

16, Advertising - Normal operating coste $ 50,00
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Game Management Division 
Game and Fur Farm 

L Increase 
19h6-1917 1947=-19L8 or 

—Budget__ _Budeet  _Decreage 

Permanent Salaries $117,731.00 $124,752.00 + § 7,021.00 
Temporary Salaries 19,950.00 20,100.00 + 150.00 
Travel eae 6,500.00 6, 500,00 
Rent, fuel, and Lights 9,100.00 10,100,000 + 1,000.00 
panes and Freight 950,00 950.00 
Telephone and Telegraph 800,00 800,00 
Gasoline and 011 2,490.00 2,490.00 
Miscellaneous Supnlies 4,000,00 4,000,00 
Building Material 4,000.00 4,000.00 
Bird and Animal Purchase 500.00 1,000.00 t 500.00 
Pheasant and Animal Feed 94, 28 00 104, 745,00 10,000.00 
Truck Repairs 2,400, 00 2,400.00 
Tools and Equipment 7,000.00 7,000.00 
Insurance 1 quarter 2,500, 00 2,500,00 

272,666.00 $291,337.00 + $18,671.00
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

y Game Managene nt Division 
Game and Fur Farm 

1. Salaries ~ Permanent 

2 Conservation Aide II at $134.00 per month i $ 3,612 
? Conservation Aids II at $150.00 per month 12,600 
5 Conservation Aids II at $160.00 per month 5,760 

15 Conservation Aide II at eo Bs per month 30,600 
4 Conservation Aids III at $185.00 per month 8,880 
2 Conservation Aids III at $195.00 per month 4,680 
4 Game Managers I at $205.00 per month 9,840 
4 Game Managers II at $235.00 per month 11, 280- 
2 Game Managers III at $285.00 per month 6,840 
1 Game Manager IV at $310.00 per month 3,720 
2 Assistant Clerk — at $134.00 per month 3, 216 
1 Maintenance Gr. I at $200.00 Ree month ' 2,400 
1 Veterinary peteaiouta, Gp, III at $335.00 per month 4,020 
1 Mechanic, Gr. II at $220.00 per month 2,640 
1 Principal Clerk at $205.00 per month 2,460 
1 Maintenance Helper II at $160.00 per month 1,920 
2 Carpenters, Gr, II at $220.00 per month 8, 280 
1 Maintenance II at ig per month 2,760 
1 Laborer, Gr, IV at $220.00 per month wert 

; 124, 752 

2. Salaries ~ Seasonal 

26 Conservation Aids II at $134.00 per month for 
aix months - Total 20,100 

3. Travel Expense, Normal Operating Costs 6,500 

4. Rent, Fuel, and Light. Additional equipment, office space, 
and increased operating costs. 10,100 

5. Express and Freight, Normal Operating Costes 950 

6. Telephone and Telegraph, Normal Operating Costs 800 

_ %, Gasoline and 011, Normal Operating Coste 2,490 

8. Miscellaneous Supplies, Normal Operating Costs 4,000 

9. Building Material, Normal Operating Coste 4,000 

10. Bird and Animal Purchase. Purchase Mongolian and Ringneck 
: breeding stock (new blood). 1,000 

11. Pheasant and Animal Feed. Feed price increase and increased 
; cost in feeding more pheasants through the winter for 

spring release. 104, 7-6
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Y 12, Truck Repairs, Normal Operating Costs 2,400 

13. Tools and Equipment. Feed elevator, tractor, farm ; 
equipment, and game bird and animal propagation equipment. 7,000 

14, Insurance, Normal Operating Costs 
f 3001 : 337
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. Game Management Division f , 
Co-operative Game Management : 

t i. 

: Increase 
; j 1946-1947 1947-1948 or 

Budget __ _Budeet  _Decrease 

1. Salaries, permanent $13,800.00 $35,640.00 + £21,840,00 
ss 2, Salaries, temporary 1, 764,00 1,000.00 - 764,00 

i’ Travel expense 5,300,00 20, 380.00 + 15,080.00 
: « Rent, fuel, light 

5. Postage 400,00 4 400,00 
6, Printing 50,00 400,00 t 350.00 
7. Telephone & telegraph _ 200,00 200,00 : 
8. Express & freight 50,00 50.00 
9. Gas & o11 100.00 100,00 

10, Supplies 200.00 300.00 # 100,00 
11, Insurance 25.00 25.00 
12, Maintenance, equipment 100,00 50,00 ~ 50,00 
13, Eouloment, (ancluding books) 400,00 500.00 + 100,00 
14, Winter feed - 10,000.00 7,500.00 = 2,500.00 
15, Game census 5,815.00 _ 6, 000,00 + 185,00 
16, “iecellaneous 750500 750,00 

$38,554.00 $73,295.00 + $34,741.00
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Game Management Division ; ; 
Co-operative Game Vanarement 

( 1. Salaries - Permanent 

Commlement of versonnel includes: ; 

W. E, Scott, Game Manager IV, Supervisor at 
: 310.00 per mo, §& 3,720.00 

N, R, Barger, Game Manager II at {235,00 per month 2,820.00 
0. 5, Bersing, Game Yanager II at “240 per month 2, 880,00 
William Field, Game Manager II at $235.00 ver month 2,820,00 

(or other individual selected for position) 
6 District Game Managers, Game Mgr, II, at $235.00 

per month 16,920.00 
Statistician VI at $210.00 per month 2,520.00 
4 Statistical Clerks (4 time) at $82.50 per month eet 

, G32» ~00 

2. Travel Expense - Permanent Personnel i 

_1 Supervisor 100 per month § 1,200.00 
2 Game Manager II 75 per month 1,800.00 
1 Game Manager II (Farm Supervisor) 120 per month 1,440.00 
6 District Game Manarers II 120 ver month 15.640,.00 

$20,080,00 

3, Salaries - Seasonal Personnel § 1,000.00 

: To permit emoloyment of extra clerical help to prepare 
game renort cards for tabulation; and to permit employment. 
of men from other divisions during deer or other game 
seasons for short veriods game kill checking stations 

10 people 10 days at 6.00 ner day and miscellaneous 
personnel-days on Ioan ; 

4, Travel Expense - Seasonal Personnel § 300,00 

To cover exvenses of miscellaneous personnel secured 
on loan from other divisions for game kill checking 
stations 

5. Rent, fuel, light & vater 

: 6. Postage - Normal operating costs 5 400,00 

7. Printing - Normal operating costs § 00,00 

8. Telephone & telegraph - Normal operating costs + & 200,00 

9. Express & freight - Normal operating costs $ 50.00 

( 10, Gas & o11 - Normal operating costs 100,00 

11. Supplies - Normal operating costs § 300,00 

oe
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12, Insurance - Normal operating coste § 25.00 

m 13. Maintenance of equioment $ 50.00 

To maintain in onerating condition exnloders for 
prevention of wildlife damage and binding of hooks. 

14, Eauloment { 500.00 

For the vourchase, as needed, of trans, exvloders, 
wildlife specimens, miscellaneous office needs 
and booke 

15, Winter feed $ 7,500.00 

This budget is reduced by $2,500 because it has 
: not been fully expended in the vast, but an emergency 

addition may be necessary in case of an unusually 
severe winter . 

16, Game Census $ 6,000.00 

This item has been increased only slightly even 
though costs of tabulating have increased greatly. 
It 1s based on present game report card returns 
and not what we hope to secure if a better return 

; method could be found 

17. Miscellaneous ; § 750.00 

To cover expenditures unforseen in the setting of 
geasons or cooperation necessary in vrograms of 
game research or other divisions
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: GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
Coopsrative Game Management 

( } 

Because this budget calls for seven new men, including six 
district game managers and a statistician, and thereby revises 
some duties of present »ersonnel as also does the recent assign- 
ment of game and fur farms and shooting preserves to William Field, - 
the following genernl changes are recommended for the office staff 
of this section: : 

Otis Bersing: Present activities in statistical work trans- 
ferred to statistician. New assignments: Cooperation with all 
district game managers in securing game food planting stock for 7 
their cooperators, assistance for district game managers in 
securing cooperation of county agents, soil conservation service ‘ 
and other agencies with headquarters in Madison; field operations 
part time as a district game manager for area including all of Dane 
county south of Highway 18 and Green and Rock counties, 

N. R. Barger: Present activities in game and fur farm and 
shooting preserve establishment and renewals transferred to 
william Pield, New assignments: Cooperation with all field 
pergonnel in collection of 7 observer data; assistance for ; 
all district 7 managers in filling thelr needs for maps and 
literature relating to wildlife management and geography of their 
area; field operations part time as a district game manager for 
area including all of Dane county north.of Highway 18 and 

Columbia county. 

Both of the above individuals will continue all of their 
present activities other than those indicated as being transferred 
to others. } 

As will be noted above, because of the need for more field 
managers than we have set up in the budget, and because of the 
importance of the southern area for the standpoint of wildlife, 
four southern counties near Madison were assigned to two men in 
our office staff for part time work in the field, The other six 
é6istrict game managers woulé cover approximately the following areas 
and be headquartered (if possible) in the towns or vicinity as 
indicated: 

Area I: Nt, Headquarters, Ladysmith; counties of Douglas, Bayfield, 
: Ashland, Burnett, Washburn, Sawyer, Polk, Barron, Rusk and 

Chippewa. ) : 

Area II: Headquarters, Trout Lake or Minocqua-oodruff; counties of 
Iron, Vilas, Price, Cneidn, Taylor and Lincoln. 

Area III; Headquarters, .ausaukee; counties of Forest, Florence, 
Marinette, Langlade, Oconto, and Shawano : 

\ od Area IV: Headquarters, Wisconsin Rapids; counties of Hau Claire, 
Clark, Marathon, Jackson, Wiood, Portage, waupaca, Monroe, 
Juneau, Adams, Waushara and Marquette.
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Area ¥: Headquarters, La Crosse; counties of St., Oroix, Dunn, 
Pierce) Pepin, Buffalo, Aina a 88) Groans, Yernon, 
Richtand, Sauk, Crawford, Grant, lowa and Lafayette. . 

my Eo tes Gite tbesss Hae wana educa ecercTa ue Reece aby IMON SE Scatter te, GE nb TS Ag ee 

Area VI: Headquarters, Campbé? sport or Kagle; counties of Door, © 
Outagamie, Brown, Kewaunee, Winnebago, Calumet, Manitoroc, 
Green lake, Fond du Lac, Sheboygan, Dodge, vashington, 
Ozaukee, Jefferson, Waukesha, Milwaukee, Walworth, Racine 
and ’enosha. : ihe 

An agreement has been reached with the public ee grounds 
section to the effect that game management activities will be 
operated by them on a11, leased or purchased public hunting grounds 
secured under their program, all deer yards purchased and managed 
by the game division,; and alco on all lands of the CwCA and Horicon 
Marsh, The remainder of the state's private, county, state and 
federal lands would be within the management scope of the district 
game managers as outlined above. 

The basic reasons for setting up these geographic districts are 
as follows: 

1, In the three northern districts the game management personnel 

will spend considerable time folloring up on deer yard survey work 

(exclusive of purchased lands) which probably will not be _ ners 

investigated thoroughly with a curtailed deer research »roject. The 

areas were set up in an ) to allow a smaller area for the 

north central unit where 66nsiderable state lands need management 

and so 4s not to divide major federal forest units. 

2. The céntral area wili contain a large block of land managed 
by the nublic hunting grounds seétion but will have sufficient other 

orivate lands and ¢ounty forest areas of a basic sand plain ecologic 

type on which to work, in all directions from wisconsin Rapids. 

3, The western area wad set up so as to include all of the 

Mississippi river and most of the driftless area of the state, 

thereby allowing for concentrated eooperation with federal : 

personnel on the river and soil conservation service with ; 
headquarters at La Crosse, f 

4, The southeastern area has as its primary first objective 

management cooperation on the Kettle Moraine State Forest and 
therefore headquarters would be at or near Campbellsport or Hagle. 
The more, southerly ‘headquarters or tay be preferred from the . 

standpoint of greatest need for wildlife eres and service: : 

to the greatest number of people. This would still permit sufficien?® 

cooperation with Kettle Moraine foresters, who would have priority 

for such assistance.
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The function of these District Game lianagers vill include 

priority cooperation vith other department personnel in the 

planning for management of wildlife on all state lands and 

similar, but secondary, cooperation with county and federal 

aeons and private landorners oon ee management advice and 
field planned recommendations. Basically, these district 
managers would be expected to keep in constant contact with 
all conservation agencies and representatives in their areas 

map their areas for wildlife resources pie os Mr iebaegh of ali 

ool. changes, make management recommendations for the 

entire area in general and detailed plans on specific areas 
requested, conduct periodic planned censuses on certain species 

and make jocal contacts in cooperation with central office 

of management, educational and public relations value. 

: Field contacts of these District Game sanagere would 

primarily include department personnel such as the wardens, : 

beaver trappers, state foresters, state park managers, game 

research and public hunting grounds personnel and other 

interested field men in the department. Other important field 

y contacts would be made with federal game managers and foresters, 

soil conservation service land managers, county and private 

industrial foresters, and all private individuals with 

considerable interest in conservation such as conservation 

congress representatives or those operating lands for wildlife 

management such as refuges. Additional contacts of considerable 

: value to be made when possible would inolude local conservation 

clubs and their officers, county agricultural agents, vocational 

agricultural instructors and 4-H club leaders, — 

Examples of the type of work the District Game Managers might 

do include so many various possibilities that it is evident that 

full scale operations on such large areas would of necessity have to 

be at first on the basis of priority and urgency until a more 

complete organization allowed for more thorough action. Some types 

of activity follow: ‘ 

1. Planning and mapping for game management selected state 

forest areas in cooperation with department foresters. 
2. ae te of lakes and marshes for aquatic 

4mprovements needed in following through on requests of 

conservation organizations as well as on own initiative. 
3, Planning and mapping private lands for wildlife managemen 

for individuals requesting such assistance and all other cooperatic® 

possible to assist the completion of such plans. 

; 4, Cooperative assistance with wardens, research personnel 

and any other department men desiring help in certain seasons or : 

specific problems such as wildlife damage complaints, census of 

hunting take on certain areas and submission of specimens and 

records for study by other projects, E 

5, Public relation and educational contacts with conservatio: 

groups in talks at meetings stressing wildlife management on the 1 

( and assistance in setting up demonstration units in their areas.
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Public Hunting and Fishing Grounds 

< 
es Budget Increase or 
1946-47 1947-48 Decrease 

1, Salaries, permanent ( $126,253.00 $80,532.00 -$ 38,221.00 
2. Salaries, temporary ( ees 

i. Travel expense pee 37,400.00 * 1,200.00 
- Tand purchase 3,500.00 75,000.00 + 11,500.00 

3. Land lease 41,500.00 50,000.00 # 8,500.00 
- Maintenance, equipment 500,00 1,000.00 #4 500,00 

é 7. Feed 2,500.00 2,000.00 - 500.00 
8, Supplies & services 1,150.00 7,500,00 + 6,350.00 
9. Building material Seton aa 15,000.00 =. 8,100.00 

10, Tools and equipment 3500.00 25,000.00 - 9,500.00 
1i, Gas and o11 2,700.00 2,500.00 - 200.00 
12, Demages 1,500,00 1,000.00 - §00.00 

: 13. Telephone and telegraph 1,800, 00 750.00 = 1,050.00 
14. xpress and freight f 300,00 150.00 = 150,00 
18. Printing 500.00 750.00 + 250.00 
16. Postage -~ 25.00 + 25.00 
we Insurance 320.00 150,00 = 1706.00 
18, Advertising 50.00 100.00 + 50.00 
19, Pheasante a 7, 500,00 7,500.00 
20, Horicon Land Acquisition -- 45,000.00 45,000.00 
21, Unallotted 101,950.00 183,053.65 + 81,103.65 

$438,323.00 $541,910.65  3103,587.65 

(
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Public Hunting and Fishing Grounds Budget 

’ 

1. Salaries, Permanent i 
1 - Forest Ranger IV © “216,00 per month $ 2,592.00 

(Salary split with veruee budget) 
2 —- Game Manager III's € $285.00 per month 6,840.00 

12 - Game Manager II's © 235,00" '"% 33,840.00 
1 - Game Manager I © 195.0018". 8 2,340.00 
1 - Adm, Assistant I ¢ 295.00" ® 1,320.00 

(salary split with P-R) 
1 += Principal Clerk & 195.00 " : 2, 340.00 
1 = Biologist II © 270.00" "* _ 3,240.00 
1 = Biologist I & 210,00 " a 2,520.00 
1 - Forester II & 260,00" 8 3,120.00 
1 - Gngineer I © 4 290,00 % -.* 2,760.00 
2 - Surveyors & afe-2e s 8 4, 560.00 
4 - Cons. Aid II's 6 145.00" " 6,960.00 
1 - Cons. Aid III © 45.00% * 1,740.00 
1 - Cons. Aid IIT Gio 170,00 ©. 48 2,040.00 
: - Cons. Aid IIT e aoe tas : : eee 

~- Cons, Aid III G 5.00 2 
$80 “§ihty 

2. Salaries, temporary 
: Temporary labor @ various rates 7,500.00 

3. Travel Expense; 
27 men © Ceci per month 32,700 8e 
Temporary labor 00 

sae ho0°00 

4, Land Purchase - contemplated purchases 75,000.00 

5. ‘and Lease - 250,000 acres © 20¢ 50,000.00 

6, Maintenance, equipment - anticipated operating costs 1,000.00 

7. Feed - Largely pheasant feed 2,000.00 

8. Supplies and services 
All miscellaneous supplies such as sipns, nails, 
staples, etc. Equipment rental in road construc- 
tion, dredging, etc. 7,500.00 

9. Building material - Materials used in road con~ 
struction; contemplated storaze facilities 15,000.00 

10. Tools and equipment 
2 - Pick up trucks $2,400.00 
2 - 13 ton trucks 4,000.00 
6 - Binoculars 750.00 

10 ~ Pumper trailers 5,000.00 
( 1+ Tractor, complete 

with attachments 4,000.00 
Miscellaneous 8,850.00 25,000.0(
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11. Gas and oil - Anticipated 
needs 2,500.00 

( _ 12. Damage - Hstimated 
claims 1,000,00 

13. Telephone 
- Normal operating 

expense 750.00 

14, xpress 
and freight 

- Normal operating 
expense 150,00 

15. Printing 
- Normal operating 

expense 750.00 
16, Postage - Normal operating 

expense 25.00 
. 17, .nsurance 

~ Anticipated 
premium 150.00 

18. «Advertising 
- Normal operating 

expense 100,00 

19, Pheasants 
- Contemplated 

purchase 
7,500.00 3,000 birds & $2.50 

20. Horicon 
Land Acquisition 

- Completion 
of necessary 

i 
land »urchases 

on Horicon 
Marsh 45,000.00 

21, Unallotted 
- Balance 

of fund and revenue 
for next 

fiscal year 163,053.65. 
Total $ 541,910.65
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: Deer Feeding and Acquisition Deer Yards 

C Budget Budget Increase 
194647 1947-18 or 

Decrease 

1, Salaries, permanent $4,875.00 $9,000.00 4§ 4,125.00 

2. Salaries, temporary 1,300.00 2,000.00 + 700.00 

3. Travel expense ee 3,000.00 # 3,000.00 

4, Rent, fuel, light & water --- 200,00 + 200.00 

5, Express and freight 800.00 3,100.00 + 2,300.00 

6, Telephone & telegraph - 50.00 150.00 # 100,00 

7. Gas & oil 4 300,00 150.00 ~ 150.00 

8. Supplies 705.00 215.27 = 489.73 

9. Feed 22,825.00 “45,050.00 + 22,225.00 

10. Maintenance, equipment 450.00 250.00 = 200.00 

11. Tools & equipment 910.00 250.00 = 660.00 

12, ‘Ineurance 70.00 50.00 = 20,00 

13. Miscellaneous services 200,00 350.00 + 150.00 

Ww, land acquisition 32,500.00 76,475.48 + 43,975.08 

15. Postage 5.00 - 5.00 

16, Printing 10.00 - 10,00, 

: $65,000.00$140, 240.75 975,240.75 

* S0%fo of cera famed 7
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neer Food Revolving Budget ; 
(1947-8 ) 

¢ 

1, Salaries, permanent $ 9,000.00 
: This covers salaries of all regular personnel 

engaged in feeding - including deer research 
men. It is impossible to list classifications 
and salary schedules for this reason, i 

2. Salaries, temporary 2,000.00 
(See salaries, permanent ) 

3. Travel expense 3,000.00 
(See salaries, permanent) 

4, Rent, fuel-, light & water - normal operating cost 200,00 
5. xpress & freight 3,100.00 

Mainly feaaet and trucking charge of 1060 fe 
tons of feed, 

: 6, Telephone & telegraph - normal operating costs 150.00 
i Gas & o11 ~ normal operating costs 150.00 

. » Supplies - normal operating costs 215.27 
9. Feed i 

530 tons alfalfa @ $30.00 - 315,900.00 ) 
n "concentrate © $55.00 - $29,150.00 45,050.00 | 

10. Maintenance, equipment - normal oe costs 250.00 / 
11, Tools & equipment - normal operating costs 250.00 © 
17, Insurance - normal operating costs 50.00 
iN Miscellaneous services - normal operating costs 350.00 
14, Land acquisition ‘ 

(based on commission policy of split in fund 
between feeding & acquisition - balance accumulated) 76,475.46 

: $140, 240.75 

( ’ }
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Madison 2, Wisconsin 

if is 
; Pittman-Robertson 

Project Allotment 

(Gross figures including state's share) 

Increase 
or 

Project. 1946-47 Budpet 1947-8 Budget Decrease 

Vaterfowl Research $ 2,885.00 $ 12,000.00 +$ 9,115.00 

Pheasant a" 7,075.60 - 12,000,00 + 4,924.40 

Grouse ‘ ie i 10, 000.00 # 10,000.00 

Deer ‘ 26, 327.00 10,000.00 - 16,327.00 

. Fox and Raccoon Research 1,500, 00 7,000.00 + 5,500.00 

Food Habits & 2,072.50 6,000,00 # 3,927.50 

Quail Census | 1,500.00 1,500.00 No change 

Rodent Research = 100.00 ¢ 100.00 

Horicon Development 21, 762.00 9,710.43 = 12,051.57 

Lané Acquisition © unobliga- 
ted 14, 689.94 _ = = 14,689.94 

Coordination 5,000.00 6,000.00 + 1, 000. 00 

: $82,812.04 $74, 310.43 = $8,501.61 

4
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PITIMAN-ROBERTSON WATERFOWL 

( 

uit, == ull Hisense 
1. Salaries, permanent $ 1,935.00 $ 5,460.00 $ 3,525.00 + 

2. Salaries, temporary - 870.00 870, 00 « 

: 3. Travel expense 765.00 3,300.00 2,535.00 + 

4, Rent, fuel, light - 20.00 20.00 + 

5. Postage - . 25.00 25.00 + 

6, Operation of equipment - 300.00 300.00 + 

7. Tools and equipment a 762.00 762.00 + 

8, Sunpj}ies 85.00 499.00 414.00 + 

9. Printing = 75.00 75.00 + 

10. Telephone and telegraph - 120.00 120.00 + 

ll. Feed - 280.00 280;00 + 

12. Express and freight - 25.00 25.00 + 

13. Insurance - 25.00 25.00 + 

14, Gontingency 100.00 239.00 139.00 + 

$ 2,885.00 $12,000.00 $9,115.00 +
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PITTMAN-ROBERTSON WATERFOVL RESEARCH PROJECT 

\ Budget 1947-48 

1. Salaries, permanent he $ 5,460.00 

1 Biologist I, 12 Mo, @$245.00 - $2,940.00 | 
1 Biologist I, 12 Mo. € 210.00 - 2,520.00 p 

2. Salaries, temporary ; 870.00 

6 Cons. Aide IZ, 30 days © $145.00 ; 

3. Travel Expense i 3, 300.00 

1 Biologist I, 12 mo, 7$100.00 - $1,200.00 
1 Biologist I, 12 mo. C 120.00 - 1,440.00 
6 Gons. Aids tI, 30 daya ©$110.00- 660.00 

4, Rent, fuel, light 20.00 

5. Postage 25.00 

6. Operation of Equipment 300.00 

Gas & oil $100.00 
i Heavy equipment 

‘ i hire 200.00 

?. Tools and Equipment 762,00 
1 Binoculars $200.00 

| 1 Outboard motor 125,00 

1 Boat 150,00 f 

1 Trailer 150.00 
; Miscellaneous 137.00 

8, Supplies 499, ¢ 

Wire $150.00 
Trap materials 250.00 
Misc, supplies 99,00 

f 9. Printing 
i 75.00 

10. Telephone and telegraph 120.0 

11. Express and freight ~ 25.0 

12, Feed (trapping vaterfowl) "280,00 

13. Insurance f i ; 25,0 

14, Contingency 239." 

$ 12,000. ¢ 

«
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; “PI'TIMAN-ROBERTSON PHEASANT 

c | 

ae Budget Increase or 
! 1946-47 1947-48 Decrease 

1. Salaries, permanent ¢ 3,652.00 $ 5,760.00 $ 2,108.00 + 

2. Salaries, temporary 1, 082,00 1,740.00 656.00 + 

3. Travel expense 1,830.00 3,600.00 2,970,006 

4, Supplies 330. 30 330. 30 - 

5. Tools and equipment ~- 100,00 100,00 + 

6. Feed - 50,00 50,00 + 

7. Insurance m 25.00 25.00 + 

8. Contingency 178, 30 391.70 213.40 + 
marcas ee NT 

$7,075.60 $12,000.00 $4,924.40 » 

< ;
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PITTMAN-ROBERTSON PHEASANT RESEARCH PROJECT 
: BUDGET 

( ] 1947-48 

1, Salaries, permanent : $ 5,760.00 

1 Biologist I,°12 mo. ee oe. $2; 640.00 
1 Biologist I1,12 mo, @$260.00 3,120.00 

2. Salaries, temporary 1,740.00 

1 Cons, Aid III, 6 mo. ers -00 870.00 
2 Cons. Aid III, 3 mo. €3145.00 870.06 ” 

3. Travel expense — 7 . 3,600.00 

1 Biologist I, 12 mo. ehee.on 1, 200,00 
1 Biologist Ii,12 mo. @$100;00 1’ 200.00 
3 Cong, Aids IfI, 12 mo. €3100.00 1,200.00 

4, Supplies 333.30 

5. Tools and equipment 100.00 

6, Pees 50,00 

Ve Insurance ; 25.00 

8. Contingency 391.70 

| 
$12,000.00 

(
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PITTMAN- ROBERTSON GROUSE 

, i 1947-1948 
: Budget 

1, Salaries, permanent ‘ $ 5,640.00 

1 Biologist II, 12 mo. €$260,00 $3,120.00 
1 Biologist I, 12 mo. @$210.00 2,520,00 ‘ 

2. Salaries, temporary j 1,080. 00 

1 Cons. Aid II, 9 mo. €3120.00 israel 

3. Travel expense ‘ . 2,940, 00 

1 Biologist II, 12 Mo. €$100.00 1,200, 00 
; 1 Blologiat I 12 Ko. @%100. 00 "1,206.00 

1 Gons. Aid It, 9 mo. @$60.00 540.00 

4, Supplies 171.00 

ta Films, stationery, miseographing 

5. Tools and equipment 50.00 

6. Contingency hh22.00 

k 310, 000.00 

(
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, PITTMAN-ROBURTSON DER 

ae 1946-47 1947-48 Increase or 
Budget Budret. . Decrease 

1. Salaries, permanent 315,681.00 7,488.00 = 8,193.00 

2. Travel exnense 6,200.00 1,500.00 - 4,700.00 

3. Rent, fuel, light, & water 816.00 684.00 - 132.00 

4, Televhone & telerravh ; 300.00 120.00 - 180.00 

5. Sunnlies 650.00 50.00 = 600.00 
6. Insurance - 25.00 + 25.00 

7. Contingency 756.00 133.00 - 623.00 

8. Tools & eauinment 1,149.00 - - 1,149.00 

9. Oneration of equinment 775.00 - - 775.00 

$26,327.00 10,000.00 -316,327.00 

(
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@ 
—-:191V7-48 BUDGET 

Pittman-Robertson Deer Research Project 

1. Salaries, permanent E 37,488.00 

1 Biolopint II © 4270, 12 mo. 743,240 
1 Biologist I © 220 12 mo. 2,640 ‘ 

: 1 Clerk © 134 12 mo. 1,608 

2. Travel exnense 1,500.00. 

1 Biologist II © 375, 12 no. % 900 | 
1 Blolopist I € 50, 12 mo. 600 

3. Rent, light fuel,water 684.00 

12 mo. office rent © $55.00 ver mo.3660.00 
Wlectricity, 12 mo.¢ 2:00 °. *" 28.00 

4, Telephone & telegraph 120.00 

12 mo. © 310.00 ver mo. 120.00 

5. Supvlies (miscellaneous) 50.00 

6. Insurance 25.00 

: 7. Contingency 133.00 

. 3 $20,000.00 

( ;
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PETTHAN-ROBERTSON FOX AND RACCOON : 

194647 1947-48 Inerease or 
Budget Budget —Deorease 1. Salaries, vermanent $756.00 2,520.00 * 1,764.00 

2. Salaries, temnorary - 1,640.00 + 1,640.00 

3. Travel expense 74.00 1,680.00 i; 936.00 

4, Bunvlies - 280.00 + (260.00. 

5. Tools and eauinnent - 693.00 + 693.00 

6. Contingency - 187.00 + 187.00 

4 1,500.00 7,000.00 + “5,500.00 

(
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¢ 
1947-48 Budget ; 

PITTHAN-ROBERTSON FOX AND RACCOON RESFARCH PROJECT 

1. Salaries, vermanent $2,520.00 
1 Biologist I, 12 mo. © 3210.00 

2. Salaries, temnorary 1,640.00 
1 Cons. Ald II, 8 mo. © 160.00 1,280.00 
1 Cons. Aid II 3 mo. © 120.00 360.00 

3. Travel expense 1,680.00 
1 Biologist I © 100.00, 12 mo. 1,200.00 
1 Cons. Aid II © 60.00 8 mo. 480.00 

4, Sunnlies i 
; Cards, bands, tage, film 280.00 

5. Tools & Eouinment 693.00 
; Canera 500.00 

Binoculars eo -00 
Miscellaneous 3.00 

6. Contingency 187.00 ( 

; 37,000.00° aur 

(
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¢ PITTHAN-ROBERTSON FOOD HABITS 

194647 1947248 Increase or 
Budget. Budget —Decrease 

1. Salaries, permanent 3 1,025.00 3 2,640.00 + 1,615.00 
2. Salaries, termorary 157.50 924.00 + 766.50 

3. Travel exnense 375.00 1,080.00 + 705.00 

. 4. Sunplies 100.00 250.00 +. 150.00 

5. Toole and equipment 255.00 680.00 1 425.00 

6. Printing - 25.00 + 25.00 

7. Telephone & telegranh 30.00 50.00 + 20.00 

8. Ixprens and freight 30.00 25.00 - §.00 

9. Insurance o 20.00 + 20.00 

10. Contingency 100.00 306.00 + 206.00 

32,072.50 3 6,000.00 +53 ,927.50



( 1947-48 Budget 

PITTUAN-ROBERTSON FOOD HABITS RESEARCH PROJECT ce 

1. Saleries, permanent 42,640.00 
1 Biologist I, 12 mo. © 220.00 ver mo. 2,640.00 

2. Salaries, tennorary 924.00 
1 Cone. Aid II, 3 mo © 164.00 492.00 
1 Steno. 12 mo. 1/4 time © 144.00 432.00 

3. Travel expvense 1,080.00 
1 Biologist I @ 87.50, 12 no. 1,050.00 
1 Cons. Aid II, 3 no. © 10.00 30.00 

4, Sunplies 
Chenicals, films, cartons 250.00 

§. Tools and equinment 680.00 
Binoculars 125.00 
Cabinets 100.00 
Cases 50.00 
Camera 300.00 
Miscellaneous 105.00 

6. Printing : 25.00 

7. Telephone & telepraph 50.00 

8. Rxorens & freight | 25.00 

9. Insurance 20.00 

10. Contingency 306.00 

4 $6,000.00 

‘®
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PITIMAN-ROBERTSO:! QUAIL, CENSUS 

; Budget Budget Increase or 
 =~2246-47 1947-48 —Decrease 

1, Salaries, temporary $1,097.00 “1,100.00 “3.00 iner, 

2. Travel expense 275,00 276,00 No change 

5. Surplies 100,00 100.00 

4, Contingency 28,00 25.00 5.00 deer, 

. om , 000,00 31, 500,00 No chenge 

(
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

Medison 2, Wisconsin 

1947-48 

TTMAN-ROBERTSO! L CENSUS PROJEC 

1, Salaries, temporary - - 1, 100,00 

£2 Cons, Aids II, 3 no, © $145.00 ~ $870.00 

femmorary assistants (unknown) - 230,00 

| 2. Travel expense = - 275 .00 

2 Cons, Aids II, 2 mo, G $50.00 = 200,00 

Venporary assistants <- - %,00 

3, Supplies - ~ 100,00 

4, Contingency amy - “ 25,00 

$1,500.00 

( : 

. : i
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PITTUAN-ROPERTSOU RODENT RESEARCH 

eH 1947-1948 
~Budget 

1. Salaries,temporary - ~ 100 .00
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C) Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison 2, Yisconsin : 

HORICON 2-ARSH BUDGET : 

(1947-48) 

Budget Budget Increase or 
Hue 1946-47 1947-48 Decrease 

1, Salaries, permanent $ 9,253.35 $17,700.00 18,446.65 
2, Vravel es me 1,120,00 1,992.00 872,00 

3. Rent, fuel, light, water 240,00 185.00. - 65,00 

4, Postage - 50,00 50.00 

5, ULxpress & freight 50.00 70,00 20,00 

6, Telephone & telegraph 240,00 250.00 10,00 
7, ‘as and oil (included in 

, operation of 4 

i equipment ) 900,00 - 900,00 
} . 8, Sunplies & services 1,600.00 1,058.00 = 642.00 

9, Building material 7,309.00 600 .00 ~7,009,00 
10, Oneration of eauipnent 753,00 550,00 =~ 203,00 

11, Tools and equinment 350,00 1, 360,00 1,000,00 . 

12, Insurance iy ~ 100,00 100,00 

13, Truck licenses, P.0. 
Box rent, eto... 7,00 mou aid am 7,00 

14, Contingency B80 GB 200, 00N ss 6ouc ee 

821,762.00 24,705.00 32,943.00 

Funds as follows: 

Pittman-Robertson 3 9,710.45 
oe aoe 7,500.00 

sh and Game 7,494.57 
$24,705.00 

Q)
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= Wisconsin Conservation Department ' 
‘©. Madison 2, Jisconsin 

HORICON 2 ARSH BUDGET 1947-48 

SCHEDULE "Al. 

1. Salaries: 

1 Biologist IIT @ $260.00 - $3,120.00 

x " q* 215.00 - 2,580,00 

1 Maint, Man IIG 185,00 oo. 2,220,00 

1 Sr, Clerk © 165.00 - 1,980,00 

1 Game Mer. I @ 195.00 - 2,540.00 

1 Cons, Aid ITI © 165,00 - 1,980.00 

2 Cons, Aids II @ 145,00 - 3,480,00 

$17,700.00 

2, dJravel_Lxpense: | 

1 Biologist II, 12 mo. <: {55,00 <- 3660.00 

1 Biclogist I, © " |" 20,00 = 240.00 

1 Maint. Man II," © " 20,00 - 240,00 

1 Sr, Clerk © § 16,00 = 180,00 

1 Game Yer, I, °" ~" ©. 30,00. i= 360,00 

2 Cons, Add tre) 8" 6.00) = 72,00 

2 Cons. Aide II," " 8 10,00 ‘= 240.00 

%1,992.00 

C] ae
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cd 3, Rent, fuel, Light - Normal onerating owe 1185.00 

4, Postage - Normal oneration costs a 50.00 

5. Express and freight - Normal operating costs 70,00 

6. Telephone & telegraph ~ HNormal operating costs 250.00 

%, Gas and o11 (trucks, tractors, notorboata) 900,00 

8, Supplies & services (heavy eaulpment rental and 
j miscellaneous supplies) 1,058.00 

9, suilding materinl - Normal onerating costs 300.00 

10, Overntion of equipment ~— Normal operating costs 550,00 

11, Tools and equipment 1,350,00 
1 - pick up truck 1, 200,00 

: : niscellaneous 150,00 

ee Insurance ~- Normal operating costs . | 200,00) 

14, Contingency | 200,00 

24,706 .00 

G)
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TTMAN-ROBERTSO:”_ COO O}L PROJECT 

Budget Budget Increase or 
1946-42 1947-48 _Decreage 

1, Salaries, permanent $4,246.25 $3,780.00 $466.25 decr, 

2. : temporary - 990.00 990,00 iner. 

3, ‘Travel expense 420,00 860.00 60,00 decr, 

4, Supplies 100.00 100,00 - 

5, Tools and equipment - 500.00 500,00 incr, 

6, Telephone and telegraph 133,75 120,00 13,75 decor, 

7, Contingency 100,00 150,00 50.00 incr, 

35,000.00 %6,000.00 31,000.00 iner. 

( J
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Wisconsin Conservation Derartment 
( ‘ , Medison &, -iscoisin 

BUDGET 
1947=48 i ( 

PITTMAN-ROBURTSO:; COORDINATION PROTE cr 

1, Snlaries, permanent = - “3,780.00 

1 Adm, Asst. I € 3235.00 (salary split) 
"1,500.00 

1 Sr,Clk, Stenog,, 12 mo. G $190.00 
y 2,280.00 

2. Salaries, temporary - 990.00 

1 Jr.Clk, Stenog., 6 mo, @ $165.00 

3. Travel expense a ~ 360,00 

i 1 Adm, Asst, I, 12 mo. © $30.00 

4, Supplies - ” 100.00 

§. Tools and Equipment - = 600,00 

Adding machine - $360.00 

Hiscellaneous - 150.00 | 

6, Telephone and Velegraph - - 120.00 ; 

7, Contingency - - 150.00 

36,000.00 - 

( }
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U } INFORMATION & EDUCATION 

1946-1947 19471948 Increase or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent %23,145.50 29,772.00 + 6,626.50 

2. Travel exnense 4,160.00 4 445.00 + 285.00 

3. Postage 4,020.00 4,000.00 ~- 20.00 

4. Printing 5,548.00 5,500.00 - 48.00 

5. lxoress & freight 20.00 100.00 + 80.00 

6. Telenhone & teleprraph 168.00 - 200,00 + 32.00 

7. cunnlies 1,860.00 1,850.00 _ = 10.00 

8. Equivment 11,300.00 5,000.00 - 6,300.00 

9. tate car exo. (Sta. wagon) 400.00 + 400.06 

; 10. Insurance - 36.00 55.00 + 19.00 

* $0,257.50 51,322.00 + 1,064.50 

C )
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i , u3 
( y ‘ INFORMATION AND EDUCATION 

i ' wer 

1. Salaries nermanent includes f 

1 Sunt. of Information & Mducation © 360 ver mo. 34,320.00 
1 Suvv. Conservation Education 0/325)" : 3,900.00 
2 Wditors G III ©7260)" 4 6,960.00 
2 Editors G II © 235.00 2 5,640.00 
1 Sunervisor of Visual Aid © 290.00 * 3,480.00 
1 Photographer, G II © 180.00 . 2,160.00 
1 Junior Clerk Stenographer e _ 4 1,608.00 
1 Junior Clerk Tynist & 142.00 * 1,704.00 

i § 29,772.00 

2. Travel exnense includes nornal travel. 

3. Printing includes cost of printing monthly bulletin. 

4, Postege includes nailing of monthly bulletin. 1 

5. Normal overating costs. : 

6. Normal overating costs. 

7. Normal overating costs. 

8. Includes vurchase of new film and replacing of old. 

9. Gas. oil and repairs of state car (station wagon). 

10. Insurance on station wagon and nhotogravhic equinment. 

CJ
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() INFORMATION & EDUCATION 

Public 
Education Relations FPhotogranhic _Total 

Salaries > 5,340.00 14,040.00 10,392.00 29,772.00 

Travel Rxnense 1,200.00 2,345.00 900.00 4,445.00 

Postage 4,000.00 4,000.00 

Printing 50.00 5,400.00 50.00 5,500.00 

Exoress & Freight 100.00 100.00 

Teiephone & Telegranh 50,00 75.00 75.00 200.00 

Suvolies 50.00 800.00 1,000.00 1,850.00 

Equinment = fn ww flue 5,000.00 5,000.00 

State Car ixn. (Station) é 400.00 400.00 

Insurance 55.00 55.00 

6,690.00 26,660.00 17,972.00 51,322.00 

(
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a. RECREATIONAL PUBLICITY BUDGET 
\ ' 

1946-47 1947-48 Increase or 
Amount Budget. Budget Decrease 

1, Salaries, permanent $ 6,180.00 §$ 8,460.00 $ 2,280.00 

2. Salaries, temporary ~ 800.00 1,072.00 272.00 

3. Travel expense 1,200.00 900.00 300.00 (+) 

4, Rent, fuel, light & water 1,148.00 1,148.00 oe 

5. Postage 4,000.00 5,000.00 1,000.00 

6, Printing 3,600.00 4,800.00 1,200.00 

7. Freight & express 40.00 50 .00 10.00 

8, Telephone & telegraph 120,00 150.00 30.09 

9. Supplies 400.00 i 500.00 100.00 

10, Advertising & publicity 40,068.99 43,876.99 3,808.00 

11. Outdoor shows 2,400.00 4,000.00 1,600.00 

12. Compensation awards 8.00 8.00 --- 

- 13. Unemployment compensation 28.96 28.96 --- 

14, Insurance 6.05 6.05 --- 

$60,000.00 $70,000.00 $10,000.00 

* Now pending action in legislature i 

( } 

:
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RECREATIONAL PUBLICITY BUDGET 

( \ 1. Salaries, permanent 
Sf 1 Supervisor of Recreational Publicity 

@ $395 per month $ 4,740.00 . 

; 1 Jr. Clerk Stenographer @ $180 per month - 2,160.00 

1 dr. Clerk Stenographer @ $130 per month 1,560.00 
(Adaitional atenographic help is 
essential) 

2. Salaries, temporary _ : : : 1 stock Clerk I @ $134 per month (5 months) 670,00 

1 Stock Clerk I @ $134 per month (3 months) 402.00 
(Increased inquiries necessitate more 
mailing clerk help) 

3. Travel exvense 
1 Supervisor of Recreational Publicity i 

&@ $75 per month 900.00 
($300 reduction results from only one 
travel expense now charged to 
recreational publicity) 

4, Rent, fuel, light and water -- Normal opsrating 
costs 1,148.00 

5. Postage -- Based upon past and current experience, ; i 
increased postage costs are certain. 5,000.00 

6, Printing -- Increased quantities of literature 
needed to f111 increased demand. — 4,800.00 

7. Freight and express -- Normal operating costes 50.00 

8, Telephone and telegraph -~ Normal operating costes 150.00 

9. Supplies -- Normal operating costs - 500.00 

10. Advertising and publication -- Expaneion of 
, magazine and newspaper ad schedules made . 

possible by increased appropriation 
(contemplated) 43,876.99 

11, Outdoor shows (6) -- Exoansion of this aspect 
of our program to include St. Louis show f 
and Des Moines show 4,000.00 

12, Compensation awards -- Normal operating costs 8.00 

() 13, Unemployment compensation -- Normal operating costs 28.96 

. 14. Insurance -- Normal operating costs 6.05 

$70,000.00
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( \ COMP. AWARDS ~ UNEMPL. COMP. -— BOARD DEPOSIT ~ DER DAMAGE 

EXHIBITS «» EUPLOYRES RUTIRGHENT 

194641947 1947-2948 Increase or 
Budget. Budget Decrease 

1. Compensation awards 3,000.00 3,000.00 

2. Unemployment 10,000.00 10,000,00 
convensation 

3. Board of Devosit 3,000.00 3,000.00 

4, Deer & Bear Damage 38,000.00 25,000.90 ~ 13,000.00 

5. Pxhibite } ; 5,000.00 20,000.00 + 15,000.00 

6, Employees retirement 3,583.54 6,000.00 + 2,416.46 

‘ty ;
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( } COMPENSATION AWARDS - UNWSPLOYMENT COMPENSATION — BOARD OF DEPOSIT 

DYER DAMAGE — EXHIBITS = ENPLOYRAS RETIREMENT 

1. Connengation avards based on estimated costes j 

2. Unemployment compensation based on estimated oosts 

3. Board of Deposit based on estimated costs 

4, Deer and bear danare costs fixed by statute. 

5. Exhibits have beoh increased to vartially include 
; State Centenni 

6. nnloyees retirement le eatimated. 

The following personnel are now retired and are 
receiving monthly pensions listed opposite each 
nane: 

Dunham, Herbert M, $ 15.15 
Heaf, John H. 20.00 

: Judd, Sylvester J, 9.65 
Webster, B. 0. 75.00 
Gathman, Walter E. 6.93 
Cross, Frank E. 12.50 
FitzGerald, Martin 22.50 
Kohiér, Reuben 3637 
Gamache, Napoleon tae , 5 
Nordin, Olaf 54.54 
MeKinney, Chas. D. 32.50 
Mueller, Wm. F. 3.23 
Berzginski, Frank 7-50 

{ ;
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BOUNTIES Lea 

194641947 1947-1948 Increase or 

Budget Budget — Decrease 

Bounties - 1/2 Fox 4 35,000.00 35,000.00 ‘ 

( }
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fat Forest Protection Division 

( Increase 
1946-1947 1947-1948 or, 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1, Salaries - Permanent $286,633.00 $299,940.00 + % 13, 307,00 
2. Salaries - Temorary 254,292.00 302,013.00 + 497,721.00 
R Travel Expense 37,088.00 37,088.00 

» Rent, fuel, light & water 5,500.00 6,000.00 + * §00,00 
5. Postage 3,000.00 3,000,00 
6. Printing 500,00 + 500,00 

' 9, Televhone & telegravh hagas 4,570.00 
8. Express & freight 4h0, 00 440,00 : 
9, Gas & OAL 18,600.00 18,600.00 i 

10, Supolies : 8,884.00 12, 800,00 + 3,916.00 
11, Insurance 6,110.00  6,110,00 mu 
12. Tools & Equtoment 39,820.00 69, 820,00 + 30,000.00 
13. Mtn'ce of Nauinment 24, 590.06 24,590.00 
14, Construction 5,200.00 19,500.00 + 14,300.00 
15, Unallottea 10,000.00 10,000,00 ; 4 

Ri 6704,727.00 $814,971.00 # $120, 244,00 

Ae ol fa i 

o& g r sug a 

()
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Forest Protection Division 

; 1. Salaries - Permanent 
« Consists of: 

56 Forest Rangers, Gr, I $147,000 
11 Forest Rangers, Gr, II 31,020 

4 Forest Rangers, Gr, III 13, 680 
1 Forest Ranger, Gr, IV 4,320 
1 Forest Ranger, Gr, V 4, 980 
1 Engineer, Gr, I 2,640 
1 Engineer, Gr, IT pri 
1 Engineer, Gr, IV »500 
1 Fire Prevention Inspector 2,760 
1 Radio Technician 2,640 
1 Supervising Clerk _ i 2,760 
2 Draftemen, Gr, IT 5,280 
1 Drafteman, Gr, V 2 poe 
2 Painters, Gr, II 5,400 

13 Mechanics, Gr, If : 33,720 
1 Welder 2,760 
1 Blacksmith 2, 640 : 
1 Carpenter, Gr, II 2,640 
1 Supt. of Bldg, Const. 2,760 
1 Sr, Clerk Stenoprapher 2,340 
2 Jr, Clerk Stenographers 3,720 
2 Conservation Aids, Gr, II 6,120 

Conservation Aids, Gr, III : es 
p299, : 

2. Salaries ~ Temporary 

94 Towermen - 7% months : $119,850 
21 Towermen - 8$ months 30,345 

1 cali Ir i ee ane’ oa 
97 Conservation Aids as ‘ 

: , Beets 
3. Travel Exnense - Normal operating costs © 37,088 

4, Rent, fuel, light & water - Normal overating costae § 6,000 

5. Postage ~ Normal operating costs §. 3,000 

. 6, Printing - Normal operating costs ¢ 500 

7. Telephone & telegraph = Normal operating costs § 4,570 

8, Express & Freipht - Normal onerating costs $ ko 

9. Gas & 011 - Normal operating costs & 18,600 

( 10, Expendable Suoplies - Normal operating costs 5 12,800 

11, Insurance = Normal operating costs § 6,110
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12, Tools & Hquinment 

( q To provide for truck exchanges and numer purchases | 
above normal costs, § 49,820 

The forest nrotection division also proposes activation 
of a plan to construct, over 2 period of several years, 
a two-channel, twoevay FM radio televhone network, which r will provide radio communications to all divisions of 
the Wisconsin Conservation Department who are nov 
entitled to operate under the new broad scope of service 5 for forestry-conservation agencies, The Federal Com- munications Commission on Yarch 21, 1947, released a. 
plan, providing a block of twenty-nine consecutive 
channels to our service, supplanting an original inter- 
spersed allocation plan, which vorovided ten channels 
‘for forest fire detection and suporession only. 

Our proposal provides gradual installation of fixed FM 
. stations at forest protection district headouarters, using 

existing fire tovers as antenna suovort structures where 
possible and operating at first as a suovlement to and 
subseauently replacing aur present AY portable equipment, 

- which is already ruled obsolete and which will not meet 
imminent standards of stability. 

The (20,000 requested to cover installations would be 
allocated as follows: 

District No, 1 = One fixed 50 vatt station 
at $1,500 and six mobile 
units at $550 each $4, 800 

District No, 2 = One fixed 50 vatt station 
at [1,500 and five mobile 
units at $550 each 4,250 

District No, 3 - One fixed 50 watt station 
at $1,500 and five mobile 
units at $550 each 4,250 

District No. 7 ~ 81x mobile units at $550 
each 3,300 

District No, 8 = One fixed 250 watt station 
at $2,500 2,500 

Remote buildings and antenna supvort cost ; 
for the four fixed stations above 900 m 

xf 0000 
: We 9, 20 

. 13, + Yaintence 

: Tractors, trucks, trailers, motor pums, telephone 
lines, towers, buildings, trails 2nd other imorove- ments = Normat operating costs $24, 590)
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14. Nev Construction rs 

, We have found over a period of years that it reouires 
annually ahout $500 ner district and $200 at headquarters, 
making in all $5,200, for nev construction in the 
forest vrotection budget. This money has been used 
for minor construction vork, such as tower cabins, 
additions to living quarters at substations, construction 
of latrines at lookout towers, building of tool boxes, 
construction of fire lane gates, and many other small 
4tems that are more or less routine, While the amount 

: has never been large, 1t mpenerally met our needs, 

We have found ourselves confronted with an acute housing 
problem throughout many of the districts, In most in- 
stancés our substations have apartments sufficiently 
large to house a local ranger and his family. It 1s the 
district headquarters in most cases that caused ue much 
concern, In some cases the district ranger is now forced 
to live in torns well removed from the location of his 
district station, This arrangement works a hardship on 
both the employer and the employee, especially during 
periods of fire hazard, 

The budget increase requested will be used for the con- 
} struction of the following nro jects; 

District No, 3 - The conversion of the old ranger 
station at Mercer to 2 dwelling. { 4,000 

District No. 9 - The construction of 2 six-room 
dwelling at Friendshio for the 
district ranger, 7,500 

Porest Protec- The develooment of a dormitory over 
tion Hdars. the present conference room that i111 

_ serve for transient perfonnel, 
Tomahawk has a very nice hotel with 

i about 25 rooms. It is located in a 
resort section and reservations are 

q made well in advance, We have ver= 
sonnel continually coming to the 
headquarters for equinment, repairs, 

_ training, and services of various 
; kinds, and find it impossible to 

obtain rooms on short notice. To 
: alleviate this situation, we feel we 

can justify this proposed project._ 2,800 

G1, 300 
( It 48 recognized that we must live within our visible means 

. of supvort, and, should it be found necessary to reduce the 
expenditures within the division, these projects might be 
delayed until some future date when it is found feasible to 
undertake them, It would, however, assist the division im- 
coreret if ve were permitted to undertake them at this 

15. Unallotted balance 10,000
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f FIR" SUPPRESSION 

1946-1947 1947-1948 Increase or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1. Salaries - Tenporary 345,400.00 45,400.00 . 

2. Travel exvense 4,600.00 4,600.00 

50,000.00 50,000.00 

{ 
i 

©
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ey STATE FORUSTS & NURSERTES 

1946-1947 1947~1948 Increase or 
Budget Budret Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent 5. 83,650.00 114,348.00 + 30,698.00 
2. Salaries - Temvorary 76,975.00 81,576.00 + 4,601.00 
2: Travel Exvense 3,000.00 5,400.00 + 2,400.00 

- Rent, Fuel, Light and Water 2,500.00 2,500.00 
5. Postage 115 .00 200.00 + 85.00 
6. Express and Freight 125.00 200.00 + 75.00 

: 7. Televhone and Telegravh 195.00 300.00 + 105.00 
8. Gas and 011 3,350.00 4,000.00 + 650.00 
9. Sunvlies 11,000.00 23,400.00 + 12,400.00 

10. Mtnce. ,Equio. ,Construction 22,000.00 49,300.00 + 27,300.00 
11. Insurance 1,500.00 1,825.00 + 325.00 

* 204,410.00 283,049.00 + 78,639.00 

eo j
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7% STATE FORWSTS & NURSERIES 

1. Salaries - Permanent 
2 Conservation Aid, Gr. II < $142 ver mo. $ 3,408.00 
9 Conservation Aid, Gr. II © 150 ver mo. 16,200.00 
4 Conservation Aid, Gr, II 160 ner mo. 7,680.00 
1 Connervation Aid, Gr, III 175 ver mo. 2,100.00 
8 Conservation Aid, Gr. III 185 ver mo. 17,760.00 
2 Conservation Aid, Gr. III 195 per mo. 4,680.00 
5 Carnenters, Gr. II 220 per mo. 13,200.00 
1 Blacksmith, Gr. IL 220 ver mo. 2,640.00 i 

: 3 Mechanics, Gr. II 220 per mo. 7,920.00 
1 Mechanic, Gr. II 230 ver no. 2,760.00 
1 Painter, Gr. II 220.00 ner no.. 2,640.00 
1D. 8. Helver 150 per mo. 1,800.00 
1 Senior Clerk 175 ver mo. 2,100.00 
1 Senior Clerk . 185 ver mo, 2,220.00 
1 Forester, Gr. I 220 ner mo. 2,640.00 
1 Forester, Gr. I 235 per mo. 2,820.00 
1 Forester, Gr. III 310 per mo. pees 
2 Forest Ranger, Gr. I 205 ver mo. +,920.00 
1 Forest Rancer, Gr. I 225 per mo. 2,700.00 
1 Forest Ranger, Gr. III 285 ver mo. Rags ee 
1 Forest Ranger, Gr. IV 360 ver mo. »320.00 3 
1 Suvt. Forests & Parks 1/2 salary 2,700.00 

*s TI4,348700 

2. Salaries - Temporary j 
28 Conservation Ald, Gr. II ¢ 3134 per mo. 

for 6 months 22,512.00 
18 Conservation Aid, Gr. II © %134 ver mo. 

for 12 months 28,944.00 
90 Conservation Aid, Gr. II © $134 per mo. 

for 2 months 24,120.00 
Gordon Canp Labor 6,000.00 

$ 81,576.00 

. Anticipated greater activity and higher travel costs. 
- Normal costs 

5. Nominal increase 
6. Nominal increase 
7. Nominal increase i 
8. HIpher costs - greater activity. 
9, Inerease due larrely to higher costs of all sunplies and 

increasing seed reauirenents ~ stenning un of nursery vrograns. 

1
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State Forests & Nurreries (Cont .) 

fo 

10. Maintenance - Northern Forest nroverties (Trout 
Lake, Council Grounds, Hayward, 
Gordon, Flambeau River, etc.) $3 7,700.00 

Griffith State Nursery : 2,600.00 
10, 300 .00 

Eauipment - Northern vroperties 
2 Pickup trucks 1,800.00 ; 
2 Stake body trucks2,800.00 
2 Dump trucke | 3,600.00 
2 Crawler tractors 9,000.00 17,200.00 

Griffith State Nursery 
: 1 Stake body truck 1,400.00 1,400.00 

18,600.00 

Construction < : 
i Trout Lake - Heating plant 15,000.00 

Griffith - Extension of water systen to 
new lO-acre nursery unit 5,400.00 

20,400.00 

11. Nominal increase 

Note: Anticinated vrogran contenmlates greater nursery 
production, increased forest planting, construction of 
heating plant for dormitory and other buildings at Trout 
Lake, extension of water system to additional 10-acre 
tract at Griffith nursery, increase in thinning and forest 
culture vrogran on all state forests. 

Forest Planting $ 50,000.00 
(From Govt. Reforestation Fund) 

This fund has been building up during the war years. It is 
_ now vrovosed to increase the forest vlanting on state-owned 

lands, varticularly on the Flambeau and Brule River forests. 
The money would be used practically entirely for local labor, 
the suvervision to be furnished from regular staff.
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/ FOR"STS ~ 50, WISCONSIN (KETTLE NORAINE) : 

19461947 1947-1948 Increase or 
Budget Budget __ Decrease 

1. Salaries, Permanent 30,976.00 53,460.00 422,484.00 2. Salaries, Tenporary 15,700.00 9,260.00 - 6,4h0.00 e Travel exvense 2,180.00 2,660.00 + 80.00 - Rent, fuel,light & water 950.00 950.00 5. Postare 130.00 130.00 
6. Printing 200.00 200.00 7. Exoress & freipht 60.00 40.00 =~ 20.00 8. Telephone & telegraph 200.00 325.00 + 125.00 9. Gas & of1 1,150.00 1,475.00 + p27 00 10. Supvlies 720.00 - 1,160.00 + 440.00 11. Insurance 1,700.00 1,675.00 - 25.00 12. Mtnee of equipment 4,700.00 5,330.00 + 630.00 a Equinoment 4,190.00 - 16,050.00 411,860.00 14. Construction 1,700.00 1,900.00 + 200.00 15. Unemnl, compensation 150.00 300.00 + 150.00 16.(Land Acquisition 85,294.00 55,085.00 + 6,800.70 (Land - unexnended bal. 152,394.00 189,403.70 

3 302,394.00 339,403.70 + 37,009.70
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ry FORHSITS & 50. WISCONSIN (KETTL® VORAINE) 

1. Salaries ~ Permanent versonnel 
Personnel on the Kettle 'oraine ond Point Beach 
State Forests include: 

1 Conservation Aid II at 3160 ner month 3 1,920.00 
5 Conservation Aid II at 3150 ver month 9,000.60 
4 Conservation Aid II at $140 ner month 6,720.00 

Conservation Aid II at 3130 ver month 7,800.00 
Conservation Aid III at $185 ner month 2,220.00 
Conservation Aid III at $175 ner month 4,200.00 

1 Stenogranher, Jr. Clerk at $160 per month 1,920.00 
2 "Nechanic Gr. II at “210 ver month 5,040.00 

~—> 1 Painter Gr. II at %210 ner month fir vide bldog, 2,520.00 
1 Carventer Gr. II at 210 ver month 2,520.00 
1 Forester Gr, I at 2220 per month 2,640.00 
1 Forester Gr. I at 3230 per month 2,760.00 
1 Forester Gr. III at %350 per month 4,200.00 | 

(It 1s planned to out on a Painter Gr II to 
do maintenance nainting ot all the stations 
on the Kettle Moraine State Forest. Therefore 
the 52520 salery has been included in the . 
yermanent set uv.) 

2. Salaries seasonal and tenvorary nersonnel 

To nersiit the employment of 3 Conservation Aid Gr. II for 
10 months end 11.Conservation Aid Gr II for 4 months for 
sunner work in forest and nark nublic use areas, maintenance 
of buildines, fencing, etc. 

3 Conservation Aid Gr. II at ore per month for 10 mo.:'3,900.00 
1 Conservation Aid Gr. II at '140 ner mo. for 4 mo. 560.00 

10 Conservation Aid Gr. II at %120 ner mo. for 4 mo. 4,800.70 

“9,260.00 
3. Travel lxnense - Permanent Personnel 

This includes exnenses for: 
1 State Forest Sunervisor 1,440.00 
2 Foresters &00.00 
2 Mechanics 300 .00 
1 Conservation Aid III 120.00 

2,660.00 

4, Rent, fuel, light and water 
Nornal oneratinge cost 950.00 

5. Postage - Normal overating costs 130.00



a j : : Tere ny 

Forestea - So. Wis. (Kettle lorsine) Cont. 

f : 

6. Printing and advertising $ 200.00 
It is volanned to reprint and revise 
Kettle Moraine State Forest vamunlet 

_and to cover cost of advertising 
; state buildines for sale. ; 

7. Exoress and Freight - Normal overating costs 4o .00 
&. Telenhone & Telecranh - Normal overatine corts 325.00 
9. Gas & 011 ~ Normal operating costs 1,475.00 

10. Expendable supplies - Normal operating costs 1,160.00 
11. Insurance ~ Normal overating exnenses 1,675.00 

Covers fire and windstorm insurance on 
all state owned buildings located on i : ; 
all units of Kettle ‘ioraine State Forest 
and Point Beach State Forest. . 

‘12. Maintenance of equinment 5,330.00 
Includes normal revair and unkeen of 
18 trucks, 3 tractors, motor voumps, : 
buildings andother innrovenents such 
as land-caning and the drilling of 
two wells. ; 

13. Tools and “quipment 16,050.00 
To allow for pnurchase of 2 new trucks 
at ‘$1,090.00 each, 3 tractors at 
$10,385.00 (already anproved by conser- 
vation commission). To allow for ourchese : 
of other itens such as drill vress, 2 
rubber tire trectors (which has been 
anproved by conservation conmission) 
tractor plow and quack rooter for '!3665.00 

14, New construction ; 1,900.00 
Includes construction sanitary facilities 
at public use areas, construction of road- 
side vicnic snots, contruction of tro 
maraces and similar itens. 

15. Unemnloyment Commensation - Normal onerating cost 300.00 
16. Land vurchase 1947-48 55,085.00 

All unexnended balances will be added 
to this item in the budget. It is 
estinated that there will be approximately 189,403.70
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; COOPERATIVE FORFSTRY 

Increase or 
: 1946-47 1947-48 Decrease 

1. Salaries, Permanent $ 69,537.00 % 83,244.00 ‘4+13,707.00 

2. Travel Exnense _ 23,040.00 27,060.00 + 4,020.00 

3. Postarce 140.00 140.00 

4, Printing ho .00 4ho .00 

5. Televhone & Telegraph 600.00 600.00 

6. Sunvites 500.00 500.00 

7. Equinment 3,200.00 2,370.00 — 830.00 

8. Office Rent 3,600.00 3,600.00 

9. -Fxtension Forestry (G uv) 2,100.00  - 2,100.00 

‘ $101,057.00 120,054.00 + 18,997.00 

Note: Enactment of Bill 88 S. would . 
necessitate the emvloyment of 
10 arditional Foresters Gr. I. i 
Salary at 3220.00 per month 26,400.00 
Travel Exvense $85.00 ver mo. 10,200.00 

j 36,600.00 ‘3 36,600.00 

County Forestry Aid $180,000.00 180,000.00
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fs COOPNRATIVE FORESTRY 

1. Salaries ~ Permanent 

1 Jr. Clerk Steno. << ‘142 ver no. 52,704.00 
1 Prineinal Clerk - 205 ver no. 2,460.00 

11 Foresters, Gr. I << 220 ver mo. 29,040.00 
11 Foresters, Gr. II ~ 260 ver no, 34,320.00 

2 Foresters, Gr. II > 275 ner mo. 6,600.00 
1 Forester, Gr, III © i ver mo. 9,720.00 
1 Forester, Gr. V & 50 ver no. 5,400.00 

Total * 83,242.00 

2. Travel Exvenre 

3 Foresters ' © $100.00 ner mo. 3,600.00 
23 Foresters _ 85.00 per mo. 23,460.00 

Total 3 27,060.00 

9. [Extension Forestry, Quarterly billing ; 
College of Agriculture 

' Salaries 3 1,100.00 
Travel iixnense 1,900.00 

Total $ 2,100.00
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FORMST CROP LAW BUDGET 

Aaministrotion (VCD) 20.07(2C) 1946-47 1947-48 testes < 
Salary, vermanent $ 3,732.00 * 3,180.00 - 552.00 

Travel fxpense 552.00 + 552.00 

Rent, Fuel, Light 105.96 105.96 

Advertising 82.04 82.04 

3,920.00 3,920.00 <= 

Payment to Towns 20.07 (2a) 190,000.00 190,000.00 ed
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( BLIST“SR RUST CONTROL 

: 1946-47 1947-48 Increase or 
; Budget Budget Decrease 

1. Salaries, temorary 3,300.00 44,000.00 + 700.00 
2. Travel exnense 1,400.00 1,700.00 + 300.00 
3. Sunnlies 200.00 300.00 + 100.00 

* 4,900.00 36,000.00 + 1,100.00 

The increave is due vrimerily to exnense arising fron 
the extension of the forest insect survey and renorting 
service in the stete. The blister rust control vrogram 
will be continued and will be concerned wrimarily with 
the vrotection of the state nurseries and state forest 
and nark »~rovertics.
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J TREE DISEASE RESEARCH 

1946-47 1947-48 Increase or 
Budget Budget —Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent $210,400.00 %20,400.00 ‘ 
; 2. Travel exnense 2,000.00 1,900.00 100.00 

i Sunplies 900.00 850.00 - 50.00 
} - Nquinoment 900.00 + 900.00 

713,300-00 14,050.00 + 750.00 

; The nrojects now being explored and vorked on in this division 
of forest rerearch in conjunction vith the University are 
(1) oak wilt, (2) burn blight on jack vine, (3) weed controls 
in nurseries, (4) resistant white nine strains, and (5) vonlor 
canker. It is recommended thet this vrogram be continued at 
its nresent scope for the next fiscel year with the sane 

! budget excent for the addition of a »ickun truck to renlace 
a federal borrowed unit which will be recalled soon.
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c FORMST SOILS RESEARCH 

1946-7 1947-48 Increase or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1. Salaries, permanent 5,377.00 6,690.00 + 1,313.00 
2. Salaries, temoorary 1,350.00 + 1,350.00 
ote gland 1,923.00 1,800.00 ~'123.00 

- Sunolies 700.00 560.00 - 140.00 
5+ Construction 800.00 + 800.00 

8,000.00 11,200.60 + 3,200.00 

The present schedule of vrojects, all of which are to be ; 
continued, include (1) comnosts and maintenance of soil fertility 

; in nurserios, (2) rate of growth and quality of aspen and other 
nulnwood snecites on different soils, and (3) benefits from use 
of forest lepumes in nurseries and rlantations. 

It 1s recommended that the following additional research 
nrojects be started: (1) improvement in quality of nursery stock 
vroduced, (2) restoration of fertility in devleted far: woodlot 
soil, (3) ground water table in relation to tree srovth and 
forest practices, and (4) determination of auality of forest seed 
of different oririns. 

To effect this enlarped vrorran, additional nernenent and 
cermnoreary help will be needed. It in also nlanned to build out 
of a CCC berracks a small field stetion in the American Legion 
Stete Forest.
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/ POREST INGMCT RESEARCH : 

1946-47 194748 Increase or 
Budget § Budret Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent 34,000.00 % 4,400.00 4+ 400.00 
2. Salaries ~ Temnorary 1,500.00 * ane 
3. Travel expense 500.00 900.00 + 0.00 
4, Sunnlies 500.00 465.00 ~35.00 
5. Eauinment 1,275.00 + 1,275.00 

: % 5,000.00 % 8,540.00 +5 3,540.00 

In the case of this cooperative research vroject vith the 
University, the devartment nays the salary of the forest 
entomologist in cherge and of one assistant. This work has been 
under way for about a yeer and the budget prevered is for the 
second year of work. During this second year certain technical 

; eauinnent must be purchased which accounts for theitem of : 
21,275.00. It 1s exvected that with the addition of an assistant 
as indicated, travel exnense will increase. 

‘ Projects to be worked on: (1) white prub in nurseries, 
(2) white nine weevil, (3) nine root collar weevil, ond (4) 
insects damaging osnen stands,
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’ , : 

STATS FOREST ROADS 

; 1946-47 1947-48 Increase or 
Budret Budcet Decrease 

1. Saleries ~ Permanent 16,000.00 —-§, 700.00) 
2. Salaries - Termnorary ; 9,648.00) ~ 652.00 
3. Gas and 011 3,000.00 3,532.00 + 532.00 
4, Sunvlies 3,000.00 3,120.00 + 120.00 

5. Maintenance 3,000.00 3,000.00 
25,000.00 25,000.00 

(1) Salaries - Permanent 
1 Cons. Ald IIIT € 175.00 2,100.00 
2 Cons. Aid II 150.00 3,600.00 

5,700.00 i 

(2) Salaries - Tenynorary 
12 Cons. Aid IIT O 134.00 ver mo. 

for 6 mo. 9,648.00 

(3) Higher vrices 

(4) Supolies - culverts, road mix and materials needed for 
feneral road repair. 

: (5) Maintenance - renairs on raders, tractors and roed equinment.
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MISCELLANEOUS 

: Increase 
1946—1947 1947~1948 or 
Budget Budget Decrease 

1. Salaries - Permanent 7,560.00 7,125.00 = 435.00 

2, Travel Expense 800.00 600.00 = 200.00 

- 3. Printing 20,130.00 29,000.00 + 8,870.00 

4, Telephone & Telegraph 120.00 120.00 ; 

28,610.00 36,845.00 + 8,235.00
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ps 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1, Salaries Permanent includes : 

1 legal counsel (Smith to 2/1/48) © 345 ver mo. $2,415.00 
1 law examiner,G IT © 275.per mo. 3,300.00 
1 manager, fish, G II (Boomer to 12/31/47) 

© 235 ver mo. 1,410.00 

7,125.00 

2. Travel expense includes normal travel 

. 3. Printing includes printing of law books, licenses, etc. 

4, Telephone & telerranh normal onerating cost 

{
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( 

LAND ACQUISITION 

1946-1947 1947-1948 Increase or 
— Budget — Budget —Decrease 

1. Land Purchases $ 120,000.00 120,000.00 

CR ith ol ota wet anche ett raerases)
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RACCOON PROPAGATION 

1. Animal vurchase $1,500.00 

2. Building materials (lumber, wire, ete.) 3,000.00 
apne 

Total 3%, 500.00 : 

Purchase of wild caught animale and ven reared females 
for breeding. s 4 Mf : 

Repair and construction of raccoon breeding pens.





; WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 2 

SUMMARY OF INCOME 

Mi Miia tia. he oe oe ht a eT ei nm: 
Fish & Game Forestry Kettle- Hunting & & Acq. Deer Sale of Park Golf Raccoon Gov't. Ref. 

Receipts Receipts Moraine Fish. Grnds. Deer Yards Damage Rough Fish Receipts Receipts Prop. Fund 

1 Christmes Tree dealer licenses : 5,522.21 

2 Clamming licenses 335.00 

3 Confiscations & seizures 44,575.02 

4 Deer farm licenses 3,326.55 

5 Deer tags 91,287.00 91,287.00 

6 Duplicate licenses 966 .50 

7 Family 10-day licenses 41,503.20 

8 Fish dealer licenses 3,400.00 
9 Fish shipping coupons 6,610.70 

10 Fur dealer licenses 8,929.00 
1l Fur farm licenses 8,617.36 
12 Game farm licenses 741.15 
13 Great Lakes fishing licenses 11,931.50 
14 Guide licenses 997.00 
15 Mississippi river fishing licenses 5,751.75 

16 Non-resident fishing licenses 590,701.20 
17 Non-resident archer licenses 3,820.00 
18 Non-resident hunting licenses 53,000.00 

19 Non-resident hunting preserve licenses 310.00 i 

20 Occupational tax - mink 1,663.69 

21 Resident fishing licenses 335,925.50 
22 Resident hunting licenses 329,848.20 183 , 484.50 

23 Set line licenses 4,211.00 
24 Settlers hunting licenses 470.00 

25 Slat net licenses & tags 2,254.50 

26 Sportsmen licenses 46,962.00 31,900.00 

27 Sturgeon tags . 530.55 
28 Taxidermist licenses 570.06 
29 Trapping licenses 26,577.12 
30 Trap tags 50,994.62 

31 Pittman-Robertson receipts $5,752.82 

32 CWCA receipts 28,699.29 
33 Northern conservation lands 609 .43 

34 Special revolving funds 12,737.66 
35 Miscellaneous 7,497.53 

36 Forestry 2/10 mill tax 1,165,000.00 . 

37 4/5 severance tax 47,674.48 

38 Forest roads receipts 25,000.00 

39 Clarke-McNary receipts 301,922.00 

40 Miscellaneous forestry receipts 32,852.95 

41 Park receipts - rentals, concessions, etc. ; 25,000.00 

42 Golf receipts 10,000.00 

43 Nursery stock 27,463.91 

44 Leases - island - land 1,831.61 

45 Raccoon tags 6,205.00 

46 Appropriation - forest crop 

’ 49 Appropriation - recreational publicity 4 

48 Commission on sale & sale of rough fish 175,000.00 

49 SUB TOTAL 1,787,589.05 1,572,449.43 215,384.50 91,287.00 175,000.00 25,000.00 10,000.00 6,205.00 29,295.52 

50 Estimated unexpended balances 6/30/47 556,615.96 567,274.25 189,403.70 326,526.15 48,953.75 40,000.00 12,800.00 13,000.00 15,723.41 63,153.50 

51 Transfer to deer damage 7-1-47 -25,000 .00 25,000.00 

52 Transfer to Kettle Moraine 7-1-47 -150,000.00 150,000.00 

53 Available 1947-1948 2,318,205.01 1,989,723.68 339,403.70 541,910.65 140,240.75 25,000.00 215,000.00 37,800.00 23,000.00 21,928.41 92,449.02



WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

SUMMARY OF INCOME 

Public Deer Feeding 
ttle- Hunting & & Acq. Deer Sale of Park Golf Raccoon Gov't. Ref. Appropria- 

raine Fish. Grnds. Deer Yards Damage Rough Fish Receipts Receipts Prop. Fund tion Total 

5,522.00. 1 
335.00 2 

44,575.02 3 
3,526.55 4 

91,287.00 182,574.00 5 
966.50 6 

41,503.20 7 
3,400.00 8 
6,610.70 9 

8,929.00 10 
8,617.56 11 

741.15 12 
11,931.50 13 

997.00 14 

: 5,731.75 15 
590,701.20 16 

3,820.00 17 
63,000.00 18 

310.00 19 

1,663.69 20 
335,925.50 21 

183 , 484.50 513,332.70 22 
4,211.00 23 

! 470.00 24 
2,254.50 25 

31,900.00 78,862.00 26 
530.55 27 
570.00 28 

26,577.12 29 
50,994.62 30 
55,732.82 31 
28,699.29 32 

609.43 33 

12,737.66 34 
7,497.53 35 

: 1,165,000.00 36 
47,674.48 37 

s 25,000.00 38 
301,922.00 39 
32,852.95 40 

25,000.00 25,000.00 41 
10,000.00 10,000.00 42 

27,463.91 27,465.91 43 
1,831.61 1,831.61 44 

6,205.00 6,205.00 45 
195,000.00 195,000.00 46 

= 70,000.00 70,000.00 47 
175,000.00 175,000.00 48 

215,384.50 91,287.00 175,000.00 25,000.00 10,000.00 6,205.00 29,295.52 265,000.00 4,177,210.50 49 

9,403.70 326,526.15 48,953.75 40,000.00 12,800.00 13,000.00 15,723.41 63,153.50 1,832,450.72 50 

25,000.00 61 

9,000.00 52 

9,403.70 541,910.65 140,240.75 25,000.00 215,000.00 37,800.00 23,000.00 21,928.41 92,449.02 265,000.00 6,009,661.22 53
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WISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

SUMMARY OF ALLOCATIONS TO DIVISIONS 

ee 
Public Deer Feeding 

- Fish & Game Forestry Kettle- Hunting & & Acge Deer Sale of Park Golf Raccoon Gov't. Ref. Appropria- 

Receipts Receipts Moraine Fish. Grnds. Deer Yards Damage Rough Fish Receipts Receipts _ Prop. Fund tions Total 

Total Available Carried Forward 2,318,205.01 1,989,723.68 339,403.70 541,910.65 140,240.75 25,000.00 215,000.00 37,800.00 23,000.00 21,928.41 92,449.02 265,000.00 6,009, 

1 Office rent 7,148.16 6,534.60 13,) 

2 Administration 10,520.00 10,520.00 21,) 

3 Clerical 41,254.00 41,254.00 82,) 

4 Finance 65,974.00 10,798.00 76.) 

5 Parks 168,035.00 35,000.00 12,646.00 215,( 

6 Law Enf.- Patrol Bt.-Beaver Cont .585,370.00 585,: 

7 Fish.- Mgmt.- Prop.Gr.Lakes-Bie. 557,670.00 557,¢ 

8 Rough fish control 40,000.00 215,000.00 255 ,¢ 

9 Game - Mgmt.- Farm-Research-Ref. 422,899.57 422,€ 

10 Pub. hunting & fishing grounds 541,910.65 541,¢ 

ll Deer feeding & aca. deer yards 140,240.75 140,é 

12 Pittman-Robertson - Research 74,310.43 74,3 

13 Inf.& Fdu.-Photo.- Pub.Rel.-Edu. 29,006.00 22,316.00 51,3 

14 Recreational publicity 70,000.00 70,0 

15 Exhibits 20,000.00 20,0 

16 Comp.awards--Unemp.comp.--Bd.Dep. 9,500.00 6,500.00 16,0 

17. Central Wis. Cons. Area 28 ,699 .29 28,6 

18 Special Revolving Funds 12,737 .66 12,7. 

19 Northern conservation lands 609.43 6 

20 Employees’ retirement 6,000.00 
6,0 

21 Bounties - 4 fox 35,000.00 35,01 

22 Deer & bear damage 25,000.00 25 , 01 

23 Forest protection 814,971.00 814,9' 

24 Fire suppression 50,000.00 50,0 

25 State forests & nurseries 283,049.00 50,000.00 333,04 

26 Forests So. Wis. - Kettle Moraine 339,403.70 339 ,4¢ 

27 Cooperative forestry 120,054.00 : 120, 0§ 

28 County forestry aid 180,000.00 180,00 

29 Forest Crop Law 
195,000.00 195,00 

30 Blister rust control 6,000.00 6,00 

31 Tree disease research 14,050.00 14,05 

32 Soil research 11,200.00 11,20 

33 Forest insect research 8,540.00 8,54 

34 State forest roads 25,000.00 25,00 

35 Miscellaneous - printing, etc. 30,060.00 6,785.00 36 , 84! 

36 Land purchases & natural areas 20,000.00 100,000.00 120 ,0K 

37 Raccoon propagation 4,500.00 4,50 

: Total Allocations 2,164,793.54 1,717,571.60 339,403.70 541,910.65 140,240.75 25,000.00 215,000.00 35,000.00 12,646.00 4,500.00 50,000.00 265,000.00 5,511,06¢ 

Total Unallotted 153,411.47 272,152.08 2,800.00 10,354.00 17,428.41 42,449.02 498,594 

CAB: ie 
4-23-47
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ISCONSIN CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

MMARY OF ALLOCATIONS TO DIVISIONS 

r Feeding 
Aca. Deer Sale of Park Golf Raccoon Gov't. Ref. Appropria- 1946-1947 

r Yards Damage Rough Fish Receipts _ Receipts _ Prop. Fund tions Total Allocations 

1,240.75 25,000.00 215,000.00 37,800.00 23,000.00 21,928.41 92,449.02 265,000.00 6,009,661.22 

13,682.76 12,482.76 1 

21,040.00 19,752.00 2 

82,508.00 109,064.79 3 

76,772.00 17,150.00 & 

35,000.00 12,646.00 215,681.00 155,760.00 5 
I 585,370.00 488 ,348.00 6 

557,670.00 496,061.50 7 
215,000.00 255,000.00 260,256.15 8 

422,899.57 351,670.00 9 

541,910.65 428,323.00 10 

1,240.75 140,240.75 65,000.00 iy 

74,310.43 82,812.04 12 

51,322.00 50,257.50 13 
70,000.00 70,000.00 60,000.00 14 

20,000 .00 5,000.00 15 
16,000.00 16,000.00 16 
28,699.29 43,173.44 17 
12,737.66 47,322.76 18 

609.43 6,097.08 19 
6,000.00 3.583.54 20 

35,000.00 35,000.00 21 

25,000.00 25,000.00 38,000.00 22 
814,971.00 704,727.00 23 

50,000.00 50,000.00 24 
50,000.00 333,049 .00 204,410.00 25 

339,403.70 302,594.00 26 

: 120,054.00 101,057 .00 27 

180 ,000 .00 180,000.00 28 

195,000.00 195,000 .00 195,000.00 29 
6,000.00 4,900.00 30 

14,050.00 13,300.00 31 

11,200.00 8,000.00 32 

8,540.00 5,000.00 33 
25,000.00 25,000.00 34 

36,845.00 28,610.00 35 

120,000 00 120,000.00 36 

4,500.00 4,500.00 2,300.00 37 

),240.75 25,000.00 215,000.00 35,000.00 12,646.00 4,500.00 50,000 .00 265,000.00 5,511,066.24 4,735 ,812.56 

2,800.00 10,354.00 17,428.41 42,449.02 498,594.98
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snag eerie eStart 5 Ca - emp Nan AN 
Scemcrscemeetanes CONSERVATION Ray DEPARTMENT Secession 

. ay 4. H. H. ALEXANDER 

mapison 

(Zone 2) 

May 2, 1944 FILE REFERENCE: 

| 70 THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

Mr. Wm. J. P. Aberg, Chairman . 
Mr. Guido Rahr, Secretary 
Mr. Jas. A. Corcoran 
ur. V. L. Dieckingsen 

~» Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Mr, J. 0. Moreland 

Dear Commissioner: 

You will find attached the recommendations of 

the Citizens! Deer Committee, following their 
meeting at Phillips on Saturday, May 20. } 

These recommendations will be formally presented 

to the commieseion at the June meeting. 

BE. J); Vanderwall 
Con tion Director 

Ene.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
of the Citizens Deer Committee, 

meeting at Phillips, May 20, 1944 

Present: Mr. J. R. Jaeobson, Chairman, Mre. Harry E. Thomas, 
Mise Joyce Larkin, Dr. Arlo W. Thorsness and 
Asa K. Gwen. Unanimously voted 

1. That the state hasten to acquire all cedar swamp 
areas in deer territory 

2. We recommend the improvement of deer winter areas 
by planting, and suggest public cooperation in the 
planting progran, omer cedar, sumach, clover, 
millet, dogwood, scrub and burr oak, and other palatable 
shrubs and trees. 

3. The nr of cedar for food for deer, by lopping 
boughs, as well ac cutting for timber products. 

4. We favor herd reduction in critical areas comparable 
to the Flagg Yard 

5. We advocate control of predators, including wolves 
and foxes 

6. We believe that there should be no sale of deer 
tage after midnight preceding the day of opening 

7. We recommend further study of methods of issuing 
hunting licenses 

8. We recommend, for the coming fall, a deer season, 
if based upon the approval of the county, as expressed 
by recognized representation therein 

9. We favor a program that places more emphasis on 
public education in all conservation matters, and 
promotes better public relations 

10. We favor the development of scenic deer roads in 
recognized deer areas. 

ll. We suggest, due to the man power shortage, the 
appointment of a recognized conservationist, in each 
county, to act, in an advisory capacity, in cooperation 
with the conservation authorities 

Copied 
ab 
5-24-44
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May 3, 1944 “i reg aerenenc 
ey 

Honorable Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin Conservation Commissioner 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Under separate cover we are returning the original drawing 

of the deer potential population chart, and are having additional 
rotoprints made of the small photostat, As soon as this order of 
rotoprints is completed, we will return your original photostat. 

We have sent through a requisition for payment of the bill 
of $2.00 which we owe your office for the 50 blueprint copies, 

It is hoped that these arrangements will be satisfactory, 
and thank you for your cooperation in this regard. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

By Jf R (8 ie 
N, R. Barger 
Cooperative Game 
Management Section 

NEB: LB
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OBIE gy } ae MILWAUKEE,WIS. 
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MILWAUKEE @ WISCONSIN 
TELEPHONE MARQUETTE 5500 May a i 19h 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
h2h University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I was very glad to receive your April 2th bulletin 

entitled "What next in deer policy".. I am in wholehearted 
accord in your thoughts. If I correctly interpreted your 

; bulletin as a hint that we reduce the deer herd still farther, 

then you may be interested to know that I wrote along the same 
vein to Mr. Jacobson a week ago when I told him I would be un- 
able to attend the Ladysmith meeting of the deer’ committee. 
He then asked me to express my thoughts in writing regarding 

i the prevailing opinions of the people in this area as to last 
year's shooting program, and also what my further thoughts might 

be on the subject. 

I am enclosing copy of my letter to him. 

My pestcriptum is merely a final"crack"on which I 
elaborated in a previous letter wherein I expressed criticism 
because of his choosing Ladysmith as a meeting place. Ladysmith 
is served only by the Soo Line and is mighty difficult to get 
in and out of from places like Milwaukee, Sheboygan, Eagle River, 
and Laona, where four of the nins committee members reside. I 
asked him at that time to try and change the meeting to a more 
central city like Wausau, Stevens Point, WisconsinRapids, or 
Marshfield, to which points there is fairly good rail service 

from all directions. I could have attended the meeting if it 
had been held in any of these four mentioned cities. 

Best regards. 

Very triyly yours, 

HCK:EL 

Enc. j Aa 

CHOOSE YOUR WAREHOUSE AS YOU DO YOUR BANK
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THE, WISCONSIN, COLD STORAGE, CO,, 
GENERAL REFRIGERATION 

EL BRANCHES:— 
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MILWAUKEE 4, WISCONSIN 
TELEPHONE MARQUETTE 5500 April 2h, 19k) 

ir. Je R. Jacobson 
c/o Central High School 
Superior, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Jacobson: 

I have yours of the 20th, together with another copy of the question- 

naire you sent out. The questions referred to can perhaps be best 

answered by the members of the committee who reside in the northern 

deer country. Not having been in diredt contact with people in the 
deer country, I am hardly in position to comment intelligently. 

Regarding the opinion of last year's deer shooting as it appears to 

me to prevail in the Milwaukee area as well as in other sections of 

the State where I visited, I would conclude that the farther North one 

goes the more opposition there seems to be to last year's shooting 

program. In the Milwaukee area 1 would judge that the people as a 

whole, especially the hunters, are entirely satisfied with last year's 

shooting program. 

If 105,000-deer were shot last fall, then it is likely that this number 

of deer will again be offset by the new fawns that will be born this 

spring. The question then arises as to whether a buck-doe shoot would 

not again become necessary to prevent starvation in the event we should 

again face a severe winter. 

I believe one of the most important things for our committee to do is 

to try to find ways and means to save the existing cedar swamps and 

the other feed that is still available. I further believe that efforts 

should be made at planting more young cedar trees in the browsed-out 

areas. in order to accomplish such a program I believe it is going to 

be necessary to protect such new stock, or to hold down the deer popu- 

lation during the next few years until such young cedars can properly 

get started. 

Best regards. 

HOK:EL Very truly yours, 

P.S. I am indeed sorry that I will be unable to attend the meeting 

in Ladysmith because of transportation difficulties, and because of 

an impartant engagement that I cannot sidestep. I understand that 

the Conservation Department has ample space for a meeting in their 

own property at Wisconsin Rapids. This eity has fairly good rail 

service and perhaps Mr. Feeney eould be persuaded to transfer this 

meeting to Wis. Rapids, and which location, I believe, would also be 

easier to get ta,by those members oF the, committee who come from 
Sheboygan, Eagle River, and Leona.



MAJORITY REPORT OF THE CITIZENS' DEER COMMITTEE 
TO THE 

WISCONSIN CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

Members of the Committee 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, Madison, Chairman 
Mr. J. R, Jacobson, Superior 
Mir, Henry 0, Kuehn, Milwaukee 
Miss Joyce Larkin, Eagle River 
wr. John O, Morland, Hayward 
Dr. B, G. Ovitz, Laona 
Judge Asa K, Owen®, Phillips 

: “py, Howard Quirt, Marshfield 
Mrs. Harry E, Thomas, Sheboygan 

Summary 

1. The Wisconsin deer herd has increased beyond its winter food 
supply, and is beginning to starve during hard winters like 
1942-43, 

2. The degree of over-population veries; not all localities are in 

critical condition, but critical soots are increasing. 

‘3. Starvation so far kills mainly fawns. Their stomachs are full of 
food, but not good food. 

4, The good winter food plants are being eaten out, are unable to 
reproduce, and are being replaced by plants of inferior value, : 

5, Artificial feeding does not relieve the pressure on good food 
plants. ; 

6. The herd shoulda be reduced to the carrying capecity of the good 

winter foods. i 

7, The sooner this is done, the more good food plents will be 
salvaged, and the more deer can be carried in the future. 

8. If the herd is not shot down, it will starve down. Further 
; starvation means further depletion of food plants, and this means 

: a very small herd for decades to come. 

Oi Reducing the herd means reducing antlerless deer. 

The Present Situation in the Deer Yard 

We examined eight deer yards as a committee. 

Individual members examined many other yards in their 
respective localities. Three such local reports are attached. 

* This majority report does not represent the sentiments of 
Judge Asa K, Owen who published a minority report in The 
Milwaukee Journal for May 30, 1943,
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Cf the eight yards visited by the whole committee, fawns were 
dying in seven, We saw about 100 dead and dying fawns collected 
during or just before our visit. In one yard there were no current 
deaths due to browse made availeble by a logging operation, but in 
another many fawns were dying desvite current logging. 

Of the yards visited by individual members of the committee, 
some showed no deaths, and little other evidence of over-vcopuletion. 

; Of the eight yards visited by the whole committee, all showed 
severe damage to good food plants, such as white cedar, red maple, 
striped maple, ash, upland willow, and leatherwood. None showed 
any living white cedar browse within reach of deer. In all yards 
deer were eating inferior foods such as balsam, hemlock, and aspen, 
and in some deer were eating alder, the poorest of foods. 

The eight yards differed greatly in the proportion of good 
food plants peeing a alive. itn only two yards were the good hard- 
woods mostly dead. n six yards the good hardwoods, while injured, 
were still alive, and capeble of recovery if relieved of deer 
pressure. We think that in these six yards overbrowsing is recent, 
while in the two others it is of long standing. 

Many dead deer were autopsied in the presence of the committee, 
All showed full paunches, and all contained balsam. The lungs 
showed pneumonia, which accompanies malnutrition. The autopsies 
witnessed by us revealed few parasites, and no evidence of other 
diseases. 

In yards visited by us, all felled trees, including balsam 
and popple, were being stripped by deer down to diameters of nearly 
an inch. The deer were gnawing off these large limbs with their 
molars. 

Few of the carcasses seen by us had been scavenged. This, 
together with the weak deer caught by hand in our presence, shows 

that deer predators are virtually absent in the yards we visited. 

The Trend 

an Occasional starvation of deer during hard winters is normal. 
How is the present situation to be distinguished from a normal one? 

The testimony of local residents shows a progressive increase 
of starvation during hard winters since about 1935, The Department's 
statistics of deer kill indicate a steady increase in the herd 
during the past decade. 

The browsed plants in the deer yards show that the damage to 
inferior food plants (like balsam) is more recent than the damage 
to the superior food plants (like maple). 

Few adult deer are dying so far. The history of irruptive 
herds in other states shows the fawns always die first, evidently 
because they cannot reach so high for food, but that starvation of 
adults always follows unless the overstocking ie relieved.
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For these reasons we are convinced that a crisis of growing 

intensity exists in Wisconsin, and that the present situation is 

not to be interpreted as merely the normal expression of a hard 

winter. , 

The Remedy 

We see no remedy except to reduce the deer herd to what the 

yards can carry without losing their good natural winter food 

plants, 

We are convinced that artificial feeding without herd- 

reduction is no remedy, for it does not relieve the overdraft on 

natural food plants. States which have tried feeding report that 

it does not relieve overbrowsing, and may aggravate it. 

Artificial fecding of deer is different from artificial 

feeding of birds, for the latter has no effect on the future supply 

of natural bird foods. 

The present starvation of fawns is not reducing the herd. 

Only the removal of does can do so. It is not practicable to 

distinguish does from other antlerless deer in setting open seasons. 

How much to reduce the herd must vary locally with the degree 

of present overpopulation. The practical question is whether a 

single antlerless deer season in the overstocked counties is in 

danger of over-reducing the herd. There are probably more than 

half a million deer in Wisconsin. The total number of deer tags 

cold to deer hunters has not exceeded 120,000. We conclude that 

every deer hunter could take an antlerless deer for at least one 

season, and perhaps for several seasons, before a sufficient 

reduction will have been made. We conclude that no danger of an 

over-reduction exists, provided the antlerless deer season be 

restricted to overpopulated counties. 

The Deer and the Forest . 

Damage to Plantations. During the past decade considerable 

areas of denuded land in national, state, and county forests have 

been artificially replanted, mostly by CCC camps. These young 

plantations are still within reach of deer, but most of them lie 

on lands too bare of cover to be used by deer in winter, hence 

‘ they have suffered less-deer damage than natural forest 

reproduction in winter yards, The United States Forest Service, 

which has planted 153,000 acres in the Chequamegon and Nicolet 

National Forests, estimates that if the deer damage to these 

plantings were expressed as solid area in need of replanting, it 

would cover 7600 acres, or five ver cent of the totel plantings. 

Its replacement value woulé be $113,000. 

: The amount of damage to plantations is less alarming than 

the kinds of plantations eaten. White pines are fair, deer food, 

and might be damaged even by a normal herd, but red (Norway ) 

and jack pines are starvation food, Despite this fact, deer on 

the Nicolet National Forest wiped out 90 per cent of a 500-acre
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red pine planting, and on the Chequamegon a jack pine planting 

was likewise wiped out. 

We conclude that the reforestation program is increasingly 

jeopardized, and in some spots is already nullified, by excess 

deer, : 

Damage to Natural Reproduction, In the eight deer yards 

visited by the committee, we saw not one white cedar seedling 

projecting above the snow, nor one grown cedar whose limbs had 

not been defoliated up to a deer's reach, We saw plenty of dead 
white cedar seedlings recently killed, evidently by deer. 

We saw few balsams under eight feet which had not been 

deformed, none which had not been browsed, and no balsam stands 

which did not show a deer-line, 

We saw one dense stand of young white and red pines, near but 

not in a deer yard, which contained few or no unbrowsed trees 

under eight feet. All the browsing was recent. 

The United States Forest Service tells us that half the deer 

: yards on Chequamegon National Forest, and a quarter of those on 

the Nicolet, have been denuded of forest reproduction by deer. 

We conclude that natural forest reproduction is increasingly 

. jeopardized, and in many deer yards is already destroyed, by 

excess deer. 

Organizing a Deer Program 

Local Adjustments. The present deer problem consists of 

scores of local problems, all more or less different, © Even the 

wisest policy will have to develop many local modifications end 

adjustments before each local deer herd can be brought into 

reasonable harmony with forestry, recreation, and farming interests, 

Remedial action cannot wait until every local situation is 

accurately known to the Madison office. It is easier to build up 

an over-reduced deer herd than to build up a browsed-out deer 

range. 

It is important for local interests to assume more and more 

responsibility for local policy. We believe that the Vommicsion 

might well encourage experimental local trials of various devices 

for bringing clashing interests together locally, rather than as 

"oressure-groups" at Madison. 

Fact-finding. Any deer program must be accompanied by 

continuous measurements of its effect on local food plants. 

Whether the deer range is recovering or getting worse cannot be 

? determined by off-hand guesses; it must be determined by annual ‘ 

measurements in open yards, as compared with deerless ‘exclosures 

in the same yards, This is a large job, and will require a 

large research staff, :
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Predators. It seems unreasonable that Wisconsin should pay 
wolf bounties with one hand and combat excess deer with the other. 
In the wilder counties where farm livestock is scarce we 
recommend that a low population of timber wolves be deliberately 
maintained as insurance against undue congestion or excessive 
numbers of deer. 

Education. More important than deer or deer range is public 
understanding. There is no doubt in our minds that the prevailing 
failure of most states to handle deer irruptions decisively and 
wisely is that our educational system does not teach citizens how 
animals and plants live together in a competitive-—cooperative 
system. This imposes on the Conservation Department a difficult 
and important educational job. It should do all it can and seek 
all the help it can get. 

An cducational film showing present conditions on the deer 
range is in preparation. 

An educational bulletin explaining why the present emergency 
exists is badly needed, 

The Wisconsin Academy of Sciences is publishing an historical 
review of irruptive deer herds in other states as a background for 
the Wisconsin picture. This should be widely circulated. 

The most important single educational device is a systcm of 
Fenced exclosures where the public can sce the difference 

between overbrowsed and unbrowsed deer range. 

These samples are the beginnings of an cducational program. 

‘i Vote of the Commi ttes 

The committee voted on the following questions. 

In all the questions, it is assumed that localities differ, 
that the questions pertain to the prevailing situation, that the 
Conservetion Department will determine, with all the local advice 
it can get, the degrec of emergency existing in each locality. 

Question Yes No 

1. Does Wisconsin have more deer than the winter 
food supply can carry? 8 0 

2. Do you favor reduction of the herd? 8 0 

3. Can the herd be reduced without legalizing 
antlerless deer? A xe 

4, In the yards where deer are now starving, are the 
deer killing their good food plants by over- 
browsing? 8 0
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Zes No 
5. Will artificial feeding without herd-reduction 

reduce overbrowsing? 0 8 

6. Should herd-reduction begin in 1943? 8 0 

7. Is there danger that an antlerless deer season 
might over-reduce the herd in one year? x e 

8. If an antlerless decr season 1s established for 
1943, shoulda the usual buck season be climinated? 5 1 

9. Should over-large or over-browsed refuges and 
other closed areas for deer be rescinded prior 
to the 1943 decr season? , ys 0 

10, Do you favor more artificial feeding 
(a) contingent upon prior herd reduction? e 

(b) without prior herd-reduction? 2 

11. Do you favor temporary removel of bounties on 
wolves and coyotes in the wilder counties? 6 a 

Qualificd Votes! One member qualificd his yes vote on question 
i: "In areas visited by the committoe"; his yes vote on 
question 7: “unless limited season and licenses invoked"; his 
yes vote on question 8: “af for no other reason than that of 

saving human lives", 

One member casts no vote on question 8 and says i: don't 
think it will make any difference whether we do or not’. 

One member qualifies a yes vote on question 1: "Tn many 
areas, but not in all". 

Not Voting: One member did not vote on this ballot, but 
published a minority report in the Milwaukee Journal for 
Way 30, 1943,
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Zneclosures (Reporte of Local Surveys by Members of the Committee) 

(1) "Comments on thé Deer Situation in General and in Viles 
County in Particular", Joyce M, Larkin, Hegle River, 
Undated. 

(2) "A Brict of Investigations of the Deer Situation in 
Northwestern Wisconsin During the Winter of 1942-43". 
J. R, Jacobson, Superior. 

(3) Letter of March 30, 1943, on conditions in Oconto and 
Forest Counties, from Dr, E, G, Ovitz, Laona. 

(These reports of local surveys have been omitted for the sake 
of brevity. ) 

Prepared June 9, 194% 

jb 
6-14-43
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February 4, 1944 

Mr. J. R. Jacobson 
Central High School 
Superior, Wisconsin 

Dear Jacobson: 

I am glad to see your questions, and offer the following comments: 

1. This mild winter offers no evidence as to whether the herd has been 
reduced to the carrying capacity of the winter range. It would be 
pertinent to ask, however, whether the drain on the winter range this 
winter is noticeably lighter than last, 1.¢e. whether the browse plants 
have been browsed down less closely. This wouldn't prove anything, but 
it would be interesting. 

2. The answer to this mst be yes if our judgment last year was correct, 
but the Committees might find new areas in which over-browsing either 
does or does not prevail. a: 

3. Ook 

4, This might be rephrased to ask whether there is any noticeable difference : 
between browse pressure on fed and unfed areas. 

5. o.k.e, but sounds rather improbable. It would be useful, however, to é 
collect data on additional cedar cattings made for commercial purposes 
which are deteriorating yards. 

6. ‘There has hardly been time for actual acquisition. I should think the 
question would be whether the state has inspected all the important 
swamps known to the Committee, and if not, suggest those that need A 
inspection. Remember, too, that the appropriation is limited to 
county~owned swamps, so that the prevailing ownership should be stated. 

Te Oke, but perhaps you should ask whether damage is showing up in 
any plantations not heretofore damaged. 

8. Oke, but I would ask for any starvation, as well as severe starvation. 

9 and 10. o.k. 

ll. Oke, tut I would add the opposite, i.e. places in which it was not 
heavy enough. It would be especially important to map out the region 
in which early snow cut off the hunting, and find out how mach of this 
needed reduction, but didn't get it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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| \ February 13,195, oy 

; gan 
Resolved! 1. ‘That the Conservation Conuission request the University and the af 

Milwaules Public Museum each to appoint a representative to serve, a 

with a representative of the Commission, as a Wisconsin Committee on by yd 
par 

Nature] Areas. 
2. That such Committee on Natural Areas lay out o plan to acquire, 

by gift or yubhase, « system of small areas representing the native vegetation 

of Wiseonsin, including samples of woodland, marsh, bog, beach, and prairie, 

to be held and used solely for educational and seientifie purposes, and to 

be administered and protected by the Committes with such cooperation as 

my be available from conservation field officers and logal conservation 

AGONSL SS. 

3, That the land-buying and legal staff of the Conservation 

Department be made available to such Com=ittes for the execution of its 

projects. 

kh, That the Committee present to the Conservation Comission an 

anmal report of its operations, and that all purchases be subject to the 

approval of the Commission, in the seme manner 45 purchases for state forsats 

and parice. 

5. That the sum of $5,000 be allotted for the purchase and administration 

of natural areas @uring the fiseal year 1945-46 from the game and fish fund. 

63 This action is pursuant to the recommendation made vy the 194s 

Conservation Congress on June 26-27, 1944, 

Sent +e Fa ssett 

ore tiles



ae | February 13, 1945 ‘ibe 

Resolved: 1. That the Conservation Commission request the University and the 

Milwaukee Public Museum each to appoint a representative to serve, together 

with a representative of the Commission, as a Wisconsin Committee on Natural 

Areas. 
2. That such Committee on Natural Areas lay out a plan to acquire, by 

gift or purchase, a system of small areas representing the native vegetation 

of Wisconsin,including samples of woodland, marsh, bog, beach, and prairie, 

to be held and used solely for educational and scientific purposes, and to 

be administered and protected by the Committee with such co peration as 

may be available from conservation field officers and local conservation 

agencies. 

3, That the land-buying and legal staff of the Conservation 

Department be made available to such Committee for the execution of its 

projects. 

4, That the Committee present to the Conservation Commission an 

anmal report of its operations, and that all purchases be subject to the 

approval of the Commission, in the same manner as purchases for state forets 

and paris. 

5. That the sum of $5,000 be allotted for the purchase and administration 

of natural areas during the fiscal year 1945-46 from the game ani fish fund. 

6. This action is pursuant to the recommendation made by the 1944 

Conservation Congress on June 26-27, 1944, 
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as ‘ Nalinal Areao Comm, 

February 19, 1945 

Mr, Ronald G, Stephenson ' 
Nieman-Stephenson Co, 
Cedarburg, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Stephenson: 

We greatly appreelate your letter of recent date 
and the attitude you have taken with reepect to certain 
lande in the Cedarburg swamp area, 

You will be interested in the attached copy of a 
resolution adopted by our conservation commission at ite 
February 15, 1945 meeting, setting up a Wisconsin Committee 
on Natural reas to work with the commission in handling 
these matters, 

I feel confident that the Milwaukee Public Museum and 
the University will agree to cooperate in this work and 
that the representatives will get together at an early date 
and begin to funetion, We have taken the liberty of as 
copies of your letter and our reply to Profeesor Aldo Leone! eS 
whe will undoubtedly represent the conservation commission 
on this committee, In due time they will no doubt ret in : 
touch with you, ' 

Very truly yours, 

E, J, Vanderwall 
2vacD Conservation Director 

Ene. 

an ce tanth erga Ol



Morr) PEL 2.4 

bi PIGS! Wack Ga 

February 20, 1945 

Mr. Murl Deusing 
Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Marl: 

Director Vanderwall will doubtless write the Milwaukee 

Museum shortly, and it is, of course, everybody's 

expectation that Dr. Fuller will be thetr representative. 

It is my expectation that Norman Fassett will be appointed 

from the University, and Vanderwall has told me that he wants 

me to represent the Department. It, of course, gos without 

saying that all of us will lean heavily on your enthusiasm, 

cooperation, and advice. 

It wouldn't hurt for you to express your attitude on the 

move on the committee directly to Vanderwall. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



MURL DEUSING 
Naturalist - Lecturer 

Tilwaukee Public Museum 

February 16, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The news of the creation of the Wisconsin 
Committee on Natural Areas has made me very happy. 
It's another milestone in Wisconsin conservation 
progress. I brought the news to Albert Fuller and 
he joins me in thanking you, most sincerely, for 
a splendid job - well done. 

I feel greatly in your debit and urge vou to 
call on me for any assistance I may he able to offer. 

Sincerely vours, 

y 

>



February 26, 1945 

Mre We Co MeKern, Director 

Milwaukee Public Museum 
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. MeKern: 

Mr. Venderwall has sent me your letter of February 26 
appointing Dr. Puller as your representative on the Hatural 

Areas Committee. It will be a pleasure to work with Dr. 
Paller on this subject, and after the University hao made 

its appointment, I will correspond directly with him, 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold



Q 7] ; “Oe 
MURL DEUSING a 

Naturalist - Lecturer 

: Milwaukee Public Museum 

May 4, 1945 
Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

| Has the Committee covering sanctuaries and natural 
areas been completely selected as yet? I met Fuller in 
the hall and ask him but all he seem to know was that he 
had been appointed as the Museum representative but wasn't 

sure of the other appointees. 

Martin Wagner, chairman of the Izaak Walton's Committee 
on the Cedarburg Swamp,called me today looking for 
information. Has the Natural Areas Committee been appointed 
and what policies have they set up - are the questions he ‘ 
prought up. Can you bring me up to date? 

Sincerely yours, af ; 

GA A / Wann,
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May 9, 1945 

TO: “Professor Aldo Leopold, 424 University Farm Pl., Madison 
Professor Norman C, Fassett, Dept. of Botany, University 

of Wisconsin, Madison 
Mr. Albert M. Fuller, Milwaukee Public Museum, Milwaukee 

Gentlemen: 

We are happy, to learn that you have agreed to serve 
on the Committee on Natural Areas sponsored by the Wis- 
consin Conservation Commission, ee or the conser- 
vation commission, the University, and the Milwaukee 
Public Museum respectively. 

I am taking the liberty of naming Commissioner Aldo 
Leopold as acting or temporary chairman with the suggestion 
that he arrange to call a meeting at a convenient point at 
your earliest mutual convenience in order that the group 
may organize and begin to function. 

The department's facilities are at your disposal and 
the staff of the department will be glad to cooperate in 
every possible way. 

vet? "Ne ae 

E. af Vanderwall ‘ 
Migs oh Aa! Director if 
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Professor Aldo Leopold is Pd 
01d Entomology Building gene 

‘ we oe 

Dear Professor Leopold: ae 

Here is a report on Parfrey's Glen and on some other areas 
which I think should be investigated. I have also listed a num- 
ber of places which should be considered and shall probably at 
some time suggest a number of others. The fact that it is possible 
to suggest so many natural areas does not mean that these areas 
are so abundant that there is no necessity for their preservation. 
We have all seen the déstruction of one area after another. We 
are, however, in a much better position in Wisconsin than are some 
neighboring states. In Iowa, for example, I believe there has 
been a natural area set aside for the preservation of a little 
stand of Interrupted Fern. While such an area looks pretty good 
in Iowa it is pretty poor compared with some of the places we can 
suggest in Wisconsin. Some years ago I was at Urbana, Illinois, 
and Professor Vestal enthusiastically took me out to show me a 
prairie relic. Between the macadam road and the corn field was a 
zone of bluegrass with a few spears of Andropogon scoparius and 
Silphium terrebinthinaceum. We are still in a position here to 
save some very beautiful prairie relics, a few untouched bogs, 
and some nice patches of woods. 

Fernwold in Clark County is a place we should investigate 
fairly promptly. It is a few miles from Stanley. As you know, 
Clark County is on the junction of rich forests in the north and 
sand plains to the south. Fernwold is a 40-acre patch of forest 
which, aside from the taking out of a little rock elm from time to 
time, is completely untouched. The farm was pioneered by the 
parents of Franklin Schmidt and is now owned by Franklin's sister, 
Mrs. Bergseng, at present herbarium assistant here in the Biology 
Bldg. She has had the same idea which occurred to me some years 
ago, that these woods should be established as a permanent memor- 
ial to Franklin Schmidt and his mother, both keen biologists whose 
appreciation of such things was the basis of the preservation of 
this forest, and both of whom died so tragically within a stone's 
throw of it. Mrs. Bergseng has even said she would like to give 
the forest to the state or to the university. I do not think this 
would be quite fair to her, since she has to work hard for a liv- 
ing. On the other hand there might be some embarrassment due to 
her present connection with the university. The woods have of 
course never yielded any income except for the few rock elm tim- 
bers. Fencing is always an expense and she is in constant worry 
for fear the neighbors cattle will break in. Perhaps you will have 
some ideas on this subject. ; 

Sincerely yours, 
Copy to A. M. Fuller, 5 | i 

Public Museum, Wefan 
Milwaukee, Wis. N. C. Fassett 

Enc.



September 5, 1945 

Dr, Norman Fassett 
The Horbariun 
Smithsonion Institute 
Washington, D. ¢. 

: Dear Normans 

By the end of September iy. Harrington will be 
ready to go ahead with Cedarburg Swamp, provided 

: our committee can convinee him that the project 
is feasible, both as to acquisition and admial« 
atration. Ag, po Aooctig de sender yoy omg 
on the ground, if possible before the end of the 

; month for the purpose of looking at Cedarhrg 
and talking over the system of Natural Areas. 
Sinee you are the most likely to have fixed 
teaching dates at that time, I suggest that you 
set the date and notify Dr. Fuller, Harrington, : 

: and myself, 

My only fixed dates onewhich I can make no other 
engagements are September 19, 20, and 2h. 

T em sending aoples of this to Dr, Puller and 
Neil. Harrington. 

, Sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

oe Puller 
_ Barrington
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October 8, 1945 
Lands 

. Acquisition 

Professor Norman ©. Fassett 
Department of Botany 
dai verer ty of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Fassett: 

In connection with the work of the Natural Areas Com- 
mittee, you have received copy of a letter from Professor 
Aldo Leopold dated October 4. Can you arrange to set a 
date to meet at the Cedarburg bog area for (1) a decision 
on what part of that area should be acauired by the state 
and (2) the preparation of a policy report on the protection 
and outlays needed for other recommended areas, priorities, 
etc. I sucgest some date during the weeks of detober 22 or 
29. Our plan would be " leave here in the morning and 
meet at, say Saukville (this noint can be finally determined 
later), and then proceed to the business of the day. It 
devolves on someone to set the date, and as I understand 
1t, you are chairman of the Natural Areas Committee and may 
well therefore fix the date for the trip. As far as we are 
concerned, we will be present with those interested from this 
department ana will clear with you as to the details of the 
trip so that transportation from Madison will be most effec- 
tively used. k 

Please send Professor Leopold a copy of your letter 
fixing the date so that, if he can, he may go along as I 
know he will be glad to do so, and his view of the area 
ané conelusions will be most helpful later when actual pur 
chase is un for approval. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

Cc, L.Harrington 
Supt. of Forests & Parks 

OLH: LHS 
CC: > Professor Aldo Leopold ' 

Albert M. Fuller
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October 10, 1945 

Mr. C. L. Harrington 
Superintendent of Forests and Parks 
Conservation Department 
State Capitol 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Harrington: 

I shall be glad to go with you to 
Cedarburg almost any time. I have lectures 

F on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, and could 
go with you on any other day of the week. [I 

am suggesting that you set a day because you 

probably have more comritments than I have. | 

We should also plan for Mr. Fuller 
of the Milwaukee Museum to meet us at Sauk- 
ville. 

Very truly yours, 

N. C. Fassett 

Copies to 
Prof. A. Leopold 
Mr. A. M. Fuller
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Uetober 24 * 1946 FILE REFERENCE: 

i Meetings 

Professor Norman 6. Fassett 
Department of Botany 
cenveresty of Wisconsin 
Madison, “iseonsin 

: Dear Professor Fassett? 

; I hove your letter of October 10. 

Pollowing your suggestion, let us plan te meet Novem- 
ber 7 at the faith Fish Shanty, Port Washington, at 11:00 a.m. 
The thought I have is that those going from Madison would 
leave here that morning and get to Fort Washington about 
11:00. Those oe from Milwaukee could aprenee likewise 
and Clyde Smith can come down from Kewaskum. We would then 
hold s meeting for the balance of the morning, have launch 
at the Fish Shanty and in the afternoon proceed to the 
Cedarburg bog, finishing up there in time to return home 
late in the afternoon or evening. 

Business to be transacted would Rs {1) What part of 
the Ge bog should be acquired, (2) What will be the 
policy ing purchase, protection and work to be done 
and priorities, other natural areas. 

T am ponting & copy of this letter to Messrs. Fuller 
ant ML for the committee and to Meesre. Vanderwall, 
Switt, Wilson and saith of the edhs@Pestion department. 
There may be others 4 you know of who have a contribution 
to make and should therefore be invited. If so, will you 
arrenge accordingly. 

We can clear as to trensportation from Nadicon early 
that week. If all go, we will need two care. If not, we 
can probsbly go in one, but thie detatl ean be determined 
on Tueeday. a 

Trusting thie errangement is satisfectory, I remain 

¥ truly yours 
FORESTS AND’ PARES DIVISION 

CC: >Aldo Leopold 
Albert M. Fuller 
. 2. C. L. Herrington 

Ernest. Sire Superintendent 
« & Wilson 

Clyde Smith
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INTRA-OFFICE Ae 
MEMORANDUM Lande 

Aequisition 

Date___Yoyenbar 9 1045 

TOs RE. J. Vanderwall 

PROM: CG. L. Harrington 

SUBJECT: Meeting of Natural AreasCommittee 

The meeting of the Natural Areas Committee was held at 
Cedarburg bog on November 7, 1946 as per sehedule. 

- Present: For the University ~ Prof. Fassett, for the 
Milwaukee Museum - Messre. Fulier and Wagner, and for the 
conservation department - Mesere. Wilson and Harrington. 

Points Discussed and Conclusions 

Goneluded that the following possibilities for oen- 
tering of responsibility for administration and protection should 
be further explored! % 

(a) Responsibility in University Arboretum Committee - 
areas acquired to be considered as extensions of the University 
Arboretum, to be managed by the existent arboretum committee. 
Main reason - the natural areas will be primarily of scientific 
and educational value and mey well be considered a part of the 
main educational system of the state. 

(bo) Responsibility in local citizens or groups 
under direction of state natural areas committee. 

(e) Responsibility in conservation department 
with cooperative assistance from natural areas committee. 

It is recognized that lands acquired for natural 
ares purposes will entail some annuel expense rising gradually aa 
such areas increase in number oF size. 

wai Professor Fassett 1s to explore this subject. a 

2. Priorities for Pronosed Sited. 

Coneluded as follows: 

{a} Cedarburg Bog - Ozaukee Co. 
b) Parfreys Glen - Sauk Co. 

(co) Ferry and Cactus Bluff - Sauk Co. 
(4) Hope Lake Bog - Jefferson Co. 
(e) Beech Woods- Dane Co.



. B. J. Vanderwall - November 9, 1945 2. 

Conservation department to assemble information on 

lands concerned - values and possibilities, looking to » recommenda- 

tion for empeating all or persion of the $6,000.00 allotted for the. 

purchese of natural areas (Sedarburg Bog a Kettle Moraine project). = 

Mr. Harrington is to follow throughon this. 

3. Sedarburg Bog. 

Concluded that as much of this area as possible to be 

acquired - to be a part of the Kettle Moraine development as to 

purchase and administration. Inquire as to public hunting grounds - 

ducks - angles» 

Mr. Harrington is to follow through on this. 

4. Survey of State Parks and Forests for Nature] Areas. 

: Conclusion - Undoubtedly ar in existent parks or 

forests that meet the requirements of a satura area. Should be 

mapped, narrated and made known by appropriate signs or other means. 

Details of survey to be worked out by conservation department and 

university, a graduate students. Conservation department to 
stand expense arrange other field details. 

Mesars. Fassett and Harrington are to fellow through 

on details. 

“8 GC. L. Harrington ssaieebesn 
CLH: LHS 

NOTED: 

Kes"t Director 

Director 

CC: Prof. Norman C. Fassett 
ee M, _ 

° 
—T. ¢. Wileon
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February ?\. 1946 FILE REFERENCE: 

Mr. A. F. Gallistel 
Supt. of Buildings and Grounds 
sae vowesty, of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Gallistel: 

For some time consideration has been given to the acquisition, 
by purchase or grant, of land in the state on which occur rare 
botanical species or »ssociations of plants which are valuable to 
the university or other educational institutions or museums in the 
state for instructional or inboratory purposes. These areas are 
to be known as "natural areas." 

The assistance of the conservation commission has been requested 
in this program and agreement has been reached (1) to explore and 
dedicate to such purposes places on existent state park or forest 
properties, (2) to allot $5,000.00 from conservation funds for land 
purchase, and (3) to receive active interest of the conservation | 
commission 4n this project in collaboration with the university and 
other interested agencies in the state. Several meetings have been 
heid for the purpose of prea | determination of the best procedure 
to be followed for it was early recognized that this effort would be 
projected indefinitely into the future, and inasmuch as it involved : 
the ownership, protection and management of real estate, some of . 
which is widely scattered, a determination of responsibility was 
important right at the beginning concerning the properties that 
would from time to time be acquired. 

As far ag the scientific and educational aspects of this under~ 
taking were concerned, it was quickly determined that responsibility 
should rest in the university. When the question arcse as tf resnon- 
sibility for the protection of these vroperties particularly as to 
fire, trespass and vandalism, which would involve limited custodian- 

- ship, fencing and rules and regulations concerning conduct, ete., 
it was clear thet those areas which were detanhed but till within 
reasonable distance from park or forest stations of the conservation 
department could be taken care of as far as physical requirements 
were concerned by the conservation department, and agreement to 
this has been effected. 

There are other sreas recommended, however, which sooner or 
later will be a part of this system of “natural areas" which are 
more definitely detached, and at this point the question of custodian- 
ship and property responsibility arose, and it was suggested that



Mr. A. F. Gallistel - February 7, 1946 2. 

inasmuch as the university was the agency most actively concerned and 
benefited, that the university should assume full custodianship, that 
deeds to such property should be in the name of the university and 
that the university should undertake the day to day arrangements which 
would arise. It was further suggested that this responsibility could 
with logic and effectiveness be centered in the university arboretum 
committee and that in effect these “natural area“ properties would. be 
branches or outlying useful parts of the arboretum serving similar or 
supplementary purposes to the main arboretum at the university itself. 

This letter is written to you as chairman of the arboretum com- 
mittee and is the result of the instructions I received at the last : 
meeting of the group which is actively working on this undertaking. 
The questions which arise are! 

1. Inasmuch as the university will be the chief beneficiary of 
these “natural areas" for study research and exploration, is it not 
logical that the university assume responsibility for the custodian- 
ship of the areas to be acquired, especially in those cases where the 
areas are remote from any field station of the conservation department? 

2. Is not the arboretum committee, which is a standing committee 
of the university and has at its disposal certain facihities and experi- 
ence for the management of real estate, the logical committee to assume 
such responsibility? i 

. 8. WAl1 not the arboretum committee, therefore, serve as the 
responsible center for (1) direction as to the scientific and educa- 
tional phases of this undertaking, (2) determination as to the best 
custodianship of each area ss it is acquired and the preparation of 
agreements accordingly, (3) the direct custodianship in those cases 

is where the conservation department or some other state agency cannot 
do it to better advantage, (4) the establishment of a file for the 
deposition of deeds, sgreements, maps, wre ts end records senerally 
of every pareel of property acquired, and (5)direction of the use 
of the "natural areas" as to various departments of the university 
as well as other parts of the educational system of the estate which 
may find the areas useful (teachers colleges, high schools, ete., - 
also museums). 

How many of these areas may eventually be a part of the system 
is not now known but it may well be thought that the number. may be 
twenty-five to fifty or even more and that they may be located in 
all parts of the state. Those first acquired, from present recom- 
mendations, would be located near Madison and Milwaukee but other ; 
parts of the state will eventually come into the picture. 

It would be well if decision of the question of responsibility 
could be decided at the beginning and take the form of a written 
agmement as this enterprise gets under way. 

wal truly yours 
FORESTS AND PARKS DIVISION 

CLH: LHS C. lL. Harrington 
CC: Commissioner Leopold ~ Superintendent : 

_>Norman GC. Fassett P
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February “mt 1946 FILE REFERENCE: 

| Mr. A. F. Gallistel 
Supt. of Buildings and Grounds 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Gallistel: 

For some time consideration has been given to the acquisition, 
by purchase or grant, of land in the state on which occur rare 
botanical species or associations of plants which are valuable to 
the university or other educational institutions or museums in the 
state for instructional or laboratory purposes. These areas are 
to he known as "natural areas.” 

The assistance of the conservation commission has been requested 
in this program and agreement has been reached (1) to explore and 
dedicate to such purposes places on existent state park or forest 
properties, (2) to allot $5,000.00 from conservation funds for land 
purchase, and (3) to receive active interest of the conservation 
commission in this project in collahoration with the university and 
other interested agencies in the state. Several meetings have been 
held for the purpose of making determination of the best procedure 
to be followed for it was early recognized that this effort would be 
projected indefinitely into the future, and inasmuch as it involved 
the ownership, protection and management of real estate, some of 
which is widely scattered, a determination of responsibility was 
important right at the beginning concerning the properties that 
would from time to time be acquired. 

As far as the scientific and educational aspects of this under- 
‘ taking were concerned, it was quickly determined that responsibility 

should rest in the university. When the question arcse es torespon- 
sibility for the protection of these properties particularly «es to 
fire, trespass and vandalism, which would involve limited custodian- 
ship, fencing and rules and regulations concerning conduct, ete., 
it was clear thet those areas which were detathed but still within 
reasonable distance from park or forest stations of the conservation 
department could be taken care of as far as physical requirements 
were concerned by the conservation department, and agreement to 
this has been effected. 

There are other areas recommended, however, which sooner or 
later will be a part of this system of “natural areas*® which are 
more definitely detached, and at this point the question of custodian- 
ship and property responsibility arose, and it was suggested that



Mr. A. F. Gallistel - February 7, 1946 2. 

inasmuch as the university was the agency most actively concerned and 
benefited, that the university should assume full custodianship, that 
deeds to such property should be in the name of the university and 
that the university should undertake the day to day arrangements which 
would arise. It was further suggested that this responsibility could 
with logic and effectiveness be centered in the university arboretum 
committee and that in effect these "natural area" properties would be 
branches or outlying useful parts of the arboretum serving similar or 
supplementary purposes to the main arboretum at the university itself. 

This letter is written to you.as chairman of the arboretum com- 
mittee and is the result of the instructions I received at the last 
meeting of the group which is actively working on this undertaking. 
The questions which arise are! 

1. Inasmuch as the university will be the chief beneficiary of 
these “natural areas" for study research and exploration, is it not 
logical that the university assume responsibility for the custodian- 
ship of the areas to be acquired, especially in those cases where the 
areas are remote from any field station of the conservation department? 

2. Is not the arboretum committee, which is a standing committee 
of the university and has at its disnosal certain facilities and experi- 
ence for the management of real estate, the logical committee to assume 
such responsibility? 

3- Will not the arboretum committee, therefore, serve as the 
responsible center for (1) direction as to the scientific and educa- 
tional phases of this undertaking, (2) determination as to the best 
custodianship of each area as it is acquired and the preparation of 
agreements accordingly, (3) the direct custodianship in those oases 
where the conservation department or some other state agency cannot 
do it to better advantage, (4) the establishment of a file for the 
deposition of deeds, agreements, maps, arr end records generally 
of every parcel of property acquired, and (5)direction of the use 
of the "natural areas" aa to various departments of the university 
as well as other parts of the educational system of the state which 
may find the areas useful (teachers colleges, high schools, etc., - 
also museums). : 

How many of these areas may eventually be a part of the system 
; is not now known but it may well be thought that the number may be 

twenty-five to fifty or even more and that they may be located in 
all parts of the state. Those first acquired, from present recom- 
mendations, would be located near Madison and Milwaukee but other 
parts of the state will eventually come into the picture. 

It would be well if decision of the question of responsibility 
could be decided at the beginning and take the form of a written 
agrement as this enterprise gets under way. t 

Very truly yours, — 
FORESTS AND PARKS DIVISION 

CLH: LHS 0. L. Harrington 
CC: >Commissioner Leopold Superintendent 

Norman C. Fassett :
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May 1, 1946 

Plan for Administration — 

Stoughton Faville Prairie Preserve - Jefferson County 

Premises 
This tract of sixty acres, acquired by the University in 1945 as a 

gift from Philip 2, and Eleanor B, Mules, is to be administered by the 
University Arboretum Committee as one of a system of natural areas, The 

system of natural areas is being laid out by a joint committee of the 

Conservation Department, University and Milwaukee Public Museum, An 

allotment of $5,000 has been made by the Conservation Comission toward 

the extension of the system, 

The Conservation Department will act as custodian of such netural 

' greas ag lie in or near other Conservation Department properties. The 

University will act as custodian of other natural areas. The Faville 

Preserve is not near any Conservation Department property, hence, its 

administration ie a University function, This plan aims to outline how : 

this function is to be carried out, ami what it will cost. 

What is Needed? 
1. Trespass There is only one route of ingress, There should be 

a loeked gate, with the key in the custody of a resident former 

as custodian, All cars allowed to eater should register. 

Otte fae @ very reliable farmer who lives on the entrasee 

road, is willing to aet as custodian. 

2. Fences Mr, ies fenced two sides, the Crawfish River forms a 

third side. A new fence is needed on the south side. 

3. Control of Willows ‘The area must be either burned or mowed 

yearly to prevent willows from choking out the prairie flora. 

WW



om 

Sosts 

igen Agowal Costs initial Coste 
Custodial fee, per year $50.00 x 

New feace, 3/8 mile (60 rods) ® 1.50 x $100.00 

Labor for burning or sowing 25.00 x 

Sigas, travel for inspector, mise. 8 .00~ es 

dil 100.00 é 

An inepeetion and conference with the custodian must be made at 

least twite a yoar. 

The reseon for listing mowing as a possible cost is that the hay 

should be left on the ground to avoid depletiag the scil, 

Duties of Custodian 

1. Registering users who are loaned the key. Cars to be restricted 

to s¢lentific or educational purposes, Fishermen and hunters 

may eater, but act with a ear. 

Re Curr eat maintenance of fences, signs, and gates, 

3. Conducting “dry” cattle across the area to a neighbor's pasture 

whieh hes no other means of ingress. This movement oceurs 

twlee a year, 

Use of Area 

The area is used regularly for instruction and research in botany 

and wildlife management, and will be used by the new courses in orni- 

thology and mamsalogy. Half a dogen researdh papers are published, or 

in prees. Virgin prairies of this type are growing scarcer each year, 

Failing the establishment of a system of netural areas, there will soon 

be ne eauplon of the wiveiaal fauna and flora for use in teaching or 

research.
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a si J Conneneltion 

NOTBS ON COURSES FOR AN UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM 
PREPARATORY FOR NATURALIST WORK IN THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

‘In planning a curricalum for undergroduates interested in entering 

naturalist work in the Netiiemal Park Service, one important fact to keep in 

mind is thet im generel o park neturelist has an opportunity for a greater 

variety of activities, and to function in more different capacities than 

perhaps any other individual of « park staff. 

A brie? description of the various activities of a park naturalist may 

be useful in planning a curriculum for undergraduates. In part, some of the 4 

fields of activity overlap, it being at times difficult and unimportant to 

d1etinguish between scientific research, museum planning, and land-use planning 

ae seperate activities, and likewise between other functions. The naturalist 

may at times function as an engineer, accountant, entertainer, personnel 

officer, museum preparator, historian, writer, archeologist, joumnalist, curator, 

lecturer, taxidermist, photographer, administerer of first aid, and in numerous 

other ways, all of which cen be included as parts of six major activities; F 

nemely, I. Interpretation; II. Scientific Research; III. Museum Planning; 

IV. Administration; V. Land-Use Planning; and VI. Library Work. 

Following is a description of the more important aspects of the six 

major activities with suggestions for undergraduate courses in relation to 

the activities. Mo attempt is made to visualize a complete curriculum including 

all courses long recognized as essential to obtaining a specific degrees Neither 

is it intended by these suggestions that an undergraduate must accomplish all 

that is suggested--four years is too short a period. 

1. Interpretation 
In this capacity, the naturalist functions as the middleman between the 

scientific research technician and the layman, interpreting for the latter 

the accomplishments of the former. The interpretive program embraces the
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natural end historical values of the particaler sre, Very rarely dees the 

interpreter function im on orea in which values are confined to ons field of 

science, Yat rether he functions in an eres hoving major values in at Least 

two aad perhaps more fields. Throughout our parks and monumente vorious types 

of Landscapes, inepliring.in character, blend with the values of one or nore 

fields of sclence--geological, dotonical, soolegicel, ete. 

Speaking ond writing ore the meons by which personal iaterpretations are 

conveyed to the public, the naturclist functioning as an interpreter giving 

Lectures and conducting field trips, 28 well os preparing articles. In both 

speaking and writing, the interpretersnsturalist mst demonstrate great 

é flexibility since oudienees consist of groupe of children, groups of adultes 

with no sehentific beckground, groups of sctenticts, and combinstions of the 

three. written interpretations include the most elementary treatment, popular 

selence treatnent, production for scientific Journole, ani geners] publieity 

used by newspapers ond magazines. 

Interpretive activities require constant preparation, inclading the 

condmebing of selentific reacorch; wide reading in mony fields of sciences 

preperation of illustrative materials much as photographs, mapa, charts, 

Glagrems, sketches, and specimens used in lectures ond articles; ond not 

infrequently the preparation of entertainment appropriate for campfire 

PPOgr iste 

I Le recognized that « large part of the interpreterenaturalict's tine 

is spent with people, adults for the most part, who do not relish the ides of 

veing “eduented" during a visit to a park, hence the susceseful interpreter 

mast function wigely ce an eduestor and psyeholegist. 

fo propre for these major activities of the interpretive aspects of 

naturalist work, At fo suggested that the undergradunte hove academic training 

int



Haturel Sedence 

Thies should inelyie wjor etudy in one field, with minor or 
Means 

veing prereqnedite to the selenees. 

-; A& Joast serious resoarsh in the major science with iatrodactory 
traiming ia research aethode or tecinique in other fields of 
sclences 1s essential. 

Speaking 

pal. : ‘the speaking aspect of interprative work ie not at time devoid 
ie of wevedn on one's organs of speech. Speech training certainly : 

chould embrace correction of speech fefects, use of the reiee ant 
the slininotion of @istracting menneriens, the growing importance 
of wedie should aot be overlooked, the training should be such ‘ni 
that 4¢ will bring out and supplement the natural. assets of the oF 

Wakeling . 

; Svalaiag in deseriptive writiag, sclentific writing, and jouranlion ; 
WERE be of great vole, “raining ia preperation of clear brief 
digests of books, storied, ote., would be of value. 

Photography « Drawing 

Fare coche pe sore, cones ae @ Sioa ve 
materials fer use im Lecteres, written materials and mewn oxhibite, 

; Literature and Art Appreeistion 

, The objeative of moh training should be to give background for 
the ation of segthetic values in the parks and the fae 
Segpeclahaen o2 ads cabana tn sehaitah to other valetes 

Group Snterteinnent 

This course should exbrace group singing leaderahip trainings 
ae wll ag training fa program arraagemoat. 

Adult Bduoation 

fe introductory cowrse. 

Payehology 

An intro@uetory course. 

istory 

Ab Teast on introduction } United States history should be
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given place in the interpretive programs. 

11. Sehentific Resorach 
The tuterpretive program in « park is based om sctentific research ag are 

also meny aspects of protection, development, ond administration. The perk 

naturaiiete not only mst carry om reawardh, they must direot the research of 

the staff and eoopernte with collaborators from outelde institutions doing 

research ia the paxke. tho neturaliet oust viewalise the needs for infovmation; 

plowing, correlating, and directing his research program on a lengetine basin, 

in view of the fact that only « part of hin tine and that of hie oteff ean be 

devoted to resenrch, the noturalist reviews the research of othera, researeh 

watside hie gpecial field, ‘the Uational Park Service sould cooperate with 

lleges and wilversitios in providing research netivities fer both uniergraduate 

and grofwite atadentn. 

Of those courses described under the section on Interpretive Activities, 

the following ore also essential to the preparation for the research activities 

of naturehist worke Maturel Sefence; Research Training, Yriting and 

Photography-Drawing. In addition to these four chould be sided: 

Lang Surveying ~ Plane-Tsble Mapping 

This course should be of on introductory nature, giving the student 

sash thanssbove £06 toevstenng « tnawhoign of tee Sohdeshe, teas, 
course and others might work in logically in « ammr field school 
for students preparing for naturalist work. 

Library Methods 

Tile course, described wore fully under the section Library Work, 
will be important to the student preparing for research activities, 

\ 11]. Musgus Zlonaing. Lmepovetion sad Lalabensnce 

Wuscum feehlities as vieuslized by the Notional Park Service Include 

all physical developmonts which aid the visitor in gaining on understanding 

af the volues of the aren. Masoom foeklities may include headquarters or central 

museums, drench or facalepoint musouns, observation stations, traliside or 

Foadside oxhivite, nature trails, traileide markers, ond orientation devices.
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Some of these may be quite cimple, others more elaborate, depending on the 

porticular situstion. Musew facilitics function as interpreters supple- 

aN menting personal service, 

ee ‘the preliainary work im planning musou developments in the parke 
originates mith the park neturaliet or park waseum curator, the advanced — 

plenning and preperation of exhibits being done dy speciallete in adequately 

squioped Lehoratories. ; 

With the construction of mecwun focilities, 1¢ te the naturalict's i 

duty to anintain them, adding seneonal exhibits as well se making additions 

to the etady collections of scientific spectnens. 

he im the fields of interpretation and recenreh, the meoun plohnbng 

activities in the parks require troining in natural sclences, research, 

photography-drowing, land surveying aad plene-table mapping, library nethods, 

art appreciation ond writing, all of which hare been referred to as courses 

eenential to the interpretive ondfor scientific research artivities of « 

no tureliate 

Tn aiitios to these courses os s preparntion for the munmm phase 

of naturniiet work, Hr. Red J. burns, chief, Macewn Mviston, Sotionel Park 

Servic, hes euggeeted an eutline for « course tn Nodera Busou Methods as 

« founintion for or lending tot 

"2. A general fsetlierity with the role of sueeums in eocloty, 
thely history, fanctione, sal orgeaivation, 

&. Foudidarity with wneeur Literstare—the staniard references, 
earrent perlodicols, museum publications. 

S. Appreciation of the velue sad use of atudy collections, 

. Susan re 
& Knowledge of the function of wane records aad methods ia 

keeping thea. 

Ge Tantliority with standards ond practices in meeun exhibition.
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: Te Tnowledge of the paycholegy and methods of mequm ofmantion, 

Mee htt tad sors ttle ipreles stpagsore 
ané guiding in o Loanl mascum, and to visit several of the prograntive 
museums fin the region," ; 

While the course la Kodern wuacum Methods is listed erly in thie section 

on Musoam Pleaning, Preperation, and Maintenance, ond in the section Lond-Tse 

Plauning, 1% i9 net unimportant as « training for other naturalist wort, 

partiqularly the interpretive and research activities, ertainly, the 

student's preperation for meen work should be ineinded in the educational 

phase of his work rather than in the training phase. the objective should 

de to mule of the student a scholar rather than a tedhnictam. See pp. 21-23, 

Hational Park Saavice Field Mommel for iuseuns. 

1. A@obatotrative | 
; At the present tine, 1941, seven of the Sational Park jervice arene 

operate with a eteff of move than one permanent naturalist, wapplomented by 

sensenel ranger-naturaliste employed during the heavy travel esavonn. Other 

areas function with only one peresnent naturaliat seeisted by sensomed ranger 

naturaliates sore function with only seqsonel ranger-naturalinte, ond os yot 

for sone areas faxis have not beon eppropristed for the eetadlishaent of either 

permanent or temporery pecitions. Im the latter eases some staff meer of 

another depsrtuent generally functions ia an soting maturslict caphclty. 

én effort iu being mde to eutablish regional aatwrelist positions ia the 

four regional offiess of this Service. A Ghiaf of the Naturalist Sivielon, 

and on Asaletent Chief funoties under the Supervisor of Research wd Inter 

pretation im the Sashingten Office of the ations] Fark Gervice. 

the anoant ef departmental administrative work handled by the naturalist 

vories, depending @a the ese and type of naturalist staff as well as on the 

number of people employed in other depsrtsents of the park. the park 

mabebeltiths Af he he tee only permanent ataft meer of the depertunnt, hantleos



ali hie ofmialetrative work and wach of his clerion) work. 

4e on sduinistvative offiew, the neturaliet should prepare for the 

superinteudens the anmel estimate of funds needed for the naturalist depart- 

ment of the ates. It is the anturalict's responsibility to Linkt his deporte 

mented smpenditures to the funds enmally allotted, expenditures boing 
_""" G@detrhmted for qudh items os pomonal corvices, (salaries for permanent ond 

(— Nemparary staff) travel, transportation of things, commniention, car rentole 

and repeiva, equipment, ani mpplies. 

the principal sduinistrative officer of « park generally depends on the 

navuraiiel as a professional adviser, t© select his tensperory staff, hendle 

staff treining, orgahive cad direct the entire naturalict program, conduct 

naturalist activities os s depertzentel unit of the oreny andhondle sales 
} publications. No enol) part of the neturalist's edwinistretive duties 

involves personnel matters, and advanced pleaning and eloze mpervision 

of staff sotivities, partimlerly in the fielde of interpretation and 

belentifzic research, 

She mfureliot serves os 2 congultant te the principal otminiotrative 

officer, engiusers, landscape architects and others, in matters involving 

scenigwgoiontifie values, sné frequently ie the preparator of administrative 

correspondence afd reports bearing on natural values of the arene 

Beeunse of broad training, pork naturolists have frequently been ealled 

on to serve in the espacity an acting euporintendent in park areas, onl as 

assistant superientendent, Serteimly the naturalict is in « position to serre 

his iamediate superior and the Service in the inportent afministretive activity 

of public relations cubrestng writing, public oddressen, ond participation in 

community affairs. 

Preparatory courses previously Listed «ni which are slo important 

as etadomic training fer siministrative nataraliet work aret natural science 

courses, receorch training, speech course, surveying nnd mapping, and writing.



in eddition, a general course in business odwinistration should be ef value 

to the naturalist functioning as on administrative officer in his own depart- 

ment ae well as an assistant to his eaperior officer. 

Y. Kandctige Fanning 
ai Lendeuse planning from the otandpoint of the park naturalist is in 

J | gealdty a part of the four major notivitios already deseribed in this paper. 
| This activity deserves special attention, hence the ‘separate sectional listing, 

in view of the growing national consciousness of problens of land use and the 

‘use Values of land. Our parks and monuments ore exeuples of lond use enbrseing 

the highest use of values, the additions of land to park areas and the ostablish- 

nent of new arees resolves itself into an oppraical of the use values of Land. 

Within the parke meny pheses of work, particularly that work eubracing 

developments, doundary changes, extensions of orcas, ond sdainietration hate 

lené~use agpects whigh ore within the scope of regalor naturalist work or to 

which the mturalist, beomse of his brond technical training, ean contribute. 

the naturalist must plen his interpretive progran and mseun developnents 

neeessitnting the cooperation of engincers ond landscape architects. . 
In gone parks certain areas axe Gistinguished for research stiiiee and 

as such they would be incluéed ta the park naturalist's research program, 

‘fhe construction of roads, trails, power Lines ond other strestares 

involve the use of land, land containiag sconic and solentifie values which 

should be protected. Im this respect, the naturalist cam function as a 

consultant to the administrative officer, the gngineer, ond other technicians, 

Courses previously described ond which ore important as preparation for 

the lené-use planning activities of « aaturalist are: asatureal sclence courses, 

rasearch training, eurveying ond mappings photographydrawing, writing, and. 

auseum methods. ; 

Important to the naturalist functioning os » land-use planner would be
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& course in economic geography embracing sepects of conservation and Land use 

from o national standpoint. 

a Vie Usbeory Moz 
Ss ‘Port of the naturalists tine ts devejed to functioning as a ibrerian 
as or in divesting library work, ie reviews, orders, entaloge, files, issues, 

repairs, and preserves ali types of ISbrary ond moqum materiale, including 

Woks, periodicals, news clippings, photographs, slides ond selentifie specimens, 

The brood training in the asturel selences, important training for all 
i. activities of the neturalist, would be useful in the type of Library wort 
aD perforned by natureliste, Likewise photography would be useful, particularly 

mierophotograghy tn relation to Libary work, 
Yew parks have funds to employ o trained librarian, henee 4% would be 

advantageons for the uaturalist to have training in a course in library 

methods, 2 cowrse sufficiently broad to enable him to direst assistante to 
carry on certain routine Library activities. 

Sonelustons 
On the following page is « chart showing the six major activities of 

= pate neturaliet and the ceademic promration expecially important to each 
activity. 

Wnihe 4¢ 1s obvious that the student mst engage in mony technical 
endeavors tn the course of his college work, it seems equelly obvious that the 
objective sought in plonning his work ts to moke of hin » scholat-pather than 
& techaicion, the park naturelist whe eanmot rise shove his program of teehe 
ai@sl duties to engage in originel thinking ond plenning on « brosd eduestional 
Level will not use all of his opportunity te advance the conservation program 

in Ameren.
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December 4, 1939 

Messrs. N. C. Fassett George Sieker 
John f. Gurtis” P. E. MeNall 

BE. M. Gilbert Yoble Clark 
A. FP. Gallistel Cc. L. Christensen 

d. W. Jackson Robt.P. Ferry 
G. W. Longenecker A. &. Hawkins 

f. M. Sperry Albert M. Fuller 

Gentlemen: 

You will be pleased to know that Minnesota has a well organized 

group secking to preserve remants of natural areas, if possible under 

university owmership. i 

I met last week with Prof. A. N. Wilcox, Horticulture Department, and 
W. J. Breckenridge, University Museum. They wanted to know what mechanisms 

we had worked out for financing land purchases, and they were particularly 

impressed by the non-profit corporation device recently used by Sieker and 
Fuller for the Dunes Area in Door County. 

They have no arboretum, but their plans for a statewide chain of natural 

areas are more advanced than ours, and their chances for funds seem better 
than ours. Their research program (in such directly allied fields as prairie 
and wildflower management) is less advanced than ours. Their chances for 

cooperation from official agencies seem better than ours. Their assortment 

of relatively unspoiled relics is perhaps better than ours. 

They are using U.S.D.A. aerial photos to locate unspoiled areas and 
have found several which were hitherto unknown. 

fhey are using the Academy of Seience as a vehicle for developing their 

program. Perhaps we should. 

The following publications convey some idea of the Minnesota approach: 

Wileox, A. N. The Fate of the Indigenous. Proc. Minn. Acad. Sei., 
Vol. 5, 1937, pp. 12-23. 

Wilcox, A. N. (chairman of committee). The Search for Natural 
pay Areas in Minnesota. Proc. Minn. Aead. Sei., 

Vol. 6, 1938, pp. 20-25. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ordo taopard,. 
Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management
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Jamary €, 1946 

Dy. Curtis L. Newcombe 
Feological Society of America 
College of William and Mary 
Williansburg, Virginia 

Dear Dr. Heweoombas 

I owe you an apology for failing to reply to yours of 
Jane 1 asking me to serve om a natural area committed. 

I om constantly working on this anyhow, uit I au so 
snowed under with students that I can't oxtend myself 
to any additional dutios, 

The Conservation Departnent has allotted $9000. for 
purchases and will doubtless do more when this ie gone. i 
fhe difficulty is to administer and protect the areas. : 
This program is under a comittee of which H. C. Fassett 

is chairman. 

I am veturning the reprint you asked for, and am sending 
the rest to Fassett. Fassett would be your logical 
chairman. 

Copies of this go to Sperry and Teprell. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

ec Sperry 
ferrell 

Fassett
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Joma State Conserbation Commission 
10TH AND MULBERRY 

Bes Moines 8, Iowa 

MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION January 22, 1946 F, T, SCHWOB, Director 

F. W. MATTES, ODEBOLT, CHAIRMAN G. L. ZIEMER. ASST. DIRECTOR 

E. B. GAUNITZ, LANSING K. M. KREZEK. CHIEF 4 

J. ©, JENSON, COUNCIL BLUFFS DIV, OF ADMINISTRATION 

MRS. ADDISON PARKER, DES MOINES 
V. W. FLICKINGER, CHIEF 

F, J. POYNEER, CEDAR RAPIDS Div. OF LANDS AND WATERS 

Ry Es eN at Ove BRUCE F. STILES, CHIEF 
E. G, TROST, FORT DODGE DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Place Farm 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

The Iowa Conservation Commission has made some progress in acquiring natural 

prairie areas. I am sure you are familiar with the program recommended in 

the Iowa Conservation Plane In order to have more information and facts to 

guide this program the Commission arranged with Iowa State College to have 

Dr. Ada Hayden, Research Assistant Professor of the Botany Department, make 

an investigation and recommendations on what the prairie preservation and ; 

acquisition program should bee 

Dr. Hayden, with the help and cooperation of a plant ecologist, animal 

ecologist, soil scientist, and a specialist in wildlife management, has 

prepared a report and suggested program on the types of prairie areas in 

various parts of the state which should be preserved. 

Enclosed is the part of Miss Hayden's report that sets out the nine classifi- 

cations, and recommendation based on recently surveyed areas of prairie. 

The present objective of this program is to acquire one prairie area in each 

of the classified soil types; the best area in each soil type classification 

to be selected by a committee of which Miss Hayden is a membere 

As you will see by the enclosed list of areas now in state ownership, all areas 

except the 190 acre Howard County area have been acquired with funds derived 

from legislative appropriation in our State Park and Preserve programe The 

Howard County prairie was purchased with fish and game funds because it is the 

best prairie left in that part of the state for prairie chicken. We have hopes 

of acquiring a half section that is native prairie in O'Brien County as a 

prairie chicken area, using fish and game funds. One difficulty at present is 

the increase in land prices. 

We are more or less feeling our way along, and to date we have no definite 

program for the use of these areas. I mean by that, that there has been no 

definite program set up whereby these prairie areas would be used as laboratories 

for the study of soil, plant and animl life, etc. We would be very glad to 

exchange experiences, and I, personally, would welcome any suggestions you may 

havee 
Yours very truly, 

SCL vr be 
F. T. Schwob 

FTS.cf State Conservation Director
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February 28, 1946 

Mr. Fred Wilson, Conservation Department 
Mr. Albert Fuller, Milwaukee Public Museum 
Prof. Aldo Leopold, 01d Entom. Bldg., Univ. of Wis. 

: About eight years ago it was proposed to fill ati : 

in University Bay to make a bathing beach. Mr. Gallistel : 

pointed out to the group from the university and the city { 

of Madison who were going to carry out this project that 

the biologists at the university should be consulted before 
anything was done. A meeting was held in President 
Dykstra's office. The biologists were unanimous that 
nothing should be done to disturb the University Bay area. 
It is the only place of its kind on this side of Lake 
Mendota, it is the only place where there is quiet, pro- 

: tected water with heavy aquatic vegetation and soft 
bottom. It is the principal breeding ground for fish of i 
Lake Mendota. Many of the plants abundant in University . i 
Bay are nearly or quite absent from other parts of the 

: lake. The’word of the biologists carried and the project 
was dropped. 4 

A few years later it came up again and Mr. | . : 
Gallistel hurriedly arranged a meeting in his office of 5 i 

| what biologists he could get together on short notice. 
This time University Bay was to be dredged and a Yacht ~ 

' Club to be established there. : 

I have a letter from Mr. Gallistel pointing 2 
out that there is now a group who wants to fill ina : 
portion or all of the Bay and suggests a letter to Dean 

- : Baldwin, chairman of the Campus Steering Committee, setting 

forth objections to this plan. Would it not be a good ; . 

plan for us, as the Natural. Areas Committee, to write such : 
a letter to Dean Baldwin? I do not think we need to have, 
a meeting to arrange it, but if nobody objects and if you 

x will send suggestions for points to be made I can send him i 

such a letter. F 

G N. C. Fassett 
5 Y 6 

‘ ‘
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Fontan PRovEeTiON.-NEIL N. LE MAY Gs "A wy “tp CAW ENFORCEMENT--A J, ROBINSON 

CONSERVATION \ cauz 2) DEPARTMENT 
EAS 

MADISON 2 

March 2 1946 FILE REFERENCE: 

Mr. N. C, Fassett 
Biology Building , 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Fassett: 

Your letter of February 28 refers to contemplated 

action by certain groups to fill in University Bay, but 

it is not clear who these groups may be. : 

In the light of legal procedures in such matters, : 

I see no occasion for writing a letter to Dean Baldwin. 

Any fills are illegal except under the procedure specified 

in Section 30.02 Wisconsin Statutes, under which a munici- 

pality may enact an ordinance establishing a new shore- 

line. After such an ordinance has been approved by the 

Public Service Commission, the work of filling may proceed. 

Mr. Kanneberg advises me that municipalities normally 

follow the procedure of first reaching an agreement with 

the Public Service Commission before enacting the ordinance. 

If such action by the City of Madison is contemplated, 
poth the university authorities and the conservation 
department would undoubtedly be advised of the matter and 
presumably a public hearing would be scheduled. For my 
part, I do not have the slightest fear that the Public 
Service Commission would ever approve of such action. 

Very truly yours, 
COOPERATIVE FORESTRY DIVISION 

LG 
F. G. Wilson 
Superintendent 

FGW:mk1



MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 
MILWAUKEE 3 WISCONSIN 

W. C. MCKERN, DIRECTOR 

Mareh 4, 1946 ; 
DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY 

A. M, FULLER, Curator 

£, P, KRUSCHKE, SENIOR SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT 

L. H. SHINNERS, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE , 

Dre N.C. Fassett 
Dept. of Botany 
Biology Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Fassett: 

I think that it would be fine for the 
Natural Areas Committee to write a letter such as 
you propose to Dean Baldwin. By all means University 
Bay should be kept as it ise 

Very truly yours, 

MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM 
— 

NAMM. Fc lberr 
Albert M. Fuller, Curator 

AUFsic ty



U.W. OBSERVATORY WOODS scientific AREA: 
sho ; 

i The numbering system of Burgess’ 
1958 100° X 100° grid system is shown 
here on a bit larger scale than the 

i ° woods map. The 1000° baseline runs 
NW-SE from the point indicated by 

‘ . the arrow. It swings just west of 
the tower and ends in the prairie 
opening. Because of unrepresented 
variations in ground contour the 
grid will not neatly overlay on the 
woods map. To help you orient, note 

DANE COUNTY that the baseline and the trail both 

=] roughly follow the ridgeline. 
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EMERY A, ODELL, PUBLISHER MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS 

ee ka : ESTABLISHED 1898 

es. Only Daily Newspaper in Green County 

ReCRe  R ae Monroe, Wisconsin 

ae : Swiss Cheese Capital of the U. 8. A. ‘ 

November 14,1946 yy 
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Prot. Aldo Leopold ene | ea 
ye Pais 

University of Wisconsin Vie ght rapt : 

fadison, Wisconsin pip: 

. 

Dear Sir: 

It has been supcested by Clarence Benkert, came manager with 

the state conservation deportment, that I write you recardines a 

"Suoar Oreck Valley Proposed Botanic Monument" which is so marked 

on a Wisconsin map, displayed in the court house here. 

Any information you can cive me will be appreciated- as to 

its purpose,extent and possibilities,etc., to ne used for a news 

item. 

Thankine you, I remain, ; 

Yours truly, [2 

ae / oy 
ed 

Helen E.Steuri-reporter 
Monroe Evenine Times 
fonroe, Wisconsin



November 21, 1946 , 

Mies Helen BE, Steuri, Reporter 

Monroe Evening Times ‘ 

Monroe, Wisconsin ood \ 

Dear Miss Steurit N sn 

é I have no Imowledge of the "Sugar Creek Valley Proposed 

Botanic Monument", but perhaps Professor Cc, Fassett who 

_ is in charge of Wisconsin Program for A4reas has 

gome knowledge of it. I am forwarding your letter to him. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor ¢ Wildlife Management 

Ris RL 

ect Professor MN, C, ay



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Madison 6 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 424 UNIVERSITY FARM PLACE 

Jamuary 9, 1948 

Dr. Norman N. Fassett 

Biology Building 

Dear Norman: 

Mr. D. W. Pahl, who lives on the Arboretum near 
Twenhofel's, has called my attention to a large 
woods approximately two miles by 4 mile, lying 
in the southwest corner of Verona township be- 
tween Highways 18 and 69. He says this is one 
of the best examples of relatively undisturbed 
woods in the County, and asked me what, if anything, 
could be done about its public acquisition. 

Undoubtedly you already kmow this woods, but it 
occurred to me to suggest it for possible con- 

sideration under your natural area program. Its 
proximity to the campus would of course enhance 
its teaching value, assuming that it has a good 
flora, and it might take the place of Beech's 
woods, which has now been lost. r 

My township map shows ruffed grouse occurring 
in this woods as late as 1941, and Mr. Pahl says 
it is well stocked with raccoon and other mammals. 

eonbrur ain, 

It might also be thinkable/that if the tract is too , 

large to consider the whoJe thing as a natural area 

that there might be some’system worked out with Fred 
Trenk on farm woodlots. I have not said anything to 
him about it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALspm Aldo Leopold
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